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PREFACE 

Soil mechanics originated several decade" ago tllHlf'r the pressure of 
necessity. As the practical prohlems im'olving soils hrol1dcIlf~d in :;eope, 
the inadequacy of the scientific tools avnibble for eopinp; \\'ith tlwrn be
came increasingly apparent. EfIorts to renwdy the Ritul1tion sturted 
almost simultaneously in the l7nited States und in Enropl', and within 
a short period they produced an impre~sive array of u:;eful information. 

The initial succei:ises in this field of applied science \\"(>re so encouraging 
that a new branch of structural analysis appeul'<'d to be in the making. 
As a consequence, the extent and profundity of the theoretical investi
gations increased rapidly, and experimental methods were developed 
to a high degree of refinement. Without the results of these painst[l.king 
investigations a rational approach to the problems of earthwork engineer
ing could not have been attempted. 

Unfortunately, the research activities in soil mechanic:; had one 
undesirable psychological effed. They divert('d the attC'l1tion of many 
investigator:; and teachers from the manifold limitations imposed by 
nature on the applica.tion of mathematics til problems in earthwork 
engineering, As a consequence, more and more (·mphllsis has heen placed 
on refinements in sampling and te::lting and on those very few problems 
that can be solved with accuracy. Yet, accurate solutions can be obtained 
only if the soil strata are practically homogenous and continuous in 
horizontal directions. Furthermore, since the investigat.ions leading to 
accurate solutioni:i involve highly specialized methods of sampling and 
testing, they are justified only in exceptional cat-ieR. On the overwhelming 
majority of jobs no more than an approximate forecast is needed, and 
if such a forecast ca.nnot be made hy Himplc means it cannot be made 
at all. If it is not possible to make an approximate forecast, the behavior 
of the soil must be observed during construction, and the design may 
subsequently have to be modified in accordance with the findings. These 
facts cannot be ignored without defying the purpose of soil mechanics. 
They govern the treatment of the subjert in this book. 

Part A deals with the physical propertieH of soilH and Part B with the 
theories of soil mechanics. These two parts are vcry short, but thcy con
tain all that engineering studentH and the average engineer need to know 
about soil mechanics proper at the present time. The heart of the book 
is Part C. 

v 



vi PREP.lCE 

Part C deal~ wit.h thB art of gf'tting satisfact.ol'Y results in earthwork 
and foundation enginel'rillg at a reasonahle cost, in spite of the com
plexity of the struelure of natural :soil strata and in spite of the inevitable 
gap::; in our knowledge of the :suil cunditioll":. To achieve this goal the 
engineer BllltSt t.ake advantage of all the methods and resources at his 
dispo:ial-expel'ienee, 1 hemy, and soil testing included. Yet all thmie 
resollrees are of no :m:til unlel:il:i they are used with eareful discrimination, 
becuutS<' almo:;t fwery practieal problem in this field contains at least 
some features without precedent. 

Ev{~r'y dilicus:-;ion of practical problems in Part C starts with a critical 
survey of eonventional methods and proceeds step by Htep to whatever 
improvellH'uts have been realized with the assistance of the results of 
research in ::ioil mechanics. Therefore, the experienced engineer is advised 
to start reading the book at the beginning of this part. He should use 
Parts A. and B only for refererH'(\; to get information about concepts 
with which he is not yet familiar. Otherwise he would be obliged to 
digest a coni'Jiderable ,Ullonnt of material before he would be in a po
sition to realize its function in his field of interest. 

The details of the methods for coping -with the practical problems 
covered by PtLrt C may change as experience increases, and some of 
them may become obsolete in tt few yeurs because they are no more than 
temporary expedients. Yet the mel'its of the semiempirical approach 
advocated in Part C are believed to be independent of time. At the end 
of each article of ParL C the reader will find a list of references. In 
their choice priority \vas given to those publications that are likely to 
foster the urge and capacity for careful and intelligent field observationH. 
In connection -with these references it should be emphasized that some 
of the discnssions and elosure::; may contain more important information 
than the articles themselves. 

Since the field of soil engineering is too broad to be covered adequately 
in n single volume; various important topics such as highway, airport, 
and tunncl engineering had to be excluded. Brief references concerning 
these field::; have been assembled ill an appendix. 

In its early stages, the manuscript was critically studied by Professor 
C. P. Siess, whose comments were especially helpful. The authors also 
appreciate the suggestions of the several practicing engineers who read 
various portions of the text. In particular, they are indebted to Mr. A. 
E. Cummings, Mr. O. K. Peck, ::md Mr. F. E. Schmidt for criticisms of 
Part 0, to Dr. R. E. Grim for review of Article 4, and to Dr. Ruth D. 
Terzaghi for assistance in the preparation of Article 63. 

Tables and figures taken in whole or in part from other Hources are 
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acknowledge(l where they occur in the text. The drawings are the work 
of Prof~ssol' Elmer F. Heater. For his co-operative interest and skilful 
work the authors are indeed gra.tefuI. 

KARL TERZAGHI 

RALPH B. PECK 
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SYMBOLS 

The symbols used in this tf'xt conform generally to those suggested 
in 194:1 by the Ameriean Soeiety of Civil Engineers (Soil M ('clll!fdc,~ 
N ornenclature, Manual of Engineering Practice X 0, 22), although ex
ceptions have been made wherever IwceHsarT to avoid confu:-;ion. 

In the United States at the present time, it i" customary to expJ'(';,lS 
the results of laboratory tests in terms of metric nnits, whereas the 
English system is used in the field and the de::;ign offiee. In eonformity 
with this practice, the soil constant::; and test results contained in Parb 
A are given in terms of metric units. In Parts Band 0, which deal with 
theories and practical applications, only the English system is used. 
Fortunately, the values of quantities which enter-most, frequently into 
the computations involved in soil mechanics can he converted without 
mental effort from one system to the other by means of the erosely 
approximate relation, 

1kg/cm2 = 1 ton/ft2 = 1 atmosphere = 34: ft of water = 15Ib/in.2 

In this relation, the ton is the short ton of 2000 lb. Oth~r conversion 
factors which may be required arc 

] Ib = 454 gm 
1 kg = 2.21b 
1 ft = 30.5 em 

In the following list, the dimensions of the quantities are given in the 
metric (cm-gm-sec) system, If the numerical value of a qurmtity is 
given in this system, it can readily be expressed in the English (ft-Ib-sec) 
system by means of the conversion factors just given. For example, we 
may express the value, 

E == 120,000 gm/cm2 

in the Engli::;h system by introducing into the preceding equation, 

1 1 
1 gm = 454: lb and 1 em = 30.5 ft 

whence 
1 30.52 

/ ) E = 120 000 - Ib X - = 120,000 (2.05 Ib ft2 
'454: ft2 

= 245,000 Ib/ft2 

If no dimension is added to a symbol, the symbol indicates a pure 
number. 
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xii 

rl ('m~) "" n,rea 
AT "" !UCtl ratio of sampling ~poon 
II ((!m) = \d,ltll 

SYJIJJOLS 

"" «,1112/gllll = I'odliricnt nf ('ulJlpre;;sibility 
I' (allY (lilllCllsinn) = C[)n~tallt 

C (gm) = resllltnnt cnhe~ioll 
I '" (gm) = total l1Iliw,.;ioll 
Cc = eOlllpm~sion index for ,",oil in field; creep ratio 
('/ == COlllvrci':iion im{('x of rcmolded soil 
r,', = swelling index 
C r = relative rOlli'istClH'Y 
('", == wdghted creep ratio (failure by piping) 
r (gm/em2 ) = cohesion 
r (in) = COllst:mt in Engineering News fonllula 
rv (eIll2/sec) "" coefficient of ('ollsoliliutiun 
D (em) = grain size; depth: diameter; spacing between centers of piles 
DIO (em) "" effective grain ~izc 
D, (elll) = depth of foullrltttion 
Dr = relative deIl~ity of cohesirmless soil 
d (cm) = diameter of pile; IlistltllCe 
E (gm/ cru2) "" llludulus of elasticity (If B refers to (1 definite stlLte or range of stress, 

SUbllCripts ilre u~ed.) 
E (volt) = difference in electric potential 
e = void ratio 
e (cuulomb/ cm2) = electric Ch(lrge per unit of lLrea 
Co = voill rati() in loosest stlLte 
eml.o = voit! ratio in densest state 
ew = volume of water per unit volmne of solid matter (for saturated soil ew = e) 
e" = critical voill mtio 
F (gm) = reaction; reRultant force 
f. (gm/cm 2) = stun of friction and adhesion between Roil ttnrl pile 01' pier 
f = coefficient of frictiun between soil and base of structure 
fa (l/seo) '" nat1U'ltl frcquency (vibmtiolls) 
il. (l/scc) = fl'cquenc.y of impu\"e (vihmtiuJI>\) 
a" = air-~pacc nLtio (tlminage) 
(; R = factor of safety 
f{ (em) = thjckne~s of stmtulIl except \VhCll llserl in connection with consolidating 

layer. In this event, II = thickneHs of hlLlf-clo~ed ]lLyer or half-thickness 
of open IlLyer 

II (em) = height of fall of hummel' (pile driving) 
He (cm) = critical height of slope 
jH (em) = position hear! (hytll'[tulics) 
h (em) = hydraulic heml 
hI (cm) = totlLl hYllraulic helLd 
hw (em) = piezometric heall 
:;11 (em) = potential drop (hydraulics) 
he (ern) = height of clLpililLry rise; critiClLI head for failure by piping 
hec (em) = height of complete Hlltumtion of clminell soil 
her (em) = criticlLl head fo1' failure by piping lLccording to computation based OIl 

line of creep lllethod. 
he = relative vapor pressm8 



hra = reltttive humidity 
IlO = plm;ticity imlex 
'i = hyLiranlic gI'll.( lient 
ic = critieaJ hydraulic gradient 
ip (gm/ cm3) = pre~surc fl:ra(lirmt 
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K = ratio hctWl'l1Il inten:;ities of horizontal and vertical pressures at a given point 
in :1 Illass () f Roil 

J{o = coefficient of earth prCNlure tit re~t (value of K for initial ~talc (If clwitic 
equilibrillIll ) 

KA = coefficient of activ(' earth prm'~lIfe 
Kp = coefficient of passive earth preR.~ure 
l\_ (mn2) = penneability 
K. (gm/ em3) = coefficient of Rubgmrle reaction 
k (em/sec) = coefficient of permeability 
kI (em/sec) = coefficient, of permeability in direction parallel to bedrling planes 
kII (cm/sec) = c()efficient of pel1neahility in direction perpcndicllhtr to bedding 

planes 
k" (em/sec) = coefficient of permeahility of romolrled cby 
k'I> kv (gIll/ Clll~) = coefficientli for computing pressure of backfill against retaining 

wall 
L (em) = length of line of creep; length 
Lw = liqltid limit 
l (em) = length 
Me (gill em) = mOlllent of ~ohc~ive force~ 
IIlv (cm2/gm) = coefficient of vnlml1c c()mprC>'~ihility 
N = (limen!4ionIC}<>l faetor (No, N'Y, aIllI N'I = hearing capnrity factufH; N. == I'Ita

bility faetnr ill theory of ~tability of ~Iopc,;); lIU1liher of bl()w~ on sampling 
spoon during pcrformance of Rtandard penetration test 

Nq, = flow value = tan2 (_150 + 4>/2) 
Nd = number of eqnipotential drops (flow net) 
NJ = number of flow channel~ (flow net) 
n = porosity; number of piles in group 
na = ratio between clistance frOID bottom of lateral support to point of application 

of earth pressure, and total height of lateral support 
nd = depth factor (stability of slopes) 
no = intensity of earthquake 
P = per cent of grains smaller than given size 
P (gm or gm/em) = resultant pressure 
F'A (gm/em) = active earth pressure if arching is absent (retaining walls; active 

Rankine state) 
Pa (gm/em) = active earth pressure if arching is present (bracing in open ruts) 
Pp (gm/cln) = passive earth pressure. May be subdivided into Pp' which depends 

on unit weight of the soil, and ElP" which depends on cohesion and surcharge. 
ppll may be further subdivided into Pc and Pq, respectively. 

t:.PA (gm/cm) = palt of active earth pressure due to line load q' 
P w (gm/em) = resultant water prcssme 
p w =; plastic limit 
p (gm/cm2) = preR.~ure or nOl'mal stress; subgrade reaction 
Pl,2,3 (gm/ C1U2 ) = majo!', intenllcdiate, and minor principal stresses 
Ph (gm/ cm2) = horizontal pressure against vertical plane 
pv (gm/crn 2) = vertical pressure against horizontal plane 
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pc (p:m':mn2', = Nmfilling prcs:-:ul'c: all-aronnri pressure 
1}~1 {glU/cm~) == iuteIl'ity of active earth prcHsure 
p fgrn/cm2 ) = dTedivp prn:'''llre (bar lllay he omitted) 
Jlo (gIll/cm2 ) = initiall,rp~"llf('; prc:'ent overhurden pressure 
po' (gIll/ cm2) = maximum eonsolidation pressure on soil in field 
~po (g;ru,'cm2) = temporary exec"s ovprbllnipn pressure 
~p (gmi rm2) = change in pre""ure; con~olidationstress 
p' (gm/cm2) = maximum collsolidlLtion prc>sUI'e on shear test specimen 
pq q,,,m/ emZ) = iltcrea.~e in pressure on retaining wall (Iue to surcharge q per unit of 

~rea 

pq' (gm/em) =' increase in pressure on retaining wall due to surcJlarge q' per unit 
of length parallel to cre,t 

)ia (gm/r·m2) "" initinl consolidation pressure on f'hear test specimen; preSHllI'e of 
atmo:.;phere 

Per (gm/cm2). '" pres,;ure corrcspon,ling to equal shearing resistance of given soil in 
slow awl cOIlsnli,lated-quick tests 

11 k (glll/ em ~) = capillmy preBsurc 
fI" (gIll/ cw3) = sc('page pref'surc 
p" (gm/em2) "" pressure corresponrling to point b, Figure 22a 
Q (mn3 or cm2 ) = total di:irhtirge per unit of time 
Q (glll) "" concentrated load 
Qa (gill) = allowable loafl on pile 
Qc (gm) = ultimate bf'aring capacity of pile cluster 
Qd (gill) = ultimate static resistance of pile 
Q,l (gIll or gm/rIll) = critical load on footing or pier resting on dense or stiff soil. 

MIIY b(· Auhdivided into Q' (lue to weight of soil and Q" due to cohesion and 
~nrchal'ge. Bearing capacity of circular footing is denoted by Qd,' and of 
::;quare footing by Qd. 

Q/ (gm or gill/em) = critirnlloa(l on footing or pier resting on loose or soft soil 
Qdv (grn) = dynamie ref'istanco to penetration of pile 
Qj (gm) = skin friction (total) 
Qp (gm) = point re;:istance of pile 
Qpr (gm) = criticulload on base of pier 
Qt (gm) = excc;;s load on footing or raft, ronsiRting of net dead load Qdn and live 

load QI; load oIl pile, consiRting of Q exerted by building, and Q' + Q" duo to 
negative skin friction 

q (gll1/cm2) = uniformly distributed load; Rurcbarge per unit of [tret.; supplementary 
axial pressure (triaxial test) 

q' (gl1l/(~m) = lmiformly distributeclline load 
qa (gm/cm2

) == allowable soil pre~sure 
qc (gm/crn2) = confined compressive strength 
qd (gm/cm2

) = ultimate bearing capacity for dense or stiff soil. Value for loose 
or soft soil denoted by q/. Bearing capacity of cimular footing denoted by 
gar, of square footing by qds, and of oblong footing by qao, 

q" (gm/cm2) = unconfined compressive strength 
r (em) = radius 
1'] (em) = rallius of friction circle (stability of slopes) 
S (gm/em) = total slilling resistanc{1 between base of dam and subsoil 
S (em) = settlement; penetration of pile under hammer blow 
Se (em) = temporary cl!lstic compression of pile uncleI' hammer blow 



Sr = degree of saturation 
Fit = degree of sensitivity 
Sw = slu'inkage limit 
s (gm/cm2

) = shearing reRistance 

SYMBOLS 

T (degreeH centigracle) = temperature 
T 8 (gill/em) = surface tension of liquid 
Tv = time factor (theory of consolillation) 
T w = sticky limit 
t (sec) = time 
t (gm/cm2) = shearing stress 
U (gm/ em) = total neutral pressure on hase of dam 
U = degree of consulidation; uniformity coefficient = DBo/D10 
1t (gm/cm2) = excess hYllrostatic pressure 
7l w (gm/cm2) = neutral stress, pore-water pre"~llre 
V (cm3) = total volume 
V" (ema) = total volume of voids 
v (em/sec) = diHcharge velocity 
VB (em/sec) = seepage velucity 
W (gm or gm/ em) = weight 
lV H (gm) = weight of ram of pile [lriver 
lVp (gm) = weight of pile 
lV. (gm) = effective weight of sail replaceil by f(Joting or baB(J1l1ent 
W= water content in per cent of [Iry weight 
z (em) = depth 
ii!c (em) = depth of tension cracks 
a = angle 
fJ (degrees) = slope angle 
'Y (gm/cm3) = unit weight (soil, water and air) 
'Y' (gm/cm3) = submerged unit weight 
'Yd (gm/cmS) = unit weil?;ht of soil if mltcr is entirely repla.ced by air 
'Ydr (gm/ cmS) = unit weight of rlry remolded soil salllpic 
'Ydi (gm/cm3) = unit weight of dry intact soil sample 
'Yw (gm/cm3) "" unit weight of water 
'Y. (gm/ cm3) = unit weight of sulid constituents 
L\ = increment 
o (degrees) = angle of wall friction; angle between result:mt strcsR on plane and 

normal to plane 
E = base of Napel'ian logarithms; unit strain 
'J) (gm/cm2 sec) = viscosity 
e (degrees) = angle; central angle 
p. = Poisson's l'l1tio; micron 
q; = velocity potential (flow net) 
'" (degrees) = angle of internal friction; angle of shearing resistance in Coulonlb'~ 

equation 
CPa (degrees) = angle of shearing resistance for partly Rat1ll'ate,1 clay 
"'eq (degrees) = angle of shoaling resistance corresponding to consolidat(lcl-quick 

test conditions 
"'. (degrees) = angle of shearing resistance corresponding to slow tOgt conditions 
log a = Napel'ian (natural) logarithm of a 
loglOa = logarithm of a to the base 10 
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ah == d.ist:lllce all llle:1c~ure,lldoIlg (1 st.raight line 

;,; '-= riistan('(llll, IJle!l~ure,lltlong lUI arc 
"" TllPtWS approximately c(l'Ial , 
Li.:1 ilHliclLtf'S eqllat.ion ;~ in .\rt,ide Hi. The article number lLppoars at the top of 

each page 



INTRODUCTION 

Soil Mechanics in Enginelrf'ing Practice is divided into thE' following 
three parts: 

A. Physical Properties of Roils. 
B. Theoretical Soil Mechanic:-l. 
C. Problems of Design and Construction. 

Part A deals with the physiCt11 and mechanical properties of homoge
neous specimens of undisturbed and remolded soils. It discw.,ses those 
properties which serve as convenient criteria for distinguishing between 
different soils and provides instructions for describing soils u.dequatdy. 
It also deals with those soil properties that havo a direct bearing on the 
behavior of soil maRses during and nJter conRtrHction opf'rations. 

Part B provides the reader with [til c1('mentary knowledge of the 
theories required for f\Dlving problemo:; involving the stability or bearing 
capacity of soils or the interaction between soil and water. All these 
theories are baRed on radically Himplifying aSfmmptions regarding the 
mechanical 'and hydraulic properties of the soils. N evertheleils, when 
properly applied, the result.'l ohtained by means of these approximate 
procedures are accurate enough for most practical purposes. 

Part C deals with the application of our present knowledge of soil 
behavior and of the theories of soil mechanics to design and constntction 
in the field of foundation and earthwork engineering. The design of pave
ments for roads and airports is represented only hy references in the 
Appendix because it constitutes an independent and highly specialized 
branch of earthwork engineering. 

The physical propertieil of soils could be discus.~ed quite properly in a 
general study of the engineering properties of materials, and the 
theories of soil mechanics constitute a part of the general f:lubject of 
theoretical mechanics. However, design and construction in the field of 
fOlmdation and earthwork engineering, which constitutes the third and 
largest part of this book, 1'l all independent subject in its own right, be~ 
cause it involves methods of reasoning and procedure that have no 
cOlmterpart in other field.s of structural engineering. In all other fields, 
the engineer 1'3 concerned with the effect of forces on structures made of 
manufactured products such as steel and concrete or carefully selected 
natural materials such as timber or Rtone. Sinee the properties of these 
materials Can be determined reliably, the problems associated with 
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design enn almof't ahmy::; he solverl by thr- tlireet application of theory or 
the re,.;nlt" of mork·j te"t,.:. 

On the other hand, (','er.v statement. and C'onrIllsion pertaining to soils 
in thfl fif'1d illyoh;ps mallY nneertaiuties. In extreme cases the concepts 
on whieh a rl('"i!l:Il is Im:-,e(I art' no more than (:rude working hypotheses 
that mny be far from tIl(' trut,h. In fineh ca,.;(~s the risk of partinI or total 
failure ean be pliminated oIll~- by u,.;ing what ma~' be called the observa
tiomLl proeed1ll'e. Thi,; procedure {'oIl:-;i,.:ts ill making appropriate observa
tion,.; :·>oon enough during cOll"trllction to (letect auy signs of departure of 
the 1'(·al eomlition,; from those assnmed hy Ute designer and in modifying 
either the design or the method of con,.;truetion in aceordance with the 
findings. 

These C'onc:idcl'ation,.; determine the subject matter and method of 
presf'ntation of Part C. Ino;tf'ad of starting with instructions for applying 
theoret.ical prineiples to clf'sign, Part C deal,.; first of all with the technique 
for Rccuring infonllation about the Hoil conditions at the" chosen site by 
horing, sounding, sampling, and testing. fn spite of the great amount of 
time and labor involved in suell exploratory work, the results commonly 
leave much room for interpretation. 

8uhsequf'nt chapters of Part C cont.ain a discussion of the general 
prim·jples of the dpsign of fitrnctures such as retaining walls, earth dams, 
and foundationfi. The behavior of all such struetUl'es depends chiefly on 
the phy~ical soil properties ::md the subsoil conditions. Because our 
lmodcdge of subsoil conditions is alwayo; incomplete, uncertainties 
inevitably enter into the fundamental design asslIDlptions. These uncer
tainties require and receiyc~ continuous attention in the text. Similar 
discllssions are not required in texthooks pertaining to other fields of 
structural clesign, because the reliability of the fundamental assumptions 
concerning the properties of the other common construction materials 
can almost always be taken for granted. 



PART A 

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF SOILS 

The subject matter of Part A i~ divided into three ('hapters. The fir~t 
deals with the procedure;; ('ommonly uRed to discriminate between 
different soils or between rlifff'rent stateR of the Rame Roil. The Recond 
deals with the hydraulic and meehanical propertiel'> of RoilH and with the 
experimental m('t.hoci:-; used to determine numerical values repre."entative 
of these propertieR. The third chapter deals with the physical processes 
involved in the drainage of soils. 





CHAPTER I 

INDEX PROPERTIES OF SOILS 

AUT. 1. PRACTICAL IMPORTANCE OF INDEX PROPERTIES 

In fcmnda1ioll amI f'u.l'tliwork engineering, mol'£' than in any other field 
of t·ivil enginecring, :;11('('('H:; depend:; on practical experience. The design 
of ordinary f;oil-supporting or soil-supported fltructures is neces.c;arily 
based on Himple empirical rule:,;, but these rules can. be l..L.'led safely only 
by the engineer who has It b!lckground of experience. Large projects 
involving unu:mal features may call for extensive application of scien
tific method::; to design, but the program for the required inve;;tigations 
cannot be laid out wisely, nor can the results be interpreted intelligently, 
unless the engineer in eharge of design pOHSeR.'leS it large amount of 
experience. 

Since personal experienl'e is ncce.'i..'larily somewhat limited, the en
gineer is compelled to rely at lea.'3t to some extent on the recorci'l of the 
experiences of others. If these records contain adequate descriptions of 
the soil condition.<;, they constitute a storehouse of valuable information. 
Otherwise, they may actually he misleading. In the field of structural 
engineering, an account of the failure of a beam would be of little value 
unless it contained, in addition to other eR."ential data, a statement as to 
whether the beam was made of steel or of cast iron. In all the older rec
orci'l of foundation experience. the nature of the Roils 1':1 indicated 
merely by such general terms D..'l llfine sand" or "Raft clay." Yet, the 
differences between the meehnnical properties of two fine Rands from 
different localities can be greater and more significant than those between 
cast iron and steeL AH a consequence, one of the foremost l~ims in recent 
nt.tempts to reduce the hazards in dealing with soils has been to find 
methods for di'lcriminating between the different kinds of Boil in a given 
eategory. The properties on which the distinction." are based are known 
as index properties, and t.he tests required to determine the index prop
eities are classification tests. 

The nature of any given soil can be altered by appropriate manipUla
tion. Vibrations, for example, can transform a loose sand into a dense one. 
Hence, the behavior of a soil in the field depends not only on the sig
nificant properties of the individual c011'3tituents of the soil m~s, but 
also on those properties which are due to the arrangement of the parti-
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(·le,.; \yithill tll£' ma,.;,.;. Aceonlingly, it is ('onvenient t.o divide index 
properties into two (·lm;."e,.;: soil (//'((in properties and soil aggl'('gatc 

7)/'O]J!'l'tiI'8. The prillf'ipal ,.;nil gmin }ll'Oport,ic:,; are the size and shape of 
the grain,.; and, in ('lay soil,.;, tlip mineralog;ieul elmraeter of the Rmullest 
grains. The mORt :;ignifif'ttnt, agjrl'egate property of eohoRiun10ss soils is 
the relative den,.;ity. whpl'Pu" that of (~()llPsi\'e soils is the consistency. 

The di,.;eut'sion of tlw ~oil grain and aggregate properties will be pre
ceded by a dCf'criptioIl of the principal types of soil, and it will be fol
lowed by n. condon:-;ed l'evipw of the minimum requirement:> for adequate 
soil d('seriptions to hp ineorporatecl in the records of field observations. 

ART. 2. PRINCIPAL TYPES OF SOILS 

The materials that ('on~tjtute the earth's Cl1lRt are rather arbitrarily 
divided by the civil engineer into the two categories, soil and mck. Soil 
is a natural aggregnte of mineral grains that can be separated by such 
gentle mcehanical means as agitation in water. Hock, on the other hand, 
is a natural aggregate of mineral:; connected by Btrong and permanent 
cohesive forces. Rince the terms "strong" and "permanent" are subject 
to different interpretations, the boundary between soil and rock is 
neces,qarily an arbitrary one. As a matter of fact, there a.re many natural 
aggrC'ga.tes Df mineral partieles that are difficult to classify either a.s soil 
or as rock. In this text, however, the term soil will he applied only to 
materials that ul1que~tionahly s[Lti'lfy the preceding definition. 

Although the terminology described in the preceding paragraph is 
generally unden;tood by civil engineers, it is not in universal use. To the 
geologi.-;t, for example, the term rock implies all the material which 
constitutes the earth's crust, regardless of the degree to which the 
mineral particles are botUld together, whereas the term soil is applied 
only to that portion of the earth's cmst which is capablc of supporting 
vegeitLtion. Therefore, if the civil engineer makes use of information 
prepared by worker,..; in other fields, he must be certain that he tmder
stand,..; the RenHe in which the tem1S soil and rock are m;eu.. 

On the baflis of the origin of their constituents, Roils can be divided 
into two large groups, those which consist chiefly of the results of 
chemical and physical rock weathering, and those which are chiefly of 
organic origin. If the product9 of rock weathering arc still located at the 
plar-a where they originated, they constitute a 1'cliidual soil. Otherwise 
they constitute a tmnsportecl soil, reganlless of the agent which performed 
the transportation. 

The depth of residual soils depends primarily on climatic conditions 
and on the time of exposure. In some areas, this depth amounts to 
hundreds of feet, In temperate zones re:-;iduaI soils are commonly stiff 
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and Fit-able. Exceptions to thi;:; TIlle nre yery rare. On the other hand, 
many deposits of tmnHportcrl soil arc loose and soft to n. depth of Heveral. 
hundred feet. Therefore, difficulties with foundationH and other t}1)es of 
construrti( m me as:ioeiat.ed almost eX('luf;ivcly with tmn."ported soils. 

Soils of organic origin are formed r'hiefly in 8itll. either by the growth 
and SUbSf'qUCllt. clec[~y of plants slwh 3." peat mos;.;cs, or hy the accumula
tion of fmgmcnts of the inorganic skeletons or shells of organiRmR. Hence 
It soil of organic origin can be either organic or inorgftnie. "fhe term 
organic soil ordinarily referH to a transported soil consisting of tlw 
products of rock wca,thcring with a more or lesR conspicuous admixture 
of decayed wget.'1hle matter. 

The soil condit.iollS at the ~ite of a propOfletl structure are commonly 
c)"']Jlored by meanR of t.est horingK or test shafts. The foreman on the job 
examines samples of the soil 3.<; they are obtained. He cluflsifies them in 
accordance with local n::;age and prepares a boring log or shaft record 
containing the name of each Koil and the elevation of its houndaries. 
The name of the soil is modified by adjectives indicating the stiffneHS, 
eolor, and other attributes. At a latcr date the record may be supple
mented by an abRtract of the results of tests made on the samples in the 
laboratory. 

The following list of soil types inclndef' the names commonly used by 
experienced foremen and practical engineers for field classification. 

Sand and gravel are cohcHionleHs aggregates of rounded suhangular or 
angular fragments of more or less unaltered rocks or minerals. Particles 
with a size up to t in. are referred to as sand, and those with a size from 
t in. to 6 or 8 in. 3.<; gravel. Fragments with a diameter of more than 8 
in. are known as boulders. 

Hardpan i<; a soil that offers an exceptionally great resistance to the 
penetration of drilling tools. Most hardpans are extremely dense we1l
graded somewhat cohesive aggregates of mineral particles. 

Inorganic silt is a fine-grained soil with little or no plasticity. The least 
plastic varieties generally consist of more or Ie.'ls equidimensional grains 
of quartz and are sometimes called rock flour, whereas the most plastic 
types contain an appreciable percentage of flake-shaped part.ieles and are 
referred to as plastic silt. BecauRe of its Rmooih tcxture, inorganic silt is 
often mistakcn for clay, but it may he readily distinguished from clay 
without laboratory testing. If shaken in the palm of the hand, a pat of 
saturated inorganic silt expels enough water to make its surface appear 
glossy. If the pat is bent between the fingers, its surface again become.'l 
dull. This procedure is known as the slwking test. After the pat has 
dried, it iH brittle, and dust can be detached by rubbing it with the 
finger. Silt if; relatively impervioufl, but if it is in a loose state it may rise 
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into a drill hole or "hnft like a thick viscons fluid. The most ullRtable 
soils of tId" (·tLtcgory nre known loct.1Jly under different names, such a:; 
bllll':> liver and quicband. * 

Organic .silt i" a flnc-gminccl more or less plastic soil with an admixture 
of finel;>' (liYicled partiei<'" of organic llmiter. Rhells and visible fragments 
of partly deelLy('tl vt'getnhle mutter may abo be present. The soil ranges 
in color from light to very dark gray, and it is likely to contain a con
i'iderablc qnantity of H 2S, CO2, fwd various other gaseous productH of 
t.he der:tty of organic matt,er which ghrc it a characteristic ouor. The 
permeability of organic silt is vcry low und itR compressibility very high. 

Clay i" an aggregate of micro:'1copic and submicroscopic particles 
derived from tho chemieal decomposition of rock confltituents. It is 
plastic within a moderate to wide range of water content. Dry specimens 
are very hard, and no powder can be detached by rubbing the surface 
of dried pats with the fingers. The permeability of cby is extremely low. 
The term gumbo is tJ.pplied, partic:ularly in the western United States, to 
clays which arc distinguished ill the plastic state by a flOlLPy or waxy 
appeu,rmwc and by great toughness. At higher watcr contcnts they are 
conspi('Hously sticky. 

Orgnnic clay is a clay that owes some of its significant physical prop
erties to the presence of finely divided organic matter. When saturated 
organic clay is likely to he very ('ompresHible, but when dry its strength 
is very high. It is usually dn.rk gmy or blttck in color, and it may have a 
conspicuQu:; odor. 

Peat is a somewhat fibrous aggregate of macroscopic and microscopic 
fragments of decayed vegetable matter. Its color ranges between light 
brown and black. Peat is so compressible that it is entirely unsuitn.ble 
for supporting foundations or earth emhankments. 

If a floil ifl made up of a comhination of two different soil types, the 
predominant ingredient is expre,..;sed as a noun, and the less prominent 
ingredient as a modifying adjective. For example, Hilty sand indieates a 
soil \vhidl is predominantly fland but conttLins a small amount of silt. A 
RiLwly clay is a soil which exhibits the properties of a clay but contains 
an appreeiable amonnt of sand. 

The aggregate properties of sand and gravel are described qualita
tively by the terms loose, medium, and dense, whereas those of clays arc 
deHcribed by hard, .stiff, medium, and soft. These terms are usnally 
evaluated hy the boring foreman on the basis of several factorfl, includ
ing the relative ease or difficulty of advancing the drilling and sampling 

* The term «zdl'hand is also commonly applied to fine or very fine sands that have 
pasficd into a semiliquid state under the influence of a rising current of seeping water. 
Therefore, the term may indicate either a material or a state. 
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toolfi and the consisteney of tho samj)l('~. Howewr, "in('e this method of 
evaluation may lead to it very erroneons eoneeptioll of the general 
('haracter of the Roil deposit, the qnalitative cle:wl'ipt.ions should bp 
supplemented by quantitative information wlienevN' the meehanicnl 
properties are likely to have an important infincn('e on dc:;ign. The 
quantitn,t,ive information i.;; commonly obtttined by mellns of laboratory 
tests on relatively undhiturbed samples, Article 8, or by :mitahle field 
tests, Article 44. 

A record of the color of the different stmta enr:ountm'c(I in mlju('ent 
horings reduces the ri"k of error::; in correlating the horing logs. Color 
may also be an indication of a real difference in the clw,l':1eier of the soil. 
For example, if the top layer of a submerged clay stratum is yellowifih 
or brown and stiffer than the underlying clay, it was prohably exposed 
temporarily to desiccation combined with weathering. Terms !'uch ll.'l 

mottled, marbled, spotted, or speckled are used when tIifYerent colort{ 
occur in the same stratum of soil. Dark or drab color" are commonly 
associated with organic soils. 

UntIer certain geological ('onditions soils form which arc f'lw,racterized 
hy one or more striking or unusual feature~ such as a root-hole structure 
or a conspicuous and regular stratification. Because of these features, 
such soils can easily be recognized in the field, amI, as a consequence, 
they have been given special names by which they are commonly known. 
The following paragraphs contain definitions and descriptions of some 
of these materittls. 

Till is an unstl'l1,tified glacial deposit of clay, silt, sand, gravel, and 
boulders. It covers part of the rock surface in those regions which were 
glaciated during the ice age. 

Tuff i'i a fine-grained \vater- or wind-laid aggregate of very small 
mineral or rock fragments ejected from volcanoes during explosions. 

Loess is a uniform cohesive wind-blown sediment. The size of most of 
the particles ranges between the narrmv limit." of 0.01 and 0.05 nun, and 
the cohesion is due to the presence of a more or less calcareous binder. 
The prevalent color is light brown. Loess is characterized by ver
tical root holes and the ability to stand with nearly verticn.l slopes. 
True loess deposits have never been saturated. On saturation the 
bond between particles dissolveR, and the surface of the deposit may 
settle. 

Modified loess is a loess that has lost its typical characteristics by 
secondary processes j including temporary immersion, erosion, and 
subsequent deposition; chemical changes involving the destruction of 
t.he honel between the particles; or chemical decomposition of the more 
perbhable ('onstituents such as feldspar. Thorough chemical decompo:::;i~ 
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tinn produce,; lors8 [pow. (·haradprizerl hy greater plasticity than other 
forms of mo(lifiNlloe,,~. 

Diatmllf(C('f)/(;? mdh (kief'pjguhl') is a depo,.;it of fine, generally white, 
"iliccou,; powder, ('ompo~cd ('hidly or wholly of the remains of diatoms. 
The term diatom applie,; to a group of mierolleopie uuicelIllbl' marine or 
fresh-water algae elmmet,f'rizell by silidficd cell walk 

Lrdw marl or bOlllillll' is a white fine-grained powdery calcareous 
deposit pl'N'ipitated by plants in pond,s. It is commonly associated with 
budi> of pcat. 

Mad is [L mther 100;-;e1y u"erl term for various fairly stiff 01' very stiff 
marine calcareons claY:-l of grennish color. 

A.dobe is a term n.pplied in the southwestern part of the United States 
and other semiarid regiolls to a great variety of light-colored soils 
ranging from Handy ~ilts to very ph.LKtic clays. 

C'a.liche n{Pl's to layers of Hoil in whieh the soil grains are cemented 
together hy earhonate" snch all lime. These layers commonly occur at a 
depth of several feet brlow the surfuC'e, and their thickneRs may range 
between a few inches I1wl several feet. it semiarid c:limate appears to be 
necessary for their formation. 

Famed c[a.y consiHts of alternating In.yers of medium gray inorganic 
Hilt and darker "ilty day, The thickness of the layers rarely exceeds 
one-half ineh, but oceuRionaIly very much thieker varves are encount
ered. The C'ol1stituents of varved clays mn'e transported into fresh
water luke;.; hy melt \\":J,tCl' :J,t the close of the icc age. They are likely to 
combine the undesirable properties of both silt;s and soft elll,Ys. 

Bentonite is :J, day with a high content of montmorillonite, Article 4. 
l\Iost bentonite:-l were f0l1ned by chemical alteration of volct1nic ash. 
In contact with water dried bentonite swells more than other dried clays, 
and sa,turated bentonite shrinks more on drying. Bentonite deposits 
ocnur in practically every state west of the Mississippi; in TenneRsee, 
Kentucky, and Alabama; and to [l, minor extent in seveml other states. 
They are ruso common ill Mexico, 

Each term used in the riehl classification of soils includes a rather 
great variety of different m:1terials. Furthermore, the choice of 
terms relating to stiffness [tnd density depends to [l. considerable ex
tent on the person who examines the HoiL Because of theRe facts, 
the field classification of soil" is always more or less uncertain and 
inaccurate. More specific information el1n be obtained only by physical 
tests that fnrnish numerical values representative of the properties of 
the soil. 

The methods of soil exploration, including boring and sampling, and 
the procedures for determining average numerical values for the soil 
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properties arc It part of the design and nonstruction program. They am 
discussed in Chapter VII, Part C. 

ART. 3. SIZE AND SHAPE OF SOIL PAItTICLES 

The size of the particlE's that constitute soils may vary from that of 
bonlden; to that of large molecules. 

Grains larger t.han 0.00 mm enn be inspected with the naked eye or by 
means of a hand lenR. They con;.;titute the 1.'1')'11 C()(lrlll' and conrse fmctions 
of the Hoils. 

Grains ranging in size from 0.00 mm to 2p. (lp.:::::: 1 micron 
= 0.001 mm) can be examined only under the microscope. They rep
resent the fine fraction. 

Grainr:; smaller than 2p. constitute the very fine fraction. GrainR having 
a size between 2p. and about O.lp. can be observed under the microscope, 
but. their shape cannot be discerned. The shape of grainR smaller than 
about Ip. ('un be determined by meau,c; of an eleetron microscope. Their 
molecular stmcturc can hc inveRtigated by means of X-ray analysis. 

The process of separating a soil aggregate into fraction.<;, each con.<;ist
ing of grains within a different-size range, is known as mechanical 
analysil!. By means of mechanical analysis, it has been found that most 
natural soils contain grains representative of two or more soil fractions. 
The genera.l character of mixed-grained soils L<; determined almost 
entirely by the charaeter of the smallest soil cOlL'ltituent<;. In thL'S respect 
Hoils are some\vhat similar to concrete. The properties of concrete are 
determined primarily by the cement, whereas the aggregate, which 
constitutes most of the concrete, is inert. The "aggregate," or the inert 
portion of a mixed-grained soil, comprises about 80 or 90 per cent of the 
total dry weight. The decisive or active portion constitutes the re
mainder. 

Very coarse fractions, for example gravel, consist of rock fragments 
each composed of one or more minerals. The fragments may be angular, 
subangular, rounded. or flat. They may be fresh, or they may show signs 
of considerable weathering. They may be resistant or crumbly. 

Coarse fractions, exemplified by sand, are made up of grains composed 
chiefly of quartz. The individual grains may be angular, subanguIar, 
or rounded. Some sands contain a fairly high percentage of mica flakes 
that make them very elastic or springy. 

In the fine and very fine fractions, anyone grain usually consists of 
only one mineral. The particles may be angular, flake-shaped, or, rarely, 
needle-like. Rounded particles, however, are conspicuously absent. 
Exceptionally, the fine fmction contains a high percentage of porous 
fossils, such as dil1toms or Radiolaria, that produce abnormal me-
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ch::mi(':d IH'lIperti(',.,. In gPlwml, the pcr('cntuge of flnky constituents in a 
gin'll :-coil ill('rc~a,;p" with (lecrelt:-ling grain size of the soil fraction. 

If t 11(' :-cize of IllO-;t. lIf tl\l~ grain..;; in an aggl'egttte of soil particles is 
within the limit,,; gh'on fill' anyone of the soil fractions, thc aggregate is 
mlled U /ill/flil'lII silil. Gniform \'(~ry (~oar>ie 01' coarse :-ioihl are emnmon, 
hut unifol111 v('t·v fine or colloidal soil,,; arc very seldom encountered. All 
clay,; eontain fil~e, ycry fine, und colloidal constituents, and some clays 
('ontain ('ven ('oar,;e part ides. The finoHt grain-size fractions of clays 
('on"j,;t priYH'ipally of finke-shaped pal'tieIcs. 

The wirlpHprpacl prevalence of fIake-Rhaped parti(des in the very fine 
fmctioIlH of IHttuml Hoils is a con.-;equence of the geological processeR of 
soil formation. ~rost soil:-; originate in the chemical weathering of rocks. 
The 1'o('k" thcm,;elves conHist partly of chemically very stable and partly 
of le~,.; stahle mille1'al:-;. Chemical weathering transforms the less stable 
minera.b into it friable ma.-;", of very Hmall partieles of secondary minerals 
that commonly have a ",cale-like or flaky crystal form, whereas the 
stal)le mineral,.; remain practically umtlterecl. Thus the process of 
cll('mieal weathering reducos the rock [,0 an aggt'egate consisting of 
fmgmcnt:-; of nnaltered or almost unaltered minerals embedded in a 
matrix c(Jmpo::.:ed ('hipfiy of discrete scaly particles. During subsequent 
transportation by running water the aggregate is broken up, and the 
{'onstitu8ni"; nre subjected to impact and grinding. The pnrely me
clmuieal pro('eHH of grinding doc;,; not break up the hard equidimcnsiollal 
grains of unnltcretl minerals into fragments smaller than ahout lO,u 
(0.01 mm). On the other hand, the friable flake-shaped particles of 
seeondary minerals, although initially very small, are readily ground 
aUfl broken into still smaller particles. Hence, the very fine fmctions of 
natural soils con~i"t principally of flake-shaped particles of "econdary 
minerals. 

ART. 4. PROPERTIES OF VERY FINE SOIL FRACTIONS 

SURFACE ACTIVITY AND ADSORBBD LA.YERS 

,Vhen the coarse fractions of different soils are eompared, it i" ob
served tha.t they have Rimilar properties. The fine fractions of most soils 
also resemble each other in every essential respect. However, the very 
fine fradionfl (size less than 2f.1.) are likely to exhibit a remarkable 
variety of properties. These facts cannot be explained without a con
sideration of the forces which have their seat at the surface of the soil 
pll.rtieles. 

The :mrface of every soil particle carries a negative electric charge. 
The intensity of the charge depends to a large extent on the mineral· 
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ogical character of the particle. 'I'll(' physi('al and ehemi(~n,1 mallife"~ta
tions of the t-ml'face eharge con:;titute the surface (f.clil'il!! of the minf'ral. 
lV1iner[l,l~ are said to have high or low :mrfare activity, depending on the 
intensity of the surface charge. 

In nature every soil particle is Hurrounded by watf'r. Rince water 
molecules are polar, the negative charge on the Rurf(We of the f'oiI 
particle attmct."I the pC)f;itive (hydrogen) encL" of the water molecules. 
Hence, in the immediate vicinity of the bOlmclary between Holid and 
'water, the water molecules arc arranged in a definite pnttern. Beyond 
this zone, to a certain diRtance from the boundary, the molecular struc
ture of the water ii:i influenced by what may be called molecular ehain 
action. The water located within the zone of influence i'l known as the 
adsorbed layer. Within the adsorbed laycr the physical properties of the 
'water are very different from thoHe of free or normal water at the Rame 
temperature. Near the surface of the pa.rticle the 'mter hD.':i the prop
erties of a solid. At the middle of the layer it resemble." a very vi "COlIS 

liquid. As the outer SUlface i<; approached, the properties of the water 
become normal. 

In every clay the adflorbed layers contain positively charged particles, 
known as ions, which have migrated from the surrounding liquid. These 
are furni-lhed by substances, known as eZnclrolyte.s, tha.t di<;sociat-e when 
dissolved in water into positively charged cations and negatively charged 
anions. Even water itself is an electrolyte, because a very small fraction 
of its molcculel-l alw!.1Ys dissociates into hydrogen ions H+ and hydroxy1 
iOllS OH-. Acids break up into cations of hydrogen and such anions o.lS 

Cl or 804 , Salts and bD.'les split into metallic cations such 8.<; Na, Ca, or 
l\Ig, and nonmetallic anionfl. Since the surface of every Roil particle 
carricn a. ncga.tive charge, all the cations including the H+ furnbhed by 
the wn.tel' it:;clf arc attracted toward the surface of the particle..,; and 
hcld near by. These attracted cl1tions enter the adRol'hed layers and 
constitute the adsorption comple.<:. The process of replacing catioIl.'3 of one 
kind by those of another in an adsorption complex is known as base 
exchange. 

If one element, such as II, Ca, or N a, prevails over thc others in the 
adflorption complex of a cby, the clay is sometimes given the name of 
this clement, for example, H-clay or Na-clay. The thickness and the 
physical properties of the adsorbed layer surrounding a given soil 
particle depend to a large extent on the character of the [l.(i'lorption 
complex. In the very fine fraction of ordinary days, the solid and semi
flolid pOl'tioIl.'l of the adsorbed layers seem to have an average thickness 
of about 0.005jL. The properties of the water are not likely to be entirely 
normal, however, within a clbtance of about 0.1/-1 from the surfn.ce of the 
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mineral pnl'ti(·lo. Thef'e valup" are intended merely to suggest the order 
of magnitwle of the dimen"ioll:-l involved. The departurcs from the 
uwmge mn Ill' Ycry ('oll"idcrablc. B\"CIl in a. given day the thickness of 
the Ud:-Ol'bccllayl'l' l1ln~' depend to a hrge extent un the chemical com
pmdtion of the ads(Jrption eomplcx. 

Beeull:-c of the llllPllOIllena a""oniatecl with the surface activity, evcry 
saturated suil f'onsists not of two but of three different constituents: 
solid :>oil particles, a~lsorl1ed substances, and free or normal water. The 
thiekne,;,..; of the adsorbed layers scems to be fairly independent of the 
grain size. Therefore, the percentage of the total volume occupied by the 
ad80rbed sub"tallces incrpases with decreasing grn.in size. If the particles 
are very i:<mall and in audition are i;c::de-like ill sImpe, the adsorbed 
f.luh,taneeil constitute a very large portion of the totrtl volume. 

The thickness and the physical propelties of the adsorlJed layers are 
yery different for different minerals. However, in coarse-grained soils 
Ruch as snnds the volume of adsorbed material with reRpect to the totrtl 
yolmue of water in the voids is negligible. Therefore, the properties of 
such soib depend only on the ll1cchanieal properties of the grains them
selves. Sillee these propertie:-l are f[Lirly similar for all materials, the 
propertieH of cOiL1~e-grained soils depend only on the shape and arrange
ment of the grain!'. 

On the other hand, in very fine-grained Roils the adsorbed substances 
occupy a considerable or even the major part of the voids. Since the 
physieal propeJ't,ie~ of the alhiorbed material depend not only on the 
chemic[tl mul mineralogical composition of the Rolid particles bnt also 
on the nature of the udsorption complex, both the mineralogical chrtrac
tel' of the grains [md the chemical nature of the adsorption complex 
must be conRidered. 

CLl>. Y l\TI:NERALS AND SOIL COLLOIDS 

Chcmi('al and mineralogicu[ investigations have shown that the 
part.icles which constitute the very fine fraction of clays arc commonly 
crYAtallillo and that they contain chiefly silicon, aluminum, oxygen, and 
water. The aluminum may be partly replaced by iron or mugnesium, and 
ill some instances the Rilie-on may he partly l'epluee(l uy potussium. 
According to the ehemicul combinations in which these constituents 
occur 1l10:"t of the minerals contained in the very fine soil fractions can be 
divided into three principal groups: montmorillonite, illite, and kaolinite. 
The minerals of (.II three groups have a laminated crystalline structure, 
Figure 1, but their Rurfaco activities are very different. Least active are 
the kaolinites. The illites are more active than the kaolinites, and in 
contrast to the other groups they contain potassium. By far tho most 
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active clay minerals are the montmorillonites. The cry~t[lhi of thi;; gronp 
have the capacity to swell by taking water molecules riireetly into their 
space lattice. Furthermore, on account of the exceptionally high snrface 
activity of its colloidal constituents, the phYflical prop(~rtics of any given 
montmorillonite clay may vary between wide limit~, depending; on the 
natur~ of the substance:,; other than water eontainctl in the aci"orhed 
layers. For example, a Ca-montmol'iUonite has little resemblance to a 
Na-montmorillonite, although the permanent solid constituents ill both 
clays are the same. 

Courtesy Dr. J. E Gie.eking C(Jurtf"~JJ Americlln ('Y!l)'UllIlilj Co~ 

(a) (j,) 

FIG. 1. Photop;raphR of ('lay mim·ral C'rystals obtained by means of electron micro
scope. ia) Flake-shaped cry.-;tab of bolillite; (b) needle-shaped crystals of hl111oysite. 

If the very fine fraction of a clay iH itself subdivided according to 
grain size, it is found that within the range between 2p, and 0.2p, some of 
the grains consist of those minemls which constitute the coltI'I'er fractions 
of the cby. However, in most days all the grains smaller than O.2.u 
com;ist only of the minerals described in the preceding paragraph. There
fore, these minerals are known as clay mineml.~. They are product." of 
the weathering of the chemically less stable constituents of the parent 
rocks (see Article 2). 

If the particles of any substance are so Rmall that the surface activity 
has an appreciable influence on the properties of the aggregate, the 
suhstance is Kaid to be in a colloidal state, and the partide;.; are called 
col/oidal particles. The propertics that are due exdusively to the in
fluence of surface activity are known as colloidal pmpertics. Siuee the 
intensity of the surface activity is very different for different sub
stances, the upper limit for the "ize of colloidal partieles is not a 
constant. It ranges between about 2f.L and 0.1J.'. At a size of O.lft, every 
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FCllid i'llh"t,nnee hi in tl1<' C'olloidal state. Rim~e the cluy minerals [u'e mIn
tiwly m·tiyc, the npper limit of the eolloidal size of thei'e mineralfi is 
ahout 2}.t, and a day fraction with parti!'les of less than 2p. is likely to 
exhibit all the dmml'teristir's of n, colloidal Rubstance. For this reason, 
2p. is commonly eOIl"idered the upper grain-size limit of the very fine 
Roil fraction. Thf> partide,; smaller than O.2j.L are flomeUmes referred to as 
.srdZ colloM;;, beeuu:-;c, in contrast to the C()[Ll'tler fractions, the fraction 
finer than O.2p. is likely to {'onsist entirely of clay minerals. 

PHYSICAl. PROPEHTIES OF 'I'm; VERY FINE SOIL FRACTIONS 

If a f<amplf' of a very fine soil fraction is agitated and shaken in water, 
it, pastie;.! into a Mate of suspension. The surface of each of the particles 
i" the seat of a negative charge. If the water is pure, no two particles 
come into contact, hecau::;e they carry like charges which repel each 

(a) (b) (c) 

Fw. 2. Diagram illustrating (a) flocculent structurc; (b) honcycomh structurc; 
( c) single-grain S lructuro. 

other. The "ample is said to be in a "tate of complete dispersion. AR time 
gor" on, the coarser particles settle to the bottom and form a very loose 
sediment in ",hi('h the forces of repulsion and gravity are in equilibrium. 
The finest partieles remain in suspension. If a drop of the suspension is 
examined uncleI' the ultramierm;cope, it can be seen that the partieleR 
tl'a\-o1 with a jrrky motion, called the B1'ownian movement. Each particle 
follows a zigzag path, but it does not collide with others. 

If a few drops of a suitable electrolyte, such as hydrochloric add, 
are added to the suspension, the cations of the electrolyte are adsorbed 
by the particles, and the negative charges are neutralized. Although the 
particles continue to move, they now collide, whereupon their adsorbed 
layers merge and stick togE'ther. Thus the particles aggregate into flocks 
that BettIe to the bottom of the suspension and form a sediment with a 
flocculent structure, Figure 2a. 

If !1 fiocculatt'cl llediment of uniform grain size is gradually buried 
under .<;uperimposed material, its fiocmJ.lent structure disintegrates first 
into a honeycombed structure, Figure 2b, and finally into a single-
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grained stmcture, Figure 2c. In nature, however, t.he \,pr;\' fine grain-size 
fractions are always associated ,,·it,h coar"er ones. Since the> greate:-;t part 
of the overburden on mixeci-grainNI ;;;cdimcnt,; is likely to he earrird 
by a skeleton consi:>ting of the ('oarlier soil constituents (Fce Artic~le 17), 
the finest soil fraetion may pennancntly retain a honeycombed Rtrneture. 

If the water ('ontent of a Foil sampl(' ({('creases on applieation of 
prefiSure, the soil j,; Faid to cons()lidate. If at any Htage the pressure i:-; 
removed while the soil remains in eontaf't 'rith frce water, the water 
content and the volume increa,;e. This phenomenon is known as t·t/celling. 
Each of the various grain-size fraetions of a givru soil exhibits the 
property of swelling, but to a diff crent degrf'e. The eaURCS of the s,velling 
are also likely to be different for different fractionH. If the pressure is 
removed from a coarRe-grained Rand-miea mixture, the mb.:ture swells 
to a large degree, but the swelling is ('aused only hy cla."Itic restitution of 
the grainfl. If the prCSflUl'e iR removed frolll the vcry fine fraction of a 
clay, one part of the swelling is due to ela .. <.;tit' restitution, and another 
part is likely to he due to an inc~rease in the thieknesR of the adsorbed 
layers which sep!uate the grail1'i. In days with 11 large percentage of 
montmorillonite, a third though very small part of the swelling is cansed 
by the swelling of the montmorillonite partideR themselves. Therefore, 
swelling as such is not excluf'ivcly a eolloirlal property, but the causes of 
swelling may be partly of colloidal origin. From a practical point of view, 
the di'1tinctioll is irrelevant, hecause both types of swelling follow 
similar laws. 

The physical propertieR of a soil containing a large percentage of very 
fine particles depend on the pre::;snre under which the soil wa..'3 con
solidated. If the consolidation pressme did not exceed about 10 kg per sq 
em, the soil is likely to be 11la~tic. A floil or Roil fradion. it! called plastic if, 
within some range of water content, it can be rolled out into thin threads 
(see Artide 8). Plasticity is a colloid!.l property, because no mineral 
pORsesses plasticity unless it is mdllced to 11 powder eomiisting of particles 
of colloidal size. The capacity to exhibit Brownian movement and to 
flocculate in the presence of an eler-trolyte are also colloidal properties. 
However, these properties are shared by all subfltanees in a colloidal 
Htate, whereas plasticity is an attribute of only a very limited number of 
colloids. Quartz powder ic; not plastic at any water content or any degree 
of fineness, but all the clay minerals are. Since practically all very fine
grained soils contain clay minerals. practically all of them are plastic. 

If the consolidation pressure that preceded the removal of load was 
very great, the soil is hard and brittle. It is said to be in a solid state. 

In both the plastic and the solid states, the very fine soil fraction 
possesses cohesion, or the capacity to resist Rhearing stresses. It seems 
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mOf{t likely thai the cohe:-:ion is ellte' not to direct molecular interaction 
between the "nil pal'iidl' . .., M thp points of conta(·t., hut to the shearing 
strengt h of the adsol'hcrl layers t.hat f'pparate the grains at these points. 
This hypothe:'3is is ('orrohomtcrl hy the fact that the cohesion of It sample 
of a given very fine :';oil fl'aetioll at It given water content depends to a 
large' extent on the nature of the' adsorption complex. If the ,Yater con
tent of a very fine-grained f'atumtcd ",oil is reduced by romiolidation or 
surface evaporation, the volume of voids occupied by liquid water 
decrea:se,; wheren,s the volume occupied hy the adsorbed suhstances 
remlLins llnchangcfl. Therefore, the cohesion increaseR with decreasing 
water content. 

If a sample of a very fine soil fmetion is thoroughly kneaded and is 
then aIlowell to stand withont further disturbance, it D,eCJuires cohesive 
strengt.h, fil':::t at 11 fairly rapid mte and then more and more slowly. If 
the &'1mple is agn,in kneaded at lUlaltered water content, its cohesion 
decreu.'3es conside!',Lbly, but, if it iH once more allowed to Rtand, its 
rohcRion i'l completely regainml. This phenomenon is known as 
thi:r:olropy. The softening and subHequcllt recovery seem to be due to the 
destruc·tion and subsequent rehabilitation of the molecular structure of 
the adsorbedlayerH. 

PRACTICAL .\SPEeTS OF 'l'HE COLLOIDAL SOIL PROPERTIES 

The colloidal clmmeter of tIl(' vcry fino soil fraction makes the inter
action bctween the solid and 010 liquid eonstituents of soils extremely 
complex. Yet from a practical point of view these complexities can be 
disregarded. They have boen described only to impress on the reader 
that the phY:iieal properties of very fine-grnined soils, and even of 
coarser soils that contain a small amount of very fine-grained hinder, are 
conditioned by a great munbcr of diverse factors other than grain size. 
The effects of some of these factorfl, particularly that of time at constant 
strel's, are I'till incompletely known. Yet, in connection with most 
practical problems, only the combined effect of all of the factors need be 
considered. A similar situation prevails in concrete technology. The 
processes hy which Portland cement acqnires its strcngth are also very 
int,l'icate and stilI il1eompletely known. Nevertheless, concrete design is a 
fairly old and well-establishcd branch of structural engineering. The 
assumptions on \yhieh it is based have been derived from purely me
chanical laboratory testR on concrete specimens; certain properties of 
the cement, fHWh as the increase of itfl strength with time, are disregarded. 
Nevertheless, the theories hased on these simplifying aSim~ptions are 
accurate enough for most practical purposes. 

Because of the colloidn,l character of very fine-grained soils, it is 
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possible to change the phYRicaJ prnpertic!'l of ;oiuc'h soil;; by chemical 
treatment. This procedure is quite extensivpiy pmr'tiecd if the :-;oiI is to 
he used as a construetion material. It. eOll:-1titnte:-: one of ;,p\"pml method:
for soil stahilization in connc('j.ion ,\"it h highway an(l airport ('on.-;tru{'
tion, and occaKionallv in ('ollnection with the r'on,.;trudirm of (,ltrth dam.". 
Most of these meth~d~ have grown ant of more or 1(';,;s hapha7JU'cl ex
perimentation in the field. However, further improvpmcnt::-; are entirely 
dependent on the advancemfmt of our knowledge of the colloidal chemi:-;
try of the finest soil fractions. 

4.1. E. A. UAURER, Colloid Chemistry of Clay", ('hem. Rrl'" Vol 37 (1945), 
pp 287-321. Condensed review of the eoIIoidal propertie~ of days and some of the 
practical applieaOons of the results of clny r(!scar~h. 

ART. 5. MECIIAKICAL ANALYSIS OF SOILS 

The purpose of mechunical nllaly~is is to detel1nillP the Bize of the 
grains which constitute a soil llnd t11r percentage of the total weight 
represented by the grain." in varioUH size range;;. The most direct method 
for Reparating a soil into grain-size fra0tions is the URO of sieves. How. 
ever, since the openings of the finest mesh readily avaihble are 0.07 mm 
wide, the use of r;ievrs b restricted to analy;.;h; of dean sandR. If a soil 
contains grainR smlLllcr than 0.07 mm, it, may be separated into two part,; 
by wa;;hing with water. A;; the water becomes turbid, it i'l drawn off. 
The coar8er portion of the soil remains in the container and can be 
subjected to [l, sieve analysis. The Hoil particles in the turbid liquid, 
which are too fine to be collected on sieve:-;, ran be Huhjected to wet 
mechanical analysis or elutriation. 

The methods for performing wet mechanical analysis are based on 
Stokes's law, ,,,hich determines the velocity at which a Rpherical partide 
of given diameter settles in a quiet liquid. In the method commonly 
used for engineering purposeH, 20 to 40 gm of clay soil or 50 to 100 gm of 
sandy soil are mixed \vith one liter of water, agitated, and poured into a 
container. The density of the sm;penRion i" mea.surecl at various times by 
means of a hydrometer of spcciu.l design. At any given time, the size of 
the largest particles remaining in :suspension aL the lewl of the hydrom
eter can be computed by means of Stokes's luw, whereas the weight of 
the particles finer than that Rize C!L1l be computed from the den.'lityof 
the suspension at the Rume level. The performance of u test requires 
several days. 

By means of wet mechuniral HnalYHil'l soil fructions can be sepamted 
down to u size of about 0.5,u. Still finer fractions can be obtained by 
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meunii of tL ('pntrifnp;e, 111lt the rPRnlt,;; of ;;1H~h l'Pfined methods arc of 
intere:-·:t only in c(mIH~r-ti(ln ,\'ith sc-ientifie rrs('[trch . 

• Agitation ill watr"r tmuI'forms many elayc; into suspem;ions, not of 
individual partidf's, but of Hoeks. In order to break up the flocks into 
individua.l gminii, or to dispcl'iie the soil, a (icHoccubting agent must be 
acld(l(l to the water. The most. eommOll errors in the results of wet 
meehltllic111 l1un,iysis :.11'0 eunset! by inadequate dispersion. 

The r('sults or' wet mech::miC'ul analysis are not strictly eomparable to 
those of sieve analysis, hpC'tlUSe :;oil grains are never exactly spherical, 
and the smallest, nnes ttl'e ('ommonly of a flaky shape. In a Hieve analYHiH 
the width of the flake is measured, whereas the dimension determined by 
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me::tns of elutriation methods 
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which sinks at the same rate 
as the flake. This diameter 
may be very much smaller 
thnll the width of the actual 
flake. 

-3 The most convenient repre-
sentation of the results of a 
mechanical analysis is the semi

Fm. 3. ~emilognl'ithmic p1nt of r('RultH of 
mcchani('al analy~iH. logarithmic gruin-size curve 

shown in Figure3. Theabscissas 
of thiH curve rcpre~ent the logarithm of the grain size. The ordi
nates represent the percentage P, by ,veight, of grains smaller than 
the Rize denoted hy the ahscissa. The more uniform the grain size, the 
Hteeper is the slope of the curve; a vcrticalIine represents a perfectly 
uniform powder. The most important advantage of a semilogarithmic 
plot is that the grain-size curves of Hoils having equal nniformity are iden
tical in shape, regardless of the average grain Hize. In additioll, the horizon
tal distance between two curves of the Hame HIla pe is equal to the logarithm 
of the ratio of the average grain sizes of the corresponding Hoils. 

Figure -1 ShOWR Reveml typical grain-size curves. Curve a is a common 
type. It closely resembles the normal frequency curve that represents one 
of the fumlmnental laws of HtatisticH. Since grain size is a statistical 
phenomenon, attempts have been made to utilize the terms and concepts 
of Htatistics to describe the results of mechanical analyses. Such re
finements, however, are not wn.rmntec1 in cOllnection with soilmechauics 
for engineering purposes. 

If a sample has the grain-size diHtribution represented in Figure 4a, 
the uniformity of the fraction having graim; larger than D50 (correspond
ing to P = 50%) is approximately equal to that of the fmction having 
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grains smaller thun D5o• If the di:-;trihution resemhlf's that shown in b, 
the coarser half of the sample is relatively uniform, whereas the size of 
the grains in the finer half varies over a wide range. Conversely, the 
distribution represented in c corresponds to It f'ample in which the coarser 
grains are of widely different sizes and the finer ones are more uniform. 
The curves rcpreRented in d and 
e are said to be composite. 

The grain-size curves of imma
ture rf'$idual soil:,; are usually sim
ilar to that shown in Figure 4b. 
With increasing age of the soil, 
the average grn.in size decreases 
because of weathering, and the 
curves become more nearly 
straight, Figure 4a. The grain-size 
curves of mature soils resemble 
that shown in Figure 4c. Distri
ImtioIlf; represented by band c 
are also common' among Hoils of 
glacial or fluvioglacial origin. 
Absence of a medium grain size 
in a sedimentary soil, as exempli
fied by the eurve in Figure 4(1, 
appears to he common among 
sand-gravel mixluref\ that were 
deposited by swiftly flowing 
river::; carrying a large load of 
sediment. Gravels of this type 
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I;IG. 4. Typical grain-siz:e curves; (a) 
normal frequency curve; (b and c) curves 
for "oils having coarse!' and finer fractions 
of different uniformity; (d and e) composite 

curves. 

are said to be poorly graded. A conspicuous break in the continuity of 
the grain-size curve may also indicate the simultaneous deposition of 
the soil by two different agents. For instance, one fraction might be 
washed into a glacial lake by a river and another fraction dropped from 
melting ice floats. Thus a knowledge of the shape of grain-size curves 
may assist in determining the geological origin of a soil and thereby 
reduce the risk of error in the interpretation of the data obt~ined 
from test borings. 

ART. 6. SOIL CLASSIFICATION BASED 
ON GRAIN-SIZE CHARACTERISTICS 

PRACTICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF GRAIN-SIZE CHARACTERISTICS 

Ever since the physical propel'tie::; of soils became a matter of interest, 
frequent attempts have been made to correlate the grain.-size charactor~ 
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istit'R with the soil ('onstants w:,('(lc(l for solving praetiral problems. The 
rf'sult~. howevr~r, hn,yo he en cOllsistenll.v disappointing. Attempts to 
('omput.e the coefficient of pcrmPltbility of soils on the basis of the results 
of meehanicaI UDltlysis luwe fuil('d beeause the permeability depends 
to 111l1rge extent on the shape of the grains, which call be very different 
for soils with identiea.l gmin-size eharacterisHes. Furthermore, it is 
llsnally cheaper to perform a permeability test than a mechanical 
analyf;i~, and the results are more reliable. It, hEts also been claimed that 
the inlel'Ilal friction of compaeteri well-graded sands is greater than that 
of compacteJ uniform sands. Fiel<1 experience suggests that this may be 

Grall? Size 
Fr.tPql/"'l?cy CI/rre 

TotC7/ Ar&Cl' 
""100% 

100 ZO 10 e I 0.2 0./ cJ.OZ aOI 
Cra/I? Size il? I'1k--rcns (log Scale) 

After R. E. Grim 

Fw. 5. Urain size and mineralogieal compoRition of a glacial marine clay. 

the casc. Howcyel', sinee the angle of internal frietion of a. sand (see 
Article 1.5) depends not. only on the grain-size cha.racteristics but also 
on the shape of the grains and the roughnesH of their surface, the in
ternal friction of two eompacted sands with identical grain-size charac
teristics cnn he very different. As a matter of fact, no well-defined 
relation between grain-:=-.ize eha.racteristics and the angle of internal 
frirtion has yet IJeen observed. Attempts to correlate the grain-size 
characteristics of fine-grained soils such as silt or clay with the internal 
friction have been even less successful. The reason is illustrated by 
Figure 5. 

In Figure 5 tho heavy uppermost curve represents what is known as 
the grain-size frequency Clll've for a glacial day from southeastern 
Canada. On the horizontal axis are plotted the logarithms of the grain 
size. The area of the strip located aboye an t1l"bitml'Y grain-size range, for 
instance 2jJ. to lit, represents the quantity of soil particles within this 
range, in per eent of the total weight of the dried clay. According to the 
diagram the macroscopic fraction (> 0.06 mm), like that of most other 
days, consif'ts chiefly of quartz. The microscopic fraction (0.06 to 
0.002 mm) con~ists pm'tly of quartz lLnd calcite und partly of mica 
fiake;-;. The mica content of this fl'aetioll is very different for different 
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clays, and it has a deeisive infInenre on the (~ornprf'Hsihility and other 
properties of the clay. The f'olloidal fraetion « OJ)02 mm) consist:; 
almost exclusively of montmorillonite, whereas thM, of otlwl' days may 
consiHt chiefly of clay minerals of the kaolin or illite groups. The physical 
properties of the clay depend to a large extent on the type of clay 
mineral that dominates the l'olloidal frantion. They abo depend to a 
large extent on the snh:-;tances that are preijent in the adsorbed layers, 
Article 4. Hence, two claYH with idcntieal grain-size tm1'ves can be ex
tremely different in every other respect. 

Because of these conditions, well-defined statistical relationR between 
grain-size characteristics and significant F;oil propertie.'l such as the angle 
of internal friction have been encountered only ,vithin relatively small 
regions where all the soils of the same category, such as all the clay'S or all 
the sand'l, have a similar geological origin. In such region;; the grain-sizc 
characteristics can he uKeu a,q a haBiH for judging the significant prop
erties of the soils. This i" commonly und su('cessfnlly done. However, 
none of the procedures that grow out of experience in :-mch regions 
can safely be used outside the boundaries of the region where they origi
nated. 

ABBREVIATED REPRESENTATION OF GRAIN-SIZE CHARACTERISTICS 

In order to represent the essential results of the mechanical analysis 
of a great number of :;oihl, it may be eonvenicnt to express the grain-size 
characterL'itics of each Boil either by numerical values indieative of Borne 
characteristic gmin size anfl of the degree of uniformity or else by names 
or symbols that indicate the dominant soil fraction. The mOfit common 
procedure based on numerical values is known a,'l Allen Hazen's method. 
On the basi..; of a great number of tests with filter sands, Hazen found 
that the permeability of thoRe fiand:; in a loose state depends on two 
quantities that he called the effective size and the uniformity coefficient. 
The effective size is the diameter DlO which corre.qpondi:l to P = 10 per 
cent on the grain-size diagram. In other worchl, 10 per cent of the 
particles are finer and 90 per cont coarser than the effective size. The 
uniformity coefficient U iR equal to D60/DlO, wherein D60 i'l the grain size 
corresponding to P = GO per cent. 

Hnzen's findings led other investigators to the more or less arbitrary 
assumption that the quantities DlO und U are also suitable for expressing 
the grain-size chumcteri::;tics of' mixed-grained natural soiL'l. \Yith in
creasing knmYIedge concerning fine-grained soili:l, it has become evident 
that the character of sueh soils depend:; chiefly on the fine.'3t 20 per cent 
and that it might be preferable to select D20 and D70 ai:l the significant 
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quantitie". Howen.'r. the [l( l\"ltntagl' j" not. :-iu{fieiently important to 
justify a depar1U1'P from \\"p!1-ec<tnNi"hcrl proeellure. The use of r:ymbol:-i 
to indicate the grain-"izf~ rlu1l'fletpri"tic:; of u, Hoil is described at the end 
of the artide. 

l\IETHoDS OF CLA~SIFICA1'ION 

In eonncdion with Roil e1n,;"ifieations based on grain-size character
i,.:ticfl, it is cllslomary to assign the names of Roils, such as "silt" or 
"day," to different grain-size fml't.ion:,;. The most widely accepted 
convention:,; of thi:-i type are shown in graphical form in Figure 6. From 

Cirave! -1 Sand I Silt I C/C7{/~ .~ 
l--------~._---..---/- tJ.(J§ (J.OO§ mm \2 
.4!_tE'rherrr /90~ II Cravel I Co,.;-rs;"J,<in<,Sacdj Silt I C/a(/ ~ 
_ '" .. . Sa-nd I (/1()) I " ~ 
-.-----~~---Ti?tJ _ 0;: 002 c.o,o.:?ll1m ~ 

,-v. / T. ;gSl II Cravel Sand I Sill' Clay ] 
(recc>''7;illE';,'ded) _ . _ ~ 

Z.tJ (lOS 0.002 177m ~ 

fr.'acroscopic ~ Microscopic ~ Stibill!crO$C. 
~ ::;2-- ::::;g: =::'5':'" 

VE'r!1' ~ Co ~ c' 3=M>rq~".. JJ 'J I 3= oors6' ~ r 1176' ~ r' ~ .,01101,,(7. 
Coarse :::2:: :::s::: ~Ilne~ 

Log 0 (?Jm) II ,I 1;;:,\ 1'\ 1)1\ 

" (/pper limit of" c/O'[/ size wos changed in /935 b!l the O<,pt of' Agric{/lttlt"E' from 
C.O(l5mm 10 aooe min. Howev<,r, some enqineerinq orqaniZQ't/ons still adherf' 
to thE' origil7C1'I vcr/tie of 0.005 mm. 

FIG. 6. Soil cla.~,,,ifica tion baBl'd on gmin size. 

an enginecring point of view, the MIT cbflsification is preferable to the 
others.6

.
1 In mn,ny instances, records concerning Hoils and their be

havior contain no more than the reflults of a mechanical analysis of the 
coarse-grained fraction and the pel'eelltage of the total that passes the 
200-mesh sieve. The latter inclnde~ all the soil particles smaller than 
0.074 mm. A grain size of 0.074 mm is slightly greater than the value 
0.05 mm whieh, in the MIT claHtlifieation, repreRents the boundary 
between fine sand and coarse silt. 

However, any system of classification based on grain size alone is 
likely to he miRleadillg, because the physical properties of the finest soil 
fractions depend on many factor:-i other than grain :,;ize (see Article 4). 
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For example, according to anyone of the eummonh' uRed convention:, 
reprc;o:;cnted in Figure I), a Roil (~on:-;isting of quartz gr~ins of ('olloidaI fiize 
should be called a day, wherea:.; in reality it docs not po:ises.'l even (~ 
remote resemhlance to day. Hence, if the words "silt" or "elay" arc 
used to express grain Hize, they should be combined with the word 
"size," as in the ex:pression "clay-size partide." Siuee the grain-size 
classifications are not yet :;tandardizecl, the descriptive adjectives rnlL~t 
be supplemented by numerical values that ill(licate the grain-Hize 
range represented by the adjectives. 

With few exceptions natural soils consist of a mixture of two or more 
different grain-size fractionH. Hence, on the bu."is of its grain-size com
position a natural Roil can be designated by the names of its principal 
component<-l,sllch u.s "silty clay," c; 

or "sandy silt." Or it may be 
assigned Home symbol that iden
tifies it with one of several 
standard mi.xture;; of grain-size 
fractions. 

The dCRignation of ,;oi)..; hy 
the IULmC'f; of their principal con
t'titnentK is facilitated hy the 
n);p of diagrams suc·h as that 
adopted by the Public Roads '0 

Administration, Figure 7. In co _I) 

thiH diagram, each of the three ~ ~ tV' '!)I:l ~ \§I ~ t{'l ~ ~ ~r;;, 
(·.oordinate axes pertainH to one % Silt 

of the grain-size fractioI1'l, dCR- FIG. 7. Soil classification chnrt developed by 
ignated as sand, silt, 01' clay. Public Hoads Administmt.iou. 

The chart is divided into regions 
to which the names of soil types are assigned. The three co-ordinates of 
a point repreHent the percentageh of the three fraetions pre~ent in a given 
soil and determine the type to which the soil belongs. For example, a 
mixed-grained Hoil composed of 20 per eent sand, 30 per cent silt, and 
50 per cent day, represented by point S, is elu.,,,sified as a clay.6.2 

The identification of a given Roil by t'ompariRon with standard 
mixtures can be accompliflhed rapidly by means of master plots on 
tranHparent paper. In these plots each of various standard mixtures of 
grain-size fmctions Ls represented by a grain-size curve that bears an 
identifying symbol. To elasRify a real soil, the tramlparent maRtel' plot i':l 
placed over a sheet on which the grain-size curve for the soil has been 
drawn. The soil is given the Rymbol of the standard curve that most 
nearly resemblcH that of the real soil.6 .

2 
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HEFERKXCES 

6.1. R. GLf1!-'SOP Axn A. 'iY. SKE~IPTf)!'i, l'artieIc-siz(, in Hilts and Sandfl, J. In.~t. 
['h·il Engr8. (Londrmi. pall!'r 5-W2, VeL'. 1!)-Jf>, PI) 81-10.'i. Dis~u"sioll of the different 
grain-size du;:;sifil'utions from un t'llgineerillp; point of \'iew. 

6.2. A. CASAfmA:-iDE, Cla~,..ifi(·[ltirm anti Iden1ifi('ation of Soils, Pror,. ASCE, Juno 
1\)47, pp 783-810. Di;,;cui';-.ioll (,f grain-,.ize da,,~ifirations and of methods for repre
senting the results of mcchani(;[ll tlualysiR. 

ART. 7. SOIL AGGREGATE 

INTRODUCTION 

The term aggregate referR to the ROil itself, in contrast to its conRtituent 
parts. Qualitatively, soil aggregates may differ in texture, Rtructure, and 
consistency. QWllltitati\r cly, t,hey may differ in porosity, relative 
density, water and gas content, and ah,;o in consistency. The qualitative 
information i'l obtained in the field by yisuaJ inspection. It constitutes 
the basiR for prcparing the boring logs or other records which deserihe 
the succession of strata in the underground. The quantitl1tive informa
tion i" obtaincd by mCl1nR of laborntory und field tests. Without sueh 
information the description of any soil is inadequate. 

TEXTURE, STRUCTUItE, AND CONflIS'rENCY 

The term texture refer:> to t.he degree of fineneRs and uniformity of a 
soil. It is deseribed by fnIch expressions as floury, IStnooth, f/fitty, or sharp, 
depending on the sensation produced by ruubing the soil between the 
fingers. 

The term strllcture refen; to the pattern in which the soil particles l1re 
l1rranged in the aggregate. If the particles of a Rtahle aggregate do not 
stick to each other, they are al'mnged in a singlA-gl'o.,inerl stfllctUl'e in 
\vhich each grain touches several of its neighbors, Figure 2c. Depending 
on the arrangement of the gmiml, l1 single-grained structure may be 
loose or dense. 

Fine-grained Roils may be stable even if the grains touch each other at 
niry few point" proviclecl the l1clhesioll hetween the grains is of the Sl1me 
order of magnitude l1S the weight of the grains. The corresponding 
structure iq called honeycombed, Figure 2b. 

The flocculent strllcture, Figure 20." referred to in Article ·1 is rarely 
found in natmal soils, becanse very fino-grained natural soils almost 
invariably contain coarser particles. The coarser grains are likely to 
form a skeleton with its interRt.ices partly filled by a relatively loose 
aggregation of the finest soil eonstituents. This arrangement of the 
particles is called a skeleton stmctllre. It iR probably responsible for the 
remarkable instability of many I:;lightly cohesive soils with a grain size 
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between about 0.05 find 0.005 mm (.\rtid~ 17). In soft days the inherent 
instability of the skeleton strurtnrc is masked by (·olw;:;ion. 

A few rather exeeptional soils, ineluding some' marls. eon:-;i;;;t of rela
tively In.rge eomposite grain;.;. Thci'{, graini' ronstitllte an aggregate 
with a single-grainerl or a honeyeomhed Rtrudure. However, the grains 
themBelves are dusters of clen;.;ely paekerl silt or clay particles. Soils that. 
cons1"t of such clusters are said to have a cluster structure. The duster 
Btrueture differ:-; from the flocculent structure, Fi!"rnre 2n, in that the 
individual clustem do not have a houeycombed hut a dense single
grained structure. 

Every Hediment contains at least a small percentage of seale-like or 
disk-shaped particleH. 'Vhile theRe partirles settle out of a suspension, 
their fIat sides tend to maintain a horizontal position. Therefore, in the 
sediment, many of theRe partic!er; are oriented more or less parallel to 
horizontal planes. Subsequent incl'ea.'-:e of the overburden pressure further 
accentuates this orientation. A sediment containing oriented particles 
is said to pOSHess lranSl'crse isotropy. 

Since a visual in.<;pection of the Btmcture of finc- or very fine-grained 
Hoil" is not practicable, the structure of such soill'l mllRt be judged on the 
basis of their porosity and variolls other properties. 

Stiff ('lays may contain tubular root holes extending to a depth of tens 
of feet below the surface, or they may be divided by hair cracks into 
prismatic or irregular fragments that fall apart a.'5 Roon a.'3 the confining 
pressure 1'5 removed. Such hair craek'l are knmm as j()ints. Striations 
produeed by movemenb; along the walb of the joints are known as 
slickensides. The origin, nature, and practical implications of such 
defects of Roil stmta are discussed in Part C', Artiele 43. In Part A only 
intact soils and soil stmLa are conRirlered. 

The term consistency refers to the degree of adhesion between the soil 
particles and to the res1stance offered against forces that tend to deform 
or rupture the soil aggregate. The ronsistency 1'3 described by Ruch terms 
as hard, stiff, brittle, friable, sticky, plastic, and soft. The more nearly a 
Roil approaches the eharacteriRtics of a clay, the greater 1"3 the variety 
of stateR of consiRtenny in which it may be found. The degree of plastic
ity iR sometimeR expressed by tho termR fat and lcan. A lean clay 1'5 one 
that is only slightly plaRtic because it contains a large proportion of silt 
or sand. Further information concerning the consistency of clays ill 
given in Article 8. 

POROSITY, WATER CONTENT, AND UNIT WEIGHT 

The porosity n is the ratio of the volume of voids to the total volume of 
the soil aggregate. The term volume of voids refers to that portion of the 
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volume of the soil not occupie(l by mineral gl'llins. If the porosity is 
f'xpres;<f'{l as [l, pf'rccntage, it is mferrcd to as the percen/(/yc Id /Ioirls. 

The l'llirl miia (' is t.he ratio of tllf> volume of voids to the volume of t.he 
:,olid substance. If 

r = totnl volume 

r l. = t.otal volume of voids 
1hon 

(7.In) 

and 

r" (' = --'--
Y - Fv 

(7.Ib) 

The relation between void ratio and porosity is exprcssed by the equa-
tions, 

and 

n 
('=--

1 - n 

e 
n=--

1 + e 

(7.2n) 

C7.2b) 

The porosity of a Rtahle mass of equnl cohesionless Rpheres dependR on 
the manner in which the sphercs are arranged. In the densest possible 
arrangement, n is equal to 2G per cent, and in the 100seHt stllte to 47 per 
cent. Natural Ranels are founel with porosities varying from about 25 to 
50 per cent. The porosity of a nn.tural Hanel depo;dt depends on the shape 
of the grainR, the uniformity of grain size, and the conditions of sedimen
tation. 

The effect of the Rhupe of tho grains on the porosity of the aggrogate 
can be demonstrated by mixing various perc-cnLages of mica with [t 

uniform angular sanel. If the percentage of mica, by weight, is eqwd 
successively to 0, 5, 10, 20, and 40, the porosities of the resultant mix
tures when loosely dumped into a vesRel are, rCRpcctively, about 47, 
00, 70, 77, and 8-:1: per cent. The porosity of soft llatural clays, which 
contain an appreciable percentn.ge of flat partides, usually rangeR be
tween 30 and 60 per cent. It ean even be as great as VO per cent. 

Because of the great influence of tho Nhape of the grains and of the 
degree of unifonnity on the porw;it.y, the porooity itself (loos not indicate 
whether a soil is loose or dense. This information can be obtained only 
by comparing the porosity of the given soil with that of the ::lame soil in 
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its loosest and densest possible Rtates. The loosenpsH or denseness of 
sfmdy soils can he expreHsed numerirally by the rclativp density Dr, 
defined by the equation, 

en - e 
Dr =---

eo - emln 

in which Co = void mtio of the Roil in its loosest stu,te 

(7.3) 

emln = void ratio in the den!'-\est state which can be obtained in 
the laboratory 

e = void ratio of the Roil in the field 

To bring a medium or coarse sand into its looHest state, correRponding 
to the void ratio eo, the Hand is firHt dried and then poured from a flmall 
height into a vesRcI. Very fine sandH and rock flour are brought into the 
looHeRt state hy mixing a sample with enough water to transform it into 
a t.hick suspension that. is then allO\red to settle. The value of Co is equal 
to the final void mtio of the sediment. 

The rel::Ltive dem,ity of RlLIld hal:; a \\'ell-defined meaning bceauHe its 
value is prac·.tically independent of the static pressure to which the sand 
iH suhjeetE·d. It dependH primarily on the procedure used in placing and 
eomplwting the ~tmd. On the other hand, the degree of density of clays 
and other cohcHiv(' soils depends chiefly on the load.'l that these soils have 
carried and, in Rome im,tances, on the rate at which the load.'l were ap
plied. The degree of density of theRe soils i'l mOi~t clearly reflected by the 
relative eonsi,.;tency CT, Article 8, which constituteH an analogue to the 
relative density Dr of soil,.; with little or no coheRion. 

The water cnntent w of a Roil is defined as the ratio of the weight of 
\vater to the dry weight of the aggregate. It is usually expressed as a 
percentage. In sands lo(~ated above the water table, part of the voids 
may be occupied by air. If ew represents the volume occupied by water 
per unit volume of solid matter, the ratio, 

'" «(Jo:) _ lOOe m 
Or ,0 _--

e 
(7.4) 

represents the degree of saturation. The degree of saturation of sand::; i'i 
commonly expressed by such words as dry or moi"t. Table 1 gives a lifit 
of Huch descriptive terms and of the corresponding degrees of Raturation. 
The nomenclature repreHented ill Table 1 applies only to FandR or very 
Handy soil". A clay in the state of desiccation represented by ST = 90% 
might be so hard that it would be called dry instead of \Yet. 

Coarse sanch; located above the water table are usually humid. Fine 
or Hilty RI111dH are moist, wet, or saturated. Clays are almost always 
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completely or nearly :-;aturated, ext'cpt ill the layer of :mrface r:;oil that ir:; 
subject to :-casonal variations of temperature and moisture. If a day 
('ontains gas, the gas i,.; present in bubbles cwatterecl throughout the 
matC'rial. The hubhlcs may be {'omposed of ail" thut entm-cd the deponit 

C'uJl(liliun of S:llld 

Dry 
Humid 
Damp 
l\Ioist 
Wet 
Saturuted 

TABLE 1 

Dcgl'!'c of SaturuLioll (%) 

o 
1-2.3 

25-50 
5D--75 
75-00 
100 

during sedimentatioll, 01' of gas produced at. a bter elate by chemieal 
processes sueh as the dec'omposition of organic matflrial. The gat; may be 
under pressure great enough to ('anse the day to swell energetically at 
constant water coutput if the ('oufil1illg presslll'e IS decreased. The 

'L\BLE 2 

gl'mn>i 11('1' cubit' vpntinwter 

Gypsum 2.32 Dololllile 2.87 
AIontmoriIlouitc' 2.4 Arag(Jnite 2.04 
Orthoclase 2.5H Biotite 3.0-3.1 
Kaolinite Vi Augite 3.2-3.4 
Illite* 2.fi Hornblende 3.2-3.5 
Chlorite 2.1)-3.0 Limonite 3.8 
Quartz 2.66 Hematite, hydrous 4.3± 
Talc 2.7 l\Iagnctile .'5.17 
Calcite 2.72 Hematite 5.2 
i.luscovite 2.8-2.H 

From E. S. L.\RSE=" AND H. BER,\fAN, '!'lw lllicroscopir Determination of the Non
opaque ;lIine1'l11s, second editiou, U. S. Department of the Intprior, Bull. 848, \Vash
ington, 1034. 

* Theoretirul values 00mputed OIl the basis of the atomic weights of the cOIlstitu
ents of the space lattice (according to R. E. Grim). 

determination of the gas content. of a clay is extremely difficult. If it 
ran be accomplished at aII, it requires speeial equipment and is not [t 

routine tent. 
The lmit weiaht of the soil aggregatei:-; defined as the weight of the 

aggregate (Roil plus water) pel' unit of valtune. It depends on the unit 
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\\'('ight of the >iolid l'on"titunnt", the porosity of the aggrpgate, and tlw 
degree of :iJ1t,uratioll. It may lH~ ('omlmtrtl as follow,,: LIlt 

"I" "" In'pmg;t· 1lnit wl'ight. of ,,()li(l ('Olhtituent,-: 
"Iu, "" Itnit \\'!'ight. of wat!'r 

It = poro:-ity Il'xpre';Red as n rati(J) 

Til£' unit, weight of dry ,.,oil (,'ir = OS;;) is 

"Iii = (1 - nh. 
and of :;attH'ated soil (8 = lOO(;~.) is 

l' = (1 - n)'Y" + It "'I ii' = "'I., - 11 (y, - I'm) 

TABLE 3 

l'ortOSITY, Vow n.\TW, A:-;'U 1':-;11' \\'mnHT tiP 

'l'YPW.\f, SnILS IN XATUUAI. f'iT.\TE 

(7.5) 

(7.0) 

Porns- Void 'YatN Unit \Veight 

ity Hatil) COlltellt grams jl'm'1 lh lftS 
Des('riptiou 

11, e 1l' 1<1 'JI 'f<1 'Y 
(%) (.( ;,) 

1. Uniform 8al1(l, loose 40 0.8.') 32 1.-13 1.8f1 no 118 
2. Uuif(Jrm Rand, dell~e 34 0.51 HI 1.75 2.0U 109 130 
3. l\1ixed-graiIll'tll:i!lllll, 

Jno~e 40 0.(\7 25 1.50 I.U!) Of) 124 
4. Mixed-grained I'anti, 

dense 30 0.43 16 1.86 2.10 116 135 
5. Glacial till, very 

mixpd-grainc, I 20 0.25 9 2.12 2.32 132 145 
6. 80ft glaf'ial day 55 1.2 45 1.77 110 
7. 81 iff gJac'ial clay 37 O.G 22 2.07 129 
8. Soft slightly organill 

cl::ty GG 1.V 70 1.58 98 
9. Soft very organic 

cl:J.y 73 3.0 110 1.43 89 
10. Soft bentonite 84 5.2 HJ.! 1.27 80 

w = water contullL when saturated, in 1)(;r cellt of 'lry. WHight 
'JIll = uniL weip;ht in dry state 
'Y = unit weight in Slltumte,l state 

Tho unit weight of tho prineipal solid constituents of f;oilf'! if; given in 
Table 2. For sand grains the average unit, \voight is mmally about 2.65 
grn per en em. For day particles the unit weight vttries from 2.5 to 2.9 
gm per eu em, with a Rtatistienl average of approximately 2.7. 

In Table 3 are given the porosity and the sat.urated ullit weight of 
typical soils. For sandy soils the weight of dry ,;oil has abo been in-
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(·luded. The weights have been eompntcd on the assumption that tho 
value of 'Y., is 2.tl5 gm per PU em for sandy soil . ..; and 2.70 gm per eu em for 
('lays. The ta)_l1llat(;~c1 values should be eOllsiclered only itS approxima
tion.';. Before final computations are m:1de on it given job, the actual 
unit weight of the soil shoulcl always be determined. 

PROBLEMS 

1. A sample of f\jl,turated cluy weighed 1526 gm in its natural state, and 10.53 gm 
after drying. Dpicrmino the natural water content. If the unit weight of the solid 
(·Olllltituent.'J'lVll.'! 2.70 gill pOl' eu em, what wall the void mtio? the POl'osity? the wcigh~ 
per cubic foot'? 

An.'!. tv = 45.0%; e = 1.22; n = 0.55; 'Y = 1111b per eu ft. 
2. A sample of hardpan had a weight of 129.1 gm and a volume of 56.4 eu em in it.s 

ruttural state. Its dry weight was 121.5 gm. The unit weight of the solid constituents 
was found to he 2.70 gm per eu cm. Compute the water content, thu void ratio, and 
degree of saturation. 

Ans. 'W = 6.3%; e = 0.25; Sr = 0.67. 
3. The unit weight of It sand backfill was determined by field measurements to bn 

101) lb per eu ft. The water content at the time of Lhe test, was 8.6 pel' cent, and the 
unit weight of the solid constituents was 2.60 gill pel' eu cm. In the laborat.ory the void 
l'atk)8 in the loosest and densest st.ates were found to be 0.642 and 0.462, rCHpectivcly. 
What were the void ratio amI the relative density of the fill'? 

Ans. e = 0.616; Dr = 0.14. 
4. A dry quartz saud weighs 96 lb per eu ft. Wha~ is its unit weight when sat.u

rated? 
An.~. 'Y = 122 Ib per cu ft. 

5. A sample of silty clay was found, by immersion in mercury, to hlLve a volume 
of 14.88 eu em. Ito; weight at the natural water content was 28.81 gm and after oven 
drying was 2·1.83 gm. The unit weight of solid constituents was 2.70 gIll per cu em. 
Calculate the void ratio and the degree of saturation of the sample. 

6. Given the values of porosity n for the soils in Table 3, check the values of water 
{'ontent wand unit weight 'Y (Ib pel' eu ft). For soils 1-5, 'Y8 = 2.65 gm pCI' cu cm; for 
soils 6-10, 'Y. = 2.70 gm pel' eu em. 

ART. 8. CONSISTENCY AND SENSITIVITY OF CLAYS 

CONSISTENCY AND SENSI'l'IVI'l'Y OF UNDISTURBED SOILS 

The consistency of c}n,ys and other coheBive soils is usually described 
as sojt, medium, stiff, or hard. The mm;t direet qnantitative measure of 
consistency is the load per tmit of area at which tID confined prismatic or 
cylindrical Ramples of the soil fail in a Him pie compression test. This 
quantity is known as the uncor~fined compressive strength of the Roil. 
Values of the compressive strength corresponding to the various degrees 
of consistency are given in Table 4. 

Clays sh:1re with many other colloidal substances the property that 
kneading or working at unaltered water content makes the material 
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::;ofter. The procc:-;,-; of krlPading or working i..., commonly referred to a.~ 
1'f'llwldin(l, aud days Umt 1m'.'£' heen "ubjed,ed to the pl'oee:-" are ('aIled 
rr'/tI(Jlrll'(] dOl/s. 'I'll(' softening e!'fed is prohably due to t,WI! ciiffrrent 
(:aU8r.": destruction of the orfif'rly :Lrrang;mnent of the molecules in the 
acborbed layers, tLnd injury to the stmd,nre thttt the day acquired 
(luring the procei'.-> of seclimcntation. Thnt part of the loss of stn'ugth 
caused hy the di:-turban('e of the ach;orberllayers is gradually regained, 
at unnltered water ('ont.cnt, after the working has ceased. The remainder. 
probably (%used by pemu1nent. alteration of the structure, is irreeover
able unless the water content of the duy is redueed. The ratio between 
these two parts of the loss of strength i:.; very different for different claYH. 

TABLE 40 

CONSISTE:-<GY OF CLAY IN TERMS OF UNCONFINED COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH 

Consitltency 

Very soft 
Soft 

Unconfined CompreRsive Strength, 
q" (kg per sq em) 

Les.q than 0.25 
0,25-0.5 

Medium 0.5 -1.0 
Stiff 1.0 -2.0 
Very stiff 2.0 ~i.O 
Extremely stiff* Over 4,0 

* If an extremely stiff clay is also brittle, it is called hard. 

The term sensitivity indicates the effect of remolding on the con
sistency of a clay, regardless of the physical nature of the causes of the 
change. The degree of Rensitivity is different for different days, and it 
may also be different for the same elay at different water contentR. If a 
cby is very sensitive, a slide may turn it into a mass of lubricated 
chunks capuble of flowing on a gently sloping base, whereas a similar 
slide in a clay with low sensitivity merely produces a eonspicuom; local 
defOlmation. The change in consistency produ<'ecl by the disturbance of a 
sensitive clay is nlwuYH associat.ed with a change of the permeability. 

The (legree of sello;itivity Si of It clay is exprcssc(l by the ratio between 
the unconfined compres8ive strength of un undisturbed specimen and 
the strength of the same specimen at the I'mme water content but in a 
remolded state. That is, 

S _ unconfined compresFlive Rtrength undisturbed (8.1) 
t - unconfined compressive strength remolded 

The values of St for most clays mnge between 2 and about 4. For sensi
tive claYfl they range from 4 to 8. However, extrasensitive days are 
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known with values (If ,'it grNi.ter than 8. Thcl'lc high degrees of senRitivity 
maV be (Iue to a \Vell-de~'e1oprd shlrton l-ltructure, to a high degree of 
thi~ntropy of the fillc,;t soil fml'tioll, Artidcs 1 and 17, or to both. They 
are cJl('ount('rcd chiefly among soft ghH'inl clays that were deposited in 
hrac'kish or :-;(>[1 water and soft days derivccl frolll the decomposition of 
volcanic [L~h. 

An indi(:ation of t.he complcxity of the strueture of u. clay call be ob
tained by comparing the uuit weight 'Y,li of all oycn-driEld specimeIl of the 
intact Hoil with the unit weight 'Yrlr of nIl oven-dried specimen thoroughly 
remolded at its natural WtLtPI' ('ontent before drying, The greater the 
difference between the vttlues 'Ydi and 'YdT) the more the structure of the 
undisturbed ;;oil differs from the l'tLndOlll structure of the remolded Roil. 

COXSISTEN('Y OF HE~lOI,Dl,;o SOILS 

After a C'ohesivc soil has llCCll remolded, its consistency can be changed 
a.t will by inCl'Ct1sing or Jeercn:.;iIlg the water content. Thus, for instance, 
if the water content of a ('lay Hlmry i:-; gradually reduced by slow deRic

elttion, the clay pHHses from a liquid 
Rtate through a plastic state, and finally 
into a solid state. The water contents 
at which clifferent clays pass from one' 
of these states into another are Very 
different. Therefore, the water contents 

After.1. ClL,aorande at these transitions can be wmd for idcll-
FIG. 8. Cross section through tification and comparison of different 

soil pat for liquid-limit test. days. However, the transition from one 
state to another does not occur abruptly 

as soon as some critica,l watcr content i8 l·e~tChed. It occur8 gradually 
over a fairly large range in the value of the water content. For this 
reaSOn every attempt to establish criteria for the boundaries between 
the limits of ('oIlsistency involves SOme a.rbitrary elements. The method 
that has proved most suit.able for engineering purposes waR taken Over 
from agronomy. It is known as Atterberg's method, and the water eon
lents that corref4poIlll to the boundaries bet.ween the states of eGIlI:listency 
are called the Atterbrrg limil8. 

The liquid limit L", js the water content in per cent of the dry weight 
at which two sections of a pat of soil having the dimensions shown 
in Figure 8 barely touch each o1.her but do not flow together when 
subjected in a ('up to the impact of glm!'p blowB from below. The 
personal equation has an important influence on the tORt results. In 
order to eliminate this factor, a Rtandardized mechanical device is 
used. 
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The plastic limit P", 01' lower limit of the pbsti(~ :'itate is the water 
content at which the "oil begins to crumhle when rollpd out into thin 
threads. 

The rcpord of the re"uits of the pla;;tie-limit ttc"St should al":(J ('ontain a 
.st.atem(>nt ai'l to whet.her the threads, irnmp<iiatf'ly hefore (·ntmhling, 
were vpry tough like those of a gnmbo, moclcmtely tough like those of an 
average glacial day, or weak and "pongy likp tho"e of an organic or of a 
mieaeeolls inorgltllie soil. 

The sticky limit 7."1' is the lowe"t water content at which the Hoil 
adheres to rrwtal tools. It is dctennillPd by gmdllally reducing the 
water content of a day pat until it becomes pos,:ible to dean a nickel
plated spatula by drawing it ov('r the :mrfaee of the pat. 

The sTcrin/;:age limit 8 w or lower limit of volume change, i'l the water 
content lJelow whieh further loss of water by evapol"dtion does not 
re,mlt in a reduction of volnme. As soon ag the soil pa .. 'seR belm\' the 
shrinkage limit, it heeom(>s slightly lighter in color. 

The range of water content within whi('h a "oil possesses plastic'ity is 
known a,.; the plastic ra1!(le, and the llml1erieal diffcrenee between the 
liquid limit and the plu..'itir limit is the plrt.sticily ini/rx I w. As the water 
content 10 of n cohesive soil approachoR the lower limit P w of the plastic 
rnnge, the stifTnes..'l and degree of compaction of the soil increase. The 
ratio, 

C 
_ L", - w _ £,,' - 10 

r- -
Lw - P w Ill' 

(8.2) 

is called the relative con,si8tency of the Roil. It is analogous to the relative 
density of cohesionless soils (see equation 7.3). If the water content of a 
natural Hoil .stratum is greater than the liquid limit (relative consistency 
negative), a proceSH of remolding transformR the soil into a thick viscou" 
slurry. If the natural water content is less than the plastic limit (rela
tive consistency greater than unity), the soil cannot be remolded. The 
unroufined compressive Htrength of undisturbed clays with a relative 
consistency nettr zero commonly ranges between 0.3 and 1.0 kg per sq 
em. If the relative consistency is nett1' unity, the compres.<;ive strength 
generally lies between 1 and 5 kg per sq em. 

In addition to the Atterberg limits, a knowledge of the dry strength is 
useful in the identification and comparison of cohesive soils. The strength 
of air-dry Hperimens of cby ranges from about 2 to more than 200 kg 
per sq cm, and a t.rained experimenter c!tn distingui'lh among the 
degrees of vcrl/low, low, medium, hiUll, amI very hiljh, merely by prcs,'ling 
an angular fmb'111ent of the soil between his fingers. The strength is 
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('alIeri medium if the fmglllent (':1n he redueed to pO\\(ler only with great 
effort. Fragments with ypry hij!:h strength cannot be injured at all, 
whereat'! those of vcr." low strengt.h disintegrate completely on gentle 
pressure. The frngments ::;hould he obtained by molding a cylindrical 
specimen ahout one ineh high and one inch in diameter from a paste at a 
water ('onten1. dos(' t.o the pll1stie limit. After the cylinder has dried at 
room temperatlll'e, it, is broken into smaller pieces, and fragment::; for the 
examination arc seledad from the interior of tho specimen. 

SOIL CLASMIFICATION BY l\fEANS OF PLAS'rICITY CHART 

In aecordau<'e with their general character and outstanding physical 
propertic;;, the coheRive soil . .; ean be divided into eight large gronps: 
inorganic daYR of high, medium, or low plasticity; inorganic Rilty soils of 
high, medium, or low compresRibilitYi organic claYH; and organic silts. 
ThiR cIa.<;sification is practically icIentieal with the one used hy foremen 
as a basi" for their ent-rieH into horing logs (Ree Article 2). If no errors are 
made, the horing logH inform the designer about the general chamctel' of 
the soil. Howevfll', even an eXpCl'iPllCed forcman,or tcchnician cannot al
ways (listinguish between the varions ('ohesive soib on the basiH of their 
appearance alone, and the noviee is likely to make seriom, errors. There
fore, various at.tempts have been made to eliminate the danger of miH
judgment. As a result of those attempts, it has been foand that the 
distinction between member!> of the different groups can be made 
reliably hy meanH of the plasticity chm'l, .Figure 9. 8.1 

In the pb;;ticit.y chart, the ordinates represent the plast.icity index 
I wand the absci8saH the corresponding liquid limit Lw. The chart is 
divided into flix regions, throe above line A and three below. The group 
to which a given soil belongs is determined by the name of the region 
that contains the point representing the values of I wand Lw for the soil. 
All points representing inorganic clays lie above line A., and all points for 
inorganic siItH lie below it. Therefore, if a soil is Imown to be inorgallic, 
iti4 group affiliation can be ascertained on the basis of the values of 
I wand Lw alone. However, points representing organic clays are usually 
located ,rithin the same region as those representing inorganic silts of 
high compressibility, and points l'cpl'e:<enting organic silts in the region 
assigned to inorganic silts of medium compressibility. Usually, the 
organic soils can be diRting1.Iished from the inorganic by their character
istic odor and their dl1l'k-gray or black color. In doubtful cases the liquid 
limit should be determined for an oven-dry specimen as well as a fresh 
One. If drying decreases the value of the liquid limit hy 30 per cent. 01' 

more, the soil i:-l organic. Finally, if an inorganic and an organic soil are 
represented in Figure 0 by approximately the Harne point, the dry 
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,.;trpngth (If the nrglmin suiI is ron:-ddcl'nbly grc'atm' tllall that. of the 
inorganic' Hoil. 

Experiellec has shown t.hat. t.h" point,.; whi('}J 1'('))!'(I.';Pnt. rlitl'm'ont 
RamplC';-; from the ~mnf' :miI "tratnIl1 (lefill(~ it :-;traight. lino that. b roughly 
parallel to line A. A" the liq\1i(l limit of ;.;oib l'('j)rE'~eI\tcd hy ~u('h t\, line 
increases, the plt1::;tidty and the eompreR:;ibility (If the soils nIso in
crease. The dry Rtrength of inorganie Hoib reprc;;;cnted hy point'l on lines 

7{)O 10 

~30 
.\.J .. " 
~ zo laorgpn."c 
" CICi'¥S oT Low 
~ 10 PIt7~/iC!t!/,\. 

Cohesion less 
Soils 

IrJorgan/c Silts 
OT Low Com-__) 
pressibf lily 

I.?orqanic 
Clays oJ;" 

M6'c//vm 
P/ast/Cit;; Inorqtmic SI/tS 

oT Hiqh Compress/bi/if!! 
ana' 

Or9anic Cla'fi-" 

irJorq'cm!c Silts or Ned'~,'7l 
Co.?7,oressiblllTy 

(7nd Orq'(7nic S;lls 
Alter A. Casagrande 

FIG. 0. PlastiC'ity chart. 

located above A increa.<;es from mC'dium for Hamplcs \'lith fL liquid limit 
helow 30 to very high for RnmpleK with a liquid limit of 100. On the other 
hand, if the line repreRentative of inorganic sample.'l from a given stra
tUlll is located at a cow;iderahle distance below A, the dry strength of 
samples with It liquid limit less than 50 iH very low, and that of samples 
'with a liquid limit close to 100 is only medium. In accordance with these 
relationships, the dry :-;trength of inorganic soils from different localities 
but with equal liquid limit.'l increases in a general ,yay with increasing 
plasticity index. Figure 10 shows the plasticity characteristics of several 
well-defined types of clay.B.l 

The samples required for Atterberg-limit- test.'l need not be undi'l
turbed, and the technique of making the teRts is simple, Yet, even at the 
present Htill incipient :-;tate of om knowledge, a great amount of useful 
information can be derived from the teRt results, Therefore, the in-
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ve.'itigatioll of stuti,;ti('al relntion~ hC(,\\"('Pll the Atterbcl'g limit:,; und the 
otJ18r physien.l proIlPl'tie:'l of cohesive soils (:ol1stitutes one of the most 
promising fields for research in Hoil phyt'lies. Every well-established 

III 41l 50 60 
Liqtl!a' Limi!" 

70 8t) gO 100 If 0 

After A. Cusaarande 

FIG. 10. Relation between liquid limit and plasticity index for t.ypical soils. 

Rtatistical relu.tion of this type bl'OfLdens the scope of conclusions that 
can be drawn from. the results of limit testB. Two useful relations of this 
kind are shown in Figlll'es 23 and 20. 

REFERENCE 

8.1. See Referenre 6.2 Detailed discuO'sion of the plasticity characteristics of clays. 

ART. D. I\UNIMUM RfiXlUIIlEMENTS FOR ADEQUATE 
SOIL DESCRIPTION 

In Artiele G Ruitable procedures were deseribecl for dividing eoarse
grained ::iOnS into s('vol'[1.1 large groups on the basis of thoir grain-size 
chameteristies, and in Artiele 8 directions were presented for dividing 
fine-grained Hoils into eight large groups on the basis of their plaflticity. 
If the engineer knows the group to which a given soil belongs, he also 
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knmys in a general way the morn outl'hmding physi(~al clmmetf'l'isties of 
the Roil. However, each group indllrles ;;oil" with a, great. varif'ty of 
propertic;;, and, fu.rtlwrmol'f', every >"oil (;an O(,CHr in the fk'lf! in very 
different l'tates. In order to dbtjng;ui.~h between the inrlivhhml memhers 
of ea('h group and the diffPI'cnt state,; of oaeh mcmh(>r, two cliffel'(,llt 
procednms I'an he used. Eitlwr tho prineipal 1!;l'(Jnp" ean he further suh
divided, or el"e the group nanw ('1m be f'llpplementcd hy numerical 
values representing the pertinent index propertirs. 

The first of these two procedure,.; i" Huitahle for dll.qsifyinp; the :;oil~ 
within geographically limited dj"tricts. bceausr, within ::;11ch rlistrir.t:'! 
the numbor of different types and stu,tOf\ of soil is likely to be fairly 
limited, As a consequence, the metho(l i!'i used pxtensively and to advan
tage by lornI cou:'ltruetion organization,; sneh as sbl.te highway depart
ments. However, attempts to u"e a similar procedure for ('stnhlishing a 
universal sy"tem of Roil clas"ifielLtion have little pro;;pcet,; for suoeeRS. 
bec[1use the required terminology would inevitably be so complex that it 
would lead to ultimate confusion. 

The seconu proeeciure, on the othf'r hand, can be u!'ecl profitahly under 
any circumstanees, prm'ided HlP engineer choose:'l those index propertieH 
which are indicntive of the eSHential physjf'al eharacterL"ti<~H of the soiL 
The propertie:-; required for adequate deiloription of the various types of 
soil are summarized in Table 5. The soils listed in this table have been 
described. in Article 2, which cont.ains all the information required for at 
least a trmtative claRsification of the soil. After the type has bren 
recognized, the engineer tumH to Table 5 and performs all the soil tests 
preserioed for this type. The test re:-mlts repreHent the criteria for 
distinguishing hetween different soils of the same type, 

'Vith the exception of till, hardpan, and peat, all 1,he soils Ii'lted in 
Table 5 ('onsist either exeluHively of coarse gl'ainR such a.'i sand and 
gmvel, or exclusively of fine grains ha.ving the size of Rilt or clay particles, 
Soils that consist, of a mixture of these ingredient" are regarded a.-; 
composite. To describe l1 eomposite soil, it is first neee&<;ary to determine 
the natuml void mtio e, the natural water content 'W, and the grain-Rize 
distribution, The soil io;; then divided into two parts, one of whieh con
tains all the gmins larger, than about 0.1 mm (width of the openings in 
the 150-mesh sieve), and the other of which ('ontains the remainder. The 
coarRO fmctioll is submitted to the das,~ift('ation testR prescrihed for 
sand and gravel, and the remainder to those for silts and clays, 

If the soils encountered on a given joL are submitted to tests other 
than those listed in Table 5, the Rignificallt l'l'sults of these tests should 
be included in the record. Since soil stmtn are Heidorn homogeneous, even 
an apparently homogeneous soil stmtum ('ltnnot be considered ade-
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TABLE 5 

D.tT.\ RCQumBII Fon SOIL Ir>B.:-;rTIFIPATrn.:-;r 

Gencral 
Re:mlt~ of C'h~'i",ifi(\atioIl TeHt~ 

Illfonilatioll Intact S,ullple,l Di~tnrhllli HamJlIf'~ 
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.... q oj tS ~ 

" ""' 
...,. 

~ p:: ..... " Q 0 0 Z Z i=l P [/) ..... ,.,. "" 0 
-- - - - - -.- _. -_ - - - - - - ~ - - -

Hardpan" x x x x 
San,l, ~r'tVel x x x x x x 
Inorganic silt x l( x li: x X x x x x x x X x 
Orgllfllu Hilt x x x x X x x x X x x x x x x 
[,hy x x x x X x x x x x x x 
Orgauic play x x x x x x x x x x x x x 
Peat x x x x x x 
Till x x x x x x x x 
Tuff, finc-grained x x x x x x x x x x x 
LOCH,;16 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X x 
Modified loe~" x x x x x x x x x x x x X x X x 
Adobe x x x X X X X X X X X X X X X x 
!\lm'l x x x X X X X X X X X X X x 
Lake marl x x x X x X x x x x x x x x 
Gumbo x x x x x x x x x x x x x 

, If no undisturbed or tuhe Hamples were obtained, usc the SjHJOn samples, Artielc <14 . 
• If the odor is faiut, heat tlte s[lluple slil-lhtly. 1'hi~ illtell,iiieB the ouor. 
3 Describe ltjJpearanc'c of frpsh fracture of intact samplc (gl'llllular, dull, smooth, 

gloss\,). Thcll ruh SIll all quantity of soil hetwet'll the fillgcrs, IIlld describe ~cnmttion 
(flnn;:Y, smooth, gritty, sharJl)' If large slJCeiwenK h\'Cak up readily iuto smallcr fmglllcnts 
desl'ribe fLppeurlln('c uf ""lll" r,f cmek~ (dull, rli('kellsillcd) und lwcmge S)l!Iriug of crackH. 

• Perform shaldllg tc:;t, lJ:lge 5. Descrihe rellultl:l (l'UllSpiclIOllH, wmtk, nOlle) depending 
on inten~ity of phenomena observed. 

• Describe bh(Lpe (angular, subanlllllar, subroundecl, rounded, well r01mcled) (mel 
mineralop;ic'al characteristi(·,j of macroscopic ~uil partir'leR only. Mineralogi('al chal'l1etcr
isti('s inelude tYllCS uf ror:k" and mineral" repre~(!ntcrl ulllong the grain" HO far tlH they can 
he di."erned hy jIlRjlcctiotl undor the lum<l tellS. De';('!'ibe rock fml-llllcnt,; (fl'o~h, ,;lightly 
we!lthoreu, or thoroughly <\cC'()lltjlo"erl; hart] 01' frial,lc). If a sm,,] contains mi('a flakes, 
indiNlte mica content (slightly, moJemtcly, or vor.\· lllic(l<'eOlls). In connectioll with peat, 
the term grain ptopertic8 rofer,; to tho type anel state of preservation of the predomillllllt 
visible remnnntH of plants HuC'h rt~ fibers, twig,;, or lellves. 

6 CruIlh dry il'l1gmcnt between fingc!'~ und incli'nlto hnl'cillos" (very low, low, medillIn, 
high, vcry high). 

7 If no undisturbed sall1r>Jes werc ohtained, suhstitute resultH uf staucla!'el pcnetration 
test (Artie·le .1-1) or e(juh'aJent. 

8 Applies only to ('lay nnd line ,ilt ut, II watel' ('onteut above the piaHtic limit. 
, Prepare sample as de"eribed on page !!7. 
,0 Determine by mcans of Proctor Illoth,,'I, pag" :n:i. 
11 If Roil may be organi(', determinc L u, fir,'t, in lre,;h "[!Lte anc! then !Lftel' drying in ovell 

at l05 cC. 
" In additioll tn Ilumerical value of Pu" state whether j,hrcllds \\'(,I'e tough, firm, medium, 

or we'lk. 
13 PrC"l'nt rc"ult~ I'ither ill forIll of selllilogaritlullic gmph, 01' clse hy lllllllerinal VaIU!lH 

of DID and U ~ Doo IDlo (Artido 0) accompaniecl by adjc('tive~ indil'lding the tyPO of 
grain-~ize grudilJg (:;ce Figure 4). " . 
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quately (leseribed uIlle''''' the indf'x propertip,.; of sf'Ycml sample,; from the 
"trat-llll luwe heen (lPlPt'millf'(L Tlw I'u/'mil ;;lIould ltlSO ('(mtain a brief 
htatement of what.ew'f ('nIl hi' lc'arnml nl Hmt t,}w ~e()l()giml hiHj,Ory of 
the "tmtum. 

TodtLy most large ('oll:-:tJ'ltr'tion OI'/l:anizatioll:-:, Hwh as the Corps of 
Engineer,; of the United ;-:;tatt~" .\.rmy, the Fnitell ~tates Bureau of 
Redamation, and many ;;tate hig!nmy department!', maintain Hoil 
lahoratorip" in which the dtLS"ifi{~at.i()n t("-;t,, are made al~ a. mattN of 
routine. However, the results of t!te,;e to"t" are of sueh pmct.ical impor
tance that they should also be made by c\'ery engineer who deals with 
SOilR. The performam'e of the te,.;t" iner{'a"e.~ the engineer's familUtrity 
with the yal'iow:i properties of the iioihi with which he dealR, and the test 
reflults greatly ineren:-;e the value of his field rer:ord:,:. 

After an engineer lw.<; personally tested l'ieveral dozen samples of Roil 
from one lo(·alit.y, he L'l likely to di,.;cover that he ('an eRtimatc the index 
properties of mo:-;t of the soils from that locality without any tests. He 
will also aequire the ability to dL-;erirninat.e between different Hoils or 
different states of the Harne soil \vhich previously he had considered 
identical. 

Every engineer should develop the hahit of exprcssing hi'l opinion on 
the plalitidty and gruin-size chttf:1cteristicl:l of the Hoils he encounters 
by numerical values rather than by !1djecth·es. The grading of a Rand 
:-;hould be expre,;sed hy the estimftted yalue of the uniformity coeffieient, 
U = ])00/])10, Article 6, and not by the \vords "well graded" or "poorly 
graded/' The degree of plasticity should be indicat.ed by the est.imated 
value of the plasticity index I w, Article 8, and not by t.he words <ltmee 
of plasticity" or "highly pln .. ':ltic/' Thi':l habit iq AO important that it 
should be encouraged from the beginning by the instruct.or in the class* 
room. The use of the numerical system prevents mi'lunderstandings and 
is an incent.ive to check from time to time the degree of accuracy of the 
e::;timates. Without occasional check tests the progressive deterioration 
of the ability to estimate may pas:;_; nnnoticed. 

14 Calcium carbonate content cnn he detected by moistening the dry ma.terial with 
Hel. Describe reBult of teBt (strong, weak, or no effervescence). 

15 Add to data on texture a des~ription of general appcal'llnce, Rtructufe, and degree of 
cuhesiveness of dlUllk~ in frcclh state) and after Hoaking in water. 

16 Ad(1 to data on texture !L description of the macroscopic feature~ of the loess, such as 
diameter and spacing of root h()le~. 



CHAPTER II 

HYDRAULIC Ai~D MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF SOILS 

ART. 10. SIGNIFICANCE OF HYDRAULIC AND MECHANICAL 
PIWPERTIES OF SOILS 

In the preceding chapter, ,ye have dealt with the index properties of 
soib. Since these propel'ticK reflect the general character of a given soil, 
they serve to indicate the extent to which soils from different localities 
mayor may not be similar. In addition, they constitute the basis for 
recording construction experience and for utilizing this experience on 
subsequent jobs. 

It has been emphasized that foundation and earthwork engineering 
is based chiefly on expL'rience. However, it must also be emphasized 
that chril engineering in gmeral did not emerge from a state of relative 
stagnation until the accumulated stock of experience became fertilized 
by applied science. The function of science was to disclose the relations 
hetween events and their causeR. 

In order to establish these relations in the realm of foundation and 
earthwork engineering, it has been necessary to investigate the physical 
propel'ticfl of the different types of soils, just as it waf'l necessary in 
structural engineering to iuvestigate the properties of steel und concrete. 
A given steel 01' eoncretc is adctllmtely de::;cl'ibed for most practical 
purposes if itr; strength and modulus of elusticity nre known. On the 
other hand, practical problems involving soils may require the con
siderat.ion (If a variety of soil properties. Foremost among these are the 
pcrmeability, tho ('oIl1pl'essibility, the resistance against flow and shear, 
and Llw stress-deformation rehtionships. In the following articles, these 
properties are cliticussecl in detail. 

ART. 11. PERl\[EABILITY OF SOILS 

INTRODUC'l'ION 

A material is Raid to be pcrmeable if it contains continuous voids. 
Since such voids are ront.ained in all soils including the stiffest clays, and 
in all nonmetallic con:;truetion materials including sound granite and 
neat cement, aJI these materialt; are permeable. Furthermore, the flow 

40 
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of water through all of them obey:.; npproximately the &''lme laws. Henre 
the differC'uce between the flow of wuter thl'Ollgh dean sand Hu(l through 
sound granite is merely one of degree. 

The permeability of HoiJ:.; has It de('h;i\"(~ effret on the eOl't and the 
difficulty of many conotruction operations, such m; the excanltion of 
open cuts ill watcr-1JC'aring sund, or on tJlP rate at which :l soft day 
stratum consolidates under the influenee of the weight of It ~llpnrimp();-;(·(l 
fill. Even the permeability of dense eoner!~te or rock may havp important 
practical implications, hecause water exert::; a prel'Ilure on the porou::; 
material through which it llercolatrs. ThiH llreS;,llre, which i:-l knO\\11 as 
seepage p)'c.ssurc, can he very high. The erroneous but wide:-;prcad con
ception that stiff clay and dense concrete are impermeable is due to the 
fact that the entire quantity of water that pPl'colatec; through such 
materials toward an expoBed sUlface is likely to evaporate, even in a very 
humid atmosphere. As a consequence, the smface appears to he dry. 
However, since the mechanical effeetii of seepage are entirely independent 
of the rate of percolation, the absence of visible diseltarge does not 
indicate the absence of seepage pressures. Striking manife:;;tations of this 
fact may he observed whik an exeavation iB being mnde in very fine rock 
flour. The permeability of this matcrial is very low. Yet, a slight change 
in the pressure condition:,; in the pore water may suffice to transform a 
large quantity of the material into a semiliquid. 

DEFINITIONS AKD DARCY'S LAW 

As water percolates through a permeable material, the individual 
water particles mo\-e along paths which deviate erratically but only 
slightly from smooth curves known as flow lines. If adjacent flow lines 
are straight and parallel, the flow is said to be linear. 

The hydraulic principles involved in linear flow are illustrated by 
Figure 11. In this figure, the points a and b represent the extremities of a 
flow line. At each extremity a standpipe, known as a piezometric tube, 
has been installed to indicate the level to which the water 11:5(;,S at these 
points. The water level in the tube at b is designated as the piezomelrt'c 
level at b, and the vertical distance from this lewl to point b is the 
piezometric head at b. The vertical distance between a and b represents 
the position head !:>.H. If the water in the hydraulic system stands at the 
same elevation in the piezometrie tubes at a and b, the system is in a 
state of rest, regardless of the magnitude of the po;;;ition head. Flow can 
occur only if the piezometric levels at a and b cliffer by a distance h 
known as the hydraulic head at a with respect to b. The distance h is 
also referred to as the d([Tercllec in piezometric lcud between a and b. It 
should be observed that the difference in piezometric level is equal to the 
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diIIf'rc!H~p in the piezometric heads at a and b only if the position head 
J.ll i:-; zero. 

In Figure 11. fll and fJ} represPllt any two points at the same elevation 
in the piezon1Ptri(' tuhes J'i~il1g from a antI b respectively. Since the unit 
weight of the water is "/11' (gram~ per cubic c(mtimeter), the hydrostatic 
pressure at ell f~xeeed~ that at /)1 by the amount 'Y1L1~. The (lifference 'Y,J~ 
between the hydrostatic pressure at two points located at the same 

-.-..... 

FIn. 11. DingrltIll illustrating meaning of hydrauli" IW(ld tLnd pit,zometric JI('lId ns
sO('iated with lilW:l1' tiow of water through soil RLlll1ple. 

elevation is referred to as e:('cess hyd7'Oslat.ic prcssure. It is this pressure 
that drives the water through the soil between a and b. The ratio, 

. h u 
tp = 'Yw - = -

l l 
(11.1) 

in which u is the excess hydrm;tatic pressure, represents the pressure 
gradient (grams per cubic centimeter) from a to b. The ratio, 

. i)J 1 11 h 
z=-=----= -

'Yw 'Yw l l 
(11.2) 

is known as the hydraulic gradient. It is a pure number. 
The discharge velocity v is defined us the quantity of waier that perco

lates in a unit time across a unit area of a section oriented at right angles 
to the flow line:'>. In a statistically isotropic porons material the porosity 
of a plane Reetion is equal to the volume porosity n. Hence, the average 
velocity v" at whieh the 'Yater perco\n.tes through the voids of the 
material is eqnul to the discharge velocity divided by the porosity. The 
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yulue 1'., I'('prpscnts 111(1 8I'('[II1f/1' 1'dority. If the term vclocit;-,r is m;ed with
out. qualification in eonneetion with pel'mrahility, it, alwaytl indicateR 
the disehal'gc and not the o;ccpagA \,pjfJ[~it~·. 

If water pel'colatcH through fiur ;;aturatrcll'anci or otlwl' fine-grained 
completely saturated soils without affecting the structure of the soil, 
the discharge velocity is almost exactly determined by the equation, 

K. 
v = - lp 

'fJ 
(11.3 ) 

in which 'fJ (gram-seconds per Sfltlare centimeter) is the vh;cosity of the 
water, and K is an empirieaI constant referrcd to as the permeability. The 
viscosity of water decreases with 
increasing temperature, ail shown 
in Figure 12. The value]{ (square 
centimeters) is a constant for any 
permeable material with given 
porosity r,haraeteristies, and it is 
independent of the physical prop
erties of the 'percolating liquid. 
From equations 11.2 and 11.3 we 
obtain for the discharge velocity 
the expression, 

/.8 

/.6 

a8 

1\ 
\ 

I\.. 
"-i'.. 

" "" ~ ~ 
J( 

v = - 'Ywi 
'fJ 

(11.4) 1260 10 20 .30 
Tempc>ra/tlrcff' -/)egrees C. 

Seepage problem::; pncmmtered FIG. 12. RE'lation het.wf'E'n temperature 
in civil engineering deal almost and viscosity of water. 
exclusively with the flow of 
ground water at moderate depths below the surface and with leakage 
out of 1'08e1'\'oi1's. The tpmperatlll'e of the percolat,ing water varies so 
little that the unit wdght 'Yw i::; practically constant, and, in addition, 
the yi::;c()sity 'fJ varies wit.hin fairly narrow limits. Therefore, it is cus
tommy to 8ub::;titute in equation 11 A 

k = l{ 'Yw (11.5) 
'fJ 

whence 

v = ki (11.6) 

In civil engineering, the value k is commonly called the corJficient oj 
permeabiHiy. In some other fielch; it is known aR the transmission con
stant, although this term is rather inappropriate because, according to 
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equation 11.5, /;; is not u (·onstunt. Equution 1 U3 is commonly known uo; 
D(mw'slaw. 

It. should lx' pmp}Hl~iz('(l thai, the porI11C'ability ehal'actel'istic:s of a 
porous material are CXPl'c;-'s{'(l hy J'::' (square centimetcrs) amI not by k 
(centimeter,; PC!' Kel'ond), The ('odfieieut E is independent of the 
properties of the liquid, wllPl'eu,: k depcnds not only on the properties of 
the porous material, but also on til(' properties of the liquid, The use of k 
in this book, 01' in ciyil engineering in geneml, i::; justified only by con· 
ycnipnce. 

The channelH through ·which the \yater particles travel in a mass of 
Hoil 110."0 a yariable and il'l'(:glllar cross senti on. As a consequence, the 
real veloeity of flow is extremely vnriahle. HO\yevel', the average rate of 
flow through snch channel::; is governed by the same laws that determine 
the rate of flow through :::traight capillm'Y tuhes having a llniform cross 
I-:ection. If the el'o::;::; section of the tulle is cil'cubl', the velocity of flow 
increases, according to Poi,,(:luillc's law, with the sqnare of the diameter 
of the tuhe. Rim'e the Hxerage diameter of the voids in soil nt a given 
porosity increases practically in proportion to the grain size D, it is 
possible to expre::;s J;; on the basis of Poiseuille'H law as 

1;; = constant X D2 

From hi::; experiments with loose filter sands of high uniformity (uniform
ity eoefficient not greater than about 2), Allen Hazen obtained the 
empirical equation, 

(11.7) 

in which DlO is the effective size in centimeters (Hee Article 6), and C1 
(l/em sec) varies from about 100 to 150. It should be noted that 
equation 11.7 is applicable only to fairly uniform sands in a loose state. 

RELATION BETWBEN V OlD R:\'TIO AND PERMEAI3ILITY 

When a soil is compl'essed or vibrated, the volume occupied by its 
solid constituents remains pmctically unchanged, but the volume of the 
voids decl'cnse:;. As a consequence, the permeability of the soil also de
creases. The influence of the void ratio on the permeability is illustrated 
by Figure 13. In this figure the ahHcissas reprcsent the void ratio. The 
ordint1tcs represent the ratio k/kn.s.; between the coefficient of perme
ability k of the Hoil at any given void ratio e and that of the same soil at 
a void ratio of 0.85. The plnin C1l1've shows the relation between e and 
k/1.:0.85 for fino or medium dean samlH with bulky grains. This relation 
call be expressed fairly accurately by various simple equations, such as 
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A. Casagrande's lillpuhlishccl equation, 

(11.8) 

In connection with foundation problems, clellD sandfi are seldom 
encountered. If a sand contain;; a high j1crCt'ntage of ~('nl('-1ike partidp:-; 
such as mica flakes, the relation ill'tw('en e and k/ko.<'5 rE',;cmbles that 
indicated by the dash eliI've bdow the plain eurw in Figure 13. Finr
grained soils always contain flaky con~tituent", Imt, since the proportion 
is different for diffen'nt soils, 
the eorresponding e - k/h~o.S5 
curves are different. 

In a soil that contains air 
bubbles, the size of the buubIes 
decreases with increaningwater 
pressure. As a com;('quence, the 
coefficient of permeability of 
such 11 soil increases with in
creasing hydraulic head. In 
clays with root holes or open 
cracks, percolation is almost 
inevitahly associated with in
ternal scour. The detached 
particles gradually clog the 
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Void /(all(7 e 
FIG. 13. Rl'lnfion hetween void rrttio lind 
permeahility of mi'\c'(l-graincrl Rand (fult linc~) 
and soil with nuky cmL-~t itucnts «itlsh line). 

narrowest parts of the water passages whereupon the coefficient of per
meability decreases to a Amall fraction of its initial vnlue. Hence, 
Darcy's law is not valid unI('~s the volume and shape of the water 
passages are independent of pressure and time. 

PEUl\1EABILI'I'Y TESTS 

The principal types of apparatus for determining the coefficient of 
permeability of soil samples are illustrated in Figure 14. The constant
head permeameter (a and b) is suitahle for very pel'meahle soils, and the 
falling-head permemneter (c) for les::l permeable ones. In order to 
perform a test with any of these types of apparatus, a hydruuIic gradient 
js established within the sample, and water flows through the soil. 

In the cOllstant-hclId pCl'meamctcl', Figtlre 1-la, the hydraulic head It 
is kept constant, and the discharge is mea:>urec1. In the falling-head 
permeamctel', Figure 14c, the water flows out of a narrow tube P with 
cross-sectional area AI, through the sample which has a cross-sectional 
area .12 , into a stationary vesi>cl r. The coefficient of permeability k is 
computed on the basis of the observed rate at which the water level 
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descends in the tube P, while the water level in the vessel 17 remains 
unchanged. 

The most importunt :-;ourCC:-l of experimental error in a permen,bility 
tCf't are the formation of a filter skin of finc material on t.he surface of the 
sample and the segregation of air in the form of huhbles within the soil. 
Both of these phenomcna reduce the avcrage permeahilit.y of the 
specimen. The error (Ille to the formation of a filter skin can be elimi
nated by measuring tho l().~:,; of head hetw('en tw.o points located in the 
interior of the sample, as shown in Figure 14b. 

: =-_= V 

(c) 

FIG. 14. (a and b) ConRt-nnt-henrI permenmeters; (c) falling-head pOl'IlleaIllotor. 

The value of the coefficient of permeability determined by means of a 
permeability test depends on the temperatme at which the test is 
performed, because k, equation 11.5, is a function of the unit weight of 
the water 'Yw and of the viscosity 'l}. Both of these quantities vary with 
temperature. However, sinee the variation of 'Yw is negligible in com
parison with that of 'l}, we may compute the value of k for any temper
ature 7' by means of the equation, 

k = 'l}1 ki 
'l} 

(11.9) 

In this expression, derived from equation 11.5, ki is the coefficient of 
permeability corresponding to the test temperature, and 'l}l is the 
corresponding viscosity. It is customary to express values of k at a 
standard temperature of 20°0. In Figure 12, the ordinates represent the 
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ratio between the values of 'lJ correE'ponding to the temperatures given 
by the abscissas, and the ntille 172(1 ('OlTCspontiing to T = 20cC. 

Equation 1 U) was derivrd OIl the aS~lllnption that the coefficient of 
viscosity of the water is indepcndl'nt. of tltp 1>01'O:;it:; and that it changes 
with temperature in aceonlancc ,vith lhe law represented by the clIn;o in 
Figure 12. In clays temperatnrc :iCmli, to ha\'(~ a greater inflli{'nee on 
viscosity than it haR in coursol' soils. Furthermore, the Hverage viscosity 
of the pore waier of clay appear:; to int:l'f'ac;e with deercasing pore HIHlee. 
At a given poro;,;ity, the average ybl'OHity i;cems to incrense temporarily 
after remolding, even if the temperature i~ held ('oustunt. These facts 
exclude equation 11.9 from application to clays and other very fine
grained soils, hut they do not invalidate Darcy's law, equation 11.6. 

If a clay is remolded at unaltered water contC'nt, its (~oeffirient of 
permeability is likely to decrease from the original vulue k to a smaller 
value k •. For most inorganic days, the ratio lc/kr is not greater than 
about two. However, for organic claYi-i and for marls with a cluster 
structure, it may be as great as 30. 

For coarse-grained soils with approximately equiuimemlional grains, 
such as quartz sand, the relation between the void ratio c and the 
coefficient of permeability k can be ('xpressed with satisfactory accuracy 
by a single eqllation, such as equation 11.8, 01' by a single curve, fluch as 
the plain curve in Figure 13. Hence, it if; sufficient to determine the 
value of k correRponding to one arbitrary value of e. The values of k for 
other values of e can be derived from the test result by mefins of equation 
11.8 or Figure 13. On the other hand, the value of k for micuceous sands 
and for practically all the fine-grained soils encountered in the field 
depends to a large extent on the percentage of flaky constituents and on 
various other factors that are independent of the void ratio. For this 
reason, it has already heen mentioned that the dalOh curve in Figure 13 
serves merely to illustrate the general churacter of the relation for such 
Hails and cannot be used as a bnsis for computation. Hence if a soil is 
micaceous or if it cont:lins fine or very fine constituents, it is neceS8ary 
to establish the relation hetween void ratio and permeability by per
forming permeability tests on at least three specimens with widely 
different void ratios. 

Table () cont.aim; information regarding the range of the coefficient of 
permeability for various soils and the most appropriate methods for 
performing 1he permeability tests on these :ioils, 

PERlIIEABILI'l'Y OF RTHATIFmn J\IASRBR OP SOIL 

Natural tnlllsportetl soils commonly consist of layers which have 
different permeability, In order to determine the average coefficient of 
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permeability of snch deposits, reprcf;('I1tativc samples un! ~eeur('d from 
each of the layers and are tested. Onee the values of k arc known for the 
individual strata, the average~ can be eompntcf.l by u::;ing thf' following 
method. Let 

leI, k2 .. ·l;;n = coefficients of permeahility of the individual Iltrata 
H l , H2 .. 'Hn = thicknesscs of corresponding strata 

H = Hl + Hz + .. 'Hn = total thicknE'ss 
kJ = average coefficient of permeability parallel to 

bedding planes (usunJly horizollt.aI) 
kIJ = average coefficient of permeahility perpendicular 

to bedding planes (nsually vertical) 

If the flow is parallel to the bedding planes, the average discharge 
velocity V is 

v=k1i= ~ [l'lH! +~'2Hz+'" vnH"j= ~ [kJiIIl + k'.!,iHz+ '" knilInl 

whence 

(11.10) 

For flow at l'ig;ht angles to the bedding planm,;, the hydraulic gradient 
arrOSR the individual layers is denoted by {1l £2 •.• i". The hydraulic 
gradient arross the tieries of layers is hill, 'where h eflllals the total loss 
in head. The principle of continuity of flow requires that the velocity 
be the same in each layer. Therefore 

hk 7' k" k' V = H 'II = /C1 tl = '2tZ = . ,. ntn 

Also, 
h = Hli1 + H2i2 + . , ,Hnin 

Combining these equations, we obtain 

H 
kII = 111 H2 Hn 

-+-+ ... -
kl kz l~" 

(11.11) 

It ran be demonstrated theoretically that for every stratified mass kII 
must be less than k1 -

SCOUR AND SCOUR PREVENTION AT BOUNDARIES 

The engineer is often compelled to divert percolating water out of the 
soil into wells or ditchcR, or toward conduitR located beneath foundations, 
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This proecdul"B j" known He; dmillll{!C (scc Artide 21). Wells usually 
(~onsi;-;t of perforate(} pipps, and (·rJllfluit:-; of perforated pipes or pipe lines 
with open joiut". TIlE' SPl1('(' between the natural soil and the pipes is 
filled with a ccmrRc-gmillcrimuterial knoml a::; a filler. If the voids of the 
filler are very much larger than the liuc:-;t grains of the ucijoining natural 
soil, t.he finest soil partidps are likely to he washed into the interstices of 
the tiller \vhere they accumulate and gradually obstruct the flow. On t.he 
other hand, if the voids in the filler are almm,t UI'! small as those in the 
natural soil, the filler may be washed into the conduits and eurrieu away. 

//' 
V'h,l 

Crain-siz@ curvus 
or material to 

,oe protected 

FIG. 15. Diagram illustruling spcl"ifir'ation for grain size of material suitable for 
filter. Right-ham! Alluded arc'a ('ucIoses all grnin-size curves for material to be 
protected; left-hand area indi<'ate'; range within whieh eUl'ves for fllter material 

must lie. 

Both conditions arc equally un(lesiral11e. If they al'e to be prE'vont,ed, the 
filler must consist of a material with n, grain size that meets certain re
quirements. Such a material is known as a fille)'. 

Experiment,; have shown that a material sutisfies the essential re
quirements for n filter if its 15 per cent f;ize Dl5 is at lensj, four times as 
large as that of the COal'cleflt byer of soil in contact with the filter and 
not more than foUl' times as large as the 85 per cent size DS5 of the finest 
adjoining layer of (-3oil. These requirements are J'epl'Cf;ented graphically 
in Figure 15. In this figUl'e the shaded area on the right side includes the 
grain-size CUl"\'es of all the soils in contact with the filter. In accordance 
with the preceding specifications, any material satisfies the eonditions 
for a filter if its grain-size curve intersects the horizontal 15 per cent line 
bet.ween the points a and b. If tho filter extends across a bonndary 
between coarse and fine soill'l, different materials should be used for 
covering the areas on either side of the boundary. 

Since it is desirable to reduce the loss of hend due t.o percolation 
through the filter to the smallest. value compatible with the grain-size 
requirements, large filters are usually made up of several byers. Each of 
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these ·layers sati::;fics the conditions illustrated hy Figure 15 with respect 
to the preceding layer. Such compo.:;ite filten, are ~aid to 1)0 grafkd. 

The emerp;ence of water from the ground at the boundary between a 
coarse and a fine floil may cause scour of the finer material, provided the 
velocity of the discharging water is great enough. Scom usually begins 
with the formatioIl of small springs at djfferent points along the bound
ary, from which channels arc eroded in a backward dircction toward the 
arca \rhere the water enters the soil. lIence, the process is known as 
backward erosion. It is one of the most dangerous m('nac('s to dams, and 
it has bfen responsible for some of the mo:-;t catastrophic dam failures, 
Article 59. Since the erosion cannot occur 11nles::; a large amount of soil is 
gradually washed out of the ground, it can be prevented effcctively by 
constructing a filter over the area where spring::; IIlay develop. 

PROBLEMS 

1. A sample of ('oarse sand, 15 em high and fiJi rm in diameter, W3,.~ tested in a 
ronstant-hel1d pcrmcamet.cr. Water IlPrcoiatctl through the Hoil und!:'r a hydrostatic 
head of 40 (,1Il for a period of G.O sec. The di~charge water was ('oUc('ted and found to 
weigh 400 gm. What Wli~ the coefficient of permc!\,bility at the \"oid mtio ane! temper
ature of t he tc!~t'? 

Ans. k '" 1.05 elll pnr SCC'. 
2. A lwd of ~1l1H1 comiills of tlm'e horizontal hl~'el'~ of equal thicknel\.~. The value 

(If /,. for thc· upper and lower laycl'~ b 1 X 10-4 crn pl!r SCC', and of the middle layer is 
1 X 10-2 ('In JIll!' s('~. What iii the ratio of the average permeability of the bed in the 
horizontal direction to that in the vertical direction'! 

.1n8. 23 to 1. 
3. A sample of mixed-gminell ~and with rounded partides haR a void ratio of 0.62 

and a coefficient of permeability of 2Ji X 10-2 em per sec. E8tirnatc the value of k 
for the same material at a void ratio of 0.73. 

ART. 12. EFFECTIVE AND NEUTRAL STRESSES AND 
CRITICAL HYDRAULIC GRADIE~T 

EFFECTIVE AND NEUTRAL STRESSES 

Figure 1611 sho\\'8 a Cl'OSS section through a thin layer of soil that 
covers the bottom of a container. If a load 1) per unit of area is applied to 
the surface of the sample, for example by covering it with lead shot, the 
void ratio of the soil decreascs from eo to el. The pre::;sure p also produces 
a change in all of the other mechanical properties of the soil such as its 
shearing resistance. For this reason, it is known as an effective pressure. 
It is given the symbol j'J. 

If, instead, the vessel is filled with water to sneh a height hw that 
hw = p/Yw, the llormal stress on (1 horizontal scetion through the sample 
is (1lso increased by p. Nevertheless, the increase in pressure due to the 
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weight of the water dOC'R not lulYC a measurable influence on the void 
l'tttio or on any other mechanital property of the soil such as the shea.ring 
resistance. Theref()n~, the prPHsnre prorluced by the water load is called a 
ncutral pressure. It i:; said to he zero if it is equal to atmospheric pres
sure. Hence, the neutral preflsure iR equal to the piezometric head h10 

times the unit weight of \vater "I,," or 

(12,1) 

Neutral pressures are transmitted to the baRe of the soil stratum 
through the pOI'C wu,tCl', whereas effective pressures are transmitted 

(0') 

r 
(,bJ 

fit 

through the points of contact be
tween the soil grains. In accordance 

t with this concept, the total normal 
stress p at any point on a section 
through a saturated soil ean be re
solved into two parts, a neutral 
stress 11 w = Ywhw, and an effective 
stress jj. Therefore gJllj 

1) = ji + Hw (12.2) 
FIG. 16. Apparatus for demollstmting 
difference hetwl'pll pfft'eliVi' :md llPutml This is one of the most important 

strcf'st's. equat.ions in soil mechanics. 
The lowor part of the container 

shown in Figure lUll i:-; filled with saturated soil having a unit weight "I. 

Water stancl::; to a height HI above the surface of the soiL After equilib
rium is established, the piezometric head h", at depth z is HI + z, the 
neutral stress is 

U w = (HI + z)'Yw 

and the total normal stress is 

]J = Hnw + zy 

Hence the effective stress at depth z is 

(12.3) 

(12.4) 

fJ = P - llw = Hl'Yw + zy - (HI + z)'Yw = z(y - 1'10) = zy' (12.5) 

in which 
, 

'Y = "I - "110 (12.6) 

The quantity "I' is called the submerged unit weight of the soil. It is equal 
to the difference between the unit weight 'Y of the s:1turated soil and the 
unit weight of water "110' 



EFFECTIVE AND NEUTRAL STRESSES 

CRITICAL HYDRAULIC GR.ADIENT 

In the derivation of equation 12.5, the ,vater in thE' void;;; of the Roil is 
assume(l to be in a state of rest. If, instead, water is flowing through the 
void;;;, equation 12.5 must be replaced hy an expression that eontains the 
hydraulic gradient i. This can he demonstrated by means of the ap
paratus shown in Figure 17 a. The cylindrieal \'ossel A contains u luyer of 
donse sand resting on a screen. The thicknes,; of tho layer is If, liwl the 
rim of the vessel is located at a distance H 1 above the top of the sand. 

(0) 

Wafe .... $vpp'.:! 
I 

A 

Fm. 17. (n) .\pparatu;; fur iIlustrnting hydraulic ('ouditions [lssociut('d with boiling 
of R:tnd; (IJ) relation betw,'cn upward hydraulic gradient und discharge through sand 

in apparatuR shown ill (a). 

The space helow the screen communicates through a tube with vessel B. 
The water level is maintained at the elevation of the upper rim of each 
vessel. Hence, whatever tho position of the 'vater level in B, the total 
normal ~tl'ess p on a horizontal section at depth z below the smface of 
the sand is always eqnal to p, eqnation 12.4. The corresponding efiective 
normal ::;tress jj ~'l equal to 

1i = P - U w 

Hence, if the neutral stress in the water decreases or increases by Clu w, 

the effective stress increases or decreases by the same amount, or 

(12.7) 

As long as the water level in both vessels is at the same elevation, 
the effective preRSUl'e at depth z is equal to p == z/, equation 12.5. If the 
vessel B is lowered through a distance h, w[1ter percolates through the 
sand in a downward direction under a hydraulic gradient i = h/H. 
The neutral stress at depth 11 is reduced by h'Yw = iH'YWl and that at any 
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other rlepth z i::; proportionately redueed by the amonnt flu w = iz,¥w. 
The efTectin> sire;.;:; is iIl("l"('a~r,d hy the same amount. 

On the other hand, if 1ll(~ ves:<el if i" lifter! through a distance h, the 
neutral stress at depth z incrcm;e:; by Au w = byw, and the effective :-;tr688 
decreases to 

- , . 
p = Z'¥ - ~Z'Yw (12.8) 

The increase Llu w of the neutral stress is caused excluflively by the 
transition of the pore water from a stationary state into a state of flow. 
The corresponding change ..:.U It' of the effective pressure in the sand is 
referred to as the srtpaljr pressure. It is produced by the friction between 
the percolating water and the walls of the voids and can he described as a 
"drag.'· If the water percolates in a downwurd direetion, the current 
drags the soil particles down and thereby inereases the effecHve pressure 
in the sand. On the other hand, if the water flows in nil upward direction, 
the fridion between the watel' and the walls tends to lift the soil grains. 
As soon as the hydraulic gradient i iu equation 12.8 oocomes equal to 

• "f 
, 

2c =
"fw 

(12.9) 

the effective stress becomes equal to zero at any depth in the layer of 
sand. In other words, the average seepage pressure hecomes equal to the 
submerged weight of the sand. The yulue ic represents the critical 
hydraulic gradient. 

Figure 17/) illustrates the mechanical effect of the upward flow of 
water on the properties of the sand. In this diagram, the abscissas rep
resent the hydraulic gradient, and the ordinates the corresponding dis
charge Q pel" unit of time. The curve Oabc represents the relation between 
discharge and hydraulic gradient as the hydraulic gradient is steadily 
increased. As long as i is less than ie, the di8chttrge increases in accord
ance with Darcy's law, equation H.G, in direet proport,}on to i, and the 
value of k remains constant. This fact indicates that the mutual position 
of the sand grains remains practically unaltered. However, at the instant 
when i becomes equal to i e ) the discharge increases suddenly, ilwolving a 
corresponding inerease of the coefficient of permeability. If a weight 
previonsly rested on the sm·faee of the sand, it now sinks down as if the 
sand were 11 liquid. During a further increase of i the cliBcharge again 
increases in direct proportion to i, and the coefficient of permeability 
retains the yalue that it acquired immediately after the hydraulic 
gradient exceeded the critical value. The decrease of discharge due to 
lowering the hydraulic gmclient from a value greater than ic is indicated 
by the line cbdO. As soon as i becomes roughly equal to ie, the permeabil-
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ity decreases and then remains comltant throughout any further decrea::;e 
of i. Since the line lHIO is located above the line Oul), the corresponding 
coefficient of permeability is greater than the original value. This faet 
suggests that the event represented by the step au in the line Oah 
causes a permanent decrease of the density of the sand. 

The process repre:;ented by the step aT) b accompanied by a violent 
and visible agitation of the saml particles. Hence, it is commonly re
ferred to as a boiling of the sand. Sand starts to hoil in any open excava
tion if the ground water rises toward the bottom of the excavation at a 
hydraulic gradient greater than the critical value ie • It haB often been 
claimed that the boiling occurs only in eertain types of sand known as 
quicksands. Therefore, it may be well to emphasize that it takes place 
in every sand and even in gravel, as Roon UB the hydraulic gradient be
comes equal to ie• The term quicksand shQuld be reserved for the mem
hers of a small group of very fine and vmy loose sands capable of be
coming "quick" even if the hydraulic gradient of the seepage water is 
leRs than the critical 'laIne, and even if there is uo perceptible external 
provocation. The little that is known about the ('haracteriBtics of real 
<Jllicksanrl:-; is di::lcnssecl in Article 17. 

The boiling of orclinary sand ean he prevented by constl1lcting It 

loaded filter allOve the arca in which the seepage emerges from the 
ground. A properly designed filter has almost no effect on the neutral 
stress in the soil. Hence, its entire weight serves to increase the effective 
pressure and to keep the sand particles in their original positions. 

REFERENCE 

12.1. G. E. BlmrnAIIf, An Experimental bwestigation of Protectil'e Filters, Harvard 
University, Graduate S(1hool of Engineering, Soil Mechanics Series 7, Jan. 1940. 

PROBLEMS 

1. A sand is composed of ROJiri constituents having a unit weight of 2.60 gm per 
eu em. The void ratio is 0.572. C()mpute tllP unit weight of the Rand when dry and 
when Raturated, and compare with the effective unit weight when submerged. 

Ans. I'd = 103.2; l' = 125.9; -/ = 63.5 Ib per eu ft. 
2. The wator table in a doep deposit of very fine sand is 4 ft below the ground 

Rurface. Abovo the water tahle, the sand is saturated by capillary water. The unit 
weight of the saturater! Rand i~ 1271b pel' eu ft. What is the effective vertical pressure 
on a horizont.al plane at a depth of 12 ft bdow the ground surfar.e? 

Ans. 1025 Ib pCI' flq ft. 
3. A submcrged ~tl'i1.tum of clay has a thickness of 50 ft. The average water con

tent of samples taken from tll£' Rtmtum is 54 per rent, and the unit weight of the 
soli(l cOIlstituents is 2.78 gill per eu em. What is the effel'tive vertical pressure, du(\ 
to the weight of tho clay, at the base of the stratum'! 
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.!_ The nnjj, wright of tlw partideR of It l'anrl j,; 2.()(} gm per eu em, the porosity in 
tllP I"(l~f' ~1:tli' j" ·iii j1l'r e<'nt. allr! in the dense ,;tute is 37 per cent. '''hat is the orWeaI 
hy!lntulil~ grarlit'nt for thl:i'(' tW(I "tates'? 

:11/8. o.m; 1.05. 
5. A lHrgf' Opf'll ('x('tlvatinll was made ill a fiimtum of stiff r,hy with a saturated 

unit weight of 110 Ib PPl' ell ft. 'YIH'1l the depth of the excavation reached 25 ft, the 
huttom Ifl'''. gradually cntckt·(l, and waR flooded from below by It mixture of ~tlnd 
and water. Suhl'l'fjupnt ]JOrinp;H "hrmwl that the day was underlain by a bed of sand 
with itc; Hurfa('1i at tl t[ppth {Jf 37 ft. Compute tIll' elevation to whiflh the water would 
lawp ti~('n from the "und into a drill hole before the eX('tLvation was started. 

lins. 21.2 ft aho\'u tup of ~(lllll. 

ART. 13. C'OMPHESSIBILITY OF CONFINED LAYERS OF SOIL 

INTRODUCTION 

If a stratum of soft day is located directly beneath the footings of a 
building, tIl(' footings arc likely to settle exccRsively and perhaps even to 
break into the soil. However, Rince unfavorable soil conditions of this 
kin(l arc readily recognize(l, designers generally foresee the pm;sible 
dangerH and avoid difficulty by establishing the footings on piers or piles 
that pa::;s through the soft Rtratum to a firm layer below. 

On the other hand, if it thin layer of soft clay is buried beneath a thick 
layer of sand, the com;equences of the presence of the clay layer are not 
so obvious. ]'vIany engineers believe that the settlement of a footing 
depends merely on the nature of the soil located immediately below the 
footing. Hcnce, if the soft clay is locater! more than 10 or 15 ft below 
the base of the footings, its pl't:~scnc(' is commonly ignored. Yet, because 
of the grndual consolidation of the day under the 'weight of the building, 
the building is likely to settle excessively and unequally, Article 54. 

On tlCCOllllt (If the relative frequency of unexpected settlements of this 
kind, the compressibility of eonfined clay Rtmttt has received increasing 
attention during the ll1Ht 20 :rear.'), and methods have been developed for 
computing or estimating the amount and the distribution of the settle
ment. If the comlmtecl settlements are found to exceed a tolerable 
amount, the foundation is redesigned. 

Adhesioll and friction at the boumlaries of confined cluy strata prevent 
the strata from stretching in horizontal dil'cetions. Hence, the informa
tion required for computing the settlement due to the compression of 
confined cby strata can be derived from compression tests on laterally 
confined specimens. 

ME'l'HOD OF TESTING 

A confined compression test is made by placing the sample in a ring as 
shown in Figure 18. The load ii:3 applied to the top of the sample through 
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a rigid slab, and the compresRion is mcasurf'Cl bv mf!anS of It dial indi
cator. If the soil iR saturatecl, the sample is pllte~d hetween two poron" 
disks that permit the escape of water during {·ompres::,ioll. 

The re::;ults of the teKt aI'e pre~cntcd graphiealIy, Tho \'oid ratio (' i~ 
plotted to a natural scale in the vertical direction. If thf' intem;itv of 
pressure p is plotted to a natural scale ill the horizontnl rIiredion: tlw 
resulting curve is designate(l as an c-p ellI'Yr. If the prei"lillre is plottc(l 
to a logarithmic scale, the refiult is called un ('-log p curve. Bince each 
method of plotting has advantages, 
diagrams of both types will be used 
and shown. 

FIG. 18. Apparatu~ fur [lNforming 
lah~rall:r eouHnetl ,;ulllpressinl1 test (Ill 

"uiI HampJr.. 

A distinction must be made be
tween soils in their natural state and 
soils in which the original structure 
has been destroyed by remolcling 
(see Article 8). The constituents of 
remolded ~oils are brought into their 
final positions by n proee;;s of knend
ing that involves slippage along the 
points of (·.ontact, whereas tho,;e of tt sedimentary drposit are laid down 
grain by grain. These two processeil may leall to very different structural 
pattel'l1s (:-;00 Article 1 i). F'tuthfrmore, in the ground, the constituents 
of most natural soils have not ehang<'d. their relative positions for 
hundreds or eyrn thousands of years, whereas those of a remolded soil 
or of a mineral powder obtrLined by a process of crushing or grinding 
reached their final positions only a few hours or duys before the test. A 
point cont!tet of long duration may create molecular intergranular bonds 
which are wholly ahsent in a remolded t;oil. Therefore, the relations 
between void ratio and pressure for remolded and undisturbed soils are 
likely to be different. They are discussed under separate suhheadings. 

COMPRESSIBILITY OF CrWSHED MINEHALS AND RElIIOLDED SOILS 

Typical e-p curves for va.rious crushed mineral:;; and remoldecl soils 
are shown in Figure lOa, and the correRponding I'-log ]I curves in Figure 
19b. The effect of the shape of the grains on the compressibility of the 
grain aggregate is demom;trated by curves a, b, and el, in Figure Ina. 
Curye a corresponds to a mixture of 80 per cent sand and 20 per cent 
mica; curve b to 90 per cent sand and 10 per cent mica; and curve d to 
100 per cent sand. Each sample was initially compaeted by rodding and 
vibrating. These curves demonstrate that the compressibility increases 
greatly with increasing percentages of scale-shaped particles. Further
more, Figure 19a shows that the average slope of the curve d for dense 
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sand is considerablv flatter than that of CIlITe (' for the SiUne sand in a 
lno:-;e fitate and t.hat, til(' void l'ai,io of a loo:-;[~ saud, ('VPh under very grc:tt. 
pn'S:-illl'r, ii' greater t.llHll that of tho samo ,;aIHI in 11 dense r,;tate subjected 
to no pressure. 

Figure I!)a ulso shows that the curve c corresponding to a remolded 
sample of a soft clay is very similar to that for it mixtmc of 90 pel' cent 
sand and 10 per cent mica, but that the void ratio of the clay at any 
gi,'en preRsllre is much smaller than the corresponding void ratio of the 
Rand-mica mixture. 

(a) 
2 

o () 5 10 

Presstlre pin kq/cl7/' 

(b) 

a: 80 %somi'"E'O%micCl' 
. b:.90% SQ/ltf+IO% mica-
c: Loose sernd I 

-I--.....4-.~~-+ d.'OflnSE' sa-na' 'I 
E' .' Sorl Detroil cia!! 

aOI al I If) 100 IOOf) 
Presstlre p in kg/em 2 (Loq Seal!?) 

FIG. 19. (a) Typical e-p curves, and (b) corresponding a-log p curves representing 
rt'sults of compression wsts on laterally confiued laboratory soil aggrogates. 

All of the e-Iog P CUl'ves shown in Figure 19b have certain character
istics in common. Each curve starts with a horizontal ta,ngcnt and 
probably ends with a tangent that is nearly horizontul The middle 
sloping pa,rt of each curve is fairly straight. For sandfl the middle part is 
straight from a pressure of about 10 to about 100 kg pel' sq cm. At this 
pressure the grains be§in to Clush, and the slope increases. The slope 
then remains fairly constant up to about 1000 kg per sq cm, whereupon 
it begins to decrease. The slope of the middle part of the curves for soft 
remolded clays decreases so slightly throughout the range from about I 
to 2000 kg pel' sq cm that the curve cttn be regarded as straight within 
tIlis entire range. The middle sections of the CUl'ves for sand-mica 
mixtures are practically straight within the range from 1 to 10 kg pel' sq 
cm. The slope then decreases as the curves approach a nearly horizontal 
tangent. 
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Two other' phenomena are of :,;ppcial intercllt in cunne(tion with the 
compresi-iibilityof soils in general. They are the time rate at which the 
compreHsion takes place and the volume change cau:icd by temporary 
removal of load. 

The time effects ussodated \v1th the compression of sand are illustrated 
by Figure 20. In this figure, the CUITe Ez represent;; the decrease of the 
void ratio of a loose sand due to a pressure that inel'eases at a constant 
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FIG, 20. (a and b) Relation hetwl'en e and p corresponding to results of compression 
tests on latemlly confined sand. 

and fairly rapid rate. If the process of loading is interrupted, the void 
ratio decreases at COl1i;tant load, us indicated by the vertical step in the 
e-p curve, and by the corresponding e-time curve. If, after an inter~ 
mission, the process of loading is resumed at the original rate, curve 
Kz merges smoothly into the curve that would have been obtained by 
loading the Hand at a constant rate without intermission. The decrease 
of the void ratio at constant load is due to a lag in the adjustment of the 
position of the grains to the increasing pressure, 

Similar time effects due to the same cause are also observed when a 
sample of saturated remolded clay is tested. HO'wever, they are combined 
\vith the much more important lag due to the low permeability of the 
day. Because of the time lag, an e-p curve has no definite physical mean~ 
ing unless every point cOl'1'eHponds to a stage at which the void ratio has 
bt'come practically constant at It constant load. 
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Figure 20 nl!"o show;,; the chang£' in void ratio clue to temporary re
moval of the load. The removal of the load is represented by the de
("om]Jr('.~8ion I'IUI'(' fll', and the sul",equent reapplication of load by the 
TCCOmpn%9ioli (:1/1'1'(' rd. For ('lays bc reprCKents the swelling curve. The area 
h8tween the (lp('omprcsKion and reeompression curves is a hysteresis loop. 
HystercHis loops for diffel'cnt fioils differ only in slope and in width. In 
arithmetic plots they are con('[we upward, whereas in semilogarithmic 
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FIG. 21. 

Fressvre p //7 kg/cm 2 Fressvre p il1 kg/cm 2 (Log' Scale) 

Relation between e and p for laterally eonfined dense sample con.~isting 
of 1)0 pel' eent sand and 10 pel' cent mica. 

plots they are concave downward. Figure 21 shows a hysteresis loop for a 
dense mixture consisting of 90 per cent sand and 10 per cent mica. Hys
teresis loops f~r remolded clays are vcry similar. 

U NDIRTURBED SAND 

In nature all sands are more or less stratified. The comproRsibility of a 
stratified deposit in the direction of the bedding planes is somewhat 
smallel' than that in the direction at right angles to them. In addition, 
most natural sands contain at least traces of cementing material, and 
above the water table they also contain some soil moisture. Both 
ingredients produce cohesion. Furthm'more, some sands in the natural 
state have a relatiyc density greater than that which can be obtained by 
any artificial I11teans othor than vihrations. Other sands in a natural state 
have a much more ullcitablc structure than that or the loosest sand 
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specimens ,vhich can be prepared in the laboratory. These facts suggest. 
that the structure of sandl") in their natural statn may be slightly different 
from that of the same ~ands in sample;:; made ill the laburatory. However, 
if the void ratios of the sands are the same in both states, th(' ('ompress
ibilities are also likely to be approximately equal. 

In connection with practical problcms, the compressibility of con
fined strata of sand can usually he dbregarded. A" a consequence the 
compressibility of fland has not been extensively investigated. 

UNDISTURBED NORMALLY LOADED CLAYS 

The following discussion is limited to clays that have never been sub
jected to a pressure greater than that which corr('::!ponds to the present 
overburden. Sueh clays are referred to as normally loaded. Experience 
indicates that the natural water content w of normally loaded clays is 
commonly close to the liquid limit Lw. If w i::l considerably lower than 
Lit', the sensitivity, .Article 8, of the clay is likely to he exceptionally low. 
On the other hand, if 10 is considerably greater than L w, the clay is 
likely to have a high sensitivity. In any event, normally loaded clays are 
always soft to a considerable depth helow the surface. 

In order to obtain information about the compre;;sibility of a confined 
stratum of normally loaded clay located at depth D helow the sUI'face, 
we may test an undisturhed sample taken at that depth from a test shaft 
or horing. In Figure 22a the co-ordinates of point a represent the 
natural void ratio eo of the sample and the effective overburden pressure 
Po on the Roil at depth D. The pressure Po is equal to the sum of the sub
merged weight of the soil located between depth D and the water table 
and the full weight of the soil and soil moisture located above the water 
level. It I:;; expressed in ,veight per unit of area. 

During the process of sampling, the overburden pressure on the cIay 
that constitutes the Hample js reduced to a very small value, although the 
water content remains almost unchanged. In Figure 22a this process is 
represented b~y the dash line aeo. If the pressure on the sample is again 
increased by loading the sample in the consolidation device, the void 
ratio of ordinary clays with medium or low sensitivity decreases with 
increasing load as indicated by the line K.u• The curved portion of 1(,. 

represents a rerompre8sion curve such as curve C2d in Figure 21b. It 
merges into a straight line which, if continued downward, intersects the 
horizontal axis e = 0 at a point J. The up\vard continuation of the 
straight part of Ku corresponds to the tangent db to the curve C2d in 
Figure 21b. It intersects the horizontal line through a, Figure 22a, at 
point b. Experience shows that for normally loaded clays point b is 
always located ou the left side of point G. 
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If we transform the cby sample into a thie'1\: pastp, by mixing it with 
water :mcl then grallually enll~()lidate the paRte under an inereasing 
llresfmre, \yp obtain the ,-log p line X" Figure 22a. Below point (! this line 
it; ulmoHt straight. Althollgh its slope is somewhlLL Hltlaller than that of the 
;,;tmight part of K u, its downward continuat.ion intenlects the horizontal 
axis neur point r 
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FIG. 22. (a) Relat.ions hetween e and p for drry of ordinrrry Rensitivity correspond~ 
ing to (Kr) remolded and (/{u) undisturbed Rtntes in the laboratory and (K) natural 

stt1te in the field; (b) similar I'elations for extrasunsitive clay. 

The consolidation line J{ that repreflents the relation between e and 
log p in the field mutlt pass through a. Yet, neither of the two laboratory 
lines K" and K,. passes through this point. Hence, it is obviouR that the 
line J{ can be determined only by some proccss of extrapolation from the 
results of the laboratory tests. If the two lines Ku and Kr are straight and 
intersect the horizontal axis neal' the same point j, it seoms reasonable to 
assume that the e-Iog p curve for the soil in the field is also a straight line 
that passes through a and. if continued downward, also intersects the 
horizontal axis at point f. The line so obtained is referred to as the field 
consolidation linc. If no undisturbed samples are available, point f can 
be determined with sufficient accuracy from the e-Iog p curve for a 
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remolded sample, J\.r in Figure 22a, provided t.he loml on HlP !:'umplf' i,.; 
inereaHecl to at least 20 kg per Hq ('m. 

The vaIne of the mtio ]Ju/Po behn~en the pre",.;nres repn':;entpd by til(> 
ab::;cissas of IJ and fl, Figure 22(/. indieates tlH1 degn'c to whil'h the 
structure of the sample has been di;;turlJE'd. It rangt·s from about 0.3 
to 0.7, with an average ,'ahw of 0.5 .. \ con"idcruble scattNing from the 
average value is chal'actel'i::;tic e\'cn fur ,.;ample::; taken with the same tool 
from the same boring. Hence, it seems that the value Pu/po riependB to a 
considerable extent on acddental factors. such HS variatioll:; in the 
Rensitivity of the clay and ,vhether thr te"t Hpeeimt'n wa;.; taken from 
the soil in the lower, middle, or upper part of the f'ampling lipoon. 

For undisturbed Ramples of ordinary clays, the I'-lo/o!; p curve KUl 
Figure 22a, il:! roughly parabolic. However, the correspomling curve for 
extmsensitive clay::; has the shape indieated 1)), K .. in Figure 22b. It 
remains nearly horizontal until the pr~~Hnre on the sample bC'comes al
most equal to the overburden prCl:(;;urf' Po, whereupon it tunlS downward 
quite ahruptly. As the inten~ity of pref'~ure is increalied, the slope of the 
eLUTe again decrrasef' appreciably until finally tlIP. eUl've pttsses into an 
inclined straight line Kt • The shupe of this e-log p CUI'V!} suggest8 that the 
structure of the eOlTcspolHling; day is abnormally Ben"itiyp to a rela.
tively rapid incrr:lse of the load on tlte clay. If the pressure on such a 
day inercases f'xtl'cmely ,,!O\\'ly, the c'ol'responding decrease of the void 
ratio is probably much smaller, ttS indieated by the dash ClIrve Ks. 
Otherwi"e, the ,Yater content of thick normally loadell strata of clays of 
this type would decrease rapidly with increasing depth, but no such 
phenomenon has eyer been observed. However, it relatively rapid in
crease of the load on the clay due to the construction of a building or a 
fill may produce a greater compre;;;::;ion. The extreme possibilit.y is 
indicated by the steeply dcseending dUKh curve /{. Since the real shape 
of the field cOlli:lolidation line is not yet known, it is advisable to assume 
that it has a steep initial tangent like curve E. 

The approximate shape of curve K. for an cxtrasensitive clay can he 
determined by the following procedure. The point b on the ine aco is 
located by extending in an upward direction the tangent to curve Ku at 
the point of inflection c. Point I, on the horizontal axis e = 0, is located 
by extending dovmward the straight, part of Ku. Finally, a vertical line 
is traced through f which intersects the horizontal line a!'o at A. The 
curve J( is cow;;trncted such that for any value of e the ratio between the 
horizontal distance from K to fA and the dbltance from I{,.1. to fA is 
equal to 

l2 aA 
--= -
[1 bA 
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The cnn'e Kit ('[tn be obtained only by testing an unclitlturbed sample. 
If the sample is hwlly distlll'bed, or remolded and mixed with enough 
wuter to transform the clay into a thick paste, the c-Iog P curve l(r for 
the remolded material resembles in m'elT re;-;pect the a-log p curve /(r, 

Figure 22a, for ordinary clays. It is practically straight over a wide 
range of pressure, and its slope is slightly less than that of the tangent 
1\.t to the lower part of the curve J{u in Figure 22b. In other words, the 
disturbance of the fitructure of the clay obliterates the properties which 
cause the sharp bend in the curve K,. belm\' point b in Figure 22b. 
Therefore, the information required for constructing the field consolida
tion line for extrasensitive clays can be obtained only from consolida
tion tests on undisturbed samples. 

The field consolidation lines l{ in Figures 22a and b represent the basis 
for the computation of the settlement of structures located above con
fined strata of normally loaded clay. The weight of a fill 01' of a structure 
increases the pressure on the clay from the overburden pressnre Po to the 
value Po + Ap. The corresponding void ratio decreases from eo to e. 
Hence, for the range in preosure from Po to Po + Ap, we may write 

Co - a = Ac = avAp 
The value, 

( 2/ Co - e 
av em gm) = ( / 2) Ap gm em 

(13.1) 

represents the coefficient of compressibiHt!J for the range Po to Po + Ap. 
For a given difference in pressure, the value of the coefficient of com
pressibility decreases as the preHsure increaseH. The decrease in porosity 
An per unit of the original volume of the soil, corresponding to a de
crease in void ratio /::"e, may be obtained by means of equation 7.2. The 
resulting expression is 

/::"e 
/::"n=--

1 + eo 

in which Co is the injtial void ratio. Therefore 

in which 

au 
A.n = -- up = ?nvAp 

1 + Co 

( 2/ ) a" (cm
2
/gm) mvem gm = 

1 + eo 

(13.2) 

(13.3) 

is known as tho coefficient of volume compressibility. It represents the 
compression of the clay, per unit of original thickness, due to a unit 
increase of the pressure. If If is the thickness of a bed of clay under a 
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pressure p, un increase of the pressure from P t.o P + t:.p reduc(,'S the 
thickness of the stratum by 

,') = H· t:.p. mv (13.-1) 

The field consolidation line J{ for ordinary clays appears in a Hemi
logarithmic diagram as a straight line, HS shown in Figure 22a. This line 
can be represented by the equation, 

("' ) ])H + ;lp 
C = Cn - "C ogltJ (13.5) 

Pu 

in which Cc (dimensionless) is the comprcsl>ion inrl('x. It is equal to the 
tangent of the slope angle of the straight part of line K. In eontmst to 
av and mv, which decrease ntpidly with increasing values of the pressure 
Po, the value Cc is It constant, and equation 13.5 which contains this 
constant is valid within a fairly large range of pressure. 

In a semilogarithmic plot, the decompression curve, such as bel in 
Figure 211;, is also fairly straight over a wide range of pressure. If the 
pressure is reduced from p to p - D.p, the corresponding decompression 
curve can be expressed by the equation, 

Po + t:.p 
e = £1 + C.log10 (13.5a) 

Po 

in which C. (dimensionless) is the .~wellin(J inile:r. It is a measure of the 
volume increase due to the removal of pressure. 

By combining equation 13.15 with equations 13.1 and 13.3, we obtain 

Cr Po + D.p 
(tv = -- IOglO (13.6) 

Ap Po 

and 
rr Po +:::'p 

Tnv = (1 ) IOglO 
t:.p + Co Po 

(13.7) 

Substituting the value of mv into eqnation 13.4, we find that the com
pret:lsion S of a confined stratum of normally loaded ol'dinal'Y clay is 

S = H ___!;_ IoglO Po + ;).P (13.8) 
1 + eo Po 

If a clay is remolded, its e-log P curve changes from K, Figure 22, to 
K r. Since the line ]{r is straight over a large range of pressure, it can be 
represented by the equation, 

,I PI) +f).p 
e = eo - (c 10glO '----

. Po 
(13.B) 
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which i:,; an ann!og;m· to ('([nation V1.5. The ,;ymhol C/, which represents 
the (·ompn·,."ioll index fur the clay in a remolded state, is eqnal to the 
tan!J;ent of the :;lope anglt' of the Htraight part of tllA linc E,. The value:,; 
of C/ for (liffrrpnt eh...:; increal'P ('(lllsistently with increaRing liquid 
limit as shown in Figtll~e 23. The ah:·wis,;ns of the points shown in the 
diagmm represent the Iiquirllimit L"" iind the ordinates the correspond
ing "alues of Ce' for different days. The samples were seleded at random. 
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FIG. 23. Rplntion betw('pn liquid limit :lnd c(Jmpre~;;ion index for remolded clays. 

They came from different parti.; of the wodd, and the assortment in
dudes hoth ordinary and extrasensitive ebys. All the points are Ioeated 
dmle to a straight line with the e(llmtion, 

(13.10) 

in whieh Lw is the liquid limit in IWI' cent. of t.he dry weight of the day. 
The scattering of the l'e~Ll value . ., of C/ from those determined by 
equation 13.10 is abullt ±30 pel' eent. 

For an ordinary clny of medium or low sensitivity, both the c-Iog p 
lines Kr and K are straight oYer a wide range of pressure, and the value 
of C c corresponding to the field consolidation line K. appears to be roughly 
equal to 1.30 Co', equation 13.10. That is, 

Co'" 1.30C/ = 0.009(L," - 10%) (13.11) 

If the ,'alue of Co for a given layer of day is known, the compression of 
the layer due to a fiureharge t:.p can he computed by means of equation 
13.8. FOt, normally loaded clays with low or moderate sensitivity the 
value of C c can be estimated roughly by means of equation 13.1 L Hence, 
the order of magnitude of the settlement of a structure louated above a 
Htratum of snch clay can be determined without making any tests other 
than liquid-limit tests. 

On the other hand, if a clay is extrasensitive, its field consolidation 
curve K, Figure 22b, is not straight, and the slope of the upper part of the 
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line may 11£' Rcvoral timcf4 that of 1\, .. For i'1H'h (.Ja.\:s. thn approximate 
method of nompniation ha:-;nd on f'lInation 1:1.1 I fllrni,;Jl(':4 IlH'rf'ly a, 

lower limiting nllnc for tIll' eompl'f's"jOl1 of j 11(' ('lay. Thp rml (:omprf'S
sion may 1)0 sen~ral tinlPs grcat{~r. Fortllllat('l~' ('lays of this t:,-'p(>' art' 
rather rare. They include the days of :;\lexico ( 'ity whieh mc' of \'okanic 
origin, certain types of marine days in Huutit('a..;tern Canada and in 
the Scandinavian countric'f4, amI various highly Ol'gunin cbys. If a da:,-' 
has a liquid limit greater than 100 per rent, if its natural water eontent 
at a depth of more than 20 or 30 ft below tll(' smfaec is greater than the 
liquid limit, or if it contains a high per('entage of organic mat«rial, it is 
likely to have the consolidation characterit-lticf> iIlut-ltrated in Figure 22b. 
The sensitivity St, equation 8.1, of thef>e clays is greater than about -1, 
whereas that of ordinary days is less. If the t:;pusitivity of a clay is 
greater than 8, it is fairly certain that the day wiII have the eonsolidl1-
tion chamcterit-ltics illustrated by Figure 22h. 

UNDISTURBED PRE(~m{PRE~SED ('L.\ YS 

A clay is said to be precompressed if it has ever been subjected to a 
pressure in eXCCtlt-l of its present overbnrdpn pressure. The temporary 
exces:; pressure may have been caused hy the 'weight of soil strata that 

Pre-compressed (Original 
btl OE'SicCC1flon _i_Wcder Tcrble 

A ". '":"" .. ~ .. :o:-.• -"...LJ-,+-_;:_,-. ===~ 7o;:;'q;;;-a7=-=;_-p--;"-;~-;:= 
;::;.:.::;:: .. -fres.,nf W(I"/er T(I"ble) Grovnd Grot/no' 
.:./-/:. -------_L Sorr(}'ce Svrr(}'c{!' 

BfZ::;.::.:Z'·:· / >, " '~?f0l>:' C"""Z':"::~:~~z.1 
tlVorm(}'//tI Loaded Pre-comprf?ssed )'y-u;;.:" 

Sort C/O'y Sorf c/O'£! (gedroc/( 

FlO. 24. Ditlgram illuRtrating two p:pologif'1I1 p]"()("I'~~('H Imdillg to prel1ompreMioll 
of C'lnys. 

were later eroded, by the weight of i('(1 that later melted, or by desicca
tion due to temporary exposum. If the excess pressUl'e !1po was smaller 
than about 4 kg per sq em, the clay may still be soft. If Apo was much 
greater, however, the clay is stiff. 

Two uf the processes which len.cl to the precompression of clays are 
illustrated in Figure 24. All of the Htrata loratecl aboye bedrock were 
deposited in a lake at !1 time when the water level was located above the 
level of the pre!:lent high ground. When parts of the strata were removed 
by erosion, the water content of the clay in the right-hand portion of 
stratum B increased slightly, whereas that of the left-hand portion de-
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creal-ied eonsiderahly ucenu;;e of the lowering of the water table. Never
theless, with resped to the pl'P8cnt oycrlmnh'n, the cluy on t.he l'ight
hand side iH n preeolllpre;':Red soft clay, and that on the left-hand side iR a 
normally lrnt<led soft day. 

While the water tahle descenrlnd from iill original to it.s final position 
below the floor of the eroded valley, the sand strata above and below the 
upper clay !nyer . .:-1 bccame drained. As a conRequenco, tho layer A. 
graduully dried out. In Article 21 it is shmvn that such a process of 
desiccation constitutes the mechanicnl equiva,lent of consolidation under 
load. TherefOl'e, laye!' A is said to be jJl'ccompres8cd by dcsiccation. 

If a bed of clay is formed by sedimentation in an open body of water 
subject to sea>lonul or cyclic variations in water level, the highest por
tions of the surface of the sediment may emerge from time to time. 
Beneath these areaS dry ClUsts are formed by desiccation. After the 
surface is Hooded again, the crusts are buried under freshly deposited 
sediments, hut thcir water content remains l.tbnormally low. Hence, they 
constitute layers or lenses of precompressed cl:1y located botween layers 
of normally loaded clay. 

If a layer of stiff clay is located above a layer of soft clay of the same 
type, it is certain that the upper layer has been precompl'essed by 
desiccation. Furthermore, if the upper layer was exposed to the at~os
phere for u long time, it is also likely to be discolored by oxidation. For 
example, in the Chicago area a thick layer of soft normally loaded clay of 
gl'l1yish color is co\'ered by a layer of stiff pl'ecompressed yellow and gray 
clay between 2 and 6 ft thick. Pre compressed layers of glacial clay 
located between normally loaded layers of soft clay of the same type have 
been encountered in southern Sweden. 

The influence of precompression on the relation between void ratio 
and preSSUl'e is shown in Figure 25. Both diagrams Hrc plotted to a 
natural seale. Figure 25a l'eprf'sents the relation betwecn e and P for the 
normally loaded part of tho clay stratum B in Figure 24, and Figure 25b 
shows the corresponding relation for the pl'ecompressecl part of the same 
stratum. In both diagrams point a' reprcsents LIte state of the clay before 
erosion started. At that time the water table was loeated above stratum 
A., and the effective overburden pressure for the cntire stratum B was 
equal to Po' POl' unit of area. Since erosion was associated with a lowering 
of the water table at almost constunt total overburden pressurc, the 
effectiyc overburden pressure on the left-hand part of 8tratulll B in
creased from Po' to po, and the point that represents the state of the 
clay, Figure 25a, moved from a' to a. 

In the right-hand part of stratum B the lowering of the water table 
took place simultaneously with the removal of most of the overburden. 
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Hence, the C'ITective prf)"sure on tIl(' right-haw I part of the stratum 
decreased from po' to Po, and the elay pa:-;:-;e~l from state ai, FigllrC' 25b, 
into state iI. The transition was a,;~o('i:tt('rl with tt "light inc]'('fl"f! of the 
void ratio. 

An increase of j,p of the effective pr('s~um on the normally loaded part 
of "tratmn B, Clilli;Cd hy Ruch an operation aH the construdion of a large 
hpavy building on the high gruuncl, reduce:.; the void ratio of the day 
located beneath the building by .:.len, Figure 25a, and the da~r passes from 

{cd 
Normally Loaded Clay 

o P; Pa p" .... .cJp 
t:TTC'ctive Pr(f'SSl.ITC' 

(b) 
Pre-comprf?ssea' Cia!! 

o Po P.+t:JpP; 
CTTf?clive Press{/rl? 

FIG. 25. (a) Field relation bctwcl'n e and p for normally loaded clay; (b) relations 
between e and p for RimiIar clay in a precompre&«ed state. 

state a into state d. An increase of the effective pressure on the pre
compressed right-hand part of stratum B by the same amount Ap 
reduces the void ratio of the clay by Aep, Figure 25b, and the clay passes 
from state a into state d. 

If disturbed samples were taken from both parts of stratum B, they 
would probably create the impression that the precompressed clay is 
softer than the normally loaded clay, because the water content of the 
precompressed part of the stratum at the time of sampling would be 
appreciably greater than that of the normally loaJed part. Nevertheless, 
if Ap is smaller than about one half of pn' - PIl, the compression !lep of 
the precompreKKed stmtmll will be much smallC'l' than the compression 
!len of the normally loaded stratum. This is due to the fact that the point 
which represents the state of the normally loaded clay in the ground 
advances from a to d, Figure 25a, on a curve representing the decrease of 
void ratio due to t~ steadily increasing pressure, whereas the correspond-
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ing point for the pl'PcOInpre,;>'rrl day move,; on a recompression curve 
from b to Il, Figure 251; . .\" sl!U\nl in Figlll'f's 20 and 21, the slope of a 
recompres:;ion curve is vcry nmeh iimallf'l' than that of a direct COlnpre,;
sion curve. 

Some conception of the amount (If ('ompl't's:;ion that. thc pree()mpre~iieu 
part of stratum B would experience under the weight of the building can 
be obtained from the !'('"Illts of ('ullso1iuation tpsts on representative 
Hamples of this purt. HO\\'(!\'el', !Jpcall:-;e of the pre(~(Jmpl'ession, the e-p 
curve for the suil in the tield is likel;\· to differ to a considerable extent 
from that obtained by means of laboratory tel-its. The magnitude of the 
difference depends on the degree of disturhance of the samples. 

If the sample is badly disturbed, the laboratory relation between 
c and p resemble::; the !:iteep (,U1Te 1\., in Figure 25b. By u(lcling the dis
tance bg tn the ordinates of Lhis curve we obtain the curve K/ which 
passes through point b repre!:ientillg the state of the clay in the ground. 
However, experience shows that the curve K/ has no resemblanee to the 
field cOlli:;olidation line bel. 

If the consolidation test is made on an undisturbed sample rarefully 
carved out of the grollnd in a shaft, the curve E" is obtained. By adding 
the dh;tance c/I to the ordillut('S of this curvc wc obtain the curve K,/ 
which pnSiies through b. Althollgh the slope of K,/ i::J much smaller than 
that of K/, it has been found that, if ,:,p is smaller than about one half of 
po' - Po, the compression of the clay computed on the basis of [(,,' is 
still two to five times greater than the actual compression of the clay in 
the field. Hence, extrapolation from test rmmlts to field conditions i;; 
very uncertain, irrespective of the care with which sampling operations 
are canie(l out. 

Computation of the relation between (' and p for [l, cllty with D. gh'cn 
liquid limit on the bm.;is of eCIuation 13.11 leads to a curve t.hrough b 
which is steeper than E/. The ordinates of this curve with reference to fl, 

horizontal line through b are equal to at least twice the ordinates of K,,', 
which in turn are two to five times greater than those of the field e-p 
curve f{_'. Hence, the use of eqnation 13.11 for estimating the compress
ibility of a precompressed clay leads to values between four and ten or 
more times greater than the correct ones. Since the samo equation 
furnishes reasonably accurate values when applied to normally loaded 
clays, it is olwious tha,t the load history of a clay is of outstanding pra,cti
cal importancc. 

Under the eonditions illustratecl by Figure 2-1, the maximum C011-

Holidution pl'eSR1lI'C Po' can be estimated rather accurately on the basis of 
geological evidence. The geology and phY::Jiography of the site leave no 
doubt that the original ground surface was locatcd at or above the level 
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of the present high ground and that the water tahh.1 wa:, fairly d01i(' to 
the original ground O:lIlfuce. However, if the gcologiC'ltl ('villpDec' i" not 
nnmio:takul,le, or if thE' precompres:-;ion was cltu:;NI by the weight of an 
ice Hheet which melted without leaving any eddl'nec of it;.; thitknp;",.;, a 
geologieal e~tima.te of the maximum consolidation pressure j" very 
uncertain. In such instanc(,B, the only remaining procedure fur gaining 
fit lenst a general conception of the value of Po' is to make nn e"timai(! 
based on the re~ults of laboratory tests. 

Several methods have been proposed for determining the value of the 
maximum consolidation pressure from the result:; of laboratory tests. 
The one most commonly u:led is illustrated by Figure 26. This figure 
shows the e-log p curve for an undhltmbed 
clay sample. Through point c, at which the 

C', d 
radius of curvatUl'e is a minimum, a horizon- I 1[:' -r~if-
tal line ii:l drawn. The bisector of the angle O! '1'\-1. .{r'_ 
botween this line and the tangent to K u at c / Idtin. I '-. 

d I III 
:illter::;ccts the upward continuation of the I 

I 
st.raight lower part of Ku at point d. The I 

ahsc\ssa of d is assumed to be equal to Po'. : 17: Il 

The method illustrated by Figure 2(; is %ressure p, (logS'C(7/e) 
bas8d on tho observed effect of cyclic loading 
011 tho void ratio uf undisturbed clay samples. 
However, in nature, the application of the 
pressure Po' requires several centuries, rather 
than a few hours or days. The effect of the rate 
of loa(ling on the corresponding compression 
can be very important. Therefore, it is not 

FIG. 26. Diagram iIlUH

trating ('olflnlOuly tiRed 
graphicnl constmction for 
est.imating value of maxi
mum consolidation preBSUre. 

sUl1)riHing that the results obtained by means of the graphical procedure, 
Figure 26, are as a rule rather unsatisfactory. If a sample of a normally 
loaded clay is tested, the value po' obtained by the graphical procedure 
should be equal to the present overburden pressure. Yet, it is generally 
very much smaller, and the difference between the realllnd the calculated 
values for samples from anyone drill hole commonly increases in a gen
eml way with increasing depth. For heavily precompressed clay the 
agreement between the two values appears to be better', but conclusivo 
evidence is not yet availahle. In any event, the results of the investiga
tions as a rule leave a wide margin for interpretation. 

However, it is commonly possible to decide without recourse to the 
graphical method illustrated by Figure 26 whether or not a clay is 
hea\'ily precompressed, and this information is usually all that is re
quired for practical purposes. If a clay is normally loaded, the points b, 
Figure 22([, are invariably located to the left of the points a. Honee, if 
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sc\'eml undistur)('ri Rample,.; from n day stratum have been tcstt'u, and 
if all of the points b ohtaillcrl from the tc;.:t result;.; are HO located, the 
value of Po' is certainly not llllH'h )J;rraipr I han the Ill'c:-;ent overburden 
pretlsurc, and til(' effcct of thn IJl'ceompre:,;;.:ion on the settloment can be 
disregarded. On the other hand, if the prcnompl'cstlion pressure W3;; 

c()nsiderabl~' gl'patf'l' than the pl'c~ent overburden pressure, at least some 
of thl' point.,; I, are located to 1he right of a. In this event the settlement 
of the ~tru('tnre to he ereefed above the clay \viII he small compared to 
that pl'cdietC'd on the hasis of the test results, because tlw relation be
tween the laboratory and the field consolidation enrves for such a clay 
resemhles that }wt\voen tll(; curves K,/ and J{' in Figure 25b. 

If part of a normally loaded clay stratum has been pre compressed by 
desiccation, the water content of the precompressed layers is relatively 
low. Henee, the location and thickness of these layers can he inferred 
from the wuter-content profile. In the settlement computation, the pre
compressed layers cun be considered incompressible. 

SUMMARY OF J\hTHODS Fan EVALUA'l'ING THE COl\1PHESSIBILITY OF 

N ATt'l1AL SOIL 8TH A 'l'A 

If the soil beneath a stl'llcture contains layers of sand or stiff clay 
altemating with layers of soft day, the compresHibility of the sand and 
stiff-clay ,strata c;m be disregarded. 

The compre:;;;iiJility of layers of chy depends primarily on two hctors: 
the liquid limit of the clay, and the magnitude of the greatest pl'eo;sure 
that has [l(·ted on the clay since its deposition. If this pressure has never 
exceeded the present effective overburden pressure, the layer is said to be 
normally loaded. Otherwise, it is said to be precompressed. 

The compl'essibility of a normally loaded layer of clay with 11 known 
liquid limit can be estimater! roughly by means of the empirical equation 
13.11, provided the clay has no unwmal properties. However, if the clay 
has a liquid limit above IOO, if its natural ,vater content at a depth of 20 
or 30 ft is greater than the liquitllimit, or if it contains a high percentage 
of organic material, the compressibility of the layer may be several 
times as groat as that computCld by meaDS of equation 13.11. Hence, if a 
building is to be constructed above a layer of such an exceptional clay, it 
is advisable to determine the compressibility of the clay by means of 
consolidation tests on undisturbed samples. 

The compressibility of a precompresHcd clay depends not only on the 
liquid limit of the clay but also on the ratio IIp/ (pO' - Po), in which !lp 
is the pressure added by the structure to the present overburden pressure 
Po, and Po' is the maximum pressure that has ever acted on the Clay. If 
this ratio is less than 50 per ccnt, the compressibility of the clay is 
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likely to he from 10 to 25 ppr cent that of a similar clay in a normally 
loaded state. \Vith inerea~ing mlues of the ratio the effed of the pre
compression on the compressibility of the clay dccreaHc". For values 
greater than 100 per ('ent the influence of the preeomprc:;sion on the 
settlement of the structure can be disrcganlcd. 

The precompression of a clay can be dup to the ",eight of lioil lltrata 
that were removed hy erosion, to the wpight of ire that melted away, or 
to dm,iccation. If the preeomprcJ;sion is due to a load that has been 
removed, the excc:'lS pressure that acted on the soil waR the same at 
every point along u vertical line helmv the ground fmrfucc. However, if it 
was due to deHircation, the excess prC&'lurc probably decreased in a 
downward direction from the former surface of evaporation, and the 
total depth of the precomprcssed layer may not excE'('(1 a few feet. 

The compressibility of heavily precompres:;ed bcdt:\ of clay it! usually 
irrelevant, unless the engineer is required to construet ahove a thick bed 
of stiff clay an unusually large and heavy Rtructure that would be dam
aged even by moderate differential settlement. If the problem warrants a 
settlement computation, oonsolidation tests must be made on undis
turbed samples, preferably taken from tf'st shafts. The sources and the 
importance of the errOl'$ involved in fiettlernent computations based on 
tho results of tests on such samples ?ave been discussed on page 70. 
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PROBLE~IS 

1. A stratum of clay with an average liquid limit of 45 per cent is 25 ft thick. Its 
surface is located at a depth of 35 ft below the present ground surface. The natural 
water content of the clay is 40 per cent, and the unit weight of the solid clay particles 
is 2.78 gm per cu em. Between the ground surface and the clay, the subsoil consists 
of fine Hand. The water tahle is located at a depth of 15 ft below the ground surface. 
The average submerged unit weight of the sand is 55 Ib per cu ft, and the unit weight 
of the moist sand located above the water table is no lb per eu it. From geological 
evidence, it is knowIl that the clay is normally loaded. The weight of the building that 
will be constructed on the sand nhove the clay increases the present overburden 
pressure on the clay by 1.2 tons per sq ft. Estimate the average settlement of the 
building. 

Ans. 10 in. 
2. The clay stru.tum B shuwn in Figure 24 has a thicknes~ of 25 ft. Its surface is 

located at a depth of 30 ft uelow the average water level in the river and 35 ft below 
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the pn'i!pnt valley floor. '1'111' ~urial'p (If the high grouIHI adjoining HIP valley is located 
150 ft abnve the prc:"E'llt valll'Y floor, ami the ori!!:inal water tahIn waR 5 ft ahove this 
"urfnet'. The clay if' ('f)vcrl'd with santi having Ih .. 8anw unit weight as that in the 
prel'eding prohlt'lll. Crllllpute the maximum ronsolit!atioll pressure for the right-hand 
part of til£' stf(Ltum. 

",in,8. 4.71i tuns pt'r sq ft in exeess of the preRent overburden pressure. 
S. TIll' building shuwn on tht' valley floor in Figure 24 inrreaR<1H the average 

presBure on the elay Rtmturn hy 1.2 tons l)1'r;.;q ft. Thl' avernge liquid limit of the clay 
is 45 pPr l'OIlt. 'I'll(' other dahL ('OIl1'f'rning thl; thil'kness of the stratum and the 
location of the site art' the same as thos!' in problem 2. Tho ttverago natural water 
content of the clay is 3.3 per (,PlIt, and the unit weight of the solid day partieles is 
2.78 gm per (,ll em. Estimatf' the upper and lower limits for the settlement of the 
building. 

An..,. Not more than 25 per cent of 11.6 in., or 2.9 in., and probably not less 
than 10 per cent of 11.6 in., or 1.2 in. 

ART. 14. COXSOLIDATION OF CLAY LAYERS 

In the preceding article, it was mentioned that the compression of clay 
due to an increase in load proceeds very slowly. The source of a small part 
of the delay is the gradual adjustment of the position of the grains to the 

Pr('lSSt.lre P 
per (/17/1' or Area' 

FIG. 27. Devire for demonstrating mechanics of process of consolidation. 

increase in pressure. This source is common to both sand and clay. How
ever, in clays, the major part of the delay is due to the fact that clays 
possess very low permeability. As a consequence, a long time is required 
to drain out the excess water. The gradual decrease of the water content 
at constant load is known as consol£dation. 

The mechanics of the delaying effect of low permeability on the com
pression of un elastic layer under constant load can be demonstrated by 
means of the device shown in Figure 27. It consists of a cylindrical vessel 
thi.\t contains (l, series of pistons separated by springs. The space be-
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twern the pistons is filled with wa.ter, and the pii'ltoni'l nre perforatf;>d. 
"When a pre;.;sUl'(' p per unit of area is applied to Hl(' smfuc'c of the upper· 
most piston, the height of the 5prings is at the firi'lt instant unehangnd, 
because sufficient time has not yet elapsed for the eHcape of any water 
from between the piHtons. Since the springs ('annot carry load until 
their height decreases} the load p per unit of area lllU:4t at first. be rarried 
entirely by an excess hydrostatic pressure h1'Yw = p in the water. At this 
stage, the water in each of the piezometric tubes f'ltands at the beight hI . 

. Alter a short time tt has elapsed, some water will have escaped from 
the upper compartment, but the lowest compartment will still be 
practically full. The decrease in volume of the upper compartment is 
accompanied by a compression of the upper set of springs. Therefore, the 
upper springs begin to carry a portion of the pressure p, whereupon the 
water pressure in the upper compartments decreases .. In the lower com
partments conditions are stilll.maltered. At thiH stage the water levels in 
the piezometric tubes are located on a curve t1 that merges into a hori· 
zontal line at elevation hI. The corresponding compression, or decrease 
in thickness of the set of pistons, is S1. Any curve, such as th which 
connects th(l water levels in the piezometric tubes at a given instant, is 
knmvn as an isochrone. At a.later stage the water levels in the tubes are 
located on the curve ~. Finally, after a very long time the excess hydro
static pressure becomes very small, and the corresponding final com
pression is S = S«). For a clay the final compression is determined by the 
initial thickness of the layer and by equation 13.4. The ratio, 

U(%) = £ 
SI;(J 

(14.1) 

represents the degree of consolidation, at the time t. 
The rate of consolidation of the system of pistons and springs can be 

computed OIl the ba.',is of the principles of hydraulics. The relation ba. 
tween the degree of consolidation of such a system and the elapsed time 
it:! indicated by the solid curves in Figures 28a and 28b. 

The rate of consolidation of a clay sample may be investigated in the 
laboratory by means of the confined compression test described in 
Article] 3. Up to a degree of consolidation of about 80 per cent, the shape 
of the experimental time-consolidation curves is very similar to that of 
the curves for spring-piston systems. However, instead of approaching 
horizontal asymptotes, the curves for clay continue on a gentle slope, as 
indicated in Figure 28 by dash lines. The progressive consolidation 
represented by the vertical distance between the full and the dash 
curves is known as the secondary time effect. It seems to qe due to the 
gradual adjustment of the soil structure to stress, combined with the 
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l'esist::uwo offered hy the ,'i::'co;,;ity of the ~tdsorhed h,yers to a. slippage 
between grains. In til(' :-;yst('m (If pistons and springs to which the full 
CUl'V0S correHpol1d, tIl(' lag in ('omprci':3ion j:-; due only to the resist:mc'o 
against rnpid ('senpe of tIl(' exec,,;,; water. 

The results of ('onf,oIidatioIl tests performed on clay samples have 
disclosed sevcml simple relationships. FOl' Q giyen clay the time required 
to reach a given dcgrpc of consolidation incl'E'3.ses in proportion to the 
square of the thickness of the layer. For equally thick layers of different 
clays the time required to reach a given degree of consolidation in-

Time f 
1;:' 0...----------

\..1;) {aJ 
o;:)i,::l{'.?5 1\-q,:-t}' I \. 
~:::: .~501---''''_,---------
l:i,<:)~, ~ 
~~' 75 .......__ 

1...3 /00 ,___ ____ .....;;::::::..-._::'_~--_ 

log' or lime l' 

(b) 

' ... , 
'.., ' .... 

(b) aJtt!1' A. Casallf£!nde 

FIG. 28. Time-consolidation (,UI'Ves. B()lid lines l'('lJr('fient 1'1')nl ion for meelumif'al 
device illustrated in Figure 27. Dash line's l'f'prcsf'llt relation for elny R<lmple \\'ith 

:,;irnilar c(}lls()lidation clmraetcl'isj,j(·s. 

creases in direct proportion to mvlk, where mv is the coefficient of volume 
compressibility, equation 13.3, and k is the coefficient of permeability. 
The ratio, 

(14.2) 

is known as the coefficient of consolidation. With decreasing void ratio, 
both k and?/ll) decrease rapidly, but the ratio kim" is fairly constant over 
a considerable range of pressure, The values of Cv for different clays in
crease in a general way with the liquid limit, as shown by the diagram, 
Figure 29. In this figure, the abscissas represent values of the liquid 
limit, and the orrlinates the corresponding values of the coefficient of 
consolidation of undisturbed samples of clays under normal pressures 
between 1 and 4 kg per sq em. The figure shows that the coefficient of 
consolidation for clays with a given liquid limit varies within a wide 
range. 

Recent. experimental investigations indicate that the value of the 
coefficient of consolidation, equation 14.2, increases at a given initial void 
ratio eo with .increasing magnitude of the load increment that produces 
the consolidation. Hence, in the consolidation tests that serve as a basis 
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for eRtimating the rate of eonsoli(hltion of a (·lay :-;tratum unller tim 
weight of a superimposed stl1lcture, the increment of load applipd to thH 
sample aftf'r a prt1~surB equal to the ovprbnrilm pre,,;;1 Ir(' ha<; IJf'rn 
reaehed :>hould be of the same order of magnitude as the load per unit 
of area on the base of the structure. Since this is common practice, no 
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Fw. 2!). Relation hetween liquid limit and coefficient of consolidation for undis
turbed samples of clay. 

conspicuous discrepancies between estimated and observed rates of 
settlement have so far been noticed. The values of Cv given in Figure 29 
were obtained by means of standard tests. 

If the pressure in a natural clay stratum is relieved, for instance by 
the excavation of a shaft or ttmnel, the cOl-responding volume expansion 
of the clay commonly does not begin for a week or more after the excava
tion is completed. In a few instances it has even been observed that the 
consolidation of such strata under the influence of superimposed loads 
did not start for a few weeks after the load was applied. These delays in 
the reaction of clay to 11 change in stress, like the secondary time effect 
and the influence on Cv of the magnitude of the load increment, cannot 
be explained by means of the simple mechanical concept on which the 
theory of consolidation is based. Theil' characteristics and conditions for 
occurrence can be investigated only by observation. 
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In Rpite of the ra{lieal simplification:o; involved, the theory of con
solidation serve::; a useful purpose, because it permits at least a rough 
estimate of the rate of settlement due to consolidatioll, OIl the basis of 
the results of laboratory te::5t:l.Therefore, t.he theory is presented briefly 
in Part B, Article 41. 

PROBLEMS 

1. The results of a consolidation test 011 a sample of clay having a thickness of 
0.7.'5 in. indicate that half the ultimate compression occurs in the fir::lt 5 min. Under 
similar drainage conditions, how lung will be required for a building 011 a 12-ft layer 
of the same clay to expcrience llalf its final settlement? (Neglect the secondary time 
effect.) 

.fIns. t 0= 128 days. 
2. The void ratio of cllty A. decreased from 0.572 to 0.505 under a change in 

pressure from 1.2 to 1.8 kg per sq em. TIle void ratio of clay B decreased from 0.612 
to 0.S!!7 uml\!f the ~ame increment of pressure. The thickness of sample A was 1.5 
times that of B. Nevertheless, the time required for 50 per cent consolidation was 
three time!:! longer for sample B than for sample ,1. What is tho ratio of the coefficient 
of permeability of _.t to that of B? 

Jins. 31 io 1. 
3. The subsoil of a building consists of a thick deposit of sand that contains, at 

about mid-thickness, one layer of soft clay 10 ft thick. A laboratory sample of the 
clay, drained at both top and bottom, reaches 80 per cent consolidation in 1 hr. The 
sample is 1 ill. thick. lIow much time will elapse before the degree of consolidation of 
the clay stratum becomes equal to 80 per cent? 

ART. 15. SHEARING RESISTANCE OF SOILS 

INTRODUCTION 

If the shearing stress in a body of soil exceeds a certain critical value, 
the soil fails. Depending on the conditions of soil support and loading, 
the failure may cause a slide, the collapse of a ret.aining wall, or the sink
ing of a footing into the ground. Since it is important t.o avoid such 
accidents, the factors that determine the shearing resist.ance of soils have 
received considerable attention for more than a century. 

ME'l'HODS OF INVESTIGATION 

The simplest, oldest, and most common method for investigating the 
shearing resistance of soils is known as the direct-shear tcst or, more 
briefly, as the shear test. It is performed by means of the box-shear or 
direct-shear apparatus illustrated by Figure 30. The apparatus consists 
of a 10"-e1' frame that is stationary and an upper one that can be moved 
in a horizontal direction. The sample is located between two porous 
stones which serve as drains during t.he consolidation of saturated sam
ples. The surfaces of contact between the sample and t.he porous stones 
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are grooved, as shown in the figure, to prevent Rlippage between sample 
and stones during the process of shearing. 

Before the sample is subjected to shea.r, a vertical load p per unit of 
area is applied to the upper stone. Both the application of the load and 
the subsequent application of a shearing force procluC{) a change in the 
void ratio of thc sample. If the voids of the sample are filled with air, this 
change takes place almost instantaneously. On the other hand, if the 
sample is saturated, the resistance against the flow of water through the 
voids of the soil retards the change. The water content of the soil at the 
instant of failure depends on the degree of consolidation of the sample 
under the vertical load before the shearing force is applied, on the perme
ability of the soil, on the rate at 
,vhich the shear is increased, and 
on the drainage conditions. The 
tests for investigating the in
fluence of these factors on the 
relation between the vertical 
load and the shearing resistance 
are known as slow tests, consol
idated-quick tests, and quick 
tests. In a slow lcst both the load 

/I1'ovCTb/tf' tlpptf'r 
oFrgmt? 

VprtiCa/ 
/Vorma'1 

~s"/1PSS i;r 
Sli<>aril79' 

!_~~~~~~~~_Fo~~ 

0/(1/ 
Ggg-t? 

" 

FIG. 30. Direct-shear apparatus.. 

and, suhHequently, the shearing force arc applied so slowly that the 
water content of even a fully saturated soil ' .... ith low permeability can 
adapt itself almost completely to the change in stress. In a consolidated
quick test complete consolidation under the vertical load is followed by 
shear at conHtant water content. In a quick test the water content of the 
sample remains practically unchanged during the application of both the 
vertical load and the shearing force. 

With box-shear apparatus, Figure 30, quick and consolidated-quick 
tests can be made unly on clay samples, because the other soils are so 
permeable that even a very rapid increase of the Rtresses in the sample 
may caUHe at least a perceptible change of the water content. Slow tests 
can be made on any soil. The consolidation of the sample under the 
vertical load is observed by means of a dial gage that registers the vertical 
movement of the upper porous stone, as shown in Figure 30. During the 
shear test the same dial indicates whether the shearing force causes an 
increase or a decrease of the volume of the sample. 

The shearing force is applied by pulling the upper frame of the shear 
box, and the corresponding displacement bet\veen the upper and lower 
frames is measured. During a test made by means of the common type 
of box-shear apparatus, the shearing force is applied by increments. If 
provision is made to increase the force continuously at a suitable rate, 
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the apparatus is said to han~ .~trr'S8 cOlltrol. ()n i h~ other hand, if the dis
placement is increa:<cd in It Hppcifietl mauner and the pull required to 
produce the inercaHf' is nml~lll'ed. the appamtllK in said to haTe strain 
('onirol. 

As the displacpmf'nt flf the upper f!'Hme incl'(,[lsefl, the force required 
to increase the di:-;pbcemcllt incJ'on,;cs and approaches a maximum 'which 
is referred to u;;; the 1)( uk v(llur. TIlC'll it commonly decreases and ap
proache:; an ultimat£' l'a1ur, u.s shown hy the upper curve in Figure 3Ib. 
Reliahle inforIllation 011 the relation between shear st.ress and strain 
beyond the Htate cOl'resp01uljng to the peak valne can be obtained only 
by means of :.-;hear appamtu~ equipped with strain control. 

In practice the box-shear apparatus has several inherent disadvan
tages. Foremost. among these are the change in are[L of the surface of 
:-:liding as the test progresses, the unequul distribution of the shearing 
stresses o\'el' the potential surface of sliding, and the rapidity with which 
the water content uf saturated s!1mpleB of many types of soil changes as a 
result of a change in iltress. 

\\'bile the horizontal displacement of the upper frame increases, the 
area of conbct hetween the upper and the lower half of the sample de
creasps. Therefore. even wit.h strain-controlled apparatus, reliable in
formation coneeming the ultimate shearing resistance of the sample 
cannot be obtained. Furthermore, the shear failure docs not take place 
simultaneowily at every point of the potential surface of sliding. It 
Rtarts at the two edgeR and proceeds toward the center. Therefore the 
peak value of the shearing resistance indicated by the test results is 
lower than the real peak value. TheRe two shortcomings of the box-shear 
apparatus haye been eliminuted by cOllfltructing ring-shear apparatus 
in which the sample has the shape of 11 ring. 15.1 

However, neit,her the box- nor the ring-shear apparatus permits 
reliable performance of quick ami consolidated-quick shear tests on 
f'oils other than clays. In order to make such tests without the 
risk of excessive error, triaxial compreRsion apparatus (Article 10) must 
be used. 

The following discl1Rsions of the relation between pressure and shear
ing resistance for soils are hused chiefly on the results of ring-shear and 
triaxial-compression tests. I-1o\\"e\'er, for the sake of simplicity, the data 
are presented as if they had been obtain cd by means of an ideal box-shear 
apparatw:; that pOHSeS:-leS all the desirable fcatures of the more elaborate 
devices without their Hhol'tcomings. Hence, when the results of con
solidated-quick tests on satU!'ated sand are described, the reader should 
remember that in practice the data cnll be obtained only by means of 
triaxial-compression test:-l. 
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SHEARING HESISTANCE OF' DRY fiA",n 

In Figure ::JIll the ordinates n'pl'e,"ent the l'lhoftl'ing "tI'P:';S on the 
potential i'lUl'faep of sliding in a hox~"ho:tl' saInple, antI Ow ahseii'lRlL" tho 
displacement of the upper framo of f hn appamtuK, Figure :{O, with 
reference to the lower one. If the :-.ample ('onsisl..; of IO(j~e "anti, the 
shearing stress inCl'l.labPS 'with increasing di;.;plaeement until failure 
ensues (curve Kl)' The test i::; repeated with different pre.>l.lurCd p. By 
plotting the shearing stretlse::; s eOlTe
sponding t.o the state of failure in the S 

different tests against the prcs.."lUre p, a 
straight line Cl , Figure 31a, is ohtained. 
This line may be represented by the 
equation, 

s=ptanljJ (15.1 ) 

The angle rf> is called the angle of intemal <'. 

jricticm, and tan rf> is the coefficient oj 
internal friction. 

(a) 

p 

(0) 

Oispk.rcemMt 
(0) adt'" A. CMa{j1'a.n.<le 

If the sand is dense, the shear failure 
of the sample is preceded by a decrease 
of the shearing stress from a peak value 
to un ultimate value lower than the peak 
valuo, us shown by the curve Ell in Fig
ure 31b. The shape of the curve Ka sug
gests that an increase of the strain beyond 
that cOI'l'eRponding to the peak value 
is associated with a progressive disin

FIG. 31. (a) Results of direct
shear test.s on sand; (b) stress
Ht.rain curves obtained from direct-

shear WRtH on sand. 

tegmtion of the stmcture of the sand. Line Cd in Figure 3la represents 
tho relation between pl'eHSUre and the eorrosponding peak value of the 
shearing resistance of dense RamI. In contrast to line Cl , which is straight, 
line Cd is slightly cnrvecl. However, for practical purpose;,; the curvature 
cu,n be disregarded. The average slope angle of the line Cd represents the 
angle of intemal friction for dense sand. 

For it given sand the angle rf> increases with increasing relative density. 
For loose sand it is roughly equal to the angle of repos(', clefine(l as the 
angle between the horizontal and the slope of a heap produeed by pouring 
dust-dry sand from a small elevation. Hence, the value or tP for the loose 
state can be determined without performing a shear test. Representative 
values of rf> l1re given in Table 7. 

The individual grains of some sands are intel'Connected by minute 
patches of cementing material such as calcium carbonate. The relation 
between the normal stress p and the shealing resistance 8 for such l$l1nds 
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in <1ither n dry or moist :;t.ate ('Un be pxpre,,~('d approximately by thfl 
C'qllation, 

s = c + 11 tan cp (15.2) 

The value c is called the coh(,I'lion of thB ~and. It depends only on the 
strength of the bond Iwt.ween tIl(' Rand particles and is, therefore, a 
constant for the :::land. l'nccJlwntud sands in a moist state also have a 
certain amount of cuhesion, but, O:iince this cohesion diHappears upon im
mero;ion, it is referred t.o as apparent cohesion. The angle of internal 

TABLE 7 

REPRESE~'l'ATlnJ V.U.FER OP .p FOR DRY SANI> 

Degrees 

Loose 
Dense* 

Round Grains, 
Uniform 

28.5° 
35° 

Angular Grains, 
'\Vell Graded 

34° 
46° 

* Averagn of peak values at normal stresses between 0 and 3 kg per sq em. With 
increasing Ilornw.l stress, the value of '" is likely to decrease slightly, as shown ill 
Figure 31u. 

frietion 1> (equation 15.2) of a cemented sand or of a moist sand is ap
proximately equal to that of the same sand, at the same void ratio, in a 
cohesionless state. 

SHEARING RESISTANCE OF SATURATED RAND 

The change in stress caused by pulling the upper frame of the shear 
box produces a change in the void ratio of the sand. Experience shows 
that the change in void ratio due to sheaI' depends on both the vertict~l 
load and the l'eIu.tive density of the sand. At very low pressures the void 
ratio at failure is larger amI at very high pressures it is smaller than the 
initial void ratio, whatever the relutive density of the sand may be. At 
intermediate values of pressure the shearing force causes a decrease in 
the void ratio of loose sand and an increase in the void ratio of dense 
sand. In saturated sand a decrease of the void ratio is associated with 
an expulsion of pore water, ancI an increase with an absorption of water. 
The expansion of a soil due to shear at a constant value of the pressure is 
called dilatancy. 

If the equilibrium of a large body of saturatecl fine sand in an embank
ment is disturbed, fOt' instance by the mpid drawdown of the surface of 
an adjoining body of water, the change in water content of the fill lags 
behind the change in stress, because time is required for the water to 
flow from the interior to the surface of the embankment. For given 
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dimensions of the body of sand and a given rate of rhange in stres..'<, the 
lag in the adjufltment of the wuter content increase:'; with decreasing 
permeability of the l'[\ll(l. 

If the lag it; negligible, the conditions for the failure of the sand in the 
iiII are identical with those associated with a slow-shear test on a flatu
rated sample. On the other hand, if failure oeems before the water con
tent of the fill is appreciably altered, the failure conditions rorrespond to 

(a) Loose Sand 

c. 

Lo::rcr pi!'r llnil or Area' 
A!terA.C~ 

FIG. 32. (a find b) Results of slow and <,onsolidated-quick shear tests on saturated 
s!lmples of loose and dense sand, respectively; (c) relation between shearing resistance 
8 and initial void ratio e for saturated sampleR of sand after complete consolidation 
under given pres.~ure Pa; (d) results of slow !md consolidated-quick shear tests on 

normally loaded clay. 

those that prevail during a consolidated-quick test. Hence the stress 
conditions for the failure of saturated sand fills are likely to be inter~ 
mediate between those which determine the resistance of saturated 
samples against slow shear and those \vhich determine the resistance 
against consolidated-quick shear. 

The results of slow-shear tests on saturated samples are identical 
with those on the same sanel at equal relative density in a dry state, 
except that the angle rP is likely to he 10 

01' 2° smallet for the saturated 
sand. The value of rP obtained from slow-shear tests on saturated 
samples is designated by the symbol CP. (see Figures 32a and b). 
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When a consolidah'd-quiek-:-::hear te"t i" made, tIl(' shearing force is 
inc mused at such !l rate that the :'ample fails IJCfore the water content 
has sturted to adapt ibplf to the change in stre,.;:;. The effect of this condi
tion on the :shearinp; l'I'"i"ttmee dC'!wnd" on \yhether the increase of the 
shearing l'c::;i:,:tauec ill\,(lln~" a tpudcucy toward tL decrease or an in
crease of the ,'uid ratio. A tcnrlc'llcy uf the void ratio to decrease is 
lL!":-;ociated with an eXl'l'SS hydrostntic pressure in the pore ,Yater. Since 
;iuch u. pre:cisme eal'1'ies part of the ... crHcal lotul on the sample, the effec
tive vertical pressure on the surf:we of sliding is smaller than the total 
vNtical pre::;;;;ure, and the :-:amph' fails at a smaller shearing stress than 
(loes a ;o;imilar sample ::iubmitted to 11 slow test. A tendency of the sample 
to expand (dilatancy) has the opposite effect. 

In Figure 3211 the full line Os represents the rcsults of slow-shear tests 
on satumtcd s:.tmplc;; of loof;C sand and the dash curve Ceq those of con
solidated-quick testl:l 011 similar l'amples. At ,"ery low pressure the shear
ing strei'ifo:CS tend to produce dilatancy, whereas at high pressures they 
tend to cau::;o a contraction. Therefore the line Ceq intersects the line Cs. 
At a prm;sure Pc,' the mte of shear has no infiuence on the shearing 
resistance. 

Figure 32b represents the results of similar tests on saturated samples 
of dense sand. The valuc of Per is n~ry much grea.ter for dense sand than 
for loose sancI, but the gCllf'ml features of the hvo diagrams, Figures 32a 
and il, are identical. In both diagrams the slope of the dash curve Cr.q 

decreases rapidly, and the curves approach straight lines with a slope 
angle rPeq. The yalue rPcq is referred to as the consolidated-quick value 
of the angle of shearing resistance. The few test data now available 
suggest that the average value of rp"q is roughly equal to 2rp,,/3, and there 
is no reason to assume that it can be smaller than ¢8/2. A shock can 
temporarily tranhform a mass of saturated sand with an inclined surface 
into a semiliquid material that flows out as if its angle of internal fric
tion were almost equal to zero. However, failures of this type have no 
relation to the phenomena discussed in this article, because they are 
preceded by a sudden increase of the pore-water pressure under unaltered 
conditions of loading. No such increase has ever been observed during a 
shear or triaxial-compression test. The conditions which lead to failures 
of this type are discussed in Article 17. 

In Figure 32c the abscissas represent the void ratio of saturated 
samples after complete consolidation under a given vertical pressure Pa. 
The ordinates represent the shearing resistance of the samples. The plain 
cur,"e indicates the results of slow tests, and the dash curve those of 
consolidated-Cluick tests performed at the same pressure pa. For dense 
sands having low initial void ratios the consolidated-quick-shear values 
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are greater than the COlTcl'lpowling 1'low-shear values. For loose Mnds 
having high initial void ratios they are smaller. At a voill ratio (!c the 
slow- and con::;olidated-qlliek-sheal' YI1111(',; are equal. The value ec is 
known a;;; the critical1'oid ratio for the pI'f's,~llrc [l" . • \.t Hw eritieal void 
ratio, the rate of appIic'ation of tIl(' shearing :-;tres;o'. hn:l no pfi'cet un the 
shearing resistanc·e. At low value" of p" thiR COIHlitioll if-: sati::<fipd (' ... -en 
by loose sand, Figure 32a, ",hNoa;; at high values (.If PIt the relative 
density mURt be great, Figure 32b. Hmce, it is ohviolls that, the rritical 
void ratio increases with inrl'ca:;ing valuos of Pa. 

In all the saturated Rpecimens to whi('h Figtu'ctl 32a to c refer, the 
initial pore-water pre:::sure llw was negligible. In other words, the iIliti~1 
normal pressure p OIl the potential surface of H1illing was an effective 
pressure. If a mass of st1Iul is at a coni:\idl:'rahle dept.h below the water 
table, the initial pore-wat.er pressure llw cannot be disregarded. Under 
these circumstances, the value of p in equation 15.1 must be replaced by 
p - UWl whence 

(15.3) 

wherein p is the total normal pressure on the surf~we of sliding. The rela
tions repre.<Jented by Figures 32n and b remain unchanged, provided the 
abscissas are made equal to p - Hit'. 

The pore-water prel'sm'c U w in C'qnation 15.3 can also be produced by 
the rapid application of a surcharge. The effect of sueh an event on the 
shearing re:;istance can be investigated hy means of a quick-shear test 
involving a Rudden increase of the preSfHIre on the sample from p to 
p + ilp, followed by rapid shear. The increase of the load by ilp at 
const(mt water content of the rumple increases the pore-water pressure 
prior to the applicatioJl of the shearing force from zero to 1lw = b.p. 
According to the relation expre"sed by equation 15.3, the result of such 
a test is the same I.1S if the l(mtl on the sample had remained unchanged. 

As an example of the practical signitieanco of these relations, the condi
tions for the Htability of slopes on saturated fine sand with respect to 
sliding will be com;idered. The Hhearing rrf'ist,:.1nec of Raturated sand 
depends not only OIl the angle of intemal friction and on the weight of 
the sand located above the potential surface of sliding, but also on the 
relative density of the sand and the rate at which the shearing stresseB 
increase. 

The most common cause of an inel'c/l;,;e of shearing stresses in saturated 
sand is the dn.wdown of the level of a body of water' adjacent to one or 
both slopes of sand fill:;. On account of the relations represented in 
Figure 32, the stability of the slopes after drawdown depend;,; on the 
density of the sand and the rn.te of drawdown. If the dmwdmm occurs 
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s! mdy , t.lw void ratio of the sand adapts itself to the changes in stress, 
and the RhNtring l'eKi~tall('e of the Rami is determined hy the ntlues of rp 
giVC'Il in Table 7, page 82, r('rluc~ed slightly heeaw;e of tlw state of partial 
satnration lLfter drawdown. On the other hand, if the drawdown occurs 
rapidly, the water content of the sand remains pract.ically unaltered. 
AR a consequence, the ::;heal'ing reHistance of the sand is determined by the 
consolidated-quick values I'epre:;cnted by the dash curve in Figure 32c. 
If the void ratio of the fill i::; above the critical value, the consolidatecl
quick shealing rc:;;i::;tance is lower than the correRponding slow-shear 
value. Ot.herwise it is higher. Hence, it is ad'Th,;able to compact sand fills 
subject to temporary or permanent saturation aH thoroughly as condi
tions permit. 

SHEARING RESISTANCE OF 8ILT AND SIL'l'Y SAND 

The relations hetween the normal preSSUl'e and shearing resistance of 
silt and silty sand are similar to those shown for clean sand in Figures 
32a to c. The values of rp. obtained from slow-shear tests range from 
about 27° to 30° for the loose state, and 30° to 35° for the dense state. 
These values are almost as gl'eat as those for sand. 

Because of the relatively low permeability of silt and silty sand, 
saturated soilH of these categories are likely to fa,il in the field tmder 
conditions simibr to those under which consolidated-quick tests are 
made. The results of consolidated-quick tests on sand are represented by 
the dash lines in Figures 32a to c. The curvature of the corresponding 
lines for silt and silty sand is likely to be less marked, because the 
dilatancy of silt is commonly less pronounced than that of sand with 
bulky grains. The relat.ion between pressure and the peak value of the 
resistance against consolidated-quick shear can be expressed approxi
mately by the equation, 

8 = p tan rpcq (15.4) 

wherein p is the preSHure on the surface of sliding prior to the application 
of the shearing force, and rpcq is the slope angle of the straight part of the 
dash lines (Figures 32a and b) that represent the results of consolidated
quick tests. Since the initial tangent to these lines rises at an angle 
greater than rpcq, the real values of 8 are greater than those given by the 
equation. If, prior to the application of the shen.ring force, the pore
wn.ter pressure in the soil adjoining the surface of sliding is equal to 
U w, equation 15.4 must be replaced by 

8 = (p - uw ) tan rpCq (15.5) 

The value of ¢cq may be as low as 17°, and values between 20° and 22° 
are common. More specific data are not yet available. 
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RHEARING RESISTANCE OF REMOLDED CLAY 

If the initial water content of a remolded clay is close to the liquid 
limit, the resiHtanee of the clay to both slow and consolidated-quick shear 
incl'ea..'Ies in direct proportion to the pre1<.<;ure on the surface of sliding, 
as "h(Jwn in Figure 32r1. Since the dash line r,,'1 represent.ing the result.'! 
of consolirlatpd-tluick-Hhear tests is lorated entirely below the slow-test. 
line C., we may f'oncJude that the dilataney of normally loaded remolded 
days is npgligible even at very low prcs:-;ureH. Both the lines (fs and (fr.g 

are straight. Therefore the relation between pressure and shearing 
resistance can be expres.'led accurately by the equations: 

Slow tests: 8 = P tan ¢. (15.6) 

Consolidated-quick tests: 8 = P tan ¢rq (15.7) 

The values of ¢" and ¢cq range between the following limits: 

¢. = 28° to 30° (exceptionally as low as 20°) 

¢CI] = 14° to 20° (exceptionally as low as 12°) 

In Figure 33 the straight line Ob is a duplicate of the line C, in Figure 
32d. It represents the relation between pre&!ure and shearing resistance 
for a nOlmally loaded clay sub ... 
jectcd to a slow test. It rises at ~ 
the angJe ¢. to the horizontal. b 

The line bd represents the re
sults of slow teRts on flamples 
that have been precompressed 
under a preSRnre p' and then 
allowed to swell under a smaller 
pressure 1J. The shearing resist
ance of a sample from which 
the load has been completely 
remoyecl i::l represented by the 
ordinate G of point d. The value 
c is commonly referred to as the 
cohesion of the clay. However, 
in contrast to the cohesion G of 

p' 

FIG. 33. Results of shear tests on preOOID
pressed, remolded clay. Full lines corre
spond to slow tests, dash lines to consoli
dated-quick tests. 

a cemented sand, equation 15.2, the cohesion of a clay is not a constant 
for the soil. It increases with increasing precompression pressure p'. 

The line de in Figure 33 represents the relation between the slow-shear 
values and the normal pressure on !1 clay which waS first consolidated 
under the pressure pI, then allowed to swell tmder no pressure, and 
finally consolidated and subjected to a slow test under a pressure p 
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smaller than pl. This linn risc::; from iT at an angle somewhat smaller 
than cPs, hut as p incn·[t"c:-l it. approadlP::; the upward continuation of Ob. 

The location of thp JilH' lid wit,h rcfel'enc(~ t.o Ob in Figure 33 indicates 
that part of the shearing re::;istullf'P prodw:ecl hy cowlOlidation unrler a 
prcs,':lllre p' SUl'i:iycs the rpmm'ul of the prCf;sure. This seemR to be due to 
the c('meuting properties of the ucborbe(l watpl" The consolidation of the 
clay involves an expulsion of normal and almost normal water, but tho 
amount of adsorhed water remains almost unchanged. Hence, the pre
compression dews not alter the amount of cementing material per unit of 
volume of solid. Howoyer, as the yoid mtio decreases, the contact be
t\veen the grains becomes more intimate, and the strength of the ce
mented aggregate increases rapidly. 1\lthough precompression of a sand 
also produces a permanent clecrea:,;e of the water content of the sand, the 
quantity of adsorbed water contained in the sand is negligible, and, as a 
consequence, the effect of the precompres::lion on the shearing resistance 
is negligible. If the !'eries of tests represented by Figure 33 is repeated on 
sand, it will be founel that the lines bd and de are practically identical 
with Db. 

Because of the effect of precompresl'ion on the shearing resistance of 
clays, diagrams showing the relation hetween void ratio and shearing 
resistance are very similar to e-p diagrams. In both diagrams the effect of 
the removal and reapplication of a pressure is represented by a hysteresis 
loop. 

The dash lines in Figure 33 represent the consoliclatecl-quick-test 
values of the shearing resistance of normally loaded and pre compressed 
Ramples of the Bame clay. It should be noted that the slope of the right
hand part of bl 

ell is very small. This is closely associated with the fact 
that the slope of the decompression curve lie in Figure 21a is also very 
t'mall. It indicates that i1 considerable part of the load pI can be removed 
without seriously impairing the consolidated-quick shearing resistance 
of the clay. 

If the load on a sample in anyone of the states represented by the dash 
line Oblell cl in Fignre 33 is rapidly increased from p to p + b.p and the 
increase is followed immediately by rapid shear, the test constitutes a 
quick toest. The results of sHeh tests show that the shearing rcsist:mce is 
equal to the consolidated-quick valne corresponding to p, irrespective of 
the \,[llue of b.p. The reason has been explained in the discussion of the 
tihearing resist.ance of f'atnrated sunel. 

In the preceding discussions, we have been concerned solely with the 
peak value of the shearing resistance. However, the shear failure of both 
normally loaded and precompl'essed clays is followed by a decrease of 
the shearing resistance toward an ultimate value as shmvn in Figure 3Ib 
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by curve Kd for dense sand. The ratio b~tween the ppuk value and the 
l\ltimute value in slow tests ranges from aIm"t 2.5 foJ' highly pla:-<tic clays 
to ahout 1,4 for silt.y days. Becuu;le of thixotropic, ptle(:t,;, the ratio is 
Romewhat greater for tp:-;ts in which the :-<heu,ring strcf',s i:-; increased at a 
very slow rate. The lowest ultimate value whi(:h has thus far heen re
ported for </1. is ahout 70

• It was ohtained on a highly plastic day 
(£w = 126%, I w = 90%). For a given clay the valne of the ratio 
behveen the peak and ultimate valued for consolidated-quick shear 
seems to be considerably larger than that for slow shear, but in:lUf
ficient data have been accumulated to establish numerical values. 

As soon as the slwuring stress in a clay becomes greater than about 
one-half the peak value, the clay 
is likely to Hcreep" at constant 
shearing stress. In other words, the 
time-displueement curves, Figure 
34, approach inclined and not hor
izontal tangents. The slope of these 
tangents and the corresponding 
rate of creep increase with increas
ing values of the constant shearing 
stress. 

SHEARING RESISTANCE OF CLAY 

FILLS 

In engineering practice, remolded 
clays are used as comitruction ma

f=a'ls 

t=0.6$ 

FIG. 34. Time-dispUt('cment curves for 
day !\!lmples subject to ~hearing stresses 

of diff!'rent intensities. 

terials for dams and emhankment:'1. During eonstnlCtion the water 
content of thE' day remains practically unchanged. Therefore, the shear
ing resistance of rmch clays immediately after construction corresponds 
to that determined hy means of quick-shear tests, made on samples at 
the water content that the clay will have in the finished dam im
mediately after const.ruction. If the clay is saturated, the quick-shear 
values are independent of the nOlmal pressure on the clay, as men
tioned before. On the other hand, if it contains air, the shearing resistance 
8 increases with increasing normal stress p. The relation between these 
two valuei! can be expressed approximately by the equation, 

8 = c + ptan<pa (15.8) 

The cohesion c depends on the initial consistency of the clay, and CPa on 
the compressibility and air content. For a completely saturated clay 
<Pa = 0, and for a fairly dry clay ¢a is about 300

• 
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In prft(·ticr, tilP evaluation of (' and ¢" by mcans of quiek-shear tests 
involv('s 1'O('\'eml ullcertainties, (hIP Jarg;ely to the influence of prop;ressin· 
failure in the field. This plwnomenon amI its implicat.ioul'O [tI'P dis('llsspr[ 
under the following two subheading,;. 

SHEARING RESISTANCE OF NATUR.-\L CLAY STRATA 

The relations between pressure and shearing resistance of undisturbed 
samples from natural clay stratn are vmy similar to the cOl'l'esponding 
relations for precompressed samples of the same clay in a remolded state. 
However, at a given precompression pressure and a given IO[Ld the ratio 
between the peak value and the ultimate value of the sheu,l'ing resistance 
is commonly higher for undisturbed samples than for remolded samples 
of the same clay. 

A shear failure in a natural clay stratum ml1y be caused either by 
excavation or by the local application of a load such as the weight of a 
structure or a fill. In order to compute the factor of &'tfety of a slope on 
clay with respect to sliding, or that of a superimposed IOl1cl with respect 
to a base failure, it is neCeflSary to determine the resistance agl1inst shear 
along the potential surface of sliding. 

Before construction the clay is completely consolidated under the 
effective weight of the Hoillocated above the potential surface of sliding. 
During construction the \vater content of the chy remains almost un
changed because of the low permel1bility of the soil. Therefore, it is 
customary to assume thn,t the shel1ring resistl1nce of the clay at any 
point on the surface of sliding is approximately equal to the peak value 
obtained by mea~s of a consolidated-quick-shear test performed on an 
undisturbed sample, taken at that point and tested after preceding 
consolidation under a vertical pressure equal to the original effective 
overburden pressure. 

However, during the process of consolidation in the hbomtol'Y, the 
water content of the clay decreases below the nat.ural wator content 
(sec Figure 22a). As a COI1f;equence, the shearing resistance increases. To 
eliminate this error, the laboratory values of the consolidated-quick 
shearing resistance are plotted against the void ratio. By means of the 
diagram thus obtained, the shearing resistance corresponding to the 
natural water content is estimated by extrupolation. 

After the peak shearing resistance has been determined for an ade
quate number of representative samples, the total resistance against 
sliding along the surface under investigation can be computed. However, 
by applying this method to the computation of the shearing resistance of 
clay strata that actually have failed, it has been found that the real 
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average shearing reRistance along Hllch Rurfaces is consistently very much 
smaller than the valne eompntecl on the ba:.;iR of teRt results. This 
eonspicHons diserepaney i::; commonly ascribed to the effects of pro
gressive failure. 

The ferm progressil!r failure indicates thE' spreading of the failure over 
t.he potential surface of sliding from a point or a line toward the bound
aries of the surface. While the stresses in the clay near the periphery of 
this surface approach the peak VUllle', the shearing resistance of the clay 
at the area where the failure started is already approaching the much 
smaller ultimate value. As a consequence the total shearing force that 
acts on it surface of sliding at the instant of complete failure is consider· 
ably smaller than the shearing resistane.(l computed on the basis of the 
peak values. 

The failure starts as soon 3.'3 the shearing stress at one point of the 
potential surface of sliding becomes equal to the peak value of the shear· 
ing resistance of the clay at that point. Hence, theoretically it should be 
possible to compute the factor of R8,fcty \vith respect to incipient failure 
hy comparing the shearing stresses at different points of the potential 
smface of f'1iding with the experimentally determined peak values of the 
sheuring l'eRiRtance at these points. Since such computations are neces
sarily haSE'tl on the as&umption that the soil is perfectly elastic, the 
procedure is referred to a.."> the ela8tidty method. However, the elasticity 
method cannot be' recommendecl for practical UBe, because the evalua
tion of the 8lH'aring siresses in natmal soil is, at the very best, un
J'f'Iiuhle, Artiele 52, The ratio between the value of the shearing 
resistance along a potential surface of Hliding, as computed from the 
peak vulu('s, ami the resistanee agaimlt progressive failure is not yet 
known. Furthermore, it is doubtful whether this ratio has a constant 
value. 

The factor of "afety with reBpect to ultimate rather than incipient 
failure can be computed by means of the plasticity method. This method 
is based on the observation that the average shearing stress on surfaces 
of sliding in natural strata of soft clay is, at the instant of failure, con
sistently somewhat less than half the average unconfined compressive 
strength qu of the clay. The probable physical causes of this relationship 
are discussed in Article 17. Until and unless conclusive evidence is brought 
forth that the elasticity method is both practicable and consistently 
more reliable than the plasticity method, computations for determining 
the factor of safety of a slope on soft clay with respect to sliding should 
always be made hy meaIlS of the pla::;ticity method. The average shearing 
resistance should be taken as Qu/2 for slightly disturbed samples of the 
clay, or somewhat less than Qu/2 for undisturbed samples. 
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Sl'~nrAnY OF :METHODS FOR EVALUATING THE SHEARING RE~ISTANCE OF 

SOILS I~ THE FIELD 

The resulbi of shear t('Rts on saturated soils depend to a large extent on 
the rute at which the sllPuring fOl'ee i:-; increased, the dimensions of the 
specimen. and other details of the tC'sting procedure. Therefore, if thp, 
results of shear tests are prcspntecl in a paper or a report, all the essential 
features of the te:-;ting pl'o('C'dnrc should bn fully deserihed. Otherwise, 
the data mn be ver.\" misleading. 

The angle of internal fl'irtion <p of a perfectly cohesionless sand in a 
loose dry state is approximately Nlual to the angle of repose. Before the 
angle of repose is drtC'l'minerl, the samI should be dried in an oven; 
otherwise, the values ohtained [tre too high. The v[tlue <p of a given sand 
in a thoroughly comp:wtCfI state unfler!l, pressure of lel'ls than 2 tons per 
sq ft is 5° to 10° higher than its angle of repose. On the basis of these 
statements, the value <p can he estimated roughly 'without shear tests. 
In practice, more accurate ntlll€':' arc HeIdom required. 

The angle of intel1lal friction ¢8 of a completely submerged sand is 
about 1 ° or 2° less than the vallle of <p fOl' the Harne RHnrl at. the same rela
tive density, but in a perfectly dry Htate. However, if a submerged sand 
is vely loose, it may pass on slight provocation into a semiliquid state 
(see Article 17). Shear tests on the sand do not dicclose the existence of 
such a danger, but expcl'irnce shows that it is velY real. Consequently, 
Rand embankments snbject to temporalY saturation, or thick strata of 
looce sand located beneath the site of proposed foundutions, should be 
compacted by adequate means. 

The shear properties of silty sand and silt are similar to those of very 
fine sand. Because of the relatively low permeability of these soils, shear 
failures in saturated strata consisting of such soils are likely to take place 
under conditions similar to those under which consolidated-quick tests 
arc made in the laboratory. The values of the corresponding angle of 
shearing resistance <PCq commonly range between 20° and 22°. Excep
tionally these values can be as low as 17°. 

Quick-shear tests can be used Lo determine the shearing resistance of a 
clay to be placed in an embankment. For a given fill material, the test 
results depend primarily on the initial consistency and the ail' content. 
However, the influence of progressive failure on the average shearing 
resistance of t.he finished clay embankment is not yet known. The 
differences bet,veen the physical state of the laboratory samples and that 
of the clay in the E'mbankment after construction constitute a further 
source of uncertainty, ancI the test results leave a wide margin for inter
pretation. Hence, the procedure must still be used with discrimination. 

For computing the factor of safety of slopes on natural clay strata 
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with respect to 141iding, the pla.-;t.ieity method j" rc~ommended. It is 
baRed on the ohsrrvation that th(· averap;(' 1'1l£'ltring re;:;ist(1m'p along fml'

facC's of sliding in soft. natll ral clay Rtrata i~ roughly ('qual to on(~half the 
average unconfined (·.ompressiv(' "t.rength of fairly undisturbed samples of 
the clay takpn dose to these surfaces. The compression tCRt:-l can be 
performed quickly, and the technique iR simple. 

FUNCTION OF SHF~\.R AND TRIAXIAL TESTS 

The preceding summary leads to thf' conclusion that the legitimate 
field for the use of shear tests is at present limitell to the investigation of 
the shea.ring resiRtanre of silty soils intermNliate in character betw('en 
sand and day. Shear teBts on sand are ~eld()m justified, beeause the 
Imvcr limit for the angle of internal frietion 4> i:,\ pqual to the angle of 
repose which can he determined without shear te"ttl, and the influence of 
the relative density on the value of c:jJ cun be c"timated. Shear tpsts on 
clay will not acquire any pl'aetical value unle&." future observation 
should demonstrate that the €'la8ticity method for solving stability 
problems involving soft natural clay strata is hath practicahle and 
considerably more reliable than the pla.'lticity method. Unless and until 
conclusive evidence in favor of the elasticity method is produced, the 
estimlLte of the shcaling rcsist!l.flee of natural clay strata should be 
based on the results of unconfined compression tests. 

Practical problems involving the shearing resistance of silty soils are 
relatively uncommon. Laboratory investigations to determine the 
cOIl::;oliduteci-quick values for such soil:,; should be made with triaxial
compression apparatus, because consolidated-quick box-shear tests on 
any soils other than Haft clays are unreliable at best. The performance of 
triaxial compression test::> requires special training and experience. 
Hence, if a job is important enough to justify shear tests, the samples 
should be forwarded to a laboratory equipped and qualified for such 
investigations. If tho job is too small to warrant the expenditure for soil 
tmlting, the design Rhould be based on the lowest values given in this 
article or el::;e on local experience. 
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ART. 16. TlUAXIAL--COl\IPlLESSION TESTS 

PURPOSE OF TESTS 

In the preceding article it was pointed out that the results of quick
and consolidated-quick-shear tests on soils other than soft clay cannot be 
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relied upon. This is duE' to the fn,('t that the wn,tm' ('on tent of box-shear or 
ring-f'hear Hamples of I'mrh Hoils cannot be kept sufficiE'ntl.v const.ant 
while the :;tref'ses in the Hample ehange. The imporiauf'c of the resulting 
error increases with increasing pe!meEtbiIity of the soil. ComlOlidated 
quick-shear teRts cannot be made at all on saturated R.'tmple;; of sand. 
Reliable information on the resistance of soils with medium and high 
permeability against shear at constant water contcnt can t1t present he 
obtained only by means of triaxinl compression tests. 

For the time being, the prineiptti legitimate field for the pl'act.ieaI 
application of t.he t.riaxial tE'sting method is the investigation of the 
shearing properties of saturated silt and silty soil. The reasons have lwcn 
stated at the end of the preceding m-ticle. 

ESSENTIAL FEATURES OF TRIAXIAl, TEST 

The principle of the triaxial t.est is illustrated by Figure 35. The sam
ple, of cylindrical shape, is ene10sed in a watertight covel' and pJaeed in a 
chamber that can be filled with fluid under a pressure Pc. An additional 

Axial Pr€'ssvre 
(q per (In!1 oT Area) 

AI/-arovna' 
Pressvre 

P2=P3=PC 

axial pressure q per unit of area can 
be applied to t.he top of the sample 
through a rigid hea(I. Water may 
enter or leave the sample through a 
porous stone in the bottom, pro
vided the valve V is left open. The 
pressure of the water in the sample 
may be measured by means of a 
pressure gage connected to the dis
charge pipe above the valve V. An 
extensometer is provided to measure 
the strain of the sample in the ver

FIG. 35. Diagmm illustrating prine i- tical direction. 
pal features of triaxial-test apparatuR. In the performance of a slow or a 

consolidated-quick test, the first step 
is to permit the complete consolidation of the sample under the a11-
around pressure Pc. During consolidation valve Y must be open. Since 
the fluid pressure acts on the top of the sample as well as on the sides, 
there are no shearing stresses in the sample at this stage. 

The sample is then subjected to the supplementary axial pressure q per 
unit of area. The axial pressure is increased until the specimen fails. 
During the application of this pressure the valve V may be either closed 
or open. If it is closed, the shearing stresses develop at a constant water 
content. The results of a test with the valve closed represent the equiva
lent of a consolidated-quick-shear test made in a shear box, but they are 
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FIG. 37. Mohr's rupture diagram. 
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much more reliahle hecause- tlw te-"t alTtmgpm('nt. prevents any change in 
water content duriug; the incl'c!t":e of slll'ltring; she;;s from zero t.o the 
state of failure, Therefore, the dat:L ohtained from sneh tests are referred 
to a;,; consolirlated-quic'k nLlu('s, ]'{'gltrdless of the rate fit. which the axial 
load is applied. If the valvo IT remains open and the axial pressure is 
applied very "lowly, so that the wat.er within the sample has time to 
adjust itself to t.he chunge ill Htress, t.he test corresponds to a slow-shear 
test made with hox-slH'ar apparatus. II('ncc, the values obtained ]n this 
manner are referred to as sluw-test ,'alnes. 

In quick tests the valve V remains dosed from start to finish. As a 
consequpnee. failure oceurs at. the initial ,vater content, irrespective of 
the rate of lou ding. 

In any case, the sample fails along inclined shear planos. However, the 
normal und shearing I'tl'eHSeS on the failure surface cannot be measured 
directly. The readings merely fnrnish the valnes of the total principal 
stresses that existed in the specimen at the instant of failure. The major 
principal streHK Pi is equal to the all-around pressure Pc plus the ad
ditional vertical pressure qc which caused the failure. The other two 
principal stres~eK P2 = 1)3 are equal to the all-around pressure Pc. The 
stress conditions on the surface of failure can be cletel'mined by computa
tion or, more expediently, 1y un cquivulent graphical conHtruction known 
as Mohr's diagram. 

MOHR'S DIAGRAM 

Figure 3Ga shows a flection through a triaxial test specimen at an 
intermediate stage of the test. The yertical stress PI = Pc + q is the 
major principal streRs, and the horizontal plane section A-A on which it 
acts represents one principal plane. The direction of an arbitrarily 
inclined plane flection a-a through the specimen is deHignated by the 
angle a between the inclined nect.ion and the prilH'ipal plane A-.tL The 
normal stress on plane a-a is denoted by p, and the :;hearing stress by t. 

The shaded area in Figure 3(:la represents a prismatic element of the 
material bounded by planes parallel to the principal planet; and to the 
inclined plane a-a. An enlarged view of the element is shown in Figure 
3Gb. The equilibrium of thiH element requires that 

P3 ds sin a - P ds sin a + t ds cos a = 0 

and 
PI ds cos a - P ds COS a - t ds sin a = 0 

whence 

P = ~(Pl + P3) + !(Pl - P3) cos 2a (16.1) 
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and 
(16.2) 

The shea.r st-res;,; t given hy eqnation 1 fi.2 I::; ('ont\ili(+rf'tl po;;:itive if the 
eorre:"poncling rt'sultant stress on the indiurd plane df'viatf'R in a e1ork
wise sense from the normal to ttl{' ser~tion. Hiu('c the shearing stres.") if' 
positive, thp ('orresponding angle of ineiination (j of the resultant stress i:-l 
also considered positive. Hence, if a is lei'll' than 900

, (I i:l positive. 
A gmphieul solution of equations J(U and Hi.2 is reprCRf'llted by 

Figure 36c. This figure shows a rectangular eo-ordinate system in whicb 
the horizontal distanee from the origin of ('o-ordinates repre::;ents the 
normal stress on a given plane section, and the vertieal diHtanee rf>p
resents the shearing Btress. Since the shearing strC'sses on principal planes 
are equal to zero, the horizontal axitl is reserved for principal strc:-l.<;cs. 
The principal stress PI is represented hy the distance 0 ... 1 on the hori
zontal axis, and the principal stress Fa by OB. A cirde with rentcr 0' it! 
constructed with the distance BA as a diameter. If the mdhlline 0' a is 
laid off so that the angle AO' a is equal to 2a, the horizontal and vprtical 
co-ordinate,; of point a are equal, r(·tlpectively, to the normal stress P and 
the shearing stmss t in equations Hi.I and 1 u.2. Thill is readily apparent 
from the fads that the distance 00' in Fignre 3Ge is equal to! (Pi + Pa) 
and that the radius of the cirele is equal to ~(Pl - F3)' The circle, which 
is the loeus of all points ({('fined by equations lG.1 and 16.2, if:! kno"lIl as 
J11 ohr' 8 circle of stress. 

Equatiolltl Hi.l and lfi.2 anrl the graphieal procedure illustrated by 
Figure 3G an! strir,tly valid for any section through any material. How
ever, in order to Wie them for ealeulating the position of the failure plane 
and the stress('s on this pJan!', it is necc;;.-;ary to make some assumptions 
regarding the relation between normal stress and shearing resistance on 
the failure surfaee. Hen(:C', the results of the foIlo\ving investigations arc 
valid only if thc mcclmnical properti('s of the material f~re in accordance 
with the a:-isumptions stipulated in the following paragraph .. 

It is assumed that the shearing resistanre 8 of the soil subject to the 
triaxial-compression test is determined by the equation, 

8 = c + p tan q, (16.3) 

in ",hirh p is the nm'ma1 stress on the surface of Hliding. c is a constant 
called the cohesion, and 1> is the angle of internal friction. Equation 16.3 
is known as Coulomb's equation. Furthermore, it is al>.'lumed that the 
values of c amI 1> are entirely independent of the stutes of stress \\7hich 
prceeded the failure. According to Article 15, thi" (:oIl(lition is approxi
mately satisfied for cemented sa~d and gravel, moibt sand, and, to a 
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lesser degree, clay with a high air 01' gas ('ontent. On the other hand, it. is 
not satisfied at all for completely :,:atumted clay soik Hence, the errors 
u:'\sociated with the interpretation of triaxial tests on the basis of equa
tion 16.3 arc very different for different soik In the following discussion, 
it is assumed that the conditions for the validity of equation 16.3 are 
strictly satisfied. The nature and importance of the errors due to this 
as,';nmption are discllssed at the end of the article. 

In Figure 37 equation Hi.3 is repre!;ented by the straight line NM, 
known as the linc of rllpture. If a circle of stress, such as C, does not 
touch the line NJI, there it, no seetion through the specimen for which 
the failure condition, equation 16.3, is satisfied. If a circle intersects the 
line Nill, it represents an impossible state of stress, because, on every 
section determined by a point of the circle above NM, the shearing 
stress is greater than 8, equation 16.3. Therefore, no circle can represent 
the state of stress at failure unless it just touches the line NM. Any 
circle which satisfies this condition is called a circle of rupture, and the 
diagram in which the circles of rupture are plotted is known as ~1If ohr' s 
rupture diagram. 

The geometrical relations represented in Figure 36 demonstrate that 
the angle 04.0' a in Figure 37 is equal to twice the angle IX between the 
shear plane and the principal plane A -A. in Figure 3Ga. Hence, according 
to Figure 37, 

50 cP 
IX = 4 +-

2 

From Figure 37, we also obtain by geometry the relation, 

Pc + qe = PeN</>+ 2cv'N; 
in which the expression, 

Nt/> = tan2 (450 +~) 
is called the flow value. The quantity, 

qe =. PeeN t/> - 1) + 2cVFi;, 

(16.4) 

(16.5) 

(16.6) 

(16.7) 

is called the confined compressive strenath of t.he soil. It is a function of the 
confining pressure Pc. 

For sand and for normally loaded clays, c = 0, and 

qe = PeCNt/> - 1) (16.8) 

Substituting into this equation the numerical values of cPs and q,Cq for 
remolded clay (see page 87), we obtain for the confined compressive 
strength the values given in Table 8. 
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If the sides of a test Rpecimen are not aeted on hy a horizontnl PJ'E':;
f'nre, the load requirro to rauRC failure of the ~pecjmen is ('qual to the 
unconfined compre&",ivc :-;trength £j,. per unit of area, Arti('If' R. It itl 
ohvious that an unconfined compreRsion test can be performed only on a 
cohesive soil. According to equation Hi.5, the unconfined compre:<Rive 
strength is equal to 

qu = 2cVN; 
For some soils, such Ill'! very dense sand or sandy clay, the Hne of 

rupture NM, Figure 37, hal:'l a slight downward curvature. By theory it 
can be Hhown that the curvature of the line of rupture docs not invalidate 

TABLE 8 

CONFINEI) COMPREgSIVE &rRENGTH OF' lli:MOLIlEII CLAYS 

Type uf Test 

Rlow 
Cun<lolidated-quick 

p, indicates eOllfining pressure. 

Usual Range of Yalues 

1 .77p,.-2.00p~ 
O. 64p,"'l. 05pr 

Least Value, 
EX('eptional 

LOtip, 
o ASpe 

the fundamental prineiples of the gmphical procedure. A specimen fails 
all soon as the circle of streRS tounhes the line of rupture. The co-ordinates 
of the point of contact between the line of rupture and the cUr\'e rep
resent the two components of the stress on the surface of sliding in one 
test specimen. The norma] strens on the plane of shear is equal to the 
abscissa of the point of tangency, and the slope angle of the tangent to 
the envelope at this point rcpre:;cnts the corresponding angle of internal 
friction. By substituting this value into equation 16.4 the slope angle 
IX of the shear plane is obtained. 

In order to dctermine the line of rupture for a given soil, triaxial 
compression tests are made on several specimens at different confining 
pressures. Each te::;t fmnishes the data for plotting one circle of rupture. 
The line of rupture is obtained by drawing the envelope of all the 
circles. 

Whatever the shape of the line of rupture may be, the use of triaxial 
tests to investigate the relations between normal stress and shearing 
resistance for soils is based on the assumptions previously stated. Since 
these assumptions are more or less at variance with the mechanical 
properties of real soils, the informatioIl' obtained from Mohr's diagram 
may also be at variance with reality. A critical study of the errors 
associated with the procedure leads to the following conclusions: If the 
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circles represent the r(j~l1Its of test.s on dry sand or silt or of slow teRts on 
saturated sample" of such soils, tIll' enyclopn of the eirdes represents 
almost exactly the relat.ion het.w('en normal j)J'csslU'e and shearing resist
::mce. On the other hand, if they rf\preR(mt the results of eonsoliqat.ed
quick teshi on any sailor of slow tests on saturated eIlty, the shearing 
resistance of the soil ut any normal preSHure is somewhat smaller than 
the corresponding ordinate of the envelope. If such 11 discrepancy exists, 
the plane determined by the p()int of contact between any circle and the 
envelope does noL correspond C\"en ttpproximately to the surface along 
which the specimen actually fails during the test represented by the 
circle. 

PROBLEMS 

1. A sample of dense dry sand is subjected to a triaxial test. The angle of internal 
friction is helieved to be about 37°. If the minor principal stress is 2 kg per sq em, at 
what valup of tIle major principal stress is the sample likely to fail? 

An.~. 8.0 kg per sq cm. 
2. Solve problem 1 on the assumption that the sand has a slight cohesion, equal 

to 0.10 kg pl'r sq em . 
.tins. 8.4 kg per sq em. 

3. The sh('aring resistance of a soil is determined by the equation, 8 = C + P tan cp. 
Two triaxial tests are performed on the material. In the first tGst the all-around pres
sure is 2 kg per sq em, and failure occur,; ut an added axial unit stres,; of 6 kg pel' sq cm. 
In the second test the aU-around prc8Hure j,; 3.5 kg per sq em, and failure occurs at an 
added stress of 10.5kg per sqcm. Whl1tvallles of c and cp correspond to the testreslllts? 

.tins. 0; 37°. 

ART. 17. SHEAR CHARACTERISTICS OF QUICKSAND AND SOFT CLAY 

In everyday language, the term quicksand indicates a natural mass of 
saturated sand into which a person or object sinks. The lack of bearing 
power may be clue to the seepage pressure of water percolating through 
the suud in uu upward direction. On the other hund, it may be due to 
inherent instability of the structure of the sand, unaided by seepage 
pressure. 

Quicksan<l conditions producecl by seepage pl'essure are frequently 
encountered at the bott.om of excavations in sand below the water table. 
The mechanical causes of this condition are explained ill Article 12, and 
the means for preventing theil' occurrence are diR(mssocl in Art.icle 47. 
However, to pl'e\'ent any mislmdel'standing, the term qu.icksand is 
applied in this book only to t.hose inherently unstable sands that may 
exhibit quicksand propel'tim! eyen in the absence of seepage pressure. 

The sudden decrease of the shearing resistance of a quicksand from its 
normal value to almost zero without the aid of seepage pressure is re
ferred to as spontaneous liquefaction. It is caused by a collapse of the 
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Rt.ructure of the sand, al-sociatecl with a Rudden hut temporary increase of 
the pore-water pressure. The liquefaction involn"R the temporllJ"Y trani'
formation of the sand into a very C'oneentmted RU:'1IH'Il:"ioll. A", !-OOIl UR the 
flow "tops, the Mnd again passes into the state uf a Rcdimellt. The 
structure of the newly formed se( liment mayor may not be somewhat 
denser than the original l"trueture. \Vhile the sand is t,empol'ariIy lique
fied, its bearing capacity is close to zero. This can be demonstrated by 
filling a vessel v.ith very loo:'e saturated sand and placing a weight on the 
smface of the sand. If a glass rod i:; pushed rapidly into the sand, the 
weight sinks as if the sand were a liquid. A gentle blow on the side of the 
vessel produces the same effect. 

Many engineers seem to believe that every sand with a void ratio 
greater than the critical void ratio, Art.icle 15, may tum liquid on 
sufficient provocation. However, there is no pOiiitive evidence that this 
opinion is justified, and there does not appear to be any rea.o;;on why the 
assumed relation should exist. If the void ratio of a sand is above the 
critical value, the consoliu.ated-qnick shc..<tring resistance of the sand is 
somewhat lower than the slow value, hut it has never been observed that 
it becomes equal to zero. The difference between the two values is due 
to a slight tendency of the sand to contract prior to failure, whereas 
spontaneous liquefaction is associated with a collapse of the structure of 
the sand. Therefore, the prerequisites for these two phenomena are 
likely to be entirely different. If a very loose snnd is under low preSSUre, 
its void ratio is likely to be lower than the critical value (see Figure 32a). 
Neverthele~s, it is conceivable that it may be liquefied by a severe shock. 
On thc other hand, it is very doubtful whether a sand with medium 
density acted on by a high overburden pressure can temporarily pass 
into a state of suspension, regardless of whether its void ratio is above or 
below the critical value. There is no evidence that any saturated sand 
can start to flmv unless its relative density il:lless than 0.4 or 0.5, irrespec
tive of the value of the critical void ratio. 

Experience shows that the intensity of the disturbance required to 
liquefy a loose sand is different for different :'lands. The most unstable 
sands so far encountered consist chiefly of rounded grains. The effective 
size is smaller than 0.1 mm, and the uniformity coefficient less than 5. 
The porosity of the sand in the field is at least 4-1 per cent, and it may 
even be considerably higher than the porosity of the same sand after 
rapid sedimentation in the laboratory, Fine sands and coarse silts of this 
type seem to constitute an analogue to the extrasensith'e clays with the 
abnormal e-Iog p characteristic:; illustrated by Figure 22b. They rank 
among the most treacherous materials that can be encountered in the 
field, and they are the only ones that really deserve the name quicksand. 
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In contrast to ordinary loose Rands, they may pass into the liquid Rtate 
without being l';uhject~cl to a sudeien and violent shock. 

It has been observed that exeeptionally unstable sands have also an 
exceptionally high void ratio nfter sedimentation in the laboratory. 
However, hy removing either the finest or the COUl'Spst ('onstitnents of 
such a sand, the capacity of the sand to constitute an abnormally porom; 
aggregate can he eliminated. These findings indicate that the degree of 
sensitivity of the structure of a fine sand depends not only on the 
manner in which the sand vms deposited, but also, to a large extent, on 
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FIG. 38. Grain-size curves of exceptionally unstable (full lines) and stable (dash 
line) sunds. 

apparently minor details of its grain-size characteristics. As a matter of 
fact, the difference between the grain-flize characteristics of exceptionally 
unstable and normal sands is surprisingly slight, as shown in Figure 38. 
In this figure, the plain curves represent the grain-size characteristics of 
notoriously unstable sands, and the dash line those of a normal one. 

The spontaneous liquefaction of a mass of very loose saturated sand 
indicates that the consolidated-quick value ¢rq of the angle of internal 
friction of the sand temporarily becomes equal to zero. Yet, if specimens 
of the same saIllI are prepared in the loosest state that can be produced 
in the laboratory, triaxial compression teRts on thel:ie specimens show 
without exception thut the consolidated-quick value of the angle of 
internal friction ¢cq is equal to at least 20°. This observation demon
strates that there are field conditions for the ft\ilure of soils that cannot 
be reproduced in the laboratory. It further suggests that the absence of a 
noticeable influence of the overburden pressure on the sheuring resistance 
of soft clay in the field (¢cq = 0; see page 91) may belong in the same 
category and be due to similar causes. As a matter of fact, the mineral
ogical composition and grain-size characteristics of clay soils and the 
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process of Redimf'ntation that leadfl to f<oft cItw "tmtl1 mnke it. almn.;t 
inevitable that the eoarSPH\c ('ollc'tihH'ntx of :<u~'h strata "hould 11(' ar
ranged in tl pattel11 ],(,:,pmhlillj!; that of a VPl'Y !oo,.j(' ,.:and. 

Tn Article 3 it i:;; shown tlmt mo,;t, ehty,_; eonsh,t of It mi'{tnl'e of more or 
Jess equidim('n~ional particle" that eOfll'ititllte the courf'est fnwtioll, and 
flaky or, excppt.ionally, necdlP-like particle . ..; that make up the hah-Lnce. 
If a mixtnre of i(w·h gmin:-l is depo;;ited by foIedimentation, the llppermot'\t, 
layer of the sediment i:> comp(}~('(l of a houeycomhed extremely com
pressible aggregate of clay particle". This )aypr (~ontains the coan-;el' 
grains in a random distrihution. If sneh it :'!('(liment if; suhscquent,ly 
compref''3E'd, thE' ('OarflC equitiimE'nsionaI grains comE' in eontact with each 
other like the particles of a sand in the pl'oress of lledimentution. Their 
arrangement is inevitably very unstahle, because the clay which oc
cupies the intprstiees prevents the grains from tipping and rolling into 
stable positions with reference to ea(~h other. After they touch each 
other, they constitute a more or le~"l Relf-supporting :-;keleton, embedded 
in a clay matrix. As long as the sediment is latRrally confined, the 
Rkeleton is able to carryall or at leasi, the major part of the overburden 
presRure, as clops a yery loose &tnd or even a true quicksand. However, a 
Hlight c1iHtlll'bml('e, sueh as a gentle deforrnation, destroys the equjJjb
rillm of the grains eomposing the skeleton. At that instant all the 
Htresfies pre"iol1l1ly carried by the skeleton are transferred onto the 
matrix. The ;;heal'ing strength of the matrix is independent of the over
burden prei-\sure and is due exclusively to thixotropic hardening (Article 
4). AR a consequence, in the field the clay would behave as if its angle of 
internal friction ~cq ,vere equal to zero. 

If a specimen of soft clay is taken out of a drill hole and brought into 
the laboratory, the structure of the soil skeleton is somewhat disturbed, 
and the pattern of the internal supports is altered. The renewed appliea
tion of the load equal to the previously acting overburden pressure 
Gauses it complete breakdown of the otiginal skeleton stnrctu!'e and is 
ul'i!:lOciated with a supplementary consolidation of the clay matrix which 
again brings the larger grains into contact and equilibrium with each 
other. This permits the development of frictional reRistance between the 
coarser grains. Therefore, in contrast to the shearing resistance of the 
clay in the field, that of the clay in the laboratory increases with increas
ing pressure like that of 11 soil with a value of ~cq between 12° and 20°, 

The pl'eeeding diseufisionfi show that the value of the shearing resist
ance of soft clay in the field is not neeessarily equal to the value obtained 
by means of shear or of triaxial tests. Field experience points in the same 
direction. Therefore, the results of consolidated-quick tests of any kind 
cannot be considered a reliable basis for evaluating the degree of stability 
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of large bodipi; of clay in the field unle,,:') amI until the sOlmclnes:') of the 
procedure has been dpmollHt.rated in ,"cry different clays by reliable field 
observations. So far no eondufoive eddenep of thi;-; kind hu.:,; been pro
duced. 

The concept ilIuBtrated by Figure 3D ('oH1cl be called the quicksand 
concept of clay structure, heeau:;e it involves the assumption that the 
coarse soil particles constitute a pattern ::;imilar to that of the sand 
grains in a tme quicks:md. In other words, it it> assumed that the clay 
consists of two parts with n~ry differpnt functions and .properties. One 
parl, composed of the coarser grains, carries the load by the same 

FIG. 39. Diagram illust.rating quicksand ('on('ept of clay structure. The COl1rse 
particles are a~sume(l to tOllc·h each other without. being cemented together, like the 

grains of a IO(J~c sand. 

mechanism of pre~Bnrc tranf.1fer from gruin to gmin as doeR a very loose 
sand. The other part consists chiefly of the clay fraction. It occupies the 
interstices of the load-earrying skeleton. It carries a very small load, but 
it acquires considemble strength and rigiJity by thixotropic hardening. 
If the skeleton possesses adequate stability to start with, both the 'vater 
content and the lllconfineu compressive strength of the clay should be 
practically independent of depth. As a mattm' of fact, soft clay strata 
with such propertie:; ar~ by no mCt1ns uncommon. Some of them possess 
the abnormal In.bomtory consolidation Cllltl'iwtcristics illustrated by 
Figure 22b, involving excessive compre8sibility under the first increments 
of lO[l,d gre:1ter thlLn the o\'el'h1ll'clen p1'e"",111'0. According to the quiek
sand concept, the high initial compressibiHty is due to a high degree of 
instability of the loml-earrying skeleton. The other extreme would be a 
clay that does not contain any eqnidimensional grains at all. The com
pressibility of such a c:lay would be equal to that of the clay matrix, 
which is very high. Therefore, tho water content of such a clay would de
crease rapidly with increasing depth, and the unconfined compressive 
strength \yould increase. In intermediate types, part of the overburden 
pressure wonld be carried by the skeleton, and the remainder by the clay 
matrix. 
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Becau::;e of the infinite variety of natural pror'pf'S('j': that lead to the 
formation of day deposits, any typf' intermediate between day with 
quicks[lnd :-tnwture and structnrdpH.'1 day "hould he enronnirred. This 
may aC('Olmt for HlP fu,et that the fltrength of :;ome normally loaded day 
deposits increwies conspicuously with depth. wlwrC'as that of oth(~r>' rIoI'll 
not increase at all. 

The preceding discullSion refers only to ~dimentn.ry clays. Residual 
clays, formed in s-ilu hy the chemieaI weathering of rocks or the solution 
of limestone, have no opportunity to acquire the stmct.ure illm;trated by 
Figure 39. Hence it is probable, though not yet certain, that the 8hearing 
resistance of such clays is governed by laws very different from those that 
apply to normally consolidated sedimentary clays. 
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ART. ]8. STHESS AND STRAIN IN SOILS 

PR.\('TWAL CO~SIDERATIO"'S 

The relations hetwl'f.'n "tre"l'l and strain in soih~ determine the settle
ment of soil-:-111pported foundations. Thl'Y also determine the changeJin 
earth pressure due to small mO\'ements of retaining wall:; or other earth 
supportR. 

If the settlement of a foundation is due chiefly to the consolidation of 
strata of soft soil located between layers of relatively incompressible 
matelial, it can be compnted or estimated as explained in Article 13. 
However, this method CM be u:;eci only on the condition that the 
horizontal deformation of the compressible layers is negligible in com
parison to the vertical deformation. If the subsoil does not contain any 
layers that interfere with horizontal deformation, local application of 
load eauses a yield of the soil mas:; in every direction. The stress-strain 
relations that determine the yield arc so nomplex that it is not possible to 
make a settlement computation comparable to thai for a building located 
aboye confined layers of soft clay. As a consequence, estimates of the 
sett,]ement can be made only on the haRis of the results of observations 
concerning the settlement of other buildings supported by similar soils. 
However, the chances are slight that a proposed foundation would have 
the same dimensions as an existing one. Therefore, even an estimate 
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based on experience requir{''; a kl1owl('dgu of the influence on the settle
ment of the size of the louded areu, the depth of foundation, and other 
factors. This influem'(' i.., goYcl'llcci solely by the general relations between 
stress and strain for soils. 

The stress-strain relations for SOilB can he grasped most readily by 
comparing thE'm with those for i(kul perfectly elastic solids. After this 
comparil:lon has been made for i-loihi ill the laboratory, the stress-strain 
reIationshipll for soils in place will be considered. 

STRESS AND STRAIN IN IDEAL EL.\.STIU SOLIDS 

Let 
p = normal stress in a gi\-en direction 
€ = strain in the direction of 11 

El = strain at right angles to this direction 

If a material is perfectly clastic, the ratio, 

E k /
" p(kg!('m2

) 
(-g cm~) = ::.......;_....::.:.;_--

€ 
(18.1) 

known as the modulus of elasticity, is a constant independent of the state 
of stress in the material. That it'l, t.he relation between stress and strain 
for an elastic material i::; linear. Furthermore, the ratio, 

~I 
j.l=

e 
(18.2) 

known aH PO"is8on' 8 mlio, is abo a ('onshtnt independent of tho state of 
stress in the material. Therefore, the Htrest'l-:,;t.rain characteristics of an 
elastic material are complet.ely defined hy the quantities E and f.I.. 

If PI, 112, and 113 repre:,;ent the three principal stresses, the unit volume 
change produced by the applicat.ion of these stresses to an elastic 
material is 

(18.3) 

For f.I. = 0.5, the volume change is zero, and the material is said to be 
incompressible. 

Steel is the only common construction material that has stress-strain 
characteristics complying almost strictly with those defined by the 
preceding equations. Poisson's ratio for steel is about 0.3. Hence, the 
increase of a normal stress in steel produces a ;:.light volume decrease. 

STRESS-STRAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF UNCONFINED CLAY SAMPLES 

In "Figure 40 the abscissas represent the vertical pressure on an uncon
fined clay specimen, and t.he ordinates the corresponding vertical strain. 
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The curve Oc :;hows the mallner ill which the strain inerpu,.;es ''ihile the 
preSRm(' j,.; increa:5ed at [t coust,ant rate. If tIm lowl j,.; Iwhl ('Ollt'ltant at, 
Home vuhw, the :-.amplc ('olltimH's to grt shorter, a" indit'ated hy the 
YCl'tieal lim.' all. The rat.e of shortening tlecrea:--es with time llnd f1nallv 
becomes equal t.o zero, prodded 1 he Rhearjl1~ ;-;tress on HlP potcntif~l 
surface of failure is smaller than the stl'e",s required to produc(> erecp 
(see Article 15). If at any time during t he test, a further increase in ::Main 
is prevented, the stresH in the specimen rlAf~rea:;es at (L ([Pllrpasing rate and 
finally becomes eonstan t. In the diagram, this pl'OeeSll would be rep
resented by a short horizontal line (not 
shown). In either eaRe the resumption of 0 

loading at the original rate ICl1ds to a curre r-II';;.:::----...:~,.._:_---q.;.;... 
which joins the main branch Oc without c, 
any break. 

If the load is removed at the same rate .~ 
at which it was previously applied, the ~ 
elastic recovery is smaller than the preced- c::; 
ing compression. If the load is again applied, 
the recompl'eAsion cUrve joins the mnin 
branch without any hreak, and the deeom
pres~ion and J'eeomprc';""ion cun·e.'! enclili'C 

i""IE~ __ 

c 

a hystel'e::;iH loop. As soon as the pressure FlO. 40. Stresa-strnin diagram 
becomes eqllul to the unconfined com pres- {nI' soil. 

sive strength q" of the materiul, the speci-
men fails by shearing or hulging. During the entire test the volume of the 
speeimen remains constant. Hence, Poisson's ratio IL, equation 18.2, 
remains equal to 0.5 thronghout the test. 

Since for most soils the stress-struin curve Dc in Figure 40 is curved 
throughout it" entire length, the relation between "tress and Htrain for 
soils, unlike that of elastic materials, CILllnot he expressoo hy a single 
numericn,l value E, equation 18.1. In order to compare the stres.<;-strain 
properties of different soils or those of the same soil under different condi~ 
tions, one of the folIO\ving three qllanl.itietl may be URed: the initial 
tangent modulus E t , the secant modulus E., or the hysteresis modulus 
E h• These quantities are equal) respectively, to the slopes (stress per 
unit of strain) of the dash-dotted lines in Figure 40. The secant modulus 
E8 represents the average slope of the stress-strain curve for the range 
in stress between zero and some arbitrary value pa, usually taken as 
qul3. 

If an undisturbed clay specimen is first tested and then remolded at 
unaltered water content and tested again, it may be observed that the 
values of qu, EOI Eg , and Eh are very much smaller for the remolded than 
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for the untlisturhpd material, hut 1 he J];ellcral character of the stress
Rtrain diagram remains llI1tlltC'rf'd (';P(' Figure ..J.l). The magnitude of the 
decrease of strengt,h and :;tiffllP;,s d"jwnd" on the degree of .sensitivity of 
the cltLy, ArtieIt' 8. If the 1'E'lUoldpll spcciuww.; arc allowed to age without 
change in water content, their strength und stiffneRR incre:1se at a rate 

,~ 

~ 
~ 

that deoreascs with time, but it is 
donbtfnl whether they would ever 

';..... __ _:;.::..._ _ __::.:,.:.. __ ..:/..:.::;..'z attain values corresponding to those 

a2~--~~----~----~~ 
'r1i'6'mOldt'~ 
I Fairly 
I Undisturbed-
1 
I 

a3~----'~------~----~ 

for the undisturbecl Hpecimells. 

STImSS-STRAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF 

PARTLY CONFlz.;BD SOlf, SAMPLES 

At any depth belm,' the ground sur
face the vertical prc!"::;ul'c due to the 
'weight of the ovel'burdpn is associated 
with a bteral preSRnre. Both pressures 
combined constitute a state of initial 
confinement. The intensity of lateral 
pressure is usually less than that of the 
vertical pressure. Howcver, for the 

F 41 I fI f II' I)uJ'j)OSCfl of a g'eneml discussion of the • IG. • n Uf'n('(1 () n'lIlo (mg Oil . 

Btress-strain relationship for (·lay. stress-strain properties of partly con-
fined soil;;, it is sufficiently accurate to 

as;;ume that the intenRity pr of the initial confining pressure is eqnal in all 
directions. The application of a surcharge on part of the ground surface 
increases the all-arollnd pressure in the soil beneath the loaded area. It 
also produces all additional uniclirectional prm;sure q that acts at some 
angle to the vertical direction. In order to get a conception of the 
influence of the all-arouud prc::;::;mc on the deformation produced by a 
unidirectional exccss pressure, a cylindrical Rpecimen of the soil may be 
subjected to [L t.rinxiul ('olllIll'pssioll te::;t in which tho all-around pl'es;;ure Po 
is held constant while all excess pressure qis added in the vertical direction. 

If the test is made OIl a specimen of sand and the value of q is plotted 
against the vertical struin, a diagram is obtained that has all of the 
characteristics of Figure 40. If the sand is loose, its volume at the end of 
the test is slightly smaller than the initial voltill1e. If the sand is dense, 
the increase of q is accompanied by a volume expansion. These facts 
account for the extraordinary resistance of dense sand to the penetration 
of piles. In a very loose sand, cylindrical piles can be driven without 
difficulty to uny depth. 

The failure streBS qc. increases, according to equation 1(3.8, approxi
mately in direct proportion to the confinin:r pressure pc. For values of 
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Pc up to 5 kg per sq em, it range,; from ahnut 1.8 Pr for IOORe uniform 
sand with rounded grains to 5.1pr for ypry dr-nsc well-grad{~d !'and with 
angulur graiml. The "alues of B;, E., and EA increa.se with incre!tsing 
value:; of Pc (see Figure 42). Sinr'e pc increase:; wit,h illcrea:;ing depth 
below the gl'Ound flurface, th(~ strp1",;·-:;;tmin propprt.ie;; of a sand Btmtllm 
haye no l'esemhlane(' to t.ho:-ie of a humogeneous ela:;ti(~ t>olid. 

If a very fine-grained or silty gand is completply gatumted, its water 
content remains practieally unchanged during a mpid change in stress, 
because the permeability of such f;oils is relatively low. The mechanical 
com;equences of thb fact depend pri
marily on the relative density of the 
sand. If the void ratio is greater 
than tho critical value that corresponds 
to the effective overburden pre&'lure, 
Article 15, the values of qc, Ei , Ea, 
and E" are Rmaller than those that 
would correspond to the Harne change 
in Htress at a very slow rate. Other
wise, the values n,rc larger. For this 
reason, the resistance against driving 
a sampling spoon, Article 44, or piles 
into a very fine dense sand is much 
greater if the sand is saturated than if 
it is dry or moist. 

It) ZtJ 
A in kg /CIl7 2 

FIG. 42. Relation between iuitial 
wngent modulus llnd all-around 

proSi'ure for sand. 

The stress-strain characteristies of partly confined normally loaded 
clays are very similar to those of fine-grained and saturated loose sands. 
However, at a given confining pressure t.he values of qc and of E;, Es, 

and E" for clay arc very mllch smallet· than the correspond.ing values for 
sanel. If a unidirectional stress is adfled to an all-around pressure in clay, 
the relation betwpen this stre"s and the corresponding strain is very 
simibr to thn,t ~hown in Figure 40. The initial tangent modulus increases 
like that. of t1 loose snnd in simple proportion to the confining pressure, 
Figure 42. That is, 

(18.4) 

The valne of C depends on the type of cltty and on the conditions of 
drainage. If the clay it> first eompletely consolidated under the pressure 
Pc, and the unidirectional stre~t> ii:l adde(i without, permitting the ,vater 
content of the Rpeeimen to ('hange, the vulue of C ranges from about 
10 for highly colloidal clays to 100 for silty or slightly sandy clays. From 
slow tests very much smaller values are obtained. 
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S-rREf;S-Sl'HAIN C'HARACTEnIKTI(,f; OF f'on,s IX PLACE 

The stress-strain rf~hti()ns illuiitrated by Figmc -10 arc characteristic 
for all soils in an~' state. }I.R a consequence, they determine the general 
nature of the deformations of any maRS of soil due 1.0 the application 01' 

remm'al of load or duE' to excavation. \VIlC'ncver the engineer has an 
opportunity to observe the deformation of soil::; or the diRpbcements due 
to a change in load on a footing or on [L pile. he yvill recognize the funda
ment-'Ll relatiolls shO\\n in the figurp. They have not the remotest 
resemhlance to the corresponding Tebtions for perfectly elastic materials. 
This faet alone should suffice to discourage indiscriminate relianee Oil 

conclusions based on the fundamental ns:.,;umptions of the theory of 
elasticity. 

Experience indicates that the stress-strain characteristics of sand in 
place are not significantly different from those of the same materials in 
the laboratory. However, for clays, the value:.,; of the moduli Ei , E s, and 
Eh in the field nrc much greater than the results of laboratory tests on 
undisturbed samples w'ollld lpad us to expect. Even the so-called soft 
clays in pIaee appear to have the stress-strain characteristics of fairly 
rigid solids, except ill thosc pa1'1:,; of the m[1HS \vhcl'c the st.ructure of the 
clay has been comdderably disturbed by a radical change in stress cllle 
to load or exc[wation. However, this difference docs not invaliclate the 
general relations between the changes in stress due to construction 
operations and the corresponding linear and volumetric changes in 
strain in the soil. 

Application of a surcharge to part of tho surface of n ('lay stratum 
increases the all-around pressure pc in the clay beneath the lon.ded area. 
However, because of the low permeabilit.y of the clay, the increase of the 
effective part of the aclditional all-around prefisure and the corresponding 
consolidation take place very i:llowly. ~inee an increase in the neutTal 
part of the all-around pressure changrs neither the strength nor the 
stress-strain characteristics of a soil, these properties do not chango 
dming the applicat.ion of the load. As time goes on, the neutral stresses 
decrease as the clay consolidates, and the properties of the clay ex
perience a correRponding change. 

The excavation of a cut or a tunnel reduces the pressure Pc in the 
adjoining clay and causes the clay to Rwell. Experience indicates that the 
swelling commonly does not start until a few days after the pressure has 
been reduced and that it then proceeds at a slow rate. Since the slope of 
the right-hand part of the decompression curve of every soil is very 
gentle (for example curve be in Figure 21a), the swelling of normally 
loaded clays is likely to be imperceptible except in those parts of the 
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mass where the confining pressure dropl'l to less than about :10 per cent 
of its initial valne. 

ART. 19. EFFECT OF VInRATIOXS ON SOILR 

It is a matter of CDmmon experiencE' that vihrations dup t,(t pile driving, 
traffic, or the operation of muphinel'Y incren;.:e the densitv nf it Rand and 
cuuse its surface to suhside. Damag~ to huildings may b~ {'ulISf'd by the 
subsidence and is often the subject of Illwsuits against the parties 
re8ponsible for the vibrations. On the other hand, vibrations are also 
one of the most economieal mean8 for com· 
pacting embankments of Rand 01' natural 
layers of loose sand prior to the construc
tion of foundations, Article 50. Hence, the 
effect of vibrations on Roils may be harm
ful or beneficia1, but it always deserves 
attention. 

In order to investigate the factors that 
influence the compn.cting effect of vibm
tion, the appamtus shown diagramatically 
in Figure 43a hUH been used. It consists of 
a bearing plate 2.5 to 10 sq ft in area and 
two equal eccentric weights which rotate 
in opposite directions. The total weight 
of the vibrator is about 24 tons. The pres
sure cxerted on the ground by the base 
pla.te of the apparatus consists of a static 
pressure equal to the weight of the equip
ment, plus a pulsating force with a maxi
mum intensity equal to the centrifugal 
force of the two eccentric weights. The 
number of downward impulses per unit 
of time is the frcquenC'y of the impulse ex

(a) 

(J)) 

" t7.5 1.0 1.5 ZoQ .... il (e) Vi I I 
"S " 17.5 I. (J /.5 2-d 

FreqlltN7cq RallO Jf/~ 
AfW A. H..-twig 

Fro. 43. (a) Principle of soil 
vibrator; relation hetween fre
quency tlUd (b) amplitude of vi
brations and (c) settlement of 

vibrator base, 

pressed in cycles per second. The greatest vertical distance through which 
the base moves from its equilibrium position is called the amplitude of 
the vibrations of the base. At a certain frequency the amplitude is a 
maximum (see Figure 43b). This frequency is approximately equal to the 
natural frequency fo of the vibrator and the vibrating portion of the sup
porting soiL 

The term natural frequency indicates the frequency of the vibratiolli! 
that ensue if a body with well-defined boundn.ries is acted on by a single 
impulse. If the impulse is periodic, the amplitude of the resulting forced 
vibration8 increases as the frequency fr of the impulse approaches the 
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natural frequency of the body. .At u freqllcney elo;;e to the natural 
frequency, the amplitude is [L maximum. This state is called resonance. 
In Fib'lll'e 43b it is rC'pre:-;ented by [L peak. 

Table 9 containR yalues of the natural frequeney of the vibrator 
shown in Figure -l3a, operating on different soils and soft rocks. The 
values were obtained by steadily increasing the frequency of the impulse 
until resonance occurred. 

TABLE !J 

NATURAL FREQUE:-I"CY OF VIBRATOR 0:-1" VARIOUS TYPES OF SOIL 

Supporting Soil or Rock 

Loose fill 

Frl'quoncy, {'yrIes por second 

10.1 
Dense artifieial ('inder fill 
Fairly dense medium sand 
Very dense mixed-grained sand 
Dense pea gravel 
Soft limestone 
Sandstone 

21.3 
24.1 
26.7 
28.1 
30.0 
34.0 

From II. LORENZ, Neue Ergebnisse der dynamischen Baugrunduntersuchung, 
Z. Vcr. deut. Ing., Vol 78, 103·1. 

The natul'al frequency depends not only on the properties of the 
supporting soil but also to a cert.ain ext.ent on the weight and dimensions 
of the vibrator. However, if the same equipment is used on different 
soils, the natural frequency increases with increasing density and de
creasing compressiLiIity of the soil. By taking advantage of this fact, 
extensive use has been made of the equipment shown in Figure 43a for 
determining the degree of compaction of artificial fills and for comparing 
the effectiveness of different methods of compaction . 

. If a vibrator operates on saml, the sand beneath the bearing plate 
becomes compacted. At constant frequency of the impulses, the size 
of the zone of compaction increases at a rate that decreases with time. 
The ultimate size of the zone depends OIl the intenRity of the periodic 
impulses exerted by the vibrator and on the initial density of the sand. 
Beyond the boundaries of this zone the density of the sand remains 
practically unchanged. 

Since the vibrator rests on the surface of the zone of compaction, the 
process of compaction is associated with a settlement of the vibrator. If 
the frequency of the impulse is gradually increased, the corresponding 
settlement of the vibrator increases as shown in Figure 43c. As the 
natural frequency is approached, the settlement increases rapidly and 
beeomes many times greater than the settlement produced by a static 
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load of the same magnitude as th~ puls.'1ting force. The range of fre
quendes within which the inCI'CaRP of settlement is grcute:4 iN called the 
critical range. It seems to extend from! to I! timf':' tllA natnral fre
quency. 

If the frequency of a vibrating engine supportpd on sand is within 
the critical range for the sand, the reSUlting settlement is yer.y much 
greater than that whieh would be caused by thE' equivalent ptati" forc'eR. 
The frequency of vibrations eaused by the slight but in('yitabl£' PI'cen
tricity of the rotating parts of stE'am turhines happf'lls to he within the 
critical range for sand (Article (2). Therefore, foundations for steam 
tlll'bines on strata of loose sand settle excesRively unless thc sand is 
artificially compacted before the turbine foundations are constructed. 
Whatever the subsoil conditions may he, it is advisahle to make special 
provisions to reduce the amplitude of the forced vihrations. 

The effect of vibrat.ion on clays is far less conspieuou:-> than on sand 
because the cohesive bond hetween clay particles interferes \vith inter
granular slippage. Nevertheless, even a soft clay consolidates to a 
moderate extent when it is continually subjected to intense vibrations 
having u frequency close to the natural frequency of the clay. 



CHAPTER III 

DUAINAC}E OF SOILS 

ART. 20. 'YATER TABLE, SOIL l\[OISTURE, AND 
CAPILLARY PHENOMENA 

DEFINITIONS 

The terms water lad, waier table, and plzreaNc sllrface designate the 
locus of the levels to which water rises in observation wells in free com
munication with the voidt> of the soil in sit:u. The water table can also be 
defined as the surface at which the neutral stress '1lw, Article 12, in the 
soil is equal to zero. 

If the water containe(i in a flail were subject to no force other than 
gravity, the soil above the W!1t.el· tahle would be perfectly dry. In 
reality, every soil in i,}lC field is completely stttnratecl for a certain dis
tance above the water table and is partly satnratert above this leve1. 
The water that occnpies the voids of the soil located abm'e the water 
table constitutes soil moisture. 

If the lower part of a maflS of dry soil comes into contact with water, 
the water rises in the voids to a certain height above the free-water 
surface. The upward flow into the voidfl of the soil is attributed to the 
surface tension of the water. The seat of the surface tension is located at 
the boundary between air amI water. '~ithin the boundary zone the 
water i:-; in a state of tenKioIl comparable to that in a stretched rubber 
membrane attached to the walls of the voids of the soil. However, in 
contrast to the tension in a stretched membrane, the surface tension in 
the boundary film uf water is entirely \lnaffected by either the contrac
tion or stretching of the film. The concepts regarding the molecular 
interactions that produce surface tension are Htill in [i controversial 
state. Nevertheless, the existence of a tensile stress in the surface film 
was established beyond any doubt more than a century ago, and the 
intensity of this fitress has since been determined by very different 
methods with consistent results. 

RISE OF 'VATER IN CAPILI"ARY TUBES 

The phenomenon of capillary rise can be demonstrated by immersing 
the lower end of a very small-diameter glass tube into water. Such a 

114 
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tllhe is known u:-; a capillary tuhe. As soon rts the lower end of the tuhe 
('omes into contact with the water, the attracHon hptween the gla..'l;! and 
the water molecules combined with the surface teIl,;ion of the w~lter pulls 
the water up into the tube to a height he ahove the 'Yllter level, }'igure 
44a. The height he is kum\11 as the hl'ight of capillary 
risco The upper surface of the water assumes the 
fihape of a cup, called the rnr.ni8c/~s, that joins the 
walls of the tube [I,t an angle a. known aH the contact 
angle. The vl1lue of a. depends on the material that 
constitutes the wall and on the type of impurities 
that cover it. For glas..'l tubes with chemically clean 
or wetted walls a. is equal to 0°, and the water rises 
in such tubes to the greatest height compatible with 
the diameter of the tube and the surface tension of 
the water. If the ,valls are not chemically clean, Q! 

is likely to have some \'alue intel1nediate between 
0° and 90°, and the corresponding height of capillary 
ri.se is smaller than he for ct = 0°. Finally, if the 
walls are covered with a thin film of grease, a. is 
greater than 90°, and the meniscus is located below 

(a) (b) 

Fro. 44. (a) Rise of 
water in capillary 
tube; (b) state of 
St~9 of Wl\tef in 

capillary tube. 

the free-water level. This phenomenon is ascribed to a repulsion between 
the molecules of the water and the gre~1.se. 

If Ts denotes the surface tension in grams per centimeter, and "(IJI the 
unit weight of water, equilibrium requires that 

whence 
2T" 

he = - cos a. (20.1) 
Trw 

The value of T" decreases slightly with increasing temperature. At 
room temperature it b about 0.075 gm per em, and "fw is equal to 1 gm 
per cu cm. Therefore, 

0.15 
h,,(cm) = -c--) cos a. 

r em 
(20.2) 

Above the free-water level the hydrostatic pressure in the water U w is 
negative. At an elevation z it is 

(20.3) 

CAPILLARY RISE OF 'VATER IN SOILS 

In contrast to capillary tubes, the continuous voids in soils and most 
other porous materials have a variable width. They communicato with 
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each other in every direction and constitute an intl'iclLte network of 
voids. If such [L network is invwlerl by water from below, the lower part 
of the network becomes completely satnratcd. In the upper part, how
eyer, the water occupies only the narrowest voids, ::mcl the wider ones 
remain filled wit.h air. In the laboratory, the rise of water into the voids 
of a dry sand due to finrface ten:;ion can he demonstrated by the test 
arrangement Hhown in Figure 45a. The sand is poured into an upright 
glass tube with a screen ncros:; the hoHom. The bottom of the tube is 
then placed just below a free--water surfa.ce, whereupon the water rises 
into the &tnd. That part of the sand in which the voids become partly or 
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FIG. 45. Capillary rise of wuter into dry sand. 

completely occupied by liquid assumes a dark color, whereas the rc
mainder is light. To a height hec above the water level the sand is com
pletely saturated. Between hec and he it is partially saturated, as shown 
in Figure 45b. The height he is called the height oj capillary rise. Figure 
45c showR the time rate at which the upper surface of the moistened zone 
approaches its equilibrium position fit elevation he. 

As the effective grain size decreases, the size of the voids also de
creases, and the height of capillary rise increases. The height he (em) is 
approximately equal to 

C 
he =--

eD10 
(20.4) 

in ,,,hich e is the void ratio, DlO (centimeters) is Allen Hazen's effective 
sizc, Article 6, and C (square centimeters) is an empirical constant that 
depends on the shape of the grains and on the surface impurities. It 
ranges between 0.1 and 0.5 sq cm. However, since the decrease in 
permeability associated with a decrease in effective size reduces the rate of 
capillary rise, the height to which water will rise within a specified time, 
such as 24 hI', is a maximum at some intermediate grain size. In Figure 46 
the abscissas represent the logarithm of the grain size of a uniform quartz 
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powder in.a fairly dense state, anfl the ordinate,.: l'Pprp:.,(mt, the height to 
which the wuter riS('R in 2.f hr. The height of rise is a maxirmun for a 
grain size of uhout 0.02 mm. For a 48-hr rise the optimnm grain size 
would be slightly Hmaller. 

(J 10 /.0 0.1 atJl aoOI 
Loq f)T Gruln SIi?If>, (mUl) 

After A. Alterberu 

FIG. 40. Relation hptw('{~n grain Hize of 
uniform quartz powdcr and hf'ight of cap

illary rise for 2·l-hr period. 

CAPILLARY SIPHONING 

FIG. 47. Capillary flow 
through V-shaped groove. 

Capillary forces are able to mise water against the force of gravity not 
only into capillary tubes or the voids in columns of dry soil, but also into 
narrow open channels or V -Hhaped grooves. This fact can be demon
Rtrl1ted by the apparatus shown in Figure 47. If the highest point of the 
groove is located below the level to which the surface tension can lift the 
water, the capillary forces will pull the 
water into the dCi':icending part of the 
groove and will Rlowly empty the ves
Hel. This process is known as capillary 
siphoning. Tho sl1me proces..'l may also 
occur in the voids of a soil in the field. FIG. 48. Capillary flow over im~ 
leo!, cXll,mple, \vater may flow over the permeable core in earth fill. 

crest of an impermeable core in a dam 
or dike, as shown in FiglU'e 48, in spite of the fact that the elevation of the 
free-water surface is below that of the crest ofthecol'e. Capillary siphoning 
over the crest of cores was found to cause a loss of 450 gal per min for a 
length of 12 miles of the canal between Berlin and Stettin in Germa.ny. 
The impermeable core of the dikes extended one foot above the water 
table. When the height of the core was increased 16 in., the loss was 
reduced to 100 gal per min. 

DISCOC',"TINUOUS Son, l\IOISTURE 

Between the heights hoc a.nd he, Figure 45a, some of the void space is 
occupied by continuous channels of air. The remainder is occupied by 
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threaclR of water. Since these threads are also continnous, the Rtl'eSR in 
the water up to an elenition he i" govrrned by e({nation 20.3. However, 
if a sand it> only moist, tIll' water pUl'tidcfi do not ('ommunicnte with each 
other, and equation 20.3 is not applil'tthIE~. 

The water contained in a moist Rand is known as contact moisture 
because each drop of \vaLer surround::; a point of contact between two 
soil grains, as shown in Fignre "19. The surface tem;ion at the boundary 
between the water and the air in the adjoining voids pulls the soil grains 
together with u force P known as the contact pressure. The frictional 
resistance produced by the contact prCi-isure has the same effect as if the 
sand had a certain amonnt of cohe:;ion (::iee Figures .52a and b). As soon as 

the sand is immersed, the surface tension 
is eliminated} the contact pressure becomes 
equal to Z01'O, and the sand diRintegrates. 

The mechanical effect of the cohetlion 
due to contact, moisture depem1R on the re1-
atiVl' demity of the liancl. If the sand iR 
dennO, the cohesion iuol'eaRCS its shearing 

FIG. 49. Fom's pfodurcd by resistance to such an extent that vertical 
contact moisture. Rlopes with a height of several feet can 

stand without lateral support. On tho other 
hand, if a damp sand is loosely (lepot>ited, for instance by clumpi.ng, the 
cohesion prevents the soil particles from settling into stable positions and 
reduces the bearing capaoity of the sand almost to zero. The volume of 
such a sand may exceed that of the same sand in a loose dry state by 20 
to 30 per cent. This phenomenon is known as bulking. Since the forces 
that maintain the grains in their unstable posi.t.ions are extremely small, 

• bulking occurs only within a depth of 1 or 2 ft below the surface of the 
sand. \fatering reduces the porosity of the sand to that of tho same sand 
in a dry or saturated loose state because it eliminates the surface tension 
of tho water. 

COMMON 1J ISCONCEP'TIONS 

Since the physical causes of the capillary movement of water through 
soils are not so obvious u.s those of percolation uneler tho influence of 
gravity, several misconceptions have founel their way into publications. 
It has, for instance, been maintained that water cannot rise in a capil
lary tube higher than in the suction tube of a pump (about 30 it). The 
height to which water can be lifted by suction depends on the atmos
pheric pressure, and it is independent of the diameter of the suction tube. 
On the other hand, the height to which water can be lifted by capillarity 
1S independent of atmospheric pressure, and it increases with decreasing 
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diameter of the tuhe. Hence it is evident that the two type,: of rhle htwp 
nothing in common. In a Y!lcuum water cannot he liftell in a :met.ion tuh!' 
to any height, whereas the ht'ight of capillary riHe is the Rame as unliPr 
atmoRpherie pressure. 

It has also been m!lintained that most of the ·water contained in finp, 
sand dOCH not participate in the flow of seepage because it is held in thf' 
sand by molecular attraction. This opinion is incompatible with the 
well-cstablished fact that the thickness of the layers of water that are 
bound to the solid by molecular attraction does not exceed about 0.1 p.. 

Beyond these layers the water is normal and able to flow as freely as in a 
pipe line. Since the quantity of water IOCD.ted "ithin a distance of 0.1,1.1 
from the surface of the grains in a saturated sand is negligible compared 
to the total, practically the cntire water content consists of normal water 
which participates in seepage flow. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Thl' effective size of It very fine RamI is 0.05 mm, and its void ratio is 0.6, What 
iR the height he of capillary riile for this saud'? 

Ans. Between 33 and 165 em. 
2. The ulH'onfilled eompre&live strength of It denS() fine moist sand is 0.2 kg per 

Hfj em, and itA angle of internal friction is 40°. "Vhat is the intewity of the aJl..a.rouIId 
prCll!mre pc that woul!l he required to produce the same effect on the strength of 
th(l sand as the cohe~ion produced by the contact moisture? 

Ana. 0,056 kg per 8(1 em. 

ART. 21. PROCESSES OF DRAINAGE 

PURPOSE AND TYPES OF DRAINAGE 

In engineering practice drainage is used wherever it is desirable to 
eliminate seepage pressure, to reduce the danger of frost damage, or to 
inemuse the Rheal'ing resistance of the "oil by reducing the neutrnl 
stresses (Ree Articles 12 and 15). It consist."! of lowering the water table 
below the base of the mass of soil ,yhich requires protection or reinforce
ment. 

In order to lower the ,Yater table to a given elevation, it is necessary 
to establish below this level a system of collectors located in wells, 
galleries, or ditches. The water flows by gravity out of the soil into the 
collectors, and it is removed from the collectors by pumping or other 
appropriate means. Since the hydraulic gradient at the walls of every 
collector is very high, the finer soil particles are gradually washed out of 
the ground into the collectors unless the walls are surrounded by filters 
which consist of wire mesh or of screened sand or gravel. The openings of 
filter screens should be roughly equal to the 60 pel' cent grain size Deo of 
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the adjoining natural :-;oil. RUllII or gravel filters should satisfy the grain
size requirements speeifiecl at the end of Art.icle 11. 

Drainage ,yells are commonly lined with steel tubes called well casings, 
\vhich are perforated where they are in contact with water-bearing 
strata. If the ('a~ing has a diameter less than about 21 in., it is called a 
well point. The water is pumped out of a group of well points through a 
header pipe that interconnects the upper ends of all the casings. If the 
diameter of a drainage well iil 12 in. or more, the ,vater is commonly 
pumped out through it suction tube with a very much smaller diameter, 
and the space between the tube and the walls of the hole is filled with 
coarse sand or gravel. Such wells are knO\"vll as filter wells. The annular 
filter acts as a substitute for the perforated well casing. Collectors in 
ditches or galleriefol usually consist of open-jointed pipe lines embedded 
in sand or gravel that satisfies the grain-size requirements for a filter. 

In sand part of the water that flows out of the voids into the collectors 
is replaced by air (drainage by air invasion). However, very fine-grained 
soils remain in a saturated state, and the volume of the voids of the soil 
decreases by an nmount equal to that of the expelled water (drainage by 
consolidation) . 

The drainage of any type of soil can also be accomplished by evapora
tion from a surface expoRed to the atmosphere. This process is called 
drainage by desiccation. Depending on the type of soil, it can take place 
by air invasion, by consolidation, or by air invasion preceded by con
solidation. 

Very fine-grained soils can also be drained by passing an electric 
current through them. This process is known as drainage by electro
osmosis. If the uppermost part of a saturated mass of very fine-grained 
soil is exposed to a temperature below the freezing point, water is drawn 
out of the lower part and accumulates in the upper part, where it 
participates in t,he fonnation of ice layers. The seepage pressure of the 
percolating water com;olidates the layer of soillocltted beneath the zone 
of freezing. Therefore, it may be said that this layer is subject to drainage 
by frost action. On the other hand, the average water content of the soil 
contained within the zone of freezing increases. The following paragraphs 
contain a description of the different processes of drainage. 

DRAINAGE BY GRAVrry 

The smallest value to "which the water content of a soil can be re
duced by gravity drainage is known as the water-holding capacity of the 
soil. In order to obtain numerical values for comparing the water-holding 
capacity of different soils, various laboratory procedures are used. In 
some, known as gravity methods, the water drains out of the sample under 
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the influence of gravity alone. In otheri'i, known aK lmrtion mf'thods, the 
force of gravity is augmented by applying a VaCllllm at the hlltl.om of the 
sample OJ' air PI'C!':lSllI'C at the top. In a third type, known ,L" crntrifuge 
methods, the gravity foree~ arc rellhw('d II,\' inertia fu!'('I',j of Ilnwh 
greater intcnsity. 

If the void ratio of 11 soil after drainage, the unit weight of the solid 
soil particles, and the water~holding capacity are known, the degree of 
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saturation Sr (per cent), see Article 7, and the air-space ratio Ga of the 
druined soil can be computed. The air-spacR ratio is dermed by the 
equation, 

G _ airspace _ 1 _ Sr(%) 
" - total void space - 100 

(21.1) 

Curves A and B in Figure 50 represent the relation between the air-space 
ratio and the effective grain size for different soil fractions that were 
drained by using two different methods. The data for plotting curve A 
were obtained by submitting ~atnrated samples to drainage by suction. 
A vacuum was applied for 2 hI' at the bottom of samples -! in. high. 
Curve B repre:;ents the results of tests made by the centrifuge method, 
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ranges between 0.15 awl 0.0.11 nnel f'xceptirmaIIy reaches 0.09. If the 
relative humidity of the air above tl fI'PC-watf'f surface is smaller than 
1.0, water evaporates until the rclath'c humidity of the superincumbent 
air is equal to 1.0, or until the waler has {'ompietely evaporated. If the 
water is in a state of tensioll, it ceases to evaporate at a lower value of 
relative humidity. This lower vnltw IIr is designated as the rclafil'c vapor 
pressure of the 'mler. ,nthiu a temperature range of 10° to 3po C, and a 
relative YHpOl'-pre"sure rangf' of 0.7 to 1.0. the relationship between the 
neutral strf's" Zlw in the ,vat.er and the relative vapor preSHurc hT of the 
water can 1)0 expressed approximately by the equation, 

(21.2) 

For example, if hT = 0.90, Itw = -150 kg per sq cm. Hence, if the 
neutral stress in nn exposed specimen of clay is equal to -150 kg per 
sq C111, the water content of the cluy doe::; not remain constant unless the 
relative humidity of t.he surrounding air is equal to 0.90. If the relative 
vapor pressure is smaller, the clay continues to lose water by evaporation, 
whereas, if it is greater, water condenses on the surface of the clay and 
causes the clay to swell until the tension in the water drops to the value 
determinerl hy equation 21.2. This fact can be used as a basis f01' com
puting the tension ill the watcr contained in fine-grained porous ma
terials such as !'lays. 

If the water eyuporates at the ends of a capillary tube h!wing a 
radius r (centimeters), the ctlrvnture of the menisci and the stress U w in 
the water increase until 1lw equals -he"!w. Substitution of he from 
equation 20.2 leads to 

(21.3) 

Further evapol'::1tion causes tho water to withdraw into the interior of the 
tube at a constant neutral stress. A similar process takes place in the 
pore water of desiccating soils. When a Hail dries, the value U w first 
increases until it assumes the greatest value compatible with the size of 
the voids at the surface of the soil. Further evaporation causes air to 
penetrate the specimen, "'hereupon the color of the soil changes from 
dark to light. At the beginning of this second stage, the water content of 
tho specimen is equal to the shrinkage limit, Article 8. However, during 
this stage, the neutral streHS Un' can increase further because the water 
withdraws into the narl'OWeHt corners and grooves. Evaporation does not 
cease until the relative vnpor pressure hI', equation 21.2, becomes equal 
to the relative humidity hra .. 
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The wat.er that romaim; in thr fhird i'oil ('()n~titnt{'" the ('ont.a('t 
moisturr mentioned in Artirle 20. Aftel' dr~i(~f·[tti()n at roorn trmperatUl'n, 
the water rontent:. of soils ranges from almo:4f :wro for rlean ~awl to () or 
7 per cent for typieul <'lay". The cort'C~pofl(ting air-"ll(We ratio rangfl\., 
from 1.0 to about 0.8. At thi;; state a perfectly dean ::land j" eohesionlf':-;", 
whereas a cJay is very hard. 

If an oven-drierisoil"pecimen j" eook'd in cont,act with the Atmogpherf', 
its water ('ontpnt incrf'ases. The water taken up hy the wil partid01 from 
the surrounding atmosphere is ealled t,llC hygro8(',(Ypie moisture. The 
amotmt of hygroscopic moisture Yarip.s for a given spceimen with the 
temperature and relative humidity of the air. In a grneral way it in
creases ,vith decreasing grain size. Fol' Mnds it is negligible. For silty 
soils it is very small, yet suffieifmt to indm'c bulking. Tn clay it may 
amount to more than 5 per cent of t he dry weig;ht. 

When an air-llry day spBcimen is hea,ted to n temperature somewhat 
ahoye the boiling point of water, its water contpnt decl'eal4&4 slightly. At 
this stage some of the physical pl'opertie; of the e]ay undergo ehanges 
that appear to he permanent. The changes are disclosed hy permanent 
changes in the Atterberg limits. Fnrthcl' increase of the temperature to 
sevC'ral hundred degrees centigrade above the boiling point leads to 
actual fusion between the grains at their points of contact. This process 
produces a strong and permanent bond between the grains and giyes the 
clay the characteristics of a solid body. The transformation of sand-clay 
mixtures into brick occurs in a similar manner. 

The rate at which water evaporates from the surface of clay specimens 
under given conditions of exposure decreases with decreaf\ing water 
content. At the liquid limit the rate of evaporation is approximately 
equal to that from a free surface. At such a surface the rate of eyapora
tion depends on the temperature, the relative humidity, and the wind 
velocity. In the United States the area of lowest evaporation from large 
free-water surfuceH iH the Great Lakes region, .. vhere the rate of evapora
tion ranges from Hi to 20 in. per year. To the we::;t and south of the Great 
IALkes rpgion it gradually increases. It amonnts to about 70 in. in south
west TeX[lH and southeast New lvfexico. In the central parts of the 
Imperial Vallpy, Calif., values up to 90 in. per yr have been recorded. 

Even if a clay sample coated with paraffin is stored in It humid room, 
it gradually shrinks away from it:; shell. This shrinkage indicates the 
escape of water yapor through invisihle hut continuous voids in the 
paraffin. To prevent loss of water by evaporation, it is necessary to keep 
the samples in metal tuhes nnd to insert metal disks between the ends of 
the samples and the paraffin seal at the ends of the tubes. 

As the water content uf a desiccating clay decreases, the rate of 
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evaporation also de('rea~e:; hecanse the tension in the pore water in
creases. According to eqnation 21.2, the increase in tension irn'olves a 
decrease in the relatiyc vapor l)l'esl'lure. Sneh a ciCCl'PaKe has the same 
retarding effect on the rate of evaporation at eOllf;fant relative humidity 
as an innrease of the relative humidity has on the rate of evaporation 
from a free-\vater surface. 

Below the shrinkage limit the rate of H\'aporation is further retarded, 
because the relati,'e humidity of the air in the voids is always higher 
than in the adjoining open air. As ~oon as the relative vapor pressure in 
the pore spacc becomes equal to the relative humidity of the surrounding 
air, further evaporation ceases. If the relative humidity then increases, 
the water content of the clay increases slightly. 

EFFECT OF DESlceATION ON S'I'RENGTH OF SOILS 

While a soil is drying, tenHion develops in the pore water. This tension 
increa.qes \vith decreasing wuter content, whereas the total normal stress 
on a given section through the soil remains practically unaltered. Since 
the total normal stress is equal to the sum of the neutral and effective 
stresses, the increasing tension in the pore water involves an equivalent 
increase of the effective pressure. As rlesiceation increases the tension in 
the pore 'water from zero to -UIl', the surface tension ::;imultaneously 
produces an effective all~around pressure, 

Pk = -11 10 (21.4) 

This pressure is knmvn as capillary ]Jrf'ssllrc. It increases the shearing 
resistance of the soil along any section by 

~S = p" tan <p (21.5) 

wherein ¢ reprm,ents the angle of internal friction for sand or the con
solidated-quick value of the angle of :-;hearing resistance for clays. 

At the shrinkage limit air invades the voids of the specimen, and, as a 
consequence, the soil moisture ceases to be continuous. The tension in 
the water that remains in thc clay produccs contact pressures, as illus
trated in Figure 49, and the contact pressures in turn produce shearing 
resistance. However, because of the discontinuity of the pore water, the re
lation between LlS and U w is no longer governed by equations 21.3 and21.5. 

Because of capillary pressure even perfectly cohesionless materials 
such as fine clean sands may temporarily acquire the characteristics of 
cohesive materials. As a consequence, samples of the material possess a 
definite compressive strength when unconfined. Since the cohesion of 
such soils disappears completely after immersion, it is referred to as 
apparent cohesion. 
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The wat€'r ('ontent at which the llneonfine(l compressive strengt 11 
qu of a desiccating soil t<ample is a maximum d('pendrl ehiefiy on the grain 
size. Thi" statement iH illuRtrated by Figurt· 52, whic'h ,.,hows the €'..fi'Pf't 

of a decrease of the water content, due to desiccation, on the compr€'1lSive 
strength of three different soils. 
The water content of each soil 
at the shrinkage limit is denoted 
by Sw. For values of w smaller 
than Sw the degl'ee of satura
tion, equation 7.4, is approxi
mately equal to lOOw/Sw. 

For a perfectly clean fine sand 
moistened with distilled water, 
Figure 52a, qu is a maximum 
for a degree of saturation of 
about 80 per cent. Further des
iccation ultimately reduces qu 
to zero. However, if the intcr
Btices are filled with tap water, 
the impurities are precipitated 
during evaporation and form a 
very thin but continuous layer 
that adheres to the grains and 
interconnects them at their 
points of contact. Thus, during 
the last stage of desiccation, the 
sand acquires a slight cohesion, 
as indicated in Figure 52a by 
the dash line. 

The relation between w and 
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FIG. 52. Unf'onfineu compreRl'lve 8trength 
of various soils at water (lontl'nt,I" above and 
at various Rtages of de!<icf'ation below the 

shrinkagl~ limit. 

q" for a fine silty sand is shown in Figure 52b. As the wuter content 
tLpproaches the shrinkage limit, the strength increases. At the shrink
age limit, air invades the voids of the specimen, an!1 the strength de
('l'ca:;es gradually until the degree of saturation heeomes approximately 
equal to 10 pel' cent. Thereafter it increa.o:res and become::; greater thAn at 
the shrinkage limit. 

The strength of clays, Figure 52c, below the shrinkage limit increases 
at an increasing rute as the dry state is approached. 

DESICCATION UNDER FIELD CONDITIONS 

In nature desiccation takes plf1ce whenever the surface of the soil is 
not permanently flooded. The apparent cohesion of very fine-grained 
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silty sands due to periodic desiccation may be quite large. Since rain 
water does not expel more than a small part of the ail' conta,ined in the 
,"oids, the coheRion survives even wet spells of long durution. As [l, 

consequence, such soils have often been mistaken, particularly in semi
arid and arid regions, for soft rocks. However, if the surface of the soil is 
flooded, the cohesion grauun,lly disappears, and the soil may start to 
slide. 

The desiccation of a soft clay layer proceeds very slowly from the 
exposed surface in a downward direction and leads to the formation of a 
crust that becomes thicker with age. As explained in Article 13, if such a 
crust is buried beneath clay sediments and is permanently flooded, it 
constitutes a stiff precompressecl layer located between soft normally 
loaded strata. Thick layers of soft clay can bc consolidated by circulating 
hot dry air through systems of ventilation tunnels, but such a procedure 
is rarely economical. 

In semiarid regions such as western Texas the desiccation of clays in 
the dry season proceeds to a depth as great as 20 ft. Within tIns depth 
the clay is broken up by shrinkage cracks. During the rainy season water 
enters the cracks, and the clay swells. The swelljng causes I1n important 
rise of the ground surface. Beneath areas covered by buildings the loss 
of water due to evaporation is very much smaller than the COl'l'Cfiponding 
loss beneath the adjacent areas. Hence, the water content of the clay 
located beneath the covered areas increases fol' many years at a decreas
ing rate and causes a heave of the central part of the areas with reference 
to their outer boundaries. The amount of heave is practically independ
ent of the weight of the buildings, but its effect on the buildings is very 
similar to that of unequal settlement. Under unfavorable climatic and 
soil conditions, the heave can, in the course of time, beeome greater than 
a foot. 

If the basement floor of a eentrally heated huilding rests on clay, the 
pore water of the clay may evaporate through the voids of the concrete, 
whereupon the clay shrinks away from tho concrete and deprives the 
fiool' of its support. 'fhi:-; nndeRimble devolopmcmt, enIl be provented by 
covering the surface of the clay with a bituminous layer before placing 
the concrete. 

SLAKING 

When a dried specimen of clay, Figure 53, is rapidly immersed in 
water, the outer portions of the specimen become sl1tumtecl, and air is 
trapped in the inner portions. If the surl'ounding water werc weightless, 
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the tenRion in the water at the edge of the trapped air would be equal to 
the maximum capillary tension -Pk, nnd the preSRure in the trapped air 
\vould equal Pk. If the weight, of the surrounding water produces a 
pressure 1(w at mid-height of the specimen, the pressure in the trapped air 
is PI< + 1(w. The pressure in the air produ('es a tension in the solid 
skeleton that is likely to cause failure in tension 
along some surfaee such as abo ThiR process is 
known as slaking. It is responsible for the break
ing up and ultimate sloughing of unprotected clay 
slopes. 

DRAINAGE BY ELECTRo-OSMOSIS 

If two electrodes are driven into a saturated 
soil and an electric current is made to flow from 
one to the ot.her, the water contained in the soil 

Voids filled wiTh 
compressed 0'.:0 

~::j;;~ 
hi Voids 

SatVJ""O"/ed 

FIG. 53. Diagram il
lustrating process of 
slaking of dried clay. 

migrates from the positive electrode (anode) toward the negative one 
(cathode). If the cathode consists of a well point, the water seeps into it, 
whence it can be removed by pumping. 

The movement of the water is due to the fact (sec Article 4) that the 
::mrface of the soil particles carries a negative charge. As a consequence, 
positively charged ions in the \Vu.tel' are attracted toward the soil 
particles, and the film of water adjacent to the soil is positively charged 
because of the preponderance of po~itjve ions. Although there is no 
sharp boundary between the positively charged and the neutral water, 
for present purposes the seat of the electric charges may be regarded as a 
well-defined layer, Figure 54a, known as the electric double layer. The 
positive ions, which are concentrated in the water near the soil particles, 
are attracted by the negative electrode and repelled by the positive one. 
Hence, the positive layer together with the enclosed column of neutral 
water migrates toward the cathode. The flow of water produced by the 
electric current is known as an electro-osrnotic phenomenon. 

It should be noted that the velocity of flow is constant over the cross 
section of the entire column of water surrounded by the double layer, 
whereas the velocity of gravity flO\\r through [L capillal'Y increases from 
the walls toward the center of the tube as shown in Figure 54b. 
_ The velocity v (centimeters per second) at which water flows by 

electro-osmosis through fL cylindrical tube is given approximately by 
the equation, 

1.02 X 1O-4deE 
v ::::; 

'r]l 
(21.6) 
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wherein e (coulombs/cm2) = electric charge per unit of area of the walls 
of the tube, 

E (volts) = difference in electric potential of the two 
ends of the tube, 

d (cm) = thickness of the electric double layer, 
11 (gm sec/cm2

) = viscosity of the water 
l (em) = length of the tube 

For capillaries with a diameter less than about 0.002 mm, the vis
cosity 7J increases somewhat with decreasing diameter. Hence, the 

(a) 
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FIG. 54. Diagnl,ffiS illustrating difforonce between flow through capillaries and soils 
produced by a hydraulic head (b) and by all electric current (a and c). 

velocity v decreases. However, the few experiments that have been made 
indicate that the decrease of velocity with decreasing gmin size is much 
more rapid than can be accounted for by the increase of the viscosity. 
The probable cause of this phenomenon is as follows. In contrast to the 
width of capillaries in a bundle of capillary tubes, that of the voids in 
soils varies from point to point. Consequently, the average velocity of 
the water varies from section to section, Figure 54c. In the narrow 
channels interconnecting the bulbs the velocity is very high. In the 
bulbs, however, the water is almost stationary, and the friction along the 
onter boundaries of the stationary bodies of water retards the move-
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ment of the charged film near the walls of the hulbs. The distribution 
of the velocity within the bulbs probably resembles that shown in the 
right side of Figure 540. These conditions invalidate equation 21.5. 

The quantities e and d in equation 21.5 depend to a large extent on the 
chemical composition of the walit{ of the capillary tube and of the sub
stances other than water contained in the adsorbed layer (see Article 4). 
Hence, for a given length of tube, the quantity of electricity required to 
move a unit of water from one end of the tube to the other in a given 
length of time depends to a large extent on the chemical constitution of 
the adsorbed layer. Laboratory tests have indicated that these conclu
sions are also valid for soils. 

Electro-osmotic drainage of fine-grained soils is associated with con
solidation. Like any other process of consolidation, it starts at the 
drainage surface (cathode) and proceeds toward the interior of the mass. 

FROST HEA.VE AND FROST-HEA.VE PREVENTION 

If the water contained in the voids of a saturated clean sand or gravel 
freezes, the stl1lcture of the soil remains unchanged. The process of 
freezing merely increases the volume of each void by 9 per cent because of 
the expansion of the water contained in the void. On the other hand, if a 
saturated fine-grained soil freezes, the process involves the formation of 
layers of clear ice oriented roughly parallel to the surface exposed to 
low temperature. The thickness of the individual ice layers may increase 
to several inches, and the soil subject to freezing assumes the character 
of a stratified material consisting of alternate layers of soil and clear ice. 

Opinions regarding the molecular mechanics of the formation of the 
ice layers and the intensity of the forces involved are still controversial. 
Nevertheless, the conditions for the formation of the layers and the 
means for preventing it are already known. 

Ice layers develop only in fine-grained soils. However, the critical 
grain size marking the boundary between soils that are subject to ice-

. layer formation and those that are not depends on the uniformity of the 
soil. In perfectly uniform soils ice layers do not develop unless the grains 
are smaller than 0.01 mm. Fairly uniform soils must contain at least 10 
per cent of grains smaller than 0.02 mm. The formation of ice layers in 
mixed-grained soils requires, as a rule, that grains with a size less than 
0.02 mm constitute at least 3 per cent of the total aggregate. In soils with 
less than 1 per cent of grains smaller than 0.02 mm ice layers are not 
formed under any conditions which may be encountered in the field: 

The mechanical causes of the flow of water toward a zone of freezing 
are identical with those compelling the water to flow from a ground
water reservoir through the voids of a soil toward a surface of evapora-
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tion. As the ice crystals grow, they act like jacks which push the soil 
grains apart and thus increase the void space. 

Figure 55 represents three cylindrical specimens of a fine saturated 
silt. Specimen a is surrounded by air, whereas the lower ends of specimens 
band c are immersed in water. The temperature of the upper end of each 
specimen is kept below the freezing point. fn (L the water that enters the 
ice layers is drawn out of the lower Pal·t of the specimen. As a conse
quence, the lower part consolidates in the same manner as if the water 
were pulled toward a surface of evaporation at the upper end. The 
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FIG. 55. Diagram illust.rating frost action in Roils. (n) Olosed system; (b) open 
system; (c) method of tmnsfol'ming open into closed system by means of it layer of 

coarse sand that intercepts capillary flow towl1rd ZOllC of frocczing. 

growth of the ice layers probably continues until the watoJ' content of 
the lower part is reduced to the shrinkage limit. Since all the water 
entering the ice layers comes from within the specimen, the sample is 
referred t.o as a closed system. The volume increase associated with the 
freezing of a closed system does not exceed the volume increase of the 
water contained in the system. It ranges between about 3 and 5 per cent 
of the total volume. 

In b the water required for the initial growth of tho icc layers is also 
drawn out of the specimen, whereupon the lower part of the sample 
consolidates. However, as the consolidation progresses, more and more 
water is drawn from the pool of free water located below the specimcn. 
Finally, both the rate of flow toward the zone of freezing and the water 
content of the unfrozen zone through which the water percolates become 
constant. Such a sample constitutes an open system. The tota,1 thickness 
of the ice layers contained in such a system can, at least theoretically, 
increase indefinitely. 

The open system represented by sampJe b can he transformed into a 
closed system by inserting a layer of coarse-grained material between the 
zone of freezing temperatul'C and the water bble, as shown by c. Since 
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the water cannot rise by capillarity throllgh the coarse layer, the upper 
part of the sample represented in C ('onRtitutes a closed system. The lower 
part of the system is subject to drainage by frost, action. 

In engineering practice open systems are encotmtered wherever the 
vertical distance between the water table and the frost line is smaller 
than the height of capillalY rise of the soil. Since the 'water that migrates 
out of the ground-water reservoir is continualJy replenished, the ice 
layers grow continually dming the frost pedods, and the ground surface 
located above the zone of freezing rises. This phenomenon is commonly 
known as frost heave. Even in regions wjth moderate winter climate, such 
as New England, frost heaves ltp to 6 in. are by no means uncommon. 
Since the thickness of the ice layers reflects very conspicuously the 
variations of the permeability of the underlying soil, the frost heave is 
usually nonuniform. As a consequence, highway pavements located 
above the heaving zone are likely to be broken up. Subsequent thaws 
transform the soil containing the ice layers into a zone of supersaturated 
material of a mushy consistency. This condition is likely to be even more 
detrimental to pavements than the preceding heave. 

The tendency of the ice layers to develop and grow increases rapidly 
with decreasing grain size. On the other hand, the rate at which the 
water flows in an open system toward the zone of freezing decreases with 
decreasing grain size. Hence it is reasonable to expect that the worst 
frost-heave conditions would be encountered in soils having an inter
mediate grain size. As a matter of fact, experience has shown that the 
greatest difficulties wjth frost heave occur in fine silts and sand-silt 
mixtures, somewhat finer than the soils for which the capillary dse in a 
24-hr period is a maximum (see Figure 46). In a body of soil with given 
grain-size characteristics, constituting a closed system, the intensity of the 
growth of ice layers increases with increasing compressibility of the soil. 

o Frost action in humid regions with severe winters constitutes a 
counterpart to the annual volume changes due to desiccation in semi
arid regions with hot snmmers, such as central Texas. It not only dam
ages roads but also displaces retaining walls (see Article 46) and lifts 
shallow foundations. However, by inserting a layer of gravel between the 
highest water table and the frost line, the body of soil subject to freezing 
can be transformed from an open into a closed system, and frost heave 
can usually be kept within tolerable limits. 
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PROBLEMS 

1. The water content of a sample of drained soil is 16.0 per cent, the porosity 
42.0 per cent, and the unit weight of the solid soil particles is 2.70 gm per cu cm. 
Compute the air-space mUo. 

Ans. 0.40. 
2. An undisturbed sample of very soft clay is kept without any protection in a 

humid room. It is noticed that the clay be comeR stiffer until its unconfined com
pressive strength ultimately becom(!s equal to 10 kg per sq em. The consolidated. 
quick value of the angle of shearing resistance of the clay is 20°. Compute the relative 
humidity of the air. 

Ans. 0.0036. 



PART B 

THEORETICAL SOIL MECHANICS 

Theoretical soil mechanics deals principally with the limiting condi
tions for the equilibrium of soil masses, Chapter IV; with the deforma
tions produced by external forces, Chapter V; and with the interaction 
between soil and wl1ter, Chapter VI. The soil constants that appear in 
the final equations are either estimated on the basis of experience or 
else obtained by taking the average of values furnished by laboratory 
tests on what are believed to be representative samples. Hence, none of 
the theories should be regarded as more than a means for making rough 
estimates. Some of them, such as those which deal with the settlement of 
footings on unstratified masses of soil, are intended to serve merely as a 
guide to judgment in the process of establishing semiempirical rules 
based on construction experience. 

Because of the unavoidable uncertainties involved in the fundamental 
assumptions of the theories and in the numerical values of the soil 
constants, simplicity is of much groater importance than accuracy. If a 
theory is simple, one can readily judge the practical consequences of 
various conceivable deviations from the assumptions and can act ac
cordingly. If a theory is complicated, it serves no practical purpose until 
the results are condensed into graphs or tables that permit rapid evalua
tion of the final equations on the basis of several different assumptions. 
In this book only the simple theories are set forth in detail. All other 
theories that require consideration are presented only in an abstracted 
form, because the mathematics that leads to the final conclusions is of 
interest only to the research worker. Advanced theories that cannot be 
regarded as essential tools for design are not even mentioned. 





CHAPTER IV 

PLASTIC EQUILIBRIUM IN SOILS 

ART. 22. FUNDAMENTAL ASSUMPTIONS 

This chapter deals with the earth pressure against lateral supports 
snch as retaining walls or the bracing in open cnts, with the re.c;istance of 
the earth against la.terar displacement, with the bearing capacity of 
footings, and with the stability of slopes. Problems of this kind merely 
require the determination of tho factor of safety of the lateral support or 
the slope with respect to failure. The solution is obtained by comparing 
the magnitude of two sets of forces: those that tend to produce a failure, 
and those that tend to prevent it. Such an investigation is called a 
stability computation. In order to make a stability computation, it is 
necessary to determine the position of the potential surface of sliding 
and to compute or to estimate the resistance against sliding along this 
surface. 

Not only does the sliding resistance s per unit of area depend on the 
type of soil, but it may also depend on the normal stress p on the surface 
of sliding. In Article 15 it was shown that the relation between 8 and p 
can be expressed by one of the following approximate equations: 

s = (p - uw) tan cp, valid for cohesionless sands (15.3) 

8 = C + P tan cp, valid for moist or dry cohesive soils 
located above the water table (15.2) 

s = !q,. = c, valid for soft clay (22.1) 

Stiff clays commonly contain a network of hair cracks that make the 
conditions for their stability dependent to a large extent on the degree 
and duration of exposure to atmospheric agencies (see Article 43), 
Therefore, such clays are bey~nd the scope of theoretical treatment. 

Each of the stability problems will be solved first for a dry (uw = 0) 
cohesionless sand to which equation 15.3 is applicable and then for a 
cohesive material to which equation 15.2 applies. After the reader is able 
to solve problems on the basis of these two equations, he can readily 
solve similar problems deaJing with partly or completely submerged 
sand or with soft clay. 

137 
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In a partly submerged mass of sand in which the water is at rest, the 
neutral stress U w at any depth z below the water table is 

U w = 'Ywz 

This stress reduces the effective unit weight of that part of the sand 
below water level from 'Y to the submerged unit weight /, equation 12.6. 
Hence a stability calculation dealing with a partly submerged sand can 
be made on the assumption that the sand is dry, provided tha,t the unit 
weight 'Y of the soil below water level is replaced by /. The pressure 
exerted by a partly submerged mass of sand against a lateral support is 
equal to the sum of the sand pressure, computed on the basis just men
tioned, and the full water pressure. However, if the wat~r percolates 
through the voids of the soil instead of being stagnant, the procedure 
outlined in this paragraph is not applicable. The seepage pressure of 
percolating water is discussed·in Chapter VI. 

By substituting ¢ = 0, equation 15.2 can be reduoed to equation 22.1 
that approximately determines the shearing resistance of soft; clay. 
Hence, the met.hods for solving stability problems on the basis of equa
tion 15.2 are nIso applicable to soft clay. Nevertheless, it should be 
emphasized that the empirical equation 22.1 was derived from short
time observations, limited to a few weeks. Therefore, the results of 
stability computations do not furnish any information regarding the 
mechanical effects of gradual changes in the volume or strength of 
the clay. These time effects can be predicted only in a general way, 
on the basis of a knowledge of the physical properties of the soil. Some 
of the effects of time are discussed in Part C. 

ART. 23. STATES OF PLASTIC EQUILIBRIUM 

FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS 

A body of soil is in a state of plastic equilibrium if every pl1rt of it is on 
the verge of failure. Rankine (1857) investigated the stress conditions 
corresponding to those states of plastic equilibrium which can be 
developed simultaneously throughout a semi-infinite mass of soil acted 
on by no force other than gravity. States.of plastic equilibrium identical 
with those which Rankine considered are referred to as Rankine states of 
plastic equilibrhl?n. A discussion of the Rankine states in a semi-infinite 
mass serves primarily as an introduction to the more complicated states 
of plastic equilibrium encountered in connection with practical problems. 

The Rankine states are illustrated by Figure 56. In this figure, AB 
represents the horizontal surface of a semi-infinite mass of cohesion10ss 
sandwii;h a unit weight 'Y, and E represents an element of tho sand with a 
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depth z and a cross-sectional area equal to unity. Sinee the element is 
symmetrical with reference to a vertical plane, the normal ::;tI'CS::l on the 
ba!:lc, 

P. == 'YZ (23.1) 

is a principal stress. As a consequence, t.he normal streSRes Ph on tho 
vertical sides of the element at depth z are also principal stresses. 

1 1 
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FIG. 56. (a and b) Diagrams illustrating active Rankine state in semi-infinite mass 
of sandi (0 and d) corresponding diagrams for passive Rankine state. 

According to equations 113.8 and 16.6, the ratio between the major and 
mi.nor principal stresses in a cohesionless material cannot exceed tho 
value, 

Pl = N", = ta.n2 (450 + t) 
Pa 2 

Since the vertical principal stress Pv in the mass of sand shown in Figure 
56a can be either the major or the minor principal stress, the ratio 
J( = Ph/P" can assume any value between the limits, 

KA = Ph = _2_ = tan2 (450 
- t) (23.2) 

Pv N", 2 

and 

Kp = Ph = N", =' tan2 (450 +~) 
Pv 2 

(23.3) 

After a mass of sand has been deposited by ether a nat.ural or an 
artificial process, K has a value Ko intermediate between KA and Kp, 
and 

Ph = Kop" (23.4) 
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wherein Ko is an empirical constant known as the coe.fficient of earth 
pressure at rest. Its value depends on the relative densit.y of tho sand and 
the process by which the deposit was formed. If this proeesn did not 
involve artificial compaction by tamping, the vn,luc of Ko ranges from 
about 0040 for loose sand to 0.50 for dense sand. Tamping in layers may 
increase the V1Llue to about 0.8. 

In order to change the value of K for a mass of sand from Ko to some 
other value, it is necessl1ey to give the entire mailS an opportunity either 
to stretch or to be compressed in a horizontal direction. Sinee the weight 
of sand above any horizontal section remains unchanged, the vertical 
pressure Pv is unaltered. The horizontal pressure Ph = KpJ, however, 
decreases if t.he mass stretches and increases if it compresses. 

As the mass stretches, any two vertical sections such as ab and cd 
move apart, and the value of K decreases until it. becomes equal to K A , 

equation 23.2. The sand is then in what is known as the active Rankine 
state. In this st.ate t.he intensity of the horizontal pressure at any depth 
z is equal to 

(23.5) 

in which KA is called the coefficient of active earth pressnre. The distribu
tion of pressure over the sides and base of an element such as E is shown 
in Figure 5Gb. Further stretching of the muss has no effect on Ph, equation 
23.5, but sliding occurs along two sets of plane surfaces as indicated on 
the right-hand side of Figure 5fia. According (,0 equation 10.4, such sur
faces of sliding intersect the direction of the minor principal stress at the 
angle 45° + ¢/2. Since t.he minor principal stresses in i,he active Rankine 
state are horizontal, the shear planes rise at an angle of 45° + ¢/2 with 
the horizontal. The pattern formed by the traces of the sheal" planes on a 
vertical section parallel to t.he direction of stretching is known as tho 
shear pattern. 

A horizont.al compression of the entire mass of ~an(l causes all to move 
toward cd, as shown in Figure 50c. As a eonseqnencc, the ]"[Ltio 
K = p"/Pv incre[Lflcs. As soon as K becomes equal to ](p, equation 23.3, 
the s!1nd is said to be in the passive Rankine state. At any depth z the 
horizont[Ll pressure is 

(23.6) 

in which f{p is the coefficient oj passive earth pre8SU1'{? Since the minor 
principal st.ress in the passive Rankine state is vertical, tho surfaces of 
sliding rise at an angle of 45° - ¢/2 with the horizontal, as shown in 
Figure 56c. 
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The active and the passive Rankine states constitute the two limiting 
states for the equilibrium of the sand. Every intermediate st.ate, includ. 
ing the state of rest, is referred to as a state of elastic equilibrium. 

LOCAL STATES OF' PrJASTIC EQUILIBRIUM 

The Rankine states illustrated by Figure 56 were produced by uni~ 
formly stretching or compressing every part of a semi-infinite mass of 
sand. They are known as general stales of plastic equilibrium. However, in 
a stratulU of real sand, no general state of equilibrium can be produced 

FIG. 57. (a) Diagrams illustrating local active Rankine staLe in sand contained in 
rectangular box; (b) corresponding diagraIDB for local passive Hankine state. 

except by a geological process such as the horizontal compression by 
tectonic forces of the entire rock foundation of the sand strata. Local 
events, such as the yielding of a retaining wall, cannot produce a radical 
change in the state of stress in the sand except in the immediate vicinity 
of the source of the disturbance. The rest of the sand remains in a state 
of elastic equilibrium. 

Local states of plastic equilibrium can be produced by very different 
processes of deformation. The resulting states of stress in the- plastic 
zone and the shape of the zone itself depend to a large extent on the type 
of deformation and on the degree of roughness of the surface of eontact 
between the soil and its support. These factors constitute the deforma
tion and the b01mdary conditions. The practical consequences of these 
conditions J'!.l'e illustrated by Figures 57 and 58. 
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Figure 57a is a vertical section through a prismatic box having a 
length l equal to the distance between the vertical sections ab and cd in 
Figure 56. If sand is deposited in the box by the same process that was 
responsible for the formation of the semi-infinite mass represented in 
Figure 56, the states of stress in both masses are identical. They rep
resent states of elastic equilibrium. 

When the state of the semi-infinite mass of sand, Figure 56a, was 
changed from that of rest to the active Rankine state, the vertical sec
tion ab moved through the distance dl . In order to change the state of 

FIG. 58. Failure of sand behind 
smooth vertical wall when deforma
tion condition for active Rankine 
state' is not satisfied. (a) Section 
through hack of wall; (b) stress 

against back of wall. 

the entire mass of sand contained in 
the box, Figure 57 a, into the active 
Rankine state, the wall ab must be 
moved through the same distance. 
This constitutes the deformation con~ 
dition. While the wall ali, Figure 57a, 
moves out, the height of the mass 
of sand decreases, ltnd its length in
creases. These movoments involve 
displacements between the sand and 
all of the surfaces of the box with 
which it is in contact. If the contact 
surfaces are rough, shearing stresses 
will develop along vertical and hori-

zontal planes. Since in the active Rankine state the shearing strcsses 
. on these planes are zero, this state cannot materialize unless the sides 
and bottom of the box are perfectly smooth. This requircment constitutes 
the boundary condition for the transition of the sand in the box to the 
active Rankine state. If this condition is satisfied, the sand passcs into an 
active Rankine state as soon as the wall ab reaches the position alb1• At 
this stage, the unit stretch of the soil is ddl. Any further movement of 
the wall causes slippage along the two sets of surfaces of ::lliding indicated 
by dash lines in Figure 57 a, but the stress conditions l'emt1in unchanged. 

If the wall ab is perfectly smooth but the bottom of the Lox is rough, 
the sancllocated between the wall ab and the potential surface of sliding 
be is free to deform in exactly the same manner as it does in a box with a 
smooth hottom, but the state of stress in the balance of the sand cannot 
change materially because the friction along the bottom prevents the 
required deformation. Hence, an outward movement of the wall ab 
produces an active Rankinc state only within the wedge-shaped zone 
. abe. Since the width of the wedge increases from zel'O at the bottom to 
II at the top, the unit stretch dill required to establish the active Ran
kine state in the wedge is attained as soon as the left-hand boundary of 
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the wedge moves from ab to al'b, Figure 57a. This is the deformation 
condition for the development of an act,ive Hankine state within the 
wedge. As soon as the wall ab pas:;es beyond this position, the wedge 
slides downward and outward along a plane surface of sliding be which 
rises at an angle of 45° + cp/2 with the horizontal. 

If the wall ab ill pushed toward the sand, and if both the walls and the 
bottom of the box are perfectLy smooth, the entire mass of sand is trans
formed into the passive Rankine state, Figure 57c, as soon as the wall 
moves beyond a distance d2 from its original position. The planes of 
sliding rise at an angle of 45° - cp/2 with the horizontal. If the wall ab 

FIG. 50. Failure of sand behind smooth verticnl wall when deformation condition 
for passive Rankine state is not satisfied. (a) Section through back of wall; (b) stress 

on back of wall. 

is perfectly smooth but the bottom of the box is rough, the pasffive 
Rankine state develops only within the wedge-shaped zone abe. The 
transition from the elastic to the plastic state does not occur trutil ab 
moves into or beyond the position ~'b. 

If the end of the box is free to move outward at the bottom but is 
restrained at the top, as indicated in Figure 58, the sand fails by shear 
along some surface of sliding as soon as the tilt becomes perceptible, 
because the deformations compatible with an elastic state of equilibrium 
are very small. However, even at the state of failure, the sand between 
the wall and the surface of sliding does not pass into the active Rankine 
state because the upper part of the wall cannot move, and, as a conse
quence, the deformation condition for the active Rankine state within 
the sliding wedge is not satisfied. 

Theoretical and experimental investigations regarding the type of 
failure caused by a tilt of the lateral support about its upper edge have 
led to the conclusion that the surface of sliding starts at b, Figure 58a, 
at an angle of 45° + cp/2 with the horizontal and that it becomes steeper 
until it intersects the ground surface at a right angle. The upper part of 
the sliding wedge remains in a state of elastic equilibrium until the lower 
part of the wedge has passed completely into a state of 'Plastic equilib-
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rium. The distribution of pressure against the bteral support is roughly 
parabolic, Figure 58b, instead of triangular, Figure 56b. 

Similar investigations regarding the effect of pushing the bottom of the 
support toward the soil, Figure 59a, have shown that the surface of 
sliding rises from b at an angle 45° - cf;/2 with the horizontal and that 
it also intersects the ground surface at a right angle. The corresponding 
distribution of pressure is shown in Figure 5gb. 

ART. 24. RANKINE'S EARTH-PRESSURE THEORY 

EARTH PRESSUHE AGAINST HETAINING WALLS 

Retaining walls serve the same function as the vertical sides of the box 
shown in Figure 57. The soil adjoining the wall is known as the baclefill. 
It is always deposited after the wall is built. While the backfill is being 
placed, the wall yields somewhat under the pressure. The ultimate value 
of the pressure depends not only on the nature of the soil and the height 
of the wall but also on the amount of yield. If the position of the wall is 
fixed, the earth pre::>SUl'e is likely to retain forever a value close to the 
earth pressure at rest, Article 23. However, as soon as a wall starts to 
fail, it automatically sn,tisfies the deformation condition for the transi
tion of the adjoining mass of soil from the state of rest into an active 
state of plastic equilibrium. Hence, if a retaining wall can withstand the 
active earth pressure, it does not fail. 

Although the back of every real retaining wall is rough, approximate 
values of the earth pressure can be obtained on the assumption that it is 
smooth. In the following paragraphs, this assumption is made. Methods 
for obtaining morc accurate values will be described in subsequent 
articles. 

ACTIVE EARTH PRESSURE OF COHESIONLESS SOIL AGAINST SMOOTH 

VER'l'ICAL WALLS 

If the surface of a sand backfill is horizontal, and if the back of the 
retaining wall is vertical anti perfectly smooth, i,he magnitude and the 
distribution of pressure against the back of the wall are identical with 
those of the active pressure against the fictitious plane ab in Figure 56a. 
Therefore, the earth pressure can be computer! on the basis of the equa
tions already derived. In reality, i.here a,re no perfectly smooth surfaces. 
However, the equations based on this assumption are so simple that they 
me quite commonly used for evaluating the earth pressure ag[dnst real 
retaining walls and other structures acted on by earth pressure. It is 
shown subsequently that the l'ouglmess of the back of a wall commonly 
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reduces the active and increases the pas:;ive earth pl'es:mrc. Hence, as a 
rule, the error assoeiatecl 'with the assumption is on the safe side. 

Furthermore, in one Ct1~e of considerable pl'l1etirmJ importance, the 
assumption of a smooth vertical wall iB almost tltrictly correct. This case 
is illustrated by Figure no which represents a cantilever walL If such a 
,vall yields under the influence of the earth preStlure, the sand fails by 
shear along two planes rising from the heel 
of the wall at angles of 45° + ¢/2 with the 
horizontal. Within the wedge-shaped zone 
located between these two planes, the sand 
is in the active. Rankine state, and no 
shearing stresses act along the vertical 
plane ab through the heel. Hence, the earth 
pressure against this plane is identical 
with that against a smooth vertical wall. 

CI 

If the sand backfill is perfectly dry, the 
active pressure against a smooth vertical 

II t d h . FIG. 60. Failure of snnd behind 
wa a any ept Z IS cantilever retnining wall; defor-

1 
Ph = ,,(z

N", 
(23.5) 

mation condition for active Ran
kine state is almost s[Ltisified. 

It increases in simple proportion to the depth, as indicated by the pres-
sure triangle abc, Figure 57a. The total pressure again~t the wall is 

l H 1 1 
P A = Ph. dz = - -yII2 - (24.1) 

o 2 lV~ 

The point of application of PA is located at a height HI3 above b. 
If the wall is pushed into the position a/b in Figure 57b, the pressure 

Ph against the wall assumes a value corresponding to the passive Rankine 
state, 

Ph = "(zN~ (23.6) 

and the total pressure against the wall becomes equal to 

i ll 1 
Pp = Phdz = --yH2Nq, 

o 2 
(24.2) 

ACTIVE EARTH PRESSURE OF PARTLY SUBMERGED SAND SUPPORTING A 

UNIFORM SURCHARGE 

In Figure 61a the line ab represents the smooth vertical back of a wall 
with height H. The effective unit weight of the sand when dry is "'fd flnd 
when submerged is / (see Article 12); the unit weight of water is 'Yw· 

The surface of the horizontal backfill carries a lmiformly distributed sur-
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charge q per unit of area. Within the backfill the water table is located at 
depth H 1 below the Cl'el-It of the wall. The angle of internal friction of 
both the dry and submerged sand is aHsumed to be 4>. 

As the wall yields from position ab into position al'b, the pressure 
against its back decre::Lses from. the value of the earth pressure at rest to 
that of the active Rankine pressure. At the end of Article 22, it was shown 
that the entire effect of the pore-water prest-lure on the effective stresses 
in the sand can be taken into account by assigning to the submerged part 
of the sand the submerged unit weight "'I', equation 12.6. Within the 

Loaci q 
per tJl7/1 of Area 

c/a 
I, n4"rL-l...,,-L---I,-
I 
I 

c\IO.-i-!~=","" , 

(CI) 

FIG. 61. Active earth pressure of partly suhmerged sand supporting a uniform sur
charge. (a) Section through back of supporting structure; (b) pressuro against back 

of structure. 

depth III the pressure on the wall due to the weight of the adj oining sand 
is represented by the triangle ace in Figure 61b. At any depth Zl below 
the water table the effective vertical prmisure on a horizontal section 
through the sanel is 

pu = Hn + Z''Y' 

For the corresponding horizontal active R.ankine pl'C>lSUl'e we obtain by 
means of equation 23.5 

p" I ') 1 Ph = - = (H 1 'Y + z 'Y -,-
N", N", 

(24.3) 

The total effective horizontal pressure below the water level is rep~ 
resented by the area bced in Figure 61b. To this pressure must be added 
the total water pressure, 

Pw = ~'YwH22 

which acts against the lower part cb of the wall. In Figure 61b, the water 
pressure is represented by the triangle del. 
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If the fill carries a uniformly distributed surcharge q pel' unit of area, 
the effective vertical stress Pv incl'easel:! at any depth by q, and the 
corresponding hol'izontal active Hankine pressure increases by 

APh = _!L 
Nt/> 

(U.4) 

In Figure 61b the pressure produced by the surcharge q is represented by 
the area aefihg. 

ACTIVE EARTH PRESSURE OF COHESIVE SOILS AGAINST SMOOTH VERTICAL 

SUHFACES 

In Figure 62a the line ab represents the smooth vertical back of a wall 
in contact with a cohesive soil having a unit weight 'Y. The shearing 

Load q 
p't'r (/nil or Area 

"i a,.I..,...L,,-l7.%.-L,.l". 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
I 

(a) 

FIG. 62. Faillll'c of clay behind smooth vertical wall when deformation condition 
for active earth pressure is satisfied. (a) Section through back of wall; (b) pressure 

against back of wall. 

resistance of the soil is defined by the equation, 

.s=c+ptanrp (15.2) 

which, according to Article 22, applies to dry or moist cohesive soil 
located above the water table. The relation between the extreme values 
of the principal stresses in such soils is determined by the expression, 

Pc + qc = PeNt/> + 2cVN; (16.5) 

wherein pc + qc and qc are, respectively, the major and minor principal 
stresses, and 

Nt/> = tan2 (45
0 +~) (16.6) 

is the flow value. In Article 16 it is also shown that the surfaces of sliding 
intersect the direction of the minor principal stress at an angle 45° + 1jJ/2, 
regardless of the value of c, equation 15.2. ' 
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Since the back of the wall is smooth, the vertical principal stress at 
depth z below the horizontal surface of the backfill is Pv = ,,/z. Before the 
support ab moves, it is acted on by the earth pressure at rest. In this 
state the horizontal stress Ph is the minor principal stress. An outward 
movement of the support into or beyond the position a/b reduces Ph to 
the value corresponding to the active Rankine pressure. Substituting 
Pv = Pc + qc = l'Z and Ph = Pc into equation 16.5, we obtain 

L 1 
Ph = "/Z - - 20 -= (24.5) 

Nq, v'Nq, 

This stress at any depth z ifl represented by the horizontal distance be
tween the lines ab and cd in Figure 62b. At depth, 

2c 
Zo = - ~ (24.6) 

"/ 

the stress Ph is equal to zero. At a depth less than Zo, the pressure against 
the wall is negative, provided that a crack does not open up between the 
wall and the uppermost part of the soil. The total earth pressure against 
the wall is 

rH 1 ] H 
P A = Jo Ph dz = "2 1'}]2 N q, - 2c v'N '" (24.7) 

If the wall has a height, 

4c _ r:-:-
H = He = - V N q, = 2z0 

"/ 
(24.8) 

the total earth pressure PA is equal to zero. Hence, if the height of a 
vertical bank is Rmaller than He, the bank should be able to stand with
out lateral support. However, the preflsure against the \vall increases 
from -2c/V!i;, at the crest to +2c/v'Nq, at depth He, whereas on the 
vertical face of un unsupported bank the normal stress is zero at every 
point. Because of this difference the greatest depth to which a cut can be 
excavated without lateral support of itt! vertical sides iR slightly smaller 
than He (see Article 31). 

For soft clay, cP = 0 and N", = tan2 (-:1.5 0 + ~) = 1. Therefore 

(24.9) 

and 

H 
_ 4c 

c -
'Y 

(24.1 0) 
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Since the soil does not necessarily adhere to the wall, it is commonly 
assumed that the active earth preSK1ll'e of coheRive soils against retaining 
walls is equal to the pressure represented in Figure (j2b by the triangular 
area bde, equal to area cdd2 - area cebrlz. Therefore, 

1 2 1 1 2c2 

p ... 1 = - "/H - - 2cH -- + - (24.11) 
2 N <p -v'N;, l' 

For soft clay, cp = 0°, and 

1 2r2 
PA = -I'H2 - 2cH +-

2 l' 
(24.12) 

PASSIVE EARTH PRESSURE OF COHESIVE SOILS IN CONTACT WITH 

SMOOTH VEmTICAL SURFACES 

If the face ab of the wall or block that supports the soil and its uniform 
surcharge q is pushed toward the backfill as indicated in Figure 63a, the 
horizontal principal stress Ph increases and becomes greater than PV' As 

Q' d 

I (b) 
/I I 

PP: 
Tt --t!!- -r 

12 fI 
I 3 

raj ~ lC 1
0 

G'c~ q~" YHN¢ 

FIG. 63. Failure of clay behind smooth vertical wall when deformation condition 
for passive earth prcssure is satisfied. (a) Section through huck of wall; (b) stress on 

back of wall. 

soon as ab arrives at or beyond the position a2'b, which represents the 
deformation condition for the passive Rankine state, the stress condi
tions for failure, equation 16.5, arc satisfied. Since Ph represents the 
major principal stress, 'we may substitute Ph = Pc + Pq and 
Pv = Pc = ,,/Z + q into cquation 10.5 and obtain 

Ph = I'zN <p + 2cYN; + qN <p (24.13) 

The stress Ph can be resolved into two parts. One part, 

Ph' = I'zN", 

increases like a hydrostatic pressure in simple proportion to depth. In 
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Figure 63b the stresses Ph' are represented by the width of the triangle 
CIC2d2 with the area, 

(24.14) 

The point of application of Pp' is located at an elevation HI3 above b. 
The quantity Pp' represents the total passive earth pressure of a 
cohesionless material with an angle of internal friction q, and a unit 
weight )'. 

The second part of Ph is 

Ph" = 2cv'Nq, + qN", 

This part is independent of the depth. It is represented by the width of 
the rectangle abc1d2 in Figure 63b. The total pressure is equal to the area 
of the rectangle. Hence, 

, Pp" = H (2cv' N", + qN q,) (24.15) 

The point of application of Pp" is at mid-height of the surface abo Since 
equation 24.15 does not contain the uni.t weight)', the value Pp" can be 
computed on the assumption that the backfill is weightleRs. From 
equations 2'U4 and 24.15, we find that the total passive earth pressure 
is 

According to the preceding discussion, Pp can be computed by means 
of two independent operations. First, p/ is computed on the assump
tion that the cohesion and the surcharge are zero (c = 0, q = 0). The 
point of application of Pp' is located at the lower third-point of H, 
Secondly, Pp" is computed on the assumption that the unit weight of 
the backfill is zero ()' = 0). The point of application of Pp" is at the 
mid-point of H. In the following articles this simple procedure is used 
repeatedly for determining the point of application of the passive earth 
pressure of cohesive soils. The subdivision of Pp into the two parts 
Pp' and Pp" is strictly correct only when the back of the wall hl vertical 
and perfectly smooth. For all other conditions, the procedure is ap
proximate. 

PROBLEMS 

1. A wall with a smooth vertical back 10 ft high retains a mass of dry cohesionless 
sand that has a horizontal smface. The sand weighs 113 lb per cu ft and has an angle 
of internal friction of 36°. What is the approximate total pressure against the wall, 
if the wall is prevented from yielding? if the wall can yield far enough to satisfy the 
deformation comlition fol' the active Rankine state? 

Ans. 2260 to 2830 lb pOl' Jill rt; 1470 lb per lin ft. 
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2. The watur level behincl the wall clescribecl in problem 1 rises to an elevation 
,1 ft below the crest. The submerged unit weight of the Rand is 66 Ih per eu ft. If the 
deformation condition for the active Rankine statu is satisfied, what is the total 
pressure that the earth and water exert against the wall? At what height above the 
base does the resultant of the earth and water pressures act? 

Ans. 2380 Ib per lin ft; 2.83 ft. 
3. What is the total lateral pressure against the yielding wall in problem 1, if the 

sand mass supports a uniformly distributed load of 400 Ib per sq ft? At what height 
above the base of the wall is the center of prtlssure? 

Ans. 2510 lb pCI' lin H; 4.02 ft. 
4. The space between two retaining walls with smooth backs is filled with sand 

weighing 113 Ib per eu ft. The foundations of the walls are interconnected by a 
reinforced-concrete fioor, and the crests of the walLs by hmwy steel tie rods. The 
walls are 15 ft high and 50 ft apart. The surface of the sand is usecl for storing pig 
iron weighing 300 lb per sq ft. If the coefficient of the earth prcsaure at rest is 
Ko = 0.50, what is the total pressure against the walls before and after tho applica
tion of the surcharge? 

Ans. 6360 Ib per lin fti 8610 Ib per lin ft. 
5. The same wall as in problem 1 supports a purely cohesivo soil having a cohesion 

c = 200 Ib per sq ft and a unit weight of 110 Ib per eu ft. The value of ¢ is zero. What 
is the total active Rankine pressure against the wall? At what distance above the 
base is the center of pressure? At what depth is tho intensity of pressure zero? 

A ns. 1500 lb per lin ft; -1.11 ft.; 3.64 ft. 
6. A vertical bank was formed during the excavation of a plastic clay having a 

unit weight of 120 Ib per Cll ft. When the depth of excavation reached 18 ft, the bank 
failed. On the assumption that ¢ = 00

, what was the approximate value of the cohe
sion of the clay? 

Ans. 5-10 Ib par sq It. 
7. A smooth vertical wall 20 feet high is pushed against a mass of soil having a 

horizontal surface and a shearing resistance given by Coulomb's equation in which 
c = 400 Ib per sq ft and c/> = 15°. The unit weight of the soil is 120 Ib per cu ft. Its 
surface carries a uniform load of 200 Ib per sq ft. What, is the total passive Rankine 
pressure? What is the distance from the base of the wall to the center of pressure? 
Determine t.he int.ensity of lateral pressure at the base of the wall. 

Ans. 68,400 lb PCI' lin ft; 8.01 ft; 54601b per sq ft. 

ART. 25. INFLUENCE OF WALL FRICTION ON THE SHAPE 
OF THE SURFACE OF SLIDING 

The back of the wall in Figure 64a is assumed to be rough. Otherwise 
it is identical with that flhown in Figurc 57 a. The backfill consists of 
clean sand. Ii the wall moves outward, the sliding wedge subsides, and 
the sand moves downward along the back of the wall. The downward 
movement of the sand with reference to the wall develops frictional 
forces that cause the resultant active earth pressure to be inclined at an 
angle 0 to the normal to the wall. This angle is known as the angle of 
wall friction. It is considered positive when the resultant reaction is 
oriented such that its tangential component acts in an upward direction, 
Ifigure G4a. Advanced theoretical analyses as well as experiments have 
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shown .that the corresponding smface of sliding be consists of a curved 
lower portion and a straight upper part. Within the section adc of the 
sliding wedge the shear pattern is identical with the active Rankine 
pattern, Figure 57 a. Within the area adb the shoal' pattern consists of 
two sets of curved lines. 

If the wall is forced clown with reference to the backfill, for instance by 
the action of a heavy load on its orest, the value of l5 becomes negative, 
and the curvature of the lower part of the surface of sliding is reversed, 
as shown in Figure 64b. 

45°..;./ 
......,,,--,..--,,--.,'--.l... 

(c) 

b 

_~5~t 

H L~f~j>/d Id) ! ~ b (d) 10/7, 
FIG. 64. Shear patterns associated with failure of sand behind rough vertical wall. 

If the wall is pushed toward the fill, the movement is resisted by the 
passive earth pressure. If the weight of the wall is greater than the 
friction between the sand and the wall, the sand rises with reference to 
the wall, and the reaction to the resultant passive earth pressure acts at 
an angle (5 with the normal to the baek of the wull. Tho tangential com
ponent of this force tends to prevent the rise of the sand. Under this 
condition the angle 15, Figure G·le, is considered positive. The straight 
portion of the sUl'fuce of sli(ling risos at an angle 45° - ¢/2 with the 
horizontal. Within the isosceles triangle adc the shear pattern is identical 
with that shown in Figure 57b, and the material is in the passive H,ILnkine 
state. Within the area, adZ! both sets of lines which constitnte the sheal' 
pattern are curveu. 

If the weight of the wall is smaller than the friction between the sand 
and the wall, the angle between the normal to the back of the "wILll and 
the reaction to the resultant pasf'ive pressUl'e is smaller than 15. Finally, 
if the wall is acted on by an upward force equal to the sum of the weight 
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of the wall and the friction between the sand and the wall, the resultant, 
pa~sive earth pressure is oriented as shown in Figure Md, and the angle 
of wall friction is considered negative. The CUl'mturc of the etll','('d por
tion of the surface of sliding is reversed. 

The defo)'mation conditions fOi' the plastic states represented by the 
shear patterns in Figures 64a and b require a certain minimum lengthen
ing of every horizontal clement of the wedge. The deformation con
ditions for the plastic states represented in Figures 641: and d require a 
certain minimum shortening of every horizontal element. These re
quirements are the equivalent of those for producing the active or 
passive Rankine states in the backfill of a perfectly smooth wall, as 
illustrated by Figures 57a and b. 

ART. 2G. COULOMB'S THEORY OF ACTIVE EARTH PRESSURE 
AGAINST RETAINING WALLS 

INTRODUCTION 

Since the back of every real retaining wall is more or less rough, the 
houndary conditions for the validity of Rankine's theory are seldom 
satisfied, and earth-pressure computations based on this theory usually 
involve an appreciable error. Most of this error can be avoided by using 
Coulomb's theory. Coulomb's method can be adapted to any boundary 
condition, but, in exchange, it involves a simplifying assumption regard
ing the shape of the surface of sliding. However, the error due to this 
assumption is commonly small compared to that associated with the use 
of Rankine's theory. When the boundary conditions for the validity of 
Rankine's theory are satisfied, the two theories learl to identical results. 

Both Coulomb's and Rankine's theories are based on the assumptions 
that the wall is free to move into or beyond the position alb, Figure {lia, 
and that the water contained in the voids of the soil does not exert any 
appreciable seepage pressure. It is also quite obviously assumed that the 
soil constants that appear in the equations have definite values that can 
be determined. 

COULOMB'S THEORY 

The surface of sliding in the backfill of a real retaining wall is slightly 
curved, as shown in Figures 64a and b. In order to simplify the computa
tions, Coulomb assumed it to be plane. The error due to disregarding 
the curvature is, however, quite small. 

The forces that act on the sliding wedge are shown in Figure GSa, in 
which the straight line bel is arbitrarily aSi:)umeu to represent the surface 
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of sliding. The wedge abcI is in equilibrium under the woight WI, the 
feaction to the resultant earth pressure PI, and the reaetion Fl' The 
reaction FI is inclined at the angle ¢ to the normal to bCI because thp. 
frictional resistance is assumed to be fully developed along the surface of 
sliding. If the retaining wall rests on a firm foumlation, the force P l 

is inclined to the normal to the back of the WlLn at the angle of wall 
friction +0, as indicated by the solid arrow in the figure. On the other 
hand, if it is likely that the wall may settle more than the backfill, the 
force P l will be inclined at the angle -8, as shown by the dash arrow. 
Since the magnitude of WI is known and the directions of all three forces 
are also known, the earth pressure PI can be scaled from the polygon of 
forces, Figure G5b. Inasmuch as bCI is not necessarily the real surbce of 
sliding, similar constructions are made to determine the earth pressures 
P2, Pa, etc., for other arbitrarily selected surfaces bC2, bC3, etc. (not 
shown). The greatest value of the earth pressure obtaincd in this manner 
is equal to the active earth pressure P.d. 

OULMANN'S GRAPHICAL CONS'l'RUGTION 

An expedient methocl was devised by Onlmann foJ' performing the 
graphical constructions described in the preceding paragraph. It is 
illustrated in Figure 65c. The first step in Culmnnn'H procedure is to 
trace the line bS which passes through the hottom edge b uf the back 
of the wall and rises at the angle cf> above the horizontal base of the 
backfill. This line is known as the slope Una beeamle it represents the 
natural slope of the backfill material. The next t'tep iF; to tl'n.cc the IJarth
pressure line bL, which is located below the slope line n.ncl which inter
sects it at the angle e. The angle e is equal to the angle between the 
vertical and the direction of the resultant earth prcssure PA , as shown in 
Figure 65. It depends on the a.ngle of wa.ll frietion 8 and the inclination 
~ of the back of the wall. 

In order to determine the earth pressure PI exerted by a wedge located 
above an arbitrary phne surface of sliding bCI, it if; first neCeSHaJ'y to 
compute the weight WI of this wedge. This weight is laid off n,long bS at 
any convenient seale of forces. Thus point dl iH obtained. The line dlCI 

is then traced parallel to bL. Since the trinngle cidib in Figure 65c is 
similar to the force polygon, Figure G5b, the distance dlel is equal to the 
earth pressnre corresponding to t.he surface of sli(ling bel. To find the 
active earth pressure PA , the construction is repeated for different. 
planes bC2, etc. The points e1, e2, etc., are connectecl by a curve C, 
known as the C'ulmann line, and a tangent to C is traced parallel to liS. 
The distance ed represents P A, and the real surface of sliding passes 
through point e. 
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EARTH PRESSURE DUE TO I,lNE LOAD 

Figure 66 is a section through a wall that supports a mass of sand with 
an inclined surface. Along a line parallel to the crest of the wall, at a 
distance ac' £rom the crest, the surface of the backfill carries a load q' 
per unit of length of the line. The procedure for determining the active 

FIG. 65. (a and b) Diagrams illustrating assumptions upon which Coulomb's theory 
of active earth pressure is based; Cc) Culmann's graphical met,hod for determining 

earth pressure of sand. 

earth pressure against the wall is essentially the same as that illustrated 
in Figure 65c. However, if the right-hand boundary of a wedge intersects 
the ground surface to the right of e', the distance to be laid off on the 
:::lope line bS is proportional to the weight of the sand that constitutes 
the wedge, plus the line load q' (see Figure 66). 

If the ground surface carried no surcharge, the Culmann line C (clash 
curve) in Figure 66 would correspond to the line C in Figure 65e, If the 
surface carries a line load q' at some point c', the Culmann line consists of 
two sections. The section to the left of plane bc' is identical with C, 
because the wedges bounded by planes to the left of be' carry no sur-
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charge. On the right side of be' the Culrnann line for the loaded backfill is 
located above 0, as indicated by the solid curve af in Figure 66, because 
every wedge bounded by a plane to the right of be' is acted on by the 
weight q'. Therefore the complete Culmann line consists of the curve a 
to the left of be', and the curve a' to the right. It has a discontinuity at 
the plane be' which passes through the point of application of the line 
load. 

If the load is located on the left side of e2', the value of the active earth 
pressure exerted by the loaded backfill correspond::; to the greatest 

FIG. 66. Culmann's gruphical method for determining carth prnssure exerted by 
sand backfill that carries a line load. 

distance between the Cuhnann line a' and the slope line bE; measured in a 
direction parallel to the earth pressure line bL. If the line load acts at any 
position on the surface of the fill between points a and e", the greatest 
distance is d" e". Therefore, the slip occurs along the plane be" which 
passes through e". The distance clll repretlents that part DoPA of the 
active earth pressure due to the line load q'. 

TIle ordinates of the curve K, Figure 66, with reference to the ground 
surface represent the values of DoPA corresponding to the various posi
tions c' at which q' may be located. Between a and ell, J( is straight and 
pa.rallel to thc surface of the backfill because DoP A is independent of the 
position of q' between these two points. 

If q' moves to the right beyond e" to such a position as c, the Oulmann 
line consists of the dash curve a to the left of bc and the solid curve C' 
to the right. The maximum value P A of the em'th pressure is rep
resented by the line cad3' The fl1ilme plane passes through the point ea 
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and intersects the ground surface at the line of application of q'. As the 
line of application of q' moves to the right, the value of LlP A decreases 
steadily as indicated by the ordinates of curve K, Figure 66, until at 
C2' it becomes equal to zero. 

(a) 

o 0.4.:: V<I'lves of ~ ..E£!.!! 
fYH~ 

__ --'-:_-1.-:-_-'-_-'--::-_:'-::-_-'---::---' ~ 
-,; -zoo -10· 0 +/0· +/?o' +30 0 +40· +~ 

(a) alter O. S/J/llirl 

FIG. 67. Two types of charts that furnish coefficients for computation of active 
earth pressure. 

Finally, if the line of action of q' is at C2', the value of the earth pres
sure e/ d/, determined by means of curve C', is equal to the value ed that 
represents the active earth pressure when there is no surcharge. If q' 
moves to the right of C2', the earth pressure determined by means of C' 
becomes smaller than ed. Hence, if the line load acts on the right side of 
C2', it no longer has any effect on the active earth pressure, and the sur
face of sliding has the same position be as it does for a backfill that car
ries no surcharge. The greater the line load q', the farther cal moves to 
the right. Therefore, the distance within which q' has an influence on the 
earth pressure depends on the magnitude of q'. 
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Culmann's method is chiefly used if the wall has an inclined or broken 
back, and if the backfill has an irregular surface or carries a surcharge. 
If a vertical wall supports a cohesionless backfill with a horizontal sur
face, it is more expedient to obtain thp, value of P A from charts prepared 
for this purpose. Figure 07 consists of two different charts of this kind. 

PROBLEMS 

1. A vertical retaining Ivall 20 ft high supports a cohcsionless fill that weighs 
115 Ib per eu ft. The upper surface of the fill rises from the emst of thlJ wall at 1m 
angle of 200 with the horizonLal. The angle of internal frieLion i~ 280

, and the angle of 
wall friction is 200

• By Oulmann's method compute the total active earth pressure 
against the wall. . 

Ans. 10,600 lb per lin ft. 
2. The stem of a cantilever retaining wall is 36 ft high. It. retains a storage pile of 

cohesionIesi:l iron are. The wall has a cross section symmetrical about its vertical 
center line. At the top its width 186ft, and at the base of the stem iH 12 fl. From a 
point on the back of the wall 4 ft below the crest, the surface of the oro pilo rises at an 
angle of 35° with the horizontal to a maximum height of ti5 rt above the base of the 
stem. The remainder of the pile is level. If <p and il are each cqual to 360 and 'Y is 
160 Ib pel' eu ft., what is the total lateral pressure of the 01'0 above the base of the 
stem? If tho entire lateral force against the stem iH resisted by steel tie rods 3 in. 
square, stressed to 27,000 lb per sq in., whaL spacing of the roels is required? 

Ans. 48,800 lb per lin ft; 5 ft. 
3. A vertical wall 18 ft high supports a cohesionless fill weighing 105 Ib per eu ft. 

The surface of the fill is horizontal. The values of <p and il aro 310 !Lnd 20°, respectively. 
The fill ~upports two lino loads of 2000 lb per lin ft, parallel to the crest of the wall, 
at distances of 8 and 13 ft, respectively. Oompute the v!Lluo of the total active earth 
prossure againsL the wall. Determine the horizontal distance from the back of the 
wall to the point at whieh the sll1'face of sliding intersects the surface of the fill. 

Ans. 6310 lb perlin ft; 13 ft. 
4. A retaining wall 15 ft high with a v~rtical back is just aclequuto to support u 

level fill of sand having a unit weight of 115 lb pel' eu ft and a value of <p e'1ual to 32°. 
The value of Ii is 200

• A vert,icalload of 5000 Ib pCI' lin ft is to be addcd [Ilong a line 
parallel to the crest of the wall. What is the minimum horizontul distance at which 
the load cun be locat.ed from the back of the wall without Inol'easing j,he earth pres
sure against the wam 

Ans. lti.2 ft. 
5. If tho fill in problem 3 carries 110 surcharge, what is tho magnHucle of the active 

earth pressure? Oheck the gmphiC'111 computation by means of the chul'ts, Figure 67. 
Ans. 4870 lb per lin ft. 

ART. 27. POINT OF APPLIOATION OF EARTH PRESSURE 

The procedure described in Article 26 makes it possihle to determine 
the magnitude of the total earth pressure provided its direction is 
known. However, it does not furnish any informlttion regarding the 
point of application of the pressure. In order to got this information, 
Coulomb assumed that every point on the back of a walll'epl'esents the 
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foot of a potential surface of sliding. For example, the point d on the 
curved line ali in Figure GSa repr('sents the lower extremity of f1 potential 
surface of sliding de. The earth pressure P A on ad can lw compnted by 
means of Onlmann's proeeriure as deseribed ill .\rtidc 2H. If thl' depth to 
the foot of the potential sllrface of slitting is increased from z to z + dz, 
the earth pressure is increased by 

dPA=PAdz 

where PA is the average intensity of pressure over the increment of 
depth dz. Therefore, 

(27.1) 

By means of this equation the distribution of the earth pressure on the 
back of the wall can be determined. When the distribution is known, the 
point of application of the resultant pressure can be located by means of a 
suitable analytical or graphical method. At any point the line of action 
of the pressure PA makes an angle 0 with the normal to the back of the 
wall. 

In practice, this method is rather cumbersome. Therefore, simplified 
methods arc used that give approximately the same results. For instance, 
in Figure G8a, the point of application 0 1 is located approximately at 
the point of intersection of the back of the wall and a line OOb which is 
parallel to the surface of sliding be and which passes through the center 
of gravity 0 of the sliding wedge abc. 

Figures 6Sb and e illustrate a Eimplified method for estimating the 
position of the point of application of the additional pressure 6.P A pro
duced by a line load q'. The lines be, be", etc., correspond to the Jines 
be, be", etc., in Figure 66. If q' acts between a and (/', Figure 6Sb, b'e' is 
traced parallel to the surface of sliding be", and a' e' is traced parallel 
to bS, the slope line (see Figure (6). The force 6.PA acts at the upper 
third-point of a'b'. If q' acts between e" and e2', ale' is traced parallel 
to bS, and 6.P A acts at the upper third-point of a'b, as shown in Figure 
68c. 

All these procedures are based on Coulomb's assumption that every 
point on the back of a wall represents the foot of a potential surface of 
sliding. This assumption is justified in connection with retaining walls, 
because no retaining wall can fail without yielding in a manner that 
satisfies the deformation condition for the plastic state. Coulomb, how
ever, did not specify this deformation condition. As a consequence, the 
theory was commonly used for computing the active earth pressure 
against lateral supports that did not satisfy tne deformation condition, 
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such as the bracing in open ('uts (see Article 32). Since it was found that 
the results of the computations did not agree ,'lith reality, many ex
perienced engineers concluded that the theory as such was unreliable. 
Therefore, it should be emphasized that Coulomb's theory is as satis
factory as any theory in structural engineering, provided the deforma
tion condition for its validity is satisfied. 

c 

b 

FIG. 68. Diagrams illustrating simplified procedure for determining point of ap
plication of aative earth pressure. 

PROBLEMS 

1. At what distance above the base of the stem of tho retaining wall of problem 2, 
Article 26, does the resultant earth pressure act? 

Ans. 10.8 ft. 
2. Locate thc con tor of pressure of tho adued earth pressure due to each of the two 

line loads in problem 3, Artir,le 26, on the assumption that the influence of each of 
the two loads can be considered separately. 

Ans. 10 ft; 6.75 ft from the bottom of the wall. 

ART. 28. PASSIVE EARTH PRESSURE AGAINST 
ROUGn CONTACT FACES 

DEFINITION 

In the broadest sense, the term passive earth pressure indicates the 
resistance of a mass of soil against displacement by lateral pressure. The 
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object that exerts the lateral pressure may consist of the foundation of a 
retaining wall, the outer face of the buried part of a sheet pile bulkhead, 
or a block of masonry such as the abutment of a loaded arch. It may also 
r.onsist of a mass of soil that exerts 8. horizontal pressure because it 
supports a vertical load. The soil beneath a loaded footing acts in this 
manner. Since the stability of almost any lateral earth suppoi·t and the 

c, 

cosO' 
v""/u.!'s of' f1, J'YH2 

e, (b) 

b 

FIG. 69. (a and b) Diagrams; illustrating assumptions on which Coulomb's theory 
of passive earth pressure is based; (c) chart that furnishes coefficients for computa

tion of passive earth pressure. 

bearing capacity of every shallow foundation depend to some extent on 
the passive earth pressure, the problem of computing this pressure is of 
outstanding practical importance. 

The surface of contact between the soil and the object that exerts the 
lateral pressure is called the contact face. Coulomb computed the passive 
earth pressure against rough contact faces on the simplifying assumption 
that the surface of sliding is plane (see Figures 69a and b). The error due 
to this assumption is always on the unsafe side. If the angle of wall 
friction 0 is small, the surface of sliding is really almost plane, and the 
error is tolerable. Howevel', if 0 is large, the errol' is excessive, and 
Coulomb's method should not be used. 
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COULOMB'S THEORY OF THE PASSIVE EARTH PRESSURE OF SAND 

The Coulomb value of the passive earth pressure can be determined 
graphically by Culmann's method. The procedure is identical with that 
described in Article 26 except that the slope line bS, Figure 65c, must be 
drawn at an angle ¢ below the horizontal instead of above. 

Figure 69c shows the influence of the angle of wall friction 0 on the 
Coulomb value of the passive earth pressure. According to this chart, 
the earth pressure increases rapidly with increasing values of the angle 
of wall friction. However, if 0 is greater than about ¢/3, the surface of 
sliding is strongly curved (Figure 64c). As a consequence, the error due 
to Coulomb's assnmption of a plane surface increases rapidly. For 
a = ¢ it may be as great as 30 pel' cent. Hence, for va.lues of 0 greater 
than ¢/3, the curvature of the surface of sliding must be taken into 
consideration. ' 

PASSIVE EAR'l'H PRESSURE OF COHESIVE SOILS 

In order to illustrate the methods for determining the passive earth 
pressure without assuming a plane surface of sliding, the problem illus
trated by Figure 70 will be solved. In thiK figure ab i::; a section through a 
contact face that is pushed toward a mass of ideal cohesive soil. The 
shearing resistance of the soil is determined by the equation, 

8 = c + p tan ¢ (15.2) 

The surface of the soil is horizontal. The angle of· wall friction is denoted 
by 0, and the total adhesion between the soil and the contact face by Ca. 
The real surface of sliding is bde. It consists of n, curved part bel and a 
straight part de. According to Article 25, the soil within the isosceles 
triangle ade is in the passive Rankine state. Therefore, the shearing 
stresses on the vertical section elf are zero, and the pressure P d on this 
section is horizontal. It can be computed by meum; of equation 24.15. The 
body of soil abdf is acted on by the following fmees: its weight W; the 
pressure Pd; the resultant C of the cohesion along vd; the adhesion Ca 
along ab; the resultant F of the normal and frictional stresses along bd; 
and the resultant PI' of the normal and frictional components of the 
passive earth pressure. 

Since the point of application of PI' is not known, we make use of the 
approximations discussed at the end of Article 24 and replace PI' by the 
two forces, PI" and PI'''' Eaeh of these forces acts at an angle 0 with the 
normal to tho nontact face. One force pp' maintains equilibrium with 
+,}18 weight of t.he mai:lS abdf and the friction due to the weight. The 
othel', PI''', maintains equili.brium with the cohesion on the surface of 
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sliding and the friction duo to for(~m; other than thn wf'ight,. The force 
pp' acts at the lower third-poinf, of (III, wheren:-; PP" aC'tH at the mid
point. Hince the point of applielLt.ion anti the diwetion of f:arh of thnse 
forces are known, we may <'ompllt(' mel! foree indiddnally. The result
ant of these two forces represent}; the total pasHivp ('arth pressure Pp • 

The methods for determining the )'eal shape! of the surface of sliding 
are so involved that they are unsuitable for practical purposes. However, 
sufficiently accurate results can be obtained on the simplifying assump-

C7 a, r e 

FIG. 70. Diagram illustrating nssumptions on which theory of passive earth pressure 
against rough conta('t, faces is based. 

tion that the curved portion bd of the r('al surface of sliding is either an 
arc of a circle or a logarithmic spiral that has the equation, 

(28.1 ) 

In the following paragraphs, the curved part of the surface of sliding is 
assumed t,O be a logarithmic spiral. Since the spiral is tangent at d to the 
straight part de of the surface of sliding, the center 0 of the spiral must 
be located on the line aD, Figure 70, which is inclined at 45° - ¢/2 to 
the horizontal. According to equation 28.1, every radius of the spiral 
makes an angle rP with the normal to the spiral at the point where it 
intersects the curve. Since ¢ is the angle of internal friction, the resultant 
<iF of the normal stress and the frictional resistance on any element of 
the surface of sliding also makes an angle ¢ with the normal to the ele
ment, and its direction coincides with that of the radius that subtends 
the element. Since every radius of the spiral passes through point 0, 
the resultant F of the normal and frictional forces on bd also passes 
through the center O. This fact is ut.ilized in the following calculations. 

In order to compute pp' (the value of Pp if c = 0), we arbitrarily 
select a surface of sliding bd1elJ Figure 71a, consisting of the logarithmic 
spiral bd1 with its center at 01, and the straight line dlel which makes an 
angle of 4:5° - cfl/2 with the horizontal. The lateral pressure required 
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FIG. 71. Log[trit.hmic spiml meUlOd for det.ermining p[tAsivc oa,rth pl'eASlll'c. Ca) 
Forces entering into computntion of component cluo to weight of soil, negleeLing 
cohesion; (b) forces entering into c:ompuj,tLtion of component. due to fl'ietioJl and 
cohesion, negleoting weight of sail; (c) diagmm illugtmUng comput.:ttiOl1 of moment 

due to cohcsion. 

to produce a slip on this surface is designated as p/. We then ovaluate 
the force Pa.', which acts at the lower third-point of i1dl , by means of 
the equation, 

Pd.' = t'YHu,2Ncp 

Finally, we take moments of the forces PI" Pd.', WI, and PI' about OJ, 
Since the moment of F/ about 0 1 is zero, 

P/l l = Wllz + Pa/Zs 
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whence 

(28.2) 

The value of PI' is plotted to scale above it. It is represented by the 
point 0 1'. Similar computations are performed for other arbitrarily 
selected surfaces of sliding, and a curve pi is drMvn through the points 
0/, etc. If the soil has no cohm;ion (c = 0), the second component p/' 
of the passive earth pressure Pp is equal to zero, and the value of Pp is 
represented by the minimum ordinate of the curve p', at point C'. The 
surface of sliding passes through the point d which is located on aD 
vertically below C'. 

If the soil possesses cohesion, we must also compute PP" (the value 
of Pp if 'Y = 0). In order to calculate the value p/' which corresponds 
to the arbitrary surface of sliding bdle}, we must consider the forces 
involved in the computation (see Figure 71b). The value of P dl " is 
obtained by making 'Y = 0, q = 0, and H = Ha, in equation 24.15. 
Hence, 

P d," = 2cHd,v"ii;, 

The point of application of this force is at the mid-height of ddl. The 
influence of the cohesion along the curve bd l may be evaluated by 
considering an element having a length ds, Figure 7Ic. The cohesion 
along the length ds is equal to cds. The moment of c ds about 0 1 is 

rde 
dMc = rc ds cos cP = rc -- cos cP = cr2 de 

cos cf> 

and the moment of the total cohesion along bd l is 

101 C 

Mel = dMe = 2-- (r12 - ref) 
o tan <p 

(28.3) 

The force FI" passes through 0 1. By taking moments about this point, 
we obtain 

whence 

(28.4) 

In Figure 71a the value p/' is plotted to scale at 0 1 above point C1'. 

Since PI' and pl/l represent the forces required to overcome the two 
parts of the resistance against sliding along the same surface bdlel, the 
ordinate of point ('1 represents the total forcR required to produce a slip 
along this surface. Similarly, values of p" are obtained for other arbi
trary surfaces of sliding, and a curve P is drawn through the points Cl , 
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etc. The paRsive earth pressure Pp is l'epreRcnted by the mlllimum 
ordinate of the curve P, and the surface of sliding passes through a 
point on aD directly below the point C at which curve P is elosest to 
ael' The totul pressure on the contact face is equal to the resultant of 
Pp and the adhesion force GlL • 

The shape of the curved part of the real surface of sliding is inter
mediate between that of an arc of a circle and that of a spiral. Since the 
difference bet\vcen the shape of these two curves is small, the error due 
to replacing the real curve hy either a cirele or a logarithmic spiral is 
negligible. As a matter of fact, comparisons between the approximate 
and the exact methods hn,ve shown that values of the passive earth 
pressure computed by means of the approximate methods are at least 
as accurate as values of the active earth pressure computed by Coulomb's 
method in which it is assumed that the real slightly curved surface of 
sliding is a plane. 

The preceding investigations are hased on the assumption that the 
mass of Hoil adjoining the contaet fnce is pushed into a position located 
entirely beyond alb!, Figlll'e 70. If the uppor part of the contact face 
does not advance so far as aIIJI, the surface of sliding is curved through
out its full length, and only the lowest part of the sliding maRS passes 
into the passive Rankine state. If the lower part of the face stops short of 
alb1 , the soil adjoining this part does not pass into a stute of plastic 
equilibrium at all. In theHe im;tanecs, the total passive earth pressure 
and its distribution over the contact face depend on the type of restric
tion imposed on the movement of the contact face. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Construct a logarithmic spiral for </> = 36 0
• The value of 1'0 AllOul,1 be taken as 

1 in., with values of 0 ranging froIll -300 to 2700
• 

2. Oompute by the logarithmic-spiral method Lhe total paHsive earth prCRSUl'll 
against a verLiral faee in contact ",it,h n, sand fill having a level sUl·face. The contact 
face is 20 ft high, and the anglo of wall friction is +200

• The fill has a unit weight of 
112 Ih per eu ft ILnd an angle of internal friction of 36°. In ortlm' to fac:iIitate use of the 
spiral constructed ill problem 1, the graphical solution should be laid out on tracing 
paper. Use the settle 1 in. = 10 ft. 

Ans. 175,000 Ib pCI' lin ft. 
3. Compute the value of passive earth pres~ure in problem 2, assuming a plane 

surface of sliding. 
Ans. 200,000 Ib per lin n. 

4. Computc the pltssive eart,h pressure against, the contact Rurfll,ee of problem 2 if, 
in adcliLion to frietiollal l'eSistlLllCe, the soil pOSflesscs a cohesion of 500 Ib per sq ft. 
The adhesion betwecn t,hn soil and t,he eontact face is also 500 Ib pcr sq n. Locate the 
result.ani, earth pl'ossnl'O Pp. 

Ans. 255,000 III per lin ft; 8 ft above ,base. 
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ART. 29. BEARING CAPACITY OF SHALLOW FOOTINGS 

FUNDAMENTAL ASSUMPTIONfl 

·When a load is applird on a limitr(l portion of the surface of a soil, 
the surface settles. The relation between the settlement and the average 
load per unit of area may be repl'Psrnted by 11 

settlement curpe, Figure 72. If the soil is fairly 
dense or stiff, the settlement curve is similar 
to eurve Cl . The abscissa qd of the vertical 
tangent to the curve represents the bearing 
capacity of the soil. If the soil is loose or fairly 
soft, the settlement curve may be similar to 
C2, and the bearing capacity is not always 
well defined. The bearing capacity of such 
soils is commonly assumed to be equal to the 
abscissa qi of the point at which the settle
ment curve becomes steep and straight. 

In practice, loads are transmitted to the 
soil by means of footings, as shown in Figure 
73. The footings may be continuous, having a 
long rectangular shape, or they may be spread 
footings, which are usually sqnare or circular. 

L 00,7 P'" tid/ of'linn;, 
q; q", 

Ooza 

8'" WI<ilh or Foofinq' 

FIG. 72. Relation between 
intensity of load and settle
ment of a footing .on (CI ) 

dense or stiff and (Ca) looSe 
or soft soil. 

The critical load is the load per unit of length of a continuous footing 
or the total load on a spread footing at which the soil support fails. The 

FIG. 73. Section 
through continuuus 

shallow footing. 

distance from the level of the ground surface to the 
base of the footing is known as the depth of foundation 
Dt . A footing that has a width B equal to or greater 
than Df is considered a shallow footing. In computa
tions dealing with shallow footings, the weight of 
the soil above the base level of the foundation may 
be replaced by a uniform sllI'charge, 

(29.1) 

This substitution simplifies the computations. The 
error involved is small and on the safe side. 

STATES OF PLASTIC EQUILIBRIUM BENEATH SHALLOW CONTINUOUS 

FOOTINGS 

Mathematical inveRtigations concerning the state of plastic equilib
rium beneath continuous footings have led to the follo·wing general 
conclusions. If the base of the footing is perfectly smooth, the loaded soil 
fails, as shown in Figure 74a, hy plastic flow within the region located 
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above the composite curve fededl. This region can be divided into five 
zones, one zone marked I and two pairs of zones marked I [ and III. 
The shear patterns for these zones a.re shown on the left side of the 
figure. Zone I represents an acHvc Rankine zone, and the zones III are 
passive Rankine zones, because the shear patterns within these zones are 
identical with those for the active and passive Rankine stutes, Article 23. 
The boundaries of the active Rankine zone rise at an anglo of 45° + ¢/2, 

L 
r 

(0') 

Lubricated 8a'se 

(b) 

ROl/qh BCi'se 

(c) 

Rovqh BCI's,," 
and SurchO'rqe 

FIG. 74. Boundaries of zone of plastic equilihrium after fnilul'O of soil benellth 
continuous footing. 

and those of the passive lbnldne zone at 45° - ¢/2 with tho horizontal. 
The zones I I located b~twocn J and III are known as zones of radial 
shear, because the lines that constitute one set in the shoal' pattern in 
these zonos radiate from the outor edge of the base of the footing. These 
lines are fairly straight. Thc lines of the other set l'cl:lcmble lognrithmic 
spirals with their centees loen.tecl n.t the outor edge of the base of the 
footing. If the weight of the l:loil located within the zono of plastic 
equilibrium is disrega,rded (1' = 0), the rndiallines are perfectly straight, 
and the eoncenteic lines are true logarithmic Rpirnll:l, as shown in Figure 
74a. Finally, if the unit weight of the soil is taken into COilRidel'ation 
('Y > 0) but ¢ = 0°, the racliallines are straight, the concentric lines arc 
arcs of circles, and the corresponding betLl'ing capacity of the footing is 
given by the equation, 

qd = (2 + 7f)c = 5.Hc = 2.57 q·u (29.2) 

wherein c is the cohesion and q" the unconfined compressive strength. 
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The right side of Figure 7.J,a shows t]1(' ddnrmation of the f1oillocated 
within the zones of plaRtic flow. The soillm'ated within zonc I spreads in 
a horizontal direction. The soil in zonE'S III is romprf'ssed ]ateraJIy. Its 
Hurface rises and terminatE'S at the f'ide of the footing in a shurp edgc 
that conycys the impression that the Hoil has been punched. This 
apparent pnnching effect has sometimes bren called rrigr artion. 

If the base of the footing is rough, the friIJtion and adheRion between 
the soil and the base of the footing prevent the lateral spreading. 
Therefore, the soil within the region adb, Figure 7-1b, remains in an 
elastic state. It acts as if it were part of the footing and it penetrates the 
soil like a wedge. Since the wedge moves vertically downward, every 
curved surface of sliding within the zon('s of radial shear must. possess a 
vertical tangent at the inclined face of the wedge. The inclined faces 
themselves are planes of I'l1dial shear rising at an angle c{1 to the hori
zontaL Therefore, if the base of the footing is rough, the inner bound
aries of the zones of radial shear rise not at 45° -+ c{1/2 with the hori
zontal, as shown in Figure 74a, but at an angle r/>, ft::; shown in Figure 74b. 
However, the shear pattern in these zones and in the passive Rankine 
zones III is identical with that in the corresponding zones in Figure 74a. 
If c{1 = 00, the curved lines of sliding in the Zones of radial shear are arcs 
of circles, and the corresponding bearing capacity is given by the equa
tion, 

qd = 5.70c = 2.85qu (29.3) 

The deformations of the soil associated with the sinking of the footing 
are shown on the right side of Figure 74b. 

ApPROXIMA'l'E METHODS FOR COMPUTING 'rHE BEARING CAPAOITY OF 

CONTINUOUS FOOTINGS 

The bases of real footings are rough. Therefore the soil beneath the 
footings fails as indicated in Figure 74b. Accurate methods for comput
ing the hearing capacity of rough footings are not yet available, but for 
practical purposes no other than approximate methods are needed. 
The approximate methods are based on the fact that the wedge adb in 
Figure 74b cannot penetrate the soil unless the pressure on its inclined 
sides ad and bd is equal to the passive earth pressure of the adjoining 
soil. As a consequence, the bearing capacity can be estimated by the 
methods described in Article 28. The procedure is illustrated by Figure 
74c which shows [L section through a shallow continuous footing with a 
width B. Since the base of every footing is rongh, the soil located be
tween it and the two surfaces uf sliding ad and bd remains in a state of 
elastic equilibrium and acts as if it formed part of the footing. The 
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surfaces ad and bd rise at cp to the horizontal. The unit weight of the soil 
is "I, and t.he soil located above the level of the base of the footing is 
replaced by an equivalent. continuous surcharge 'YDI per unit of area. 
At the instant of failure, the pressure on each of the surface;,; ad and bd 
is equal to the resultant of the pm;sive earth pressure Pp and the cohe
sion force Ca. Since slip oecun; along these faces, the resultant earth 
preRsure acts at an angle cp to the normal on each face and, as a conse
quence, in a vertical direction. If the weight of the soil within adb is 
disregarded, the equilibrium of the footing requires that 

Qd = 2Pp + 2Ca sin cp = 2Pp + Be tan ¢ (29.4) 

The problem, therefore, is reduced to determining the passive earth 
pressure Pp. 

The passive earth pressure required to produce a slip on de! can be 
divided into two parts, p/ and Pp" (see Article 28). The force Pp' 
represents the resistaJlCe due to the weight of the mURS adef. The point 
of application of Pp' is located at the lower third-point of ad. The second 
part Pp" of the passive earth pressure can itself he resolved into two 
parts. One part, Pc, is due to cohesion. It cOlTesponds to the rectangle 
abed in Figure 63b. The second part, P q, is due to the surcharge q = ,,(DI. 
It corresponds to the rectangle cc1d2d in Figure 63b. Since both pressures 
Pc and P q are uniformly distrihuted, their point of application is located 
at the mid-point of the contact face ad in Figure 74e, corresponding to 
the mid-point of all in Figure 63b. 

Hence, the value of t.he bearing capacity may be calculated by replac
ing Pp in equation 29.4 by PI" + Pc + P q. Thus, 

Qd = 2(Pp' + Pc + P q + iBctan cp) 

By introducing into this equation the symbols, 

iYO obtain 

2Pc 
Nc = -B + tan<f; 

e 

2PI] 
N q = 'YDjB 

4P/ 
N'Y = 'YB2 

(29.5) 

The quantities N e, N q, and N'Y are ealle( 1 the beaTing-capacity factors. 
They are dimensionless quantities that depend only on the value of cpo 
Therefore, they Cl1n be computed once for all by the methods explained 
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in Article 28 and plotted in a chart. Thl' Roliel nllrVPR in Figure 75 
represent the relation between the be!tl'ing~capa('ity far-torR and thl' 
values of 4>. 

The use of tlH' chHrt, Figure 75, greatly fur:ilHates the computation of 
the bearing eapar:ity Qd. The result:; arc only approximate, because the 
surfaces of sliding that correspond to the components Pp', Pc, and Pg, 

Loaded strip, widlh B 
Total load per vlJil- I&nqlh or /btPfinq 

Gen&ral shettr ral7VN : Qd "'" B(cNc+ro,..Nq + JrBNy) 

I.ocalshear Tailure': Q;=8(fcl\{.'+yo,..l{+JrBN;J 
Sq'uar& 1"o0rin1/, wkltb 8 

Total critical load: Q<>8 = 82(('3cNc+rL1r~+o.4YBtVy) 
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FIG. 75. Chart showing rolation between tP and the bearing capacity factors. 

computed separately, are not identical with that corresponding to 'the 
resultant passive pressure Pp . However, the error is small and on the 
~ide of safety. 

The soil does not faill1s shown in Figure 74c unless it is fairly dense or 
stiff, :;0 that its settlement curve resembles C1 in Figure 72. Otherwise, 
the footing sinks into the ground before the state of plastic equilibrium 
~preads beyond c and el, Figure 74, and the corresponding settlement 
curve has no well-defined break, curve C 2 in Figure 72. An approximate 
yaluo for the bearing capacity Qa of continuous footings on such soils 
can be obtained by assuming that the cohesion and friction of the soil are 
equal to two-thirds of the corresponding values in Coulomb's equation, 

or that 
c' = ~c (29.6a) 

and 
tan 4>' = * tan ¢ (29.6b) 
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If the angle of shearing I"Psisianc:e is 4/ instead of 1>, the bearing-capacity 
factors aSSllme values N/, N/, and N/. These values are given by the 
dash curves in Figure 75. The bearing capacity is then obtained from the 
eq1}-ation, 

(29.7) 

Experience hag shown 1,hat cven uniformly loaded foundations always 
fail by tilting. This fact, however, does not invalidate the reasoning in 
the preceding paragraphs. It merely demonstrates that thcre are no 
perfectly lmiform subgracles. With increasing load the settlement above 
the weakest part of the subgrade increases more rapidly than that above 
the rest. Because of the tilt, thc center of gravity of the structure shifts 
toward the weak part and increases the pressure on that part, whereas 
the pressure on the stronger parts decreases. These factors almost exclude 
the possibility of a failure without tilting. 

BEARING CAPACITY OF CIRCULAR AND SQUARE FOOTINGS 

All the preceding discussions refer to continuous footings. For comput
ing the bearing capacity of spread footings 'with square or circular 
bases, not even an approximate theory is available. On the basiR of 
experimentR the following semiempirical equation has been derived for 
the bearing capacity Qdr of a circular footing with a radius r resting on a 
fairly dense or stiff soil. 

Qdr = 7rr2(1.3cNc + 'YDjNq + 0.6,),rN),) (29.8) 
01' 

(29.9) 

The corresponding value for square footings, B X B, on dense or stiff 
soil, i~ 

(29.10) 

The values of N are given by the ordinates of the solid curves in Figure 
75. If c > 0, 1> = 0, and Dj = ° we obtain for the bearing capacity 1,he 
value, 

qdr = qd8 = 7.4c = 3.7q" (29.11) 

which is considerably greater than the value qd = 5,700, equation 29.3. 
On the other hand, if c = ° and Dj = 0, the bearing capacity qd,' pcr 
unit of area is considerably smaller than qd for a eontinuous footing with 
a width equal to the diameter of the circular footing. 

If the supporting soil is fairly 10Ui"5c or soft, the values of N must be 
replaced by the values N I

, determined from the dash curves in Figure 75, 
and the value of c must be replaced by c', equation 29.Ga. 
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PRACTICAL USE OF EQUATIONS AND DIAGRAMS 

The bearing capacity of footings on Hoft clay is determined hy equation 
29.3 (continuous footing::;) or equation 29.11 (square footings). The 
value q" contained in theHe equations represents the average unconfined 
compressive strength of the clay located \rithill the zone of potential 
plastic flow, The bearing capacity of footings on cohf'sionless or cohesive 
sand is obtained by men.ns of equn.tion 21).5 (continllou::; footings) Ol" 

equation 29.10 (squn.re footings). The values N e, N q, and N"{ rontained 
in these equations depend on the angle of internal friction tP of the sand. 
The value of tP can be estimated on the basis of the numerical data con
tained in Article 15. Once the value of 1> has been chosen, the correspond
ing values of N e, N q , and N"{ can be determined without any computa
tion by means of the diagram, Figure 75. 

The ultimate bearing capacity of footings on elry cohcsionless sand is 
determined by the equations, 

qd = "/CDrNq + O.5BN.y ) (continuous footings) 
and 

(square footings) 

In these equations "/ represents the unit weight of the dry sand. If the 
water table rises from a depth of more than about B below the base of the 
footing to the surface of the sand, the effective unit weight of the sand is 
reduced to its submerged unit weight -/. According to Article 12, the 
submerged unit weight is roughly equal to one half of "/. Hence the rise of 
the water table to the surface of the ground reduces the bearing capacity 
of the footings by about 50 per cent. 

DISTRIBUTION OF SOIL PRESSURE ON BASE OF FOOTINGS 

The distribution of the critical load Qa on the base of the footing 
depends on the relation between normal stress and shearing resistance 
ior the soil and on the depth of foundation D!. It may be determined ap
proximately by a procedure similar to that used for detelmining the 
point of application of the resultant passiYe earth pressure (see Article 
24). The procedure is illustrated by Figure 76 which refers to a continu
ous footing on soil for which ¢ is greater than zero. 

The first step is to determine the distribution of that part Q" of Qa 
which is due only to the cohesion c and to the surcharge 'YD!. The unit 
weight of the soil located below the base of the footing is assumed to be 
zero. The corresponding part Pp" of the pas::-ive earth pressure on the 
inclined face db, Figure 7Ga, act.s at the mid-point of db. Similarly, the 
reaction pi' on the vertical section Od acts near the mid-point of Od. 
Therefore, the forces ppll, pi', and Ca are practically coneurrent at e. 
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For equilibrium the line of action of q" mnst pass through c. Since the 
adhesion on Ob causes Q" to he inclined, the vertical eomponent of Q" 
must act to the right of the mid-point of Db, and, as a consequence, the 
distribution of pressure on the base of the footing mnst be similar to 
Obsr. Accor(ling t.o f'quation 29.5, the total magnitude of Q" is equal to 
BeNe + B,,(DfNq • 

P." p 

Contact 
Prl?ssvre 

(c) 

, 0, 

FIG. 76. Distribution of contact, preSRllre at instant of failure benClLth continuous 
footing (a) on weightless cohesive Roil; (b) on ('ohosionless soil with weight; (G) on 

cohesive soil with weight. 

The second step is to determine the distribution of that part Q' of 
Qd which is clue only to the weight of the soil located below the level of 
the hase of the footing. Since in this step it is assumed that e = 0 and 
q = 'YDf = 0, the corresponding pal't Pp' of the passive earth pressure 
acts at the lower third-point of db, Figure 7Gb, and the distribution of the 
contact pressure is siniilal' to ObI'. The total magnitude of Q' is iB2'YN,,(, 
The dis,tribution of the total critical load Qd is obtained by combining 
the two partial pressures represented in Figurt3!::\ 76a and b. It is shown in 
Figure 76e. 
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The reasoning that leads to Figure 7G(' is b:U5Cd on the assumption that 
the shearing resi::;tance of the soil i:-; fully tll'tive. Therefore, the conclu
sions are not valid if the load on the footing is less than the criticuJ value. 
The distribution of the pressUI'P on the base of moderately loaded foot
ings is <liscussed in Article 37. 

PH,OBLEi\IS 

1. Compute the hearing capacity per unit of area of a I'ontinuous footing 8 it wide, 
supported on a Roil foJ' which c = 400 Ib per sq ft, <I> = 17°, and 'Y = 120 lb pel' eli ft. 
The load-settlement curve resembles Cl in Figure 72, and the relation between 
normal stress and shearing resistance is 8 = C + pian <p. The depth of foundation 
is 6 ft. 

Ans. 11,000 lb per sq ft. 
2. Compute the bearing capacity pOl' unit of area of a footing 10 ft square on dense 

sand (rf> = 37°), if the depih of foundation is, respectively, 0, 2, 5, 10, and 15 ft. The 
unit weight of the soil is 126 lb per Cll ft. 

Ans. 30,000; 45,000; ()8,000; 106,000; J.14,000 Ih pel' sq ft. 
3. A load test was made on a hearing pIu.te 1 ft square on the surface of a cohesion

less deposit of sand having a unit weight of 110 Ih per eu ft. The load--settlement 
curve approached a vertical tallgQni at a lone! of 4000 Ill. '''hat was the value of 
<p for the sand'l 

Ans. 38°. 
4. A load test was made on a plate 1 ft, Rquarc OIl It deIlHc C1ohellionless sand having 

a unit weight of 115 Ib per cu ft. Thc bearing plate was enclosed in a box surrounded 
by a surcharge 2 ft deep. Failure occurred at a load of 12,000 lb. What would be the 
failure load per unit of area of the ba.'!C of a footing 5 ft Ilquare located with its base 
at the same depth in the Ilame material? 

Ans. 19,800 lb persq ft. 
5. A structure was built on a mat foundation 100 ft square. Thc mat rested at the 

ground surface on a stratum of uniform soft clay which extended to a depth of 150 
ft. If failure occurred at a uniformly distributed load of 4500 lb per sq ft, what was 
the average value of c for the clay? Because of the great depth of the zone of plastic 
equilibrium, the consolidation of the clay prior to failure can be disregarded, and it 
ean be assumed that </> = 0°. 

Ans. 910 lb per sq ft. 

ART. 30. BEARING CAPACITY OF PIERS AND PILES 

DEFINI'l'IONS 

A pier is a slendcr prismatic or cylindrical body of masonry that 
transfers a load through a POOl' stratum onto a better one. A pile is 
essentially a vcry slender pier that transfers a load either through its 
lower end onto a firm stratum or else through side friction onto the sur
rounding soil. The relation between thc load on a piel' or pile and the 
corresponding settlemcnt is very simihlr to that for footings. The load
settlement curve approaches either a vertical or an inclined tangent, as 
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shown in Figure 72. The definition of the criticalloarl on piers and piles is 
identical with that of the beu,ring cu,pacity of footings (see Article 29). 

BEARING CAPACITY OF CYLINDRICAL PIERS 

Since the dil1Inetel' of a pier is srllull eompared to its depth, at least a 
small part of the load is carried by friction and adhesion between the 
sides of the pier and the f:nil'ronmling soil. The cl'iticalload Qd on a pier 
with depth Dr can be expressed by the equation, 

(30.1) 

in which Qpr represents the cl'iticulloacl on the circular baRe of the pier, 
r is the radius of the base, and is is the sum of the friction and adhesion, 

pel' unit of contact area between the pier and the 
soil. 

Figure 77 represents a yertical section throngh 
such a pier. The pier cannot fail without displacing 
at least part of the mass of soil located beneath it. 
The displacement takes place in an outward or in an 
outward and upward direction as in(lieated by the 
curved arrows. It is resisted by the weight W of the 
mass of soil that surrounds the pier and by the shear
ing stresses on the inner and outer boundaries of this 
mass. The intensity of these shearing stresses depends 

FIG. 77. Section on the compressibility of the soil and on various 
through cylindrical other factors. If these shearing Rtresses were equal 

pier. to zero, the value Qpr in equation 30.1 would be 
identical with Qd" equation 20.S. Since the evalua

tion of the shearing stresses and of their influence on the hearing capacity 
is very uncertain, it is preferable to disregard them and to compute QPT 
by means of equation 29.8. The error is on the safe side, and experience 
indicates that it is usually small. 

The secon(1 term on the right-hand side of equation 30.1 contains the 
skin friction fs. However, the value of fs cannot be det~rmined even 
approximately by means of laboratory tests, because the stress con(litions 
at the contact surface are unknown. Therefore, f" is commonly esti
mated on the basis of empirical data derived from field observations (see 
Article 57). 

BEARING CAPACITY OF PILES 

Since piles are essentially very slender cylindrical piers, their bearing 
capacity can be estimated by an equation similar to equation 30.1. If 
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Qd is the resistance of a pile to penetration into the ground under a 
static load, 

(30.2) 

The quantity Qpr = Qp is calIrd the point rf'sislance, whereas the 
quantity 27rrf.DJ = QJ is known as the skin fridion. Jf Qp is large com
pared to Qj, the pile iH said to be point-umring. On the other hand, if 
Qp is relatively insignificant, the pile is known aH a friction pile. 

The pl'incipal difference between pilCH and pier:,; lies in the method of 
installation. The construction of piers is preceded hy excavation, whereas 
the driving of pileH, which usually consist eithr.r of solid bodies or of 
shells closed at the lower end, involves a displacement of the Hoil. 
Occasionally the driving is facilitated by reinoving part of the soil 
located in the path of the pile by means of a water jet or a pre-excavator, 
but the volume of the soil so removed is small compared to the total 
volume of the piles. 

A lower limiting value for the point resistance Qp of piles having a 
circular cross section can be obtained by means of equation 29.8, and of 
piles having a square cross section by equation 29.10. These equations 
determine the bearing capacity of point-bearing piles. The bearing 
capacity of frict.ion piles depends on the skin friction i8 (see equation 
30.2). The evaluation of the skin friction on the basis of laboratory tests 
is even more unreliable for piles than it is for piers, because the computa
tion of the stresses produced by the partial or total displacement of the 
soil dUl'i~g the process of pile driving is beyond the power of analysis. 
Therefore, the bearing capacity Qd of a friction pile can be determined 
only by load tests on piles in the field or else, less accurately, on the basis 
of empirical values for f •. Values of f. corresponding to the principal 
types of soil are given in Article 56. In those cities where friction piles 
are extensively used, empirical values for i., derived from local exper
ience, are likely to be quite reliable. 

PILE FORMULAS 

The bearing capacity Qd of a point-bearing pile is approximately equal 
to the resistance Qdy of the soil against rapid penetration of the pile under 
the impact of the falling ram of the pile driver. There is at least a 
theoretical possibility of estimating Qdl(' known as the dynamic resistance, 
from the average penetration S of the pile under the last few blows of the 
hammer, provided the 'weight lV II of the ram and the height of fall II are 
known. Therefore, many efforts have been made to compute the bearing 
capacity on the basis of this information. The results of these efforts are 
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known as pile formulas. The following paragraphs deal with the funda
mental conceptR on whi('h the pile fOl'llmlnK are ba;:;ed. 

The work pC'rformecl by the falling hammer iK TV IIIl, and the work 
required to increase the pC'netmtion of the pile hy .'\ against a l'cKistancc 
Qdy is QdyS. ff the entire work of the falling hammer served to increase 
the penetration of the pile, W(~ could write 

WHH = QdllS 

whence 

This is Sanders' pile formula, published about 1850. The valnes obtained 
by means of this formula are too great, because part of the energy of the 
falling hammer is converted into heat and into elastic deformations. 

If the energy loss did not oeeUl', the pile vi'Oulcl penetrate under the 
hammer blow not only the actual distance S but also an additional 
distance c. Hence 

Q 
_ WHH 

du - S + c (30.3) 

Wellington (1898) tried to evaluate c on the basis of whate\'el' empirical 
data he had at his disposal. lIe arrived at the conclusion that c is ap
proximately equal to 1 in. for piles driven by a drop hammel', and 0.1 in. 
for piles driven by a steam hammer. Since he realized the uncertainties 
involved in his estimate, he proposed that the allowable load Q" per pile 
should not exceed one sixth of the computed ultimate load Qd!l' By ex
pressing H in feet and S in inches, he obtained 

Q =!Q = 12 WJJH = 2TVIJH 
a 6 tiy (j S + c S + c 

This equation is known as the Engineering News formula. 

(3004) 

In order to evaluate the degree of accuracy of equation 3004, a com
parison has been made between the allowable load Qa, equation 30.4, and 
the real ultimate bearing capacity Qd of 18 piles selected at random. The 
real bearing capacity was determined by means of load tesLs. For these 
piles it ,vas found that Qti ranged between 2Qa and 12Qa. According to 
the laws of probability, the vulues of Qd for 10001' 1000 piles shouldl'ange 
between considerably wider limits. In a few instances, Qd might even be 
less than 1.0 Q", involving failure of the pile under the' design load. For 
these reasons many engineers have tried to develop more reliable formu
las. A few of these are discussed in the following paragraphs. 
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If equation 30.3 is written in the form, 

W III! = Qdl/S + QrlyC 

it becomes obvious that the term QrlyC represents a 10RS of energy. At 
least part of thi::; lo::;s is due to the work that must be expended in produc
ing a temporary elastic compression 8,. of the pile and the adjoining soil. 
If the fOl'(~e Qdy were appliecl at (InC' end of a column, it would perform a 
work equal to ~Qrllic. Although the analogy bet,ween a pile and a 
column is not. perfect, it seems justifiahle to f~ssume that QdY(! in equation 
30.3 is at least roughly equal to iQdySC' ,,,hence 

WIllI 
Qdy = S + is. (30.5) 

II the dlmensions and clastic properties of the pile and the pile cap are 
knmvn, the value of Se can be estimated at leaRt crudely. This has been 
done by the authors of some of the pile formulas. However, Se can also 
be measured in the field by holding a pencil against a piece of cardboard 
fastened to the pile. Since about 1910 various pile-driving contractors 
have practiced this method and claim that it has been fairly successful. 
The measured values of So are eertainly more accurate than the COm
puted ones. Yet, even if S. has been measured, equation 30.5 cannot be 
expected to apply to all piles under all conditions, because it does not 
take account of the inertia forces involved in the process of pile driving. 

If the ratio between the weight W p of the pile and the weight W H 

of the hammer is very small, equation 30.5 may be reasonably accurate. 
However, if the weight of the pile is very much greater than that of the 
hammer, the fall of the hammer merely produces a deformation of the 
head of the pile, comparable to the deformation of a large rock when it is 
struck by a small stone. Hence, if W p/ll" H is very large, failure of the 
pile to penetrate deeper into the ground does not indicate a high bearing 
capacity of the pile. This fact can roughly be taken into consideration by 
multiplying the right-hand side of equ!ttion 30.5 by the factor 
1/(1 + WP/WII), whence 

(30.6) 

This is the general pattern of the more elaborate pile formulas. However, 
since the reasoning that leads to this pattel'l1 involves various arbitrary 
assumptions with unknown practical implications, it is not surprising 
that even the most elaborate pile formulas are far from accurate. As a 
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matter of fact, there is no evidence that the hearing cn,pacity computed 
by means of any pile formula is likely to be more reliable than that 
computed by means of equation 30.4. 

The principal defect in the derivation of equation 30.6 is the arbitrary 
manner in which the effect of the ratio TV p/W II on Qct!! has been evalu
ated. The effect of the impact on the penetration of the pile depends on 
several factors other than the weights TV p and lVII, but none of theHe 
other factors has been considered. In order to reduce the corresponding 
errol', attempts have been made in l'eeent years to derive pile formulas Oll 

the basis of the theory of longitudinal impact on rods. From a scientific 
point of viow, this new approach is a great improvement oyor tho older 
methods, but the investigations are in an exporiment,al stage, aIHl it is 
still uncertain whethor or not they will lead to results of practical value. 
Hence, for the present, the designer of a point-bearing pile foundation 
must choose between two alternatives. Either he may woe one of the 
many pile formulas at the risk of driving two 01' three times more piles 
than the foundation requires, or else he may go to the expense of making 
load tests on full-size test piles in the field. The choire between the 
alternatives depends on the available time and the relation between the 
cost of the tests and that of the entire foundation. 

PROBLEMS 

1. A rcinforced-con~rete pile with a cross section 16 by 16 in. was driven through a 
deposit of fine loose sand and soft clay 65 ft thick amI into a stratum of dense sand 
for a distance of 2.5 ft. The water table was lo('aj,ed neHr the ground surface. The 
loose sand and soft clay had a submerged unit weight of tl5lb per eu ft, and the angle 
of internal friction of the dense sand in a submerged state was 35°. Compute the 
point resistance of the pile. 

Ans. 114 tons. By means of a loading and a pulling test, the point resistance 
was found 1,0 be 115 tons. 

2. The pile referred to in the preceding problem was driven by means of a steam 
hammer having a weight TVJl = 4 tons and a stroke H = 2 ft. The penetration of the 
pile under the last blow was S = 0.056 in. According to the Engineering News 
formula, what is the ultimate bearing capacity of the pile? 

Ans. 616 tons. According to the load test, the real ultimate bearing capacity, 
equal 1,0 the sum of the point resistance (115 tons) and the skin friction 
(110 tons), was 225 tons. 

3. A test pile of the type described in problem 1 was driven at another point of 
the area to be occupied by the structure. Soil conditions were identical, except that 
the sand encountered at a depth of 65 ft was loose (cf> = 30°). Compute the point 
resistance of the pile. 

Ans. 21 tons. (No load test was made, but the pile penetrated the sand so 
easily under the blows of the hammer that it was dceided to change the 
type of foundation over the entire aroa underlain by the looso sand.) 
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ART. 31. STABILITY OF SLOPES 

INTRODUCTION 

The failure of a mass of soil located beneath a slope is cu.lled a fllide. 
It involves a downward and outward movement of the entire mass of 
soil that participates in the failure. 

Slides may occur in almoHt every conceivable manner, slowly or 
suddenly, and with or without any apparent provocation. Uimally, 
slides are due to excavation or to undercutting the foot of an existing 
slope. However, in some instances, they arc caused by a gradual dis
integration of the structure of the soil, starting at hair cracks which sub
divide the soil into angular fragments. In others, they are caused by an 
increase of the pore-water pressure in a few exceptionally permeable 
layers, or by a shock that liquefies the soil beneath the slope, Article 49. 
Because of the extraordinary variety of factors and processes that may 
le:1d to slides, the conditions for the stability of slopes usually defy 
theoretical analysis. Stability computations ba:;ed on test results can be 
relied on only when the conditions specified in the diffcrent sections of 
this article are strictly satisfied. Moreover, it should always be remem
bered that various undetected discontinuities in the soil, such as systems 
of hair cracks, remnants of old surfaces of sliding, or thin seams of water
bearing sand, may completely invalidate the results of the computations. 

In the following 'paragraphs,. it is assumed that seepage forces are 
negligible. The effect of these forces on stability are considered in Article 
42. 

SLOPES ON DRY COHESIONLESS SAND 

A slope underlain by clean dry sand is stable regardless of its height, 
provided the angle fJ between the slope and the horizontal is equal to or 
smaller than the angle of internal friction rp for the sand in a loose state. 
The factor of safety of the slope with respect to sliding may be expressed 
by the equation, 

(31.1) 

No slope on clean sand can exist with a slope angle greater than rp, 
irrespective of its height. 

Since very few natural soils are perfectly cohesionless, the remainder of 
this article de:1IH with slopes underlain by cohesive materials. 

GENERAL CHARACTER OF SLIDES IN HOl\lOGENEOUS COHESIVE SOIL 

A cohesive material having a shearing resistance, 
s=c+ptanrp 
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CfLn stfLnd with a vertical slope fLt least for a short time, provided the 
height of the slope is somewhat less than He, equation 24.8. If the height 
of a slope is greater t.han He. the slope ll:l not stahle unless the slope 
angle {3 is less than \)0°. The greater the height of the slope, the smaller 
must be the angle {3. If the height is very great compareel to II 0, the 
slope will fail unless the slope angle f3 is equal to or lel:ls than cp. 

FIG. 78. Deformation [lsRociated with slope failure. 

The failure of a slope in a cohesive material is commonly preceded 
by the formation of tension cracks behind the upper edge of the slope, as 
shown in Figure 78. The force which produces the tension cracks behind 
the edge of a vertical slope is represented by the triangle ace in Figure 
62b. Sooner or later, the opening of the cracks is followed by slidi.ng 
along 11 curved surface, indicated by the full line in FigUl'e 78. Usually 
the radius of curvature of the surface of sliding is least at the upper end, 
greatest in the middle, and intermediate at the lower end. The curve, 

Firm .bClse 
(aJ afler W. FeUcniu8 

FIG. 79. Pm;ition of critical circle for (a) slope fnilme; (b) hase failure. 

therefore, j'esembles the nrc of an ellipse. If the failure occurs along n 
surface of sliding that intersects the slope nt or above its toe (see Figure 
79a), the slide is known as a slope failure. On the other hand, if the soil 
beneath the level of the toe of the slope is unable to sustain the weight of 
the overlying material, the failure occurs along a surface that passes at 
some distnnce below the toe of the slope. A failure of this type, shown in 
Figure 79b, is known as a base failure. 

In stability computations the curve representi.ng the real surface of 
sliding is replaced either by an arc of a circle 01' of a logarithmic spiral. 
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Eithcr procedure is as legitimate as Coulomb's assumption of a plane 
surface of sliding in conncction with retaining wall problems, Article 26. 
In the following diseussions only the circle will be used as a substitute for 
the real surface of sliding. 

PURPOSE OF STABILITY COMPU'l'ATIONS 

In engineering practice stability computations serve a.."l a basis either 
for the redesign of slopes after a failure, or else for choosing slope angles 
in accordance with specified safety requirements in advance of construc
tion. 

Local failures on the slopes of cuts or fills are common during the 
construction period. They indicate that the average value of the mini
mnm shearing resistance of the soil has been overestimated. Since such 
failures constitute large-scale shear tests, they offer excellent opportun
ities for evaluating the real rillnimum shearing resistance and for avoid
ing further accidents on the same job by changing the design in accord
ance with the findings. The general procedure is to determine the position 
of the surface of sliding by means of test borings or shaftR, to estimate 
the weights of the various parts of the sliding mass that tended to pro
duee or to oppose the slide, and to compute the average shearing resist
ance 8 of the soil necessary to satisfy the conditions for equilibrium of the 
mass. 

In order to design a slope in a region where no slides have occurred, the 
average shearing resistance 8 must be estimated or determined in ad
vance of construction. Methods for evaluating the shearing resistance 
are discussed in Article 15. After the value of 8 has been determined, the 
slope angle can be chosen on the basis of theory in such a manner that 
the slope satisfies the specified safety requirements. It is obvious that 
this method can be used only if the soil conditions permit a fairly reliable 
determination of 8 on the basis of thc results of soil tests. 

OOMPUTATION OF SHEARING RESISTANCE FROM SLIDE DATA 

The method for determining the average shearing resistance of soils 
on the basis of slide data is illustrated by Figure 78. The depth Zc of the 
tension cracks and the shape of the surface of sliding are ascertained by 
field measurements. The line of sliding is then replaced by the arc of a 
circle having a radius r and its eenter at O. Equilibrium requires that 

/""". 

WIll = W2l2 + sr d1e2 

from which 

8= 
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where WI is the weight of the slice a14e which tends to produce failure, 
and W2 is the weight of slice kbdd 'which tenus to resist it. 

'If the shape of the surface of sliding is such that it cannot be rep~ 
re:;ented even approximately hy an arc of a circle, the procedure mllst be 
modified according to the method described subsequently in connection 
with composite surfaces of sliding. 

PROCEDURE FOR INVESTIGATING STAI3ILITY OF SLOPES 

In order to investigate whether a slope on soil with known shear 
characteristics will be stable, it is necessary to determine the diameter 
and position of the circle that represents the surface along which sliding 
will occur. This circle, known as the critical circle, must satisfy the 
requirement that the ratio between the moment of the forces tending to 
resist the slide and the moment of the forces tending to produce it must 
be a minimum. Hence, the investigation belongs to the category of 
maximum and minimum problems exemplified by Coulomb's theory, 
Article 26, and the theory of passive earth pressure, Article 28. 

After the diameter and position of the critical circle have been de~ 
termined, the factor of safety Gs of the slope with respect to failure may 
be computed by means of the relation (see Figure 78), 

,-.. 
G = moment of resisting forces == W2 l2 + srdIe2 

• moment of driving forces WIll 
(31.2) 

wherein r represents the radius of the critical circle and d1e2 the length 
of the surface of sliding. 

Like the passive earth pressure of a mass of soil, the stability of a slope 
may be investigated by trial or, in simple cases, by analytical methods. 
To make the investigatiun by trial, different circles are selected, each 
representing a potential surface of sliding. For each circle, the value G., 
equation 31.2, is computed. The minimum value represents the factor of 
safety of the slope with respect to sliding, and the corresponding circle 
is the critical circle, 

The analytical solutions can rarely be used to compute the factor of 
safety of a slope under actual conditions, because they are based on 
greatly simplified assnmptions. They are valuable, however, as a guide 
for estimating the position of the center of the critical circle and for 
ascertaining the probable character of the failure. In addition, they may 
serve as a means for judging whether a given slope will be unquestionably 
safe, unquestionably unsafe, Or of doubtful stability, If the stability 
appears doubtful, the factor of safety with respect to failure should be 
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computed according to the procedure deRcrihed in the prf'crding para
graph. 

The analytical solutions are based on the following assumptions: 
Down to a given level below the toe of the slope, the soil is perfectly 
homogeneous. At this level, the soil rests on the horizontal stuface of a 
stiffer stratum, known as the firm base, which is not penetrated by the 
surface of sliding. The slope is considered to be a plane, and it is lopa,ted 
between two horizontal plane surfaces, as sho\\TI in Figure 79. Finally, 
the weakening effect of tension cracks is disregarded, because it is more 
than compensated by the customary margin of safety. The followillg 
:Qaragraphs contain a summary of the results of the investigations. 

SLOPES ON SOFT CLAY 

The average shearing resistance 8 pel' unit of area of a potential sur
face of sliding in homogeneous soft clay is roughly equal to one-half the 
unconfined compressive strength qu of the clay. This value of s is referred 
to briefly as the cohesion c. That is, 

s = ]-qu = c (22.1) 

If c is known, th~ critical height He of a slope having a given slope angle 
f3 can be exprcssed by the equation, 

c 
He = NIJ -

'Y 
(31.3) 

In this equation the stability factor Ns is a pure number. Its value de
pends only on the slope angle [3 and on the depth factor na, Figure 79b, 
which expresses the depth at which the clay rests on a firm base. If a 
slope failure occurs, the critical circle is usually a toe circle that passes 
through the toe b of the slope, Figure 79a. However, if the firm base is 
located at a short distance below the level of b, the criticnl circle may be a 
slope circle that is tangent to the firm base and that intersects the slope 
above the toe b. This type of failure is not shown in Figure 79. If a base 
failure occurs, the critical circle is known as a mid-point circle, because 
its center is located on a vertical line through the mid-point m of the 
slope, Figure 79b. The mid-point circle is tangent to the firm base. 

The position of the critical circle ·with reference to a given slope de
pends on the slope angle [3 and the depth factor nd. Figure 80 contains a 
summary of the results of pertinent theoretical investigations. According 
to this figure, the failure of all slopes rising at an angle of more than 53° 
occurs along a toe circle. If {3 is smaller than 53°, the type of failure 
depends on the value of the depth factor nd and, at low values of na, also 
on the slope angle {3. If nd is equal to 1.0, failure occurs along a slope 
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circle. If 1!d is greater than about 4.0, the filopc failfi along a mid-point 
circle tangent to the firm hase, rcgarrllesl"l of the value of (3. If nd is inter
mediate in value between 1.0 and 4.0, failme oecurs I1long a slope eimle 
if the point representing the values of nil and (3 lies above the shaded area 
in Figure 80. If the point lies within the shaded urea, failure oecms along 
a toe circle. If the point is below the shaded area, the slope fails along tt 

mid-point circle tangent to the firm base. 
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FIG. 80. Relation for frintionleHR material hetwt'f'n Hlope nngIll fJ and Ht.abilit.y ftt('1m' 
N. for tlilTel'Out values of dept.lt i'a<'i.ur '/ld. 

If the slope angle f3 and the depth fuetor nd ure given, the value of the 
corresponding stability factor N s, equation 31.3, can be obtained with
out computation from Figure 80. The value of Ns determines the critical 
height He of the slope. 

If failure occurs along a toe circle, the center of the critical cit'cIe can 
be located by laying off the angles a: and 20, as shown in Figure 79a. 
Values of a and 0 for different slope angles (3 are given in Figure 81a. If 
failure occurs along a mid-point circle tangent to the firm base, the posi
tion of the critical circle is determined by tho horizontal distance nxH 
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from the toe of the slope to the circle (see Figure 7gb). Values of n" can be 
estimated for different values of nd and {3 by means of the chart, Figure 
81b. 

If the clay beneath a slope consists of several layers with different 
average cohesion CI , Cz, etc., or if the surface of the ground is irregular 
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FIG. 81. (a) Relation between slope angle f3 and parameters ct and 8 for location of 
critical toe circle when f3 is greater than 53°; (b) relation between slope angle {3 and 

depth factor nd for various values of parameter n",. 

(see Figure 82), the center of the critical circle must be determined by 
trial and error. It is obvious that the longest part of the real surface of 
sliding will be located within the softest stratum. Therefore, the trial 
circle should also satisfy this condition. If one of the upper layers is 
relatively soft, the presence of a firm base at considerable depth may not 
enter into the problem, because the deepest part of the surface of sliding 
is likely to be located ontirely within the softest stratum. For example, 
if the cohesion C2 of the second stratum in Figure 82 is much smaner than 
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the cohesion Ca of the underlying third layer, the critical circle will be 
tangent to the upper surface of the third stratum instead of the firm 
base. 

For each trial circle we compute the average shearing stress t which 
must act along the surface of sliding to balance the difference between 
the moment TVlll of the driving weight and the resisting moment TV2l2• 

The value of t is 
WIll - TV212 t= .--. 

rab 

Then, on the basis of the known values of ClJ C2, C3, etc., we compute the 
average value of the cohesion c of the soil along the sliding surface. The 

factor of safety of the slope 
against sliding along the cir
cular trial surface is 

c 
Gs = -

t 
(31.4) 

The value of Gs is inscribed at 
the center of the circle. After 
values of G. have been deter-

____ -=,......j-....:::::::::..... ______ cJ mined for several trial circles, 
Firm ba-se curves of equal values of Gs 

FIG. 82. Base failure in stratified cohesive are plotted (see Figure 82). 
soil. These curves may be con-

sidered as contour lines of a 
depression. The center of the critical circle is located at the bottom of 
the depression. The corresponding value Gsmin is the factor of safety 
of the slope with respect to sliding. 

SLOPES ON SOILS WITH COHESION AND INTERNAL FRICTION 

The shearing resistance of dry or moist cohesive soils located above 
the water table can be expressed approximately by the equation, 

8 = C + P tan ¢ 

The values of c and ¢ are likely to change with the seasons. Therefore, 
the instances in which the lower limiting values for c and ¢ can be evalu
ated reliably are rather rare. Nevertheless, the method for investigating 
the stability of slopes on such soils deserves attention, because the same 
method can also be used for investigating the stability of slopes on fine 
sand acted on by seepage pressures, as shown in Article 42. Furthermore, 
the results of the investigations strikingly illustrate the important 
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influence of the value cp on the stability of slopes, and they permit one to 
decide whether or not the shearing resi::-:tancc of a ma::-:s of soil which 
failed by sliding was partly due to internal friction. 

The procedure is illustrated by Figure 83a. The forces acting on the 
. sliding mass are its weight lV, the rmmltant cohesion C, and the resultant 

F of the normal and frictional forces acting along the surface of sliding. 
The resultant cohesion C acts in a direction parallel to the chord de 
and is equal to the unit cohesion c multiplied by the length L of the 
chord. The distance x from the center of rotatiOll to C is determined by 
the condition that 

Cx = cLx =c ;z;, r 
...... 

whence x = de riL. Therefore, the force Cis knmvn. The weight W is 
also known. Since the forces C, TV, and F are in equilibrium, the force F 
must pass through the point of intersection of TV and C. Hence, the 
magnitude and line of action of F can be determined by constructing 
the polygon of forces, 

If the factor of safety against sliding is equal to unity, the slope is on 
the verge of failure. Under this condition each of the elementary reac
tions dF in Fignre 83a must be inclined at the angle cp to the normal to 
the circle of sliding. As a consequence, the line of action of each elemen
tary reaction is tangent to a circle, known as the friction circle, having a 
radius, 

rf = r sin cp 

and having its center at the center of the circle of sliding. The line of 
action of the resultant reaction F is tangent to a circle having a radius 
slightly greater than r" but as a convenient approximation we assume 
that at a factor of safety equal to unity the line of action of F is also 
tangent to the friction circle. The corresponding error is small and is on 
the safe side. 

For a given value of cp the critical height of a slope which fails along a 
toe circle is given by the equation, 

c 
He = Na-

y 

which is identical with equation 31.3, except that N8 depends not only 
on {3 but also on cp. Figure 83b shows the relatio,ni:lhip between {3 and N 8 

for different values of cp, At a given value of the lliope angle (3, N. in
creases at first slowly and then more rapidly with increasing values of cp. 
When cp = {3, N8 becomes infinite. 
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All the points on the curves shown in Figure 83b correspond to failure:; 
along toe circles, becauRe theory has shown that t.he pOR.<;ibilitv of a base 
failure does not exist unless the value of 1> is flmaller than 3°. ''l'herpforf', 
if a typical hase failure has occurred in a fairly homogeneous soil in the 
field, it can be concluded that the value of rp for the soil at the time of the 
slide was close to zero. 

COMPOSITE SURFACES OF SLIDING 

If the subsoil contains one or more thin exceptionally weak strata, 
the surface of sliding is likely to consist of three or more sections that do 
not merge smoothly one into another. In stability computations such a 
surface cannot be replaced by a 
continuous curve without the in~ 
troduction of an error on the un~ 
safe side. 

Figure 84 represents a slope un
derlain by a thin layer of very soft 
clay with cohesion e. If such a 

d 

slope fails, the slip occurs along FIG. 84. Failure of slope underlain by 
some composite surface abed. In thin layer of very soft clay. 

the right-hand part of the sliding 
mass, represented by the area abj, active failure must be expected, be
cause the earth stretches horizontally under the influence of its own 
weight. The central part beef moves to the left under the influence of the 
active pressure on bj. The left-hand part of the sliding mass ede experi
ences passive failure due to the thrust of the advancing central part beef. 

The first step in investigating the conditions for the stability of the 
slope is to compute the passive earth pressure Pp of the soil located on 
the left side of a tentatively selected vertical section ec located near the 
toe of the slope. It is conservative to assume that Pp act.<; in the hori
zontal direction. The next step is to estimate the position of the right
hand boundary b of the horizontal part eb of the potential surface of 
sliding and to compute the active earth pressure PA on a vertical 
section fb through b. The tendency for the mass beef to move to the left 
is resisted by the passive earth pressure Pp and the total cohesion C 
along be. If the slope is stable, the sum of these resisting forces must be 
greater than the active earth pressure P A which is assumed to act in a 
horizontal direction. The factor of safety against sliding is equal to the 
ratio between the sum of the resisting forces and the force P A. The 
investigation must be repeated for different positions of the points c and b 
until the surface of least resistance to sliding is found that corresponds 
to the least factor of safety. 
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PROBLEMS 

AnT. 32 

1. A wide cut was made in It stratum of soft clay that had a level surface. The sides 
of the cut rose at. 300 to the horizontal. Bedrock was located at a depth of 40 ft below 
the original ground surface. \Yhen the cut l'eaehed a depth of 25 ft, failure occurred. 
If the unit weight of the clay was 120 Ib per eu ft, what was its average cohesive 
strength? What was the ehractcr of the surface of sliding? At what distance from 
the foot of the slope did the Hurfac:e of sliding intersect the bottom of the excavation? 

Am. 500Ib per sq ft; mid-point circle; 18 ft. 
2. The rock surface referred to in problem 1 was localed at a depth of 30 ft below 

the original ground surface. "''hat were the average cohesive strength of the clay 
and the character of the surface of sliding? 

Am. 450lb per sq ft; toe circle. 
3. A cut is to be excavated in soft clay to a depth of 30 ft. The material has a unit 

weight of 114 Ib per cu ft and a cohesion of 700 Ib per sq ft. A hard layer underlies the 
soft layer at a depth of 40 ft below the original ground surface. What is the slope 
angle at which failure is likely to occur? 

Am. {3 = 69 0
• 

4. A trench with sides rising at 80° to the horizontal is excavated in a soft clay 
which weighs 120 Ib per cu it and has a cohesion of 250 lb per sq ft. To what depth 
can the excavation be carried before the sides cave in? At what distance from the 
upper edge of the slope will the surface of sliding intersect the ground surface? 

Ans. 9 ft; 8 ft. . 
5. A bed of chLy consists of three horizontal st,mta, each 15 ft thick. The values 

for c for the upper, middle, and lower strata are, respectively, (l00, 400, and 3000 
lb pel' sq ft. The unit weight is 115 III pel' eu ft. A cut is excavated with side slopes 
of 1 (vertical) to 3 (horizontal) to a depth of 20 fL. What is the factor of sttfcty of the 
slope against failure? 

Ans. 1.3. 
6. To what depth can the trench in problem 4 be excavated without bracing if the 

soil has, ill addition to its cohesion, an angle of internal friction of 200 ? 
Ana. 14.2 ft. 

ART. 32. EARTH PRESSURE AGAINST BRACING IN CUTS 

DEFORMA'l'ION CONDITIONS IMPOSED BY BRACING 

Figure 85 illustrates one of several methods for bracing an open cut. 
A row of II-piles is driven along each side of the propOflCd exca,vation to a 
depth of several feet below gmde. The sides of the cut between H-piles 
are lined by horizontal boards placed directly agaim;t the soil as the cut 
is deepened. The two ends of each board are'wedged against t.he inner 
flanges of the H-piles. The piles themselves are supported by horizontal 
st.eel or t.imber struts inserted as excavation proceeds. In order to design 
the struts, we must know the magnitude and the distribution of the earth 
pressure. 

In Article 23 it was shown that the earth preRsure depends not only 
on the properties of the supported soil but also on the restrictionR that 
the construction procedure imposes on the freedom of the support to 
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yield. Hence, the first step in investigating the earth pressure against an 
open cut is to examine the natme of these restrictions. When the first 
row of struts I, Figure 85, is placed, the amount of excavation is still so 
insignificant that the original state of stress in the soil is practically 
unaltered. Therefore, the first row of struts is in position before any 

. appreciable yielding of the wil mass occurs. As excavation proceeds to 
the level of the next set of struts II, the rigidity of ::let I prevents further 
horizontal yielding of the soil located near the ground surface on each 
side of the cut. However, the H-piles arc acted on by the lateral pressure 
of the soil outside the cut. Under the in-

e~e~~:t~~!:~!::S:~:~ !~e~:~:~e~~'~: .:.:.;':;;.~:f.~.~:Illc==I==~~:0¥::~;:~~r;;;fT" 
uppermost set of struts. Hence, the place- . '. ~====:Jlllt·:: :-
ment of the second row of struts is pre- Sanc/ Il I ,: .... 

ceded by a horizontal yielding of the soil 11fc:=====:HII

J
H 

located outside the cut at the level of this .11l' I 
set. With inoreasing depth the yielding 1Y I 

increases, because the height of the banks ·.·.;::i;<:~!'}Xt .. ~.11: h 
on either side of the cut increases. There-
fore, while excavation proceeds, the ver-
tical section ab, Figure 85, advances into 
the position ab1• Since the strut at the 
top of the cut prevents the stretching of 
the upper part of the sliding wedge, the 

I 

:FIG. 85. Diagram illustrating 
deformation condition for lateral 
pressure against bracing in open 

cut. 

soil can fail only as indicated in Figure 58. Because of this, the active 
earth pressure against the bracing in the cut cannot be computed by 
means of Coulomb's or Rankine's theory. A method must be developed 
that takes into consideration the influence of the deformation conditions 
on the type of failure. 

It has been shmVll that the deformation conditions represented by 
line abl in Figure 85 involve a failure of the type illustrated in Figure 58. 
It has also been shmVll, Article 23, that the failure cannot occur unless 
the lower edge b of the lateral support, Figure 85, yields more than a 
certain distance bbl. This distance depends on the depth of the cut and 
on th~ physical properties of the soil. In the following discussion, we 
shall assume that this deformation condition is satisfied. The observa
tions on which the assumption is based and the necessary qualifications 
are presented in Article ·18. 

CUTS IN DRY OR DRAINED SAND 

Figure 86 shows a vertical section through one side of a cut with dcpth 
H in dry or drained sand. The initial position of the H-piles is indicated 
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by the plain line ab and the final position by the clash line ab l • The earth 
pressure on the bracing, per unit of length of the cut, is designated by 
Pa to distinguish it from the active earth pJ'Ps::lUl'e P A exerted by a 
similar mass of sand against a retaining wall of height H. Since the upper 
part of the sliding wedge, Figure 8fia. eannot moye laterally, the surface 
of sliding intersects the groun(l surface at a right angle (see also Figure 

(aJ 

(c) 

b 

FIG. 86. Logarithmic Rpiral method for c[llculat.ing eurth prcssure ug;uinst. brlLcing 
of open cuts. (a) Diagram illustrating assumptions Oil whinh eomj)utation is based; 
(h) forces acting on Hlieling wedge; (r) eomparison of Hlll'fltcC of slirling with that 

assumed in Coulomb',; theory. 

58). The real curve of sliding cnn be closely approximated by a loga-
rithmic spiral having the equation, . 

r = roltanq, (32.1) 

The center of the spiral is located on a straight line that passes through d 
and makes an angle <p with the horizontaL Since the yield of the lateral 
support causes the wedge to move dowmmrcl along the back of the 
support, the resultant earth pressure aets at an angle {j to the horizontal. 
Theoretical investigations beyond the scope of this book have shown 
that the point of application of the earth pressure is determined by the 
shape of the surface of sliding ancI vice versa. If the curve of sliding is 
similar to bel in Figure 8G, theory indicates that the distribution of the 
sand pressure against the bracing is roughly parabolic, as indicated in 
Figure 58b, and that the elevation of the point of application naH should 
be between OA5H and O.55H. This theoretical conclusion has been 
confirmed by pressure measurements in full-sized cuts. Therefore, in the 
following computation na is assumed to be known. 

In order to determine the position of the surface of sliding, an arbitrary 
point ell, Figure 8Gb, is selected on the horizontal surface adjoining the 
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upper edge of t.he cut. Through this point awl through the lower edge b 
of the bunk, a logarit.hmic spiral/IlII hi tl'lWPr! with its npl1ter on diDl • 

The reaction F\ on the surface of ~lirlil!g rE'pl·pspnt.£'rl hy lid l pass('s 
through the center 0 1• Taking momentH about (h, we obtain 

Plla = lVIlw 

whence 

PI = H\lw 

i" 
(32.2) 

A Rimilar computation is made for Rpirals throngh d2 , ds .•• (not Rhown). 
By plotting the values PI, P2 ... , etc., Itl'l orciinatpH above d l , d2J ••• , 

the curve P is obtained. The active earth prefisure Pais equal to the 
maximum ordinate, corresponding to point C, and the surface of sliding 
paRses through d. The width ad of the top of the wedge which exerts the 
maximum pressure Pa is always much smaller than the width of the top 
of the corresponding Coulomb wedge abdc, Figure 8Gc. 

The value of P a depends to a certain extent on f!a. It increases Rlightly 
with increaHing values of na and is always greater than the corresponding 
Coulomb value P A. For the values rp = 38° and B = 0°, an increase of 
na from 0.45 to 0.55 increases Pa from 1.03P~t to 1.11PA • If ''Ie assume 
nIl = 0.55, any error if; on the safe side because this value is the greatest 
which has so far been obtained hy field measurements. The angle 0 has 
very little influence on the ratio Fa/FA. I-Ienee, for a preliminary esti
mate, it is sufficiently accurate to assume 

Pa = 1.1PA (32.3) 

The next step in the investigation is to determine the pressure in 
individual struts. The distribution of the lateral pressure against the 
bracing in cuts is roughly parabolic as shown in Figure 58b, but from 
section to section in a given cut it deviates ROmel'ihat from the statistical 
average because of variations in Boil conditions and in details of the 
construction procedure. AR a conRequence, for a given value of P a the 
preRRure in individual RtrutR at a given elevation varies. The procedure 
for estimating the maximum pressure that may have to be resisted by 
the struts in any given row is described in Article 48. 

CUTS IN SOFT CLAY 

For soft clay, the value of ¢ is equal to zero, and equation 32.1 becomes 
identical with that of a circle having the radius r = roo Since the circle 
must intersect the ground surface at a right angle, its center must be 
located at the level of the surface. The computation of Pais made by 
taking moments ahout the center of the circle of the forces that act upon 
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the slicling wedge. The dl'iving moment if> produced by the weight of the 
wcdge. The resisting moment is equal to the sum of the moment of the 
forces of cohesion that act along the surface of sliding and the moment of 
the resultant earth preSRure P a. Measurements in full-sized cuts exca
vated in such clays have shown that na varies between 0.4 and 0.55, and 
that the corresponding clistribution of la1eral pressure, like that for sand, 
is roughly parabolic. The method for estimating the maximmn pressure 
which may act on an individual strut is described in Article 48. 

(a) 
11 ,'Ie -r- B 

a b c d 

a 

(d ') 

a:-

(e) 

P c d 

P, c, 0/ 

"-~/ 
FIG. 87. Stability of bottom of open cut in soft clay. (a) Stahility conditions if no 
hard stratum interferes with flow of cltty; (b) foreeH aeting on wedge cldt/; (c) section 
through cut in Wllich sheet piles extend below bottom of mwavLLt,iollj (d) stability 

conditions if hftrd stl'lttum is IOCi\(cd at shltUow depth below bottom of cut. 

HEAVE OF THE BOTTOM OF CUTS IN SOFT CrJAY 

In connection 'with open cuts in soft clay, we must consider the 
possibility that the bottom may fail by heaving, because the weight of 
the blocks of clay beside the cut tends to displace the underlying clay 
toward the excavation. Figure 87a represents a cross section through a 
cut in soft clay. The width of the cut is B, and the depth is H. The two 
strips albl and cld! at tho level of the bottom of the cut carry a surcharge 
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due to the weight of the hlocks of clay located above them. If this Rur
charge is equal to the bearing capacity of the l'tripA, the clay located 
beneath the level of the bottom of the cut Pll..'lRCS into a state of plastic 
equilibrium. Since the st,ruts prevent the bloeks of clay from moving 
laterally, the shearing resistance of the clay along the strips a1 b1 and clrlt 
prevents the clay immediately below the stripR from spreading hori
zontally. The strips albl and ClCft act, therefore, like footing,; with rough 
bases. The boundaries of the zones of ela.'Jtic equilibrium located beneath 
the loaded strip should rise at the angle </> to the horizontal, as indicated 
in Figure 74b. However, since </> = 0°, there is no zone of elastic equilib
rium. The zone of radial shear starts at the loaded strip and extends to 
the boundary of the passive Rankine zone which rises at 45° to the 
horizontal. Therefore, the region of pla.c;tic equilibrium must have the 
characteristics shown in Figure 87 a, and the total width of the region is 

B + V2B. According to equation 29.3, the bearing capacity of the 
strips is qd = 5.70c. 

The weight of the masS of soil that tends to move downward at one 
side of the cut is !V2B'YII. Since the downward movement is resisted by 
the cohesion cH along the vertical surface ddl, the total load P on cldi is 

P = !V2B'YH - cH 

The intensity of the load on cldI is 
-v'2cH 

Pv = 'YH --B- (32.4) 

To avoid risk, the factor of safety against heaving should be at least 
1.5. Hence, the pressure Pv, equation 32.4, should not exceed 
Qd/1.5 = 5.7c/1.5 = 3.Sc. 

lf sheet piling extends below the bottom of the cut for an additional 
distance, cd = !V2B, the horizontal pressure against the embedded 
portion of the sheet pile, pcr foot of length of sheeting along the axis of 
the cut, can be computed by considering the equilibrium of the wedge 
cldd, Figure 87b. Taking moments about CI gives 

P 
V2 B V2B = P V2 B V2B _ c1rV2B V2B 

11.2 4 v2 4 8 

whence 
Ph = Pv - 7!'C 

The total pressure Ph exerted against the sheet pile.~ is then 

V2 
Ph = (Pv - 7!'c) "2 B 

(32.5) 

(32.6) 
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If the sheeting extends only to [l depth HI below ('1, the preRRure Ph is 
carried partly by the sheeting and partly by the soil which occupies the 
gap ef, Figure 87a. If the diRtance III is greater than about two thirds of 
cd, the rigidit.y of the sheet piles causes most of the pressure on ef to he 
transferred by arching, Article 33, to the sheet piles. Hence, the total 
pressure against the piles if; still given approximately by equation 32.6. 
If HI is less than about two thirds of cd, the quantity 1.5H1 may be 
substituted for !v2B in equation 32.0. The load Ph Can be assumed to 
be uniformly distributed over the buried part of the sheet piles. 

The horizontal load Ph is resisted by the unconfined compressive 
strength 2cHl of the block of clay represented by the shaded area in 
Figure 87 c and by the bending strength of the buried part of the sheet 
piles. Hence, the sheet piles must be capable of resisting a load of 
Ph - 2cH l . Otherwise, the piles fail by bending, and the bottom of the 
cut heaves. 

If the lower ends of the sheet piles arc dri\ren into a hard Rtratum, the 
effectiveness of the sheet piles is increased in two waYi-l. Support of the 
lower edge of the piles reduces the maximum bonding moments in the 
embedded portion of the pileH to about one quarter of the value for un
Rupported pileR. In addition, the vertical load on section c1d1, Figure 87a, 
is reduced by the woight transferred by ttdhcHion to the sheet piles. If the 
point resistance of the sheet pileH is greater than the adhesion, the reduc
tion is equal to the ndheHion between tho clay and the sheet piles. If it ill 
smaller, the reduction is equal to the point resistance. 

If the hard stratum is located a short distance below the bottom of the 
cut, as indicated in Figure S7d, the 10wcr boundary of the zone of plastic 
equilibrium is tangent to the upper Burface of the hard layer. The 
general character of the shear pattern, however, remains unchanged. 
Since the depth of the plaRtic zone is limited by the presence of the hard 
stratum at a shallow depth, the width of the mass of soil aa1b1b, which 
constitutes a surcharge on ench side of the cut, is less thnn !v'2B. Yet 
the shearing resistance along aal is t.he same as the resistanec along aal 
in Figure 87a. Therefore, the intenHity of the vertical load on albl in 
Figure 87d is less than that in Figure S7a, and the tendency for the 
bottom to heave is reduced. 

PROBLEMS 

1. By means of the logariLhmic-spiml method, dutermine the total pressure Pa 
against the hracing of a cut 30 ft deep in cohesionless sand for which 'Y = 115 lb per 
eu ft and </> = 30°. The value of il is assumcd to he zero. The ccntur of preSHuro is 
16 ft above the bottom of the cut. Determine alRo the Coulomb value P.1. 

Ans. 18,400; 17,300 Ih perlin ft. 
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2. An open eut is made to a depth of 40 it in dRY having a unit. weight of 127 1h 
per eu ft and a cohesion of 635 1b per sq ft. The valul's of q, and Il Itrt~ a"""llmed to he 
zero. The point of upplieation of the resulta,nt earth prCSAurc agaill>'it the hracing is 
18 ft !tho¥(' Ole hottom. I"ind the value of the re~ultant earth prCf;sure. 

Ans. 59,700 III per lin ft. 
3. A cut 50 ft wide is made for It depth of 36 ft in HUft clay having a vallic of 

c = 300 Ib per sq ft and a value of "( = 1 B Ih per eu ft. The value of q, is zero. If 
sheeting dONi not extend below the bottom of the cut, what ill the factor of safety 
against hmving of the bottom? If shL>()t piJps having a il{'ction modulus of 46.8 CIl in. 
per ft of wall extend to a depth of 10 it brlow the bottom of the cut, what is the 
factor of safety against heave? Assume that struts are lorated at th(l bottom of the 
cut, that the compressive strength of the clay is 600 Ib per sq ft, and that the steel 
sheet piles are stressed to their yield point of 36,000 Ib per sq in. 

Ans. 0.45; 1.12. 

ART. 33. ARCHING IN SOILS 

The earth pressure on the lateral support shown in Figure 85 is 
greatest at about mid-height of the sides of the cut. Yet, if a few of the 
horizontal boards supporting the 
soil at mid-height are removed, 
the exposed part of the sides of 
the cut remains stable, provided 
the soil bas at . least a trace of 
cohesion. In order to explain this 
fact, we are compelled to assume 
that the preSSure formerly exerted 
on the boards that were removed 
was transferred onto those that 
remained in place. This phenom
enon of pressure transfer is known 
as arching. 

The essential features of o.rch
ing can be demonstrated by the 
test illustrated by Figure 88a. A 
laYf>r of dry cohesionless sand with 

c a' 
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FIG. 88. (a) Apparatus for investigating 
archlng in layer of sand I1bove yielding 
trap door in horizontal platform; (b) pres
sure on platform and trap door before and 

after slight lowering of door. 

unit weight 'Y is placed on a platform that contains a trap door abo The 
trap door is mOllnted on a scale (not shown) that permits measurement 
of the pressure on the door. The depth H of the layer of sand is several 
times greater than the width B of the trap door. 

As long as the trap door occupies its original position, the pressure on 
the trap door as well as that on the adjoining platform is equal to 'YH 
per unit of area. However, as soon as the trap door is allowed to yield in a 
downward direction, the pressure on the door decreases to a small frac
tion of its initial value, whereas the pressure on the adjoining parts of the 
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platform increaseR. Thiel is dne to the fact that the descent of the prism 
of sand located above the yielding trap door is resisted by shearing 
stresses along its la.toral bounrbrie,;, ac Hnd bri. 

Theory, as well aH the result:> of tests and experience in tunneling, 
indicates that the ultimate pressure on the yielding trap door is practi
cally independent of the depth H of the layer of sand. It does not exceed 
the weight of a hody of sand having approximately the dimensions 
indicated by the shaded area abe in Figure 88. Hence, if the sand has a 
trace of cohesion, the trap door can be removed entirely, and the sand 
will not drop out of the gap. 



CHAPTER V 

SETTLEMENT AND CONTACT PRESSURE 

ART. 34. INTRODUCTION 

PURPOSE OF SETTLEMENT INVESTIGATIONS 

The term settlement indicates the sinking of a building due to the com
pression and deformation of the underlying soiL 

The design of the framework of a building or other structure is, with 
rare exceptions, based on the assumption that the structure -rests on. an 
unyielding base. In reality, the weight of every structure compresses and 
deforms the underlying soil, and, as a consequence, the design assump
tion is never strictly satisfied. If the base of the structure remains plane, 
the settlement is irrelevant because the stresses in. the framework are not 
altered. On the other hand, if the 'weight of the structure causes the 
loaded area to warp, the base of the structure also becomes warped) and 
the entire structural framework is distorted. The supplementary stresses 
caused by this distortion are not considered in the design of the super
structure. Yet in many instances they are important enough to impair the 
appearance of a building or to cause permanent and irreparable damage. 

Because of the complexity of the mechanical properties of soils and the 
disturbing influences of stratification, the settlement of buildings can be 
accurately predicted only under exceptional conditions. Nevertheless, a 
theoretical analysis of settlement phenomena is indispensable because 
the results permit the engineer at least to recognize the factors that 
determine the magnitude and the distribution of the settlement. Knowl
edge of these factors constitutes the prerequisite for converting con
struction experience into semiempirical ntles for the design of founda
tions, Article 53. 

THEORETICAL ApPROACH TO SETTLEMENT PROBLEMS 

The theoretical methods for dealing with settlement problems must be 
chosen in accordance with the mechanical properties of the subsoil and 
the nature of the stratification. If a proposed structure is located above 
one or more layers of very compressible soil, buried beneath and sepa
rated by layers of relatively incompressible soil such as sand, the settle
ment depends only on the physical properties of the soft strata and on the 
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intensity and distribution of the vertical pressure on theRe strata. 
Experience has shown that the vertical pressures can be computed with 
sufficient accuracy on the assumption that the subsoil of the building is 
perfectly elastic and homogeneous. 

Likewise, if a structure rests on a fairly homogenouR Rubsoil, the 
distribution of the vertical stresses on horizontal sections can be esti
mated on the m;sumption that the subgrade is perfectly elastic. However, 
the intensity and distribution of all the other stresseR are likely to be very 
different from thoRe in an equally loaded perfectly elastic subgrade, and, 
in addition, the determination of the streRs-strain relationR for the soil is 
commonly impracticable. Hence, in snch instances it may be necessary 
to investigate the relation of intensity of loading, settlement, and size of 
loaded area by semiempirical methods. 

COMPUTATION OF CONTACT PRESSURE 

After the designer has laid out the foundation in such a manner that 
the unequal settlement will not be great enough to injure the super
structure, he must design the foundation. The design requires a computa
tion of the bending moments and shearing stresses in those parts of the 
foundation, such as footings or rafts, that tramlfer the weight of the 
building onto the subgrade. The pressure that acts on the base of footings 
or rafts is knOivn as contact pressure. 

The distribution of the contact preSAure on the baRe of Rome founda
tions resembles that on the base of a similar foundation supported by an 
elastic isotropic material, put more often it is entirely different. Further
more, if the supporting material is clay, the distribution of the contact 
pressure may change considerably with time. To simplify design, the 
computation of the bending moments in footings is commonly based on 
the arbitrary assumption that the footings rest on a uniformly spaced 
bed of springs. The procedure is deRcribed in Article 37. Experience has 
shown that it is usually accurate enough for practical purposes. There
fore, the designer needs to be familiar only with the general relationships 
between the type of soil and the character of the pressure distribution. If 
the difference between the computed and the real pressure distribution is 
likely to be large and on the unsafe side, the risk is eliminated by in
creasing the factor of safety. 

ART. 35. VERTICAL PRESSURE IN SOIL BENEATH LOADED AREAS 

BOUSSINESQ'S EQUATIONS 

The application of a concentrated vertical load to the horizontal 
surface of any solid body produces a set of vertical stresses on every 
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horizontal plane ,\'ithin the body. It is ohvioUfi, without ('omputation, 
that the intensity of the vertical pressure on any horizontal section 
through the loaded soil decreases from a maximum at. the point located 
directly beneath the load to zero at a very large distance from thi~ point. 
A preilsure distribution of this kind can he represented by a bell- or 
dome-shaped space, asinclicated in Figure 920. Since the preR..'lure exerted 
by the load Rpreads out in a downward direction, the maximum pressure 
on any horizontal section, represented by the maximum height of the 
corresponding bell-shaped pressure space, decreases with increasing 
depth below the loaded surface. Yet equilibrium requires that the total 
increase of pressure on any horizontal section mURt be equal to the 
applied load. Therefore, 'with increasing depth below the surface, the 
pressure bells become lower but wider. 

Both theory and experience have shown that the shape of the pressure 
bells is more or less independent of the physical properties of the loaded 
subgrade. Therefore, in connection vvith practical problem.q, it L<; custom
ary and justifiable to compute these stresses on the assumptions that the 
loaded material is elastic, homogeneous, and isotropic. On these assump
tions, a concentrated vertical load Q, Figure S9a, acting on the hori~ 
zontal surface of a mass of very great extent produces at point N within 
the mass a vertical pressure having the intensity, 

3Q [ 1 J12 (35.1) 
Pv = 27l'Z2 1 + (r/z)2 

In this equation z represents the vertical distance between N and the 
surface of the mass, and r the horizontal distance from N to the line of 
action of the load. 

Equation 35.1 is one of a set of stress equations, known as Boussinesq's 
equations, that determine the entire state of stress at point N, Figure 
89a. However, in contrast to the vertical pressure Pv, most of the other 
components of stress at point N depend to a large extent on the stress
deformation characteristics of the loaded material. Since soils are not 
even approximately elastic and homogeneous, the other stress equations 
of Boussinesq are not, suitable for the computation of stresses in soils. 

PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION ON HORIZONTAL SECTIONS BENEATH LOADED 

AREAS 

In computing the vertical pressures in the soil beneath a building, it is 
commonly assumed that the building is perfectly flexible. If an area on 
the surface of a very large mass carries a uniformly distributed and 
perfectly flexible load of intensity q, the intensity of the vertical pressure 
at any point N, Figure 89b, within the mass may be computed by divid-
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FIG. 89. (al Intensity of vertical pressUl'C at point N in interior of Remi-infinite 
solid acted on by point load Q; (b) verticnl prCRsure at point N boncath center of 
circular a1'ca acted on by load q pOl' unit of moa; (c) diagram illustmt.ing use of 

influence chlt!'t for eomputing vertical pressure. 

ing the loaded area into small parts dA, each of which sustains a load, 

dq = qdA 

This load is considered to be concentmtcd at. the centroid of the ele
mentary area cZA. According to equation 35.1, each concentrated load 
produces at point N a vertical pressure, 

3q [ 1 J~J 
dpv = 27rZ2 1 + (rjz)2 dil (35.2) 
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The intensity of the vertical pressure at N (hw to the entire load is 
~omputed by integrating equation 35.2 oyer the loaded area. For 
example, if the point N is located at depth z lwneath the center Nt of a 
loaded area having the Fihape of a rircle with radius R, the vertical pres
sure is found to be 

(35.3) 

If the load of intensity q iFi distrihuted oyer an area with a shape other 
than circular, the stress Pv at an !trbitmry point N at depth z below this 
area can be computed readily with the aid of the ehart, Figure 90. The 
ehart represents a set of lines Ioeated on the ground surface. It is drawn 
to such a scale that the distance AB is equal to the depth z. The point N 
is located directly below the center of the concentric circles. The chart 
is so constructed that a load of intenRity q distributed over anyone of the 
smallest subdivisions bounded by two adjacent radial lines and two 
I1djacent circles produces a pressure Pv = 0.005g at point N. Each sub
division is, therefore, an influence area, with the value 0.005, for the 
stress Pv at point N. 

To illustrate the use of the chart, we shall rompute thE' value of Pv at a 
depth of 50 ft below point D of the building shown in plan in Figure 89c. 
The weight of the building constitutes a uniformly distributed load of 
3000 lb per sq ft covering the afea occupied by the bUilding. The first 
step in the computation is to draw on tracing paper a plan of the building 
to such a scale that the depth, 50 ft, is equal to the distance AB on the 
chart. We then place the tracing over the chart so that point D is 
directly above point N' on the chart and count the number of influence 
areas enclosed by the outline of the loaded area. In this example the 
number of influence arcas is 3] .5, and the corresponding stress Pv at a 
depth of 50 ft below D is 31.5 X 0.005 X 3000 = 473 Ib per sq ft. The 
stress Pv at any other point at the same depth is ohtained by the same 
procedure after shifting the tracing until the new point is directly above 
Nt. In order to determine the stresses on a section at a different depth 
Zl, we draw a tracing to a different scale, such that the depth Zl is equal 
to the distance AB on the chart. 

CHANGE OF PRESSURE WITH DEPTH 

The intensity of vertical pressure along any vertical line beneath a 
distributed load decreaHes with increasing values of the depth z below the 
surface. Therefore, if the compressible layer is very thick, the vertical 
pressure in the layer decreases appreciably from the top to the bottom. 
However, the compression of a thin layer depends merely on the average 
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FIG. !)O. Influence chart fot' vertical pressure. 
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vertical pressure, which is roughly equal to tll(' vertical pre;.;sure at mid
height of the htyer. Therefore, if the compreR.'lible layer iH relatively 
thin, the change of pressure with depth can be diHregarded, and it may be 
rmfficiently accurate to compute the illt!'Ilsity and distribution of the 
pressure on a horizontal plane at mid-height of the layer. 

In Figure m the abscissa.'l of the curve Ca represent the intensity of 
vertical preRsure at different depths below the center of a square area 
B X B which cardell a uniformly distributed load q per unit of area. If 
the total load B2q is represented by a con-
centrated load Q = B2q acting at the center l 0.5 1.17 

of the square area, the curve C q is obtained 
instead of Ca. The figure shows that the 
curves become almost identical at a depth II-----,~F-t=_-t--
of about 3B. At allY depth greater than3B, };IIQ 

the pressure on a horizontal section pro
duced by loading a square area is practically 
the same as the pressure produced by an 
equivalent point load acting at the center of 
the loaded area. Hence, the stresses Pv on 
horizontal sections at a depth of more than 
3B can be computed by means of equation 
35.1. 

The removal of soil from the space to be 
occupied by a ba.'lement reduces the verti
cal pressure at every point below the bot
tom of the excavation. In order to compute 

FIG. 91. Diagram illustrating 
effect on vertical pressure of 
replacing uniformly distributed 
load on square area by 
equivalent point load at center 
of square. Curves represent 
stress along vertical line be-

neath center of square. 

the resulting change in the stresses, it is assumed that the surface of the 
soil is located at the level of the bottom of the excavation, and that the 
weight of the excavated material acts in an upward direction at this level. 

PROBLEMS 

1. A point load of 5300 Ib acts on the surface of an elastic mass of very great 
extent. What. is the intensity of vertical pressure, due to the load, at a depth of 20 ft 
directly below the load? at a depth of 40 ft? at a depth of 200 ft? What is the in
teusity of vertical pressure at the same depths at a horizontal distance of 50 ft from 
the line of action of the point load? 

Ans. 6.33,1.58,0.06; 0.045, 0.150, 0.0541h per sq ft. 
2. A circular area on the surface of an elastic mass of great extent ca.rries a 

!}niformly distributed load of 2500 lh per sq ft, The radius of the circle is 10 ft. What 
is the intensity of vertical pressure at a point 15 ft beneath the center of the circle? 
at a point at the same depth beneath the edge of the circle'? 

Ans. 1060j 640 lb per sq ft. 
3. A building of very great length has a width of 120 ft. Its weight constitutes a 

practically uniform surcharge of 5000 Ib per sq it on the ground surface, Between the 
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depths of 70 and 90 ft there is a hyer of soft clay. The rest of the subsoil is dense sand. 
Compute the intensity of vertical pressure due to the weight of the building, at the 
following points located in a horizontal pl:me at mid-height of the compressible 
layer: directly below edge of huilding; 20 ft from edge toward center line; 40 ft from 
edge toward center line; direcLly below center line. 

Ans. 2300; 2060; 3430; 3570 lb per sq ft. 
4. If the building in problem 3 is 120 it squ:ll'e, compute the stresses at the same 

points along a section midway between the ends of the building. 
Ans. 1690; 2250; 2fl10; 2750 lb per sq ft. 

5. The excavation fur a rectangular building 200 by 120 ft in plan is 20 it deep. 
The excavated material is a moist sand having a unit weight of 1151b per eu ft. What 
is the reduction in vertical pressure, due to the removal of weight from Lhe excavated 
area, at a point 70 ft below the original ground surface, at one corner of the building? 

Ans. 560 Ib per sq ft. 

ART. 36. SETTLEMENT OF FOUNDATIONS 

FOUNDATIONS ABOVE CONFINED STRATA OF SOFT CLAY 

The following paragraphs describe the procedure for estimating the 
settlement of a building located above a confined layer of soft clay. The 
weight of the building is transferred by a reinforced-concrete mat founda-

A 

FIG. 92. (a) Settlement of building having mat foundation supported by subsoil 
that contains compressible stratum at depth D; (b) distribution of vertical pressure 

on horizontal plane at mid-height of compressible layer. 

tion, Figure 92a, onto a stratum of Rand that contains a layer of soft clay 
at a depth D below the mat. The weight of the building is assumed to be 
uniformly distributed over the area occupied by the mat. 

Inasmuch as sand is almost incompressible in comparison with soft 
clay, the settlement is calmed almost entirely by the compression of the, 
clay stratum. Since the clay is confined, the compression produced by a 
given pressure can be computed by the method described in Article 13. 
However, it is necessary to c:ompute the settlement for several points on 
the base of the building, because the principal object of the settlement 
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computation if'{ to estimate the amount of warping that the base will 
experience. If the thickne:-;.-; of the clay Rtrat,nm is small compared to the 
depth of the overburden, it can be uR:iumed that the average int('nBity of 
vertical pressure Pv in the clay beneath a given point of the fOllIl(btion is 
equal to tho intensity of vertical pres.<;ure beneath thi:> point at mid
height of the Rtratum. This pres.'mre may be evaluated by means of the 
chart, Figure 90. 

The next step is to compute the compression S of the clay layer below 
each of the selected points. According to equation 13.2, the change Lln in 
the porosity is given by the expression, 

(13.2) 

The quantity mv represents the average coefficient of volume compres
sibility, equation 13.3, for the range in pressure from the original value 
Po to the final value Po + Llp. The added pressure IIp is equal to the 
vertical pressure p" computed as outlined in the preceding paragraph. 
Since the thickness of the compressible layer is 2[[, the change in thick
ness S due to the pressure Pv is 

S = 2[[ Lln = 2FI mvpv (36.1) 

The value S represents not only the decrease in thickness of the 
stratum below the given point but also the settlement of the base of the 
foundation at that point. If the subsoil contains several compressible 
layers, the settlement of a given point on the foundation is equal to the 
sum of the compressions of each of the layers along the vertical line 
through the point. 

If a clay stratum is relatively thick, or if Pv and mv cannot be con
sidered approximately constant through its entire thickness, we may 
resolve the stratum into several layers and determine Pv and m" for each 
layer individually. On the otHer hand, we may replace equation 36.1 by 
the more general equation, 

1
2Fl 

S = 0 mvpv clz 

in which mv and Pv are, respectively, the coefficient of compressibility 
and the added vertical pressure at any depth z below the point at which 
the settlement is to be computed. The integration is performed graphi
cally, as shown in Figure 93. The added vertical pressure Pv at any depth 
z beneath the given point is represented by the width of the shaded area 
in Figure 93a. In order to determine the right-hand boundary of the 
shaded area, the value of Po must be computed for several values of z 
below each point. By plotting the values of mv as ab~eissaH and the depth 
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as ordinates, the curve in Figure 93h is obtained. The width of t.he shaded 
area in Figure 93c at depth z is made equal to the product, tnl1Pv. There
fore, the entire shaded nrea in c mpresentH the settlement. S. 

The compression of the day stratum involves H deerease of the water 
content of the clay. BecauRe of the low permeability of the clay, the 
excess 'vater escapes very slowly and retards the eompression (see 
Article 14). The methods for computing the rat.e of settlement are 
presented in Article -11. At an.v given i,ime, however, the .settlement of a 

FIG. 93. Diagram illufltmting graphical methoc! for eomputing settlement of com
pressible layer if hoth vertical pressure Pl1 and (!oefficient of cOlllpressibility m. vary 

with dept,h. 

uniformly loaded area is trough- or dish-shaped, because the vertical 
pressure on the eompressible layers is a maximum near the center and 
decreases toward the edgeR of the area (see Figure 92/»). 

FOUNDATIONS ON UNS'l'RATIFIED SOIL 

If the subf!oil of a foundation if! fairly homogeneous, the weight of the 
building causes not only a compression of the underlying soil but also u. 
lateral yield. Therefore, one part of the settlement may be regarded as a 
vertical Hhortening of the loaded stratum due to volume decrease, and 
the other as an additional "hortening dne to lateral bulging. 

If the subgracle were perfectly elastic and homogeneouf! to a very 
great depth, the settlement due t,o bUlging would be considerably greater 
than that due to volume decrease. At a given intensity of loading, the 
settlement of loaded areas having the same shape would inereaRe in 
simple proportion to the widths of the areus. 

In connection with the settlement of loaded areas on soils, a distinc" 
tion must he made between load!> that rest on clay and those that rest on 
sand. If the subsoil consists of clay, the settlement due to lateral bulging 
if> usually small compared to the total settlement. For this reason, even 
the Rettlement of foundations on thick strata of clay can be evaluated at 
least roughly by the method described under the preceding subheading. 
On the othor hand, if the foundation rests on strata of inorganic silt 01' 
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sand, the second part of the settlement is likely to be much greater than 
the first. 

In order to determine the influence of the size of the loaded area and 
the position of the water table on the settlement of footings on cohesion
less sand, we must consider the factors that determine the stres.'J-strain 
properties of the sand, Article 18. Theoretical inveHtigations of these 
relations as well as laboratory tests and 
field observations have led to the follow
ing conclusions. 

The settlement of a footing with width 
B decreases with increasing average value 
of the initial tangent modulus Ei of the 
sand located between the base of the foot
ing and a depth of about B below the base. 
According to Figure 42, the initial tangent 
modulus of sand increases with increasing 
effective confining pressure. At any given 
depth below the surface of the sand, the 
effective confining pressure is roughly pro
portional to the effective overburden pres

() / Z 8r/' 
£1..'l(ith B of'Sqwrt' Fooling 

FIG. 94. Relation between 
width of square footing and set/" 
tlement under same load per unit 

of area. 

sure. If the water table rises to the surface of the sand from a depth 
greater than B below the base of the footing, the effective confining 
pressure decreases by roughly 50 per cent, Article 12. Therefore, the 
settlement increases approximately 100 per cent. 

At a given load per unit of area of the base of a footing, the depth of the 
body of sand subject to intense compression and deformation increases 
as the width of the footing increases. On the other hand, the ultimate 
bearing capacity of the footing and the average initial tangent modulus 
of the sand also increase. As a consequence of these several factors, the 
load per unit of area required to produce a given settlement varies with 
the width of the footing approximately as shown by the plain curve in 
Figure 94, 

In practice, the magnitude of the settlement of footings on sand 
cannot be predicted on the basis of the results of laboratory tests on soil 
specimens. However, it can be estimated roughly, by means of semi
empirical rules based partly on the aforementioned general relations 
and partly on the observed relation between settlement and the results 
of simple field tests such as penetration tests, Articles 54 and 55. 

PROBLEMS 

1. The layer of soft clay referred to in problem 3, Article 35, has a natural water 
content of 45 per cent. The unit weight of the solid matt~r of the clay is 2,70 gm per 
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eu em, and the unit weight of the dense sand is 130 lb per ell ft. The free-water level 
is at the ground surfare. From the results of consolidation tests it has been ascer
tained that Cc is equal to 0.50. Compute the settlement of the edge and of the center 
of the building. 

Ans. 8.5; 12.3 in. 
2. A uniform lond of 3000 lb per sq ft is distributed over a very large area on the 

surface of the ground. The Ruhsoil consists of a bed of dense sand containing two 
strata of clay each 10 ft thick. The top of the upper stratum is 20 ft deep, and of the 
lower 70 ft deep. The value of Cc is 0.35 for both layers; the natural water content 
and the unit weight of the solid constituents are 34 per cent and 2.75 gill per eu em, 
respectively. The sand weighs 125 lh per cu ft and is completely submerged. What is 
the settlement of the ground surface due to the uniform load? 

Ans. 15 in. 

ART. 37. CONTACT PRESSURE AND THEORIES 
OF SUBGRADE REACTION 

CONTACT PRESSURE ON BASE OF RIGID FOOTINGS 

Since the settlement of the base of a perfectly rigid footing is by 
necessity uniform, the distribution of the pressure on the base of such a 
footing is identical with the distribution of the load required to produce 
uniform settlement of the loaded area. If the subgrade consists of a 

p 

I' :--~ 
I /l?ril7if6' Sfrip, 

'1'a p&>r C/oilof"l/rli'tl 

perfectly elastic material, of clay, or of sand 
containing thick layers of soft clay, a uni
formly loaded area assumes the shape of a 
shallow bowl or trough. In order to obtain 
uniform settlement it would be necessary to 
shift part of the load from the center of the 
loaded area toward the edges. Hence, the 
contact pressure on the base of a rigid foot
ing resting on such a subgrade increases 
from the center of the base toward the rim. 
On the other hand, if a uniformly loaded 
area is underlain by sand, the settlement is 
greater at the edges than at the center. Uni-
form settlement can be obtained only by 

FIG. 95. Distribution of con- distributing the load so that its intensity 
tact pressure on base of uni
formly loaded rigid footing of 
very great lengt,h, resting on 
perfectly elastic, homogeneous, 

and isotropic subgrade. 

decreases from a maximum at the center 
to a minimum at the rim. Hence, the dis
tribution of the contact pressure on the 
base of a rigid footing on sand has the same 
characteristics. 

Figure 95 is a section through a rigid continuous footing with a width 
B resting on a perfectly elastic and homogeneous subgrade of very great 
depth. The load on the footing is qaB per unit of length. Computations 
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based on the theory of elasticity have shO\m that t.he contact pres.'lure 
increases as Rhown in the figure from less than O.7qa at the crnter line to 
an infinite value at the edges. If the footing re:-;ts on a real elastic ma~ 
terial, the pressure along the edges cannot exceed a certain finite value 
qc at which the material paSRes from the elastic into a semipla."itic or 
plastic state. The corresponding distribution of the contact pressure is 
shmvn in Figure 96a by the curve C'1. 

If the load on the footing in Figure 96a is increased, the state of plastic 
equilibrium spreads from the edges, and the distribution of contact 
pressure changes. If the base of the footing is smooth, the distribution 

(b) 

FIG. 96. Distribution of contact pressure on base of smooth rigid footing supported 
by (a) real, elastic material; (b) cohesionless sand; (c) soil having intermediate char
acteristics. Curves Cu refer to contact pressure when footing is loaded to ultimate 

value. 

becomes perfectly uniform at the instant when the subgrade fails by 
plastic flow. The curve Cu represents the distribution at this stage, and 
the curve C2 at an intermediate stage. If the base adheres to the sub
grade, the final distribution is similar to that shown in Figure 76a. 

If either a rigid or a flexible footing rests on the surface of a ffia8$ of 
dry coheflionless sand, theory indicates that the intensity of the contact 
pressure at any load decreas8.'l from a maximum at the center to zero 'at 
the edges, as shown in Figure 96b. Experimental investigations have led 
to the same conclusion. 

Figure 96c represents the distribution of contact pressure on the base 
of a footing supported by a subgrade intermediate in character between 
purely cohesive and purely cohesionlefls soils. At small loads the contact 
pressure increases from the center toward the edges of the footing, 
curve C1• As the load increases, the pressure at the center increases 
whereas that at the edges remains unaltered. At the point of failure the 
pressure decreases from the center toward the edges, as indicated by 
curve C,.. 
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DE1!'1NITION OF SUIlGRADE REACTION 

Figure 96 dcmom;tmtc:-.; that the relation between the stress-deforma
tion characteristics of the subgrade and the contact pressure on the base 
of a perfectly rigid footing is by no means simple. If the footing iii not, 
rigid, the relation becomes even morc complicated. Therefore, even 11 

rough evaluation of the distribution of the real contact pressure is very 
cumbersome. Yet without some knowledge of the contact pressure foot
ings or mats cannot be designed. Therefore, it is customary and neces
sary to estimate the contact pressure on the basis of simplifying assump
tions and to compensate for the errol' due to these assumptions by an 
adequate factor of safety. 

The simplified procedures are based on the arbitrary and incorrect 
assumption that tho settlement S of any element of a loaded area is 
entirely independent of the load on the adjoining elements. It is further 
assumed, at variance with reality, that the ratio, 

P K =-
8 S (37.1) 

between the intensity p ()f the pressure on the element and the corre
sponding settlement S is a constant Ie (grams per cubic centimeter). 
In contrast to the real contact prel"sure that acts on the baRe of the 
footing, the fictitious preSRure p that satisfies equation 37.1 is called the 
subgrade reaction. In the following paragraphs of this article the symbol 
p is strictly rCRerved for the subgrade reaction. It is not used with ref
erence to the real contact pressure. The coefficient ]{s is known as the 
coefficient of subgrade reaction, and the theories based on the afore
mentioned assumptions ate the theories oj subgrarle reaction. 

SUllGRADE REACTION ON RIGID FOUNDATIONS 

In connection with a l'igid foundation, equation 37.1 leads to the 
conclusion that the distribution of the subgrade reaction p over the base 
of the foundation must be planar, because a rigid foundation remains 
plane when it Rettles. Hence, in order to design a rigid foundation in 
accordance with equation 37.1, we merely assume that the subgrade 
reaction has a planar di~.;tribution. In addition, we must satisfy the 
requirements of statics that (1) the total subgrade reaction is equal to 
the sum of the vertical loads that act on the subgrade, and (2) the 
moment of the resultant vertical load about an arbitrary point is equal 
to the moment of the tokd subgrade reaction about that point. 

As an example, the rigid gravity retaining wall shown in Figure 97 
is considered. The width of the base is B, and the resultant Q of the 
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vertical loads on the base acts at the clistanee a from t.he too. The sub
gracle reartion at the toe is Pa, and at the heel it is Pb. According to the 
previous paragraph, the distribution of the rPllction is aSHUlneci to be 
linear between these two points. By statieH we obtain the two equations, 

(37.2) 

and 

(37.3) 

These equations can be solved for Pa and Pb. 
It should he noted that equations 37.2 and 37.il do not contain the 

coefficient of subgrade reaction K •. In other wordl', the diRtribution of 
subgrade reaction on the base of a rigid footing 
is independent of the degree of compressibility 
of the subgracle. This fact makes it easy to 
visualize the difference between the ::.'Ubgrade 
reaction and the real contact pre&'lure. If the 
resultant Q of the load on a footing passes 
through the centroid of the loaded area A, the 
subgrade reaction is distributed uniformly over 
the base of the footing and is everywhere equal 
to Q/A. On the other hand, the distribution p", 
of the real contact pre&'>ure on the base of the 
same footing may be far from uniform, as shown FIG. 97. Subgrade re

action on base of rigid 
gravity retaining wall. 

by Figure 96. It depends on the stress-cleforma
tion charactel'iRtics of the ~ubgrade and on the 
intensity of the load. 

In spite of these obvious discrepancies between theory and reality, 
the theories of snbgrade reaction can be used safely in connection with 
the routine design of footings, because the errors are within the custom
ary margin of safety, and, as a rule, they are also on the safe side. 

SUBGHADE REACTION ON FLEXIBLE FOUNDATIONS 

If a footing or a mat is not rigid, the distribution of the subgrade 
reaction depends on hoth the numeric:aI value of Ks and the flexural 
rigidity of the foundation. The influen('£' of the latter is illustrated by 
Figure 98, which represents a cross section through a long rectangular 
elastic slah. The longer axis of the slab carries a line load q' pOl' unit of 
length. The Riab rests on an elastic subgracle. Because of the flexibility 
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of the slab, the settlement decreases from the center line toward the 
edges. As a consequence, the subgrade reaction alRo decreases from a 
maximum at the center to a minimum a1. the edges. If the slab is very 
flexible, the edges may rise, and the subgrade reaction beneath the outer 
portions of the Hlab may become zero. In any event, for a given line 
load q' and a given width B of the slab the maximum bending moment 
in a flexible Hlab is very much Rmaller than that in a rigid one. 

The subgmde reaction on the ba.'3e of a relatively flexible member in a 
foundation can be computed by moans of the theory of elastic beams on a 
continuous elastic support. The theory is based on the obviouH fact that 
the vertical displacement of the loaded member due to settlement and 
bending must at every point be equal to the settlement of tho ground 

FIG. 98. Elastic footing of 
great length acted on by line 
load and supported by elastic 
subgradc. (a) Deformation 
of footing under load; (b) dis
tributionof subgrade reaction. 

surface at the same point. The computa
tion of the settlement of the ground surface 
is based on equation 37.1. In contrast to 
equations 37.2 and 37.3, which pertain to a 
rigid foundation, the equations for comp\lt
ing the subgrade reaction on an elastic foun
dation always contain the value K s, equa
tion 37.1. 

Since the theory of elastic beams on a 
continuous elastic support is based on equa
tion 37.1, it is no more accurate than the 
theory of subgrade reaction for rigid footings. 
It can be even less accurate, because it. in

volves the error associated with evaluating K •. Since the computations 
are always cumbersome, the investigation is not justified unless it leads 
to a considerable saving in the cost of the structure. 

In all the theories of sub grade reaction, the coefficient ](8' which is the 
ratio between the intensity of load on the fictitious Rubgradc and tho 
corresponding vertical displacement, is aHRumed to he a constant that 
depends only on the physical properties of the Hubsoil. However, the 
ratio between the average intensity of pressure on the surface of a given 
solid and the corresponding sett.lement iH not a constant. For circular 
footings on an elastic isotropic base the ratio decreases as the radius 
of the footings increases. For a footing; of given size resting on soil it also 
decreases with increasing values of the intensity of the load. Further
more, it is different for different points at the base of the same footing. 
Therefore, the evalua,tion of Ks involves many uncertainticR, and the 
customary procedure for determining Ie on the baRis of small-scale load 
tests is subject to all of the limitations of the 10ad-teRt method dcsaribcd 
in Article 54. 
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PRORLEMR 

1. A gravity retaining wall has a ha."!' willth of 8 ft. The line of action of the 
resultant of the vertical and horizontal forceR interRCcts the base at a point 3 ft from 
the toe of the wall. The vertical component. of the rCRultant force is 12,000 Ib per ft. 
What is the subgradc rellction at the toe'! at thll heel? 

Ans. 2625 Ib per sq ft; 3751h per ~q ft. 
2. A footing with a trapezoidal base iR 12 ft long, 3 ft wide at one end, and 0 ft 

wide at the other. It supports two columns along its cl'nter line, one at a distance of 2 
ft from the narrow end and the other 3 ft from the wide end. The load on the first 
column is 18 tons, and on the second 36 tons. ASRuming that the footing is rigid. what 
is the subgrade reaction at each end? 

Ans. 2000 Ib per sq ft. 



CHAPTER VI 

HYDRAULICS OF SOILS 

ART. 38. SCOPE OF HYDRAULIC PROBLEMS 

The preceding chapter;; of Part B have dealt with soils that are dry, 
moist, or submerged in stationary water. The interaction hetween soils 
and percolating water has not yet been considered. However, t.here arc 
three groups of pro1Jlem~ in earthwork engineering that cannot be solved 
without ~l knowledge of the laws governing this interaction. One group 
involves the estimate of the quantity of water thiLt will entcr a pit during 
construction, or the quantity of stored water that will be lost by percola
tion through a dam or its subsoil, Article 39. A second group deals with 
the effect of the seepage preS1'luro on the stability of slopes and founda
tions, Articles 40 and 42. The third deal:.; with the influence of the 
permeability on the rate at which the excess ,mter drains from loaded 
clay strata, Article 41. 

The theoretical solution of each of these problems is based on the 
aRsumption that the mass of J-loil through which the water percolates is 
homogeneous or that it is composed of a few homogeneous strata with 
well-defined boundaries. Similar aSilumptions have been made in the 
derivation of all the theories presented in the first two chapters of 
Part B. Hmvever, in hydraulic problcmH the practical implieationR of 
the assumptions are fundamentally different. 

Earth pressure, stability, I1nd :.;ettlement depend merely on the aver~ 
age values of the soil properties involved. Therefore, even a conHiderable 
scattering of the values from the a,'erage is of little practical consequence. 
On the other hand, in connection with hydraulic problems, apparently 
insignificant geological details may have a decisive influence on both the 
amount of fieepage and the distribution of the Heepage pressures through
out the soil. The following example illustrateR this point. 

If a thick deposit of Rand contains a few thin layers of dense fine flilt 
or stiff clay, the presence of these layers has practically no effect on the 
lateral preSHHre exerted by the sand against the bracing of an open cut 
ahove the water table, on the ultimate bearing capacity of the sand, or on 
the :.;ettlement of it structure resting on the sand. Hence, in connection 
with the problems considered in the preceding chapters of Part B, the 

218 
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presence of Fiuch luyers can f-;ufely he ibrtlored, and it ma.kes no difference 
whether or not the boring foreman noticed them. 

On the other hand, in connection with any practieal problem involving 
the flow of water through the sand, for instance from a pond on the up
stream side of a row of sheet pilt's to the downstream side, the presence 
or absence of thin layers of relatively impermeahle Hoil is of decisive 
importance. If one of the layers is continuom; and located above the 
lower edge of the sheet piles, it intercepts the flow almost completely. 
If the layers are discontinuous, it is impossible to estimate their influence 
on the amount and direction of the seepage without knowing the degree 
of their continuity. Yet, tIllS degree cannot lie determined by any 
practicable means. As a matter of fact, the test borings may not even 
disclose the presence of the layers at all. 

Every natuml soil stratum and every man-made earth fill contain 
undetected or undetectable inclusions of material with exceptionally 
high or low permeability, and the location of the horizontal boundarieH 
of these inclusions can only be a matter of conjecture. Therefore, the 
difference between reality and the results of any investigation involving 
the flow of water through soil can be very important, irrespective of the 
thoroughness and care with which the Hubsoil is explored. Yet, if no 
investigation is made at all, the engineer is entirely at the mercy of· 
chance. Therefore, sound engineering calls for the following procedure in 
dealing with hydraulic problems. The design should be based on the 
results of a conHcientious hydraulic investigation. However, during the 
entire period of constructioll and, if necessary, for several years after
wards, all the field observations should be made that are required for 
finding out whether and to what extent the real hydraulic conditions in 
the subsoil differ from the assumed ones. If the observations show that 
the real conditions are less favorable than the designer anticipated, the 
design must be modified in accordance with the findings. By means of 
this procedure, which is illustrated by several examples in Part C, many 
dam failures could have been avoided. 

ART. 39. SEEPAGE COMPUTATIONS 

FUNDAMENTAL RELATIONSHIPS 

In the following analysis, it is assumed that the flow of water through 
the soil followH Darcy's law, equation 11.6, and that the soil consists of 
relatively incompressible material such as sand, silty sand, or rock flour. 

In order to compute the rate of flow of water through such soils, it is 
neces."lary to determine the intensity and distribution of the neutral 
stre:;ses, commonly known as the pore-water preslfUrcs. These stresses 
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can be determined by constnwting a graph called the flow net, which 
represents the flovy of water through an incompressible soil. To illustrate 
the method, we shall compute the quantity of water which escapes out of 
a pond by percolation through the subsoil of the single sheet-pile coffer
dam shown in Figure 09a. The row of sheet pilps is assumed to be im
permeable. The piles are driven to a depth D int.o a homogeneous sand 
stratum having a depth DI . The sand rests on a horizontal impermeable 

FIG. 90. (a) Flow of water around lower edge of single row of sheet piles in homo
genenus sand; (b) hydrostatic preRsure {'onditions at four fae'es of element of sand 

shown in (a). 

basco The hydraulic head hI (see Article 11) if' kept constant. Water 
entering the sand at the upstream surface travelF: along curves known as 
flow lines. Curve AB, marked by arrows, is one such flow line. 

Figure 99b shows a pri,.;matic element of the permeable layer drawn 
to a larger scale. The lengths of the sides of this element in the plane of 
the paper are dx and dz. The length perpendicular to the paper is dy. Let 

Vx == component of discharge velocity in horizontal direction 
ix = ahjax, hydraulic gradient in horizontal direction 

Vz, and iz = ahjaz, corresponding values for vertical direction 
h = hydraulic head at place occupied by element 

The total quantity of water that enters the element per unit of time is 

Vx dz dy + Vz dx dy 

The quantity that leaves it is 

8v", avz 
~~~+-~~~+~~~+-~~~ ax az 

If the liquid is perfectly incompressible, and the volume of voids oc-
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C'upied by the water is constant, the quantity of water which enters the 
element is equal to that whinh leaves it. Therefore, 

( 
av.. . avz ) 

~~~+-b~~+~b~+-~~~ . ax az 
-(v", dzdy + Vz dxdy) = 0 

or 

(39.1) 

Equation 39.1 is known as the continuity condition for flow parallel to 
the XZ plane. Since both water and soil are at least slightly compressible, 
the flow of water through soil does not strictly satisfy the continuity 
condition. However, in connection with practical seepage problems this 
fact can usually, although not always, be disregarded. 

By combining equation 39.1 with equation 11.6, we obtain 

Vz =;: ki", = k ah and v. = ki. = k ah 
ax az 

It may be seen from these equations that the velocities Vx and v'" can be 
regarded as the partial derivatives with respect to x and z of a quantity, 

~ = kh 

known as a velocity potential. Substituting the values, 

acp aeJ> 
VOl = - and Vz = -

ax fJz 

into equation 39.1, we obtain 

a2 cp a2cp 
-+-=0 ax2 az2 (39.2) 

This expression, known as Laplace's equation, governs the flow of every 
incompressible fluid through an incompressible porous material when 
the flow can be considered two-dimensional. Graphically, the equation 
can be represented by two sets of curves that intersect at right angles. 
The curves of one set are calledfiow lines, whereas the curves of the other 
set are known as equipotential lines. At all points along an equipotential 
line the water \vould rise in a piezometric tube to a certain elevation 
known as the piezometric level, Article 11, corresponding to the given 
equipotential line. The water particles travel along the flow lines, in a 
direction at right angles to the equipotential lines. 
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In the problem illm~trated by Figure 99a the upst.ream surface of the 
sand is one of the equipotential lines, anrl the downstream surface is 
another. On the other hand, the snrfaee of the imp(~rmeahle base of the 
sand is a flow line. These arc (~alled the hydraulic bOlUulal'Y conditions of 
the problem. By :wlving equution 39.2 in nccordaner, with these boundary 
conditions, we obtain the data required for constructing the flow net 
shmvn in Figure gOa. Every strip located between two adjacent flow 
lines, as shown in the figure, is called a flow channel, and every section of ri. 
flow channel located between two equipotential lines is known as a 
field. It is convenient to construct the equipotential lines FlUch that the 
difference between the piezometric levels for any two adjacent equi
potential lines is a constant. This difference is called the potential drop 
ilh. If ht i"l the total hydraulie head and Nfl is the number of potential 
drops (N d = 18 in Figure 99a), the potential drop is equal to 

hI 
!:ih = - (39.3) 

Nd 

Once the flow net has been constrU!~ted, the pore-water pressure at any 
point located within the flow net, such as point C in Figure 9Ha, can be 
determined readily on the hasis of the following reasoning. If there were 
no flow, that is, if the downstream ground surfaee were perfectly im
pervious, the neutral pressnre at point C would be equal to the sum of 
the hydraulic head hI una the position head h2 + he. However, as a 
consequence of the flow that does oeeur, there is a drop in head between 
the upstream ground surface and point C. Since C is located on the right
hand boundary of the 16th equipotential drop and N d = 18, this drop in 
head is equal to 16hd18. Therefore, the pressure in the water at point C 
is 

That part, 
(hI - i ~ hl)'Yw = h'Yw 

due only to the flow of the water, is known as t1).e excess hydrostatic 
pressllre. 

COMPUTATION OF SEEPAGE AND OF SEEPAGE PRESSURE 

In order to derive the equations necessary to compute the quantity of 
seepage, we shall consider the field indicated by the shaded area in 
Figure 99a. The length of its side in the direction of the flow lines is a. 
The hydraulic gradient across the field is 

. !:ih 
2=

a 
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and the discharge veloci ty is 

. Ah k hI 
v=k!,=k-=--

a aNd 

If the width of the field meaflured at right angles to the flow lines is 
taken equal to an arbitrary value b, the quantity of water that flows 
through the field, per unit of width of the sheet piles, is 

b hI 
AQ = bv = k--

aNd 

In order to simplify the computation of seepage, flow nets are con
structed such that b = a, or, in other words, such that every field is 
square. On this assumption we obtain 

(39.4) 

If Nt is the total number of flow channels (Nt = 9 in Figure 99a), the 
seepage Q per unit of width of sheet piles and per unit of time is 

(39.5) 

By means of this equation the seepage can be computed readily, after 
the flow net has been constructed. 

The total excess hydrostatic pressure on the upstream side of the 
cubical elemen t with side a is 

a2 X 15M'Yw 

and on the downstream side is 

a2 X 14Ah'Yw 

The difference between these two pressures, 

6.h 
p" = a2Ah'Yw == a3 

- 'Yw 
a 

is transferred by the water onto the soil grains. Since Ah/ a is equal to the 
hydraulic gradient i, and as ,is the volume of the element, the water 
exerts a force against the soil equal to 

(39.6) 

per unit of volume. This force is known as the seepage pressure. It hM the 
dimension of a unit weight, and at any point its line of action is tangent 
to the flow line. 
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CONSTRUCTION OF FLOW NET 

The data required for plotting a flow net can be obtained by solving 
equation 39.2, but a ma.thematical solution it> not practicable unless the 
boundary conditiom\ are ve\'y simple. The boundary conditions corre
sponding to most hydraulic structures do not satisfy this condition. 
Although flow nets for such RtructurcR can be obtained by various 
experimental methods, by far the most convenient and least expensive of 
the procedures is to construct the flow net graphically by trial and error. 

(0') 

FIG. 100. Steps in constructing a flow net. (a) Cross section through pervious 
stratum; (b) result of first attempt to construct flow npt; (r) result of adjusting flow 

not constructed in (b); (d) final flow net. 

The steps in performing the graphical construction are illustrated in 
Figure 100. In this figure a represents a vertical section through an 
overflow dam with a sheet-pile cutoff wall. 

Before starting the construction of the flow net, we must examine the 
hydraulic boundary conditions of the problem and ascertain their effect 
on the shape of the flow lines. The upstream and downstream ground 
surfaces in Figure lOOa represent equipotential Jines. The base of the 
dam and the sides of the cutoff wall represent the uppermost flow line, 
and the base of the pervious stratum represents the loweRt flo\\' line. The 
other flow lines lie between these two, and their shapes must represent a 
gradual transition from one to the other. Furthermore, all the flow lines 
must be vertical where they meet the upstream and downstream ground 
surfaces. The first step in constructing the flow net is to draw several 
smooth curves representing flow lines (plain curves in Figure lOOb) that 
satisfy these requirements. Then Reveral equipotential lines, which should 
intersect the flow lines at right angles, are drawn so that the fields are at 
least roughly square. In this manner a first rough approximation to the 
flow net is obtained. 
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(cd 

Impervlovs Stratv/'17 

(b) 

Imperviot/s Srrafvm 

(c) 

ImfN'rviovs Stratum 

/mperv;ovs Sfrt:d'V/77 

After A.. C(lJjagrande 

FIG. 101. Seepage through homogeneous sand beneath base of concrete dam. 

The next step is to examine the trial flow net carefully in order to 
detect the most conspicuous defects. In the trial flow net shown in 
Figure 100b, the flow lines anel the equipotential lines do intersect at 
approximately right angleB, but several of the fields are not yet square. 
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Therefore, a new flow net is drawn in which the fields are more nearly 
square. The process of ndjustmen t is continued until all of the fields are 
roughly square. The flow net at this stage i~ repre:,cnted by Figure lODe. 

Finally, the fields in Figure lODe arc subdivided, anli the fiow net is 
adjusted until each small field is square. The l'Cfmlt i<; shown in Figure 
100d. Each field in Figure 100e ha." been :-iubdivided into four small fields, 
and minor inaccuracies have been eliminated. 

(a) Hiqh-Ievel sterte 

Impervlol/s Stn:rttlm 

(bJ State Otlr/nq ContinC/eel Rainstorms 

(c) Ort:l("'down Slate 

FIG. 102. Seepage through inUtginary homogeneous dam consist,ing of very fine 
dean sand. 

For all practical purposes the flow net is !:latisfactory as soon as all of 
the field" are roughly square. Even an apparently inaccurate flow net 
gives remarkably reliable results. Figures 101 and 102 may serve as a 
guide for constructing flow nets that satisfy various hydraulic boundary 
conditions. The flow net in Figure 102a contains one line that represents 
a-free-water surface locat.ed entirely within the pervious medium. Along 
this surface, the yerticn,l distance between each adjacent pair of equi
potential lines is a constant and is equal to I1h. 

Every flow net is constructed on the assumption that tho soil within a 
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given stratum through which the water percolates is uniformly perme-
able. In n natural soil stratum, the permeability varies from point to 
point, especially along lines at right angles to the boundaries of the 
stratum. Thereforp., the difference between even a very roughly sketched 
flow net and an accurate one is commonly small compared to the differ
ence between the flow pattern in the real Roil and that indicated by the 
accurate flow net. Because of thi~ universal condition, refinements in the 
construction of flow nets or elaborate model studies are entirely un
warranted. 

The use of models based on the analogy between the flow of water in a 
pervious medium and the flow of electricity in a conductor affords a 
convenient means for constmcting a flow net such as Figure l02a that 
contains a free-water surface. However, the aH,,,embling of the necessary 
equipment is not warranted unless many flow nets of this type have to be 
drawn. 

SEEPAGE THROUGH SOILS WITH TRANSVERSE ISOTROPY 

The flow nets shown in Figures 99 to 102 have been constructed on the 
assumption that the soil is hydraulically isotropic. In nature every mass 
of soil is more or less stratified. Therefore, as stated in Article 11, the 
average permeability kr in a direction parallel to the planes of stratifica
tion is always greater than the average permeability kIl at right angles 
to these planes. To construct a flow net for such a stratified mass of soil, 
we substitute for the real soil a homogeneous material having horizontal 
and vertical permeabilities equal, respectively, to kr and ku. A medium 
vlith such properties is said to possess transverse isotropy (see Article 7). 

In order to prepare a flow net for a homogeneous medium with 
transverse isotropy, 'we proceed as follows: A drawing is made shmving a 
vertical section through the permeable layer parallel to the direction of 
flow. The horizontal scale of the drawing is reduced by multiplying all 
horizontal directions by vkIIlkr. For this transformed section we 
construct the flow net as if the medium were isotropic. The horizontal 
dimensions of tllis flow net are then increased by multiplying them by 
Vkr/kII . The quantity of seepage is obtained by substituting the 
quantity, 

into equation 39.5. The expression for the quantity of seepage per unit 
width of the medium is then 

N, . r;-:;
Q = hl - V kJkII 

Na 
The procedure is illustrated by Figure 103. 

(39.7) 
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The preceding method has been developod on a purely mathematical 
hasis \\;thout any simplifying; aSfmmptions. Therefore, the results are as 
reliable as Darcy's law and the values of k[ and kJl that enter the 
computation. 

The average value of kI for almost all natural soil strata is consider
ably greater than kn. However, the ratio kr/kll ranges from about two 
or three to several hundred, and there is no way to determine the value 
accurately for a given deposit. Therefore, it iR advisable to sketch two 
flow nets, one on the basis of the greatest probable value for kr/kll' and 

(cT) T"RANSrOHHFO SFCTlON (b) TR()E" SECTION 

Impervlot/s Strcl!t/m 

Ncrl(/rcrl Scale 

FIG. 103. Construction of flow net if coeffir-ients of permeability of sand stratum are 
different in horizontal and vertiral directionR. (n) Transformed seotion; (b) true 

section. 

the other on the basis of the least prohahle one. In selecting these values, 
consideration should be given to the fact that kI/kn cannot be less than 
unity, nor greater than the ratio between the coefficients of permeability 
of the most and leaRt permeable hyers. For design purposes, that flow 
net sho~d be retained which represents the most unfavorable conditions, 
or else provisions should be made to ascertain during construction 
whether the difference bet-ween the real and the anticipated seepage 
conditions is on the side of safety. 

PROBLEMS 

1. The sand beneath the dams shown in Figure 101 has a permeability in every 
direction of 4.2 X 10-3 cm per sec. The head hl is 25 ft. Compute the seepage loss in 
cubic feet per second, per lineal foot along the axis of each dam. 

Ans. (a) 1.15 X 10-3; (b) 1.15 X 10-3; (c) 1.91 X 10-3 ; (d) 0.86 X 10-3 cu 
ft per sec. 

2. Estimate the hydrostatic uplift pressure in excess of that at tail-water level, at 
a point midway between the upstream and downstream faces of the concrete base 
of the dams of problem 1. . 

Ans. (a) 15; (b) 9; (c) 6; (d) 2.5 ft of head. 
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3. The subsoil of the dam shown in Figure lOlb contains a horizontal layer of 
silt, 1 in. thick, that intersects the row of sheet pile!' a short distance above the 
bottom of the piles. There are no means for detc(·ting the presenc£' of such a layer by 
any practicable method of soil exploration. The ('oeffirient of ptlrrneability of the 
sand is 4.2 X 10-3 cm per sec, whereas that of the silt is 2.1 X 10-6 em per sec. The 
total thickness of the sand stratum upstream from the dam is 55 ft, and the low('r 
edge of the sheet piles is located 25 ft above the base of the sand. (a) Describe how 
the influence of the silt layer on the seepage loss could be evaluated on the a.'18umption 
that the silt layer is continuous over a large area. (b) Describe the effect on the 
seepage loss of gaps in the silt layer. (c) How can the degree of continuity of the silt 
layer be determined in advance? 

Ans. (a) The silt layer has the same effect as increasing the thickness of the 
sand layer from 55 to 221 ft, and the penetration of the sheet piles from 
30 to 196 ft. Therefore, the seepage loss could be evaluated by sketching 
a fiow net for these fictitious soil conditions. Since the gap beneath the 
sheet piles in the fictitious prome is small compared to the depth of 
sheet-pile penetration, the loss of water computed on the basis of thi.s 
flow net would be only a small fraction of that through the sand without 
a silt layer. (b) Depending on the size and location of the gaps in the 
layer, a discontinuous silt layer may have any effect varying from al· 
most nothing to that of a continuous layer. (c) It cannot. 

4. Compute the seepage loss pcr foot of length of the dam shown in Figure 208b, 
assuming k == 1 X 10-3 em per sec. Estimate the uplift pressure on the base of the 
dam at the back of the high masonry section. 

Am. 1.1 X 10-3 eu ft per sec per lin ft; 64 ft of head. 
5. The average coefficient of permeability of the sand beneath the dam shown in 

Figure 103 is 16 X 10-4 em per sec in the horizontal direction and 4 X 10-4 em per 
sec in the vertical direction. What is the seepage loss per lineal foot of dam, when the 
head is 30 ft? 

Ans. 2 X 10-4 eu ft per sec. 
6. Construct the fiow net for the dam shown in Figure l03b, if the value of k is 

equal to 36 X 10-4 em per sec in the horizontal direction and 4 X 10-4 em per sec in 
the vertical direction. The base width of the dam is 83 ft, the thickness of the pervious 
layer is 38 ft, and the length of the sheet piles is 29 ft. The head is 30 ft. What is the 
seepage loss per lineal foot of dam? Compare this value with the seepage loss beneath 
the same dam if k is equal to 12 X 10-4 em per sec in every direction. 

Ans. 3.9 X 10-4; 2.5 X 10-4 eu ft per sec. 
7. What is the approximate intensity of the horizontal hydrostatic excess pressure 

against the left-hand side of the sheet-pile wall in Figure 2OSa. at the lowest point of 
the wall? 

Am. 26201b per sq ft. 

ART. 40. MECHANICS OF PIPING 

DEFINITION OF PIPING 

Many dams on soil foundations have failed by the apparently sudden 
formation of a pipe·shaped discharge channel or tunnel located between 
the soil and the foundation. As the stored water rushed out of the 
reservoir into the outlet passage, the width and depth of the passage 
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inereaFled rapidly until tlw structure, deprh"erl of its foundation, col
lapsed and broke into fragments that were carried away by the torrent. 
An event of thiH type is known as a failure by piping. 

Failures by piping can be caw,ed by two different processes. They 
may be due to scour or subsurface erosion that starts at springs near the 
dO'wnstream toe and proceeds upsti:eam along the base of the structure 
or some bedding plane. Failure occur:-; as soon as the upstream or intake 
end of the eroded hole approaches the bottom of the reservoir. The 
mechanics of this type of piping defy theoretical approach. However, 
piping failures have also been initiated by the sudden rise of a large 
body of soil adjoining the downstream toe of the structure. A failure of 
this kind occurs only if the seepage pressure of the water that percolates 
upward through the soil beneath the toe becomes greater than the 
effective ,veight of the soil. Failures of the first category will be referred 
to as failures by subsurface erosion, and those of the second as failures by 
heave. The following paragraphs deal exclusively with failures by heave. 

The magnitude and distribution of the excess hydrostatic pressure are 
determined by the flow net. In Article 39 it has been emphasized that the 
theoretical flow net is nevcr identical with the one that represents the 
flow of water through the real soil strata. Indeed, the two How nets may 
have no resemblance ·whatsoever. Therefore, the re~mlts of theoretical 
investigations into the mechanical effects of the flow of seepage serve 
merely as a guide for judgment and as a basis for planning appropriate 
installations for surveillance during and after construction. 

MECHANICS OF PIPING DUE TO REAVE 

The mechanics of failure by piping due to heave are illustrated by 
Figure 104a, ,vhieh represents a vertical section through one side of a 
single-vvall sheet-pile cofferdam. To a depth hl below the water level, the 
soil outside the cofferdam consists of coarse gravel, whereas the gravel 
within the cofferdam has been removed by dredging. The gravel rests on 
a bed of uniform sand. The loss of head in the gravel is so small that it 
can be disregarded. We wish to compute the factor of safety G8 with 
respect to piping, after the water level on the inside has been pumped 
down to the surface of the sand. 

Before making this computation, we shall consider the hydrostatic 
conditions at the instant of failure. As soon as the water level within the 
cofferdam is lowered by pumping, water beginR to flow downward 
through the sand on the left side of the sheet piles nnd upward on the 
right. The excess hydrostatic pressure on a horizontal section such as 
Ox, Figure 104b, reduces the effective pressure on that section. As soon 
as the average effective pressure 011 and above a portion of Ox near the 
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sheet piles becomes equal to zero, the water that fluws through the sand 
can straighten and widen the flow channeh, without meeting any resist
ance. This process greatly increases the permeability of the sand adjoin~ 
ing the sheet piles, as explained in Article 12, and it diverts an additional 
part of the seepage toward this zone. The surface of the sand then rises 
(see Figure 104a). Finally, the sand starts to boil, and a mixture of 
water and sand rushes from the upstream side of the sheet piles, through 
the space below the lower edge of the sheet piles, and toward the zone 
where the boiling started. 

FIG. 104. Use of flow net to determine factor of safety of row of sheet piles in sand 
with respect to piping. (a) Flow net; (b) forces aoting on sand within zone of 

potential heave. 

By model tests it has been found toot the rise of the sand occurs 
within a distance of about D/2 from the sheet piles. The failure, there
fore, starts within a prism of sand having a depth D and a width D /2. At 
the instant of failure the effective vertical pressure on any horizontal 
section through the prism is approximately equal to zero. At the same 
time the effective lateral pressure on the sides of the prism is also ap
proximately zero. Therefore, piping occurs as soon a..'1 the excess hydr~ 
static pressure on the base of the prism becomes equal to the effective 
weight of the overlying sand. 

In order to compute the excess hydrostatic preSS1.lre a flow net must be 
constructed. Mter this has been done, Figure lO.J:a, the intensity of this 
pressure can be determined readily at every point on the base of the 
prism at depth D by means of the procedure described in Article 39. 
In Figure 104b these values are represented by the ordinates of curve C 
with reference to a horizontal axis through O. Within the distance D/2 ' 
from the sheet piles the average excess hydrostatic pressure on the base 
of the prism has the value 'Ywha, and the total excess hydrostatic pressure 
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on the base is U = ~D)' u;ha• Failure by piping occurs as soon as U 
becomes equal to the effective weight of the sand which, in turn, is equal 
to the submerged weight W' = !D'2')". Therefore, the f(wtor of safety 
with respect to piping is 

W' D'r' G. = - =--
U h,/yw 

(40.1 ) 

In a similar manner, we may compute the factor of safety for a dam 
",ith a sheet-pile cutoff. 

UPLIFT COMPENSATION BY LOADED FILTERS 

If the factor of safety against failure by piping is too small, it may be 
increased by establishing on top of the prism Dafe, Figure l04b, an 
inverted filter which has a weight W. The presence of the filter does not 
alter the excess hydrostatic pressure U, but it increases the effective 
weight of the prism from lV' to lV' + TV. Hence, it increases the factor 
of safety with respect to piping from Gs, equation 40.1, to 

, W + lV' 
G. = U (40.2) 

The stabilizing effect of loaded inverted filters haH been demonstrated 
repeatedly by experiment and by experience with filter-protected struc
tures. In order to be effective, the filters must be coarse enough to permit 
the free outflow of the seepage water, but fine enough to prevent the 
escape of soil particles through their voids. The design of filters to 
satisfy both requirements is dhlCusseu in Article 11. 

PROBLEMS 

1. In Figure 104 the heao hi is 25 ft. The penetration of the sheet piles into the 
sand layer is 19 ft. If the saturated unit weight of the sand is 113 Ib per eu fL, what is 
the weight of an inverted filter required to increase the factor of safety with respect 
to piping to 2.5·? 

Ans. 3-10 lb per sq ft. 
2. The sand ill the experiment illustrated in Figure 204a had a saturated unit 

weight of 115 Ib per eu ft. At what head should piping by heave occur? 
3. The sancllayer mentioned in problem 1 contains a seam of clay too thin to be 

detected by the boring crew, but thick enough to constitute a relatively impermeable 
membrane. The numerical data regarding the head and the depth of sheet piles are 
identical with those given in prohlem 1. The clay seam is located a few feet above the 
lower edge of the sheet piles. Its left-hand boundary is located a few feci up:;tream 
from the sheet piles, and on the downstream side it is continuous. On the downstream 
side the sand stratum carries an inverted filter weighing 340 Ib per sq ft which provides 
a factor of safety of 2.5 Oll tllC assumption tht1t the sand contains no obstacle against 
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flow. (a) To whal value does the clay fleS.m TI\duce the factor of safety? (b) \-Vhat 
procedure could be used to detect the danger? 

Ans. (a) 0.83. The sand at the downAtream side of the sheet piles would blow up 
as soon as the head reached 21 ft. (b) Install a single observation well on 
the downstream side of the sh(]ct piles, with its lower end a few feet below 
the level of the bottom of the sheet-pile wall. 

ART. 41. THEORY OF CONSOLIDATION 

PROCESS OF CONSOLIDATION 

If the load on a layer of highly compressible porous saturated soil 
such as clay is increased, the layer is compressed, and exce8.'l water drains 
out of it. This constitutes a process of consolidation, Article 14. During 
the process the quantity of water that enters a thin horizontal slice of the 
soil is smaller than the quantity that leaves it. Therefore, the continuity 
condition expressed by equation 39.1, on which the theory of flow nets 
and seepage is based, is no longer applicable. 

The added load or pressure per unit of area that produces consolida
tion is known as the consolidation pressure or consolidation stress. At the 
instant of its application, the consolidation pressure is carried almost 
entirely by the water in the voids of the soil (see Article 14). Therefore, 
at the beginning of a process of consolidation, there is an initial excess 
pressure in the water almost exactly equal to the consolidation stress. 
As time goes on, the excess water pressure decreases, and the correspond
ing average effective pressure in the layer increases. At any point in the 
consolidating layer, the value u of the excess hydrostatic pressure at a 
given time may be determined by equation 12.1, written in the form, 

u = 'Ywh (41.1) 

in which h is the hydraulic head with respect to the ground-water level 
above the consolidating layer. After a very great time the excess hydro
static pressure u becomes equal to zero, and the entire consolidation 
pressure becomes an effective stress transmitted from grain to grain. 
If the consolidation pressure at any point is denoted by Ap, equilibrium 
requires that 

Ap = AfJ + tl (41.2) 

where Ap represents that portion of the consolidation stress which, at a 
given time, is transmitted from grain to grain, and u is the corresponding 
excess hydrostatic pressure. . 

GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF PROGRESS OF CONSOLIDATION 

Since Ap in equation 41.2 is a constant, the progress of consolidation 
at a given point can be visualized by observing the variation of u at that 
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point or, according to equation 41.1, hy ol)serving the variation in h by 
means of an imaginary standpipe rising from that point. 

Figure 105 illustrates the consolidatioIl of t,he compressible layer 
shown in Figure 02a, due to the weight of the building which rests on 
the surface of the ground. It is [Lssurned that the layer can drain freely 
at both its upper and lower surfaces and that within the layer the water 
flows only in a vertical direction. Furthermore, it is aR.'lumed that the 
consolidation 8tre:18 Ap does not vary from top to bottom of the layer. 

/ 

OrCfincrqe 

!<'w. 105. Diagram illustrating consolidt1tion of compressible layer of clay. 

The progress of consolidation within the layer can be studied by 
observing the position of the water level in a Reries of standpipes. The 
lower ends of the pipes are located on a vertical line through the layer as 
shown in Figure 105. Since the excess hydrostatic pressure is independent 
of the position of the water table, the water table is assumed to be 
identical with the top surface of the consolidating layer. If the stand
pipes are arranged in such a manner that the horizontal distances 1-2', 
1-3' etc., are equal to the corresponding vertical distances 1-2, 1-3 etc., 
as shmvn in the figure, the curve that. represent:> the locus of the water 
levels in the standpipes at a given time represents the isochrone (see 
Article 14). The hydraulic gradient i at any depth d below a is equal to 
the slope of the isochrone at a horizontal distance d from a. Furthermore, 
if the slope at any point of the isochrone is upward toward the right, the 
flow is upward at the corresponding point in the layer. 

The distribution of the initial excess hydraulic head over vertical 
sections through the clay layer is represented by the horizontal line de 
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located at an devation Aphw above thf~ frE'E'-water ~urface. ThlH line is 
the initial isochrone. According t.o Article H, the consolidation of a layer 
of clay proceeds from the drainage "mface or :-;nrfaeeH toward the 
interior. Hence, at an early stage of consolidation the piezometri() levelli 
for the central part of the layer are stilI unchanged while tho."le for the 
outer parts have already droPPL'tl a,.'1 Hhown by the isochrone Ct. In an 
advanced stage, repreRented by C2 , all of the levels have dropped, but 
the elevations dE)crease from the central part toward zero at the drainage 
surfaces. Finally, after a very lon~ time, all the exccs.'I hydroHtatic pre.'J-. 
sure has diflappeared, and the final isochrone is represented by the 
horizontal line ac. 

Figure 106 shows the isochrones for different processes of consolida
tion. If the consolidating layer is free to drain through both its upper and 
lower surfaces, the layer is called an open layer, and its thickness is 
denoted by 2H. If the water can escape through only one surface, the 
layer is called half-closed. The thickness of half-closed layers is denoted 
by H. In Figure lOG, the layers labeled a, b, c, and e are open, whereas 
the layers d and f are half-closed. 

Figure 106a is a simplified replica of Figure 105. The piezometric 
tubes are not shO\vn. The diagram represents the consolidation of an open 
layer of clay under the influence of a consolidation stress that is unifonn 
from top to bottom of the layer. 

If the consolidating layer is fairly thick with respect to the width of 
the loaded area, the consolidation pre.'lSure due to the weight of a struc
ture or a fill decrea.qes with depth in a manner similar to that indicated 
by the curve Ca, Figure 91. Under the simplifying assumption that the 
decrease of the pressure with depth is linear, the initial isochrone may be 
represented by the line de in Figure 106b, and the consolidation pres
sures at the top and bottom of the layer are API and APb, reRpectively. 

If the consolidating layer is very thick compared to the width of the 
loaded area, the pressure APb is likely to be very small compared to 
APt. Under this condition it can be assumed with sufficient accuracy 
that APb = O. The corresponding isochrones are shown in Figure l06c 
for an open layer, and in Figure lO6d for a half-closed layer. It should 
be noticed that the consolidation of the half-closed layer in Figure l06d 
is associated with a temporary swelling of the clay in the lower part of 
the layer. 

Figures lOGe and f illustrate the consolidation of hydraulically placed 
layers acted on by no force other than their own weight. The water table 
is assumed to be located at the top surface of the layers, and the con
solidation that occurs during construction is disregarded. The fill shown 
in Figure lOGe rest., on a stratum of sand (open layer), whereas that in 
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Figure 100! rests on un impermeahle stratum (half-closed layer). At [l, 

time t = 0, the entire Imbmcrged weight of the soil in either layer 
(/ per unit of volume) is carried by the water, and the consolidation 
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FIG. 106. Isochrones representing progress of consoliuation of a layer of ideal clay 
for different types of drainage anu different distributions of consolidation pressure 

in the vertical direction. 

I . 
pressure increases from zero at the surface to H'Y at the base. Therefore, 
the final result of the consolidation is the same for both layers. However, 
the difference in the shape of the isochrones for intermediate stages of 
consolidation indicates that the rate at which the final stage is ap
proached is very different for the two layers, 
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COMPUTATION OF RATE OF CONSOLIDATION 

In order to compute the rate of eonnolidation and the degree 01 con~ 
solidation U per cent, equation 14.1, for the proces.~es illustrated in 
Figure 106, we make the following simplifying a..'l.,'!umptions: 

(a) The coeffieient of permeability k, equation 11.6, is the same at 
every point in the consolidating layer and for every Rtage of consolida
tion. 

(er) I-- --------r I all 
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FIG. 107. (a) Vertical section through thin horizont!~l slice of consolidating layer 
showing hydraulic pressure conditions at boundaries of slice; (b) section through 

consolidating layer, showing hydraulio boundary conditions. 

(b) The coefficient of volume compressibility mv, equation 13.3, is the 
same at every point in the layer and for every stage of consolidation. 

(c) The exceSS water drains out only along vertical lines. 
(d) The time lag of the compression is caused exclusively by the low 

permeability of the materiaL Thus, the secondary time effect discussed 
in Article 14 is disregarded. 

Figure 107 a represents a vertical flection through a, thin horizontal 
slice of a conflolidating layer. The thickness of the Hlice is dz. Water flows 
through the layer at a rate v. The unbalanced hydrostatic pressure is 
(au/az)dz. Darcy's hw. Article 11, requires that 

v = ki = -k ah = -k~ at/, (41.3) 
az 'Yw az 
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If the layer were incompressible, the quantity of water flowing out of the 
layer would equal that which flow,.; in, and we could write 

(41.4) 

This condition is identical with the continuity condition expressed by 
equation 39.1. However, in a conRolidating compreRsible layer with a 
thickness equal to unity, the quantity of water that leaves the layer per 
unit of time exceed;;; that which enters it by an amount equal to the 
corresponding volume decrease of the layer. Hence, by making use of 
equation 13.2, we can write 

au a (6.p) 
- = mv--az at 

Since AP is a constant, equation 41.2 leads to 

whence 

a(Aji) an 
--:;: 

at at 

au au 
-=-1naz Vat 

By combining tIlls equation with equation -11.3, we obtain 

all au k a2u 
-m-= 

- 'Yw az2 az Vat 
or 

au k a211 
-=--"2 at "/wmv {Jz 

(41.5) 

Equation 41.5 is the differential equation of every process of consolida
tion that involves linear drainage. It can be simplified by substituting 

( 2/ ) k(am/sec) 
cvcm scc = 'Yw(gm/cm3)m

v
Ccm2/gm) (41.6) 

The coefficient Cv represents the coefficient of consolidation, equation 
14.2. Hence, 

oil a2n 
at = CD az2 (41.7) 

The f:olution of this equation must satisfy the hydraulic boundary 
conditions. These condition;;; depend on the loading and drainage condi
tions afi fihown in the diagrams in Figure lOG. The boundary conditions 
that determine the consolidation of a half-closed layer and a uniform 
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prCf;sure distribution may serve as an example .. \ccorcling to Figure 
107b, the boundary conditions are as follows: 

(1) At t == ° and at any distance z from the impervious sllrfaee, the 
excess hydrostatic pressure is equal to ;lp. 

(2) At any time l at the drainage surface z = II, the excess hydro
static pressure is zero. 

(3) At any time l at the impervions Rurface z = 0, the hydraulic 
gradient is zero (that i01 au/az = 0). 

(4) After a very great time, at any value of z, the exceRS hydrostatic 
pressure is zero. 

Equation 41.7 combined with the boundary conditions determines the 
degree of consolidation U per cent for a given time t. The equation for 
U pel' cent is 

U% = f(Tv) (41.8) 

In this expression, 

(41.9) 

is a pure number called the time factor. Since the soil constants and the 
thickness of the compressible layer enter equation 41.8 only in the 
combination represented by the dimensionless time factor T., the value 
U% = f(Tv) is the same for every layer that consolidates under speci~ 
fied conditions of loading and drainage. It has been determined for every 
condition of practical importance by means of the differential equation 
41.7. The results have been presented in the form of graphs or tables. 
By means of these graphs and tables, all the problems likely to be met in 
practice can be solved without any computation other than the evalua.
tion of equation 41.9. Figure 108 represents the solutions of the problems 
illustrated in Figure 106. The following instructions serve as a guide for 
using the graphs. 

For every open layer (thickness 2H) the relationship between U per 
cent and Tv is determined by the curve Cl , regardless of the slope of the 
zero isochrone de. Therefore, the curve C1 represents the solution for all 
the consolidation problems represented by Figure lO6a, 0, and e. If the 
zero isochrone is horizontal, indicating a uniform distribution of the 
consolidation pressure throughout the consolidating layer, curve C1 also 
represents the process of consolidation for a half-closed layer with thick
ness H. The following example illustrates the procedure for using the 
graph, Figure 108a. 

The coefficient of consolidation of an open layer with thickness 2H, 
Figure 92) is cv• We wish to determine the time t at which the degree of 
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FIG. 108. Relation between time factor and degree of consolidation. In (a) the 
time factor is plotted to an arithmetic and in (b) to a logarithmic scale. The curves 
el , C2, and Ca correspond to differont conditions of loading and drainage, represented 

Ly a, d, and f, respectively, in Figure 106. 
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consolidation of the layer due to the weight of the superimposed building 
becomes equal to GO per cent. From equation 41.9 we ohtain 

H2 
t = T.-

eu 

According to curve C 1 in Figure 108a, a degree of consolidation of 60 
per cent corresponds to the time factor 0.28, "Yhenc~e 

H2 
t = 0.28- (·!l.1O) 

regardless of the slope of the zero i'lochrone. If the zero isochrone for a 
" half-closed layer of clay with thickness 1I is horizontal, the degree of 

consolidation of this layer after time t, equation 41.10, will also be equal 
to GO per cent. 

If the consolidation pressure for a half-closed layer decreases from 
some value APt at the top to zero at the bottom, as shown in Figure 106d, 
the relation between U and Tv is given by the curve C2 • If it increases 
from zero at the top to /::'Pb at the bottom, as in Figure 106f, curve Cs 
furnishes the required information. For intermediate types of vertical 
distribution of consolidation pressure, sufficiently accurate results can 
be obtained by interpolation. Figure 108b shows the curves Ct to Cs 
plotted to a semilogarithmic scale. Small values of U can be obtained 
somewhat more accurately from the semilogarithmic curves. The semi
logarithmic plot of Ct corresponds to the solid curve in Figure 28b. 

On account of the simplifying assumptions lbied at the outset of the 
preceding analysis, the computation of the rate of settlement has the 
character of a crude estimate. The most important discrepancy between 
theory and reality has been referred to as the secondary time effect, 
Article 14. According to the theory of consolidation, the time-settlement 
curve should approach a horizontal asymptote whereas in reality it 
merges into an inclined tangent as shown in Figure 28a. At present the 
secondary settlement cannot be predicted on the basis of test results. 
Experience shows that the rate of the secondary settlement of buildings 
resting on normally loaded clay ranges, during the first decades after 
construction, between i and! in. per year. Exceptional rates as high as 
one inch per year have been observed. 

It is obvious that the results of a settlement computation are not even 
approximately correct unless the assumed hydraulic boundary conditions 
are in accordance with the drainagc conditions in the field. Every con
tinuous sand or silt seam located within a bed of clay acts like a drainage 
layer and accelerates consolidation of the clay, whereas lenses of sand 
and silt have no effect. If the test boring records inclicate that a bed of 
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clay contains parting,.; of sand or silt, the rngineer is commonly unable to 
find out whether or not. the:':r partings urc' eontinuouH. Tn Ruch instances 
the theory of ronRoliciation can he used only for determining an upper 
and a lower limiting value for the mte of Aettlement. The real rate re
mains unknown until it is ohsen'rd. 

PROBLEl\IS 

1. Representative samples WNe obtained from a layer of clay 20 ft thick, located 
betwoon two layers of sand. By means uf conRolidation t.ests, it was found that the 
average value of t:v for these ~llnpl(''' WaH 4.02 X 10-4 Rtj ('m pOI' sec. By constructing a 
building above the layer, the average vertical presRure in the layer was everywhere 
increased and the building begrtn to settle. Within holV many days did l1al£ the 
ultimate settlement occur? 

Ana. 438 days. 
2. If the day layer in problem 1 ("ontain{'d a thin drainage layer located 5 ft 

below its upper surface, how many days would be required to attain half the ultimate 
settlement? 

Am. 127 days. 
3. A layer of clay 30 ft thick rests on an impermeable roC'k base. The consolidation 

stress along a given vertical line if! nfl.~umcd to vary uniformly from a maximum at the 
top of the layer to zero at the rock surflH·e. The value of I'v for the day is 0.5 X 10-5 

sq cm per sec. How many years will elapl;{) aftcr the {lonstruction of a building until 
the settlement he comes equal to 30 per cent of the final value'? Solve the same 
problem on the assiImption that the clay rests on a pervious sand bed instead of rock. 

Ans. 6.5; 4.9 years. 

ART. 42, STABILITY OF EARTH DAMS 

HIGH-LEVEL AND DRAWDOWN STATES 

If the upstream Rlope of an carth dam is partly or wholly submerged, 
the soil in the dam it; ucted on not only by its own weight but alRo by the 
seepage pressure of the water that percolates through the dam. The 
seepage pressure po, equation 39.(i, is due to the friction between the 
pcrcolating water and the waJlil of the voids, and, as a consequence, it 
acts in the direction of flow. This direction is indicated by the flow lines 
in the flow net, Figure 102a. Since the water seeps from the upRtream 
toward the downstream slope, the seepage pressure increases the stabil
ity of the upstream slope. At the same time, it reduces the factor of 
safety of the downstream slope to the smallest value that it is likely to 
assume under normal operating conditions. Hence, for the downstream 
slope the hydraulic state corresponding to a full reservoir represents the 
critical condition, known as the high-level state. 

Theoretically, the factor of safety of the downstream :>lope can be 
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reduced to les;;; than thc valuc for the high-Iewl state if, in addition to 
fleepage from a full reservoir, water enters the dam through it..; crest and 
the upper part of the dOlrllstream slope. A flow net ,·orre.".pOIl<ling to this 
condition if{ shown in Figure 102b. Such a conciition might conceivably 
occur during heavy raill.'ltorms of long duration or the melting of a 
thick blanket of snow, but experience with railway and highlvay fills 
indicates that it is exceptional. The air content of the fill material 
located between the normal line of seepage and the Hurface of the fill 
Heems to prevent complcte saturation of the material. Therefore, in the 
following discus.<;ions, the influence of rain or melt water on the stability 
of the downstream slope will be disregarded. 

During the high-level state the line of seepage of a properly con
structed dam is located entirely benC!tth the downstream slope (see 
Figure 102a). The upstream slope represents an equipotential line, 
whereas the line of seepage h; a flow line. If the water level in the reser
voir is instantaneously lowered to the elevation of the hase of the dam, 
the flow net assumes the character indicated in Figure 102c. At the 
instant of drawdown, the line of seepage retains its original position, but 
the upstream slope represents not an equipotential line but a free RUr
face. The hydraulic conditions represented by this flow net are refelTed 
to as the drawdown state. During the transition from the high-level to the 
drawdown state the downstream slope become.<; more stable than it was 
before, but the sliding tendency of the upstream slope is considerably 
increaRed. AR time goes on, the free water Rtored in the voids of the fill 
gradually seeps out, and, as a consequence, the stability of both slopes 
increases. Hence, for the upstream slope the drawdowTl state represents 
the critical condition. 

In order to evaluate the factor of safety of the slopes of a proposed 
embankment or earth dam that will be acted on by seepage pressures, it 
is necessary to select representative samples of the borrow-pit material, 
to estimate in advance of construction the average unit weight, relative 
density, permeability, and water content of the fill material after it is 
placed and compacted, and to make the fundamental assumptions for 
the stability computation in accordance with field conditions. These 
preliminary investigations as well as the preparation of the program 
for soil testing require experience and judgment. The following para
graphs deal merely with the theoretical part of the problem, the stahility 
computation. 

STABILITY COMPUTATION FOR SUDDEN DRA WDOWN, RIGID FILL 

Figure 109a represents a cross section of a fill. Before drawdown both 
slopes of the £ill are completely submerged, and at the instant of dra.w-
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down the free-water level it> lowered from the elevation of the crest to 
that of the base. Furthermore, the fill material is assumed to be practi
cally incompressible, such as ,veIl-compacted sand, and the height of 
capillary rise is negligihle compared to the height of the dam. 

The flow net for the dmwdown state in such a fill is shown in Figure 
lOga. It ::;atisfies the following hydraulic boundary conditions: The entire 

(c) 
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FIG. 109. (a) Seepage conditions in embankment of fine sand immediately after 
sudden drawdown; (b) and (c) force polygons required for stability computations; 
(d) seepage through embankment after sudden drawdown if ('oarse-grained filter 

underlies fill. 

flO\v net is symmetrical about the center line of the dam; the center line 
and the base of the dam are flow lines; the crest of the dam is an equi
potential line; and the slopes represent free surfaces. According to 
Article 39, the water would rise in a piezometric tube from any point N 
to the elevation of the point at which the equipotential line through N 
intel'H8cts the slope, at a distance hw above N. The pore-water pressure 
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at N is, therefore, 

(12.1) 

The circular arc eJb 'with center at 01 represents a first approximation 
to the surface of sliding, and the circle (' f is the corresponding friction 
circle. If r is the radius of the circle of sliding and 4> the angle of internal 
friction of the fill material, the radius rf of the friction circle is equal to 
r sin <p. 

The force WI that tends to produce a slide along eib iR equal to the 
weight of the soil located above efb, solid and water combined. The 
sliding movement is resisted by the friction along efb, which is equal to 
the coefficient of internal friction, tan 1/>, times the total effective pressure 
on efb. The total effective pressure at any point of this surface is equal, 
in turn, to the difference between the total and the neutral pre.'4Sure on 
the surface at that point. Since the quantity hw in equation 12.1 can be 
scaled from the drawing for any point of efb, the resultant neutral 
pressure F Wl on eJb can be obtained readily by means of a polygon of 
forces, Figure 109b. The resultant FI of the effective pressure on ejb is 
obtained by combining the total force WI and the neutral force F WI in 
the force diagram, Figure 10ge. The line of action of FI passes, Figure 
109a, through the point of intersection of WI and F WI" 

Since Fl in Figure 109a neither intersects nor touches the friotion 
circle, the sudden drawdown would cause a failure of the slopes of the 
dam unless the slide were resisted not only by friction but also by cohe
sion. In order to estimate the coheffion required to prevent the slip 
along efb, the line of action of the resultant cohesion C1 is determined as 
explained in Article 31. It intersects the line of action of the force FI at 
point g, Figure 109a. In order to comply with the oonditions for the 
stability of the slope ab, the resultant FCl of the forces C1 and Fl must 
pass through point g and be tangent to the friction circle Cf • The re
quired magnitude of the force C1 is obtained by drawing additional 
lines in the force polygon, Figure 10ge, parallel to the lines of aotion of 
these forceR in Figure 109a. 

In order to estimate the factor of safety with respect to sliding, we 
trace st in Figure 10ge parallel to DIg. If the surface of sliding were 
perfectly frictionless, the total cohesion required to prevent a slide would 
be rt = Ft + C1. Hence, if the available cohesion is Ca, the factor of 
safety with respect to sliding may be expressed by 

G
8 

= Ft + Ca 

Ft + C1 
(42.1) 

If the slope is stable without the assistance of cohesion, C1 in equation 
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42.1 is negative. If, in addition, the soil is cohesionless, Ca is zero. On 
these assumptions, we obtain 

G _ Ft 

fl - Ft - C
l 

(42.2) 

TIlls value is 10 to 15 per cent greater than the value obtained by means 
of equation 31.1 for the factor of safety of slopes on cohm;;ionless SOilfl. 

More accurately, the safety with respect to sliding can be judged on the 
basis of the concept repreiiented by equation 31.2. 

Since efb, Figure 109a, may not be the critical circle, the procedure 
mnst be repeated for different circles that intersect the crest and are 
tangent to the base of the fill. The slide would occur along the circle for 
,yhich G8 is the smallest. 

If a highway embankment subject to periodic inundation consists of 
well-compacted relatively incompressible soil, the reduction in stability 
of the slopes due to rapid subsidence of the floods can be avoided by the 
insertion of a gravel filter betwecn the fill antI its base, aR shown in 
Figure l09d. Since the water drains downward into the filter, the seepage 
pressure acts in a downward direction instead of outward. If such a filter 
is to be constructed beneath a storage dam, its continuity must be 
broken by a Rtrip of relatively impermeable soil that divideR the filter 
layer into upstream and downstream halves. A diRcontinuous filter of 
tIns type was instalIell (19-:1:1) in the Arkabutla dam in Mississippi. 

SIMPLIFIED STABILITY COMPUTATION FOR SUDDEN DRAWDOWN, RIGID 

FILL 

In Article 38 the reader was warned that every computation involving 
seepage effects is likely to be very inaccurate, because the real shape of 
the equipotential curves depends to a large extent on local variations in 
the permeability of the soil. Hence, simplified methods serve their pur
pose as well as or even better than the rather cumbersome procedure 
just described, provided the error is on the safe side and does not exceed 
10 or 15 per cent. 

One such simplified method, applicable to slopes flatter than about 
1 :2.5, is illustrated by Figure 110. 'fhe flow net for the drawdown state 
is shown in Figure llOa. It can be seen that most of the equipotential 
curves, represented by dash lines, are nearly vertical. Hence, it can be 
assumed without excessive error that all of them are really vertical, as 
shown in Figure 110b. 

If this assumption is made, the resultant F w of the neutral stresses on 
the surface of sliding passes almost through the center of gravity 0 0 of 
the sliding segment abfe. Furthermore, the line OqO represents almost 
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exactly the direction of F,/}, It mllke~ an angle a with the vertical. The 
yertical component of F w i)l equal to the \wight of a borh- of water tha.t 
has a volume equal to that of thp l'liding segment. Hp;tce, if .·1 j,., thp 

FIG. 110. Diagram illustrating simplified method of making Iltahility rompuwtiou 
for drawdown state if fiU material is in('ompressible. (a) I<'low net for drawdown 
state; (b) simplified set of equipotential lines; (c) force polygon required for stability 

computation. 

volume of the segment per unit of length of the fill and "YI/) is the unit 
weight of water, the vertical component of F II) is equal to A"Yw and 

F 
_ A.'Yw 

w-
Cosa 

Thus F w is obtained without drawing a force polygon. The remainder of 
the investigation is identical with that illustrated by Figure 109. The 
factor of safety with reRpect to sliding along efb is determined by equation 
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42.1, and the factor of safety with respect to a slope failure is equal to 
the smallest value obtained by repeating the investigation with different 
circles. 

The real factor of safety of the RIope is greater than the computed one 
because, on account of the difference between the real and the assumed 
equipotential lines, Figures 110a and b, the real magnitude of F w is less 
than that of F w in Figure 110b. For steep slopes the difference is quite 
large. However, it decrease~ with decreasing slope angles {3, and for 
value::; of {3 less than about 150 it can be disregarded. 

Oraw-down SIO'I& 

(cr) 

FIG. 111. (a) Diagram illustrating change in sktte of stress in compressible fill 
immediatoly nfter sudden drawdowni (b) equipotential lines corresponding to draw

down state. 

STABILITY COMPUTATION FOR SUDDEN DRA WDOWN, COMPRESSIBLE FILL 

If the fill material is not practically incompressible, as aRsumed in the 
preceding paragraphs, the flow-net method cannot be used for comput
ing the neutral stresses (see Article 39). Yet, it is necessary to consider 
the hydraulic effects of the change in the state of stress of the fill pro
duced by the drawdown. The change produced by un instantaneous 
dmwclown is illustrated by Figure Ilia. The left-hand side of this figure 
shows the approximate distribution of vertical stresses on a horizontal 
section af before drawdown. The effective normal pressure on the section 
is represented by the area adb, and the neutral pressure by the area 
add1al. The ordinates of the upper boundary of each area with reference 
to the lower arc cqua'! to the vertical preRsure divided by the unit weight 
'Yw of water. At every point on the horizontal ::lection, the neutral stress 
is equal to 'Yw(H - z). 
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The sudden drawdown reduces the tattY normll.1 pfCHt'-11rC on the 
horizontal !'lection to the value repreRented by the urell bdtf on the right
hand side of the center line, Figure lIla. Since the water ('ontent of the 
fill immediately after drawdown remains ullchanged, the effective pre&
sure on the horizontal section is practically unaltered. TillS is indicak>cl 
by the equality of the areas bjd and abd. As a consequence, after draw
down the neutral stress at any point 1n on the horizontttl section ab i..~ 
equal to 

U w = 'Yw(zr - z) 

The piezometric head is Zl - z, and the hydrostatic head with reference 
to the base of the fill is 

h = Zl 

The equipotential lines that satisfy this condition arc vertical. In other 
words, the equipotential pattern is identical with the simplified pattern 
for the rigid fill shown in Figure 110b. Therefore, the stability computa
tion can be made by the method illustrated by Figure 11Ob, and the 
factor of safety can be computed by means of equation 42.1. 

It was pointed out on page 248 that the simplified method for com
puting the factor of safety of rigid fills, Figure HOb, involves an error on 
the safe side. When the method is used in connection \"ith compressible 
fills, it is nearly correct. This fact leads to the conclusion that the com
pressibility of the fill increases the tendency of its slopes to fail after a 
sudden drawdown. If the slope angle f3 is 36°, the minimum angle of 
internal friction cp compatible with the equilibrium of slopes on cohesion
less soil increases with increasing compressibility of the fill material from 
about 48° to about 57°, and, if fJ := 18°, the value of cp increases from 
about 33°30' to about 3Go. 

EFFECT OF SPEED OF Dru. wnOWN ON STABILITY 

If the permeability of an incompressible fill is as high as that of a 
coarse sand, the water drains out of the voids of the fill almost as fast 
as the outside water level goes down. On the other hand, if the perme
ability of an incompressible fill is low, the voids of the soil are so small 
that most of the water is retained in the fill by capillary forces. While the 
outside water level goes down, the pore-water pres.''3ure changes within 
the zone of capillary saturation from positive to negative (see Article 
21). Hence, at the end of the drawdown period such a fill is likely to be 
more Rtable than it was at the outset. Therefore, if a fill is incompressible, 
the gradual descent of the adjoining water level practically eliminates 
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the danger of a clraw<lown failure, and, if the pE'l'meability of such a fill 
i::; low, the rlmwdo\\'ll f'vpn incl'8UsPs t.he s1 ability of the slope,.;. 

The permeahility of comprf'ssihle (~rnbaIlklllent:-; also is commonly 
low, and most of the watcr i" retained in t.he fill by eapiJlary forces. 
HowC\'er, the drfHvdown is associated with and followed by a decrease 
of the volume of thc fill due to consolidation. On account of the slow
ne&'> ,vith which consolidation proeeecb, the hydraulic conditions illus
trated by Figures 110b and I11b are likely to develop even during a slow 
drawdown. Hence, if a fill cOlH;ists of compresi:iible material the stability 
conditions after a slow drawdown are almost as unfavorable as after a 
rapid one. This accounts for the fact, demonstrated by experience, that 
drawdown failures occur almost exclusively on slopes underlain by fine
grained relatively compressible soils snch us silt or mixtures of silt and 
clay. BecaUfie of the deci:;ive influence of the compressibility on the 
effects of a gradual drawdown, thorough compaction of the fill material 
is of paramount importance. 

In practice, dray"downs always occur more or le~R gradually. Complete 
drawdowlls requiring less than a few days are very rare. If the water 
level descends gradually, the conditions for the equilibrium of the fill 
depend not only on the degree of compressibility but also on the perme
ability of the fill material uncI its water-holding capacity. Therefore, the 
effect on the stability conditions of the properties of the fill material is 
even more important eluring gradual drawdown than after sudden 
drawdown. 

STABILITY OF STORAGE DAMS 

In Figures 109 to 111, it has been assumed that the fills are sym
metrical with respect to the center line and that the drawdown is pre
ceded by complete flubmergence of both slopes of the dam. In contrast to 
these simple conditions, the upstream slope of an earth dam for storage 
purposes is commonly somewhat flatter tlmn the downRtl'eam slope, I1nd 
the downstream toe is provided with a toe filter, as shown in Figure 102. 
Furthermore, only the upstream :,;1opc is submerged before the clraw
down. These differences influence the details of the stability analysis, 
but not the general principles. 

The stability computations for the downstrel1m slope of a storage dam 
must be preceded by the construction of a flow net representing the 
seepage through the dam at the high-level stage, inasmuch as thi::; stage 
is the critical one for the downstream slope. The flow net for this stage is 
shown in Figure 102a. Since the equipotential lines are curved, the 
investigation should be made by the method illustrated by Figure 109. 

The critical stage for the upstream slope is the drawdown state. How-
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ever, the danger of failure of the slope due to drm:\'(low11 can be dis
regarded unless the fill material constituting the upstream part of the 
dam consist:;; of soil with low permeahility and at Iea.'lt moderate com
pre."l.<;ibility. The magnitude and di:-;tribution of the pore-water pre.'>sure 
in the upstream part of the dam after drawdown depend not only on the 
rate of drawdown and the consolidation characteristics of the fill material 
but also on the air content and on the density and permeability patterns 
of the fill. Since these latter factors are purely accidental, they cannot be 
precisely evaluated, and the designer is compelled to make a rough esti
mate of the pore-water pressures on the basis of simplifying assumptions. 
The discussion on page 249 exemplifies the reasoning which should enter 
into the estimate. 

SHEARING RESISTANCE OF FILL MATERIAL 

. In connection with the investigation of the stability of an embank
ment or dam acted on by seepage pre&,>ures, the question arises whether 
the shearing resistance of the fill material should be determined by means 
of slow, consolidated-quick, or quick tests (see Article 15). The answer 
to this question depends on several factors which must be conl'lidered 
individually. The most important of these are the Rtate of consolidation 
of the fill at the end of the construction period and the state of stress 
in the fill just before the critical conditions are established. 

If the dam consists of well-compacted and practically incompra~ble 
soil with a coefficient of permeability of more than about 10-6 em per 
sec, it can safely be assumed that consolidation wiII be complete by the 
end of the construction period. It can also be assumed that the water 
content of the fill material will adapt itself to the changes of stress during 
the filling of the reservoir and the subsequent drawdown. Therefore, it is 
usually Rafe to make the stability computations for such darns on the 
basis of the slow-shear values. The cohesion should be disregarded. The 
errors are likely to be on the safe side, because at low and medium 
normal pressures the consolidated-quick-shear values are likely to be 
higher than the slow values. 

If a dam consists of clay, entirely different conditions prevail. The 
permeability of clay is so low that the water content of the clay will not 
decrease appreciably during construction. Therefore, the stability of the 
dam immediately after construction should be investigated Oll the basis 
of quick-shear tests performed on samples of clay in the same state at 
which the clay will be placed in the dam. However, the critical period in 
the life of a clay dam may not necessarily occur immediately after 
construction. In the course of the yean; the water content of the central 
part of the dam is likely to decrease on account of further consolidation,. 
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whereas that beneath the upstream slope and near the downstream toe 
may increase. The effect of these changeR in water content on the shear
ing resistance of the clay must be com;idered. It is advisable to evaluate 
the changes and to make stability computations not only for the ulti
mate state of the dam but also for one or two intermediate states, 

If a dam conRists of a soil intermediate between sand and clay, such 
as a compresRible variety of silt, a consolidation computation may show 
that the fill material is permeable enough to permit consolidation during 
construction. If this is the case, it can be taken for granted that the 
water content will adapt itself to the ,;hearing stresses that develop 
along the potential surfaceR of sliding during the construction period. 
In exchange, the effects of dra\vdowns must be considered, because they 
may subsequently produce an increase of the shearing stresses at 
practically unaltered water content. Hence, t.he stability computation 
should be based on the most unfavorable combination of slow and con
solidated-quick-shear values compatible with the contemplated oper
ating conditions. The details of such investigations, as well as those 
mentioned in the preceding paragraph, cannot be classified as routine 
procedures and are beyond the scope of this book. 



PART C 

PROBLEMS OF DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION 

The contents of Part.<;; A and B represent what is now known a.'5 soil 
mechanics. Soil mechanics, in turn, constitutes a small subdivision of the 
broad field of applied mechanics. 

History shows that there is hardly a single concept of practical 
importance in the field of structural engineering that was not in8tinc
tively anticipated and used with BUCCess in de.c,-ign and construction by 
individuals or groups of engineers many centuries before applied me
chanics came into existence. This is testified by daring bridge.~, 
aqueducts, and dome.'l of great age that still command respect and 
admiration for their designers and builders. Yet progre.'lS wa.,> painful and 
very slow, because outstanding achievement called for the rare gift of 
intuition. 

Conditions did not change until the advent of applied mechanic.'3, 
when the art of structural engineering was Rubjectcd to the attack of 
science. Once a field of human activity is successfully invaded by 
science, even the average worker acquires the capacity to adapt his 
methods and designs to the immutable laws of nature, whereupon his 
degree of efficiency increases tremendously, This is demonstrated by 
the unprecedented advances of structural engineering during the last 
century. 

Foundation and earthwork engineering lagged behind the other 
branches of civil engineering, because the laws that interconnect cause 
and consequence in this field are not so simple and lucid a.'S those in the 
others. Furthermore, many of the problems cannot be solved adequately 
by theory alone because of the complexity of the physical properties and 
of the structure of natural soil deposits. 

In spite of these inherent difficulties, an intimate knowledge of the 
relations between cause and effect increases the capacity of the average 
engineer for rational design in the field of foundation and earthwork 
engineering as effectively as it does in other branches of civil engineering, 
although in a different manner. This can be recognized by comparing 
the contents of Part C of this book with the chapters on the design of 
foundations in any book published 20 or more years ago. 



The first ehn,ptcr of Pn.rt G contains lL (liR(JuRsion of the propel'tiet3 of 
natural Roil depo:"itR mlll the methods for invcRtigating them. The 
following two are concerned with th(~ empirical ruleR that pertain to the 
different branches of foundation and ('n,rthwork engineering. By correlat
ing these rules with the information contftincd in Parts A and B, the 
limits for their vuliclity are aRcertainecl, anfl Rupplementary semi
empirical rules are established. The final ('hapter (teah.; with the effect 
on adjoining strnctureR of such (Jon:-;truction operations as excavating 
and pumping. 



CHAPTER VII 

SOIL EXPLOHATION 

ART. 43. PUR:O~E AND SCOPE OF SOIL BXPLORATfON 

DEFINITION OF SOIL EXPLORATION 

The design of a foundation, an earth dam, or a retaining wall cannot be 
made in an intelligent and satisfactory manner unles;; the designer has at 
least a reasonably accurate conception of the physical propertie.'l of the 
soils involved. The field and laboratory investigations required to obtain 
thi;; essential informiLtion constitute the soil exploration. 

Until a few decades ago soil exploration was consistently inadequate 
because rational methods for soil testing had not yet been developed. On 
the other hand, at the pre.'lent time the amount of soil testing and the 
refinements in the techniques for performing the test" are often quite out 
of proportion to the practical value of the results. In order to avoid 
either of theRe extremes, it is necessary to adapt the exploratory pro
gram to the soil conditions and to the size of the job. 

INFLUENCE OF SOIL CONDITIONS ON EXPLORATORY PROGRAM 

If the foundation of an important structure is to be established above a 
fairly homogeneous layer of clay, a considerable amount of soil testing by 
expert laboratory technicians may be justified because the test results 
permit a relatively accurate forecast of both the amount and the time 
rate of settlement. On the basis of such a forecast, it may be possible to 
eliminate the danger of harmful differential settlement at reasonable 
expense by appropriate distribution of the loads or by suitable adjust
ment of the depths of subbasements beneath different parts of the 
structure. On the other hand, if a similar strllcture is to be located above 
a deposit composed of pockets and lenses of sand, clay, and silt, the same 
amount of testing would add very little to the information that could 
be obtained merely by determining the index properties of several dozen 
representative samples extracted from exploratory drill holos. Addi
tional data of far greater significance than those obta.inable from ax
tensive soil tests could be secured in a shorter time and at less expense by 
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meam; of simple sllb:-;urf:itce RounclillgK along closely spaced vertical 
lines, because f;uch ::;ountling:-; would diselose whatever weak spots might 
he 10cate(1 hetween drill hole:>. The discovery of snch spots is more 
important than an uccnratl~ knowledge of the properties of random 
Ramples. 

The preceding remarks demonstrate that, if the soil profile is complex, 
an elaborate program of soil testing is likely to be out of place. Hence, 
the methods of soil exploration must be chosen in accordance with the 
type of soil profile at the site of the construction operations. The follow
ing paragraphs describe the significant characteristics of the principal 
types of soil profiles commonly cncountcrC'cl in the field. 

The term soil profile indicates a vertical section through the subsoil 
that shows the thickness and seqmmce of the individual strata. The term 
stratum is applied to a relatively well-defined layer of soil ill contact with 
other layers of conspicuously different character. If the boundaries be
tween strata are more or less parallel, the soil profile is said to be simple 
or regular. If the boundaries constitute a more or less irregular pattern, 
the soil profile is called erratic. 

From the ground surface to a depth of about G ft., and exceptionally to 
a greater depth, the physical properties of the soil are influenced by 
seasonal changes of moisture and temperature and by such biological 
agents as roots, worms, and bacteria. The upper part of this region is 
known as the A-horizon. It is subject primarily to the mechanical 
effects of weathering and to the 10SR of some constituents due to leaching. 
The lower part is referred to as the B-horizon, where part of the sub
stances washed out of the A-horizon are precipitated and accumulate. 

The. properties of the soili-; in the A- and B-horizons are chiefly the 
coneem of agronomists and road builders. Foundation and earthwork 
engineers are interested primarily in the underlying parent material. 
Beneath the B-horizon the character of the soil is determined only by 
the raw material from which it is derived, by the method of deposition, 
and by subsequent geological events. The individual strata that consti
tute the soil profile beneath the B-horizon may hc fairly homogeneous, 
or they may be composed of smaller elements having properties that 
depmt more or less from the average. The shape, size, and mrangemcnt 
of these smaller elements determine the primary structure of the deposit. 
Since most soils have beon depositcd under water, the most common 
primary structure is stratification. If the individual layers are not thicker 
than about 1 in. and are of roughly equal thickness, the soil is called 
laminated. For example, the varved clays described in Article 2 are 
laminated soils. The action of ice, Iandt:llides, torrential streams, and 
several other agents leads to the formation of deposits with an erratic 
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structure. Such deposits hM'e no well-defined pattern. The more the 
structure of a mass of soil approaches the flrratic type, the more difficult 
it is to determine the average values of the Hoil cOIlHtantH, and the more 
uncertain is the result. 

In stiff clays and other Roils with great coheHion the primary structure 
may be associated with a 8('c01ulary structure that develops after the !"oil 
is deposited. Most important among the secondary structural character
istics are systems of hair cracks, joints, or slickensidcl:! (see Article 7). 
Hair cracks and joints occur commonly in flood-plain clays consisting 
of layers, each of which ,vas temporarily exposed to the atmosphere after 
deposition. Shrinkage caused cracks to form during the period of ex
posure. Slickensides are smoothly polished surfae('s that may be the 
result of volume changes produeed hy chemical proccR..<;cs or of deforma
tions produced by gravity or teetonic forces involving slippage along the 
walls of exi~ting or newly formed joints. 

If a cohesive stratum has a well-developed f'econdmy structure, the 
results of laboratory tests may give an erroneous conception of its 
mechanical properties. Therefore, in connection with such soils, the only 
guide on which the engineer can rely is his judgment based on field 
experience with similar materialOi. 

INFLUIGNCE OF SIZE OF PROJECT ON EXPLanATORY PROGRAM 

In the preparation of a program for soil exploration the magnitude of 
the job must also be considered. If the proposed construction operation 
involves only a small expenditure, the designer cannot afford to include 
more in the investigation than a small number of exploratory borings 
and a few classification tests on repre:;entative soil samples. The lack of 
accurate information concerning the subsoil conditions must be com
pensated by the use of a liberal factor of safety in design. On the other 
hand, if a large-scale construction operation of the sarne kind is to be 
carried out under similar soil conditions, the cost of even a thorough 
and elaborate subsoil investigation is usually small compared to the 
savings that can be realized by utilizing the results in design and con
struction, or compared to the expenditures that would arise from a 
failure due to erroneous design assumptions. Hence, on large projects 
extensive subsoil investigations are likely to be jURtified. 

In order to adapt the exploratory program to the requirements of a 
given job and obtain the essential data at minimum expenclitllre of time 
and money, the engineer in charge mnst be familiar with the tool" and 
processes available for exploring the soil, with the methods for analyzing 
and digesting the results of laboratory and field tostR, and with the 
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unrcrtaintie;; involved in thp rf'sults obtained by the difYcrent method;; of 
soil explorat.ion. These snhjel·ts iLre discussed in the foIlmdng . two 
articles. 

ART. 44. i\rETIIODS OF SOIL EXPLORATION 

BOHING, SAMPLI);"G, .\:\'1) SOUNDING 

The first step in investigating the subsoil is to drill a felY holes into the 
ground by an expedient method, and to obtain fairly intact sampleR of 
Hoil from every stratum encountered by the drilling tools. These drill 
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boring. 

holes are known UR e.l·ploralory borin{ls. In addition, field tcsts, un
disturbed f'umpling operat.ions, or both may be required. The field tests, 
such a,; tiub,;urface sounclingR or pumping tests, supply direct information 
coneerning the details of the soil profile and the properties of the soil in 
8t·[II. Undisturbed sampling operations furnish tho material for an 
hwestigution of the soil properties by means of laboratory tests. 

In recent years geophYRif'ul methoclR of exploration have been adapted 
to the purpOBPR of civil engineering. By means of obBel'Yatiom; at the 
ground surface they provide information regarding the position of the 
boundary between !-loil and roek. If the rock is sound and its upper sur-
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face is not too. uneven, the po~itif)n and topogruphy of the roek Httrface 
('an be determmeu more eheaply awl rapidly than by mran" of borings. 
AttemptK have alHo been ma(le hy gcophYHi('ul n1l'th()d~ to (iett'rminc the 
loeatiun of the boulldarie;-; behYeen difrt'l'(>nt ~()il Arata, lmcl to ohtttiu 
information about t~le yhysieul properties of thp:-l{' Rtmta. However, 
these attempt,; ure stIll III an experimental sttLgP.. 

Experience hu." shown that the phy;-;ieal propf·rties of almoHt every 
natural Hoil stratum vary to a con:;iderable extcnt in the vertical direc
tion and to a smaller degree in 
horizontal direetiollfi. This fact 
il'l strikingly demolliltmted by 
the variation in natural water 
content of clays that appear on 
vilmal inspection to be homo
geneous. The reHults of an in
vestigation of the variation in 
water content \vithin a layer of 
clay in Boston are shown in 
Figure 112. The variations 
within a 1-ft layer are shmvn in 
Figure 112a, and those within 
a GO-ft layer in Figure 112b. If 
a mass of clay appears to be 
nonhomogeneous, its water 
content is likely to vary with 
depth in a manner as erratic 
as that shown in Figure 113. 
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shore deposit. 

If a soil stratum is of the erratic type, adequate information concern
ing the variations in the soil properties can be obtained only by securing 
continuoul'l eores from top to bottom of the stratum and performing soil 
testA on every part of the core material, or else by performing suitable 
teRt:; in the field. Field test.s of one type, exemplified by subsurface 
soundings, furnish continuous records of the variations in llenetraHon 
resistance of the stratum. Those of a second type, represented by pump
ing tests for determining the coefficient of permeability, furn1rih average 
values of the soil property uncler investigation. 

The average physical properties of a clay stratum can be determined 
conveniently by laboratory tests on continuous cores extending from top 
to bottom of the r;tratum. The core."i are commonly removed from the 
ground in thin-walled steel sampling tubes with a diameter of 2 or 2! 
in., and the borings from which the samples arc obtained are referred to 
as tube-sample borings. The tubes that contain the cores are sealed on the 
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job and shipped to the laboratory where they are not opened until the 
clay is to he tp-Rtml. 

If an aCClll'ute estimate must be made of the settlement of a proposed 
structure located above a clay Rtratum, or if a Htnwtlll'e is to be built 
above a stratum of extmc;cnsitive or heavily precompressed clay, con" 
solidation te"ts must be mude on Htunples \"ith a diametcr of at least 4: in. 
Since the boring equipment for ohtailling tube samples it:; usually un
suitable for taking samples with a diameter of more than 2! in., the 
commlidation test samples must be secured by independent operations 
!'luch as Rampling in test shafts or in large-diameter drill holes. The 
latter are commonly referred to ttS 1Uulisturbed sample borings, although 
the sampleH obtained from such borings are in many instances no less dis
turbed than 2-in. cores obtained by means of thin-walled tube samplers. 

To obtain reliahle average values for the physical properties of a sand 
stratum by meanR of laboratory tests, it woulll also be necesRary to test 
all parts of practically continuous cores. However, the tools commonly 
used for sampling in cItty are Hot suitable for extracting' Ramples of 
cohe.'iionless soils located below the water table. Excessive loss of core 
cannot be avoided without recourse to one of the expensive and cumbOl;
some procedures described on page 272. Hence, it is preferable to in
vestigate cohesionless or almost cohesionlesR soil Htrata by means of field 
tests, such as penetration or pumping tests, that eliminate the need for 
obtaining continuouR cores. 

The following sections of this article deal with the techniques of the 
procedures used in connection with soil exploration. 

EXPLORATORY BORINGS 

Methods of drilling. The cheapest and most expedient procedures for 
making borings are the wash-boring process and drilling by means of an 
auger. Shallow holes up to about 10 ft deep are commonly made with 
augers. To make deeper borings either method can be used. 

lVash borings. The equipment for making a wash boring commonly 
includes a set of 5-ft lengths of pipe 21 in. in diameter, known as casing, 
which serves to support the walls of t.he hole; a weight for driving the 
casing into the ground; [t derrick for handling the weight and casing; 
and wash pipe, 1 in. in diameter, in 5-ft or 10-ft lengths. A hose connec
tion is made through a swivel head to the top of the wash pipe, and the 
lower end of the pipe is fitted with a chopping bit, Figure 115el, provided 
with wuter ports so that the wash water can be pumped down the wash 
pipe and forced out of the ports. The equipment nIso includes a tub to 
store the ,Yater and a hand- or power-operated pump. 

In order to start a wash boring, Figure 114, the derrick is erected, and 
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a 5-ft length of eusing is driven ahout 4 ft, into the grounrl. A tee is 
attached to the top of the caf{ing with its stem in a horizontal po:4tion, 
and a short pipe it; inserted horizuntally in th(~ Rtem. The tub i!'i placed 
under the end of the short pipe und fill('lt with water. The wll.:-;h pipe is 
lifted to a vertical position by means of a hand rope that pa,:,,;;es over a 
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operations 
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hec:rd when driv!nfJ 
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FIG. 114. Apparatusfor making wash boring. 

pulley at the top of the derrick and is lowered into the top of the cal4ing. 
The pump is started, and water is circulated from the tub through the 
swivel head into the wash pipe, whence it emerges at the chopping bit 
and rises in the annular space between the wash pipe and the casing. It 
returns to the tub, carrying cnttings of soil, through the tee and hori
zontal pipe at the top of the ca~ing. As the water circulates, the wash 
pipe is churned up and down and iH rotated at the bottom of each stroke 
to cut the Boll loose. The hole is advanced by the churning and washing, 
and additional ca.'ling is driven as needed.4 '1.1 
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While drilling proceed~, tlw drill man observes the color and general 
appearance of the mixtnre of ;;oil aIHl water that ('omes out of the hole. 
\vl1enever a conspicuons change is noticed, the wu"h ,vater is t.urnetl off, 
and a spoon Rumple (Hee page 2!:ia) is taken. Spoon samples are also 
secured, one for ench 5 ft of depth, if the character of the subsoil appears 
to remain unaltered. Departnres from this procedure should nob be 
tolerated, beCnllHe they may lead to fieriolls misjudgment of the subsoil 
conditions. Even if the sampling is conscientiously done, the presence of 
clay strata with a thickneHs of several feet, located between sand strata, 
may remain unnoticed. 

When the boring opprations are discontinuecl for the purpose of taking 
a spoon sample, the water should be allowed to rise in the casing until 
the water level beromps ulmmit stationary. At this stage the elevation of 
the water table should be (leterminecl amI recorded. It is not uncommon 
for "water to rise from deeper strata to very much higher elevations than 
from the upper f'trata. Failure to reeognize such a condition may be of 
serious cOllfleqnence. In rare instances the reverse condition may be 
encountered. 

Auger bor-z"ngs. The scraping;.; washed from the caRing in a wash bor
ing give such a vague indication of the charader of the soil that the 
foreman may fail to notice the passage of the WfLRh bit from one stratum 
into another. Therefore, some engineers prp,fer auger borings even for 
deep drill holes, in spite of their greater cost. 

Types of augers used for extracting the soil from the bottom of a drill 
hole are shown in Figures 115a and b. The boring is made by turning the 
auger into the soil for a short distance, withdrawing the auger and the 
soil which clings to it, and removing the Roil from the auger for examina
tion. The auger is again inserted into the hole and turned further. If 
the hole fails to stand open to permit the insertion of the auger because 
of squeezing from the sirles or because of clwing, it must be lined with a 
casing having an inside diamet er somewhat larger than the diameter of 
the auger. The casing should be driven to a depth not greater than that 
of the top of the next !-lample and should be cle::Lll~xl out by means of the 
auger. The auger ii:i then inserted into the clean hole and turned below 
the bottom of the casing to obtain the sample. Auger borings camlOt be 
made in sand below the water table because the material will not adhere 
to the auger. 

The diameter of the caRing for deep auger holes is commonly 4 in., 
but in order to drill through coarNe gravel or through soils containing 
large stones, it may be necessary to use 8- or even lO-in. casing. Stones 
that interfere with the driving of the casing can be broken up by means 
of a chopping bit. 
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Cohesive soil brought to the surface by the anger contains all itll solid 
constituents, hut the structure of the soil is eompletely de~tmyed! and 
the water content is likely to be gre,ater than that of the soil in place. 
Hence, the use of augers as drilling tools does not eliminate the necc>lsity 
for obtaining spoon samples whenever the drill hole reaches a new 
stratum. Only the Rpoon samples Rhould he considered representative of 
the character of the undisturbed soil. 

If a relatively firm stratum such as a layer of gravel is located above a 
very soft one, it is not uncommon for an auger boring to fail to disclose 
the real position of the boundary between the two strata. In one in
stance the existence of an 8-ft stratum of soft clay between two thick 
gravel layers was overlooked. In another the boundary between a bed of 
gravel and an underlying stratum of soft clay ,vas reported 10 ft below 
its real position. Errors of this type are caused by driving the casing 
below the level at which the auger is operating. The casing pushes 01' 

drags stony material into the clay layer. The errol'S can be avoided by 
keeping the cutting tool as far in advance of the cusing as the character 
of the soil permits. 

Sampling in exploratory drill holes. In order to obtain soil samples 
from exploratory drill holes, a sampling spoon is attached to the bottom 
of the wash pipe or the drill rod in place of the bit and is lowered to the 
bottom of the hole. It is forced or driven into the soil to obtain a sample 
and is then removed from the hole. 

Sampling spoons for exploratory borings commonly consist of a pipe 
with an inside diameter of about I! in. and a length of 1 to 2 ft. The pipe 
is split lengthwise, as shown in Figure 115f. As a consequence the 
sampler is called a split spoon. While the sample is being taken, the two 
halves of the spoon are held together at the end..'l by short pieces of 
threaded pipe. One piece serves to couple the spoon to the wash pipe. 
The other, which has been sharpened, serves as the cutting edge while 
the spoon is driven into the soil. 

According to the usual practice, the soil is extracted from the spoon by 
the foreman, who inspects and classifies the material and places a small 
portion of it in a glass jar that is covered tightly and shipped to the 
engineer for visual inspection. Preferably, fairly large samples should be 
removed from the spoon, sealed in airtight jars, carefully identified, and 
shipped to a laboratory for determination of the index properties. 

If the sample consists of clay, the deformation of the sample due to the' 
transfer from the sampling spoon into the jar is likely to reduce the 
strength to such an extent that the sample is not suitable for laboratory 
tests to determine its consistency. To avoid the transfer, split spoons 
have been constructed that contain a thin-walled cylindrical liner of 
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brass or steel. The inner walls of the liner arc flush with the cutting edge. 
After the sample ha,; been taken, the liner with its contents is taken out 
of the shell, the cnds arc ~craped out and ;;ealed, and the sample is 
shipped to the IaLoratory in the liner. 
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FIG. 115. Rumpling tools for exploratory borings. (a and b) Earth fingers; (c) 
bailor; Cd) chopping hits; (e) Rpl'ing core C'fttf'hC'r; (J) Aplit. spoon sampler; «(I) Sf'rnpcr 

buckut. 

Whatever the type of f;a.mpler may be, only part of the sample Rhonld 
be used for tests. The remainder should be transferred into jal'il -with 
air-tight covers, to be a\'ailable for inspection by the bidders. 

Clay samples obtained by means of a sampling spoon retain at least 
part of the chal'ueterifltics of the undiflturbed soil. On the other hand, 
samples of soils with a high permeability are always thoroughly COm

pacted, regardless of whether the soil in situ is loose or dense. Hence, the 
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samples fail to inform the investigator un the relative cien:;ity of the floil 
ulthough, a.'> a rule, this property is far more sigllifi{'ant than the 
character of the soil grains themselves. 

The simplest method of obtaining at least Rome htfotmation concern~ 
iug tho degree of compactness of" the soil1·n Sitll eon:;iBts of counting the 
number of blows of the drop weight required to drive the t:'umpling 
spoon into the soil for a distance of 1 ft. A weight of HO Ib and a height 
of fall of 30 in. are considered standard. The spoon has the dimensions 
shown in Figure 116. It is attached to the drill roUs and lo •• ered to the 
bottom of the drill hole after the hole has been cleaned by meftllS of a 

U01.f.rleay RtJ,umond ("o>!>Crete Pile Go. 

FIG. 116. Dimensions of sampling spoon for standard penetration test. 

water jet or an auger. After the spoon reaches the bottom, the drop 
weight is allowed to fall on the top of the drill rods until the sampler has 
penetrated about 0 in. into the soil, whereupon the penetration test is 
started, and the foreman records the number of blows required to pro~ 
duce the next foot of penetration. This procedure is referred to as the 
standard penetration test. Since this test furnishes vital information with 
very little extra effort, it should never be omitted. 

In cohesionless or nearly cohesionless sand located below the water 
table, the sand is likely to drop out of the spoon while it is being lifted 
from the bottom of the drill hole. Bailers, Figure 115e, are unsatisfactory, 
because the churning operation required to fill them washes the fine 
particles out of the sand. In order to secure sand samples which contain 
all their constituents, it is necessary to experiment "with other devices 
such as a sampling Hpoon equipped with a core catcher made of spring, 
steel, Figure 115e. The core catcher is attached to the walls of the lower 
end of the sampling spoon. As the spoon is lifted, the springs bend in 
toward the center of the sample, and, if no cOfl,rse particle becomes 
caught between them, they join to form a dome-shaped bottom that 
supports the sample. 

If the sampling spoon equipped with core catcher fail:; to retain the 
sand, reasonably complete I{U,ffipieR can he ohtained from 4-in. hole..'l by 
means of the scraper bucket shown in Figure 115g. It hat:; an internal 
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diameter of 2! in. and a length of 30 in. The lower end is plugged with a 
conical shoe. The upper half of the bucket is provided with a vertical 
slit. One side of the wall adjoining the slit is bent out and sharpened to 
form a cutting edge. The sampler is driven for its full length into the 
bottom of the hole and rotated in the direction shown in the figure, 
whereupon the cutting edge scrapes off the adjoining soil. The scraped
off material accumulates finlt in the lower half of the Aampler and later 
in the upper part. The sample is thoroughly disturbed and partly 
segregated, but the loss of fines is very small. 

If a stratum of gravel is encountered, no sample:-; can be secured from 
exploratory drill holes with a diameter as Amall as 2t in. It may even be 
impossible to drive the cu • .:;ing through the stratum, whereupon the hole 
must be abandoned. The next hole should be lined with a casing having 
a diameter of at least -1 in. 

Field records of exploratory borings. Regardless of the procedlll'e used 
for making an exploratory boring, the field notes kept by the foreman or 
the supervising engineer shoulcl contain the date when the boring WaS 
made, the location of the boring with reference to a permanent system of 
co-ordinates, and the elevation of the ground surface with respect to a 
permanent bench mark. They should include the elevations at which the 
water table and the upper boundary of each of the successive soil strata 
were encountered, the foreman's classification of the layers, and the 
values of the penetration resistance obtained by means of the standard 
penetration test. The type of tools used in making the boring should be 
recorded. If the tools are changed, the depth at which the change was 
made and the reason for change should be noted. Incomplete or aban
doned borings should be described with no less care than successfully 
completed drill holes. The notes should contain everything of significance 
observed on the job, such as the elevations at which wash water was lost 
from the hole. 

If the base of a foundation is to be located below the water table, it is 
advisable to transform at least one drill hole into an observation well and 
to record the movement of the water table during construction. If 
concrete is to be placed beneath the water table, water samples of about 
1 gal should be taken frC!m several drill holes for a chemical analysis to 
determine whether the water contains detrimental constituents in 
sufficient quantity to attack the concrete (see Article 63). If there are any 
indications that the water contains gas, the analysis should be made at 
the site immediately after the samples are taken. 

The information contained in the field notes should be assembled in 
the form of boring logs in which the boundaries between the strata are 
plotted at their correct elevation on a suitable vertical scale. 
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METHODS FOR OBTAINING UNDISTURBED SAMPLES 

Tulle-sample borillg.~. Tube-sample borings must be madr. if the 
project calls for reliable information concerning the water content, 
shearing resistance, and sensitivity of a clay I:>tratum. 

Since the standard casing for lining exploratory drill holct; hus an 
internal diameter of 2t in., the largest sampling tube that can be u~ 
with standard equipment haH a diameter of 2 in. Samples obtained in 
tubes of larger diameter are seldom more satisfactory than those obtained 
in 2-in. tubes, but their cost is considerably greater. Therefore, 2-in. 
sampling tubes commonly satisfy all requirements. 

, 137}" /(1 511" ~ 
Thread Tor ~----- e4/a 48" -;;-
Wash Pipe Jd .I 

;:::w ~~ _____ []~]] 
S&clion (7-a CO/7/7t?c!or H&ad Seamless or Welded St(?e/ Tvbin(j" 

FIG. 117. Two-inch tube sampler. 

In order to obtain information on the consiFltency of clay in its 
original state, any unnecessary disturbance of the clay by the 
sampling tool should be avoided. Under the next subheading it is shown 
that the degree of disturbance of a sample with a given diameter in
creases quite rapidly with increasing thicknesH of the walls of the 
sampler. Therefore, the walls should be as thin as pO&'lible. On the other 
hand, they must be strong enough to withstand the resistance of the soil 
to penetration without buckling. All these requirements are satisfied by 
samplers consisting of tubing 2 in. in diameter, made of no. 16 or no, 18 
gage steel. The tubes commonly have a length of 30 or 36 in, The lower 
ends are beveled to a cutting edge, and the upper ends are fitted for 
attachment to the drill rods (see Figure 117). 

In order to take a sample, the foreman attaches a tube to the bottom 
of the drill rods and lowers it into the hole that has previously been 
cleaned by a cleaning spoon or by washing. The sampler is then pushed 
downward from the bottom of the hole for a distance about 6 in. less than 
the length of the tube. Preferably, the sampler is forced down in one 
rapid continuous movement by means of a block-and-tackle arrange
ment using the casing to provide the reaction, or with the aid of a 
hydraulic jack. Driving with a hammer should be avoided. When the 
sampler has been forced down, the drill rods are rotated to shear the end 
of the sample, and the sampler is removed. The material at each end of 
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the tube is carefully cleaned ant for a short distance and smoothed so 
that metal di::;ks can bn inserted to protect the faceR of the Roil sample. 
Paraffin is then poured again..;t, the metal disks to form n Real. 

URually, after two samples have heen rGcoyered, the casing is ad
vanced to within n fE'W inches of the bottom of the hole and is cleaned 
out by a spoon or a water jet. The next t,yO samples are then taken. By 
repeating this procedure, an almost continuous core record of the clay 

;:5
0 

strata can be obtained. During 
all these processes the hole should 
remain filled with water. The 
casing ilhould not be driven into 
the clay below a given level until 
the sampling operations have 
been carried out for at least the 
length of one sampling tube be
low tlus level. Otherwise, the 
sample conilists not of relatively 
undisturbed soil but of material 
that 11as been forced into the 
cusing. If the cluy is very soft, 0.1 02 0.3 0.4 (1.6 

Stress in k"./cm e it may Rqueeze into the hole left 

FIG. 118. Stress-strain r.urve ohtaim]d 
by means of unconfinprl ('ornprc:3Rion tt'sts 
on Chicago day. (a) UndiRturliorl sam
ples cut from benrh in tunnel; (b) 2-in. 
tube samples of same rlay; (c) completdy 

remolded samples. 

hy the sampler flO rapidly that 
casing must be driven before the 
next smnple C[Ln be obtained. If 
the soil ifl fairly stiff, several 
samples Cun be taken in succes
sion before additional casing is 
needed. 

If tube samples have been taken on a given job, it is n,lways desirable 
to investigate the extent to which the consistency of the day has been 
affected hy the sumpling operations. However, such information can be 
obtained only at Hites where the clay is exposed, either in open excava
tions 01' on the bottom of shnJts. Several sampling tubes are pushed into 
tIlE' c!tty on the bottom of tho excavation and are allowed to remain in the 
soil while a bench containing the tubes is cut in tho clay. A lmge sample 
is then carefully carved from the bench, and finu11y the filled sampling 
tubes are recovered. 

Investigations of this kind were carried out in clays of various con
sistencies in tunnels of the Chicago Ruhway. The results of tests at one 
location are shown in Figure 118, in which the plain curves a represent 
the stress-strain relations obtained by means of unconfined compression 
tests on the hand-carved samples, and the dash curves b those on the 
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tube samples. The dash-dotted curve c reprrse-ntf-l the relation for one of 
the samples completely remolded at unaltered water eontent. On the 
basis of the results of a great number of teslS of this kind, it was con
cluded that the unconfined compressive strrngth of 2-in. tube sample;, of 
the clay was roughly equal to 75 per cent of that of the hand-cut Rumples, 
whereas complete remolding reduced the strength of the hand-cut 
samples to 30 per cent of its original value. On rare occasions the 
disturbance of 2-in. tube samples may be exceRsive, regardle:-;s of the 
care with which the sampling is done. Under these circumstances it 
may be necessary to resort to large-ciiameter samples. 

Large-diameter samples from clay strata. If the exploratory borings 
indicate that the subsoil of a proposed stmcture contains a stratum of 
extrasensitive clay, or if the nature of the problem demands an excep
tionally accurate settlement computation, undisturbpd .'iaffiples are 
required with a diameter of at least 4 in. Such samples can be carved 
from a bench in a test shaft, or they can be obtained from drill holes. 

The process of securing large-diameter samples from drill holes is 
identical with that of taking 2-in. tube samples, but the sampling tool is 
Bomewhat more elaborate. It commonly consists of a thin cylindrical 
metal shell that receives the sample, and a heavy outer barrel provided 
at the lower end with a cutting shoe. When a sample hll8 been recovered, 
the outer barrel is disassembled. The metal liner that contains the 
sample is sealed at both ends and shipped to the laboratory.44.2 

Whatever type of sampler is used, a certain amount of disturbance of 
the soil is inevitable. Since the disturbance is greatest near the edges, 
the outer portion of the samples should be trimmed away before testing. 
The distortion of the layers in a stratified soil becomes visible when the 
sample is split lengthwise and allowed to dry very slowly, The silty and 
sandy layers reach the shrinkage limit and aSSume a light color while the 
plastic clay layers are still saturated and dark in color. At this stage of 
desiccation the stratification is very apparent. 

The degree of disturbance depends on the manner in which the 
sampler is forced into the soil and on the dimensions of the sampler. The 
greatest disturbance is caused by driving the sampler into the soil by 
successive blows of a hammer, and the best results can be obtained if thO' 
sampler is pushed into the ground at a high and constant speed. For 
samples of a given diameter forced into the soil by the sume process, th") 
degree of disturbance depend.'l on the area ratio, 

De2 - D;2 
A r (%) = 100 Dc2 

in which D •. is the external diameter, and Di the internal diameter of the 
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sampler. For 2-in. thin-walled steel tubes A,. is about 10 per cent. It does 
not eXC'ecd 40 per cent in properly designed samplers for recovering 
4-in. untli:::>turbed samples. Figure 119a shows the upper cnd} and 

(a) (b) (0) 
(cl COllrtesy ]If. J. II'''''fflev 

FIG. 119. Photographs of soil specimens taken in 4-in. sampling HpOOIlS. (a) Sam
ple badly distorted owing to drilling ahead of casing before introducing sampler; 
(b) distorted sample obtained by driving poorly designed sampler into soil by blows 
of llnmmel'; (c) excellent snmple obtnined by forcing well-designed snmpler into soil 

by single rapid stroke. 

Figure 119b the lower end of a 4-in. sample, 5 ft long, that was obtained 
by driving a very unsatisfactory sampler Caren, ratio] 80 per cent) by the 
blows of a hammer into a stratified sedimentary clay. The violent dis
turhance of the upper part was caused by drilling 2 ft ahead of the casing 
before introduction of the sampler, so that ihe clay squeezed into the 
hole from all sides. Figure 119c shows an untrimmed specimen' of 
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laminated clay. The excellence of the sample is due to the UHC of a good 
technique and a well~designed sampler. The sampler had an area ratio of 
40 per cent and a diameter of 4: in. It was forced rapidly into the clay by 
static pressure. 

The effects of a given disturhance on the different phYFkal propertie,s 
of a clay are very different. They have been discH""ed in Part A. 

In order to obtain a 1urge-diametcr undil't urbed stllllple in an open 
excavation or tunnel, the clay around the location of the proposed 
sample is carefully carved away, leaving it block somewhat larger than 
the sample standing in the form of a pedestal. Soft clay is u&'Ually (ill.rved 
\\'ith the aid of a tightly drawn piano wire or a loop of thin strap steel. In 
stiffer materials a knife or spatula may be more suitable. 

The container for the sample consists of a thin-walled metal can with 
no projecting lugs or rim. When the pedestal has been carved into a size 
several inches larger than the final dimensions of the sample, the con
tainer, with top removed, is inverted and placed on top of the pedestal. 
The pedestal is carefully trimmed to the d.iameter of the container, a few 
inches at a time. As carving proceeds, the container is forced down. When 
it is full, the pedestal is cut off below the CM by means of the piano wire. 
The soil is trimmed flush with the end of the container, and any voids 
left between the sample and the container are filled by pouring para.ffin 
around the periphery of the sample. Finally a metal top is placed on the 
container and sealed. 

Undisturbed sand samples. A distinction must be made between 
sampling in sand above and below the water table. Above the water 
table the soil moisture imparts to the sand a trace of cohesion, Article 20. 
Samples of the slightly cohesive sand can be secured from drill holes by 
means of sampling spoons equipped with core catchers, Figure 115e, or 
from test shafts. 

Samples obtained from drill holes contain all of the solid constituents 
of the sand in its natural state, but the permeability of sand is so great 
that the sampling operation is likely to cause it compaction of the 
material that enters the sampler. Hence, if the nature of the job requires 
information concerning the natural void ratio of the sand, satisfactory 
samples can be obtained only from shafts. 

Before a sample is taken from a shaft, a bench is cut in the sand at the 
bottom. The surface of the sand is carefully leveled, and on it is placed a 
cylindrical metal shell with its axis in a vertical direction. The shell 
commonly has a diameter of 5 or 6 in. and a length of about 6 in. It 
consists of thin sheet stee1. The shell is pushed gently into the sand for its 
full length so that it encases a cylinder of sand. The surrounding sand is 
trimmed away, and the top of the sample is sealed with a metal cap that 
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fits over the shell. If the :mrface of the :"ample is not level with the top 
of the shell, the space is filled with paraffin before the cap is attached. A 
shovel is used to cut off the Rample several inchc,; belmv the shell, and 
the sample is iIl';ertcd. The surplus sand is removed su that the surface 
now on top can abo be sealed with a metal cap. 

If samples are needed from below the water table, it is usually worth 
while to attempt to recover them by means of a sampling tool similar to 
that shown in Figure 115c. If this attempt fails, or if the job requires 
information concerning the natural void ratio of the sand, satisfactory 
samples can be obtained either by lowering the ,Yater table to a level 
below the base of the sanel stratum and excavating a shnJt in the drained 
sand, or eIRe by Rampling in large-diameter drill holes after tra,nsforming 
the sand below the drill hole into a cohesive material by one of the 
procedures described in the following paragraphs. 

If a shaft is unwatered by pumping from a sump, the water that flows 
toward the sump i:-; likely to loosen the Rtructure of the sand, or, if the 
sand is already 100RO, the shaft may be invaded by a mixture of sand and 
water. Because of this fact, satisfactory reBults can he obtained only if 
the water table is lowered by pumping from well points, Article 21. The 
water level should be maintained several feet below the bottom of the 
shaft. 

The transformation of water-bearing cohesionlcss sand helow the 
bottom of a drill hole into a cohesive material has been accomplished 
by three different methods: 

(a) Solidification of the sand by injection of asphalt emulsion. After 
solidification, a sample is taken from the injected sand. Until it is ready 
for testing, the sample can be handled like a cohesive material. The 
binder is then removed by a solvent.44 .a 

(b) Freezing the sand below the lower end of the casing, and taking a 
sample of the frozen material. 

(c) Freezing the lower end of the sample, thus plugging the lower part 
of the sampliIlg tube. The sampling tubes with freezing equipment have a 
diameter of 3 in., and the casing a diameter of G in. In order to take a 
sample, the sampler is gently forced into the soil ahead of the casing. The 
soil around the sampler is then removed by the cutting action of an 
annular auger combined with that of a water jet, and the casing is 
lowered at the same time by jetting. vVhen the bottom of the casing 
reaches a level about 2 in. above that of the cutting edge of the sampler, 
the auger is replaced by an annular freezing chamber through which is 
pumpOlI alcohol or acetone cooled by dry ice. After the lower end of the 
sample is frozen solid, the sampler is removed. 44.4 

All of these methods for sampling sand below the water table are 
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mther expensive and require elaborate el}lIipmcut. In the t'llitcd StatC" 
method c haH been used almost cxelnf;ivcly. Fortunately, un.li"turbed 
samples of sand located below the witter table are rarely ne('(i(,11 ex('ept 
for finding out whether or not a i;tmtllm of very tine >'and beneath tho 
site of a proposed structure is exeCRsivcly Joo,.;C' awlnn,.;tuble. Method b 
was developed and used in connection with tlw inve:;tigation of "'orne 
of the notorious quicksand strata referred to in Article 17. 

Undisturbed sample borings without casing. The holes from which tube 
samples and most large-diameter samples Hre obtained are lined with 
casing. To avoid the necessity for casing, the 'nLI1("! of the holes can be 
plastered 'with a thin layer of cohesive material called drilling mud. The 
mud lining usually prevents the caving of the walls of those parts of the 
hole that are located in soil with little or no cohesion. 

The drj]Jing mud is introduced into the hole in suspension through a 
set of hollow drill rods. The core barrcl is locuted within a larger barrel 
provided with cutting teeth on the lower end. While drilling proceeds, 
the outer barrel rotates. The drilling mud flo,,'s downward through the 
annular space between the two barrels. It eHcapes through the openings 
between the cutting teeth and rises between the outer barrel and the 
walls of thc hole into the upper part of the drill hole. 

This procedure is used extensively by the United States Anny Engi
neers and the United States Bureau of Heclamation in combination with 
a sampling tool known as the Dcniso-n sampler. The sampler has a 
length of 24 in. and an inner diameter of () in. It contains a thin cylindri
cal lining within which the sample may be removed from the tool, and it 
is equipped with a spring core catcher similar to that shown in Figure 
115e. While drilling proceedB, the sampler is pushed into the ground by 
means of jacks exerting a pressure between one and two tons. The jacks 
react against the drilling rig.44

.
S 

Cluy samples obtained by means of the Denison sampler are as 
satisfactory as those extracted by any other sampling tools for Wle in 
drill holes. Furthermore, the degree of disturbanee of sand samples is 
usually, but not always, unimportant, because the sampler is pushed 
into the grOlUld and not driven. However, when u"ed in cloon sand 
below the water table, the sampler may come out of the hole empty. 
Strata of gravel may interfere with the drilling operations to sueh an 
extent that the drill hole must be abandoned. 

If successful, the drilling operations furnish a continuous set of 6-in. 
samples with very small gaps between them. However, these samples 
require much storage space and encoumge large-scale soil testing at an 
expenditure of time and money that may be entirely out of proportion 
to the practical value of the results. Therefore, the instances are rather 
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rure in which the hydraulic rotary method deserves preference over the 
ordinary methot1:-; of drilling and sampling. 

SUBSURFACE SOU_:.\DINGS 

Purpose of suiJsllljacc soundings. Subsurface soundings are made for 
exploring layerR of soil with an erratic: structure. They are also used to 
ml1ke sure that the f:!u}JRoil doeK not contain exceptionally soft spots 
located between drill holes and to get information on the relative density 
of soils with little or no cohesion. 

Experience shows that erratic soil profiles are far more common than 
regular onCfl. The refmlts of test borings in suhsoils with an erratic 
structure leave a dangerously wide margin for interpretation unless the 
spacing between drill holes is very small, and the cost of a set of closely 
spaced drill holes is likely to be prohibitive unless the area under in
vestigation is aL<:;o very small. However, significant changes in the 
character of the subsoil are commonly associated with a change in the 
resistance of the soil against the penetration of a pile or of a pipe equipped 
with a drive point. 

The effect of the relative density of sand on the penetration resistance 
is well knmvn to every engineer experienced in pile driving. If the sand is 
very dense, a pile cannot be clri"en deeper than 10 or 15 ft. Driving is 
very hard, and the number of blows per foot increases rapidly with 
depth: If the sand is very loose, cylindrical piles can be driven to any 
depth, and the increase of resistance with depth is small. 

The variation of the penetration resistance of a soil along vertical lines 
can be determined rapidly at moderate expense by tests known a,'3 
subsurface sowulings. The tool used to make the tests is the penetro
meter. Whereas the standard penetration test described on page 265 
furnishes only one resistance value for about 5 ft of depth, subsurface 
soundings yield continuous or almost continuous penetration records. 

bnprolJised sounding methods. For several generations engineers have 
made erude attempts to ascertain the consistency of the subsoil by 
driving rods, pipes, or milroacl rails into the ground and recording the 
penetration produced by each blow of the drive weight. If this method is 
intelligently used in combination "with at least a few exploratory borings, 
it can be very succeRsful in spite of its simplicity. The following incident 
is an example. 

The preliminary borings for a pile foundation disclosed an erratic 
deposit consisting principally of loose and meclium sand with a few 
pockets of soft Rilt or clay. During construction of the foundation, it was 
noticed that the depth at which the piles met refusal varied between 
surprisingly wide limits. It was feared that the shorter piles might have 
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met refw<al in resiRtant depoRits located aboye largf; porkets of soft silt 
or clay. To find out, without undue loss of timp whetlwr or not t,hilol 
apprehenf'ion was justified, the sounding method waR URad. The only 
equipment available on short notice was a supply of 86-lb steel rails and ~ 
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FIO. 120. Penetration record for steel rails driven at two points 42 it apart through 
soft silt and clay into coarse-grained glacial outwash, Port Alberni, Vancouver, 

British Columbia. 

drop hammer weighing 2500 lb. The procedure consisted in driving the 
rails by dropping the hammer 30 in. per blow, and in recording the num
ber of blows per foot of penetration. The soundings disclosed extremely 
erratic variations in the resistance of the soil against penetration of the 
rail. These variations are shown in Figure 120 which represents the 
records of two soundings 42 ft apart. By means of the soundings it was 
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poi>sible to determine ·in LL short time the boundaries of all the excep
tionally 80ft po('kets in tho :-:ub:,oil. After this information waH secured, 
a few exploratory drill hole::; were made where the sofi.est pockets were 

a" 

(b) 

;;;:; 
W 
Section 

x-x 

(f') 

Fw. 121. Penoirompters. (a) Swedish pcnctromC'tcl'j (b) Danish penetrometer; 
(cl wl1.Rh-point ppnetrometcl'; Cd) Dutrh pC'netrnmeter; (e) Swiss penetrometer; 

(Il ('oIli('al drive point .. 

located. They showed that most of the pockets contained clean, well
graded, but very loose sand instead of compressible silt or clay. The 
variation in the lengths of the piles was due only to erratic and very 
large variations in the density of the sand. 

If the ROlll1ding method is to be used to full advantage, the technique 
mURt be adapted to the subsoil conditions. For this reason a great many 
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different procedureH have been developed. They can be divided into two 
Iarg~ gronpH, ~tatic and dynamic. In the :-;tatic rIl(,thod" tlw :,;ounciing 
rod IS pu"hed lllto the grOUlHl by :-;tatic pre:-l:-;ure. The dynamic methods 
consist of driving the rod by the impact of u drop hammer. 

Static Sounding Method8. Ahout H)17 tl10 t;wcdbh State Railways 
develoPEld a sounding tool eonsisting of an uuger-lihaped point, Figure 
121a, 8 in. long, with a maximum diameter of 1.3 in. It is attached to the 
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FIG. 122. (a) Dutch penetrometer. Chart shows rerord obtainro from l'ingll' test 
hole; (b) soil profile !dong route of highway, showing variation in penetration resist.. 

anee. 

lower end of a soliel stem. The de-d.ce is uRed for obtaining information 
regarding the relative consistency of clay.44.G After the rod will sink into 
the clay no further under its own weight, it is loaded by increments up to 
220 lb, and the penetration proJuced by each load inerement is mea.'l-
ured. Finally the rod, with all weights att.ached, i.s screwed into the 
ground, and the penetration for each 50 full turns is recorded. 

A"similar procedure has been used since about Hl27 by the Danish 
Railways to estimate the depth to 'which foundation piles should be 
driven. However, the point forced into the ground has the shape of a 
slender truncated pyramid, as shown in Figure 121b.44

.7 

Figure 121d shows the point of a sounding device that has been used 
by the Department of Public Works of the Netherlands since about 
1935. A 600 Calle with a diameter of 1..1 in. is attached to the lower end 
of a Hll. rod :;urrounded by a i-in. gas pipe, Figure 122a. The cone is 
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pushed 20 in. into the ground at a rate of 0.4 in. per sec by one or two 
men who apply part of their \veight to a crossbar attached to the upper 
mel of the rod. The preStlure exerted on the rod it> registered by a 
Bourdon gage built into the rod below the crossbar. After each downward 
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" I, 
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" " I, 
" I, : ~ 
I, I: AiIi7Ilf/i'!l?<'IlT 
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FIG. 123. (a) Penetration device for inves
tigating relative dcnsit.y of sand; (b) sket(~h 
from pllOtogmph showing waHl! poiUL at be
ginning of it dowuward stroko. In cone
~h:Lped spa(~e above point, stl'udure of snnd 

wa~ dest,royed by jet action. 

stroke, the pipe is pushed down 
20 in., and the stroke is re
peated. The pre::;sure exerted 
on the rod during each stroke 
is plotted against depth, Fig
ure 122a. The individual pene
tration records furnish the data 
for constructing consiRtency 
profiles, Figure 122b. The pro
cedure is used to obtain infor
mation concerning the bearing 
capacity of layers of soft clay 
and peat prior to the construc
tion of road fills. 011e sounding 
to a depth of 40 ft requires 
about 15 min.44

.
g 

The penetration methods 
described in the preceding par
agraphs are used chiefly in soft 
clay. The l'eHistance of Hand or 
other cohesionles8 f-lOiIs against 
the static penetration of sound
ing rods with drive pointR is 
likely to depend not only on the 
relative clenRity of the sand but 
also on the depth below the SUl'

hce. To eliminate the influence 
of depth, a ,vash-point method 
was developod in 1928 for use 
on a suhway joh in New York. 
The subsoil consisted of clean 

medium-to-coarse sand. In the application of this method, a conical 
point, Figure 121cj with a diameter of 2t in. is attached to the lower 
end of tt heavy waRh pipe with an external diameter of 2 in. The 
pipe, with the cone attaehed, is introduced into a casing with an 
inner diameter of 3 in., Figure 123a. The cone is forced into the soil 
to a depth of 10 in. by llleans of a hydraulic jack acting on the upper 
end of the pipe. The water is then turned on. It leaves the cone 
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through holes pointing upward and tranl'form:-: a cone-:-;haped hody 
of soil, Figure 123lJ, located abo\-e the top of the conical point into 
n fiemiliquid. Part of the soil is washed out through the :-lpaee h{,tween 
the wash pipe llnd the casing. 'While the watrr drmlatcH, a sJight 
push is sufficient to pro!';,') the casing down through a distance equal 
to the preceding stroke of the cone. Then the water is turned off, 
and the conical point is again forced down through a distance of 10 in. 
The pressure exerted. by the jack during each dowmyard stroke of the 
cone is read on a Bourdon gage attached to the oil conduit of the jaek 
and is plotted on a diagram as a function of the depth. By using this 
procedure on the job in New York, a great many soundings were made 
in a short time. The results of the observations were calibrated against 
the results of loading tests on bearing plates 1 ft square, r€'Rting on the 
bottom of an open shaft. Tho tests were made at d.ifferent depths below 
the surface as the shaft was excavated. The results of the calibration 
tests are shown in Figure 124. During both the penetration and the 
loading tests the reaction for the jack was furnished by the base of the 
foundations of existing buildings.44

.9 

Dynamic Methods. The dynamic souncling methods consist of driving 
a rod with a drive point into the ground by means of a drop hammer and 
measuring the number of blows per foot of penetration. The cliameter of 
the drive point is commonly close to 1.5 in., and the weight of the 
hammer ranges between 120 and 140 lb. 

To drive the rod the Ohio State Highway Department uses a minia
ture pile driver operated by a two-cylinder motorcycle engine.«·10 The 
sounding procedure serves chiefly to determine the depth to which the 
foundation piles for bridge piers and abutments should be driven. 

In Switzerland a similar procedure is employed for exploring the 
subsoil for builcling fOlmdations. The drive point has a diameter of 
about 1.3 in. When the soundings are made in soft ground the rod is 
surrounded by a casing with a diameter of about 1.7 in., Figure 121e, and 
the casing and the rod are alternately driven.44•l1 

Selection of method of sonnding. Noone sounding method is equally 
suitable under all the soil conditions that may be encountered in the 
field. This fact is indicated by the great variety of methods that have 
come into existence. The method must also be chosen in accordance with 
the type of information called for by the projeet. 'Whenever a new 
method is used, a certain amount of experimentation is required to adapt 
the procedure to local soil conditions. 

The most common deposits with erratic structure are river or shore 
deposits consisting of lenses of silt or clay embedded in sand or sand and 
gravel with variable relative density. General information on the 
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stmcture of such deposits can he ohtained by driving a 1-in. extra-strong 
steel pipe with a 2-in. conical drive point, Figure 121f. The pipe is com
posed of 5-ft sections with fiu:-ih joints. Each section of pipe weighs Illb. 
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FIG. 124. Results of investigation of sand deposit a1; Houston Street subway, New 
York, by means of wash-point penetrometer and by means of load tests conducted in 

test shaft after penetration record was obtained. 

Attached to the cone if) a short stem fitting a !-in. hole in a plug that is 
Rcrowecl into the lower end of the string of pipes. The pipe is driven into 
the ground by means of a 160-lb drive weight that falls 30 in., and a 
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record is kept of the numher of blowl'I per foot. Sinec the (liameter of the 
cone I::; smaller than that of the pipe, the Ridp friction is IikC'iv to be small 
compared to the point reRistuncc. After the pipr is driwn t~ refll:-;al, it iii 
recovered whereas the drive point rema.ins in t hI' ground. 

By means of Imch a simple penetrometer. several soundings per day 
can be made to a depth of 00 or 80 ft. Further inerrase of the output ('an 
be obtained by means of mechanically operated driving equipment with 
an automatic device for recording the penetration per blow. 

GEOPHYSICAL METHODS 

At the beginning of this article it was mentioned that various kinds of 
information regarding subsoil conditions can be obtained by means of 
geophysical methods, without the aid of borings or soundings. 

Some of the geophysical methods are based on the fact that the 
geometry of every field of force depends on the location of the boundaries 
between the substances that occupy the field. The field of force may al
ready exist, as for example the gravitational or the magnetic field of tho 
earth, or it may be created artificially, for instance by sending an electric 
current through the ground located between two electrodes emhedded 
in the ground. 

The geometry of any field of force hl a perfectly homogenous medium 
is independent of the physical properties of the medium. It is simple and 
can be determined accurately by theory. The distortion of the field 
produced by the existence of an internal boundary depends on those 
physical properties of the substances located on either side of the 
boundary that create the field or that have a decisive influence on its 
intensity. Hence the most suitable method for locating the boundary 
between two types of rock is determined by the type of field of force that 
,,,ill be distorted most conspicuously by the difference between the 
properties of these rocks. If their unit weights are very different, a 
gravitational method may he indicated. If their unit weights are almost 
equal, but their electric conductivities are very different, the electric 
potential method may be used to advantage. 

To locate the position of an internal boundary the pattern of the real 
field of force at the surface of the ground is determined by suitable sur
face observations. This pattern is compared with the one determined by 
computation based on the assumption that the seat of the field is 
perfectly homogenous. The position of the in ternal boundary is ascer
tained on the basis of the difference between the real and the ideal 
patterns. 

A second group of geophysical methods, known as seismic methods, is 
based on the fact that the rate of propagation of elastic waves is a 
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function of the elastic constants of the media through Tl'l1ich the waves 
travel. If a wave arrives at the boundary bE'tween two media with 
different elastic properties, part of it is reflected, and another part is 
refracted. In order to determine the position of an internal boundary, for 
instance between hard and Roft rock or between soil and rock, a small 
charge of an explosive is fired at a short diKtance below the Rurface, and 
the time is measured at which the reflected or the refracted waves 
arrive at different points on the surface. On the basis of the results of the 
observations the position of the internal boundary can be computed, 
provided the boundary is well defined and not too uneven. 

In connection with civil-engineering problems, only the electric 
potential and the seismic methods are successfully practiced. Their field 
of application is still limited to the location of the surface of t.he bedrock. 
If the thickness of the weathered top layer of the rock is small and the 
rock surface is not too uneven, the results are commonly reliable, and tho 
cost of a geophysical survey of tho bedrock topography is very much 
lower than that of a similar sur\'ey by boring. If the seclimentlu'y over
burden contains many boulders, the survey ~)y boring may be almost 
impracticable, wherea.'3 the geophysiral survey may be as simple and 
reliable as if the boulders did not exist. 

The electric potential and the seismic methods have been succeRsfully 
used for many years by various state highway departments and other 
public institutions engaged in design and construction. On private jobs 
the survey is commonly made by commercial firms, bemuse sneh work 
requires elaborate equipment, and the interpretation of the reHults of the 
observations eaJls for considerable experience. Although the results of the 
survey of well-defined rock surfaces are commonly reliable, it iH always 
necessary to inveKtigate their degree of accuracy by means of a few 
check borings.44 .12 

Sillce about 1920 vnriOlls attempts have been made in Germany to 
cletermine the properties of Roils on the basis of their performance under 
the influence of periodic impulses produced by mechanically operated 
vibrators. The frequeucy of the vibrations can be regulated within wide 
limits. The investigations furniKhecl vnJllable information regarding the 
effect of pUlsating loads on settlement of foundations on cohesio111e8s 
soils, Article 19, amI the procedure has been successfully used for de
termining the degree of compaction of artifirial fills. By combining the 
vibrator and seismic methods, it was even found possible under favorable 
conditions to determine the location of the boundary between soil strata 
with very different elastic properties, such as that between dense Band 
and soft clay. However, all these procedures are still in an experimental 
stage, and the theoretical principles on which they are based are some-
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what controversial, ~inee they involve llHsumptions that con~titut() radi
cal Rimpl"ificn,tions of the elastic properties of the difff'rent members of 
the vibrating systems. 

PU~lPING TESTS 

Pumping tests serve to determine the permeability of Hand or gravel 
strata located below the water table without the performance of perme
ahility tests in the laboratory. The principle of the method is illustrated 
by Figure 125. 

Figure 125a is a vertical section through ~t sanel stratum located 
between two relatively impervious strata. A well is drilled to the bottom 

Imperv/O</s 

FlO. 125. Diagram illustrating flow of water toward Wllll during pumping test (a) if 
piezometric level lies above perviolls lay"r; (b) if fn'C water surface lies wit,hin per

vious layer. 

of the sand layer, and water is pumped from the well at a constant rate 
(C'ubic centimeters per second) until the water level in the well becomes 
almost stationary. Once this state has been established, the total flow 
l1cros.c:; the boundary of any cylindrical section having a radius r is, 
according to equation 11.G, 

whence, hy integration 

and 

q = kiA. = kI dh 27rTH 
dr 

271-HkI 
--hl + C = lo~rl 

q 

271HkI 
--hz + C = lo~rz 

q 

Therefore, the coefficient of permeability kI is 

q r2 
kI = loge-

27fB(h'J - hl) rl 
(44.1) 
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If the free-\vater surface if-! located below the top of the Rand stratum, as 
shown in Figure 12511, equation 11.0 leads to 

whence 

tlh 
fj = kiA = kI - 2'nh 

dr 

(44.2) 

A pumping test require:;; the construction of one teRt well, commonly 
10 or 12 in. in diameter, and [It least eight ohHervation wells located on 
two straight lines through the center of the mouth of the test well. One of 
these is located approximately in the direction of the ground-water flow, 
and the other at right angles to it. Details concerning the installation of 
the test wells, the layout and inRtnlIation of the observation wells, and 
the testing procedure can be found in reference 44.13. 
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ART. 45. PROGRAM FOR SUBSOIL EXPLORATION 

TYPE AND SEQUENCE OF OPERATIONS 

Whatever the project may be, the engjneor should never forget that 
most subsoils were formed by geological processes that changed at 
random in space and time. Because of the decisive influencn of geulogical 
factors on the sequence, shape, and continuity of the soil strata, the 
first step in any subsoil exploration should always be an investigation of 
the general geological character of the site. The more clearly the geology 
of the site is umlerstood, the mbre efficiently can the program for soil 
exploration be laid out. The second step is to make exploratory drill 
holes that furnish more specific information regarding the general 
character and the thickness of the individual Htrata. These two steps are 
obligatory. All others depend on the size of the job and the character of 
the soil profile. 

On routine jobs, such as the design and construction of foundations for 
apartment houses of moderate size in districts with knmvll foundation 
conditions, no further inve.'ltigations are called for. The soil te.'>ting can 
be limited to the determination of the index properties (see Table 5, 
page 38) of spoon samples obtained from the exploratory borings. The 
test results serve to correlate the soils with others previously encountered 
on similar jobs. Hence, they make it possible to utilize past experience. 
The gaps in the information obtained from the exploratory drill holes are 
compensated by a liberal factor of safety. Wherever information can be 
obtained by inspection of existing structures in the vicinity, this oppor
tunity should not be overlooked. 

The soil exploration on large project.s may call for the determina.tion 
of one or several of the following; relative density of sand strata, perme
ability of Hand strata, shearing resista,nce and bearing capacity of clay 
strata, or compresl:libility of clay strata. In every instance the program 
of 'the exploration should be prepared in I.wcordance with the amount of 
useful information that can be derived from the results of laboratory 
tests. With increasing complexity of the Boil profile the usefulness of 
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elaborate soil investigations rapidly decreases. If the soil profile is 
errati(~, the effortR ~hould he concentrated not on obtaining accurate 
data regarding the phy~i('al properties of individual soil samples, but on 
obtaining reliable information regarding the strnctural pattmn of the 
subsoil. Attempts to obtain this information by meuns of boring and 
testing are commonly wastcful, provided they are sllccesHful at all. Since 
erratic soil profiles are far more common than simple ancI regular ones, 
the instance's are relatively rare in which elaborate and large-scale soil 
testing is justified from a pmctical point of view. In the following diH
cus~ion of the means for obtaining reliable information concerning the 
subsoil conditions, the influenc'e of the degree of complexity of the soil 
profile on the practical value of soil testing is eonsistently emphasized. 

GEOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Most natural soil ueposits represent one of the following principal 
types: river-channel deposits, flood-plain deposits, delta deposits, shore 
deposits, glacial deposit;;, wind-laid depoHits (dune Ranel or loess), and 
deposits formed by sedimentation in stanuing water. The only onCR 
likely to have a fairly regular structure are t1le flood-plain and wind-laid 
deposits and those formed in large hodies of Htanding water at a consider
able distanee from tho shore. All the others are likely to be clistinb'llished 
by important and erratic variations, at least in consistency or relative 
density, and uRually in grain size as well. 

In the upper reacheR of rivcr sYRtems the river-channel deposits com
monly occupy the bottoms of valleys carved out of rock. In the lower 
reaches they may be laid down in 'winding and interlaced channels 
eroded out of the broad sheet of fine-grained sedimentR that have 
previously been deposited by the river nnder different conditions of 
sedimentation. The average grain size decreases with increaRil1g distance 
from the souree, llnd at anyone point it is likdy to inerease in a gencrnJ 
'way with inereasing depth below the surface. However, the details of 
st.ratification are always erratic, and both grain size and relative density 
vary in an unpredictable manner. Still more abrupt and conspicuous are 
the variations in the so-called (flacial outwa8h deposited by the melt 
waters along the rim of the continental ice sheets. The variations in the 
relative density of a fluvioglacial sand stratum are illustrated in Figure 
124, and those of a f1uviogIaciaI sand and gravel stratum capped by a 
blanket of soft silt in Figure 120. 

Flood-plain deposits are laid down during the high-water season on both 
sides of the lower courRes of rivers. They commonly consist of con
tinuous layers of silt or clay of fairly uniform thickness, separated from 
each other by equally persistent layers of coarser sediments. However, at 
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any point or line 1 he ('ontinuity of these strata can be broken by bodies of 
other Rediments occnpying troughs or abandoned river channels. If 
sllch it body is located between two drill holes, it:,; presence may flscapp 

attention. Several ,roll-known foundation aef'idents were dun to thiR 
cause. 

Delta depos2'ts are formed at the points whrre water courses enter 
bodies of standing water. The main features of delta.q are simple but the 
details of their stmcture can be very complex, as shown in Figure 126, 
because the currents which transport the sediments shift continually, 

Shore deposits are composed of sedimenttl that were eroded by waves 
or carried into a body of standing water by rivers and transported and 
deposited by shore currents. They commonly consist of sand and gravel. 
However, as a result of important fluctuations in the lake or sea level 
combined with the shifting of the water courses which cmr:;s the coa.qtal 
belt, the sand and gravel dr.po::;itH may aHernate in an intricate manner 
with layers or pockets of silt, clay, or peat. Shore deposits of this kind 
are referred to as composite shore deposits. Figure 122b and the upper half 
of Figure 113 illustrate the stmcture of deposits of this type. 

The constituents of glacial deposits were picked up and transported by 
ice and laid clown when the ice melted. The wasting away of ice sheets 
always alternates with periods of temporary growth and advancement. 
The advancing ice plows up or deforms previously deposited layers of 
glacial material. Furthermore, at the ice rim random sorting and shifting 
are carried on hy the streams of water that emerge from beneath the ice. 
Hencc, glacial deposits are among the most erratic with which the 
engineer has to deal. Irregular pockets and lenses of fine- and coarse
grained materials intermingled with boulders may follow each other in a 
chaotic manner. 

In contrast to glacial deposits, wind-laid 8ediment8 invariably are 
remarkably uniform. However, the shape of their bounclaries may be very 
irregular, because the wind may drop its burden in irregular heaps on 
very uneven surfaces. Furthermore, the fine-grained varieties known as 
loess (sec Article 2) may completely lose their original homogeneity on 
account of local leaching or weathering. Many faulty foundations on 
loess have been caused by the failure of the designers to recognize the 
existence of these partial alterations. 

The various transporting agencies, running water, ice, and wind, 
deposit only part of their solid burden on their way or at the end of their 
path. The remainder iA carried into large bodies of standing water such 
as lakes, bays, or the open ocean. Once they get beyond the narrow ZOllO 

in which the shore currents travel, they are acted on by no force other 
than gravity. Therefore, in contrast to all other sedimentary clepOl'lits, 
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those which are formed in lHl'ge bodies of standing water commonly 
have a relatively simple structure. Tlus structure reflects merely t.he 
periodic or progressiYe changes in the character of the material that 
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FIG. 126. Permeability profile of relatively homogpneous glacial delta deposit near 
Chicopee, Mass. 

enters the region of Eedimentation. It is also influenced to some extent 
by the chemical composition of the water. 

The effect of the seasonal changes in the character of the suspended 
material is disclosed by the water-content diagram, Figure 112b. On 
account of this effect, the scattering of the water content from the average 
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is 11.9 important for vertical disLancc:-; Itfi fiIllall a:-; It few inchei-i afi it is for 
the entire depth. RtHl more conspicnou;,; i:-; the effect of seaRonal changes 
on the structure of sediments that were laid down in fre:;h-wutcr IakeR 
under arctic conditions such 11.'3 those whieh prevailed in the northern 
United States and in Canada during the ice age. In the cmmmcl'time, the 
suspended material in the offshore parts of the lakes conHisted of silt and 
clay, because the coarser materials sneh 8,,-: sand and gravel had already 
been laid down at the mouths of the river:-l, bllilding up delta deposits. 
The silt particles settled out during the summer. During the 'winter, 
however, no new material waR carried into the lakes because the rivern 
were completely frozen. Hence, beneath the ice crust, only clay particles 
which did not settle during the snmmor were depoRited. Therefore, the 
sediment is composed of light-colored Slllumer layers com;i:-;ting of silt, 
and dark-colored winter layers com;isting chiefly of clay. Each double 
layer represents the deposit of one year. Thcse deposits are the varved 
clays, Figure 119c, mentioned in Article 2. The thickness of the double 
layers is commonly less than 1 in., hut exceptionally as much as several 
feet. It depends on the amount of material washed into the lake during 
the snmmer ReaHon. Deposit::; of such clay are very common in both 
North America and Europe north of the 40th parallel. They are a 
prolific source of serious construction difficulties. 

If similar arctic riven! enter a bay of the ocean instead of a fresh
water luke, the s('gregation according to particle size is much les..'l perfect 
because the salts contained in the sea water cause flOCCUlation of the clay 
particles. As a consequence, most of the clay is deposited simultaneously 
with the silt. In some localities, such as several sections of the shore 
districts in the Great Lakes region, the fine-grained glacial sediments 
seem to have dropped out of the melting ice which floated on the lakes 
toward the end of the last period of glaciation. The reHulting clay strata 
are among the most homogeneous in existence. Figure 127 refers to such 
a deposit. 

The preceding review has shown that nature created an infinite 
variety of Rtructural patterns ranging from the simple stratification of 
offshore depoRits formed in large lakes to the utterly complex structure of 
masses of gravel, ~and, and silt that 'were laid down, plowed up, dis
tortecl, locally eroded, and redeposited along the rim of a continental 
ice sheet. If borings are made in a mass of soil at two points 100 or 200 it 
apart, the engineer knows the character and the sequence of the strata 
along two vertieal lines. Between these two lines the strata may be 
continuous. However, they may also wedge out at a short distance from 
each line, and the Requenee of strata halfway hetween the two borings 
may not have the remotest resemblance to that at either one. An 
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intelligent program for :>upplementary soil investigations can be pre
pared only by an engineer who is thoroughly familiar with the elements 
of physical geology and with the geology of the region ill which the site is 
located. 

A description of the geological history of the subsoil of large cities Can 
usually be found in the publications of the local museum of natural 
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FIG. 127. Results of water-content and compressive strength tests on samples from 
tube~sample boring in moderately preeompl'OSSOU glacial cluy in Clovo!und, Ohio. 

history or of some similar institution. If the job is located in the open 
country, it is ad,riRable to find out ,vhether or not a geological study 
of the region has been made. References should be looked for in the 
following bibliographies: 

Geologic Literature on North A.merica, bibliographic bulletins of the U. S. Geological 
Survey. publiRhed every two years. Cumulative bibliographies are available for the 
years 1785-H118 and 1 n 1\)-11)28. . 

Bibliography and Inde.r of Goolorlll Exclusive of North America, published annually 
Rince 193U by the Geological Society of America. 
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Caial()(lIlP of Pllldislu·d Ui(llioymphirs in Om/n.'111 18flri-t.'i.!O, BullC'tin Nationa1 
Rcspur('h Council, Vol ii, Pt .'5, ,\;"0. 3(), Hl23. 

R. F. LI·:n<mT, G('(Jlogi~al tOllfVCY;; of tim Engli~h f;lJPflking \Vorltl, Apppl}(lix n ill 
(1m/all!! anrI Ellyia('ctina, Xl'\\' York, W311. Con1aiIlH hril.f fli",f~\l~~i"llR of 1I1!' gf'olop;if'al 
survey,; of 1\ort II Aml'ril'a amI t IH' Britbh Empim, :mll tlwir pllbli(,ttti()n~. 

R. F. LEGr.E1" (j('ologil'al Rodeties ant! Pprioflif'llIs, Appendix C in (/rof()!J!1 awl 
BnginceriU(I. 

P. C. PUT:irAM, GlLide to the Litera.lllre of Geology and Kindred Sllhjpct,~, mimeo
gmphed, Copy in library of Department of Minernlogy and Pdrography, Hurvard 
University. 

Geologic maps and brief description:::; of a few regions have been 
published in the Folios of the U. S. Geologi1'al SUf\·ey. DCl-lcriptions and 
maps of many other regiOlls arc s(~attercd throughout the periodica.l 
literature. These are listed in the bibliographic bulletins of the U. S. 
Geological Survey. 

A large amount of useful information regarding regional geology is 
given in the Water Supply Papers published from time to time since 1896 
by the U. S. Geological SUlI'ey. 

If no specific information rE'garding the geology of the f;ite of the job is 
available, the engineer must rely on his mm capacities for geologicl1i 
observation and interpretation. On large projects a detailed geological 
survey of the site and itA vicinity is imperative. It calls for the Hervices of 
a professional geologiflt. 

SPACING AND DEPTH OF EXPLORATORY BORINGS 

At the present ti.me the spacing between exploratory drill holes is still 
governed primarily by convention anclnot by rational considerations. 
On building sites the borings are commonly spaced at about 50 ft in both 
principal directions. On subway or earth-dam projects a spacing of 100 
ft is generally considered the minimum. However, if the line is very long 
or the site very large, it may he neceHHary to increaRe the spacing to 200 
ft. Even at that Rpacing the required amount of drilling and testing may 
be very large, and it may caURe lLndesirahle (lelays in starting construc
tion on the project. 

The standardization of the spacing of exploratory drill holes has 
obvious disadvantages. If the soil profile is very simple, the customary 
spacing is too small, whercn.<;, if the profile is erratic, the spacing is 
excessive. In order to avoicl the IOSR of time and money due to drilling 
Ruperfiuous bore holes, the method of Hubsurface soundings can often be 
used to udvalltnge. A sounding, whieh iH cheaper and more expedient 
than a drill hole, may he made at each point where the conventional 
regulations call for a drill hole. If nIl the penetratiop diagrams are 
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Rimilar to each other, the soil profile is likely to be Rimple. Exploratory 
drill holes are required only near 'those few points where the penetration 
diagrams indicate maximum deviation,; from the Rtatistical average. If 
the geology of the site involves the pos,;ihility that the continuity of the 
strata may be disrupted locally by ehannel fillings or other bodies of 
foreign material, supplementary soundings should be made wherever 
there is any surface indication of the presenee of a compressible inclusion, 
such as a shallow depression on the surface of the ground. If a sounding 
strikes such an inclusion, an exploratory drill hole should be made near 
by to determine the t.ype of soil of which the inclusion consists. 

If the penetration diagrams obtained from the exploratory ROlmdings 
are consistently very different, the soil profile is likely to be erratic, and 
intermediate soundings should be made until the penetration data are 
complete enOligh to leave no doubt concerning the general shape and 
trend of the boundaries between the fine-grained and coarse-grained, 
and the loose and dense parts of the deposit. Y ot, no more drill holes are 
required than those few needed to determine the types of soil located 
between the different snrf[wes of discontinuity or to find out whether a 
body of exceptiollully resistant or nonresistant soil comlists of Rand or 
clay. Such n. question arose when the sonnding shown on the right-hand 
side of Figure 120 was made. It was doubtful whether the soil between 
El. 80 and 60 consisted of very 100Ro Hunel or of cluy. To answer this 
question a boring was made next to the line of sounding. The boring 
record left no doubt that there was no day below El. 80. The low 
resistance to penetration \vithin thiR range of depth was due exclusively 
to the exceptionally loose structure of the sand. 

The depth to which exploratory drill holes should be made is likewise 
more or less standardized. Thi::i practice is not only wasteful but a1Ko 
dangerous. Many buildingfl have boon :-;eriuusly damaged by settlement 
due to the conKoliclution of soft clay strata locat,ed below the depth to 
which the tmbsoil WU); explored. Yet, no general rule,') can be established 
for selecting this depth, because for a given weight and given dimen
sions of a Htruetnre the depth at which the Reat of settlement is located 
depends to a large extent on the soil profile. The following paragraphs 
illustrate the factors that shoultl be considered before the depth of the 
drill holes is specified. 

If it is certain for geological reaHonR or from the results of previous 
borings in the vicinity that the Rubsoil of a group of buildings docs not 
contain any strata of clay or soft silt, it is sufficient to explore the subsoil 
at. the flite of each building to a depth between 20 to 30 ft below Rub
grade, depending on the size and weight of the building. The size of the 
area occupied by the group does not require any consideration because 
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each building settleR almost aR if the other" did not f'xist. This is due to 
the fact that the compressibility of Rand iltrata decreaRes rapidly with 
increaRing depth, Article 18. 

On the other hand, if the Rubsoil of a group of buildings contains soft 
strata, the scat of settlement may be located at a depth greater than the 
width of the entire area occupied by the buildings because, even at a 
depth of 150 or 200 ft, a moderate increase of the pressure on a thick 
stratum of soft clay may produce a settlement of more than 1 ft, Article 
55. Hence, the depth to which the subsoil should be explored depends 
primarily on the absence or presence of compressible strata such as clay 
or plastic silt. 

If the geology of the site indicates that clay or silt strata may be 
located at great depth below the surface, or if nothing whatRoever is 
known concerning the subsoil conditions, a rough estimate should be 
made of the intensity and distribution of the pressures that will be 
produced in the subsoil by the propm;ed group of buildings. The proce
dure has been descrihed in Article 35. On the basis of thi::> estimate, the 
greateRt depth Dmnx can be evaluated at which the presence of a thick 
layer of soft clay with a high liquid limit may still have a significant 
influence OIl Hettlemcnt. The first drill hole should be made to this 
depth. All the other borings and subsoil soundings can be discontinued 
at a depth of about 10 ft below the bao;e of the lowest clay stratum that 
was encountered within the depth Dmax. This procedure should be 
folIo-wed, regardless of whether the character of the upper soil strata may 
call for a footing, raft, or pile foundation. 

The following example illustrates the possible consequences of dis
regarding the recommended procedure. A group of factory buildings was 
corlstructed on a tidal fiat.. None of the buildings wa.'> more than 40 ft 
wide. The subsoil was explored by borings to a depth of 90 ft. Within this 
depth there was a gradual transition from soft silt near the surface to 
sand with variable density at a depth of more than 65 ft. Because of the 
high compressibility of the top strata it ,\'as decided to support the 
buildings on piles 70 to 00 ft long. To the surprise of the engineers in 
charge of the job, the buildings stnrted to settle during construction, and 
in the course of three years the settlement increased to more than 2 ft. 
Subsequent soil investigations showed that the settlement wa.'l due to the 
consolidation of a stratum of soft c1ay 30 ft thick, located at a depth of 
about 115 ft below yard level. 

If bedrock is encountered within the depth Dmax, the topography of 
the rock surface must be cletermine<l at least approximately by sOlmding 
or boring, because the depreHsion:'1 in the rock surface may be filJed with 
very compressible sediments that are encountered in only the deepest 
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drill holes. The omiH8ion of thii' precaution also has repeatedly been the 
cautle of important settlement. 

The result!'; of the exploratory boring:-: and subl-lurface sounding:;; Hhould 
he aSHemhled in It report containing all the information that was secured 
concerning the geology of the flitc, 11 liRt of the index properties of all the 
spoon samples that were taken, and a record of the results of the stand
ard penetration tests. On the baRis of this report it can be decided whether 
or not nupplemcntary investigations are required concerning the relative 
density and permeability of the Rand strata and the shearing reRistance 
and compressibility of the clay Rtmta. 

RELATIVE DENSITY OF SAND S'rRATA 

The relative denRity of sand Rtruta has a declRive influence on the 
angle of internal friction of the sand, Artide Hi; 011 the ultimate bearing 
capacity, Article 29; and on the set.tlement of footings reHting on the sand. 

TABU~ 10 

RELATIVJii DI,NRITY OF SANDS 

AL'C'OHDING TO 

RJ.;sUL'l'S OF STANDARD PENE'l'RATION True'I' 

No. of Blows N 
0-4 
4-10 

10-30 
30-50 

Over 50 

Relative Density 
V{'ry loose 
LooRe 
1\1(~<lium 

Dpnsc 
Very dense 

If a submerged i'lwd is very loose, 11 I'mdden Rhock may tranAform it 
temporarily into 11 sand suspension with the properties of a thick viscous 
liquid, Article 17. In a dense state the sume Rand is insensitive to shock 
and is perfectly suitable as a baHe for even very heavy structures. For 
thiR reaSOD the relative density of a Raud is fur more important than any 
of its other propertieR, except posHibly itR permeability. 

While the exploratory boringR are being mlule, Rome information 
regarding the relative denHity of the sand Htrata encountered in the drill 
holes can be obtained hy performing the standard penetration teRt 
(page 265) whenever a spoon Hample iR taken. ConRidering the outstand
ing importance of the relative density, tho standard penetration tORt 
r;hould be conHiderod an eHRential part of the boring operation. Table 10 
gives the approximate relation lJetween the number of blows N and tho 
relative density. 

In any Rand with grain Rize intermodiate between coarHC and fine, the 
value of N it; not significantly dmerent above and below the water table 
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unless the relative dem:ity also differs. However, in very fine or silty sand 
having an effective grain size between 0.£ and 0.05 mm, the number of 
blows per foot on the sampling spoon may change at the upper houndary 
of the zone of complete saturation. If the Rand is loose, the number de
creases below this boundary; if it is dense, it increases very considerably. 
This is due to the relatively low permeability of the;;c soils. Because the 
permeability is low, the shearing resistance of the soil, which opposes the 
penetration of the sampling spoon, is approximately equal to the con
solidated-quick value. This value of the shearing resistance varies much 
inore with the relative density than does the slow shear value, Article 
15. 

On account of the abnormally high penetration resistance of a moder
ately dense very fine or Rilty sand below the ,vater table, the relative 
density of such a material may be o,·erestimated. Hence, in such soils 
the standard penetration test should be supplemented by more reliable 
procedures such as loading tests on the bottom of large-diameter drill 
holes. 

On important jobs the information obtained from the standard 
penetration tests concerning the relative density of the sand should be 
supplemented by subsurface soundings. These soundings furnish con~ 
tinuous records, such as those shown in Figures 120 and 124, of the 
variations of the penetration reRistance with depth. However, the re~ 
Ristance against the penetration of a penetrometer into sand, or the 
energy required to produce a given penetration, depends not only on the 
relative density of the sand but also on the dimensions of the drive point 
and the stem and to some extent on the shape of the grains and the 
grain-size distribution. Hence, every new method of subsurface sounding 
and every use of the method in an unexplored locality call for a set of 
calibration tests that furnish the data for interpreting the penetration 
records. 

A rough calibration can be achieved by making a subsurface sounding 
next to a drill hole in which standard penetration tests were performed. 
More cumbersome but also more reliable are surface load test'3 at different 
depths below a point close to the location of a subsurface sounding. The 
tests are made on a bearing plate 1 ft square] resting on a horizontal 
surface of the sand. No backfill or surcharge is placed within 3 ft of the 
plate. The relation between load and settlement for such tests on several 
different sands is shown in Figure 128a. Curves 1 and 2 were obtained 
from tests on very dense sand, curve 4 on sand of medium density, and 
curve 5 on loose sand. With increasing relative density the bearing 
capacity increases rapidly, and the settlement under a given load de
creases. Figure 128a shows, in accordance with field experience and in 
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contrast to a \videspread opinion, that the grain size has no influenee on 
the relative density and bearing capacity of a sand. 

On the right-haud Ride of Figure 124 are shown the rel:lults of load 
tests made for the purpose of calibrating the wash-point penetrometer, 
Figure 121c. The proced.ure was described on page 278. 

On the basis of the results of Rtandard load tests, such as those shown 
in Figure 128a, the relath'c den:;ity of the sand can be determined by 

(b) 

FIG. 128. (a) Relation between load and settlement of hem'jug plato 1 ft squl1rc 
resting on the surface of a "and. Curve 1 represents dense clean fine saud in c!tisson 
26 ft below river bottom; 2 represents very dcnse very tine sand in open cxcavl1tion 
2B ft below groullu 8urfacc in Lynn, MaiS"; 3 repreilcnts dalllP sund of medium density 
hand-compacted by tamping inlayers; -1 rE;;pre~enj,s meuiuIIl-ucnse sllud ftt_bottoIIl of 
shaft 30 ft deep in Hou~ton Street, New York. Shaded mcn indicu,j,os range for 
curves obtained between depths of 20 und 60 ft; 5 represents loose, COLlI'SC, clean, 
and very sharp sand at bottom of open excavation nuar Muskegon, Mieh; (b) chart 
for estimating relntivc density of stmd on basis uf r(;Rults of stltudard load test OIL 

bearing plate 1 it squllre. 

means of the diagram, Figure 128b. For this purpose tl~e curves obtained 
from the calibration tesis are introduced into the diagram. Each curve 
corresponds to a definite penetrometer reading. The position of the curve 
with reference to the boundaries Rhown in the figure indicates the rela
tive density of the sand penetrated by the drive point. 

Still more accurate information regarding the relative density of 'sand 
strata Can be obtained by laboratory tests on undisturbed samples 
secured by means of the freezing or asphalt injection method, Article 44. 
All the sample borings are made near points at which subsurface sound
ings were previously performed. By correlating the test results with the 
corresponding resistances to penetration, the data are obtained for 
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accurate interpretation of the rel'5ults of all the other Huh"nrfaec ~ound
ings. However, the instances are very rare in which ::>uch refinements are 
warranted. 

PERMEABILITY OF SAND STRATA 

Reliable information on the pcrmeabmty of &'tnd strata may be re
quired for either of two purposes. It may be neceHsary to estimate the 
quantity of water that will flow toward an excavation with specified 
dimenHions, at a given position of the water table. Or it may be re
quired to determine the depth to which the cutoff beneath a dam on a 
permeable foundation must be made in order to reduce the seepage losses 
from the reservoir to le;;8 than a specified amount. 

The data for estimating the flow of water toward an excavation are 
obtained most conveniently by means of pumping tests, Article 44. The 
results of the test:,; make it possible to compute the average coefficient of 
permeability of the subsoil in horizontal directions. Once thi8 coefficient 
iR known, all the problems concerning the flow of water toward the 
proposed excavation can be solved on the baRis of the law:,; of hydraulics. 
If the project calls for lowering the water table by meani=l of filter wells, 
Article 47, the well system CRn be laid out, and an estimate nan be made 
of the capacity of the pumps required for maintaining the water table 
helow the bottom of the excavation during construction, 

In order to solve cutoff and seepage problems, it is neceRsary to deter
mine not only the average permeability of the subsoil but also the major 
variations of the permeability within the sand strata located beneath 
and beside the water-retaining structure. 'flUs can be done only by 
means of permeability tests on f;:tidy continuous series of samples 
obtained from a considerable number of drill hole!,>, Actual performance 
of the tests on aU the samples shipped to the laboratory may be pro
hibitive. However, after a laboratory technician has made 15 or 20 
permeability tests on samples from a given stratum, he should be able to 
estimate the coefficient of permeability of the others on the basis of their 
texture and general appearance. Once the technician is familiar with the 
material, no more than occasional check tests are required. 

The samples are obtained from 4-in. to 6-in. drill holes by means of a 
sampling spoon equipped with a core catcher, Figure 1I5e. Before test
ing, each sample should be remolded because the rate of flow through 
undisturbed samples at right angles to the bedding planes depends not 
on the average permeability of the sample but on that of its least 
permeable conRtituents. The relative density of the remolded sample is 
likely to be different from tlu1,t of the sand in situ. Furthermore, the 
temperature in the laboratory is likely to be higher than that of the 
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ground water. Hence, when an estjmnte if; made of the k-valtle of natural 
Rand strata, the effect of the differences in temperature and relative 
density must be considered. The required information is contained in 
Article 11. 

On account of the technical difficulties associated with Hampling 
operations in cohesionless material, it is almost inevita,ble that some 

, parts of the sand strata, will not yield any samples at all. The gaps in the 
cores may be the source of important errors in the evaluation of the 
permeability of the stratum. The process of remolding the samples in the 
laboratory introduces a further error into the estimate. Hence, if part of 
the sand stratum is located below the water table, the results of the 
laboratory investigations should be checked.by those of a pumping test. 
H the discrepancies are large, the laboratory value of the coefficient of 
permeability should be corrected. 

Various attempts have been made to evaluate the permeability of sand 
strata located above the water table on the basis of the quantity of water 
that percolates out of drill holes into the adjoining soil through the 
openings in a perforated casing. This method is not recommended be
cause the formation of a filter skin at the entrance surface can hardly 
be avoided. 

The results of the permeability tests and estimates are represented in 
permeability diagrams such as that shown in Figure 126.45.1,45.2 

In Article 11 it was pointed out that the average coefficient of per
meability kn of natural soil strata in directions at right angles to the 
bedding planes is always smaller and commonly very much smaller than 
the corresponding coefficient kr in directions parallel to these planes. The 
results of both pumping and permeability tests furnish information only 
about kr . An estimate of kII is necessarily based on the assumption that 
the permeability of the sand stratum is the same at every point on any 
plane parallel to the bedding planes. This assumption is very seldom 
justified. For this reason, it is not even admissible to estimate the ratio 
kr/kJI on the basis of the results of two sets of permeability tests, in one 
of which the water percolates through the samples parallel to the 
stratification and in the other at right angles to it. Furthermore, the 
cores are never perfectly continuous. A single seam of silt located be
tween two adjoining samples of sand eliminates the validity of the 
computation of kn . The occurrence of Rtwh seams is not uncommon (see 
Figure 129). 

The only method which, under favorable conditions, permits the 
evaluation of kr/kII is to lower the water table by pumping from 
several wells under a large area, to construct a flow net on the basis of the 
results of piezometer readings at a great number of points within the 
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mass of sand through which the water percolates toward the wells, and 
to compare this empirical flow net with a theoretical one constnlCted on 
the assnmption that kJ/kII = 1.45.3 This method is baRed on tho Harne 
principle as that of con:=;tnwting the flow net for a stratified sand drpof'it 
with a known value of the ratio kJ/kn (Ree Article 39). Undrr normnl 

FIG. 129. Silt seams in medium uniform sand. The pre,sence of the seams could 
not be detected by ordinary test borings. Yet they reduce the permeability of the 
sand strAtum in a vertical direction to a small fraction of that in horizontal directions. 

circumstances this method is very expensive and cumbersome. For
tunately, accurate information concerning the value of kr/lcII is seldom 
required. 

SHEARING RESIS'l'ANCE OF SOFT CLAY STRATA 

If a project involving clay soils call,; for an investigation of the stabil
ity of slopes, the computation of the lateral pressure against the bracing 
of open cuts, or an estimate of the ultimate bearing capacity of footings 
or rafts, the shearing resistance of the clay must be determined. In 
Article 15 it is shown that the shearing resistance of clay under field 
conditions is roughly equal to one-half the unconfined compressive 
strength qu of tube samples obtained by means of thin-walled sampling 
tubes that are pushed rapidly into the soil. The compressive strength of 
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homogeneous clay Rtmla commonly increases to some extent with the 
depth below the surface, but thero are many exceptions to this rule. 

During the drilling of the pxplomtory holes the shearing resistance of 
the clay can be crudely estimated on the basis of the record of the 
standard penetration test. Table 11 "hows the approximate relation 
between the unconfined compressive strength and the numher of blows 
per foot of penet.ra.tion of the sampling spoon. However, at a given num
ber N of blow8 per foot, the scattering of the corresponding values of 
qu from the average is very large. Therefore, compression tests should 

TABLE 11 

RELATION OF CONSISTENCY OJ!' CLAY, NUl\lBIm OF BLOWS N 
ON SAlIIPLING SI'OON, AND UNCONFINED COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH 

qu in tons pcr sq ft 

Consistency Very Soft Soft Medium Stiff Very Stiff Hard 
N <2 2-4 4-8 8-15 15-30 >30 
q" <0.25 0.25-0.50 0.50-1.00 1.00-2.00 2.00-4.00 >4.00 

always be made on the Rpoon samples. The other routine tests on the 
spoon samples, listed in Table 5, are also obligatory because their 
re~mlts are required for correlating the clay with otherR previously 
encountered on similar jobs. The valueR of qu obtained by means of com
pression tests are likely to be Romewhat too low because "poon samples 
are appreciably di"turbecl. The supplementary investigations required 
on important jobs depend on the character of the soil profile. 

If the Roil profile is simple and regular, it is commonly possible to 
evaluate the average shearing resistance of the clay strata on the basis 
of the results of laboratory teRts. The samples are secured by means of 
tube sample borings, Article -l4, which furniRh continuous 2-in. cores. To 
obtain fairly reliable average valueR, the spacing between the sample 
borings should not exceed 100 ft. If it is known in advance that the soil 
profile is fairly regular and that tube sample borings will be required, 
continuous samples are taken in all those sections of the exploratory hole:-; 
that arc loeated within clay stmta. In the sections located between clay 
strata spoon samples are extracted, and standard penetration tests are 
made. This combination is practicable because the tube-sampling pro~ 
cedure does not require a larger casing than that with which the walls of 
the exploratory drill holes are lined. 

The samples are delivered at the lahoratory in sealed tubes. Preferably, 
all t.he clay sampleR from one hole should be tested in the sequence in 
which they followed each other in the drill hole in a downward direction. 
The sampling tubes are commonly 30 or 3G in. long. They are cut into 
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6-in. sections with a hack saw, a hl1.nd saw, or a motor-driven abrasive 
disk. The soil itself is cut by meuns of a wire saw. Thf' sample is then 
ejected from its eontainer by moans of a close-fitting plunger. 

If the uppermost clay-core section appear::; to be rclatiyely un
disturbed, it is submitted to an unconfined compresflion test first in its 
natural state and then in a completely remolded Htate at the same water 
content. The ratio between the two values of the compressive strength is 
a measure of the sensitivity of the clay, Article 8. ASter the test the 
sample is divided lengthwise into two parts. One half is used for a 
water-content. determination, and the other is stored in a jar with an air
tight cover. The same set of tORts is made during subsequent operations 
whenever a sample is encountered that differs noticeably from its 
predecessor in consistency, color, or general appearance. A change in 
consistency is revealed by a noticeable change of the resistance of the 
clay to deformation between the fingers. The uppermost samples in each 
tube may be appreciably more disturbed than the others. If this is the 
case, the compression tests should be performed on one of the other less 
disturbed samples. 

The samples following the first one are split lengthwise. One entire 
half is used for a water-content determination. The other half should be 
set aside in a fairly humid atmosphere with its plune surface facing 
upward, whereupon it starts to dry Rlowly. At an intermediate state of 
desiccation the details of stratification become clearly visible. At that 
state a record should be made of the details of stratification, indicating 
the color and approximate thickness of the individual layers, the degree 
of perfection of the stratification, ancl other visible features. The records 
are Iator used for preparing a general description of the characteristics 
of the stratification of the clay. A few representative specimens are 
photographed. 

The following O-in. sections are also used only for water-content de
termination and visual inspection. If the experimenter tests five or six 
samples in this manner without noticing a conspicuous change, the next 
section is submitted to an unconfined compression test in its natural 
state, as weH as to the water-contE'ut determination. This procedure is 
continued until a sample is encountered that differs materially from its 
predecessor. This sample is submitted to the same te:->ts as the very first 
one, whereupon the routine procedure is resumed. 

After all the tests on samples from one drill hole have been made, the 
Atterberg limits are determined on representative specimens of those 
samples that were submitted to compression tests in both the natural 
and remolded states. The results of the tests are represented in diagrams 
such as that shown in Figure 127. The diagrams should be accompanied 
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hy a brief description of the stratification characteristics of the clay 
(not 8ho\"n in the figure). 

If the investigation is made for the purpose of estimating the factor of 
safety of 'slopes with respect to sliding or of fills 'with re:;pect to spread
ing, the knowledge of the details of stratification is at least as important 
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as that of the strength of the clay, because the major 
part of the potential surface of sliding is located in 
one or more seams of fine sand or coarse silt and not 
in the clay. In such instances a detailed and well
illustrated description of the characteristics of the 
stratification should be prepared. A few typical 
samples of the stratified layers should be set aside 
for further investigation. This investigation consists 
of determining the natural ,,?ater content and the 
Atterberg limits of each of the layers of which the 
sample is composed. Figure 130 shows the results of 
such an investigation. 

In any event the opportunity should be sought 
to investigate the degree of disturbance of the tube 
samples as described in Article 44. 

All the preceding discussions referred to the in
vestigation of fairly homogeneous clay strata. If the 
clay strata contained in the subsoil have a variable 
thickness and consistency, the method of investiga
tion must be modified. Instead of concentrating on 
soil tests, the engineer should make efforts to in
vestigate the topography of the upper and lower 
boundaries of the clay layers and to locate the 
softest and hardest parts of the layers. The most 
expedient method to get this information is to make 

numerous subsurface soundings supplemented by exploratory drill 
holes. After the results of these investigations are assembled, two or 
three tUbe-sample borings are made. These borings should be located at 
the best and the worst spots of the site. Within the bodies of soillocatecl 
between the clay Rtrata, spoon samples are taken and standard penetra
tion tests are marIc, whereas within the clny strata continuous tube 
samples are secured. Figure 131 represents a boring of this type. The 
boring was made in a composite shore deposit located on one of the 
slopeR of a drowned valley. On the left side is shown an abstract of the 
foreman's record. The first diagram is the penetration record of a sub
surface sounding made a few feet from the drill hole. The last two 
diagrams contain the results of the soil tests. 
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Figure 132 represents the results of a survey of the unconfIned com
pressive strength of a glacial clay deposit intermediate between regular 
and erratic. The individual clay strata Ivere not homogeneouR enough to 
justify assigning definite average values to their physical properties. Yet 
the project called for general information concerning the compressive 
strength of the clay and its variatiOllfJ in both horizontal and vertical 
directions. To satisfy these demal1dH tube sample boril1gs were made at 
points 200 ft, apart, and the cores obtained from these borings were Rub
mitted to the Rame tests that aro made on continuous cores from 
homogeneous strata. Subsequent tunneling operations showed that the 
profiles actually disclosed the general character of the clay strata 
encountered in the different tunnel sections. As would be expected, 
between drill holes the scattering of the properties of the clay from the 
average was important and called for continual vigilance during con
struction, hut a more detailed subsoil investigation would have beon 
impractict),ble and uneconomical. 4:'U 

COMPRESSIBILITY OF CLAY STRA'rA. 

The compressibility of clay strata iR of interest as a R(mrCe either of 
progressive settlement or else of delay in the increUHe of shearing rCRiRt~ 
ance produced by superimposed load. Whatever the practical implica
tions of the compressibility may be, a reliable forecast of its effects can bo 
made only if the clay strata are continuous and fairly homogeneous. 

If the subsoil contains a continuous and fairly homogeneous clay 
stratum, the Rettlement of the surface due to superimposed loads is at 
every point roughly proportional to the average pl'esRure that the loads 
produce in tho day beneath this point. The inten:;;ity and distribution of 
the pressure in tho clay can be computed by means of the methods 
doscribed in Artiele 35. On the basis of the rGfmlts of the computations 
and those of soil teHts, the settlement due to the loads et"m be computed, 
and the cnrves of equal settlement cun be construct.ecl. 

On minor joh,; involving foundations above homogeneous clay stru.ta, 
no soil investigation:> are l'equircd other than rontine tests on the spoon 
samples. For clay these tests include the liquid~limit determination. The 
statistical relation between the liquid limit and the compression index 
Co is given by equation 13.11. For a normally loaded clay of ordinary 
senRitivity the value obtained by means of this equation is accurate 
enough for most practical purposes. However, if the clay is extrasensi
tive, the eorrect value of Co iR likely to be higher than the computed ono, 
and, if it is precompressed, the correct value is considerably lower. The 
degree of sensitivity is indicated by the effect of remolding on the com-
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pressive strength of the spoon samples. The cxilitence of precompres
sion can commonly be inferred from the geological charadeI' of the 
site. 

On important jObR that cnll for a('r~urHtc R(,ttlf'ment forer'aliff', supple
mentary investigations are required. These eonsiHt, first of all, of tuhe
f'ample borings spaced not le":-'; than 100 ft. The continnous samples 
obtained from the:;e borings nre f;ubmittecl to the same tests as those 
prescribed for the investigation of tlw shearing resistance of homogeneous 
clay strata. However, the unconfined compression tests need be per
formed on representative sample:> from only one hole in order to get 
reliable information concerning the sen"itivity of the clay. 

After the \vater-content profilcH for all the tuhe-sample borings have 
been plotted in diagrams simibr to Figure 127a, one representative 
boring is selected. K ear thiH boring an undiRturbed-sample boring is 
made that furnishes Hamples with It diameter of at least 4 in. to be 
submitted to consolidation tests. 

Because of the great amount of time and labor involved in the per
formance of consolidation teRtI', these tests cannot be made on more than 
10 or 15 samples without undue delay. Yet, even in relatiyely homogene
ous clay Rtratn. the physical properties of the clay are likely to change to a 
conHidemhlc extent from point to point. As a consequence the com
pressibility characteristics of a rlay can be determined at a reasonable 
expense only on the basis of statiHtical relationships between the com
pressibility and the index properties of the clay. 

Of all the tests listcd in Tahle 5 as rontine tests on clay, the cheapest 
and most convenient is the water-content determination. Furthermore, 
the natural water content iH more dOHely related to the compres''3ibility 
of the different parts of a clay stratum than any of the other index 
propertieH. Hence, the eyalnation of the average compre,;sibility of a clay 
stratum is most conveniently hased on the statiHtical relation between 
the natural water contcnt and the compres,<:;ibility of the components of 
the stratum. 

The settlement due to the consolidation of a normally loaded layer of 
clay with an average void ratio eo depends on the compression index Cc 

of the clay, provided all other conditionR are equal. Experience has 
shown that the relation between the natural water content and the 
compression ratio Ce/(1 + co) for such clays can be represented ap
proximately by a linear equation. In order to take advantage of this 
relation, consolidation tests are performed on samples of the clay, and 
the values of Cc/(l + eo) are plotted againHt the natural water content. 
Figure 133 shows snch a diagram. All the points representing individual 
test results are located close to a straight line. The vertical distance be-
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tween the clash lines reprm:;ents the :;cattering of the values of Ccl (1 + eo) 
from the average corresponding to a given natural water content. 

After the relation hetw~en the compression mHo and the natural 
water content has 110e11 determined, the next step is to make usc of the 
relation to estimate the values of the compression mtio corresponding to 
the natural water content of all the 2-in. tube sample;,; that have been 
tested. Finally, the a,'crage value of Oel (1 + eo) is determined by a suit
able arithmetic or graphical procedure. This valne can be used directly 

(J.ZZ5 in eqnation 13.8 to compute the 
1J'1l{t settlement. 

;t, o.Z{)() If a clay isprecomprcRsed, equa
.~ 
~ iJ.1'l5 tion ] 3.8 cannot be used, and the 
~ method of Rettlement eomputa-
.~ O./6'{) tion must be adapted to the con-
~ 
!>:i solidation eharacteristics of the fi a;Z5 
~ clay. Yet, whatever method may 
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FIG. 133. Statistical relat.ion bl1twccn plained in Article 13. 
natural water content and ('ompresBion Figure 194 illustrates the de-
ratio for samples of cby from boring in 

B t 1\:1 gree of accuracy that can be os on, 'ass. 
achieved in computing the dis-

tribution of the settlement over the base area of a building located 
above fairly homogeneous clay strata. The real distribution is shown 
on the left-hand side, and the computed on the right. The structure 
itself is complex but symmetrical. No such results can be obtained 
if the profile of the subsoil of a building is erratic, because the settle
ment of buildings on such subsoils depends not only on the inten
sity and the distribution of the loads but also on the variations in the 
compressihility of the subsoil in horizontal directions. In addition, the 
rate of settlement depends on the degree of continuity of layers and 
pockets of cohesionless material present in the subsoil. As a consequence 
it can change from place to place. Figure 134 illustrates such a profile. 
It represents the results of test borings in a composite shore deposit 
located at the south shore of Lake Erie. More than 100 borings were 
made, and the spacing between drill holes did not exceed 100 ft. Yet the 
boring records did not indicate whether or not the byers of clay en
countered in t.he drill holes were continuous. 

If the profile of the Butmoil of a proposed structure iH erratic, un
disturbed sample borings and elaborate Hoil investigations are entirely 
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out of place. Information of far more practical value ean be obtained by 
means of numerous Rubsurfaec c;oull(ling~ Iolllpplc'mented by exploratory 
drill holes. The results of such investigation,.; at least inform the dc,.;igner 
of the locution of the softeHt and the most rec;iiitant spots beneath the 
baRc of hi,.; building. At two or three points tube-sample borings may he 
made to get information on the details of stratification and on the sensi
tivity of the clay that was encountered ill the exploratory holes. The 
maximum settlement is roughly cstimated on the basis of the I:ltatistical 
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FIG. 134. Erratic shore deposit, Lake Eric near Cleveland. 

relation between the liquid limit and the compression index Ce• In 
judging whether or not the proposed structure can stand the estimated 
settlement, the spacing between the hardest and the softest spots of the 
subsoil is taken into confiideration. The results of even very elaborate 
soil investigations would hardly add anything to the information ob
tained by the recommended procedure. 

SUMMARY OF PROCEDURES IN SUBSOIL RECONNAISSANCE 

According to the preceding discussions, a subsoil reconnaissance in
volves several successive stages. The first step is to decide on the depth 
and spacing of the exploratory borings. 

If the proposed structure is a building, current practice calls for about 
one drill hole for every 2500 sq ft of the area covered by the building. If a 
retaining wall is to be constructed or an open cut to be made, it is custom
ary to make at least one drill hole for every 100 ft of length of the wall 
or the cut. However, thefio rulefi are b::v!ed on convention rather than 
rational oonsidemtions. If the suhsoil is erratic, more useful information 
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can commonly be obtained in less time and fit a smaller expense by 
combining the exploratory borings with sllbsm:face soundings. 

The depth to which the exploratory drill holes should be made de~ 
pends on whether the subsoil may contain layers of soft clay. If the local 
geological conditions or the conditions revealed by earlier test borings 
in the vicinity exclude thh., posRibility, the drill holes do not need to be 
made to a depth of more than 20 or 30 ft below subgmrIe. On the other 
hand, if the subsoil may contain layers of soft clay at an unknown 
depth, a sound clcei:-;ion regu1'lling the minimum depth of the teRt borings 
can be made only on the basis of the results of a rough estimate of the 
maximum dept.h at which the presence of clay strata may still have a 
significant influence on the performance of the proposed strncture. 

The subfiequent jnvestigations depend on the size of the job, the nature 
of the design problemR, and the subsoil conditions. 

On routine job" such as the foundat.ions of ordinary buildings or 
bridges, no investigationR are needed beyond the routine testR on the 
spoon samples (see Table 5, page 38). Large or unusual jobs may call for 
one 01' more of the supplementary investigations described under the 
preceding subheadings. After the results of these investigations are 
digested, the engineer must then judge whether the concIw-lions based on 
the data can be considered final or whc~her the remaining uncertainties 
require an obsCITational procedure during construction. Bceause of the 
important practical implictLtions of these uncertainties, they are dis~ 
cllssed in detail at the end of this article. 

The preceding fOiUmmaIY of operations demonstrates that subsoil 
reconnaissance iR seldom-a, simple procedure requiring only conscientious 
adherence to a set of hard and fast rules. Unless the investigator is 
guided by mature judgment and has had a varied practical experience 
in this field, much time and money may be wasted. 

In connection with each step, a thorough knowledge of the geology 
of sedimentary and other unconsolidated masses is an asset of in
estimable value, because factual knowledge is always limited to soil 
conditions along vertical lines sp:1ced far apart. It has already been 
mentioned, Article 43, that the results of interpolation and the estimate 
of possible scattering can be very misleading, unless the investigator has 
a fairly clear conception of the anatomy of the body of soil under 
investigation. A knowledge of the geology of the region is also needed to 
determine whether clay beds beneath the building site have ever been 
subjected to greater loads than at present and, if so, to provide a basis 
for estimating the magnitude of the additional pressure. 

The larger the job, the more necessary it is to supplement the results 
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of the e:oil investigations by information obtained from purely geological 
sources, becau:-le on large johs a detaiktl soil survey is likely to be a 
physical impossibility. 

DISCREPANCU:;S m:;TWEI~N RE.\.LITY AND ASSUMP'fIONS BASED ON SUB

SOIL RECONNAISSANCE 

The results of the subsoil reeonI1l1isSlmee for every job, large or small, 
are ultimately condensetl into a set of as.'lllmptions that cono;titute the 
basis for deflign. The stepfl that lead to this final refmlt involve various 
procmlses of interpolation and correlation based on statistical relation
ships. Therefore, the assumptions are always to some extent at variance 
with reality. However, the importance of these inevitable discrepancies 
is very different for different types of assumptions. Thi::; fact is explained 
in detail in the following paragraphs. 

Assumptions regarding the angle of internal friction of Bandy soils, the 
relative density of sand Ktrata, or the average compressibility of clay 
strata belong in one category. The errorB aSHociated with these assUlllp
tions depend chiefly on the number and quality of the field tests which 
furnish the basic data. Hence, faulty a .. 'lsumptions in this category can 
safely be blamed on inadequate soil reconnaissance, provided the soil 
profile is relatively simple. The dangerous character of some submerged 
or partly submerged very loose sands cannot be demonstrated reliably 
by tests of any kind, Article 17. Therefore, it should always be assumed 
that loose submerged sands may liquefy on slight provocation unless 
they are compacted by artificial means. . 

The accurate determination of the average coefficients of permeability 
kr and kII for soil strata of any kind on the basis of the results of soil 
tests is impracticable, because the vfilues kr and kII depend on structural 
details of the strata that cannot be detected by any method of soil ex
ploration. However, if the method for investigating the permeability is 
judiciously selected and intelligently used, fairly reliable limiting values 
can be obtained under almost any circumstances. The difference be
tween the limiting values and the real average value cannot be deter
mined, but for many practical purposes only a knowledge of the limiting 
values is noeded. 

By far the most unreliable information is obtained when attempts are 
made to predict the pore-'water pressures in stratified sand layers or in 
beds of clay containing thin seams or layers of more permeable material. 
This is due to the fact that the intensity and distribution of pore-water 
pressures, under given hydraulic boundary conditions, depend on un
explorable structural details, even more than do the average coeffieients 
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of pormeability of such strata. Hence, if the factor of safety of a founda
tion with respect to failure, or that of a mass of Hoil with respect to slid
ing, depends on pore-water pressures, the fundamental assumptions 
regarding the pore-water pressures should not be truste!l under any 
circumstances, regardless of the care with which the subsoil hal-! been 
explored. 

In such instances the assumptions on which the design is based should 
be considered as nothing more than the expression of a working hypothe
sis, Hubject to revision on tho bn,sis of the results of observations made in 
the fielcl during comtruction. Practically all the failures of the founda
tions of dams and other hydraulic structures can be attributed to un
justified confidence in assumptions of some kind, and many of the failures 
could have been avoided by appropriate field obHervations during the 
construction period. Considering the loss of life and capital involved in 
the failure of an important hydrn,ulic structure, reliance on the assump
tions on which the original design was based and omission of the field 
observations required for investigating the real conditions must, at the 
present state of our knowledge, be classified as unpardonable neglect. 

In spite of the fact that computed values of the pore-water pressure 
cannot be relied on, the computations should always be made because 
the results serve a vital purpose. They com;titute the basis for evaluating 
the possible clangers, fo1' preparing the program of field observations 
needed to detect impending danger.'> during construction, and for in
terpreting the results of the:;e observations. 
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CHAPTER VIn 

EARTH PRESSURE AND STABILITY OF SLOPES 

ART. 46. RETAINING WALLS 

DESIGN OF RETAINING WALLS 

The procedure for the design of retaining walls, like that of many other 
types of engineering strnetures, consists essentially of the successive 
repetition of two steps; (l) the tentative selection of the dimensions of 
the structure, and (2) the analysis of the ability of the selected structure 
to reRist the forces that will act on it. If the analysis indicates that the 
structure is unRatisfactory, the dimensions are altered and a new 
analysis is made. 

In making the fin,t tentative selection of the dimensions of a retaining 
wall, the deRigner is guided by his experience and by various tables 
giving the ratio of base width to height of ordinary Wfl,lls. In order to 
make the anaJYRis, he first estimates the magnitude of all the forces that 
act above the base of the wall, including the pressure exerted by the 
backfill and the ,veight of the wall itself. Next, he investigates the 
stability of the wall with respect to overtnrning. He then estimates the 
adequacy of the underlying soil to prevent failure of the wall by sliding 
along a plane at or below the base, to withstand the pressure beneath the 
toe of the fOHnchtion without failing and allowing the wall to overturn, 
and to support all the vertical forces, including the weight of the back~ 
fill, without excessive settlement, tilting, or outward movement. 

Soil mechanics may enter into the design of retaining walls in two of 
these operations; the estimate of the pressure exerted against the wall by 
the backfill; and the estimate of the adequacy of the foundation soil to 
support the structure. These two subjects are discussed independently. 

ESTIMATE OF PRESSURE EXERTED BY BACKFILL 

Introduction. Theoretical methods for computing the earth pressure 
against retaining walls are presented in Articles 24 and 26. These 
methods are bnsed on three assumptions; 

(1) The wall cun yield by tilting or Rliding through a distance suf~ 
ficient to develop the full shearing resistance of the backfill. 

(2) The pressure in the pore water of the backfill is negligible. 
312 
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(3) The Roil conRtunts appearing in the earth-prCSRllrc equationR have 
definite values that ('un be determined teliably. 

The URe of earth-pre~:-mrc theory to cstimatr the pre-RRnre of j he back
fill against a retaining wall iH justified only if these three a:,;:-;umptiol1s arc 
satif;fied. Every retaining \vall not rigidly supported at its crest iH able to 
yield far enough to comply with the first aSHumption. However, in order 
to satisfy the second, the drainage h'Ystem in the backfill must be de
signed and eonsinLCted with the Rame eare as the wall itself, and in order 
to satisfy the third, the backfill material mUHt be Helected and investigated 
before the 'wall is deHigned. Furthermore, it must be carefully placed, 
because the shearing resistance of a hackfill which is merely dumped into 
position cannot be determined reliably by any practicable means. 

If the latter two requirements are not satisfied, the wull will be acted 
on by various agents and forceR beyond the scope of any earth-pressure 
theory. If a backfill is loosely deposited or inadequately drained, its 
properties change from season to season, and during the course of each 
year it passes through states of partial or total Haturatiol1 alternating 
with states of drainage or even partial desiccation. All theRe processes 
cause seasonal changes in the earth pressure that receive no considera
tion in the classical earth-pressure theories. For example, preHsure cell 
measurements on the back of a reinforced-concrete retaining wall 34 ft 
high indicated that within one yeHr the pressure varied from the average 
value by ±30 per cent.40

.1 

The maximum value of the earth pressure of backfills subject to 
seasonal changes is greater than the Coulomb or Rankine value. Yet, on 
routine jobs such as the construction of retaining 'walls along railroads or 
highways, it would be both uneconomical and impracticable to eliminate 
the seasonal pressure variations by design and construction in strict 
accordance with theoretical requirements. For the sake of economy and 
expediency, such walls are designed on the basis of simple semiempirical 
rules for estimating the backfill pressure. In their original form these 
rules were based chiefly on analyses of the stability of actual retaining 
walls, only a few of which had failed. Since the underlying causes of 
failure were not taken into consideration in formulating the rules, the 
design of walls by this procedure leads on rare occasions to failure, but 
in the great majority of cases the walls are safer than nccesllary. 

On the other hanel, if a retaining wall constitutes the major part of a 
large job, or if the height of a wall exceeds about 20 ft, it is likely to be 
more economical to determine the properties of the backfill, to carry out 
such constrnction procedures as arc necessary to satisfy the theoretical 
requirements for applying an earth-pressure theory, and to design the 
wall to withstand only the theoretical value of the earth pressure. 
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Bemiempirical methods for estimatin(j prC8SW'C of backfills. For many 
years most retaining walls have been designed by empirical or semi
empirical methodl-l. Perhaps the oldest of these methods is the use of 
charts or tahles gh"illg suitable vall IPS of the mt,io of ba~.;e width to height 
for various types of walls and bal'kfills. The principal defect of this ap
proach is that the foundation cannot be investigated adequn,tely be
cause the forceH that act on it are unknown. A Becond procedure in 
common use is the equivalent-fluid 1netholl, in \"\Thich the wall is designed 
to witlu,tand the preR:-mre of a liquid that iR assumed to exert the same 
preRsure againRt the wall as the real backfill. In spite of its widespread 
use, the equivalent-fluid concept 11[1s not led to generally a(:cepted values 
for the unit weight of the equivalent fluid. Many designers prefer to use 
the theoretical equations for calculating the pressure of cohesiollless 
earth and to substitute such values for the angle of internal friction as 
have usually led to Ratisfactory design in the past. However, a great 
diversity of opinion exist;; as to the proper values to USe for cp under 
different circumstances, and attempts to use the procedure for cohesive 
backfills cannot be justified even on a theoretical basis. 

TABLE 12 

TYPES OF I3.\CKFILI, FOIt RETAINING WALLS 

1. Coarse-grained soil withuut admixture of fine soil ])u,rticles, very permeable 
(clean sand or gravPl). 

2. Coarse-gmincd soil of low permc:Lbility duo io admixture of parlicles of silt size. 
3. Residual soil with stones, fine silty sand, and granular materials with conspicuous 

clay content. 
4. V cry soft or soft clay, organic siltR, or silty cbys. 
5. Medium or stiff clay, deposited in chunks and protected in such It way that a 

negligible amount of water enlers the spaces between the dlUllkR during floods or 
heavy rains. If this condition ('annot be Rtl.tisfied, the clay should not be used as 
backfill material. With increasing stiffne~s of the day, danger to the wall due to 
infiltration of water increases rapidly. 

Nevertheless, each of the various empiricaJ or semiempirical proce
dures represents a body of valuable experience and summarizeR much 
useful information. Today our knowledge of the physical properties of 
soils permits us to eliminate the most unreaHonahle values assigned to the 
soil constants or to the unit weight of the equivalent fluid. Furthermore, 
a knowledge of earth-pressure theory can be used to take proper account 
of the cohesion and to estimate the influence of a surcharge carried by 
the backfill or of a backfill that haH an irregularly shaped surface. A 
summary of all this information, in the form of an approximate design 
procedure for praetical use, is given in the following paragraphs. 

In the nse of this procedure, it Hhould be emphasized that every ap-
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proximate method for the de:-;ign of retaining ... mlls involvpH t,vo fea
tures: It must be based on more or leHs arbitrary aSllumption:-l, and it 
cannot apply to all ca;:cs E'ncotmtcfcd in praetiee. Therefore, the follow
ing suggestions fOf the design of small retaining walls :ihould serv(~ 

merely aK a hasi:; for extrapolating from the ::;tipulatecl Rimple conditions 
to the conditiuns eneonntNed in flpecitic instances in the field. 

The firtlt stpp in the design of a wall on It :->emiempirical basis is to 
aRsign the available backfill material to one of the five categories listed 
in Table 12. 

If the wall must be designed before the nature of the backfill material 
can be learned, the estimate of the backfill pressure should be based on 
the mORt unRuitable mlLtenal that may be used by the construction 
forccR, or else alternative designs should be prepared. Each deHign should 
be accompanied by clear and ;,i.mplc statements indicating to which of 
the five Hoil t.ypes in Table 12 it pertains. The engineer in the field should 
then select the de:;ign appropriate for the existing field condition.'3. 

The practical conditions likely to bc encountered in the design of 
retaining walls can be divided into four categories, depending on the 
shape of the surface of the backfill and the surcharge which it carries. 
TheRe afe: 

(a) The surface of the backfill is plane and carries no surcharge. 
(b) The surface of the backfill rises on a slope from the crest of the 

wall to a level at some elevation above the crest. 
(c) The surface of the backfill is horizontal and carries a uniformly 

distributed surcharge. 
(d) The surface (If the backfill is horizontal and carries a uniformly 

distributed line load parallel to thc crest of the wall. 
If the surface of the backfill is plane (case a), the backfill pressure may 

be estimated by mCanl'l of the ehart, Figure 135. The first step in using 
the chart is to determine the height H of a vertical section passing 
through the heel of the wall, extending from the bottom of the base to 
the fmrface of the backfill. The total pressure against this section is 
!khH2, and the total vertical force on it iH ~k"H2. Values of kh and kvare 
given on the right-hand side of Figure 135, in terms of the slope angle 8, 
for each of the given types of backfill material. The backfill pressure is 
aSRumed to increase in simple proportion to the depth below point a. 
Hence the point of application of the l'e~mltant backfill pressure is at the 
10v;er third-point of H. If the material consists of clay chunks, type 5, 
the value of H should be reduced by -1: ft, and the resultant pressure 
eonRidered to act at it height above the base equal to i (H - 4) ft. 

If the surface of the backfill rises at an angle {3 to the horizontal for a 
limited distance and then becomes horizontal (case b), values of kh and 
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klJ may be estimated from the curves in Figure 13fi. As before, the chart 
gives values of the pressure against 11 vertical section ab through the heel 
of the wall. If the backfill is of types 1 to 4, the point of application of 
the resultant pressure is taken at the lower third-point of H. For roa-
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FIG. 135. Chart for estimating pressure of backfill against rctaining walls support
ing backfills with planc surfa("o. 

terials of type 5, the value of H is reduced 4 ft in calculating the total 
pressure, and the resultant pressure is considered to act at a height above 
the base equal to t (H - 4) ft. 

If the surface of the backfill is horizontal and carrie:;; a uniformly 
difltributed surcharge q per unit of area (case c), the pressure per unit of' 
area against the vertical section all at any depth is increased because of 
the surcharge by an amount, 

pq = Cq (46.1) 

where C ifl a coefficient depending on the type of soil. Values of Care 
given in Table 13. 

Ii the surface of the backfill carries a line load, q' pel' unit of length, 
parallel to its crest (case d), the line is considered to exert against the 
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FIG. 136. Ohart for estimating pressure of backfill against retaining walls support
ing backfill with surface which slopes upward from crest of wall for limited distance 

and then becomes horizontal. 

vertical section au a horizontal force, 

p/ = Cq' (46.2) 

per unit of length of the walL The point of application d of the force p/, 
Figure 137a, can be obtained by drawing a straight line from point c, 
which represents the point of application of the force g', at an angle of 
40° to the horizontal until it intersects the back of the wall at point d1• 
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If point d1 is located below the base of the wall, the infillence of the line 
load on the surcharge can be disregarded. If point c is located to the left 
of the vertical plane ab, the rule remains unaltereel. 

The line load q' alRo produces an additional vertical pressure 011 the 
upper surface of the heel uf the wall. It may be assumed that the pressure 
p" at this level is uniformly distributed over the baRe {] of an equilateral 
triangle with apex at c. Hence, the int(~nsity of the pressure is 

If' p" ---(] (-10.3) 

Only that part of p" acting directly on the heel of the wall Rhould be 
conRiclered in the stability computation. 

TABLE 13 
VALUES OF C IN EQUATION 4(1.1 

Type of Roil 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

C 
0.27 
0.30 
0.39 
l.00 
1.00 

The procellures described in the preceding paragraphs refer to walL., on 
relatively unyielding foundations. Hence, the wall friction and adhesion 
tend to pull the wall down and to reduce the earth pressure. However, 
if a wall rests on a very compressible foundation, the Hettlement of the 
wall with respect to that of the backfill is likely to reverse the direction 
of these forces. This increases the earth pressure very r,onsiderably 
(see Article 26 and Figure 64). Therefore, if a wall rcst,-; on such a com
pressible foundation as soft clay, the values of backfill pressure computed 
for materialH of types I, 2, 3, and 5 shoul(l be increased by 50 per cent. 

The backfHl pressures ('omputed by means of the semi empirical 
procedures jw:.;t outlined include the effect of seepage preBsures and 
various time-conditioned changes in the backfill. In Rpite of this fact, 
however, pl'ovi:-;ions must be made to prevent the accumulation of 
water behind the wall, and to reduce the effeet of frost action. 

For removing water that seeps into the backfill during rainstorms out
lets known as weep holeB or back drains are provided. TV eep holes are 
commonly made by embedding -:i-in. pipes in the wall, as shown in 
Figure 137 a. The vertical spacing between horizontal rows of weep holes 
should not exceed 5 ft. The horizontal spacing in a given row depends on 
the provisions made to direct the seepage water toward the weep holes. 
The cheapest but least effective method is to dump about one cubic foot 
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of cruflhed stone or gravel at th~ intako end of each weep hole. If this 
method is ufled, the horizontal spa('ing of the wpep holm; ~ho\1hl not 
exceed about .5 ft. The water that emerges from the weep ho10s seeps into 
the ground at the toe of the retaining wall whern the soil :o:hould he kept 
UH dryas possible. This unde:;irable condition can be avoirlecl hy Hubsti· 
tuting for every horizontal row of weep hole:-; a longitudinal back drain 
that extends for the full length of the back of the wall. The outlets of the 
back drains are loc[1ted beyond the ends of the wall. The most elaborate 

(b) 

FlO. 137. Diagrams illustrating method for estimating magnitude and line oC ac
tion of force against vertical section through heel of retaining wall, due to surcharge 

q' pel' unit of length parallel to cre"t uf wall. 

system of drainage in common URe is the continUOltS back drain, which 
conRists of a vertical layer of gravel covering the entire back of the wall. 
Outlets are provided at each end of the wall. 

These drainage provisions prevent the accumulation of water behind 
the wall. However, regardless of which method is used, the water flows 
out of the backfill toward the drains. Theoretical studies based on the 
flow net have shown that the Ileepage pressure as.<;ociated \"ith this 
process of percolation may considerably increase the lateral pressure 
exerted by backfills with low permeability. The values given in Figures 
135 and 136 take account of this temporary increa.<;e in earth pressure, 
because they are based on experience with retaining walls i\ith the 
customary imperfect drainage provisions. 

To prevent the saturation of backfills of types 2 and 3, Table 12, 
during the wet season, the surface i'lhould be covered by a layer of soil 
with a permeability conl';iderably smaller than that of the backfill. The 
surface should be given a slope toward a conveniently located gutter, as 
indicated in Figure 137a. 

If a water or sewer pipe is to be buried in the backfill, the pipe should 
be surrounded by a gravel drain with an outlet located in fluch a posi
tion that a break in the pipe cannot escape attention. 
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Since 1,he semiempirical method given here takes into account the 
forces exerted by the earth, by water percolating toward the back drains, 
and by various other time-conditioned agencieH, the only factor that 
requires independent consideration is frm;t action. If a backfill of types 
2 and 3 in Table 12 is saturated, the freezing of the pore water adjoining 
the back of the 'vall draws more water out of the fill toward the zone of 
freezing, and ice layers may be formed parallel to the back of the wall 
(see Article 21). If the backfill is permanently separated from the water 
table by a very permeahle or very impermeable soil stratum, it con
stitutes a closed system. In such l1 backfill the formation of ice layers 
involves merely a migration of water from the central part of the back-

(b) 

cI 

FIG. 138. (n) Frost nction in backfill of retaining wall provided only wit,h hnek
drain; (/) method or draining haekfill to prevt'nt formation of ice byers. 

fill toward the zone of freezing, but the volume anti shape of the backfill 
remain practically unaltered and the corresponding movement of the 
retaining wall is likely to be imperceptible. However, if the ground water 
rises into the backfill, the system is an open one, and the formation of ice 
layers produces an energetic outward movement of the wall, because no 
retaining wall is helx",y enough to withstand the preRSUl'C of crystalliza
tion of ice. It has been suggested that the condition may be remedied by 
the installation of a continuous gravel drain at the intersection b of the 
back of the wall and the original ground surfaee, Figure 138a. Such a 
drain would lower the water table into the position lid, but it would not 
prevent the water from being drawn by capillarity tmnnd the zone of 
freezing, as indicated by the arrows in Figure 13Ba. However, the bn,ck
fill can be transformed into a closed system by covering the entire area 
of contact between the backfill and its baHc, up to thc highest position of 
the \Yater table, with a blanket of gravel or some other highly permeable 
material (see Figure 138b). The collector drain d should be instn,I1ed 
beyond the inner boundary of tho zono of freezing, and its outlets should 
be protected againflt obstruction by ice. No serious frORt action need be 
feared if the hackfill constitutes a closed system, or if it consists of soils 
of 1,he types 1, 4, or 5. 

Estimate of earth pressure by means of theory. The magnitUde of the 
earth pressure computed on the basis of theory is smo11er than the back-
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fill pressure estimated by means of the Remiempirical procedure de
seribed in the preceding paragmphR. However, as stated previously, the 
design of a retaining wall on the hasis of thcory is jm;tifiable only if the 
physical constants of the hackfill material afC reliably known, and if 
provisions are made to take care that the pore-water pressure in the 
backfill will be permanently negligible. The COHt of satil1fying these re
quirements more than offsets the benefits from the use of the theoretical 
earth pressure in deHign, unless the retaining wall is of greater than 
ordinary height or length. In this event, hO\ve'1er, it may prove more 
economical to inveRtigate the properties of the backfill, take suitable 
measures to assure that the properties will remain conRtant, eliminate the 
possibility of excess pore-water pressure, and design the wall to with
stand only the theoretical value of the earth pressure. 

The physical soil properties that enter into the theoretical earth
pressure computations are the unit weight, the angle of internal friction, 
and the cohc:;ion. No elaborate theoretical calrmlutions are justified 
unless the values of theRe constants are determined by meanR of labora
tory tests on representative samples of the backfill material compacted 
to a density equal to that after depo15ition and compa0tion in the field. 
The following three pamgmphs summarize the procedure for getting the 
required information. 

The unit weight of soils of typeR 1 to 3 in Table 12 should be deter
mined by weighing Ramplcs that are finit saturated and then allowed to 
drain by gravity for about 30 min through perforations in the bottom of 
their containers. The sampleR I1hould be about 4 in. high. Clay is weighed 
at the water content at which it is placed in the fill. 

The angle of internal friction of fairly permeable soils, such as typeR 
1 to 3 in Table 12, can be determined by means of slow-shear tests, be
cause the void ratio of these material::; in the field can adapt itself during 
eonstruction to the change in stresses. The cohesion should be disre
garded. The coefficient of wall friction tan fj can be a..-;sumed equal to 
two thirds of tan ¢. If the fill will be subjected to traffic vibrations, or 
if it will sustain heavy surcharges of variable intensity, such as the loads 
on the floor of storage-warehouse docks, the values of tan cf> and tan fj 

should be reduced by 20 per cent. If there is a possibility that the wall 
may settle more than the backfill, the wall friction should be assumed to 
act against the wall in an upward direction. 

The angle of internal friction of clay soils, such as types 4 and 5 in 
Table 12, should be considered equal to zero. The cohesion c is roughly 
equal to one-half the unconfined compresRive strength qu of the backfill 
material as deposited behind the wall. The adhesion between the clay 
backfill and the back of the wall should be disregarded, and the value of 
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o takcn equal to zero. The effect of traffic vibmtions docs not require 
consideration. Stiff clay Hhonltl not, be m;ecl as a baekfill material unleRs 
conditiomi permit the complete and permanent cxcluHion of water from 
the fill; however, thi;; Clln seldom be accomplir-;hecl. 

During rainstorms watcr percolates through the backfill toward the 
back of the wall as shown in Figure 139a. The seepage pressure, Article 
39, exerted by the percolating water increases the earth preRsure ex
erted by backfills w~th medium permeability, types 2 and 3, Table 12, as 

(er) (b) c 

h c 

FIG. 139. Diagram showing provisiollR for drainage of bueldill behind retaining 
walls. (a) Vertical drainage layer; (IJ) inc'lined drainage layer for cohesionless back
fill; (c) horizontal drain and Rl'al combined wit.h inclined drainage layer for cohesive 

backfill; (d) bottom drain to accelerate eonsolidation of cohesive backfill. 

long as percolation continueR. This should be prevented by means of 
inclined drainage layeri:i, such as that shown in Figure 139b. The drain
age layers serve the double function of drains and protection against 
frost action. In addition, the surface of backfills of medium permeability 
should be covered with a \Yell-compacted layer of less permeable soil, as 
shown in Figure 137 a. 

A clay backfill is likely to pull away from the back of the wall to a 
depth of about Zo, equation 24.6. In order to prevent the accumulation 
of wa tel' in the open fissure during rainstorms, a drainage layer should be 
inserted between the wall and the backfill to a depth of 1.5zo below the 
crest. Sinee the uppermost layer of a clay backfill is likely to break up 
and become fairly permeable as the result of alternate wetting and dry
ing, the vertical drainage layer should be connected to an inclined 
drainage layer by a gently sloping top filter, Figure 1390. This filter 
collects the water that percolates through the top layer of clay. The 
physical properties of the wedge-shaped body of clay located between 
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the top filter amI the indined drainag-e layer can he expeNml to remain 
fairly constant, thronghout the year. 

TIlP quantity of water that percolates through it wf'll-('ollstrudcd 
lmekfiU is sO small tha.t tllPre if> no danger of the drains b(,(~OIning 
obstrueted by wlLHhed-out soil partidos, Therefore, it is not necessary 
that the grain iSize of the material:-; in the drainage layers should satisfy 
the requirements for filter layC'rR, Article 11. 

Earth pressure aaainsi nonyielding retainll1g walls. Rigid walls in a 
fixed position, sueh as the front part of U-shaped bridge ahutments or 
the side walls of deep basements, are -acted on not by the active earth 
pressure but by the earth pressure at rest. The magnitude of the earth 
preHsuro at rest is greater than the active value. It depends not only on 
the physical properties of the backfill, but also, to a large extent, on the 
method of placing the fill. Hence, the intensity of the earth pressure 
against a fixed wall can be estimated only on the ba;;is of experience. Af; 
yet, very little empirical information exists on thi:> subject. The pressure 
exerted by a loose fill againHt a low fixed wall appears to be smaller than 
that of the same backfill in a compacted state.46.2 The reRult<l of pres
sure-cell measurements on two U-shaped bridge abutments in north
western Germany indicated that the pressure of the well-compacted 
medium-sand backfill was roughly equul to the Coulomb value at any 
depth plus a constant value of about 0.13 ton per sq ft. 46

.3 

FOUNDATIONS FOR RETAINING WALLS 

I nlroduction. Experience has shown that most retaining wall failures 
are cam;ed by inadequacy of the foundations. Since an adequate founda
tion cannot be designed without at least some knowledge of the type of 
soil located beneath the base of the proposed wall, the subsoil must be 
investigated at least by primitive means. The minimum requirement for 
exploring the soil beneath the bHse of any retaining wall is to drill with a 
post-hole digger 01' Rome other convenient tool to a depth below the 
hase equal to the height of the wall. If a 'firm stratum is encountered at a 
smaller depth, the boring can be discontinued after drilling about 2 ft 
into the stratum, provided local experience or readily available geological 
evidence leaves no doubt that soft strata do not exist at greater depth. 
On the other hand, if a soft stratum extends to a depth greater than the 
height of the wall, the boring should be continued until the bottom of the 
soft stratum is encountered, or until the stiffness of the soil increases 
perceptibly. The designer should also know the depth of frost penetration 
and the depth to \\'hich the soil is broken up by seaRonal volume changes, 
::;0 that he can establiHh the base of the foundation below both of these 
depths (see Article 53). If no information can be obtained in advance, 
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the dimemdons for the foundation should not appear on 1.he plans, and 
simple instructions should be given to the engineer on the job for "elect
ing the dimensionK after the required information i~ available. 

Foundations for retaining \mIlI'; mu::;t sati:-;fy at least two conditions: 
The factor of safety against fdiding must be adequate, ana the soil 
pressure hencath the toe of the foundation should be equal to or smaller 
than the allowable soil pressure (see Artiele 54). To prevent excessive 
tilting, it is quite properly considered good practice to require that the 
rcsultant of all the forces acting on the wall above its baRe Hhould inter
sect the base within the middle third. In addition, if the subsoil is com
preRsible, the further requirement must be satisfied that the differential 
settlement of the foundation should not be exeessive. Hence, not only 
should the resultant pressure be made to fall within the kern of the base, 
but also the adequacy of every retaining wall foundation should be 
inveRtigated with respeet to sliding, maximum value of soil pressure, and 
settlement. 

Safety against sliding. The sliding of a retaining wall on its baRe is 
resisted by the friction between the Roil and the base and by the pasRive 
earth presRurc of the Roil in contact with the outer faee of the foundation. 
It is commonly required that the factor of Rafety against sliding be at 
least 1.5. 

The friction between the base and a fairly permeable soil such as a 
clean or silty Rand iR equal to the totalnOl'mal pressure on the baRe times 
the coefficient of friction f between soil and bILse. For a coarse-grained 
soil containing no silt or day the value of f may be taken as 0.55; for a 
coarse-grained Roil containing silt f = 0.45. 

If the wall rests on Hilt or clay, special precELutions are reqllired. Im
mediately before the footing is poured, about 4 in. of Roil should be 
removed over the area to be covered by concrete and replaced by a 4-in. 
layer of well-compacted Rharp-grained Ranel or Ranel and gmvel. The 
coefficient of friction between the sanel and the underlying Roil can be 
assumed as f = 0.35. However, if the llnconfinAcl compressive strength 
qu of the underlying soil i8 leRs than twice the friction[11 resiRtance be
neath any p[l,l·t of the base, the slip will take place by shear in the soil at 
some distance below the baHe. If the normal preSi:lurc increases from zero 
at the heel to p at the toe, as shown in Figure 140a, failure between az 
and d would occur by sliding along the contact between the sancllayer 
and the underlying soil, and between d and al by Rhear in the Roil itself. 
If the preRsure on the hase has a uniform value p per unit of area, the 
sliding resistance per unit of area of the hase is equal to tllP. Rmaller of the 
two valnes fp and qu/2. 

The second force that resists the sliding of the baRe iH the paHsive earth 
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pre::;sure of the !'ioil in front of the buried part of the wall. Within the 
zone of seasonal ('hanges of moisture and tom perature, the pa...;sh·e earth 
pressure is a mthC'r unreliable rc"istancc. The pre~cnce of root hole:> may 
make thr, soil :;1) eompresKible that the pa .. -;,..;ive rp,;istance does not be
come effective until the wall has advaTI!~ed through a comiclerable 
distance. If the suhsoil contains "ilt und the water tahle is close to the 
surface, ice layerH may he formed during; the winter in the upper part of 
the soil (flee Article 21). During the t3UbSelluent thaw the soil may be-
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FIG. 140. (a) Approximate distrihution of contlll1t pre&luro on base of retaining 
wall if resultant forec inll'rReds base at outer third-pointi (IJ) diagram showing 
resiRtunee to sliding if uUC'onfined compressive strength of soil heneath base is less 
than twice the frietional resistance ht;l,wcen bas!' and underlying soil; (c) base of 

reLaining wall supported by vertical and batter piles. 

come so soft that its pa,;i"ive resistance ifl negligible. Because of these 
possibilities, the paRsive earth pres/mre should be disregarded unless local 
conditions permit reliable evaluation of its lower limiting value. 
I If the factor of safety with respect to slieling cannot be raised to 1.5 
without the construction of an excessively heavy foundation, it is likely 
to be more economical to establish the wall on a pile foundation, as 
shown in Figure 140c. The vertical forces are carried by vertical piles, 
an<l the horizontal ones by baiter pncs, driven at an angle to the vertical. 
The practice of driving some of the piles beneath the foundatioIlli of 
retaining wall:; on a batter is by no means univen.;al, because vertical 
piles can be driven more cheaply. However, :-:ince the resistance against 
horizontal displacement offered by the upper part of vertical piles in soft 
Roil is very small, the absence of batter piles is likely to be associated 
with a gradual outward movement of the wall. Some bridge abutments 
supported by pile foundations without batter piles have advanced in the 
course of time until the tension members have started to buckle owing to 
axial compl'ession.46 .4 If the weight of the backfill exceeds about one
half the bearing capacity of the 1mbsoil, the progressive movement of the 
retaining wall or abutment is likely to he excessive, even if the foundation 
is provided with enough batter piles to resist the backfill pressure. Under 
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these circumstances, it may be neressary to substitute lightweight 
material for the ordinary types of backfill, or even to alter the layout of 
the entire project to eliminate the fill. Solid bridge abutments, for 
example, may be less desirable than open abutments through which the 
backfill extends on a slope. The roadway immediately behind the abut
ment is then carried on a structure rnther than on a fill. 

Allowable soil pressure and settlement. If the resultant of all the forces 
acting on the wall above its base illtcr::>ccts the base of the foundation at 
the outer third-point, the contact preHSUl'C on the base increaRes roughly 
from zero at the heel to twice the average preRsure at the toe. Therefore, 
the process of backfilling commonly produces an outward tilt of the wall. 
If the wall rests on a firm soil, such as a dense sand or a st,iff sand-clay 
mixture, the tilt of the wall will be imperceptible provided the pressure 
beneath the toe does not exceed the nJlowable pressure for the given soil 
(see Article 54). On the other hanel, if the wall rests on a very compress
ible soil, such as soft clay, the tilt Can become very large. Progressive 
consolidation of the clay beneath the toc may cause the tilt to increase 
for many years. The increased tilt causeR the center of gravity of the 
wall to advance and the soil pressure under thc toe to increase further, 
until finally the wall may fail by overturning. Hence, if a wall rests on a 
very compressible soil, the foundation must be designed in such a way 
that the point of application of the resultlLnt pressure is located close to 
the midpoint of the bU8e. 

If a retaining wall seryes as a bridge abutment, a tilt of the wall 
changes the clearancc betwecn the abutments. At some bridges, the 
clearance decrcaRos until the superstructure acts as a spaccr,4!l.4 whereas 
at others the clearance increases and threatens to exceed the span of the 
superstructure. A movement of the Recond type can occur only if the 
subsoil of the backfill contains a fairly thick layer of compressible soil such 
as peat or soft clay. Dndor the weight of the fill thc layer compreHses, and 
the area beneath the backfill settles. Since the abutment is located near 
the edge of tho loaded area, itR base becomes inclined, and the wall tilts 
toward the backfill. The backward tilt due to this caURe may be much 
greater than the forward tilt caused by the pressure of the backfill. 

These considerations serve to indicate that the foundation of a re
taining wall requires even more careful attention than that of an ordinary 
building. The general principles that govcrn the design of foundations 
are discusRed in Articles 53, 54, and 5(i. 

FIELD OBSERVATIONS 

Further improvement in the design and construction of retaining 
·walls cannot be anticipated until information is available concerning 
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the actual performance of ordinury retaining walls backfilled in the 
r'llstomary mftllllPrS and con('emillg the effectivenPHs of drains intended 
to eliminate the pure-water pre~Rure in compacted backfills. Hence, field 
observations are npeclerl to provide datu, of both kinds. 
~o empirical mit's ean be more reliable than the observations on 

whil'h they are hased. Yet the observational data which form the basis of 
the existing empirical rules for estimating IJackfiU pres~ures are meager 
llnd inadequate. Hecord:-; concerning the behavior of actual retaining 
'mIls Reldom contain more than a vague de.':1cription of the backfill 
material, and the data concerning dbplacemcRts are generally limited to 
E'vidf'nce every easual obHerver can see. Hence, the important field of 
estimating backfill pressure:; on a scmiempirieal haf.;is still contains 
much room for improvement. Progress can he marIe only by observing 
retaining wnJls in the fit:'ld for a nnmb('r of years and by publishing and 
interpreting the results. 

The reeords of observations made for the purpose of improving the 
semiempirieal basis of design should contain an adequate description of 
the soil used as a backfill, the method of cvnMructing the baekfiJ1, the 
provisions for drainage, the time of Y('l1f whon the backfill was placed, 
the average annual rainfall, and the depth of frost penetration. This 
information should be accompanied by a sketch that shows a cross sec
tion of the wall and a profile of the subsoil that leaves no doubt regarding 
the foundation conditions. The backfill samples can be obtained by 
means of a post-hole digger, and the description of the backfill material 
should contain the results of all of the pertinent identification tests 
listed in Table 5, page 38. The observations on the wall should include 
measurements of the tilt and of the horizontal displaeement of the crest. 
The measurements should be made at least four times each year, at the 
end of every season. 

The displacement of retaining walls due to frost action is practically 
an unexplored phenomenon. Yet, periodic mea.<,'Urements of tilt or dis
placement for a period of a few years could determine whether the 
observed movement" are caused by frost action. If frost action is found 
to be the responsible agent, the structure of the ice in the frozen zone 
should be investigated by excavating along the back of the wall before 
the spring thaw. 

The records of observations on large retaining walls designed on the 
basis of earth-pressure theory should also include the results of all soil 
tests made prior to construction and of the periodic measurement of the 
pore-water pressure at several suitably located points in the backfill. 
Measurements of earth pressure against the back of the wall are desir
able but not essential. 
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No Hatisfactory basi~ will be found for the design of rigid walIR that 
cannot yield at the creRt until numerOUfl records are available of the 
earth preflsure exerted against such walls in the field. The few available 
data hayo been obtained by meam; of prcRsure cells that had a smalln.rea 
compared to j,hat of the bnck of the wall, and, U,I; 11 consequence, the 
results are mther ermtic. ]\lore reliable information could be secured by 
the use of de\'ices that measure the average pressure on fairly large 
areas. 

SUl.\IMARY 

In connection with the design of retaining wallK, the planning of 
adequate drainage provisionR and a careful consideration of the founda
tion conditions are more important thun a correct evaluation of the 
earth pressure. The pres.~ure exerted by the backfill can be estimated 
either on the basiB of semi empirical rules or o1::;e by means of earth
pressure theory. The first method has the same drawbacks as the 
evaluation of the Rafe loa,d on piles by means of pile formulas, Article 
56. Some wall:-; designed according to this method :1rC exccssively safe, 
others are barely Htable, amI occasionally a wall bils. N evertholess, 
for routine jobs the firHt method is cheaper and preferable. The Hoc(md 
method requires that the backfill and the drainage system be con
structed in strict compliance with the conditions imposed by the theory. 
The time and lahor involved in this process arc not jw;tified, unleHs the 
retaining wnll constitutes a prominent part of an individual job or has a 
height exceeding about 20 ft. 

Further progroRs in the design and construction of retaining walls 
cannot be expected without observations made on full-sized retaining 
walls in the field, to determine the seasonal variations in the condition 
of the backfill and their effect on the wall. 
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ART. 47. DRAINAGE PRIOR TO EXCAVATION 

INTRODUCTION 

On many jobs, such aR the installation of underground utilities, the 
construction of deep basements for buildings, and the preparation of 
foundations for dams, the soil must be excavated to a level beneath the 
water table, and the flow of water into the excavation mURt be eliminated 
or reduced to an inconsequential amount. To control the inflow of water, 
a system of drains must be established either during or, preferably, 
before removal of the soil. The sides of the excavation are given a slope 
adequate to maintain stability, or else they are made vertical and are 
braced with some type of lateral support, Article 48. 

In an excavation with given dimensions, extending to a given depth 
below the water table, the quantity of water that must be disposed of 
and the time required for draining the surrounding Hoil depend on the 
permeability and the compressibility of the soil. On average jobs the 
planning of' the drainage provisions does not require accurate informa
tion concerning the permeability of the subsoil. Hence, on stIch jobs no 
soil investigations need be made other than the routine tests (Table 5, 
page 38) on spoon samples obtained from the exploratory drill holes. 
On ltLrgc jobs pumping tests arc eommonly made. On every job, regard
less of size, the method of drainage and the location of the points at 
which water will be pumped require careful consideration. 
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METHODS OF DltAINA.GE 

To obtain l'latilifaetory resultR at least expense, the method of drainage 
should be adapted to the average permeability of the Roil surrounding the 
Rite, to the depth of the cut with reference to the water table, and, on 
small jobs, to the type of equipment mOl'lt readily available at the site. 
The permeabilit.y of the soils that const.itute most natural deposits, 
with the probable exception of those that are wind-laid, varies consider-

COEFFICIENT OF PER\IEABILITY Oh' COMMON NATURAL SOIL FORMATIONS 

Formation 

Riller Deposits 
Rhone at Genissiat 
Small streams, eafltern Alps 
Missouri 
]Hississippi 

Glarial J)P.po,~its 

Outwash plains 
Esker, \Vostficld, Mass. 
Delta, Chicopee, Mass. 
Till 

Wind Deposits 

Dune Rand 
Loess 
Loess loam 

Lacu.qtrine anrlllfarine Offshore Deposits 

Very fine uniform sand, U = 5 to 2 
Bull's liver, Sixth Ave., N. Y., U = 5 to 2 
Bull's liver, Brooklyn, U = 5 
Clay 

Value of lc (cm/sec) 

Up to 0.40 
0.02 to 0.16 
0,02 to 0,20 
0.02 to 0.12 

0,05 to 2,00 
0.01 to 0.13 
0.0001 to 0,015 
Less than O. 0001 

0.1 to 0.3 
0.001 ± 
0.0001 ± 

0.0001 to 0.0064 
0.0001 to 0.0050 
0.00001 to 0.0001 
Less than 0.0000001 

ably from point to point. The extreme limitR within which the coefficient 
of permeability k has been found to vary in individual representative 
deposits of the most common types are given in TaHe 14. 

According to their coefficients of permeability soils may be divided 
into five groups as indicated in Table 15. Soils of high permeability are 
rarely encountered, and, when they 8.re, they commonly alternate in the 
ground with less permeable layers. Practic8.11y impervious soils, such as 
clays, are very common. 

Until the end of the last century the drainage of open excavations was 
generally accomplished by conducting the water that seeped into the 
excavation to shallow pits or timbered shafts called sumps and by pump-
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ing it. ont of the'K(' pitK. On small joh~ thi" methml of l'urnpin!!: is ~till 
practiced. The principII' of the method is illnstrut.ml by the left~hallli ;.:ide 
of Fignl'£l 141, which repre:-5ent.s a vertical ;.:cction throllgh a, widn cxc'aVtl
tion with :;Ioping Rides. Most of ihe wlltrr emergeil from the toes of the 
Rlopcs. It is dh'crlpd through dminage ditches into onp or sevfm.ll sumps 
S. At each sump a pump is installed that lifts the water into a discharga 
pipe. 

FIG. 141. Position of water table while pumping from Rumps (left) and from well 
points (right), Hoi! conditionR lead to failure by heave in spite of pumping unless 

lJllJoder wells B uro insb.lIed. 

The method of pumping from :mmps has Reveml disadvantageR. First 
of all, it invites softening and Hloughing of the lower part of the slopes. 
because in thiR region the Heepage velocity and, a..; a consequence, the 
.'>cepage pressures are greatest, Articles 39 and 40. Second, since every 
natural soil stratum is more or less nonuniform, the water emergell in the 
form of springs. If the Hoil contains layers or pockets of fine sand or 

TABLE 15 

CLASSIFICATION OF SOlI,S ACCORDING TO THEIR 

COEFh'ICIENTS m' PERMEABILITY 

Degree of Permeability 

High 
Medium 
Low 
Very low 
Practically impermeable 

Value of k (em/sec) 
Ovor 10-1 

10-1 to 10-3 

10-3 to 10-5 

10-6 to 10-1 

Less than 10-7 

coarse silt, the Rprings are likely to discharge a mixture of soil and water 
instead of clear water. Springs of this type located on the bottom of the 
excavation are known as boils. Starting at the boils, underground erosion 
may work backward and form tunnels. The collapse of the roofs of the.''3e 
tunnels leads to Rubsidence of the ground Rurface surrounding the 
excavation, to slumping of the slopes, or to failure of the lateral supports, 
Articles 59 arid 61.47

•
1 
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The probability of the formation of boils can be reduced by surround
ing the excavation with a row of sheet piles driven to some distance below 
grade. The sheet piles intercept the Heepage through all the strata 
located abo\'e the lower edge of the sheet-pile wall and reduce the 
hydraulic gradient at which the water rises toward the bottom of the 
exca\Tation. Yet, if the Roil conditions are unfavorable, even sheet piles 
may not prevent the formation of boils with all their undesirable 
consequences. On RmaU jobs, Huch as the excavation of shallow timbered 
cuts in fine-grained water-bearing Roill'l, attempts are often made to 
prevent the formation of boilB by dumping grayel into the cut wherever 
the soil haB a tendency to rise with the water, but this procedure is slow 
and hazardous. On a lt1rge job, such as the excavation for the foundation 
of a dam, it may be entirely impracticable. 

Accidents and serious delays may also be caused by the hydrostatic 
pressure acting on the base of a continuous relatively impervious layer, 
such as ab in Figure 141, located beneath the bottom of the excavation. 
The seepage toward the excavation lowers the piezometric level of only 
the body of water located above ab, whereas that below ab remains un
changed. If a piezometric tube i" in:-;talled at a point locnted below ab, 
the water riRes in this tube to the level of the origina,l water table. If 

h = vertical distance between ab and the original wa,ter table 
hl = vertical difltance between au and the bottom of the excavation 
'Yw = unit weight of water 

'Y = unit weight of soil, solid and water combined 

the pressure on ab due to the weight of the overlying soil is ,,(hI, and the 
hydrostatic upward pressure is "(wh. If 'Ywh is greater than 'Yhl, and if ab 
is fairly horizontal, the bottom of the excavation rises bodily. This 
phenomenon is known as a heave. On the other hand, if ab if; very uneven, 
the ground heaves only in those places where hi is least. Such a local 
heave is sometimes referre(l to aK a blow. 

HISTORIUAL REVIEW OF DRAINAGE TECHNIQUES 

The fil'st attempts to replace the method of pumping from shallow 
pits by less hazardous procedures were made between 1870 and 1890 in 
England and Germany. The shallow snmpl'l were replaced by filter wells 
with a diameter of 3 or -:I: ft. Toward the end of the century it was 
realized that the efficiency of the new procedure could be improved by 
reducing the l'lpacing between wells. This fact led to methods of drainage 
by pumping from rows of wells. The development of these methods took 
place along different lines in Europe and in the United States. 
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-In Europe it became rustomary to provide ea('h weU with a casing 
8 in. in diameter and to pllmp thfl water out of the casing through a 
6-in. Ruction tube. The wells werf~ ~pa(,f'd from 20 to 40 ft. The procedure 
is referred to as the Siemens method, be('au~c it was developed by the 
Siemens Ban Union in Berlin. TheorieH were estahliRhed for computing 
the depth to which the wells should be drilled 011 a briven job and for 
estimating the quantity of water that would have to be pumped at a 
given average coefficient of permeability of the ,mbRoil.47•2 

In the United States the use of filter \yells did not receive serious 
attention until about 1920 when the well-point method was introduced. 
In contrast to the Siemens method, which consists of pumping from 
large-diameter wells spaced at tenR of feet, the well-point system con
sists of drawing the water from wells with a diameter of about 2 in., 
spaced at 3 to 6 ft. 

In both the Siemens and the weH-point methods the upper ends of the 
wells are connected by a horizontal header pipe that leads to the pump. 
The header pipe is commonly im,talled on a berm loeated close to the 
original water table. Because of the limited height to which water can be 
lifted in a suction tube, the water table cannot he lowered more than 
about 20 ft below its original position. Hence, if a project calls for drain
ing the soil to a. depth of more than 16 or 18 ft, either the water table 
must be lowered by stages, or else the pumping must be done from wells 
by means of deep-well pumps that can lift \Yater from any depth below 
the mouth of the well. 

Soon after the methods of drainage by pumping from batteries of 
wells came into general use, it was fOlmd that they were ineffective un
less the soil had at least medium permeability. AP, the effective grain 
size DlO decreased below about 0.1 mm, the time required for draining 
the site of an exclLvation increased rapidly, and, if D10 was leRR than 0.05 
mm, pumping from welIR did not accomplish its purpose. To prevent the 
rise of the bottom of excavations in cohesionless soils with effective size 
Rmaller than 0.05 mm, several different methods were devi'led. 

Starting about 1930, attomptH were made in Germany to solidify the 
soil located below tho bottoms of proposed excavations by the succe&~ve 
injection of two different chemicals that react in the voids of the soil and 
form an insoluble gel. This procedure, known as the Joosten method, is 
very expensive, and, if the Roil contains layerR with Imv permeability, it 
is usually ineffective. As a consequence, its practical usefulne&"i in con
nection with excavations is very limited. In the United States it was 
observed that fine-grained soils such as coarse silt could be consolidated 
by maintaining a vacuum in the riser pipes of well points. Thitl observa
tion led to the development between 1925 and 1930 of the vacuum 
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method. Finally, in about 1934, attempts were made to consolidate fine
grained soils by the electro-osmotic process. This procedure is called the 
eZectro-o8motic method. 

The following paragraphs contain brief discussions of the principal 
methods of drainage and of the conditions for their success. The effects 
of drainage on adjoining property are discussed in Article 61. 

SIEMENS METHOD 

The wcll casings commonly have a diameter of 8 in. For a length of 
15 to 30 ft, measured from their lower ends, they are perforated and 
surrounded by a brass mesh that acts as a strainer. The best results are 
obtained if the width of the mesh openings lies between the grain di
ameters D6D and D75 of the surrounding soil (see definitions in Article 5). 
The spacing between ,veIls ranges from 40 ft for very permeable soils to 
20 ft fo~ the lea.'3t permeable soils that can be drained effectively. 

WELL-POINT METHOD 

The term well point refers to the lower perforated end of a 2-in. or 
2!-in. pipe, commonly 40 in. long, that serves the double purpose of well 
casing and suction tube. The perforations are covered by a wire mesh. 
The well points are jetted into the ground at a spacing of 3 to 6 ft. 47

•
3 

If a series of well points is located beneath a continuous stratum with 
relatively low permeability, the soil above this stratum is likely to re
main undraincd. To avoid such an incident and to improve the efficiency 
of well points in soils of low permeability the following procedure is 
commonly used. After a well point is jetteu into the ground, the pressure 
in the jetting water is increased, whereupon the soil surrounding the riser 
pipe is scoured out, and a cylindrical hole is formed. During this process 
all the fine particles of the soil that formerly occupied the scoured space 
are washed out of the ground, but the coarser particles that remain and 
accumulate in the lower part of the hole form a cylindrical filter. If 
the wash water fails to produce a scouring effect, the hole is made by 
mechanical means, and the filter iH constructed by shoveling sand into 
the hole. 

Drainage of a narrow cut can usually be accomplished by pumping 
from a single row of well points located on one side of the cut, provided 
the depth of the cut is considerably less than the depth to which the 
water table can be lowered by the well points. Otherwise, two rows of 
well points are required, one on eaeh side of the cut. The cost of pumping 
is usually small compared to that of transporting and installing the well 
points, unleHs the soil contains very permeable layers. If the exploratory 
borings indicate the presence of exceptionally permeable layers, a 
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pumping test Rhould be made for the purpose of estimating the capacity 
of the pumps that will be required. In all other instances it is justifiable 
to select the pumping equipment on the basis of empirical rules. Com
monly, one 6-in. self-priming pump is installed for every 500 or 600 ft 
of the length of the row of well points. If the height to which the water 
has to be lifted ahove the level of the header pipe is not excessive, a 
20-hp motor is sufficient. The drainage require$ between about 2 and 6 
days.47.4 
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FIG. 142. Drainage of deep cut (a) by multiple-stage setup of well points and (b) by 
mel1IlS of deep-well pumps. 

MULTIPLE-STAGE SETUP AND DEEP-WELL DRAINAGE 

Figure 142 is a section through an open cut with a depth of 50 ft 
below the original water table. By means of the uppermost set of well 
points a, the water table can be lowered only to the level of point b, at a 
depth of less than 20 ft below a. In order to carry the excavation to a 
lower level, a Fiecond row of well points interconnected by a header pipe 
must be installed several feet above the level of point b, and so on. Such 
an arrangement is known as a multiple-stage setup. One row of well 
points is required for about every 15 ft of the depth, and an additional 
row may be needed along the toe of the slope. 

Regardless of the number of stages, the average thickness of the in
clinecl layer of soil that is drained cannot be increased to more than 
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about 15 ft, Figure 142a. Beneath this layer the soil is acted on by the 
seepage pressure of the percolating water. If the depth of the cut is 
many times greater than 15 ft, the drained layer is only Rkin deep 
compared to the thickness of the mass of soil adjoining the slope. The 
seepage pressures acting within this mass may compromise the stability 
of the slopes. To avoid this risk the flow of seepage must be intercepted 
before it enters the space located beneath the "IOpOR. Tllls can be done hy 
pumping from a sories of deep wells f, Figure 14211, located near tho 
upper edge of the slope. The diameter of theRe wells must bo large enough 
to permit the installation of deep-well pumps within the casings. The 
greatest officiency can be obtained by the nse of electrically operated 
multistage centrifugal pumps mOlmtetl on ,'erticaI shafts. To prevent 
sloughing of the toes of the slopes, the small quantity of water that flows 
through the gaps between the wells is removed through a row of well 
points g. 

If the soil profilo is fairly uniform, the spacing between the deep wells 
should be determined on the basis of a theoretical study of the flow of 
water toward the out. Such an inveHtigation is economicn,lly justified, 
because deep-well pumps are very expem;ive. The success of drainage by 
pumping from deep wells depends primarily on the efRcacy of the 
men.sures taken to prevent the strainers from becoming clogged with fine 
particles. 

BLEEDER WELLS 

Since pumping from "lvell points or filter wells lowers the water table 
to elevations everywhere bolow the slope or subgrade, the risk of slumps 
is eliminated. This is an important advantage over the method of pump
ing from open sumps. However, as previously explained, if the lower ends 
of the well points or filter wells arc located above a relatively impervious 
stratum, such as ab in Figure 141, a hea,Ye or 11 blow may occur in spite 
of the drainage achieved by pumping from the wells. To prevent such 
accidents outlets must be provided for the water lorated below the 
obstructing layer. These outletR are known aR bleeder wells. The simplest 
method for constructing bleeder wells is to jet well points into the ground, 
to wash an annular space around tho riser pipe, and to fill this space with 
coarse sand. 

The saturated unit weight I' of most soils is roughly equal to twice the 
unit weight 'Yw of water. Hence, as a rule, the condition for a heave 
or blow, 

'Y1t! < 'Ywh 

is not satisfied unless h, Figure 141, is greater than 2h1• However, in some 
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Hoil formations the water rist's in piezomrtric tuhefl to greater elevations 
from deeper water-bearing Rtrata than from :.;trata np[lrf\r tlH~ ground 
surface. This if' known ttf' an nrtf'8ian condition. If such a condition pre
vailI', a heave or blow may oren!', even if 11 is eonsiderahly Ief'.'"i than 2h1• 

To detect the existence of artesian conditions the exploratory holes 
should be drilled to a depth of at least h t1nd preferably 1.5h below 
subgrade level. Whenever a spoon sample is taken, the water should be 
allowed to rifle in the caRing until 
its level becomes" stationary, and 
the elevation of the water level 
should be determined. 

VACUUM METHOD 

If the average effective grain size 
DlO of the Roil is smaller than about 
0.05 mm, the methods of gravity 
drainage described in the preceding 
paragraph:; fail to produce the de
sired results, because the water is 
retained in the voids of the soil by 
capillary forces. However, the Htabil-
ization of very fine-grained soils can 
be accornplh;hed at least gradually 
by maintaining a vacuum in the 
filters that Rurround the well points, 

Scma' Fillet; 
Voids tinder . 

VClC(/V!77 

Waler L.t!'ve/ 
~~ In FilTer 
,' .... 

FIG. 143. Diagram illustrating prin-
Figure 1...1:3. Before the vacuum is pro- ciple of the vacuum method of drainage. 
duced, hoth the upper surface of the 
fine-grainecl layer and the soil surrounding the filter are acted on by the 
pressure Pa of the atmoHphere, approximately 1 ton per Hq ft. After the 
vacuum has heen produced, the pressure on the Hoil around the filters is 
almost equal to zero, where!l.'l that on the surface of the layer remains 
equal to Pa. As a consequence water is gradually flqueezed out of the soil 
into the evacuated filters, until the effective preHSure in the soil adjoining 
the row of well points has increa:;ed by an amount equal to the atmos
pheric pressure. At the same time the shearing resistance of the soil 
increases by an amount equal to PIt tan cp, where cp is the angle of intemal 
friction of the soil. This process is very similar to the stiffening of clay 
due to desiccation, Article 21. 

The following method is used to construct a filter that can be evacu
ated. After the well point is jetted into the ground, the pressure of the 
jetting water is increased until a hole with a diameter of 10 to 12 in. has 
been scoured out. While the water is still flowing, sand is shoveled into 
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the hole until the top of the Rand reaches an elevation a few feet below 
the surface of the fine-grained stratum. The water itl then turned off, 
and the rest of the hole is filled with clay or silt which acts as a Real, 
Figure 143. 

The reRults that can be obtained by this method are iIIustmted by 
Figure 144, which shows an open excavation in an organic silt with an 

Courte81J ],f oretrench Corp 

FIG. 144. Open excavation in Camden, N, J., in soft organic Ailt after cunRolidation 
by the vacuum method. 

average effective grain size leAS than 0.01 mm. Ninety-five per cent of the 
soil passed the 200-mesh screen (0.07 mm). The hottom of the excavation 
was about 16 it below the original ,Yater table. Before pumping, the 
silt was so soft that the crane, visible in the Imekgrmmd, had to be 
moved on a runway of heavy timbers. After two weeks of pumping 
the soil was so stiff that the sides of the excavation did' not require 
lateral support. The distinct marks left by the excavating tools indi
cate the high degree of cohesion that the soil acquired during the proc
ess of pumping .. 

Figure 145 shows an open excavation in silt at the site of Bonneville 
Dam in Oregon, after consolidation by the vacuum method. The effec
tive size of the silt was about 0,015 mm, and the uniformity coefficient 
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about 3. Ninety-five per cent of thi;:; Hoil also pasHed the 20D-mesh Rcmen. 
When the vaeuum method is used, the well points are commonly spaced 
at 3 ft. The pumping equipment iH the same as that for draining soils of 
medium permeability. One G-in. pump is used for every 500 ft of the 
length of a row of well points. In addition, one or two vacuum pumps are 
attached to the header-pipe lines. One 20-hp motor is sufficient to oper
ate the entire pump aggregate. Because of the low permeability of the 

CourllJB1j MOTatrench Corp; 

FIG. 145. Open excavation in soft silt at site of Bonneville Dam, Ore., after con
solidation by the vaCUUm method. 

soil, the water pump discharges for short periods only. The vacuum 
pumps operate continually. The success of the method depends to a large 
extent on the quality of the vacuum pumps and on the skill and ex
perience of the foreman. 

After a soil has been drained by the vacuum method, the soil particles 
are held together by an effective pressure equal to the unbalanced 
atmospheric pressure, but the voids are completely filled with water. 
Hence, if the structure of the soil is very loose like that of a real quick
sand, it is conceivable that a sudden shock produced by an occurrence 
such as pile driving or blasting may cause a collapse of the structure 
associated with spontaneous liquefaction, Article 17. However, no 
accident of this kind has yet come to public attention. 
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DRAINAGE BY ELECTRO-OSMOSIS 

The principle of this method has been explained in Article 21. In the 
few practical applications made thus far, the well-point cathodes have 
been spaced at about 30 ft, and the ~Ll1odes have been placed midway 
between them. Both anodes and cathodes were about 21 ft long. 

Experience with the electro-osmotic method has not yet been ex
tensive enough to permit general statements concerning its applicability 
and economy. The procedure appears best suited to the drainage of silts 
and silty clays. If the well points are established just outRide the limits of 
excavations made in these materiuJR, the seepage water enters the well 
points instead of percolating toward the slopes and the bottom of the 
excavation. This effect alone may in some cases suffice to prevent slump
ing and heave. 

The amount of electric energy required to drain a soil depends to a 
great extent on the type and Rize of excavation, on the chemical com
position of the ground water, and on the length of time during which the 
excavation has to be protected. On the few large excavations drained so 
far by this method, the required energy per cubic yard of excavated 
material was found to range between 0..1 and 1.0 bv-hr. On the other 
hand, in one instance when a small exeavation was made, the consump
tion was as high as 10 kw-hr per cu yd. The effect of substances con
tained in the ground watcr, such as dissolved salts, on the energy re
quired per cubic yard is not yet known. However, the presence of such 
substances can increase the amount considerably. 

Reliable method:;; for estimating the energy requirements on the basis 
of the results of laboratory tents on representative soil samples are not 
yet available. For the drainage of silty soils the vacuum method ap
pears to be preferable, because it is economical, and the cost of drainage 
can be reliably e"timated in advance. Hence, the legitimate field of 
application of the electro-osmotic method seems to be the drainage of 
soils too fine to be stabilized by the vacuum method. However, final 
conclusions regarding the relative merits of the two methods cannot be 
reached until the electro-osmotic method advances out of the experi
mental stage.47 .5 

SUMMARY OF METHODS OF DRAINAGE 

The quantity of water that flovvs toward an excavation with given 
dimensions and the methods that can be used to best advantage for 
draining the excavation depend primarily on the average permeability 
of the adjoining soil. On small jobs the permeability nan be estimated 
with sufficient accuracy on the busis of the results of the routine tests 
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performed on spoon Ramples from the exploratory boring;;;. On large jobs 
pumping tests may be appropriutf1. 

To determine whether or not bleedrr wells nrc require!i, the exploratory 
borings should be drilled to a depth below Huhgrade equul at least to the 
vertical distance between the originul wuter toNe and the subgrade 
level. As often as a spoon sample is taken, the water should be allowed 
to rise in the casing, and the elevation to which it ri'les should appear 
in the boring record. I 

Excavations in soils with high permeability (k greater than 0.1 em per 
sec) or in very dense mixed-grained Hoils uf medium permeability 
(k between 10-1 and 10-3 em per ::;ec) can as a rule be drained without 
undue risk by pnmping from open sumps. 

Under favorable conditions uniform soils of medium permeability 
can also be <lrainetl without mishap by pumping from sum}»". However, 
this procedure involves the possibility of the formation of boils on the 
bottom of the excavation, associated with underground erosion and 
subsidence of the area surrounding the excavation. To avoid this risk it 
is preferable to drain soils of medium permeability by pumping from 
well points or filter wells. The drainage of the Roil prior to excavation 
requires 2 to 6 days. 

The greatest depth to which the water table can be lowered by draw
ing the water from one set of wells or well points is about 18 ft. If the 
bottom of the proposed excavation is located at a greater depth, a 
mUltiple-stage setup is required. Two or more header pipes must be 
installed at a vertical spacing of 15 ft. If the depth of the excavation 
exceeds 50 or 60 ft, it is preferable to drain the Roil adjoining the site 
by means of deep-well pumps operating within the casings of large
diameter wells. 

Uniform SOilR of low permeability (k between 10-3 and 10-5 em per 
sec) cannot be drained by pumping either from sumps or from wells. 
Such soils can be stabilized most succes!'ifully by the ,'acuum method. 
The quantity of water that can be drawn out is very small, but, if the 
pumping iR kept up for a period of several weeks, the Roil may become so 
stiff that the sides of excavations up to 15 ft deep can be established at a 
slope angle of GO° to 70° without risk of failure. 

Fine silts and uniform silty soils with a coefficient of permeability 
between about 10-5 and 10-7 em per sec may be so soft that they will 
rise in the bottom of an excavation having even a moderate depth. Yet, 
they cannot be drained by any existing method at reasonable expense. 
Hence, excavations in soft soils of this category mUtit be made by dredg
ing or by the compressed-air method. Fortunately, :mils of this category 
are seldom encountered. 
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Soils ,vith a coefficient of permeability leAs than about 10-7 em per sec 
are with few exceptions very cohesive. They cannot he drained by any 
practicable means, but drainage is seldom necessary, because the shear
ing strength is normally great enough to maintain the stability of the 
bottom of an open excavation of moderate depth. The depth to which an 
excavation can be made in such a soil without the risk of a rise of the 
bottom can be increased only by redueing the side slopes, or, if the sides 
of the excavation are vertical, by increasing the depth of penetration of 
the sheet piles that constitute part of the lateral support (Hee Article 
48). 
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ART. 48. LATERAL SUPPORTS IN OPEN CUTS 

INTRODUCTION 

Open cuts may be intended to remain open permanently, like those for 
highways or railways, or they may be only temporary, to be backfilled 
after they have served their purpose. The sides of permanent earth cutA 
are commonly inclined at slopes not steeper than It to 1, Article 49, or 
olse they are supported by retaining walls, Article 4G. On the other hanel, 
the Rides of temporary cuts are made as steep as the Roil conditions per
mit without risk of slope failure, Figures 144 and 145, or they arc made 
vertical and are braced against each other. The choice depends on the 
relative costs and the restrictions imposed by the local conditions on the 
width of the cut. 

This article deals with the design of the bracing in temporary cuts 
with vertical sides. If the bottom of a cut is to be located below the water 
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table, the soil adjoining the cut iH draine(l before or during ('xcavation. 
Therefore, the design of the hracing can usually he made without 
considering the pOf;ition of the water table. 

The data needed as a basis for adequate def;i~ of the fiy:4em of bracing 
depend primarily on the depth of the cut. Therefore, it is convenient to 
distinguish between shallow cuts with a depth IN;i' than about 20 ft and 
deep cuts with a greater depth. The bracing of shallow cuts such as 
trenches for the installation of sewers or water mains is more or less 
Rtandanlized. The customary Rystems can be uRed safely under very 
different soil conditions. Since refinements in the design of such HYstems 
would be uneconomical, only a general soil rcconnaisf'anre is needed in 
advance of construction, and no computations of earth preH.'lure are re
quired. On the other hand, in the design of the bracing of deep cuts such 
as those for subways, the dimensions of the cut and the character of the 
adjoining Roil should be considered, because the savings that can be 
realized from such a procedure are likely to be very much greater than 
the cost of obtaining the data for de~ign. In order to ohtain adequate 
information concerning the character of the soil, tube-sample borings or 
penetration tests may be needed in addition to the standard exploratory 
borings. 

In the past the design of the bracing of deep cuts was usually based on 
the as,mmption that the earth pre;;sure increased like a hydrostatic 
pressure in simple proportion to the depth below the surface. However, 
both theory, Article 32, and experience have shown that this a.'lsumption 
is rarely justified. Hence, the discussion of deep cuts in the second part of 
this article includes the methods for designing bracing on the basis of 
the real pressure distribution. 

BRACING OF SHALLOW CUTS 

In cohesive SOilR, cuts with vertical sides can theoretically be made to a 
depth He, equation 24.8, without bracing. The values of He for clays of 
various consistencies are approximately as follows: 

Very Soft. Soft Medium 
He (ft) <5 5-10 10-18 

Stiff and very stiff clays arc likely to be jointed or fissured, and, as a 
consequence, the value of He may be as low as 10 ft. The value of He for 
cohesive sand depends on the degree of cohesion i it commonly lies be
tween 10 and 15 ft, but H may be considerably greater. 

In reality, if a cut with entirely unsupported vertical sides is made in 
cohesive soil, tension cracks are likely to appear on the surface of the 
ground adjoining the cut a few hours or days after excavation. The 
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presence of such cracks considerably reduces the critical height (see 
Article 31), and sooner or later the sides cave in. To prevent such 
accidents the upper euges of narrow cutR are braced against each other, 
as shown in Figure 146a. The horizontal croHs-members are usually 
referred to as struts or braces. They may consist of timbers, or of ex
tensible metal supports known as lrrnch uraces. They are tightened by 
wedges or screws and support horizontal timber,; that usually comlist of 
3-in. planks. The braceH are commonly Hpaced at ahout 8 ft, and the load 
they carry remains very small, unless the cut is located in stiff l:lwelling 
clay. 

(a) (b) (c) 

11 
I"I"l\I'j ~ 

~ , 

,,~"'~,,~' 

FIG. 14ft DiugrnmR illustrating diffpl'ent methods for const.ruct.ing Rhallow opnn 
cuts. (a) Single row of :strut;;; (b) lagging; (c) sheeting. 

If the depth of a narrow cut exeeedH about tHe, Rtruts are usually 
inserted as excavation proceeds. They are wedged againAt short vertical 
timbers known as soldier beams that bear against horizontal boards 
known as lagging (flee Figure 14Gb). It is usually unnecessary to fit the 
lagging boards tightly toget,her; if space iH left between them, they 
confltitute open Zagging. An alternative procedure is to wedge the struts 
against horizontal timbers known as wales that Hupport vertical boards 
known as sheeting. The lowest part of the sides, with a height of about 
ille, can be left lUlsnpported in order to furni:-:;h adequate working 
space, provided the soil does not have a tendency to slake or ravel. If it 
does, the sheets arc carried down to the bottom of the excavation, but no 
strutfl are required to hold them in place. 

In perfectly cohesionless sanel or gravel only vertical sheeting can be 
used. One row of sheeting is usually driven on each side of the cut, and 
"'ales and struts are iDHertecl as excavation proceeds. The sheets are 
commonly driven a few feet at a time, but their lower ends are always 
kept several feet below excavation level, Figure 146c. 

The dimensions of the bracing are fairly well standardized, regardless 
of the type of soil. Struts are spaced at about 8 ft horizontally and 4 to 6 
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ft vertically. Metal trench bra!'!:';:; are available for ('utH up to 5 ft in 
width. For narrow cutR wooden Rtl'uts ftl'!\ ll~lIally <1 by (j in. The dimen
,;ions increase to about. 8 by 8 in. fur rllts 12 ft wich Sheeting or lagging 
usually consiRts of planb; G to 10 in. wide. Brudng of theRe dimen:iions 
can be used safely in cohesionlesR sand to a depth of about 30 ft and. in 
soft clay to a 'depth of about 10 ft in exce&-:; of !llc. 
BRACING OF DEEP CUTS 

General considerations in design of liracing. The most common 
methods for ,;upporiing the sidet:! of deep cuts are illustrated in Figure 

(eT) (,6) (a) 
'11"1 fiXV" ""'" 11=1 

A f fA Bf 18 c f 1c 
.. .,"''' 

FIG. 147. Diagrams illustrating cliff(;,l"ent methodR for ('onstruct.ing depp open ~ut.~. 
(a) Use of lagging lind soldier beams; (b) u~c of H-piles, lagging and wal(;,8; (c) use of 

sheet piles tlnd wales. 

147. When an open cut is excavated, the fitruts are inserted as the depth 
of the excavation increases. In Atticle 32 it is fihown that this procedure 
is accompanied by an inward movement of the lOoil on each side of the 
cut. At the ground surface the movement is restricted to a very small 
amount, because the uppermost row of strut:; is inserted before the fitate 
of stress in the soil is appreciably altered by excavation. However, the 
movement that precedes the insertion of struts at lower levels increases 
as the depth of excavation increases. According to Article 32, this type 
of yielding is associated with a roughly parabolic distribution of pres
sure, and the maximum intensity of pressure occurs near mid-height of 
the cut, whereas the lateral pressure exerted against a retaining wall by 
a backfill with a horizontal surface increases like a hydrostatic pressure 
in simple proportion to the depth below the surface. 
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Another fundamental difference hetween a retaining wall and the 
bracing in a cut is the manner in which t.heRe two types of support fail. 
A retaining wall constitutp.s a Rtnwtnral unit, and it. failK as a unit. 
Local irregularities in the magnitude of the haekfiII prcssur(~ nre of little 
consequence. However, any strut in un open ('ut can flLil aR an individual. 
Since the failure of one strut involves an increase of the load on its 
neighbors, it may initiate a progressh·c failure of the entire system of 
bracing. 

Finally, it should be borne in mind that the shearing resistance of the 
soil adjacent to a vertical face docs not become fully active until the face 
has yielded through a cert.ain di:;tance (see Article 23). Every retaining 
wall can yield through several times this distanee without being dam
aged, but a stmt may fail by buckling before the Rhearing resistance of 
the supported soil becomes fully aetive. 

It is impracticable to find out by labomtory tests or any other indirect 
means 'whether or not the proccss of exeavating and bracing a cut is 
actually a.'lsociated with enough movement to reduce the total lateral 
earth pressure to the active value. Furthermore, at a given total pressure 
on the bracing system, the loads carried by the indivi(lual struts can be 
very different, because they depend on accidental factonl such as the 
force with which the wedgcR are driven, the loeal variations in the ad
joining soil, and the time which elapses between excavatiun and insertion 
of a strut at a given point. In view of these facts, no proeednre for design
ing the bracing in cuts should be trusted until its reliability has been 
demonstrated by the results of measurements in full-sized cuts. So far, 
mea.'lUl'ements of thiR kind have been made only in deep cuts in dense 
Rand and in soft tind medium glacial clay. 

Deep cuts excavated in sand. Strut-load measurements were made 
during the eonstruction of a subway in Berlin, for which an open cut was 
excavated to a depth of :38 ft in fine, dense, fairly uniform sand. Before 
and during excavation, the gronnd-water level was lowel'eu to a con
siderable depth below final grade by the Siemem; method, Article 47. 
Heneo, during constructiun the cut was located above the water table. 
The cut waR braced as shown in Figure 1470. The strutI'> wero arranged in 
vertical planeR spaced uniformly along the length of the cut, and the 
pressure on the struts was measured in ten of these planes.4S. 1 The 
distribution of pressure on four sets of Rtruts is shown in Figure 148a. 
The curves obtained for the other Rets lie within the area occupied by the 
curves shown in the figure. 

Although the sand at the site of this open cut was fairly uniform, the 
shape of the curves represontil).g the pressure distribution varied con
siderably from the statistical average. The variations were probably 
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caused to Rome extent by loeal difTercneC's in the floil properties and to a 
greater extent hy diffcrenecs in the details of eonstruction procedure at 
different location>;. Yet, all the curves were ronghly paraholic, and the 
di"tance from the bottom of the cut to the ccnter of prf':<sme ranged 
between the rather narrow limits of O.53JI ami O.liOH. 1\10;;t of the values 
ranged betweC'n O . .53H and O.55H. 

According to Artide 32, the total earth pressure against a vertical 
support is sommvhat greatE'r than the Coulomb value if the center of 
pressure is loeated above the lower third-point of the .~upport. If the 

a 
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Fw. 148. (a) ReRults of measurement of latt'ral earth prt'AAure against bracing of 
open cut in dense Rand in Berlin; (IJ) diagram Fhowing trapezoidal distribution of 

earth pressure to be assumed for design of ,struts in open eu ts in sand. 

distance from the bottom of the support to the point of application of 
the resultant pressure is about 0.5,tjH, as found in the open cut in Berlin, 
the total earth pressure is about 10 per cent greater than the Coulomb 
value. If the distribution of the pressure were hydrostatic, the total 
earth pressure against the bracing of the open cut would correspond to 
the area of the triangle quf, Figure 148b, in which the base bf is equal to 
1.1 times the intensity PA cos 0 of the horizontal component of the 
Coulomb pressure at the bottom of the cut. The factor 1.1 represents 
the ratio between the total earth pressure on the sides of the cut and the 
corresponding Coulomb value. 

However, the real distribution of pressure at a given vertical section 
may resemble any of the different curves in Figure 148a. It changes from 
place to place. Since each strut should be designed for the maximum 
pressure that may act on it, the greatest value that a strut load can 
assume is determined by the envelope of all the curves obtained by 
plotting the measured strut loads. This envelope is approximately 
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represented by the trapezoid acdb. The maximum intensity of pressure 
corresponding to the fictitious trapezoidal distribution is only 0.8 of the 
maximum Coulomb Yalue, but the area of the trapezoid exceeds that of 
the triangle by about 20 per cent. TillS excess provides for the scattering 
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In order to estimate the 
loads for which the struts in a 
cut in dense sand should be 
designed, tho following pro
cedure can be med. A scale 
dra"wing, Figure 149, is pre~ I 0.2 

! 
'h' pared that shows a flection 

through the vertical H-piles or 
sheet pilefl. At the elevation of 
each strut except the upper
most, the pUm; are assnmed to 
be hinged, and at the bottom 

FIG. 149. Diagram illustrating lLsRumpt.inns 
nllLde in calcult~t,ing loads for design of struts 

in open {'ut in sand. 

of the cut they are aSilUmed to 
bear against a knife edge. The vertical piles are acted on by the hori
zontal load repreHented by the trapezoidal area acdb, Figure 149. The 
maximum intensity of the horizontal load, according to tills figure, is 

O.8PA cos il = 0.8'YH [p A !~~; ] 
The quantity in brackets may be taken directly from the charts, Figure 
67. Each portion of the vertical pile between hinges acts as a simply 
supported beam carrying its own portion of the total load (see Figure 
149). The reactions caused by the loading are computed according to the 
principles of statics. To obtain the Ktrut loads, the total reaction at the 
level of each strut is mUltiplied by the horizontal spacing between 
struts. The design of each strut should be baf;ed on a factor of safety of 2 
with respect to buckling. 

Since the con.':ltruction procedlll'e uf.ied in Berlin did not differ in any 
essential respect from that commonly used in excavating and bracing 
open cuts in sand, the design procedure illustrated by Figure 149 may 
be used with confidence in connection with open cutf.! in dense sand in 
any other locality. On the other hand, no field data are yet available 
regarding the pressure exerted by 100RO sand. Therefore, it if> not known 
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whether the pressure at the bottom of the cut if; reduced a.<; effectively in 
1001';e m; in dense sand. Because of this uncertainty, computations con
cerning the pressure of loose fianri Rhoulcl be ba:;;ed on the preSiiure area 
aceb rather than acdb, Figure 148b. This rule shouh! 1H' followed until 
reliable measurementH are available. 

Conditions seldom warrant the determination of 4> and b by laboratory 
tests. Sufficiently accurate values of 4> ran be estimated on the basis of 
Table 7, page 82. The relative density of the sand can be ascertained by 
means of subsurface sou,ndings, Article 4..1. For bracing of the type 
shown in Figure 147a, 0 is equal to 0°. For the types sllOwn in Figures 
147b and c, the value of 0 is greater than zero, but it ii; not likely to 
exceed 20°. The unit weight 'Y of the sand ShOllld be measured in the same 
manner as "that of the sand backfill of a retaining wall, Article 46. 

If the water table is lowered by pumping from open sumps in the cut, 
ample allowance should be made for seepage pressures against the lower 
part of the bracing. Drainage through the spnces between lagging boards 
is not sufficient to eliminate seepage pressures. The effect of this type of 
drainage is similar to that of the vertical drainage layer behind the re
taining wall shown in Figure 139a. 

Deep cuts c.tfalJatcd in clay. According to Article 15, the average 
shearing resistance 8 of the clay along a potential ~mrface of sliding is 
roughly equal to one-half the average unconfined compressive strength 
qu of 2-in. tube samples of the clay. Hence, the lateral pres,c,ure exerted 
by a mass of clay can be computed on the simplifying a.~umption that 
the clay is an ideal pla.'ltic material for which cf> = 0° and 8 = quiZ. If 
part of the mass of soil consists of sand, the average shearing resistance 
of the sand is estimated, and the sand stratum is replaced in the soil 
profile by a fictitious clay stratum having a shearing resistance 8 = qu/2. 
The average ,shearing strength of the entire mass of soil adjacent to the 
cut is equal to the weighted average of the values of 8 for the individual 
layers. 

According to Rankine's earth-pressure theory, Article 24, the active 
earth pressure at depth z below the horizontal surface of a sem,i-infinite 
mass of plastic material with a cohesion c = 8 = q,.j2, and an angle of 
internal friction cp = 0°, is 

PA = 'Yt - qu (48.1) 

and the total pressure on a vertical plane with height His 

P_4.= 111 ('Yz-qu)dz = ~'YH2(1-~~) (48.2) 

Figure 150a represents a vertical section through one side of a deep cut 
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in medium and soft clay in Chicago, Ill. In Figure 150b, the ordinates 
represent the depth below the ground surface, and the abscissas the 
corresponding values of the unconfined compressive strength qu of the 
clay. The \veighted average of the values of qu for the clay and the Ruper
imposed sand is 2100 lb per sq ft. By introducing thiH value into equation 
48.1 and plotting the values of PA as abscissas against the depth z the 
dash line in Figure 150a was obtained. It inclicates the distribution of the 
active pressure against the bracing in the cut on the assumption that the 
adjoining clay is in an active Rankine state. 
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FIG. 150. (a) Results of mt'llsuremcnt of lnt.eral earth pressure against bracing of 
open cut in medium clay in Chicago; (b) variation in unconfined compressive stJ'ength 
of clay adjacent to cut; (c) fictitious distribution of pressure used as a basis for design 

of struts in open cuts in soft and medium clay. 

The data required for computing the real magnitude and distribution 
of the pressure were obtained by meal-luring the loads carried by the 
individual struts. The results of the computations are represented by the 
plain curve in Figure 150a. The shape of this curve leaves no doubt that 
the earth pressure against the bracing of this cut conformed not with 
Rankine's earth-pressure theory, but with the theory presented in 
Article 32. The results of similar measurements on several other cuts in 
soft and medium clays in Chicago led to the same conclusion.48 .2 

The vertical distance HI from the bottom of the cuts to the center of 
pressure was found to range between 0,42H and O.56H, with an average 
value of OA5H. For thiR runge in the values of H 1, the theory given in 
Article 32 leads to the following conclusions. If the resultant of the earth 
pressure and the adhesion on the bracing actR in a horizontal direction, 
the real pressure should exceed the Rankine value, equation 48.2, by 
about 50 per cent. As the inclination of the resultant increases, the lateral 
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pressure decreases, and, if the ineJination of the resultant foree is 20°, the 
two Yallle;; of presiiure shoulel be ttpproximait'ly (·qual. Since the hrar,inp; 
of all the Chicago ('uts was of the type,- io:hown in Figur!:'s 1·1711 and I" til(' 
f'heeting was capable of sw.;tnining [L wrtiealload, and it was c,;timated 
that the resultant force toukl cllwelop a vertieal component, correspond
ing to an inclination of the reHultant of 20°. lIenee, the mea."ured stmt 
loads should have been approximately equal to the total preSHure deter
mined by equation 48.2. 

The preceding condusion wa;,; confirmed by the preHsure meu."ure
ments in all those cut;,; in which the bracing WUH carefully constmcted 
and tightly prestresHed or wedged. The greatest lateral yield of the clay 
toward the cut did not exceed 0.25 per cent of the depth of the cut, and, 
as a consequence, the settlement of the adjacent ground surface ,vas 
insignificant. On the other hand, a conspicuous settlement of the ground 
surface adjacent to one cut indicated an exce:ltiive yield of the clay, and 
the pressure against the bracing considerably exceeded the value that 
would be expected on the basiK of equution 48.2. 

These observations indicated that e\"en the small amount of yielding 
associated with the most workmanlike procedure for imltalling the brac
ing was rmfficient to develop the full Rhearing re:-;istance of the clay en
countered in the cuts in Clricago. Any yield greater than this amount WaH 

detrimental in every respect. In order to prevent excessive yield, it was 
found advisable to prestress the struts by driving wedges between the 
wales and the pHes or, preferably, by jacking the opposite wales apart 
while the struts were inserted. 

The observations in Chicago were made in cutR excavated in clays for 
which the liquid limit varied between 28 and 52 per cent, with an average 
of about 36 per cent. The points representing the clays are all located 
above line A in the plasticity chart, Figure 9. ThereforE', the materials 
belong in the clafls of inorganic clays of medium plasticity. The upper
mORt 3 to 6 ft of the clay stratum ,vere pre compressed by desiccation, 
whereaR the underlying strata were normally or almost normally loaded. 
The ratio between the critical height lIe of the clay and the depth H of 
the cuts ranged from about 0.45 to 0.8. TheRe datn constitute the known 
range of the validity of concluRions that may be dra"wn from the observa
tions. 

Based on the observations on the day cuts in the Chicago area, the 
following procedure has heen developed for eRtimating the loads on 
individual stmts in cuts in similar clays. The first requirement is to 
obtain reliable information concerning the unconfined compressive 
strength of the clay. Two-inch tube-sample borings should be located 
close to the center line of the proposed cut at a spacing not exceeding 
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100 ft. Mter the compressive Htrength values have been obtained, the 
design should be based on the lowest average value of qu obtained from 
anyone of the borings. 

The method for determining the design loads for the individual stl'utR 
is similar to that deRcribed in connection ,vith cuts in dense sand. The 
calculations are based on the trapezoid abdc, Figure 150c, which contains 
all the curves representing the measured pressures against the cuts in 
Chicago. The width of the trapezoid is equal to the quantity, 

The total preSb'11re represented hy the area abdc, Figure 150c, exceeds the 
total pressure that acts on any individual set of struts by about 50 per 
cent. A." explained in the discussion of deep cuts in sand, the excess 
provides for the scattering from the average of the individual strut loads 
at a given level. The factor of safety of the struts with respect to buckling 
should not be leSR than 2. 

Experienre has shown that the reduction of the bending moments in 
the wales due to arching of the clay between the vertical H-piles or 
soldier beams is too 8mall to deserve consideration. Therefore, the 
ma .. '{imum bending moment in each wale should be computed on the 
assumption that the louel transferred from the sheeting to the wale is 
uniformly distributed in the horizontal direction. 

If a clay is so soft that the value He/If is close to zero, the lateral pres
sure may increase almost in simple proportion to the depth. In soft 
organic clays the yield associated with the processes of excavation and 
bracing may not be sufficient to develop the full Rhearing resistance of 
the clay. In heavily precompressed clays the tendency of the clay to 
expand may gradually increase the lateral pressure to several times the 
value that would be expected on the basis of eqnation 48.2. Because of 
these still unexplored possibilities, design mles of general validity for 
open cuts in clays cannot be worked out until observations similar to 
those made in Chicago have been repeated in cuts in very different types 
of clay. 

If a cut is excavated in Roft clay, the bottom may heave because of the 
inability of the clay to sustain the weight of the overburden on either 
side. The factor of safety with respect to heave can be estimated with 
reasonable accuracy by means of the theory given in Article 32. If the 
theoretical factor of sn.fety is inadequate, the heave can usually be pre
vented by sheet piling driven to a sufficient depth below the bottom. The 
necessary depth of penetration can be computed. If the USe of sheet piles 
is impracticable, the cut can be excavated only by dredging. 
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SUMMARY OF PROCEDURES AND PROBLEMS 

The excavation and bracing of cutK with a depth of lef's than ahout 20 
ft merely require con:lcientious adherpnee to exixting empirieal rules. The 
earth pressure against the bracing of such cutH is a factor of >lecondary 
importance, because it is more economical to use one of the standard 
systems of bracing at the price of some exccss material than to adapt 
the bracing to local soil conditions. 

On the other hanel, the bracing of qeep and wide cuts accounts for a 
considerable part of the total cost. Furthermore, substantial savings 
can often be realized by various departures from the standard methods 
of bracing, such as providing for a large unobstructed working space 
between the bottom of the cut and the lowest row of struts. In order to 
comply with the requirements of both safety and economy, it is neces
sary to make a thorough soil survey and to prepare the plans on the 
basis of the results of earth-pressure computations. 

Experience has shown, in agreement with theory, that the classical 
earth-pressure theories are inapplicable to opcn-cut problems. The earth 
pressure exerted by dense or fairly dense sand and by normally loaded or 
partly desiccated inorganic moderately plastic clay can be computed 
by means of the procedures described under the preceding subheadings. 
The application of theory to the design of the bracing systems for cuts in 
other types of iioil should be practiced with caution until the reliability 
of the results is demonstrated by field measurements. 

Published records concerning experience in open cut construction are 
very scarce, and the value of most of them is impaired by the absence 
of adequate descriptions of the soil in which the cuts were made. 
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ART. 49. STABILITY OF HILLSIDES AND RLOPEfl IN OPEN CUTS 

CAUSES AND GENERAL CHARAC'l'ERISTICS OF SLOPE FAILURES 

Every mass of l'oil located benC'ath a sloping ground flurface or be
neath the sloping sides of an open cut has a tendency to move d.ownward 
and outward under the influence of gravity. If this tendency is counter
acted by the shearing resistan(~(' of the soil, the slope is st:1ble. Otherwise 
a slide occurs. The ml~terial inyolved in a Rlide m[l,y consist of naturally 
deposited soil, of man-made fill, Of of it eomhin:1tion of the two. In this 
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FIG. 151. Pbn of t.yp
ical Rlide in coho

sive material. 

artiele only l'lides in natural soil are considered. 
The other types are discussed subsequently. 

Slides in natural soil may be caused by such ex
ternal disturbances as undercutting the foot of an 
existing slope or digging un excavation with un
supported Hides. On the other hand, they luay also 
occur without external provocation on slopes that 
have been stable for many years. Failures of this 
nature are eauHed either by a temporary increase 
in porewater pressure or by a progressive deteri
oration of the strength of the soil. 

In spite of the variety of conditions that may 
caur-:c a filide, almost every slide exhibitFl the gen
eml characteristicR illustrated by Figure 151. The 
failure is preceded hy the formation of tension 

crack;;; on the upper part of the Rlope or beyond its crest. During the 
slide the upper part of the slide area, known UH the root, subsides, whereas 
the lower part, known as the tongue, bulges. Hence, if the original surface 
of the slope iR a plane, the profile of the ground surface along the axis 
of the slide become;;; distorted into an S-shapecl curve (Ree Figure 78). 
The shape of the tongne depends to a certain extent on the type of 
sliding material. Homogeneous clay with a low degree of sensitivity to 
disturbance is likely to bulge, as shown in Figure 151. On the other 
hand, clay with U very sensitive structure or clay with sand pockets is 
likely to flow like a liquid. 

Even on uniform slopeR of great length and approximately uniform 
height, slideR seldom occur at more than a few places, separated from 
each other by consid.erable distances. For example, the well-known slides 
in the Panama Canal appear in plan as isolated scarR separated by long 
stretches of intact slope. Slides in long railroad cuts of fairly uniform 
crORS section exhibit similar charaeteristics. 

One important dass of slides, however, provides an exception to the 
general rule that slides do not occur over a broad front. If the geological 



conditions are such thf~t the major part of t hI' ~l1rfaf'(' of l'liding is locat.f'd 
within a hori7.ontallaYf'r of (:oarI'C Hilt or l'anti that !'(·paratp,.., two byers 
of clay, the width of the Hlide mrn:-:urpt! ]l:tmlJpl to tIl!' ('r£'Ht (If f,hp :-;lopp i,; 
likely to he very much greater than the If'nf,l;th of the l'lirln. i-ilidp:-; of thiH 
type are commonly cauRed hy un nxeC:-1S p(lI'C-watflr IH'p:,,,ure in thp :-land 
or silt layer. In contrast to slides of the other tYP('H, tlu'y arc not prf'
ceded by readily detectihle symptoms of impf'nding danger, and the 
failure occurs almost suddrnlj'. 

ENGINEERING PROBLEMS INVOLVING THE SrABn,ITl' m' i-ir,oPEs 

Most of tho problems involving the stability of I'Jope:< are I1s."lociated 
with the design and constTIlC'tion of nnlmwed cuts for higlrwayR, rail
ways, and canaIs. The neces/'lity for excavat.ing deep cut.'! did not ari~e 
until early in the 19th century, when the firRt railways "were built. Since 
that time, however, countless cuts with increa.c;ingly greater depth and 
length have been excavated. " 

Experience has shown that Rlopes of 1! (horizontal) to 1 (vertical) are 
commonly stable. As a matter of fact, the sideH of most railway and high
way cuts less than 20 ft deep riRe at that Hlope, a,c; do the "ides of many 
deeper perfectly stable cuts. Therefore, a slope of It to 1. can be con
sidered the standard for highway and ruilway cOllfltruction. The stand
ard slopes for flooded cuts such as those for eunals range between 2:1 and 
3:1. Steeper than standard slopes should be e..<;tablisheci only on rock, on 
dense sandy soil interspersed with boulder!', and on true loess. 

Slopes on rock are beyond the scope of this book. On dense mixtures 
of sand and gravel with boulder;; Rlopcs of 1:1 have been permanently 
stable. In arid climates real Ioess must be given a vertical RIope, because 
inclined slopes cannot be adequately protected against rapid erosion. 
The foot of the vertical faces requires careful protection againf.'t tempo
rary saturation during rainHtorms. In spite of this precaution, slices 
inevitably break down from time to time, again leaving vertical facet:! 
that remain stahle for years, To prevent blocking of traffic by the 
debris it is customary to make cutH in locss with a width greater than 
that called for by the traffic requirements. Submerged slopes in typical 
loess are likely to constitute a serious problem. They are discussed 
subsequently. 

Preliminary estimates of the quantity of excavation required for 
establishing a new line of transportation are commonly ba.c;ed on the 
assumption that all the cuts in earth will be pro'vided with standard 
slopes. However, experience ha." shown that the standard slopes are 
stable only if the cuts are made in favorable ground. The term javorabre 
ground indicates cohesionless or cohesive Handy or gravelly soil in a moist 
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or dry state. In soft clay or in stiff fissured clay the excavation of even a 
very shallow cut with standard slopes may caURe the soil to move toward 
the cut, and the movement may spread to a diRtance from the cut equal 
to many times the depth. ('by soils containing layers or pockets of 
water-bearing sand may react to a di:-,;turbanec of their equilibrium in a 
similar manner. Deposits with properties of this type constitute trou
blesome ground. 

Experienced engineers alway" locate new lineR of transportation with a 
view of avoiding cut,., in trouhlesome grollnd ~1S fnr as conditions permit. 
If a project requires long cuts in potentially troublesome soil, estimates 
are likely to show that the project is uneconomical, unless the margin of 
safety is reduced to considerably less than the margin of error in stability 
computations. As a consequence, in cuts through troublesome soil local 
slides are commonly and justly considered inevitable. At the same time 
sound engineering requires that the Rliclefl should not involve loss of life 
or seriolls damage to property. This reCluil'ement can be satisfied only by 
means of extensive and conscientiou:sly executed field observations dur
ing and after construction. Such observations and no other means make 
it po:-:sible to detect the symptoms of impending slides and to take 
appropriate measureR for avoiding fatal conseqnences. 

The methods for dealing with unstable slopes depend primarily on the 
nature of the soils involved. Hence, for practical purposes it is most suit
able to classify slides in accordance with the types of soil in which they 
occur. The most common types of troublm,ome soils a:o.tl soil formations 
are accumulationR of detritus derived from shales or schists, very loose 
water-bearing sand, homogeneous soft clay, stiff fissured day, clay \vith 
sand or silt partingR, and bodies of cohesive soil cont:1ining layers or 
pockets of water-bearing Rand or silt. In the following text the cn,uses of 
slides are deRcribed, and present practice in dealing with the engine~ring 
aspects of the problems are summarized. Reeause of the complexity of 
the subject, the information SelyeS merely as l1ll introduction to a study 
of the stability of slopeR in natural soil strata. 

SLOPES ON DETRITUS 

The term detritus referR to a loose accumulation of relatively sound 
pieces of ro('k intermingled with completely >'leathered ones. Detritus may 
constitute a blanket covering a gentle rock slope to a thiclmeRs of up to 
about 20 ft, or it may occur as a talus at the foot of a steep rock cliff. 

In a dry or permanently drained state detritus of any kind is likely to 
be so stable that standard slopes can be m:1intained without any dif
ficulty. Slopes of 1:1 arc not uncommon, and their stability js not neces
sarily impaired by occasional wet spells. However, there are notable 
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exceptions to thi.<; statement. Detritus derived from Rome types of roek 
iH HO profoundly affected hy saturation that it starts to flow even on gentle 
Hlopes as soon as the degree of saturation has reached a cf'rtrt.1n valne. 

In parts of West Virginia, Houthern Pennsylvania, and eastern Ohio 
periodic flmrs of this nature occur, without external provocation, on 

Prom G. E. Ladd 

FIG. 152. Photograph of detritus slide on gentle slope, ncar Barboursville, W. Va. 

slopes as gentle as 10°. As a matter of fact, much of the surfaee topogra
phy in these regions owes its origin to such slides.49 . 1 Figure 152 shows a 
photograph of a detritus slide near Barboursville, W. Va. Figure 153 
is a profile of a double slide in the same locality. 

Sot/ad 

1~,~---------------e50/----------------~ 
Afler G. E. Ladd 

FIG. 153. Profile of double slide in detritus. 

The character of these flows indicates that they are caused by a 
temporary transfer of the weight of the sliding mass from the points of 
contact between the solid constituents to the pore water. This process is 
analogous to the liquefaction of loose water-bearing sand (Ree Article 
17), However, the structure of detritus, unlike that of looso sand, is not 
sensitive to shock, and the weight transfer is due to [l, different cause. 
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Experience has Hhown that detritus slides on gentle slopes occur only 
in material composed of ''leak, brittle, partly decompoRed fragments of 
laminated shttle or of V[lrioUK Rchists. They arc especially common in 
detritus containing fragments of chlorite-, mica-, and talc-schists. 
During each dry season, these fragments disintegrate to n certain extent. 
Under the increased load due to sa~uration in the following wet season 
some of the fragments fail and transfer their load to the water. 

The most effective means for preventing detritus slides on gentle 
slopes is adequate drainage. However, since the layer of detritus is 
commonly shallow (see Fi.l:,l'ure 153), slow detritus flows can also be 
stopped hy driving piles through the moving material into its firm base. 
Usually several rows are driven, at right angles to the direction of the 
flOW.4D •1 

Slides on Rteep talus occur most oommonly when snow is melting and 
less often during heavy rainstorms. The natnre of the fragments does not 
seem to be RignifieHnt. After a slide starts, the saturated material rushes 
in a swift torrent down the valley, tranRporting rock fmgments up to 
several euhic yards in Rize, removing bridges in its path, and spreading at 
the month of the valley like a fnn. The:,;e slides, known as mud spates or 
mud rock flows, are common in high mountnin chains in every part of the 
"world. On the western slope of the "Wasatch MOllntains in Utah every 
canyon contains the remnants of at least one mud rock flow.49.2 

Since slides of this type occur irrespective of the relative density 01' 

petrographic chametcr of the detritus, and only on steep slopes, it is 
probable that they are cautled exclusively by the seepage pressure of 
percolating water. 

In the Alps it has heen observed that mud rock flows are commonly 
preceded by the drying up of springs emerging from the root area of the 
flows. This phcnompnon indicates a temporary increase in the pore space 
of the talus material prior to the shear, similar to the increase of the void 
ratio of a te;,t specimen of denRe Rand before failure by shear (see 
Article 15). 

Since no slide in detritus can take place without an abundance of 
water, the dtLng0r of such ::;lides can be eliminated hy preventing tempo
rary saturation. This can be accomplished by installing a deep drain 
along the upper boundary of the area to be protected and by covering the 
surface of the area with a layer of relatively impermeable soil. In many 
im;tances the drain alone will have the desired effect. 

STABILITY OF SLOPES AND eU1'S IN SAND 

Sand of any kind, permancntly located above the water table, can be 
considered stable ground in which cuts with standard slopes can be 
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made ::;afely. Dense amI medium sands loeMed bdow thE' watc'r tahlr Hr(l 

equally stable. Slides can occur only in loose fllLtUrtltpri i'and. Thpy ltrfl 

caused by flpontaneolls liquefartion, Artidp 17. The disturhunee re
quired to releaHc tL sand ;-;lide can be produ('e<l eitlu:'r by a shrJ('k or hy a 
rapid change in the position of the water tahle. (Inre the mov{'rnent lia."> 
started, the Hand flows as if it were a Iiqui(l and fiOCH not stop until the 
slope angle becomes smaller than 100

• 

In some localities slide:,; of this nature constitute a rC(lurr('nt phe
nomenon. The sand slides along the coast of the island of Zeeland in 
Holland belong in this category.49.:1 Tho coast is located on a thick 
stratum of fine quartz sand that conl.,ists of rounded grains. The slope of 

(Surroce beFore Sf/c/Iif' 
t r-------- 6(70' 

~~-=:::::::~~,~ -- _. f:J 
~r SI/de ........ -~. -~~~. . ... .. ' .. , '.~. ",' 

- ~-·";'-_L~.:.:~'::.:.:s. .... 'f'<1;; 
Alter Ii'. It! aUtr 

FIG. 154. Section through flow slide in Rand at coast of Zeelund. 

the beach is only about 15°. Yet, once every few decades after excep
tionally high spring tides, the structure of the sand breaks down be
neath a short section of the coastal belt. The sand flOWfl out and spreads 
with great speed in a fan-shaped sheet over the bottom of the adjacent 
body of water. The tongue of the slide is always very much broader than 
the root. Figure 154 shows a section through one such slide. The final 
slope of the ground surface was less than 5°. A slide that occurred at 
Borssele in 1874 involved nearly 2,000,000 cu yd. 

Since flow slides in sand occur only if the sand is very loose, the tend
ency toward sliding can be reduced by increasing the den::;ity of the Rand. 
This can be accomplished by several different meanH, Rlwh as pile driving 
or exploding small charges of blasting powder at many points in the 
interior of the mass (see Article 50). 

STABILITY OF CUTS IN LOESS 

Real loess is a cohesive wind-laid soil \vith an effective grain size be
tween about 0.02 and 0.006 rom and a low uniformity coefficient. It 
consists chiefly of angular and subangular quartz grains that are slightly 
cemented together. Furthermore, it always contains an intricate network 
of more or lesR vertical root holes. The cohesion of the 10eRs is due to thin 
films of slightly soluble cementing material that cover the walls of the 
root holes. Since the root holes are predominantly vertical, the loess has a 
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tendency to break by Rplitting along vertical surfaces, and its perme
ability in a vertical direction is very great compared to that in a 
horizontal direction. Its porosity may be as great as 52 per cent. 

"Vhen loess is permanently located above the water table, it is a very 
stable soil except for the fact that it is readily attacked by erosion. On 
the other hand, permanently Hubmerged loest; is likely to be very un
stable because of its high porosity and because of the leaching effects of 
i',·ubmergence. Leaching removes the cementing substance and trans
forms the loess into an almost cohesionleRs mLLteriu,l that is not stable 
unless its porosity is less than about 47 per cent.49

•
4 

The effect of Rubmergence is illuRtrated by the results of a large-scale 
experiment performed on a plateau of 10eRs in Soviet Turkestan. The 
loess has an average porosity of 50 per cent. In dry cuts it stands with 
unsupported vertical faces for a height of more than 50 ft. The experi
ment ,vas made to find out whether the material would remain stable 
if an unlined canal were excavated acrORH the platcau and filled with 
,vater for irrigation. An open pit, lUO by GO ft in pIan, was dug 10 ft 
deep 'with sides sloping at 1.5 to 1. The pit was then filled with. water, 
find the water level kept constant by replacing the seepage losses. After a 
few days the slopes started to slough, and the bottom began to subside. 
This process continued at a decreasing rate for a period of about 6 weeks. 
At the end of this period the surface surrounding the excavation had 
cracked and :-mbsided within a distance of about 20 ft from the original 
edge of the pit, and the bottom had subsided about 2t ft. Within the 
area of subsidence and sloughing the loess was so soft that it was not 
possible to walk on it. 

It if-; eoneeivable, but not certain, that the strength of the loess beside 
and beneath such [1 canal could be preserved by treating the wetted 
perimeter of the canal with a bituminous material. 

SLIDES IN FAIRLY HOMOGENEOUS SOFT CLAY 

If the sides of a cut in a thick layer of Roft clay riRe at the standard 
Rlope of 1.5:1, a slide is likely to occm beforo the cut reaches a depth of 
10 ft. The movement has the character of fL base failure (see Article 31 
and Figure 79b) associated with a riioie of the bottom of the cut. If the 
clay stratum is buried beneath stable sediments, or if it has a stiff crust, 
the heave occurs when the bottom of the cut approaches the surface of 
the soft material. 

On the other hand, if the soft clay is underlain by bedrock 01' a layer 
of stiff clay at a short distance below the bottom of the cut, failure oc
curs along a toe or slope circle tangent to the surface of the stiff stratum , 
because the bottom cannot heave (see Article 31). 
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If a mass of soft cll,y has an irregular shape, thl' lo{'ation of the ~11rfa.('e 
of sliding is likely to be determined hy that slm{Jf'. Fignrt' U5;'j illnstmteH 
this stn,temont. It represents a. section through 11 !'lide that ()('eurreu dur
ing the construction of the S6dertalje canal in Hwmlen. If the soft clay 
had extended to a eonsiderable depth, bU;'1e failure would have' oeeurred 
approximately along a mid-point ('ircle. HoW(~vcr, the presence of the 
gravel below the Raft, clay excluded the possihility of a hu.'!c failure, amI 
the slide occurred along a toe circle. The movement wa" so rapid that 
several workmen were ki11ed.49 •5 

Experience has shown that the average shearing resistance along a sur
face of sliding in homogeneous cla.y is roughly equal to one-half the 
unconfined compressive strength 
of the clay (sec references 49.6 
and 49.7; also Article 15). There
fore, the factor of safety of the 
slopes of proposed cuts in such 
clay with respect to sliding can 
he estimated in advance of con
stnwtion by the method described 

Ajt<tr Stl'edish GeDtechnical Commis.'1ion 

Fw. 155. Scetion 1 hrnugh toe-circle slide 
in Article 31. However, it should in soft day on Sodcl'talje ['anal in Sweden. 
be emphasized that diHcontinui-
ties in the clay, consisting of sand or silt partings, may invalidate the 
results of the computation. The reason is explained in the paragraphs 
dealing with nonhomogeneous clay. 

CLAY FLO\vs 

After a slope on soft clay fails, the movement commonly stops as soon 
as the tongue of the slide, Figure 151, has advanced to a moderate dis
tance from its original position. There is, however, one notable exception 
to this rule. If the sen~itivity of the clay is very high, Article 8, the break
down of the structure caused by remolding tranRforlIL'l the clay into a 
thick slnrry. During a Rlide in such a clay the moving mass breaks up 
into chunks that are lUbricated by the remolded portion of the clay. 
The mixture of chunks and matrix is so mobile that it may flow like a 
stream for hundreds 01' even thousands of feet on an almost horizontal 
surface. Movements of this kind are referred to as clay flows, although 
their origin may be the same as that of ordinary clay slides. 

Typical clay flows have occurred from time to time, without artificial 
cause, along the banks of the northern tributaries of the St. Lawrence 
River in Quebec. The block diagram, Figure 156, shmrs the principal 
features of such a flow. During the fluw a roughly rectangular area having 
a length of 1700 ft parallel to the river and 3000 ft perpendicular to the 
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river subHided from 15 to 30 ft. Within several hOurB 3,500,000 cu yd of 
the underlying silty clay moved into the river channel through a gap 
200 ft wide. The channel was blocked for over 2 miles, and the upstream 
water level ,vas raised 25 ft.4!J.2 

Similar flows have occurred in other parts of Canada, in the state of 
:Maine, and in the Scandinavian countries.49 .2 , 49.8 The index properties 
of the soils which flO\v in this manner are not yet reliably known. The 
few data which are available indicate that the soils are either very fine 
rock flourll or very silty clays of glacial origin with a natural water con-

From C. P. S. Sharpe 

FIG. 156. BJork dhgram showing principal features of slide in very silty clay near 
St. Thuribc, Quebec. 

tent high above the liquid limit. In the plasticity chart, Figure 9, they 
are represented by points in the region reserved for inorganic claYR of 
low plasticity. The excessive water content, which seems to constitute a 
prerequisite, indicates a very high degree of sensitivity and possibly a 
well-developed skeleton structure. 

The records of the slides suggest that the soil movements are preceded 
by extensive subteIT'anean erosion starting from springs at the foot of 
the slope (see Article 59), If the Rprings are submerged, the erosion may 
not be noticed. Hmrever, since the ,vidth of an eroded tunnel increases 
,,-jth increasing distance from the point of discharge (see Article 59), it 
is conceivable that at some distance from the outlet the width may 
become so great that the roof will collapse. Because of its high sensitiv
ity, the falling clay would liquefy, whereupon it could escape by flowing 
through the intact part of the tunnel. The stream of semiliquid clay 
would caUse further erosion, leading to the collapse of the roof of the 
discharge section of the tunnel. If this hypothesis is confirmed by future 
more specific observations, it should be possible to prevent such slideR 
by covering the ground surface npar the toe of the slope by an inverted 
filter. 
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SLIDES IN STIFF CLAY 

Almost every stiff day if: weaken(~<l hv It nf'twurk of hail' rmcks or 
RlickenRides. If the surfaceR of \\'{'[I.knes,",· :-illbciiviue Hw dt~V into smull 
fragments 1 in. or less in size, a slope may beeOIl1f' unHtuhle' during con
struction or shortly thereafter. On the other hand, if the Hpueing of the 
joints is greater, failure may 
not occur until many years 
after the cut is made. 

Slides in clay with closely 
spaced joints occur as Roan as 
the shearing stresses exceed 
the average Hhearing resist
ance of the fissured clay. 
Several slides of this type 
took place in a long railway 
cut at Rosengarten, near 
Frankfurt in Germany. The 
slope of the sides waH 3:1. 

Fw. 157. Sedion through fissured fltiff clay 
mass. (a) Old fiAAures closed before relief of 
stl'eR.~ by excavation; (b) relief of fllreRR causes 
fissures to open, whereuJlon circulating water 

softens clay adjoining the wnlls. 

The greatest depth of the cut wa,<~ 100 ft, and the average shearing stresses 
along the Rurfaces of sliding adjoining the deepest part of the cut were 
roughly 10 tons per sq ft. The clay wa..;; very stiff, but large specimens 
broke readily into small angular pieces with Rhiny surfaces. Slides 
started immediately after construction, and continued for 15 year8.49 .9 

Attempts to determine the shearing resistance of such clays in ad
vance of construction have not yet been made. However, it i"l con
ceivable that an empirical relation could be established between the 
results of triaxial compression tests on large undisturbed samples of the 
clay and the average shearing resistance of the clay in the field. So far no 
remedy other than reducing the slope angle is available. Attempts to 
prevent or to stop the movements by drainage or the injection of cement 
grout have been unsuccessful. 

If the spacing of the joints in a clay is greater than several inche.'l, 
slopes may remain stable for many years or even decades after the cut is 
made. The lapse of time between the excavation of the cut and the 
failure of the slope indicates a gradual loss of the strength of the soil. 
Present conceptions regarding the mechanics of the process of softening 
are illustrated by Figure 157. Before excavation, the clay is very rigid, 
and the fissures are completely closed. The reduction of stres.<; during 
excavation causes an expansion of the clay, and some of the fL"lsures open. 
Water then enters and softens the clay adjoining these fissures. Unequal 
swelling produces new fissures until the larger chunkR disintegrate, and 
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the mass is transformed into a lioft matrix containing hard cores. A 
slide occurs as soon as the Rhearing resistance of the weakened clay be
eomes too small to counteract the forces of gravity. Most slides of this 
type occur along toe circles involving a relatively shallow body of soil, 
because the shearing resistance of the clay increases rapidly with in
creasing distance below the exposed surface. The water seems to cause 
only the deterioration of the clay structure; seepage pressures appear to 
be of no consequence. 

Figure 158 shows a slide in very stiff fissured clay beside a railroad cut 
ha\'ing Hide slopes of 2.5:1. The height of the slope was 60 ft. The 

FIG. 158. Photograph of slide in very stiff fissured clay. 

characteristic S-shape of the slope after failure is apparent. Failure 
occurred about 80 years after the cut was excavated. No springs or other 
indications of percolating water ,,'ere present. 

A study of the record::; of seyeral delayed slides in Rtiff cluys with 
widely spaced joints has shown that the average shearing resistn.nce of 
the elay decreases from a high initial value at the time of exeavation to 
valueR between 0.20 and 0.35 ton per sq ft at the time of the slide. Since 
the process of deterioration may require many decades, it would be 
uneconomical to select the slope angle for the sides of cuts in such clays 
on the bn.sis of the ultimate value of the shearing resistance. However, it 
is desirable to delay the deterioration as mnch as possible by draining 
the strip of land adjoining the upper edge of the cut for a width equal to 
the depth of the cut and by treating the ground surface of the cut area 
to reduce its permeability. Should loeal slides occur at a later date, they 
can be remedied by local repairH. If delayed slides would endanger life or 
cause excessive property damage, the Hlope should be provided with 
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reference points, and period.ic observations should be made, inasmuch as 
slides of this type are always preecded by deformations that increase at 
an accelerated rate as a state of failure is approachr,d. When the move
ment becomes alarming, the slopes in the danger section should be 
flattened. 

Hard core drains have also been successfully used to prevent move
ments at danger sections. These drains consist of ribs of dry masonry 
installed in trenches running up and down the slope at a spacing of about 
15 or 20 ft. The trenches are exca.vated to a depth somewhat greater than 
that to which the cby has been softened. A concrete footwall supports 
the lower ends of all of the ribs. The beneficial effect of this type of con
struction is commonly ascribed to the action of the ribs as drains, but it is 
more likely that the principal function of the ribs is to tmnsfer part of tht" 
weight of the unstable mass of clay through side friction to the footwall. 

STABILITY OF SLOPES ON CLAY CONTAINING LAYERS OR POCKETS OF 

WATER-BEARING SAND 

In the preceding text we have considered only the stability of more or 
less homogeneous soils. The most important nonhomogeneous soil 
formations are stmtified deposits consisting of layers of sand and clay 
and masses of cohesive soil containing irregular lenses or pockets of sand 
or silt. 

In a sequence of layers of clay and sand or coarse silt, at least some of 
the latter are commonly water-bearing during part or all of the year. If a 
cut is excavated in such a floil, water seepfl out of the Rlope::; at various 
points or along various lines. Therefore, such cuts are commonly re
ferred to as wet cuts. They require special attention, particul~1rly if the 
strata dip toward the slope. The springs that iSf>'Ue along the baBe of the 
sand outcrops are likely to cause Bloughing, and frost action may also 
lead to deterioration. Therefore, it is common practice to intercept the 
veins of water by means of drain:-; that follow the ha.<:e of the water
bearing layers at a depth of at leMt 5 ft measured at right angles to the 
slope. If the clay strata are soft or fi&<mred, they may constitute an 
udtlitional source of structural weakness. Hence, if the cut is deep, a 
st[1bility inveRtigation should be made to learn whether or not it is 
advisable to adhere to the standard slope. 

Masses of cohef>ive soil containing irregular lenses or pockets of 
cohesionless soil are common in regions of former glaciation where the 
sediments were deposited by melting ice and then deformed by the push 
of temporarily advancing ice sheets. They have also been encountered 
at the site of old landslides that took place in stratified masses of sand 
and clay. 
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The sand pooket!-i within the day serve as water reservoirs. During 
wet weather they become tl18 seat of considerable hydrostatic pressure 
that tends to caUHe the outward movement of the masses in which they 
are located. As the Roil masses move outward, they disintegrate into a 
mixture of saturated silt, sand, and chunks of clay that flows like a 
glacier or like a thick viscous liquid. 

Since the source of instability is the preSHUl'e of the water trappecl in 
the sand pockets, fltabilization can be accompliHhed by means of drain
age galleries. However, the geological profile is likely to be very irregular, 
and the spacing of drains should not be decided on until the soil and 
hydraulic conditions have been thoroughly inve8tigated by boring, 
testing, and periodic surveys of the water table. The latter require the 
installation of ob8ervation wells at strategic points. Once drainage has 
been accomplished, the terrain may become so stable that the cut can be 
made with standard slopes. 

SUDDEN SPREADING OF CLAY SLOPES 

Experience hn.'3 shown that failures of day slopes by Rudden spreading 
tend to occur in cycles with period" of maximum frequency at more or 
less regular intervals. It is characteristic of this type of failure that a 
gentle clay slope, which may have heen Rtahle for decades or centuries, 
moves out suddenly along a broad front. At the same time the terrain in 
front of the slide hoaves for a considerahle distance from the toe. On 
inveRtigation, it has invariably been found that the spreading occurred 
at a considerable distance beneath the toe, along the boundary between 
the clay and an underlying water-bearing stratum or seam of sand or 
silt. The probable causes of theRe c.'udden and frequently catastrophic 
slope failures are illustrated by Figure 159a. 

Fignre 159a representH a section through a valley located above a 
thick stratum of soft clay that gradually merges toward the left into 
Rand. The day, which has an average cohe:-;ion c, contains thin hori
zan tal layers of fine sand or coarse "ilt, such as the layer 8-S. The pore 
water in 8-S communicates with the water in the large body of sand on 
the left Ride of the diagram. The plain lines Ad and Be, respectively, 
represent the water table in the sand during a dry and an exceptionally 
wet season. The dash lines Ab and Bg represent the corresponding 
piezometric levels for the pore water in 8-8. 

A cut ab hus been excavated in the clay to a depth H. Every horizontal 
section beneath the cut, including that thl'ough 8-8, is acted on by 
Hlw[Lring stresses, becmlHe the overlying clay tends to settle vertically 
and to spread horizontally under the influence of its own weight. If the 
pore-water pressure in the layer is-iS is low, corresponding to the 
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piezometric line rib, the shearing re"isttm<'c along 8-8 is likely to be 
considerably grelLter than the ~llm of the ,.;hearing :-:tres,..:e:-;. \Vhp.~ this is 
true, the stability of the slope depends only nn the eohe~i()n c of the clay. 
For any slope angle los" than 53° the erith'al hf'ight He of the slope is 

H e 
c = 5.52-

'Y 
(49.1) 

where 'Y i" the unit weight of the elay (see Article :n). If a firm base 
underlies the clay stratum at a shallow depth below the bottom of the 

FIG. 159. 

P;~zomfJtric LevfJ!s in $-5 Ovrinq 
£xcfJptiona//fj W~t (a) 
---------

Bec/rock 

(a) Geological conditions involving danger of slope failure by spreading; 
(b) diagram of forces which act on soil beneath slope abo 

excavation, corresponding to a low value of the depth factor nD, Figure 
80, the critical height is even greater, and it increases with decreasing 
slope angles up to values of 9ch for slopes of 20°, as shown in the same 
figure. 

However, because of a protracted wet spell or the melting of snow on 
the surface of the ground above the large body of sand, the piezometric 
levels for the stratum S-S may riHe to the position indicated by the 
line Eg. During the rise the total load on 8-S, p per unit of area, re
mains unchanged, but the pore-water pressure U w inCreal'les. Since the 
layer S-S consists of almost cohesionless soil, its shearing resistance is 
determined by the equation, 

8 = (p - uw)tan cp (15.3) 

Hence, the increaRe of the piezometric levels for this layer corresponds 
to a decrease of the shearing resistance on any horizontal section through 
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the layer. As soon as the average shearing reRistance decreases to the 
value of the average shearing BtreRs, the slope above 8-8 fails by spread
ing, in spite of the fact that it may RtiIl posseRS an adequate factor of 
safety against slicling along nny curved surface located above or cutting 
across 8-S. 

The criticn,l height of the Hlope above S-8 crm never be less than the 
value obtained on the assumption t.hat the pore-water preRsure U w is 
equal to p, eqnation 15.3, whereupon the shearing resistance along 8-S 
becomes zero. The implications of this condition arc illustrated by Figure 
159b which represents a vertical liection through the slope ab to a larger 
scale. According to equation 2-1.9, the active earth pressure on the 
vertical section aal is 

and, accorcling to equation 2·1.16, the passive earth pressure on bb1 is 

1 H 2 pp = 2"1' 1 + 2cHI 

If the Hhearing resiHtnnce on albl is zero, the slope will be on the verge 
of failure when PA = Pp, whence 

c 
H = He = 4-

l' 
(49.2) 

This value iR approximately equal to 3.85ch which, according to Figure 
80, is the critical height of a vertical slope. Hence, if the pore-water 
pressure is great enough to eliminate the friction in the scam 8-8, it 
reduces the critical height of the slope located above the seam to slightly 
more than the critical height of a vertical slope, regardless of what the 
actual slope angle may be. For gentle slopes, this effect of the pore
water pressure may involve a reduction of the critical height by almost 50 
per eent. 

During exceptionally wet years or during the melting of an excep
tionally thick snow cover, the water table riseR everywhere. As a conse
quence, the shearing reRistance of every water-bearing seam decreases, 
and slopes may fail that were previously always stable. Tn 1915 a slide 
occurred on a very gentle slope about 40 ft high, within the boundaries of 
the Knickerbocker Portland Cement Company on Claverack Creek near 
Hudson, N. Y. The slope was located on varved clay cOllf'listing of 
alternate layers of clay and silt, each about! in. thick. Slld(lenly, with
out any visible provocation, the slope moved out over a length of 1200 
ft, and the surface of the fiat in front of the toe heaved for a distance of 
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about 300 ft. Over a If'llgth of about (l00 ft. the erppk bottom Wfl." lifted 
above the Im"el of the i'urronnrling gl'Oun<t, [lUll thp IlPiwC1 O('eurr('d :-0 

rapidly that fish remained strandNI on the gpntip ririgf> that ocellpipr{ tlw 
former site of the creek. The powerholl~e lo(,a,t,{,d on tl1<' pr!:'misc:-l wa:; 
wrecked, and the occupants peri~hed. This slirll\ wns onlv one of ma.nv 
that have occurred in the yarved clays of the Hlld~()n rU,:er valley I'illf~e 

(cr)-Plain GrC/vit{/' Slide 
(Severed floors) 

(b)-Failvre hy Spreading 
.......... (FG'w Mi/?v/G's) 

'" 

FIG. 160. CroRR section through typical slide in varved clay (a) if pore-water pres
sure in silt layers is inconsequential; (b) if pore-water pressure in silt layers is almost 

equal to overburden prossure. 

its settlement.49 .10 The history of the valley indicates quite clearly that 
the slides occurred most frequently at intervals of roughly 20 or 25 
years, corresponding to years of maximum rainfall. 

The difference between plain gravity slides due to inadequate eoheRion 
of the day and slides due to Rpreading of the clay strata 1'l illustrated by 
Figures 160a and b. In contrast to Rlides of type a, those of type b occur 
almost Rudden!y. It is probable that they are not even preceded by 
meaRurable deformations of the mass of soil that ultimately fails, be
cause the seat of weakness is located not within the clay but only at the 
boundary between the clay and its base. Furthermore, the critical 
height for slopeR on homogeneous clay depends only on the slope angle 
and the average cohesion c, whereas the erhical height for Rlopes on clay 
located above water-hearing seams or strata of cohesionlcss Roil depemL'l 
to a large extent on the pore-water pressure llw in the Seams. As the pore
water pressure increases, the critica1 height decreases and approaches 
the value lIe, equation ·19.2, regarcllesR of what the slope angle may be. 
Hence, if the height of a slope on a clay \vith water-bearing Reamf'l of 
sand or silt is greater than He, no reliable opinion can be formed con-
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ceming the factor of Rafefy of the Rlope with reRpect to Rliding unless the 
pore-water preSRure llw if; known. 

A rough eRtimate of the maximum possible value of the pore-water 
pressure in the water-hearing seamR can be made on the baRiR of the 
general geology and plWRiography of the region in which the slope is 
located. HO'wever, the Tcal value of the pore-water pressure can be 
computed neither by theory nor on the basis of laboratory tel-ltR. It can 
be determined only in the field, by means of pressure-gage observations. 
Hence, if the prerequisites for a slide of type b, Figure 160, may con
ceivably exiRt, the engineer must judge what the practical consequences 
of such a slide would be. If it could do no more than block traffic, the 
engineer might be justified in proceeding with construction without 
special precautions, in full kno\vledge that 11 slide might occur a few 
years or decades after conRtruction. On the other hand, if a slide could 
cause loss of life or serious damage to valuable property, the installation 
and periodic observation of pore-water pressure gages arc imperative. 
Whenever a stability computation based on the results of the gage 
readings indicates that the safety margin for the slope is narrow, Rotllld 
engineering requires that the danger be eliminated by the inRta,1lation of 
drains to keep the pore-water preRRure in the water-hearing constituents 
of the subsoil within safe limits. 

SUMMARY OF PROBLEMS AND PROCEDURES 

In selecting tho route for a highway or railway, or the site for a project 
that requires the excavation of open cuts, the degree of engineering skill 
required depends to a considerable extent on the nature of the terrain. 
The layout and the construction of open cuts in favorable ground is 
fairly well standardized, but, if the project involves troublesome ground, 
the engineer must possess the highest qualifieations. This iR due partly 
to the infinite variety of combined Hoil and hydraulic conditions that 
may lead to Rlidcs and partly to the fact that economic considerations 
commonly require a radical departure from tho customary "tandltrds 
of safety. The engino('r in charge of location must be capable of identify
ing favorable, troublesome, and very troublesome ground on the basiH of 
surface indications and occasional exploratory borings. He must also be 
able to visualize the worst construction difficulties that may arise at the 
various possible sites, and to evaluate the corresponding expenditures 
and delays. 

If troublesome ground cannot be avoided, the engineer must suoces
sively perform the following tasks: 

(a) Locate the most critical siteR and explore them by sampling and 
testing. 
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(b) Select the slope angleR on the hal·lis of a rrasonable compromise 
between the reqnirements of economy and safety. 

(c) Design drainage systems, if they are needed. 
(d) Prepare the program of observations that nm:;t he made during 

construction to remove the uncertainties in the knowledge of the bite 
and to eliminate the risk of accidents. 

(e) Stabilize those slopes that begin to move out, at a minimum of 
expense and delay. 

The preceding sections of this article have made it plain that no hard 
and fast nlles can be established for performing anyone of these tasks. 
The theory of the stability of slopes, Article 31, can be used to advantage 
only in those rare instances when a cut is to be made in a fairly homo
geneous mass of soft or medium clay. When dealing with other soils or 
with combinations of soils the engineer must depc>nd entirely on his 
capacity to recognize the factors that determine the Rtability of the soil 
deposit under consideration, on his ability to vis'Ualize the implications 
of the uncertainties that will still exist while the project is in the design 
stage, and on his ingenuity in devising mean" for eliminating these 
uncertainties as construction proceeds. 

The development of these vital attributes requireR a working knowl
edge of geology and a thorough acquaintance ''lith the laws that govern 
the interaction between water and the different tYPCR of Hoil. These laws 
are set forth in Part A of this book. They must be supplemented by a 
broad knowledge of construction experience.dealing ,vith excavations and 
slides. Personal experience can fmpply only part of thi", knowledge; 
equally important is the experience summarized in published case 
histories. 

Records of precedents are useful in predicting the behavior of a given 
mass of soil on the basis of experience with soils possessing similar 
significant properties. The practical value of older records of this type is 
seriously impaired by the complete absence of reliable information on the 
type and the state of the soils involved in the construction operations and 
on the hydraulic conditions responsible for the observed events. Never
theless, at present these records still constitute the only source of infor
mation, because adequate records have rarely been made. 
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ART. 50. CO..\IPACTION OF sons 

PURPOSES AND METHODS OF SOIL COMPACTION 

The preceding article dealt. with the Rtability of Roil maRseR in their 
natura'! state. By excavating sneh soil masses and redepositing them 
\vithout :-;pecial care, the avera!!:e porosity, permeahility, and com
pressibility of the soil are increased, and the eapacity to resist internal 
RCOur by water veins is greatly reduced. Thorefore, C\"on in ancient timeR 
it was cUfltomary to compact fills to be used as dams or levees. On the 
other hanel, no special efforts were made to compact highway embank
ments, because the road surfaces were flexible enongh tu remain un
harmed by the f:ettlement of the fill. Until very recently railroad fills 
were also built up by loose dumping and allowed to settle under their 
own ,\"eight for several year;;; before placement of high-quality ballast. 

The settlement of nneompactecI fills did not result in any serious 
inconveniences until the beginning of the 20th century, when the rapid 
development of the automobile created an increasing demand for hnrt1-
surfaced roads. It soon became app(~rcnt that concrete roads on uu-
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('ompu,ctecl fills wer!.' likely to hrpak up anfi that tllP :-.1lrfaees of other 
types of high-grad!' plWPI11pnts hltlla tpn(lencv to bp('ome very uneven. 
The necessity for fiYoiding f>1.wh llndp,~irahl;> ('omlitions fo:-:'tered the 
development of methods of ,mil compaction that would sati:.;(y th£' 
requirements of hoth ceonomy and cffidency. Simultanrou:-: increu,l,e of 
activity in the field of earth-dam conRtl1lction provided an additional 
incentive for the development of compaction methocL". 

The investigations that were made haye lPel to the conclusion that no 
one method of ('ompaction is equally f..11itahle for all types of RoiL Fur
thermore, the extent to which a given Boil is compacted as a rrRuIt of u 
given procedure depemL'l to a large extent on the water ('on tent of t.he 
soil. The greatest degree of compaction is obtainpd when the water 
content has a certain value known as the optt'mllm moisture content, and 
the procedure for maintaining the water content close to the optimum 
value during the compaction of a fill is known a,,<; moisture-conlent control. 

At the present time, the relations of thp I110isture content at the time 
a fill is placed, the degrpe of compaction, and the physical characteristics 
of the fill throughout its period of service are still very imperfectly 
understood. The changes in the strength, rigidity, and permeability of 
the fill with age and with changing water content desen;e far more 
attention than they have as yet received. Hence, the remainder of this 
article contains almost no information concerning the properties of 
compacted soilR. It deals primarily with constmction procedures. 

In the following review of the subject, the current methods for com~ 
pacting artificial fills are divided into three groups, those RUitabIe for 
.cohesionless Roils, thOi;e for sandy or RiIty soils with moderate cohesion, 
and those for days. Finally, method'! are discussed for compacting 
ma.'3ses of natural soil in their original position. 

COMPACTION OF COHESIONLESS SOILS 

The methodR for compacting Rand and gravel, arranged in order of 
decreaRing effectiveness, are vibration, watering, and roIling. In practice, 
combinations of these methods have alRo been URe(!. 

Vibration call he produced in a primitive manner by tamping with 
hand or pneumatic tools or hy dropping heavy weights on the soil from a 
height of several feet. However, the compacting effect of these procedures 
is extremely variable, because it depend:;; to a large extent on the fre
quency of the vibrations (see Article 19 and Figure 43). If the frequency 
it of the vibrations is less than about one-half the critical frequency 
io of the soil, the pulsating force produces relatively little settlement. 
Further increa.se of the frequency causes a rapid increase of the set~ 
tlement and a corresponding decrea8e of porosity. If it i" approximately 
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equal to fo, the settlement is 20 to 40 times greater than that produced 
by a static load equivalent to the pUlsating force. 

The frequency at which a vibrator must operate in order to produce 
maximum compaction is somewhat different for different soils. Therefore, 
attempts have been made to develop vibrators with adjustable fre
quency. In Germany these attempts led to the construction of 24-ton 
variable-frequency vibrators mounted on tractors (see Article 19). 
During operation the vibrations are transmitted to a base plate having 
an area of 80 sq ft. By means of this equipment layers 7 ft thick can be 
compacted at the rate of about 5000 sq ft per hr. 

Compaction by vmtering is based on the fact that the seepage pressure 
of percolating water breaks down unstable groups of grains. It is much 
less effective than compaction by vibration. For compacting road fills, 
two different methods of watering have been used. In one the sand is 
deposited in ridges along both sides of the working Rurface and washed 
toward the center with jets of mtter under a pressure at the nozzle of 
GO to 75 1b per sq in. The deposit that is built up has somewhat the 
character of a hydraulic fill. In the second method water is ponded in 
shallow pools on the working surface, so thltt it seeps into the previously 
placed sand and escapes through the toes of the fill. Both methods re
quire about l.5 cu yd of water per cubic yard of samI. By a comparison 
of the porosity of fills before and after treatment it haR been found that 
the degree of compaction obtained by either method is relatively 
low.50.1 However, opinions regarding the compacting effect of watering 
are still divided. 

The use of rollers to compact cohesionless soils is relatively ineffective. 
The best results are obtained if the sand is practically saturated. How
ever, in clean sand the water flows away rapidly, and it may be im
practicable to maintain a state of Raturution. 

In the United States it is customary to compact sand fills by means of 
rollers drawn by crawler-mounted tractorR. 'Vater may be added to the 
fiU during the process. The vibrations from the tractor motors constitute 
an eSl-;cntial part of the procedure. Six to eight passages of the equipment 
over a given Rpot are usually required to attain even a moderate degree 
of compaction, provided the sand is deposited in layers not more than 
1 ft thick. 50.2 

COMPA.CTION OF SANDY OR SILTY SOILS Wl'rH MODERATE COHESION 

With increasing cohesion, the compacting effect of vibrations de
creaSes greatly, because even a slight bond between the particles inter
feres with their tendency to move into more stable positions. Further
more, the low permeability of these soils makes watering ineffective. 
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Compaction in layers by rollers, on the other hand, haH given very 
~atisfactory refmlts. 

Two type!' of rollers are in general use: pneunmtie-tired rollers, and 
tamping or sheepsfoot rollerH. Pneumatic-tired rollers are m014t imitabh· 
for compacting nonplastic silt and 14tIty soils, whereas folheepHfoot rollers 
arc most effective on phtstic Hoils with relatively low eohc"iion. 

Pneumatic-tired rollers consist of a numher of automobile tires 
mounted on a pair of axles, one in front of the other. The aSI',embly is 
loaded to exert a pressure of at least 225 lb per lin ft mea.'>'ured along the 
axle. Good practice calls for eight to ten pa.'lse."l over layers 4 to 6 in. 
thick. 

The surface of sheepsfoot rollers is covered with prismatic attach
ments or feet, one for approximately each square foot of area of the 
roller. The rollers commonly UHed in connection with earth-dam con
struction have a diameter of about 5 ft and a length of about 8. "-'hen 
loaded they weigh about 17 tons. The feet extend a distance of 6 to 9 in. 
from the roller and have areas of 7 to 12 sq in. Depending on the bize of ' 
the feet, the contact pressure varies from about 300 to GOO Ib per sq ft. 
Somewhat smaller and lighter rollers are used extensively for compaction 
of highway fills, and much larger aUfI heavier rollers have been used 
flucceflsfully on an experimental basis.50 •3 With the ordinary equipment 
the thicknesfl of the layers before compaction should not exceed 10 to 12 
in. The required number of passes should be aetermined in the field by 
means of tests on Hmall experimental embankments. Satisfactory 
compaction is usually ohtained after 8 to 12 pasRes of the ro11er.50

•
4 

Hegardless of the t.ype of compacting equipment or the degree of 
cohesion of the soil, the effectivenefls of the compaction procedure de
pends to a large extent on the moisture content of the soil. This state
ment applies especially to almost nonplastic uniform fine-grained soils. 
If the water content is not almost exactly equal to the optimum, these 
soils cannot be compacted at all. 

Most of the current methods for determining the optimum moisture 
content are identical with or derived from a procedure known as the 
Proctor method.DO •5 According to the original procedure, a sample of soil 
is dried, pulverized, and separated into t",ro fractions by a no. 4 sieve. 
About 6 Ib of the finer fraction are moistened with a small quantity of 
,vater and thoroughly mixed to produce a damp aggregate that is then 
packed, in three equal layers, into a cylindrical container of Rpecified 
dimensions. Each layer is compacted by 25 blows of a standard tamper 
that is allowed to fall from a height of 1 ft. When the cylinder has been 
filled and stntck off level at the top, the weight and the water content of 
the damp soil in the container are determined. By means of these 
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quantities the weight of Rolids per unit of volume, known as the dry 
density, can be computed. The dry (lPn~ity is the mea"ure of compaction. 

In a similar manner the dry density is determined for successively 
damper mixtures of the aggregate, nntil t.he dry density after compaction 
decreases conspicuously with increasing water content. A curve is 
plotted showing the relation between dry density and water content. 
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The opt.imum moisture content ae
cording to the standard Proctor test 
is the value of water content at which 
the dry dem;ity is a maximum. 

In both field and laboratory the 
optimum moisture content depends 
not only on the nature of the soil 
llUt also, to a great extent, on the 
method of compaction. Furthermore, 
any givon procedure for compacting 
the soil in the field can be carried out 
·wit.h equipment of very different 
·weights. The present tendency is 
toward inerea~ingly heavy rollers,150.3 
and ,dth increasing "'eight the mois
ture content eorrespomling to maxi
mllin compaction decreases. Hence, 
no standard test of any kind, includ

ing the Proctor test, should be expected to produce results of general 
validity. Conclusive information on the optimum moisture content Can 
be obtained only by making large-scale field tests with the compacting 
equipment to he used on the job. 

For some time efforts havo bpcn made to develop laboratory methods 
that imitate the common types of field equipment more closely than does 
the Proctor test. These efforts have led to various modifications of the 
original procedure, but no universally accepted recommendations have 
yet boen made. 

Typical moisture-denflity curves for several floils arc shown in Figure 
161. They were obtained by the standard Proctor method. Curve a 
reprCHents the moisture-den"ity relation for a Rand-clay mixture, b for a 
clay soil with low compretiflibility, c for a uniform coarse silt with low: 
compressibility, ancI d for a clay with high compressihility. 

If the moisture content of the tioil in the field if! greater than the 
optimum, the soil should be given nIl opportunity to dry out in storage. 
If it is less, water should be added in the borrow pit or by sprinkling 
before compaction. With reasonable care it is usually possible to main-
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tain the water content within 2 or 3 pl'r epnt of the optimum. Huwever, 
for uniform :-;lightly cohe:-;ive nonpJa"tie >'oils a d()~pr appro[wh to the 
optimnm water content may he required. 

The unit weight and the water content (If the :-1oil arc' dwcke(l in th(' 
field by routine sampling and testing.5l>.4. ~'\I.li To cletermine the unit 
weight, a hole having a volume of at least 1/20 eu ft is exeavated in the 
compacted soil, and the excavated material is carefully recovered and 
weighed before any moisture is lost by evaporation. The volume of the 
excavated material is commonly mCtl.'llired by filling the hole with dry 
sand in a loose state, after the unit weight of the Rand in thi;; state has 
been established. The sand i;; poured from a container that iR weighed 
before and after the hole is filled. An approximate value of the water 
content can be obtained quickly by determining the lot'S of weight due 
to drying the sample in a pan resting on a hot plate. However, after a 
moderate amount of experience on a given job, an inspector can esti
mate the water content quite accurately from the appearance and tex
ture of the material. Under some conditions, the water content can be 
determined expediently by m.cam'( of a small-Olcalc penetration device 
known as the plasticity needle.5o •

5 If the material to he uRed for a fill is 
quite variable in character, or if the job is located in a region f.ubject to 
frequent rainy RP01l8, compliance with the moisture-cont(·nt require
ments may com:iderably increase the cost of conRtmcting the fill. 

The water content at which a soil is compacted hM an effect on all the 
physical properties of the compacted Roil, including the permeability. 
Expericnce jndicata"! that an increase in initial water content from a 
value somewhat below the optimum to a value somcwhat above is 
likely to cause a large decrea.~e in the coefficient of permeability. The 
decrease seems to increa.~e with incroasing clay content of the soil. In 
connection with the core material for Mud Mountain Dam, which con
tained as much as 3 per cent of clay with a high montmorillonite content, 
it was found that an increase in the water content from 2 per cent below 
optimum to 2 per cent above decreased the coefficient of permeability 
about 10,000 timeR.50 .7 An influence of this magnitUde is probably a rare 
exception, but even much less important effects deserve consideration. 

COMPACTION OF CLAY 

If the natural water content of a clay located in a borrow-pit area is 
not close to the optimum water content, it may be very difficult to 
change it to the optimum value. This is particularly true if the water 
content is too high. Therefore, the contractor may be compelled to use 
the clay in approximately the state in which it iR encountered. 

Excavating machinery removes the clay from a borrow pit in chunks. 
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An individuu.l chunk of clay cannot he compacted by [my of the pro
cedureR previouRly mentioned, becanse neither vibration nor pressure of 
short duration produce,; more than an inc;ignificant change in the water 
content. However, UKe of a sheepc;foot roller is effectivE' in reducing the 
size of the open Rpaces between the chunks. The best results are ob
tained if the water content is slightly greater than the plastic limit. If it is 
considerably greater, the clay tends to stick to the roller, or the roller 
tends to sink into the ground. If it is considerably lesR, the chunks do not 
yield, and the spaces remain open. 

The use of fairly stiff clay for the eonstnrction of an embankment may 
involve the danger of Olubsequent expansion by swelling in contact with 
water. If the expansion is unequaJ, fissureR are likely to form, whereupon 
the structure of the clay may disintegrate and the slopes may start to 
slough. Heavily precompresRed clays and clays ,vith high values for the 
swelling index, Article 13, should, at the prcsent state of knowledge, be 
regarded with suspicion aR material for the construction of embank
ments. If Cs , equation 13.5a, exceeds about 0.07, the clay is likely to 
swell exceBHivcly. 

The swelling characteristics of a fill composed of rolled chunks of a 
precompresRed clay can alRo IJe inve~tigated by preparing Ramples 
repreBentative of the clay in its initial Htnte in the fill. Each sample is 
introduced into a consolidation ring lLnd Hubjected to a pre8sure equal to 
that which will act on the clay at some point in the fill. Water is then 
admitted to the porous stones that cover the top and bottom of the 
sample, and the increa8e in volume is measured. The suitability of the 
material is judge.d by its tendency to 8well. 

The performance of swelling tests and the interpretation of the resultB 
require considerable experience, and the conclusions cannot be accepted 
without re.'lervation. For instance, .qeveml HucceRsful dams over 100 ft 
high have been cons'tructed of clay for which Cs = 0.09. Henne, no rules 
of general validity can as yet be Rtated. 

In Great Britain and the British Dominions, earth dams have been 
constmcted with rather permeable outer parts and plastic clay cores of 
8uch consistency that the clay can be handled and packed into place with 
a spade. To permit Bpading the ·water content of the clay iB maintained 
at a value about halfway between the liquid and plastic limits. If the clay 
in the borrow pits has a smaller water content, it i8 mixed with water 
while being fed through pug milIs. ThiH procedure is common practice 
for treating the clays used for the coreR in the storage dams of the 
municipal water system of the city of London. The impervious sections 
constructed in this manner are known as clay-puddle cores. The term clay 
puddle used in this sense should not be confusecl with the meaning of the 
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same term in the United States, wherf' it referl' to day thrown into water 
and soaked until it if; much too soft to be Hpaded. 

COMPACTION OF NATURAL MASSES OF BOIL AND OF EXII;;TING FILLS 

Natural strata and exiHting fiIIs cannot be compacted in laycfl'. This 
fact excludes the application of most of the metho(i<; previow-dy de
scribed, because in order to be effective the compacting agent must act 
in the interior of the soil mass. The method most suitahle for a given job 
must be selected in accordance with the nature of the soil. 

Cohesionless sand can be compacted most effectiv{'ly by \ibration. The 
simplest method for producing vibrations at considerable depth is to 
drive piles. When piles are driven into loose sand, the ground surface 
between the piles commonly subsides in spite of the displacement of the 
sand by the piles. In one instance, after cast-in-place concrete piles 45 ft 
long were driven at 3-ft centers into fine sand below the water table, the 
ground surface subsided as much as 3 ft, although the volume of the piles 
,vaS equivalent to a I-ft layer. The pile driving reduced the porosity of 
the sand from about 4'1 to about 38 per cent. 

On another project, piles were driven to compact a layer of sand ex
tending to a dcpth of 50 It below the water table. Steel Hhells, subse
quently recovered, were partly filled with a mixture of sand, gravel, and 
tufa, and then driven into the ground. During the driving, the RUrface 
settled about 1.5 ft, and the average porosity of the sand decreased from 
42 to 35 per cent. An independent check on the degree of compaction was 
made by measuring the rate of propagation of elastic waves. Because of 
the compaction, this rate increased from about 1000 ft per sec, a common 
value for loose sand, to about 4000 ft pel' sec, corresponding to soft 
sandstone. Since pile driving is not effective in compacting the upper
most layers, the top 6 ft of sand on this project 'vere compacted by the 
24-ton vibrator previously described. 

On the same job, a second method was used, known as the vibroflota
lion proceS8. The tool that produces the compaction consists of a vibrator 
combined with a device for forcing water into the surrounding sand. The 
vibrator is first jetted into the sand to the depth within which the sand 
stratum is to be compacted and then is gradually lifted out again. The 
compaction is produced during the upward trip by the vibrations com
bined with the action of the water jets.50

.
8 The operation compacts the 

sand within a cylindrical space having a diameter of 8 to 10 ft at moder
ate expense. However, the method is most successful in clean sand. If the 
sand contains an admixture of silt or clay, the results are likely to be 
disappointing. 

Su,tisfactory compaction of thick strata of very loose sand has also 
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been accompli:,;hed by detonating small charges of dynamite at many 
points in the interior of the strata. In one such stratum, extending from 
the ground surface to a depth ranging between 15 and 30 ft, 8-lb charges 
of 60 per cent dynamite were fired at a depth of 15 ft. The vibrations 
produced by the blasts reduced the porosity of the sand from its original 
value of 50 per cent to 43 per cent. The prerequisites for successful ap
plication of this method are the same as those for the vibroflotation 
process.50 •9 

Sandy soils with some cohesion and existing coheRive fills can also be 
compacted by pile driving. However, the compaction of such soils is 
caused not by the vibrations associated with the driving, but by static 
pressure which decreases the size of the void spaces. If the soil is located 
above the water table and the ,·oid;; me largely filled with air, the com
pacting effect of pile driving is commonly very satisfactory. However, if 
the soil is located below the witter table, this effect decreases rapidly 
with decreasing permeability of the soil. In order to facilitate removal of 
the ,vater, gravel drains may be installed. Thus, for instance, the follow
ing prodecnre ,,·as Imcce:':sfully used to compact a loose marl fill placed 
"ithin the cells of a sheet-pile cofferdam. Steel pipes with a diameter of 
12 in. \vere driven into the fill. The lower end of each pipe was closed with 
a loosely attached steel disk that remained in the ground when the pipe 
was pulled. After a pipe had been driven to the base of the marl, it was 
filled with it mixture of gravel nnd sand and was provided with an air
tight cap. The pipe was then removed by pumping air into it under a 
pressure of 20 to 30 Ib per sq in. The air prel'sure held tho soft soil in 
place and prevented it from squeezing in while the gravel was falling out 
of the pipe into the hole. Vertical columns of sand or gravel instnlled in 
the soil by tilis or a similar pl'oce:,;s are known as sand piles. The con
solidation of the surrounding soil can be accelerated by pumping or bail
ing the water from the sand piles.50 . IO 

Soft silt belmv the water table is transformed by pile driving into a 
semiliquitl state. Hence, instead of compacting the soil, the process of 
pile driving weakens the soil at least temporarily. If the compaction of 
such strata is practicable at all, it can be accomplished only by some 
process of drainage, Article 47. This statement also applies to strata. of 
soft clay. In one case the drainage was effected by pumping hot dry 
air into a system of galleries.50

.
11 In others water was pumped out of 

water-bearing ::land strata contained in the clay. 'When such strata are 
present, the rate of consolidation and the final void ratio can be esti
mated by means of the theory of consolidation and the results of con
solidation tests. The curves in Figure 108 may be used for estimu.Ling 
the rate. 
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ART. 51. DESIGN OF FILLS, DIKES, AND EARTH DAMS 

PRINCIPAL TYPES OF EARTH EMBANKMENTS 

Earth embankments can be divided into four large groups: railway 
fillA, highway fills, levees, and carth dams. The embankments in each 
group are similar not only in the purpose they serve, but also in the 
factors that should be conl'idered when the side slopes are selected. In the 
following discussion of the choice of slopes it if; aR.'iumed that the em· 
bankments rest on stable subsoil. The condition::; for the stability of the 
base and the effect of unfavorable subsoil conditions on the stability of 
the embankments are discussed in Article 52. 

RAILWAY FILLS 

In the past, railway fills were usually conRtructed by dumping tho 
borrow material over the end of the completed portion of the fill. Such 
fills were considered satisfactory if they were permanently stable. Since 
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artificial compaction waR not uRed, hard ballast was not placed heneath 
the track until the fills had "seasoned" for several years. During this 
period the fills settled under their own weight. The settlement amounted 
to about 3 per cmt of the height of rock fi11R, 4 per cent of the height 
of fills of sandy materials, and about 8 per cent of the height of fills with 
a considerable clay content. To prevent the development of sags in the 
track between the ends of a fill, the crest was customarily established at a 
distance above theoretical grade equal to the expected settlement. 

The standard Rlope of railway fills constructed in this manner is 1.5 
(horizontal) to 1 (vertical). However, if a fill with a height greater than 
10 or 15 ft contains a high percentage of clay, it is likely to fail either 
during conRtruetion or after a few wet seasons. Therefore, it has become 
the practice to reduce the slope angle of snch fills from 1.5:1 at the crest 
to about 3:1 at the base. The decision ,vhether the character of the clay 
requireR flattening of the Rlopes is commonly left to the engineer in 
charge of constnlCtion. No more refined procedure is justified, because 
the shearing resistance of an uncompacted clay fill depends not only on 
the properties of the fill material but also on the method of placing and 
on the weather conditions during constmction. However, even the most 
experienced engineer occal,ionally misjudges the character of a soil, and, 
as a consequence, a section of the fill may fail. The slope is then repaired, 
and its stability incI<:'ased either hy constmeting a low fill along the toe 
that moved out or by means of a dry masonry footwall, possibly supple
mented by hard core drains. 

During the 1930's the practice of constmcting fills by loose dumping 
was largely abandoned by railroads in the United States because of the 
rapid development of off track earth-moving equipment similar to that 
used for the eonstruction of dams and highway fills. It has become cus
tomary to spread fill material in layers about 1 ft thick, by means of 
bulldozers or tractor-drawn scrapers. Because of the compacting effect 
of the eonstmction equipment, the settlement of the fills is considerably 
reduced. The standard slope of 1.5:1, however, remains unchanged. In 
the construction of some new fills on lineR opemting high-Rpeed trains, 
water-content control and rolling hil,\"e been wiCd. This is done primarily 
to make fills ready for normal service immediately after construction and 
must be considered an exceptional procedure. 

Regardless of the method of construction, if the available fill material 
consists of both sandy Roils and clay, it is considered good practice to 
avoid mixing the two soils so far as is possible. Part of the sandy soil is 
reserved for constructing the upper part of the fill, and the remainder 
either for the outer parts or for the lowest portions of the highest fill 
sections. 
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If the top of a clay fill becomes damp, the> day may :'fIlIPf'Z(, nnder the 
influence of traffic into the void::; of the Imllu..,t. The trtwk thpn "pttleii. 
The crest of the fill assumes the i-ihape of a :-;hallo\V trough ill whieh watl'f 
collects and further Hoftens the subgra<le. The cost or' Jl1aint£'ntHlce in
creases as the process continues. On Ill'\V fills more favorablr eonditiom; 
for track support can be estahlished by compaeting the upper few feet of 
the fill and giving the clay surfaee n pronounced crown. On exbting fill:;; 
the progressive deterioration of the roadbed can sometimes be arrf'~ted 
by injecting cement grout into the lower part of the balIa."t section. The 
grout fills the voids and keeps the clay out of the balla.'it.51.l 

HIGHWAY FILLS 

The standard slope for highway embankments varies in different parts 
of the United States between 1.5:1 and 1.75:1. Whereas moderate 
settlement of railroad fills is of no great consequence, because the track 
can readily be raised by tamping additional ballast under the ties, warp
ing of the base of highway pavement:,; may cause failure of the road ~mr
face or, at best, unsatisfactory riding characteristics. Therefore, modem 
highway embankments are always carefully compacted, and the mois
ture content of the fill material is rigidly controlled during construction 
(see Article 50). The behavior of fills compacted in thiH manner depends 
primarily on the physical properties of the fill material. As a consequence, 
reliable decisions as to the suitability of a given soil for constructing lUl 

embankment can be made on the basis of'the re."ults of routine laboratory 
tests on representative sample::; of the material in the borrow pit. 

During the last 25 years efforts were made, first by the Bureau of 
Public Hoads and later also by the various state highway departments, 
to correlate the behavior of compacted embankments with the index: 
properties of the illl material. These efforts have led to the generally 
accepted practice of judging the quality of the soil on the ba.'3L'l of its 
maximum compacted dry density and its Atterberg-limit value.9.5Ul 

Before it is decided whether a given soil is suitable for constructing a 
proposed fill, representative samples are submitted to a Proctor test or 
the locally practiced equivalent (see Article 50). General directions for 
interpreting the test results have been published by the American 
Association of State Highway Officials/l.3 but the details of interpreta
tion vary from state to state. Table 16 is a typical example of the 
specifications of a state highway department. 

It is obvious that rules like those contained in Table 16 should not be 
considered finaL They represent merely one stage of progress toward the 
elimination of guesswork in the selection of fill material, and they will 
undoubtedly be modified as experience increa.'les. In particular, the 
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specifications regarding the use of day soils appear to leave a con"ider
able margin for improvement. For example, it is specified in Table 16 
that clay soils having a liquid limit grcatm' than 65 "houlel not be used in 
the construction of fills. Y at, in some lucaliticR, storage dams as high as 

TABLE 1G 

E:'I-IBANKMENT SOIL CmI1'_U."rION REQUIRrmgN'I'B 

Abstraet of HH6 Constl'lwtiou ltw[l\IatC'J'bl Specificatiolls 
of the Department of Highway~, State of Ohio 

Condition I 
Fills 10 ft or less in height, and not sub

ject to extensive floods 
~----------~~ --------~ 

Maximum 
Laboratory 

Dry Wcight* 
(lb per eu ft) 

8\). H and less 
00.0-102.0 

103.0-100.0 
lIO.O-nO.o 
120.0 and more 

Minimum Field 
Compaetion 

Hequircments 
(PCI' Cent of 
Labomtory 
Maximum 

Dry Weight) 
t 

100 
98 
fl5 
90 

Condition II 
Fills exceeding 10 ft in lwight, or subject 

to lung periods of Jiooding 
,-----____.._ --------., 

Maximulll 
LalJomtory 

Dry Weight* 
(lh pCI' eu ft) 

04 . U and lesB 
05.0-102.0 

103.0-1OfU) 
110. 0-1l\J. n 
120.0 amI more 

Minimum Field 
Compaction 

RClql!il'emcllts 
(Per Cent of 
Lnhoratory 
l\bximum 

Dry Weight) 
:j: 

102 
100 
08 
Oil 

* Maximum lab om tory dry weight is determined by standard Proctor test, as 
described in Article 50. 

t Soils having maximum dry weights of 1£'88 than 00.0 III pOl' eu ft will be con
sidered unsatisfaetory and shall not bc used in embankment. 

:j: Soils having maximum dry weights of leRs thanlJ5.0 Ib pel' ell ft will uo considered 
unsatisfactory und shall not be used in embankment under condition II requirements 
or in the top 8-ill. lttyer of cmbankment whieh will make up the su!Jgracle for a 
pnvement or subhase under condition I re<lllirOlllunt:'!. 

Soil, in addition to tho abovc rcquirement~, Hhall have a litl'li<j limit. not to 
exceed 65, and the minimum pJustil'ity index numb~r of soil wit.h liquid limits be
twoon 35 and 05 shall not IJe l('~s than thai determined by the forllluia 0.6 liquid 
limit minus 0.0. 

100 ft with slopes as steep as 2.5:1 have been sncct'sRfulIy built of clay 
with a considerably higher liquid limit. Other equally satisfactory 
storage dams consist of clay with a maximum labomtory dry density 
much less than the minimum value of 95 lb per cu ft stipulated in 
Table 16. As a rule, if the exiHting Hpecifi(,!1tions would require the re
jection of more than about 100,000 eu yd of clay in favor of a more ex
pensive substitute, economic conHiclerntions would probably justify 
thorough soil studies and stability complltations to determine whether 
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the rejection of tho cheaper eon:-:truction material could he avoided. In 
addition to serving their immediate purpo~e, the resultH of investigations 
of this kind, combined with the record;; of ohsen"ations during and after 
construction, conl-'titute the one reliablc basis for revision of existing 
specifications. 

LEVEES OR DIKES 

Levees serve to protect lowlandil against periodic inundation by high 
water, storm floods, or high tides. They differ from earth fltorage (lams in 
three principal respects: Their inner f;lopes are submerged during only a 
few days or weeks per yeari their location is determined hy flood-pro
tection requirements regardless of whether or not the foundation concli
tions are favorable; and the fill material mu:,:t be derived from shallow 
borrow pits located near the site of the levees. These conditions introduce 
a considerable element of uncertainty into the design of such structures. 
NeverthelesR, the necessity for levees existed in some regions during the 
earliest days of human civilization, and as a consequence the art of levee 
construction was developed in these regions to a high degree of perfection. 

If the soil conditions in the borrow-pit area change from place to place, 
the cross section of a levee is customarily chotlen in accordance with the 
requirements of the most unsuitable materials that wiII have to be used. 
Consideration is also given to the degree of freedom permitted the 
contractor in chooRing the time and method of construction. In some 
levee districts the method of placing the soil is rigidly controlled, 
whereas in others the contractor is free to choose between widely different 
methods of construction. The influence of the method of construction on 
the cost of a levee depends chiefly on the ratio between the cost of hand 
and machine labor. Since this ratio is very different in different countries, 
efforts to build satisfactory levees at minimum expenfle have led to 
different rules in different parts of the world. 

In countries such as Germany and Holland, where hand labor is cheap, 
levees are carefully compacted and built with steep slopes. On the other 
hand, in the Mississippi valley and various other parts of the United 
States, no efforts are made to eompact levees, becau~e in the United 
States uncompacted levees with gentle slopes are commonly cheaper than 
carefully compacted ones with much smaller cross sections.51.

4 In 
Europe and Asia many levees of clay have been constructed with side 
slopes of 2:1, whereas clay levees along the Mississippi River are com
monly given an inner slope of 3:1 and an outer slope of 6 :1. Both types of 
construction grew out of a slow process of trial and error, and both serve 
their purpose equally well under the conditions that prevail in the 
regions where they originated. 
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In regions where levee systems are already in existence, Roil rnechanic!-:i 
can be uRed to advantage only for correlating construction and mainte-. 
nance experience with the index properties of the soils that serve as the 
construction materials. The information obtained in this manner leads 
to the elimination of guesswork in classifying the soils encountered in new 
borrow-pit areas .. 

The w:;e of theoretical methods in the dc:-;ign of levees on stable sub
soil can hardly be justiHed unless a levee ifi to be located in a region where 
no levees have previol1:lly been bllilt. Under ~mch circumfitances the 
method of trial and error is too slow and expensive, and experience based 
on existing levee systems can hardly be used as a guide, because very 
few of the available constmction rccords contain udequate data con
cerning the properties of the constmction materials. Therefore, the 
designer is compelled to use the methods pmctieml in connection with 
thc design of earth dams. 

The influence of the subsoil conditions on the stability of levees and 
other earth embankments is discussed in Article 52. 

EARTH DAMS FOR STORAGE PURPOSES 

If a storttge dam fails while the reservoir is full, loss of life and serious 
damage to property may ensue. Therefore, sound engineering require8 
that storage dam:'i be de::;igneu in such a manner that there can be no 
pos"ihility of It failure. Becau:'ie of the great variety of subsoil condition" 
that mt~y have an adverse influence on the stability of an earth dam and 
of the diversity of soils that may be aVttilable for building the dam, 
the design of every new earth dam constitutes a problem that calls for 
individual treatment. No standard slopes for earth damH can be estab
lished. 

The design must satisfy the requirements that the dam should be 
stable, that the loss of water through the body of the dam should be 
compatible with the purpose of the dam, and that the soil or soils re
quired for building the darn should be available within a reasonable 
distance. This last condition imposes severe restrictions on the choice of 
the construction material for the dam. Fortunately, almost any soil or 
combin[Ltion of soils cnn be w,ed for C'onstructing a satisfactory earth 
dam. Consequently, the problem of the designer is to utilize the available 
materials to best advantage. 51.5 

Homogeneous earth dams can be made only of soils that are stable and 
yet not too permeable. The soils that mayor do satisfy both conditions 
can be divided into three large groups: well-graded coarse-grained soils 
,,·ith a Rufficient nmoullt of fine material to reduce the permeability to a 
tolerable value, silts, and certain types of clay. Neither clean sand or 
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gravel nor soft clay iH included in tll('se three ~roupi'. Hnwm-er, if the 
horrow pits contain both elean Oland and Huft ('lay, the clay e:m he uxed 
for construeting a practically impermenhle (~ore that int('rn!~pt:-; the Reep
age through the dam Hnd the sand tlnl1m,itr~d on both skip,; of tIlt' eore to 
provide the required stability, If no rcltttin,ly impermeahle soils call be 
obtained at a reasonable eost, the seepage nnist he prevented by a rom 
wall of reinforced concrete or some other ma,nufactureti constnlCtion 
material. 

Irrespective of the nature of the available fill materials, the soils to bE' 
used in the dam mURt be carefully selected. and erra.tic variations within 
the dam must be avoided as much aH possihle under the local conditions. 

TABLE 17 

SIDE SLOPES FOR PRELIMINARY DESlClN (J]\' EARTH DAM 

Type of Dam 
Homogeneous well-graded material 
Homogeneous coarse silt 
Homogeneous siliy clay or claYi height Jess than ahout 

50 ft 
Homogeneous silty clay or clay; height more than ahout 

50 ft 
Sand or sand and gravel, with clay eore 
Sand or sand and gravel, with reinforced-conerew. ('ore wall 

Upstream 
Slope 
2.5:1 

3:1 

2,5:1 

3:1 
3:1 

2.5:1 

Downstream 
Slope 

2:1 
2,5:1 

2:1 

2,5:1 
2,5:1 

2:1 

To accomplish these endR suitable acceptance tests are specified for the 
borrow material, and the method for compacting the Roil iR prescribed 
as rigorously aR for highway embankments. The dcsign of a dam to be 
built in this manner is a legitimate field for the extenOlive use of experi
mental and theoretical methods. If no such investigations are made, the 
abHence of reliable information concerning the degree of stability of the 
proposed Rtructure must be compensated by very liberal dimensions 
involving the likelihood of utling much more material in the clam than 
safety reqnirefl, Therefore, in connection with earth dams for storage 
purposes, thorough soil investigations are always economically justified. 

The preceding paragraph indicates that stability computations are a 
necessary step in the design of an earth dam. Before such a computation 
can be made, the dimensions of the stnlCture must be tentatively 
selected.51.6 As a first approximation, subject to verification or modifica
tion on the basis of the stability computation, the side slopes given in 
Table 17 may be assumed, 

The fundamental principles of stability computation!l have been set 
forth in Article 42. In that article it was emphasized that the computa-
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tions require experience, judgment, and ~L thorough acquaintance with 
the theoretical principles involved. The computations should be based 
on the most unfavorable l'esults of the tm;ts made on the materials from 
the borrow pit and not on the average values. The theoretical factor of 
Hafety with rCRpect to slope failures should never be less than 1.3 and 
should preferably be 1.5. 

Glacial tills ideal for the construction of homogeneous earth dams are 
available at many sites in Canada and the United States north of the 
42d parallel. Both the original and the slightly modified till are likely to 
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FIG. 162. Grain-size curve of glacial till part.icu]arly suitable for construction of 
homogeneous earth uam. 

satisfy the most exacting requirementH. Althongh the material contains 
almost no clay, its permeability is of the order of 1O-1l em per sec, a 
value low enough to obviate the necessity for constructing a core wall. 
By means of sheepsfoot rollers and heavy h[!'uling equipment it can he 
compacted to a dry weight of more than 120 lb pel' cu ft, and in this 
compacted state it:;; angle of internal friction is [!,t least 38°. Figure lG2 
shows a typical grain-size curve. 

If the available construction material consists chiefly of coarse silt, 
adequate water-content control is very diffieult. At the snme time it is 
very important, because even it Rmall devi[!,tion of the dry density of the 
compacted fill material from the maximum value is [!,ssociated with a 
marked tendency of the material to slough during a clrawdown. 

The most difficult design problems arise in connection with dams to be 
constructed entirely of silty clay or day. In addition to the required 
stability analyses, independent investigations must be made to deter
mine whether the gradual swelling of the outer parts of the chW fill may 
cause the opening of cmcks that would he followed Hooner or luter by 
sloughing. No specific ruleH can be given for making theHe investigations. 
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NevertheleRs, excessive swclling rapacity may render the rIay unsuitable 
for constructing the dam. If the swelling capaeity is moderate, sloughing 
can be prevented by covering the upstream "lope with a grLweI blanket 
several feet thick. Further uncertainties in de:-ign aritle from the lack of 
reliable information coneerning the influence of progrellsive failure on the 
average shearing resistance along the potential R'urfaces of flliding in 
rolled clay fills. Finally, if the water content of the clay in the borrow 
pits is considerably higher thttn the optimum value, water-content con
trol during construction is likely to be a Rcrious problem. 

Since our knowledge of the conditions for the stability of clay embank
ments is still incomplete, and since, ill addition, failures of clay embank
ments are by no means unusual, a theoretical factor of safety of 1.5 
should be regarded as the minimum requirement. 

Whatever the constntCtion material for a homogeneous earth dam 
may be, the softening of the fill materiall1t the downstream toe must be 
prevented by the construction of a toe filter, such as that shown in 
Figure 102. The filter must be lnrge enough to prevent the line of 
seepage from intersecting the dmvll.stream Hlope. The necessi~y for 
providing toe filters had already been recognized by a few experienced 
engineers more than half a century ago, but the practice of im;talling 
them did not become generally acceptcd until Roil mechanicH demon
strated on a rational basis the decisive influence of such filters on the 
stability of the downstream slope. Today the toe filter is uc,1.ll111y con
sidered an essential part of the design. 

HYDRAULIC-FILL DAMS 

If the available material is a well-graded mixture containing all the 
grain-size fractions from gravel, stones, and very coarse sand to fine silt 
or clay, an earth dam can be constructed advantageously by the hydrau
lic process. In this process, the borrow pits are opened up well above the 
level of the crest of the dam. Material is excavated by powerful jets of 
water under a pressure of 100 to 150 lb per sq in. at the nozzle and is 
washed through flumes or pipe lines to the site. At the dam the flumes 
are mounted on trestles, or else they are established along the outer edges 
of the fill that has already been placed, as shown in Figure 163. In either 
event the flumes must be shifted toward the center line and raised as the 
dam grows higher. The mixture of soil and water is deposited in two 
ridges parallel to the axis of the dam, one near the upstream edge of the 
finished portion of the dam, and the other near the downstream edge. 
The coarsest materials settle near the outer slopes, whereas the finer 
particles are washed into the core pool near the axis of the dam and 
settle. The finest particles are wasted through an overflow pipe with its 
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upper end located at core-pool level. Hence, the constituents of a dam 
built according to this procedure range from very coarse materials at the 
slopes to fineR in the core. The outer portions provide stability, whereas 
the core is relatively impermeable and prevents seepage lOHS through the 
dam. The percentage of fines in the core can be controlled to a certain 
extent by adjusting the level of the core pool. 

Confidence in the reliability of this economical method of dam 
construction has been somewhat shaken by rather frequent fn,ilnres. 
Some failures have been caul'led by incorrect evaluation of stability 
conditions, and others by inadequate control of the width of the core. If 

After J. Justin 

FIG. 163. Diagram iHusl.mting construction of hydraulic-fill dam. 

the outer portionR eom:iRt of sand with little coarRe material, the danger 
of a flow slide like those in loose natural sand slopes, Article 49, should be 
considered. 

During and immediately after construction the core is in a semiliquid 
Htate, and its outward pressure tends to dislodge the coarse-grained shell. 
It is cUi'1tomary to specify that the shell should be able to sustain the 
lateral pressure exerted by the core material, on the assumption that the 
core is a heavy liquid with a unit weight equal to that of the core ma
terial. The theoretical factor of safety against failure of the shell, based 
on this [\s~mmption, should he unity. In reality, even immediately n.fter 
construction, the factor of safety of n, dam designed on this basis is 
somewhat greater thun unity, because during construction the core 
acquires HOIne strength. The effect of this gain in strength mny be 
interpreted aR a decrease of the unit weight of the equivalent fluid that 
is assumed to conHtitute the core. As time goes on, this unit weight 
continnes to decrpaRe, until fina11y it becomes practicl111y constant. The 
unit weight of 1,ho real core material is commonly about 110 lb per cu ft. 
Pressure-cell observationH in variolls hydra.ulic-fill dl1ms indicated the 
ultimate values for the equivalent fluid weight shown in Ta.ble 18. In all 
inKtances, the prcsRure-cell readingK were very erratic. Hence, they 
indicate merely that the equivalent fluid weight is considerably smaller 
than the unit weight of the core ml1terial. The real value of the ratip 
between the two unit weights is not yet known. Likewise. it ig not. pvpn 
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known whether the equivalent unit weight if; independmt uf the depth 
below the crest of the dam. 

Attempts have been made to eumpntc the rate lind degree of comolida
tion of the cores of hydraulic-fill dams on the basi:> of the theory of 
consolidatiun, Article ·11, amI the fe·mlt.s of eonsoiidation te~ts on 
repreRentath-c I'ample,-; of the core material. 5 1.7 _\eeording to the rc;.;uits 
of these computations, the settlement of the erest of a hydraulk-fill dam 
with a silty-clay core should increase for many year", and, if the height of 
the dam exceeds ahout 100 ft, the ultimate liettlcmcnt of the crest should 
be at least several feet. Furthermore, the final water content of the core 
should decrease appreciably with increasing depth below the crest. In 

TABLE 18 

EQUIVALENT FWIll WEIGHT OF CORE MATERIAl, OF VARIOUS 

HYDRAULIc-FILL DAMS 

German- Taylors-
Name of Dam town ville Kingsley 

Percentage of clay « 0.002 mm) 15 20 2 
Equivalent fluid weight (lb per eu ft) 58 47 45 
Effective grain size (mUl) < 0.001 < 0.001 0_01 

Fort 
Peck 

12 
71 

0.001 

contra.st to thoFe theoretical conclmdons, the settlement of the crests of 
hydraulic-fill dams 'With clay cores is commonly very small, and it 
ceases to increase perceptibly within 1 or 2 years after construction. 
In addition, the few records that have been obtained up to the present 
time indicate that the water content of the core material is practicul1y 
independent of the depth below the crest of the dam. 

These observations suggest that extrapolation from the r6.'3ult8 of 
consolidation tests to the processes that occur in the aging core of a 
hydraulic-fill dam are not justified. The principal rea.'lon for the discrep
ancies between theory and actualit.y seems to be the thixotropic harden
ing of the core material, possibly combined with the skeleton stmcture 
developed during sedimentation (see Article 17). Similar considerations 
indicate that the reIu.t.ionfi between the grain-size characteristics and the 
stability of the core matcriul are much less simple than they appeared 
to be in the early days of hydraulic-fill constmction. According to the 
early concepts, the stability of the core material should increase with 
increasing effective grain i:\ize, and the ideal core material should not con~ 
tain any clay at all. 51.8 Yet, the data in Table 18 indicate that the 
equivalent fluid weight of the core material in the Kingsley Dam with a 
clay content of 2 per cent is not appreeiably less than that of the Taylor
ville Dam with a clay content of 20 per cent. 
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According to these and various other observation.s, it appear:> that the 
grain-size characteristics of the core material are not so important aR 
they were once believed to be. The foremost requirements for successful 
constmction of a hydraulic-fill dam are the use of a heavY shell material 
and rigid control of the width of thc eore during construction. 

SUMMARY OF DBsIGN METHODS 

The Rtandard slope for rnilwlLY fillR iR 1.5:1, and relatively few slopes 
deviate from this value. Itailway fills \vere formerly constructed by such 
methods as end clumping, in which no efforts were made to compact the 
soil. More recently, many fins have been built up in layers and com
pacted to a certain extent hy the action of the construction equipment. 
Modern highway fills, on the other hand, arc commonly constructed in 
accordance with detailed Rpecifications regarding water-content control 
and method of compaction. The standard slope varies from 1.5:1 to 
1.75:1. In connection with either type of fill the principal function of the 
engineer is to decide what materials are unsuitable for use as fill ma
terial. 

In the field of milroad construction this decision is generally left to the 
engineer in charge of construction. If a fill fails, it if< repaired. In highway 
engineering embo,nkment materials are rejected unless they comply with 
more or less rigid stando,rds. Adherence to these standards practically 
eliminates the risk of slope failures, but it leads to the unconditional 
rejection of some clay soils that may actually he suitable. If the exiRting 
standards would require the rejection of a large amount of clay tha.t is 
much chenper than t.he cheapest substitute that would be acceptable 
according to the standarclK, it is economically justifiable t.o invest.igate, 
by hboratory tests and stability computations, whether the clay can be 
llsed with safety. 

In the design of levees, various factors must be considered besides 
those revealed hy the results of bboratory tests. The construction ma
terial has to be taken out of shallow borrow pits located near the levee, 
regardlc.'-1s of whether the soil profile is uniform or erratic. Since it is 
rarely practicable to separate tho permeable from the less permeable 
soils, the permeal)i1ity profile of the levee i.s likely to depend on mere 
chance. Furthermore, on many levee Rystems it l1as been founel eco
nomiC!11 to make no effort to compact the fill material, to give the 
contructor full freedom in dlOmillg the method of construction, and to 
compensnte for the defieiencies in the quality of the finished product by 
providing the levees w:ith very gentle slopes. The design of levees built 
in this manner it) governed chiefly by experience. Extensive soil in
vestigations and stability computations are warranted only if a levee is 
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to be constmcted in a r('gion where none h8.<; yet heen built, or if the 
levee is to protect an excf'ptionally densely populated area. Fnder these 
conditions the cross sections of leveeR in other districts can hardly ho 
used as a l::,"1Iide in dr:sign, because very few records of older lerees con
tain the data required for reliable soil identification. 

In the rJeRign of earth dams for storage purposes, both Hufety ancI 
economy call for thorough soil Rtudies combined with stability computa
tions for several tentative cross sections. The soil tests should include all 
the identification tests listed in Table 5, page 38, as well af.! compaction 
and triaxial compression tests on representative samples of the fill 
material. If part or all of the dam is to be made of clay, consolidation and 
swelling tests are also required. The interpretation of the ref>'Ults of these 
tests demands broad experience and mature jUdgment. 
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ART. 52. STABILITY OF BASE OF EMBANKMENTS 

TYPES OF BASE FAILURE 

Wheneyer pORsible, embankments and earth dams are constructed on 
firm relatively incompressible subsoils. However, in many regions rail
way or highway embankments must be built on broad swampy flats or 
buried valleys filled with soft silt or clay. Levees must be constructed 
near the flood channels, irrespect.ive of subsoil conditions. Even earth 
dams must occasionally be located at sites underlain by undesirable 
materials. In all these instances the dCBign of the embankment must be 
adapted not only to the character of the available fill material, but also 
to the subsoil conditions. 

Base failures may occur in several different ways. The fill may sink 
bodily into the supporting soil. Such an accident is referred to as failure 
by sinking_ On the other hand, the fill together with the layer of soil on 
which it rests may spread on an underlying stratum of exceptionally soft 
day or on partings of sand or silt containing water nnder pressure (see 
Article 49 and Figure 160b). Thisis known as failure by spreading. If the 
embankment retains a body of water, it may also fail by piping, as a 
consequence of backward erosion from springs that emerge from the 
ground near the toe of the fill. Finally, base failures may occur beneath 
fills located above strata of very loose sand because of spontaneous 
liquefaction of the sand. However, this type of failure is very rare, and 
it can be avoided by compacting the sand by one of the methods de
scribed in Article 50. Failure by piping is discussed independently in 
Article 59. Hence, the present article deals only with base failures by 
sinking or spreading. 

METHODS FOR INVESTIGATING STABILITY 

The design of a fill to be constructed above clay strata should always 
he preceded by a thorough soil exploration involving boring, sHlllPling, 
and testing. The results of the exploration inform the designer u,hout the 
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soil profile and the phy,;ical properties of the Ruh,:oil. Th~ TH'xt step iR to 
compute the factor of ~afety of the fill with I'f':"pe('t to a failure of its 
baRe. The computation c:hould be mariE' ap('(mling to the average stm~H 
method, Artirle 31. Under normal condition:-:, the foundation eOllllition~ 
are not considered satil>factory unless the factor of sufety \\ith respeet 
to a base failure during or immediately after conHtmetion is at least 
equal to 1.5. 

The condition!'! for the stability of the base of fills and the methods for 
preventing base failure,; are discuR.<;ed in the following Hequence: fins on 
very soft 01' mar:;hy ground, fiIIt; on thiek strata of fairly homogeneous 
soft clay, fills on stratified ground containing fairly homogeneous layers 
of Hoft clay, and fills on clay containing sand or silt partings. Subsoil 
conditions of the first two types are likely to be associated with failures 
by sinking, and those of the last two with failures by spreading. 

FILLS ON VERY SOFT ORGANIC SILT OR CLAY 

Natural deposits of this typo are common in regions formerly oc
cupied by shallow lakes or lagoons. The fringes of such shanow deposits 
are likely to support growths of peat moss or other types of marsh 
vegetation. The silt or clay brought into the lakes in &1.1spemlion inter
mingles with the decayed organic constituents washed in from the 
fringeR. Hence, the fine-grained sediments in such bodies of water are 
likely to have a high organic content. The natural void ratio of the 
sediments is very commonly greater than 2. The deposits may contain 
layers of peat or be buried beneath a bed of peat. 

H the surface of such a deposit has never before carried an overburden, 
the subsoil is likely to be unable to sustain the weight of a fill more than a 
few feet in height. In many regions soft marshy ground is covered with a 
mat Reveral feet thick that is stiffer than the deeper layers and is effec
tively reinforced by a dense network of roots. The mat acts like a raft 
and may be able to carry, at least temporarily, the weight of a fill 
several feet high. However, fills on l->1.wh foundations continue to settle 
excessively for many years or decades, and maintenance record'l show 
that they may even suddenly break through the mat long after con
stmction. Hence, if a fill if) to be permanent, the continuity of the mat 
should be destroyed before the fill is placed, to facilitate the penetration 
of the fill material into the softer layers. 

Inasmuch as the cost and the relative merits of the various methods 
for constructing fills across marshy flats depend on the depth of the soft 
stratum, construction should be preceded by the preparation of a con
tour map of the firm bottom. If the thickness of the soft stratum does not 
exceed 5 or G ft, it may be economical to excavate the soft material. If 
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the thickness is greater, it is usually preferable to permit the sinking fill 
to displace the soft material. This procedure i" known as the displace
ment method. 

To accelerate the penetration of the fill material and to shorten the 
subsequent period of settlement, the fill may be built up to a height of 
1501' 20 ft abo\'e final grade, and the excess materhl removed later. As an 
alternative the penetmtion of the fill material may he facilitated by 
blasting the soft subsoil. During the laRt few decades the blasting 
method has been brought to a high stnte of perfection, and, if the posi-
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FIG. 164. Diagram showing forces thnt act on soil adjoining buried part of a fill 
cunstructed by the displacement method, 

tion of the bottom of the Roft Rtratum is known, the quantity of ma
terial required for conRtructing the fill can be estimated fairly accu
rately in advance of construction.52

.
1 

The conditions for the equilibrium of a fill with its base estahlished by 
displacement arc illustrated by Figure 1M. The contact face ab is acted 
on by the active earth pressure exerted by the fill material. The displace
ment of ab toward the left is resisted by the sum of the liquid pressure of 
the soft material and the force rcquired to overcome its cohesion. If 
the penetration of the fill is aided by a tempomry surcharge or by 
bla.c:;ting, the force that produces the corresponding dispIn.cement is very 
much greater than the force that actfl on ab after construction. Further
more, after the fill is completed, the soft material regains a part of the 
strength lost during the process of displacement (see Article 4). There
fore, if the fill has a cross section similar to that shown in Figure 164, 
the progressive Rettlement of its crest is likely to become inconl';equential 
shortly after construct.ion. 

An outstanding example of the successful application of the displace
ment method is the Kiel canal, built during the years 1887-1895. For a 
distan('e of about 12 miles the canal had to be established on a layer of 
peat and very soft organic clay with a thickness up to 30 ft., In some 
sections the soil was so soft that a man could not walk on it. The method 
of building the canal in these sections is illustrated by Figure 165. On 
the inner sitle of the center line of each of the future dikes sand fills were 
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ennstructed as indicated by the da:-:h lino. These fillR cli:-;plnced the Roft 
material over a broad belt almost down to firm ground. They served 11.'i a 
base for the dikefl and formed the uppermost part, of the slopes of the 
finished canal. To reduce the danger of slides during construction, 

-- ...... , ..--------fO---L 
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FIG. 165. Typical cross section of Riel Canal. 

excavation was not started until 6 months after the fill was placed. 
Nevertheless, slides did occur at a few points. 

One of the slideR iR illustrated in Figure 166. Thifl fignre represents foul' 
successive stages in the excavation of the canal. The second stage b was 

;'-'_;fioltom or ExcClvallol2/...' ,:', .' 

'-----r--~~ PrOT/Ii? 

followed by slides, stage c, during which the sand fills moved toward the 
center line of the canal. In order to finish construction, it was necessary 
to dump still more sand (stage cl), whereupon the excavation was 
completed without further mishap.52.2 
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In connection 'with the construction of railway and high\vay fills, the 
displacement method has been reduced to a rontine procedure. It has 
even been proposed aR a means for constmcting a rock-fill dam with a 
height of about 100 ft, across Cobsock Bay on the Passamaquoddy 
proj ect in 1\'lainc. 52. 3 

Soft strata with relat.ively high average permeability in horizontal 
directions can be made suitable for supporting the weight of super
imposed fills by drainage during construction. The drainage iR accom
plished by filter wells that discharge the water into collector drains 
located at the base of the fills. The filter wells used for this purpose by 
the California Division of Highways have a diameter of about 2 ft and 
are spaced at 10 to 20 ft.52.4 Theory shows that the effectiveness of the 
drains can be conRiderably increased by reducing the spacing. To meet 
this requirement, the Swedish Department of Public WorIC!'; has de
veloped a method that permits the installation of cardboard drain:::; in 
very soft clay at a spacing of 3 or 4 ft in either direction, with great 
speed and at very low cost. 

FILLS ON SOFT HOMOGENEOUS CLAY 

In the following discussion, it iF; a!:lsumcd that the surface of the clay iH 
very cIO!'lc to the ba.<;e of the fill, that the thickness of the clay stratum iH 
at least half as great as the base width of the fill, and that the stratum is 
fairly homogeneous. 

The failure of a fill on such a baRe has the general character of a base 
bi1ure along a mid-point circle, Article 31. However, the uppermost part 
of the Burface of sliding is located within the artificin,l fill, and the shear
ing resistance pcr unit of area along this part is different from that along 
the lower part. The first step in making a stability computation is to 
aRcertain the average shcaring resistance 8 along the lower part, on the 
ba.<:is of a compressive strength survey of the clay stratum. The value of 
¢ is aflsumccl to bc zero (see Article 15), and 8 to be equal to one-half the 
average unconfined compressive strength. The second step is to deter
mine the average shearing resistance 82 along tho part of the surface of 
sliding located ,vithin the fill. This shearing resistance may comlist of 
cohoRion and friction or of friction alone. In the stability analysis the 
real fill is replaced by an ideal clay (¢ = 0°) that has a cohesion equal 
to 82. As a first approximation it is assumed that failure occurs along a 
mid-point circle; however, the real critical circle must be determined by 
trial anel error. 

I t is commonly requircd that the factor of safety with respect to a 
base failure should be at least 1.5. Considering the nnavoidable errors in 
estimating the average shearing resistance of the clay, this factor is very 
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low. Nc\'crthelesl';, in order to satisfy th!:' requirement, high fill:;; on soft 
clay must be prodded with very gentle t'lopc:-;. Hcnef', if ft high fill iii a):-;o 
very long, it may be economical to reduce the factor of :::ttfcty !-It ill 
further, to 1.2 or 1.1, ami to rely on the rc>mlts of observations during 
constmction to detect impending slides and to prevent 1he :-:lides by 
local modifications in the design. 

The failure of the ba.'Ie of an embankment on clay is commonly pre
ceded by the gradual heave of broad belts located one on each Bide of the 
fill. The rate of hea;ve increases as failure i::; approached. If the heave is 
detected in its initial state by means of periodic levels on reference 
points located within the areas of potential heave, the failure can be 
prevented by covering these areas with a thick layer of fill. 

Slides caused by the failure of a Iloft clay ba.<;e generally occur during 
or immediately ufter constmction, because thereafter the strength of the 
base gradually increa.'3es on account of con.~olidation. If a filide has al
ready occurred, it is usually possible to a.'3certam the pOl'ition of the 
surface of sliding by means of test shaftR and to compute the average 
shearing resistance of the clay with considerable accuracy. The value 
thus obtained serves a.'l a basis for redesign. Figure Hl7 illustrates the 
procedure. It shows a section through a highway fill of well-compacted 
gravel placed on a deposit of organic Rilty clay.52.5 Failure occurred 
when the top of the fill was 8 ft below finished gI;ade. A ma.'l8 of soil, 
having an effective weight TV (see Article 12), failed by rotating about 
point O. The driving moment was Wl. To complete the fill a gravel. 
counterweight TV! was added ",dth its line of action at a horizontal 
distance II from O. The counterweight was given dimensions such that 
its moment Wlll plus that due to the shearing rel'listance along the sur
face of Hlicling exceeded the driving moment of the completed fill by 50 
per cent. The right side of Figure 167 shows a section through the 
finished fill. The upper 8 ft were made of rolled cinders to keep the weight 
of the fill as small as possible. Mter constmction of the counterweight 
there was no movement other than a slight subsidence due to con
solidation of the base. 

Mter a fin has been successfully constructed on the surface of a 
homogeneous mass of clay, its base gradually settles on account of the 
consolidation of the underlying clay. The magnitude of the settlement 
can become very great. 52

.6 It should be estimated by means of the 
procedure outlined in Article 30, and the crest of the fill established a 
corresponding diHtance above final grade. As consolidation progresses, 
the bearing capacity of the fill increases. 

Observations on rock fills serving as bases for breakwaters suggest 
that the settlement of such fills depends not only on the properties of the 
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underlying clay but alf'.o to a large extent on the method of construction. 
In the last century the fills were mude by dumping large rocks into the 
water. ThiR procedure completely destroyed the structure of the upper
most layer of clay and caused gront local stress concentrations in the 
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FIG. 167. Section through gravel fill on deposif, of uniform sofi clny. Loft side 
shows principal ft'lltUrtlS of failure during construct,ion; right side shows reconstructed 

fill stabilized by means of gravel countcrweight. 

underlying material. The Hettlement of these fills was vcry large. The 
older part of the breakwater in the harbor of Speziu, IbIy, is an example. 
Figure 168a is a scction through the fill. The depth of water was 33 ft, 
and the water content of the soft clay was close to 100 per cent. The 
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PIG. HiS. Rock fill hl'eakw:1tcr On soft, clay in harbor of Spczia, Italy, constructed 
by dumping rock (a) directly onto clay; (b) onto sand layer which was previously 

deposited in shallow dredged cut. 

results of load tCHtR indicated that the deeper layers had an unconfined 
compressi1 r e strength of about 0.5 ton per sq ft. Construction was 
started in 1862. To maintain the crest of the fill at approximately con
stant elevation in spite of the rapid settlement, it WHS necessary to 
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add new material to the fill. 'fhi" in turn !werlmatecl the settlement. 
During a period of 50 years thE' material that had to hr wlrlpd was 
equivalent to a byer 60 ft thiek. A~ Huh:·:idcnce inereased, tIl(' ha:-:(' of the 
fill assumed the shape fihown in Fignre IG8a. 

In 1912 eonstruction of a new section of the breakwater Wll,.-; ~tarted. 
To prevent exceRsive Bettlement of the new seetion, the mud \\"a .. ':'; re
moved by dredging to a depth between 7 und 1 (j ft below its original 
surface and replaced by sand with a grain :::ize between 0.2 and 0.4 mm, 
Figure 168b. Hence, when the fill was cOll"'tTIlcted, the rock~ came to 
rest on the sand instead of penetrating into the clay, and no Ioeal :-;tress 
concentrationR were established in the clay. Probably as a re~11lt of this 
condition, the Rettlement of the new fill \Va.." insigniticant ('om pared to 
that of the old one. At the end of the constmction period the settlement 
was 1.7 ft; 9 years later it had reached only 2.7 ft. Similar procedures 
were successfully tIsed in con:-.tl1lcting breakwaters in the harbors of 
Valparaiso, Chile, and Kobe, Japan.52 .7 

VARIETIES OF FAILURE BY SPREADING 

Failures by spreading have bepn observed only in connection with 
fills located above stratified deposits that contain layers of Roft clay, 
Such fills are commonly safe with respect to sinking, but they-may fail 
by spreading. 

During the last 20 years half a dozen major and several minor dam 
failures have occurred in this manner. Hence, the Rtability of fills above 
clay strata deserves special attention. Outstanding failures due to 
spreading are those of Lafayette Dam in California in 1928,52.8 Marshall 
Creek dam in KanRas in 1937,52.0 and the Hartford flood-protection dike 
in Connecticut in 1941.52.10 

A study of the records reveals t\VO different types of failure by spread
ing. One type is distinguished by a relatively slow subsidence of the 
crest of the fill. The slope, if originally plane, a..'>sumes a gentle S .... .,hapc, 
as shown in Figure lGOa, and the heave of the ground surface extends 
only a short distance beyond the foot of the slope. The failure of Ching
ford Dam near London, England,52.1l and of Lafayette Dam are 
instructive examples of this type. Failures of the other type occur very 
rapidly, and the hel1ve extends to a great distance from the foot of the 
slope. During the failure of Lafayette Dam, which was 120 ft high, the 
crest subsided 15 ft in about 3 daYR, over a length of about 500 ft. The 
toe moved out about 20 ft, and the heave wa.'l confined to a short distance 
from the foot of the slope. On the other hand, the Hartford dike, only 
30 ft high, failed in leRs than 1 min. The erest subsided 15 ft over a 
length of more than 1000 ft. A row of sheet piles at the foot of the slope 
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moved laterally for GO ft, and the heave extended about 150 ft from the 
foot. 

Analysis of ewe records and study of the causes of failure have 
demonstrated that the cntastrophic rapid type of failure cannot and 
does not occur unless th(~ clay stratum contains continuous In,yers of 
coarse silt or sand. Therefore, the details of stratification of the clay 
layer are of decisive importance, and a distinction must be made be-

Homogel7lPO(/S 
Cia!! Sl'ra/(//l? 

PiezomeTric L{pve/s 
along' '0--.6\ __ 

_ 1.- ....... 

---------
(b) 

FIG. Hi9. Type of failure of base of fill containing thin clay strut,UUl if (a) clay 
stratum containH no horizontal pervious partings, and (b) clay stratum cont.ains 

pervious sand or silt parting. 

tween clay strata with and without highly permeable partings. In the 
following discussion we shall firRt examine the caURes of failure in each 
of the two types of clay Ktrata and Knhscquently eOllsider methods for 
impr:oving the Htability of tilIA located above Ruch strata. 

SPREADING OF FILLS ABOVE FAIRLY HOMOGENEOUS LAYERS OF Son 
CLAY 

The clay strat.um lJelow the fill shown in Figure 169a is assumed to be 
perfectly homogeneous. Shortly after tilling starts, the clay begins to 
consolidate amI the stratum becomes stiffer near its upper and lower 
bonndariel'l. Neal' mid-height, however, the weight of the fill is still 
carried by excess hydroRtatic pressure, indicated by the piezometric 
levels shown on the left side of the figure. In this part of the stratum the 
shearing resistance of the clay remains equal to its initial value. Hence, 
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if failure occurs, the surface of RJiding follows ,;ome layer of minimum 
shearing resiRtance IDeated near mid height of the day stratum. In order 
to estimate the value of the minimum shearing rr)iiHttmcf', a compre8.~ive 
strength survey must be made (8ee Artide 45). f:lillee the eompI'PI')iive 
strength of the clay is likely to vary in both the horizontal and vertical 
direction:;, the fleleetion of an appropriate ntlue for the cohe,;ion re
quires experience, mature judgment, and a thorough investigation of the 
character of the ;-;tratification of the clay bell. It is ahm eSHcntial to make 
sure that the clay actually docs not contain any eontinllOUI::' seams of sand 
or silt. 

After the appropriate value for the shearing resiHtance haH been 
selected, the factor of safety with respeet to sliding ean be evaluated by 
the method described in Article 31 in connection with composite Bur
faces of sliding. Since there is an appreciable re.~istance along the 
horizontal portion of the flurfaee of sliding, the slope assume.'3 the 
charaeteristic S-shape shown in Figure 16\)a. 

SPREADING OF FILLS ABOVE CLAY STRATA WITH SAND OR SILT PAUTINGS 

If the clay contains fairly continuous seams of sand or silt, the excess 
water from the central part of the stratum drains not only vertically 
through the top and bottom of the stratum, but also horizontally through 
the highly permeable seams as shown in Figure Hi!)'). Therefore, the 
smtms become the seat of high excess hydrostatic preRh11re. In fieveral 
im;tances the existence of hydraulic conditions of the type Rhown by the 
piezometric levels in Figure 16gb has been demom;trated by pressure.. 
gage observations in the field. 52 •12 The difference between the exce&'l 
pore-water pressure and the weight of the overlying f30il and fill is 
greatest near the toes of the slopes. In these regions the shearing resist
ance of the cohesionless seams is likely to be reduced to zero, and the only 
resistance to the spreading of the fill is offered by the passive pressure of 
the earth located above and beyond the surface of sliding. If tlns pres
sure is exceeded, the outer parts of the fill move bodily away from the 
center, and the central part subsides leaving a trough like depression, as 
indicated in Figure 16gb. Since soil conditions are never exactly sym
metrical with respect to the center line of the fill, failure occurs on one 
side only, but it is hardly possible to predict on which side. The trough
like subsidence characteristic of this type of failure has been observed 
repeatedly. 

The factor of safety against sliding depends on the distribution of the 
excess hydrostatic preSFmre within the pervious seams, which in turn 
depends on unknown local variations in the permeability and on other 
unknown geologic details. The practical implications of thet3e uncer-
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tainties are illustrated by Figure 170. Test borings were made along the 
center line of the propo!':ed fill shown in the figure. Since no pervious 
seams were encountered in any of the holes, the designers assumed that 
during construction the hydrostatic conditions would be as indicated by 
the dotted piezometric line. These conditions are normal and do not 
compromise the stability of the base of a fill. In reality, the clay con
tained a seam of fine sand located beneath the right-hand section of the 
dam. Since hydrostatic pressures are freely transmitted through such 
Reams, the real pres::;urc conditions assumed the chamcter indicated by 
the dash line, and the fill failed, as shown in Figure 169b. 

·;-:Jj:j;7ffij;;hZ:;;);;)~;;·)·;:t;t·;;.;t;};;~05j:})j\!_j)·;t;;;:;;1;·;~)G;>'~;:;)j'2j)';~;'i)i,:jii);';'j~~~Yi;'i$ 

~4t~~r.:jf1.{4:r'\f~~~if;',f..!~?~~:f.1f::t::l$.K\~'r~~~'?i~!P~f:):f:~)SH!"t%f; 
"S",;"d:"W;,~;. Sliding Res/~lcmct?:·: ';' ;:',:,:;-' 'So-ad SeCI'm, . #0 If"'.s/~fo-r;ct' ... :i;;: 
:'_' ': ,.', ::",'," ,Oll6' to Cohes/tJ.? ': I7g'CYl/'lst S//O'/ng' .:.: ;:'i:':; 

FIG. 170. Diagram showing effect on hydrostatic preRsure conditions of pervious 
seam in clay stratum below fill. 

Hence, if the geology of the stratum indicates that the clay may 
contain highly permeable seams, the risk of failure can be avoided only 
by providing the fill with very :flat slopes, at the cost of excessive yal'd-· 
age, or else by using one of the constnwtion expedients described in the 
follo\ying paragraphs. 

MEANS FOR INCREASING STABILITY OF FILLS ABOVE THIN STRATA OF 

SOFT CLAY 

If the bottom of the soft clay stratum is located at a depth less than 
5 or 6 ft helow the ground surface, it is advisable to remove the clay over 
the full \vidth of the base of the fill. Otherwise, t.he designer may choose 
between two alternatives, He may specify that the fill be constructed 
more slowly than the rate of consolidation of the clay at mid-height of 
the stratum, or he may make provisions to accelerate the process of 
consolidation by means of filter wells. Each of these methods deserves 
consideration, regardless of whether or not the clay strata contain thin 
permeable seams. 

To URe the first procedure, the designer must know the rate of con
solidation of the inner part of the Rtrat.um. Compntation alone should 
not be relied on, because the rcsult may be invalidated by some un-
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noticed geological detail snch as the prespn('(' of highly colloidal seam};, 
It should be used only to make it prdiminary estimate of the maximum 
rate at whi('h the fill ('an he eow:tI1Ict('(1, To eliminate the risk of failure, 
the progress of consolidation mu.~t he ob:-'(~JTP(1 in the field during con
struction by means of pore-water prt~HHnrf' gages, and the ritte of con
struction must be adapted to the findings. This i:,; a decided (lisarlvan
tage, because it does not eliminate the pOHHibility that constnwtion may 
be intolerably delayed. 

If the results of computation show that the normal proceSR of con
solidation is too Hlow to be utilized as a means for strengthening the bu.<.;(_' 
of the fill, acceleration of the process hy UWttn,.; of vertical filter wellR 
should be considered. The procedure has already been deReribed. 

SUMMARY 

On very soft ground high fills can be established by one of two methods. 
The first consists of displacing the soft grollnd by the weight of the fill. 
To avoid excessive settlement after con>1truction, the fill should be built 
up to a height of 15 01' 20 ft above final grado, and the excess material 
removed after the fill has ~ubsided. The second method consists of 
accelerating consolidation by mean::; of filter wells extending to the 
bottom of the stratum. The wells discharge the water into drainage 
conduits located at the base of the fill. To determine the most economical 
procedure, it is necessary to prepare a contour map of the firm bu."5e of the 
soft layer. Wherever the depth of the layer is less than 5 or 6 ft, it may 
be advantageous to remove the soft soil by excavation. 

The design of fills to be built above thick beds of Roft clay should be 
preceded by a stability computation. The computation should be made 
by means of the average stress method. Under normal conditions a 
factor of safety of 1.5 with respect to sinking should be specified. How
ever, if the fill is very long, it may be more economical to base the design 
on a factor of safety of 1.2 or 1.1, to locate the weakeRt Hpots in the 
subsoil by means of heave observationR during construction, and to cover 
the heave areas by a counterweight consisting of a thick layer of filL 

Special vigilance is required if a fill is to be built on stratified soil con
taining layers of soft clay. A number of catastrophic accidents have 
occurred, because the stability of subsoils of this type has been over
estimated. If the clay strata contain no sand or silt partings, the resist
ance against spreading depends on the average shearing resistance of the 
weakest layers in the subsoil. Since exceptionally weak layerA arc not 
necessarily continuous, their presence may escape the attention of 
even a conscientious investigator. If the clay contfLins sand or silt part
ings, the resistance against spreading depends chiefly on the pore-water 
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pressure in the parting:-l. This pre:-5:·;urc changes during construction, and 
an accnrate forecast of its magnitude is impracticable. Only two reliable 
MafeguardH are known f1gainst failure due to spreading along such a 
parting. These are the periodic measurement of the pore-water preRsure 
during construction for the purpose of detecting impending danger and 
the elimination of the pressure by adequate drainage provisions. 
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CHAPTlm IX 

FOUNDATIONS 

ART. 53. FOUNDATIONS FOR STRUCTURES 

TYPES OF FOUNDATIONS 

The foundah·on is that part of a structure which serves exclusively to 
transmit the weight of the structure onto the natural ground. 

If a stratum of soil suitable for sustaining a structure is located at a 
relatively shallow depth, the structure may be supported directly On it 
hy a spread foundation. However, if the upper Rtrata are too 'weak, the 
loads are transferred to more suitable material at greater depth by means 
of piles or piers. Spread foundations are of two typcs. If a single slab 
covers the supporting stratum beneath the entire area of the super
Htructure, the foundation is known as a mat or raft. If various parts of the 
Htructure are Rupported individually, the individual supports are known 
a:-; spread footings, and the foundation iR called a fOOling foundation. A 
footing that supporti:l a single column is ('aIled an ind1·vidltal fooling; one 
that supports a group of columns is a combined fooling, and one that 
Hupports a wall is a continuou8 fooling. 

The depth of foundation Dj is the vertical distance betVl'een the base 
of the footing or pier and the ground surface, unleHs the base is located 
beneath a basement or, if the structure is a bridge, beneath the surface 
of the river. In the,;e instances the depth of foundation is referred to the 
level of the haRement floor or to that of the river bed. The principal 
difference between footings and piers lies in tl1e value of the ratio D 1/ B, 
where B is the width of the baBe. For footings DJI B commonly ranges 
between 0.25 and 1, whereas for piers it is mmally greater than 5 and may 
he as great as 20. However, monolithic supports for bridges are com
monly called piers, irrespective of the value of DtIB. Depending on this 
value, bridge piers are designed according to the same principles as those 
governing the design of footings or piers for buildings. 

MINIMUM DEPTH OF BUILDING FOUNDATIONS 

The conditions that determine the minimum depth of building founda
tiom; are illustrated by Figure 171, which represents a cross section 

407 
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through part of a building. The onter portion of the stnlCture does not 
have a baHement, but the inlll~r part doPl'l. 

The first requirement is that the hase of every part of the foundation 
should be located below the depth to which the soil is suhject to seasonal 
volume changes caused by alternate wetting and drying. This depth 
usually does not exceed 4 ft, but there are notnble exceptions to this 
statement. One of them was mentioned in Article 21 in connection with 
the seasonal swelling and shrinking of certain clays in central Texas. 
Although these clays arc Htiff enough to HUHtain a load of 2 or 3 tons per 
sq ft without perceptible settlement, the seasonal volume changes make 

FIG. 171. Simplified section through footiIlg foundation of building with basement 
beneath its nentrnl part. 

it necessary to provide even light strucliures with pier foundations that 
extend to a depth of more than 20 ft. 53

•1 Similar seasonal volume changes 
extending to great depth have been observed in some parts of Burma.53 .2 

Withdra,val of water from the ground by the root sYRtems of large 
trees located close to buildings has also been responsible for important 
and detrimental differential settlement. 

The hase of each part of the foundation should alRo be loc:1ted below 
the depth to which the structure of the soil is significantly weakened by 
root holo:-; or cavities produced by hurrowing animals 01' worms. The 
lower boundary of the weakened zone can be disrerned rcaclily on the 
walls of teRt pits. 

In regions 1rith a cool humid climate the foundations of the outside 
columns or \mIlH Hhoulcl he located below the level to whieh frost may 
cause a perceptible hea\'e, Article 21. In the northeaHtern part of the 
United States thiR depth may be us great as 5 It. Hence, outside walls or 
columns may require deeper foundations than interior columns. 

BaRemcnt floors nre commonly located well below the minimum depth 
requiTed for footings of buildings without basemcnt.R. Hcnce, under 
normal conditions the minimum depth of foundations located within the 
boundaries of a basement, c and d in Figure 171, is governed solely by 
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structural r(~qllirements. Exceptions to t,his statement nerr} be (~onsidered 
only if conditions may arise thM L'ollJd I'uh-:equently ttflt'l·t the integrity 
of the soillwlleath the footing". In om\ instanee large UlH'qnal ~ett kment 
of a building re!-'ting on medium day \Va" rau:'mll,y the !!:radual d('sit~ca
HOIl of the day Rurroullcling a deep boiler roum. ()n lLt'(,Ollllt of the low 
humidity and high t(omperature of the air in the boilnr room, the water 
in the clay evaporated throllgh the ('onerete wulb of the room. In 
another inKtanee the footing;; of It bnilrling on nne "und settle(l becnu"e of 
the leakage of water through open joint;; in a ddcctive :lower located 
beneath the base level of the footings. The water wa.-;hed sand into the 
sewer, and settlement occurred Lecaui'c of the loss of ground. Hence, 
before the minimum depth of fOllndation for a building "'ith a ba.'!e
ment is decided upon, the possibilities for Huhsequent artificial changes 
in the conditions of soil support should be conHiderecl. 

MINIMUM DEP'l'H OF BRIDGE FOUNDATIONS 

Whenever the water level in a river riseR, the Roil that constitutes the 
river bed starts to move throughout the greater part of the length and 
width of the river, and the bottom of the rh'er goes down. ThiH process is 
known aR scour. The minimum depth for the foundation of [t hridge pier 
is determined by the condition thn.t the hase of the foundation should be 
Reveral feet bclmv the level to which the river lll[ty scour during high 
water. 

In those sections of a river where flood water i:'l prevented by high 
banks or dikes from spreading over a wide area, scour can be very deep, 
even in a channel unohtltructed by bridge piers. Figure 172 illustrates 
this possibility. Fig1!re 172a itl a section through the Colorado river noar 
Yuma, Ariz. The river bed eonsiflts of fine silty sand and silt. AH the 
river le,'el rose 14 ft, the level of the hottom of the river channel wont 
down as much :1R 36 ft. Figure 172b is a section through a mountain 
stream confined between the abutments of a bridge. The river bed 
consists of course Rand anel gra\'el with a high percentage of large 
cobblestones. A rise of the river level of 3.3 ft wa.'> associated with a 
scour ranging between 2 und 12.5 ft. 

Obstruction of the flow by bridge pier::; increases the amount of scour, 
particularly in the proximity of the piers. The influence of the shape of 
the piers on the topography of the depression formed by the scour is 
illustrated in Figure 173. The information is baHed on the results of 
model tests. 

Scour does not always receive the attention it deserves, and, as a 
conseqnence, failure of bridge piers due to this caul'e is not uncommon. 
Fn,ilure may occur even under conditions that seem to exclude the risk of 
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scour. In a torrential river in Colorado the baRe of n, bridge pier was 
eRtablished at a depth of 10 ft below the bottom of the river channel. 
At that depth the river bed contained boulrlerH of it size up to 8 eu ft, HO 

tightly wedged that further excavation would have been impracticable 

(a) 

~ 
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~ FineSCl'na' 
~ eraa' Silt-
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(a) after U.S. Reclamation. Service: (b) niter P. Schnilernak 

FIG. 172. Srour due to high water (a) in unobstructed rivcr bed of Colorado River 
neal' YUIlltL, Ariz., and (b) between tLbutments of bridge over Dl'llu Rivcr in ew,;tern 

Alps. Horizontal scale 10 times vertical scale. 

without blasting. Therefore, the base of the pier was establiHhed at that 
depth. Yet, the first high water after construction caused the pier to fail. 

Near the east coast of the United States, a bridge pier was founded 
2 ft below the surface of a stratum of gravel 7 ft thick. The gravel was 
covered 1vith 8 It of soft mud. During exceptionally high water the pier 
settled appreciably. After the water level dropped the gravel was still 
buried beneath mud. From the records of the failure, it appeared likely 
that the settlement was due to scour in the gravel, preceded by complete 
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removal of the overlying mud layer. While the high water was receding, a 
new layer of mud mlS deposited. 

In those part!:'; of a river where the high water hru; an opportunity to 
spread over a wide arC!L, the I:-iconr may be imperceptible. Locally, the 
river bed may even be milled. However, bridgps are commonly located at 
points where these conditions are not, satisfied. Furthermore, at any 
given crOSfi Rection of the river the point of deepest scour may shift from 
year to year in an unpredictable manner. 

Since reliable scour forecasts require mature and varied experience 
in the hydra\1lics of rivers, they can be made only by specialists in this 

(c) 

After Th. R.T!bock 

FIG. 173. Results of hydraulic model tests for investigating effect of shape of bridge 
piers on scour. 

field. On account of the inevitable uncertainties involved in the fore
casts, a large margin of safety is required. If no scour investigation has 
been made by a river specialist, and if, in addition, the depth to bedrock 
or a scourproof stratum is very great, it is advisable to establish the' 
base of the foundation at a depth below the bottom of the low-water 
channel equal to not less than four times the greatest known rise of the 
river level. 

ALLOWABLE PRESSURE ON THE SUBSOIL 

Every foundation should satisfy two independent conditions. First, 
the factor of safety of the foundation 'with respect to breaking into the 
ground should not be les::! than 3, which is the minimum factor of safety 
customarily Rpecificd for the design of the bl1perstructure. Second, the 
deformation of the base of the structure due to unequal settlement 
should not he great enough to damage the structure. 

There is no definite relation between the factor of safety with respect 
to breaking into the ground and the settlement. Therefore, both factors 
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require independent consideration. Since the theoretical methods for 
evaluating the factor of safety of foundations with respect to breaking 
into the ground, Article 29, are simple and fnjrly reliable, they can be 
used wit.hout essential modification in connection with the design of 
foundations. On the other hand, the methods for evaluating the magni
tude and distribution of the settlement are cumberRome and in many 
instances very unreliable. This fact det.ermines the procedure for esti
mating the allowable soil pressure whenever the design must be bas~d on 
settlement considerations. 

Since all substances including soil and rock are compressible, every 
foundation settles. If the base of a stnlCture remains plane while settle
ment proceeds, the magnitude of the Rettlement may 1)e more or less 
irrelevant. However, if the base becomes warped during the settlement, 
the stmctnre may be damaged. For this reason, the distribution of the 
settlement over the base of the structure is far more important than the 
maximum value. At the same time, it is also far more difficult to evaluate. 

According to Article 3(i, the magnitude and the distribution of the 
settlement of [1, loaded area depend on the physical properties of the soil 
located benea,th the urea, on the size of the area, on the depth of founda
tion, and on the position of the water table. If a building rest::; on footings, 
the estimate of the settlement is fll1'ther complicated by i.he f[Let that the 
soil conditions prevailing under the different footingR are likely to be 
different, Article 45. An accurate evaluation of tho effect of a.ll these 
factors on the settlement is impracticable. Therefore, under normal 
conditions the deRigner is compelled to estimfite the settlement on the 
basis of simple semiempirical mles. The theory of settlement, Artiele 3G, 
serves merely as a basis for a rational interpretation of the re:-;ults of floil 
and load tests and for determining the limits of validity of the semi
empirical rules. Refine(l Hettlement computations are justified only if the 
subsoil contains strata of soft clay loented helow the base of the founda
tion or the points of the piles, Artides 5-! to 5G. 

Semiempirical rules for determining settlement are bW'md on observed 
relations between the results of Him pIe field tests Huch as penetration 
testR, the load per unit of area, and the behavior of existing structures. 
Every relation of tllis type is a statistical one involving more 01' lesH 
important scattering from the average. Experience shoWFl that a rela
tion developed within a geologically well-definecl region always involves 
less scattering than the corresponding rebtion for all deposits of a given 
kind, irrespective of their geological origin and environment. In thiH 
book only relationR of the latter type can be considered. On aecount of 
the great scattering they repl'eHent a very conHervative oasis for design. 
Therefore, whenever extensive construction operation!:) are carried out 
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'within a limited area, such as that occupied by a large city, the rules 
given in the following artieles should be checked against local experience. 
If they are found to be too conservative for this particular region, they 
should be modified accordingly. 

For example, according to one of the general relations discussed in the 
next arUcle, a sand having an N-value of 25 as determined by the stand
ard penetration test (page 2G5) is of medium density, and, if the ground
water level is near footing level, it should be assigned an allowable soil 
preSSllre heneath a large footing of about 2-100 Ib per sq ft. Yet local 
investigationH have demonstrated that the sand deposit at the south end 
of Lake Michigan near the Illinois-Indiana border, which has an 
N-value of 25, is actually a dense sand that can safely be subjected to a 
load of 3200 Ib per sq it beneath large footings. 

Until local rules are established, the requirements of safety call for 
design on the basis of the more conservative general rules. Because of the 
additional expense involved in this procedure, the accumulation of the 
ob::;ervational data needed for establi::;hing local mles is a very good 
investment and Hhould be encouraged. Only in this manner can the 
engineer exploit the desirable characteristics of the principal local soil 
types to the fullcst extent. 

The following articles deal with the methods for adapting the four 
principal type::; of foundations to the subsoil conditions. 
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ART. 54. FOOTING FOUNDATIONS 

ORIGIN AND SHORTCOMINGS OF CONVENTIONAL DESIGN METHODS 

The most important step in the dcsign of a footing foundation is the 
evaluation of the greatest prcssme that can be applied to the soil be
neath the footings without cansing either failure of the loaded soil or 
excessive ::;ettlement. The current methods for choosing this pressure 
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originated many years ago. They are expedient, but they contain many 
shortcomings. 

Before the 19th century the frammvork of mORt large buildings con
sisted of strong but somewhat flexible main walls interconnected by 
massive but equally flexible partition walls interRccting each other at 
right angles. Since such buildings could stand largo settlements without 
damage, their builders gave little consideration to foundations other than 
to increase the 'wall thickness at the base. If the gronnd was obviously 
too soft to support the loads, the ,valls were established on piles. When 
exceptional structures were built ,,-it,h large domes, vaults, or heavy 
individual columns, the designers tended to unclerdimension the founda
tions because they had neither mles nor experience to guide them. As a 
consequence, many important buildings either collapsed or 'were dis
figured by subsequent reinforcements. 

The development of highly competitive industry during the 19th 
century led to a demand for large but inexpensive buildings. The types 
that developed were more sensitive to differential settlement than their 
predecessors. Furthermore, many of the most deHirable sites for indtls
trial buildings were located in regions that had previously been avoided 
because of notoriously bad soil conditions. Hence, designers found 
themselves in need of a reliable procedure, applicable under all soil 
conditions, for proportioning the footings of a given building in such a 
manner that they would all experience nearly the same settlement. 

To satisfy this need the concept of an "allowable soil pl'ess'Ure" was 
developed during the 1870's in several different countries. The concept 
was based on the obvious fact that, under fairly similar soil conditions, 
footings transmitting pressures of high intensity to the RubRoil generally 
settled more than those transmitting preSRures of low intensity. With 
this fact in mind designers began to observe the condition of buildings 
supported by footings that exerted various pressureR against the subsoil. 
The pressures beneath the footings of all those buildings that showed 
signs of damage due to settlement were considered too groat for the 
given soil conditions. The maximum pressure not associated with 
structural damage was considered a satisfactory basiR for cleRign and was 
accepted as the allowable soil pressure or allowable bearing value. The 
values obtained for each type of soil in a given locality by this purely 
empirical procedure were assembled into a table of allowable Roil pres
sures that was subsequently incorporated into the building code govern
ing construction in that locality. Excerpts from the building codes of 
several American cities are given in Table 19. 

Although most existing building codes contain tables of allowable soil 
pressures, they do not offer any hint regarding the origin of the vl1lues, 
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or any expbnation of the meaning of the term "allowable soil pressure." 
These omissions have fostered the belief that the settlement of tL building 
will be uniform ltnd of no consequence if the pressure on the soil beneath 
each footing is equal to the allowable soil pressure. The size of the loaded 
area and the type of building are believed to be immaterial. Some 
engineers are even uncleI' the delusion that a building with footings that 
exert the allowable soil pressure will not settle at all. 

Many foundations designed on the basis of the allowable-soil-pressure 
tables have been entirely satisfactory, but from time to time the results 
have been disappointing, and structures have settled excessively. Since 

FIG. 174. (a) Test al'l'Ilngement for determining relation between load per unit of 
!tnm and settlement, of test plate, as basis for selecting allowable soil pressure; (b) one 

of s()veral (lUstoIDl1ry methods for plotting results of loud test. 

engineers believed that footings would not settle noticeably if the allow
able pressure was not exceeded, they attributed the failures to faulty 
classification of the soil. They assumed that the wrong allowable pres
sures had been selected because the terms used to describe the soil in the 
field and in the building codes did not have the same meaning. In order 
to avoid this difficulty, it gradually became customary to select the 
allowable soil pressure on the basis of the results of load tests. 

A load test is made by increasing the load on a bearing plute by small 
increments and measuring the corresponding settlements. The bearing 
plate rests on the bottom of a pit at the level of the base of the footings. 
Depending on the preference of the engineer who makes the test, the 
plate may be surrounded by a box and the pit backfilled to final grade 
(see Figure 174a), or the pit may be made so large that the plate rests in 
the middle of a level area. The test results are represented by load
settlement curves similar to the one Hhown in Figure 174b. In the follow
ing paragraphs two of the most common methods for performing the 
tests and interpreting the re~mlts are described. 

The first method consiHts of loading a square or circular bearing block 
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of any dimensions chosen by the invcKtigator. The allowable load qa 
per unit of area is taken as some fraction, such as one half, of the average 
pressure on the bloek at the time of failure. This proceuure i" objection
able for several reasons. In the first place, if the load-settlement curve 
resembles C2 , Figure 72, there is no definite failure load. Second, the 8ize 
of the loaded area, ·which iR optional, may have a large influence on the 
ultimate bearing capacity per unit of area (see Article 20). Hence, by 
using tIllS first procedme two different investigators can obtain very 
different values of q" for the Rame ;,;oil. 

The second method con"istR of loading a bearing block covering an 
area of 1 sq ft. The allowable load q" is arbitrarily defined as one-half the 
load at which the settlement of the bearing block is 0.5 in. (In countrieH 
using the metric system the area of contact is cURtomarily takPn as 0.1 
sq m or 1.08 sq ft, and the Bettlemcnt as 1 cm or 0.4 in.) This procedure, 
although arbitrary, is preferable because two different investigators will 
at least obtain the same value of q" for the Rame soil. 

There are many other methoclH for performing load tests and many 
other rules for interpreting the results. Yet, whatever the method may 
be, the test results reflect the character only of the soil located within a 
depth of less than twice the wi(lth of tho bearing plate, whereas the 
Hettlement of the footings depends on the properties of a much thicker 
Hoil stratnm. As a conHellllCnce, if the character of the Hoil changes below 
a depth of about twice the width of the bearing plate, !tH it commonly 
does, the test results are certain to be misleading. Since it is al.~o almost 
universal practice to select the allowable soil preSSlll'e without regard for 
the size of the footings, the type of superstructure, i1nd other vital 
characteristics of the proposed foundation, it iR not surprising that in
creasing recourse "'to load tests has not significantly reduced the fre
quency of faulty footing design. In fact, several COml)lcte foundation 
failures have occurred in spite of the c01lRcientious performance of load 
tests. To reduce the risk of faulty design, the allowable Roil preSHure 
must be chosen in accordance not only with the results of load tests or 
their equivalent, but also with the character of the soil profile and of the 
foundation itself. Part of the necessary information can be obtained from 
the theories given in Articles 29, 35, and 36. The rest iH derived from 
construction experience. 

Because of the great variety of soilR and combinations of soils en
eountered in practiee, no single method for determining the allowable 
soil pressure can be developed that would be suitable under all circum
stances. The procedure must always be achtpt.ed to the .soil conditions 
revealed by the exploratory borings. In particular, the procednre de
pends on the sigmjicant depth. This term refers to the depth within which 
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the load on the footing ulters the state of strcRS in the soil enough to 
prodU(~e a porceptiblp. contrihution to the settlement. 

The significant depth depends not only on the size of the footing and 
on the load it supports, but alHo to a high degree on the soil profile and 
the physical properties of the soils that constitute the individual strata. 
If the initial tangent modulus of the soil, Article 18, increases as the 
depth below a footing increases, the significant depth does not exceed 
the width B of the footing. On the other hand, if the soil beneath the 
footing becomes softer with depth, the significant depth may be equal 
to several times the width B. 

In the following discussion, four principal types of soil conditions arc 
considered: 

(a) The footings arc supported by sand or sand and gravel that do not 
contain any layers of soft clay or other highly compressible soil within 
the significant depth. 

(b) The footings are supported by clay that is fairly homogeneous 
within the significant depth. 

(0) The footings rest on soil with properties intermediate between 
thoRe of sand and clay, such as Rilt, some types of fill, or loess. The soil is 
fairly homogeneous within the significant depth. 

(d) '1'he footings are supported by soil that contains one or more soft 
layers within the significant depth. 

FOOTINGS ON HOMOGENEOUS SAND 

Present conceptions regarding the allowable soil pressure on sand are 
exemplified by Table 20. As the first step in establishing a rational basis 

TABLE 20 

CUSTOMARY ALLOWABLE BEARING VALUES FOR SAND 

Abstract from Table W 

1 Quicksand 
8 Wetsand 

Soil 

14 Fine sand, firm and dry 
18 Quicksand when drained 
24 Very firm coarse sand 
33 Gravel and coarse sand in thick beds 

qa in tonalsq rt 
0.5 
2 

2.5-3 
3 

3-0 
5-8 

for selecting the allowable pressure, we shall examine the shortcomings 
of this table. The numerical values are likely to be inappropriate, be
cause the soil classification is based on properties that are largely 
irrelevant, whereaR significant properties are ignored. For example, 
the term quicksand (1) is not descriptive of a type of sand. It does not 
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even indicate a sand that was necessarily in a loose state before con
:-;truction started. This fact is illmltrated by the iII-deserved reputation of 
a very fine uniform sand located beneath the water table nenr Lynn, 
Mass. Curve 2 in Figure 128a represents the results of a load test made on 
this sand after the ,vater table .. vas lowered by well points; it indicu,tes 
that the sand is firm and dense. Yet, among the construction men in its 
locality it once had the reputation of a dangerous quicksand, because on 
former jobs, when more primitive methods of d.rainage were used, it 
became soft 011 the bottom of excavations and started to boil 011 slight 
provocation. Description 8 does not state whether the sand is above or 
below water table, although tlus factor is decisive. The grain size, 
mentioned in descriptions 14, 24, and 33, has no direct influence on the 
bearing capacity. The poorest of the sands represented in Figure 128a, 
indicated by curve 5, was cloan, coarse, mixed-grained, and dry. The 
best one, represented by CUITe 1, was uniform, fine, and wet. In order to 
establish more reliable criteria. for the design of footings on sand, the 
allowable soil presffilre must be correlated not with irrelevant properties 
of the sand, but with properties and conditions that have a significant 
influence on the behavior of the Rand under load. These conditions are the 
relative density of the sand and the position of the water table with 
reference to the base of the footings. 

The relative density has a decisive influence on the anglo of internal 
friction ¢ and the shape of the load-settlement curve. Deponding on the 
relative density, the value of ¢ for a sand may vu,ry over as wide a range 
as 34° to 46°, Article 15, and the load-settlement curve may have nny 
shape intermediate between C1 and C2 in Fi!:,'1.1re 72. If standard penetra
tion tests arc made, the relative density can be judged by meant4 of 
Table 10, page 294. More comprehensive data C[Lll be obtained expedi
ently by making subsurface soundings. 

The posit.ioll of the WfLter table with reference to tho bo,se of the foot
ings has an influence on both the ultimate bearing capacity of the sitnd 
and the settlement. If the water table rises from beneath the seat of 
settlement toward the base of a footing, it reduces the effective unit 
weight of the soil located heneath the footing by ronghly 50 per cent, 
Article 12. As a conRequence the factor of safety of the foot.ing with 
respect to breaking into the ground is reduced hy the ~ame percentage, 
Article 29, and the settlement is nearly doubled, Artie1e 36. 

Computationfl based on the theory pre<lented in Article 20 leacl to the 
following conclusions regarding the factor of safety 0 8 of footings de
signed on the basis of the customary allowable pressures on sand: If the 
base of a footing rests on loose sand at 01' below the water table, and if, 
in addition, ~he width B of the footing is less thi1n abollt 6 ft, and the 
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depth of foundation is le~s than B below the ground Rurface or basement 
floor, the value of Gs may be smaller than the required minimum of 3. In 
the rare instances when these conditions are simultaneously Hati:-;fied, a 
stability computation should be made to find out whether or not the 
safety requirement is met. In all other instances the factor of safety is 
greater and commonly much gTeater than 3. Hence, under normal condi~ 
tions, the allowable soil pressure on sand is determined exclusively by 
settlement considerations. 

The distribution of the settlement over the base of a building sup~ 
ported by footings with width B is determined chiefly by the variations 
in the compressibility of the layer of sand with thickness B located im
mediately below the footings (see 
Article 45). The practical importance 
of these variations is illustrated by 
Figure 175, which shows the settle
ment of several uniformly loaded 
continuous footings of constant 
width. The footings represented by 
curves b, c, and cl rested on sand 
or gravel. 1£ the subsoils had been 
uniform, each footing would have 
settled almost uniformly. The un

FIG. 175. Diagram showing sett.lc
ments of long narrow continuous 

footings supporting brick walls. 

equal settlement waS due to local variations in the compressibility of 
the soil. 

A study of available settlement records leads to the conclusion 
that the differential settlement of uniformly loaded continuous footings 
and of equally loaded spread footings of approximately equal size is 
unlikely to exceed 50 per cent of the maximum settlement. However, 
in practice, the size of footings supporting the different columm of a 
building may be very different because the loads on the columns are likely 
to be different. This is a source of additional differential settlement. 

According to the results of various theoretical investigations, the 
settlement of square footings exerting equal soil pressures on a homo
geneous sand ~C;llOUld increase with increasing ,vidth as 8hO'\v11 by the 
plain curve in Figure 94. In accordance with this theoretical conclusion, 
the results of experiments and observations indicate that the settle
ment increases with the width B of the footing approximately as shown 
in Figure 17(:). The empirical data were derived from small-scale load 
tests on artificially compacted sand, from load tests on relatively homo
geneous sand strata, and from settlement observations on buildings. In 
this figure, Sl is the settlement of a loaded area 1 ft square under a given 
load q pel' unit of area, and S is the i:lettIemcnt at the same load per 
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unit of area of a footing with a width B. The relation between S, 81 and 
B is given. approximately by the equation, 

( 
2B )2 8=81 --

B + 1 
(54.1) 

in which 8 and 8 1 are expressed in inches and B in feet. There is no 
significant difference between the settlements of square and continuous 

5 

>---- -__ .. At8=oo, §''''':!i_ 1-.. _ $, 

footings having the same width 
B, because the effect of stressing 
the sand to a greater depth below 
a continuous footing is compen
f;ated by the restraint that keeps 
the sand from being displaced 
in directions parallel to the foot-

--/ 
7 

'f 
s 10 15 eO ing. According to Figure 176, the 

Widfh B of' Fodfif7(J iI7 Feef settlement of a large footing, 
After F. Kflvler and others greater than about 20 ft flquare, 

FIG. 176. Appl'oximntc relation Letwnen exceeds that of a small foot.ing 
width B of footing 011 l'llind and the ratio 4 or 5 ft square by roughly 30 
8;SI, wherein B reprcl'lcnts the settlement of pel' cent., provided the soil pres~ 
H footing with width B llnd SI the settlement 
of a footing 1 ft, wide suhjed to the sarno sures Hreequal. At a given width 

load per unit of area. B of the footing, t.he settle-
ment decreases to some extent 

"with increasing values of the depth ratio D 1/ B, wherein Dj is the depth of 
foundation, Article 53. Yet, even under extreme conditions involving a 
foundation on footings with very different sizes and depth mtios, Figure 
171, the differential settlement is unlikely to exceed 15 per cent of the 
maximum settlement. Normally it i:> very much smaller. 

Most ordinary stnwtures, such us office buildings, apartment. houses, or 
factories, can withstand a differential settlement beLween adjacent 
columns of t.hree quarters of an inch. As indicated in the preecding 
paragraph, this flettlement wi.!l not be exceeded if the soil pressure is 
selected such that the largest footin?; would settle 1 in. oven if it rested on 
the most compressible part of the sand deposit. Therefore, the allowable 
soil pressure for the design of the footings of such stmctures can be 
assumed equal to the pressure that will canse the largest footing to 
settle 1 in. The following paragraphs contain a deRcription of an ap
proximate method for selecting the allowable soil pressure on sand in 
accordance with thiil aRsumption. If a differential settlement AS of more 
than! in. can be tolerated, the allowable soil pressure can be multiplied 
by 4A8/3. However, in such infltances it may bc advisable to investigate 
whether the stability condition is satisfied.54.1 
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ALLOWABLE PRESSURE ON DRY AND ON MOIST SAND 

The settlement of a footing on rlry 01' moist Rand rlcpends primarily on 
the relative density of the Rand and the width of the footing. The rela
tive density can be judged adequately on the basis of the results of any 
of the sounding methods described in Article 44, provided the relation 
between relative density and penetration resistance has been determined 
previously by means of suitable calibration tests. Each of these methods 
furnishes continuous penetration records. However, up to the present 
time the only procedure commonly used in the United States is the 
standard penetration test (page 2(5). In contrast to the other subsur
face soundings, it furnishes a penetration record with large gaps between 
the points of observation, and the calibration is very crude. Hence, it 
still. leaves a wide margin for improvement. Nevertheless, the test results 
are a far more reliable basis for judging the allowable soil pressure than 
the soil-pressure tables or the ' 
results of a few conventional '1 

load tests. <t 
In order to select the aIIow- ~ 6 

able soil pressure on the basis ~ ~ 
~l\i of the results of standard pen-
~~5 etration tests, it is necesilary to ~ R 

estimate very ronghly the .~ (!; 
width B of the largest footings. 'l, ls: 4 

Between the level of the base of ~ ~ 
the footings and a depth B be- ~ ~ J 

low this level one standard pen- C( ~ 
etration test should be per- ~ ~ 
formed for every 2!£t of depth, V) ~ c 

~1; 
The average value of N for '§ ~ 
this depth indicates the rela- It / 
tive density of the sand within ~ 
the seat of settlement of the "t 

\ 

~ 

-

~ 

"--

Very f}&nse -- N~5() -
Dens& 

"= #=30-

N&cil(.;m 

/1/:/0 

LOOf.!' 

footing. If the tests in different 0 0 6 10 15 cO 

drill holes furnish different val- Wktth B of' Foofinq In Feet 

ues of N, the lowest value 
should be used for estimating 
the allowable soil pressure. 

The value of the allowable 

FIG. 177. Chart for estimating allowable 
soil pressure for footings on sand on the basis 

of results of standard penetration test. 

soil pressure is then obtained by means of the chart, Figure 177, in which 
the curves represent the relation between the width B of a footing, in 
feet, and the soil pressure required to produce a settlement of the footing 
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of 1 in., provided the footing rests on a sand for v;hich the number of 
hlows N has the value inHeribed on the curve. If N has a value other 
than those for whirh tIw curves are drawn, the allowable soil pressure 
is obtained by linenr interpolation between curves. 

The chart, Figure 177, was prepared on the basis of present knowledge 
concerning the relation between the number of blows N per foot of 
penetration of the sampling spoon, the results of surface loading testfl, 
and equation M.l. If B is the width of the largest footing supporting a 
stmcture, and if all of the footing8 nre proportionml in accordance with 
the allowable Roil pressure correHponding to B, the maximum settlement 
of the foundation should not pxceed 1 in., and the differentia'! settlement 
3 . 
"4 Ill. 

If the subsoil consists of gravel or of sand containing large pieces of 
gravel, the number of blows on the sampler cannot be considered indica
tive of the degree of compactne8s of tho soil. Yet, the bearing properties 
of such soils are as variable [LS those of sand. A well-packed mixture of 
sand and gravel is less compressible than a very dense sand, whereas the 
compressibility of a loose gravel may be a:o; great aH that of n sand of only 
medium density. In ordcr to avoid overestimating the allowable soU 
pressure 011 gravel, :::cvcral tCHt pits should be excavated into the layers 
that will constitute the seat of settlement of the footings, and the degree 
of compactness of the exposed soil should bc evaluated at lcaKt on the 
basis of its appearaneo, stability, and resi::-;tance to excavation. If the 
allowable soil pressure for the grav!'l is assumed equal to that of a Rand 
with the same relative density, conservative v[Llues are obtained by 
means of the chart I Figure 177. 

Even if very low soil pressures are used in design, footings on sand are 
likely to settle excessively if the sand is subject to high-frequency vibra~ 
tions. The statement applies to saturated as well as to moist or dry sands. 
Foundations intended to ::;upport vibrating machinery must be designed 
on the basis of the theory of vibrations. They are beyond the scope of 
this book. 

ALLOWABLE SOIL PRESSURE ON SATURATED SAND 

If a saturated s[\.lllliocated henefLth a footing is very loose, a sl~ock of 
any kind may cause spontaneous liqnefaction, Article 17, followed by a 
sinking of the footing. It ha,::; even been observed that a rapid change of 
the ground-,ntter level in loose sand occasionally causes a large sub
sidence. Hence, if the Rand is very loose (N equal to 5 or lesR), the foot
ings shOUld be supported by piles, or else the sand should be compacted, 
Article 50. 

If the value of N for the sand in its natural state is greater than 5, or if 
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the sand has been compacted, the allowable soil pressure qa on the sand 
should be chosen such that the maximum settlement will not exceed 1 in. 
In order to determine qa by means of the chart, Figure 177, the effect of 
submergence on settlement must he cOll:>idered. 

According to theory, the submergenee of the Rand located beneath the 
baRe of a footing should approximately double the settlement, pro
vided the baRe is located at or ncar the surface of the sand, Article 36. 
Laboratory tests have confirmed this conclusion. If this fact is taken into 
consideration, the 10ad per unit of area required to CaUse a footing on 
saturated sand to settle 1 in. can be estimated by means of the chart, 
Figure 177, in the following manner: If the depth ratio D//B for the 
footings is small, like that for the basement footings in Figure 171, the 
values obtained from the chart should be reduced 50 per cent. On the 
other hand, if the depth ratio is close to unity, two thirds of these values 
can be tolerated, because the effeet on the settlement of the weight of the 
soil surrounding the footing partly compensates for that of the increase 
due to saturation. More refined methods for considering the effect of 
submergence would be out of proportion to the degree of MaurMY of the 
data obtained by means of standard pf'netration tests. 

The procedure outlined in the preceding paragraph calls for two 
qualifications. The first has already been stated on page 421, where the 
conditions are outlined that make a fltability computation imperative. 
The computation can be made by means of equations 29.5 and 29.10. 
The values of the bearing-capacity fn,etors contained in the equations 
can be obtained from the diagram, Figure 75. For loose sand with an 
N-value of 5 the dash curves should be used, and for dense sand with an 
N-value equal to 30 or more the full curves. The bearing-capacity 
factors for values of N between 5 and 30 Can be estimated by linear 
interpolation between the two curves. If the investigation shows that 
the factor of safety of these footings is smaller than 3, either the size of 
the footings or the depth of foundation should be increased sufficiently 
to satisfy the safety requirement. 

Second, if the saturated subsoil consists of very finc or silty sand, the 
effect of the low permeability of the soil on the value of N must be con
sidered. If the void ratio of the soil is higher than the critical void ratio, 
the resistance against penetration of the sampling spoon is smaller than 
that of a more permeable soil of equal relative density. If the void ratio 
is below the critical value, the reverse is tlUe (see Article 15). The value 
of N corresponding to the critical void ratio seems to be about 15. This 
statement is the basis for the following lUIe, which represents the present 
state of our experience: If the number of blows N is greater than 15, 
it should be assumed that the density of the soil is equal to that of a sand 
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for which the number of blows is equal to 15 +! (N - 15). Pending 
more reliable information, this rule should be adhered to unless reliable 
load tests have shown that higher pressures can safely be applied. 

PREREQUISITES FOR THE SUCCESS OF LOAD TESTS ON SAND 

The procedure for determining the allowable soil pressure on sand by 
means of the chart, Figure 177, eliminates much of the guesswork in
volved in the use of soil-pressure tables such as Table 20, because it 
furnishes values that are related to significant and not to irrelevant soil 
properties and conditions. In contrast to the conventional methods, it 
allows the designer to adapt the soil pressures at least in a crude way to 
the differential settlement that he feels can be tolerated, and the method 
lends itself to progressive improvement as knowledge and experience 
increase. 

At present, more reliable data regarding the allowable soil pressure on 
sand can be obtained only by means of calibrated subsurface soundings, 
Article 44, or, at a very much greater sacrifice of time and money, by 
means of load tests. 

Year after year in almost every country a great number of load tests 
are performed. Yet, mORt of them u,re worthIesl'l, if not misleading, be
cause the results are unfit for rational interpretation. Therefore, the 
engineer should be fumiliar with the prerequisites for obtaining trust
worthy results. 

Each load test should be made on a bearing plate 1 ft square located 
at the bottom of a test pit at least 5 ft square. The beming surface should 
be at the level of the base of the footing. The load should be applied in 
increments of 200 lb and increased to at least 1.5 times the estimated 
allowable soil pressure. The apparatus for measuring the settlement 
should permit direct readings to 0.01 in. Load tests that satisfy these 
conditions are referred to as standard load tests. 

The results of each test should be represented graphically by a load
settlement curve. The load per unit of area at which the settlement of the 
largest footing would be equal to the predetermined allowable value can 
be estimated by means of the relation shown in Figure 176. If Bz is the 
width of the footing in feet and the design is to be based on a maximum 
settlement S = 1 in., the allowable soil pressure is equal to the load per 
unit of area at which the settlement of the bearing plate in inches is 

S = (Bl + 1)2 
1 2B/ (54.2) 

If load tests are made at different points of the same site, the results 
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are usually more or less different. This is due to local variations of the 
relative density of the sand in horizontal directiOJlH. Similar variations 
in vertical directionK are observed whenever penetration te:-;ts are made 
in drill holes, Figures 124 and 131. These omnipresent. variationR are a 
potential source of serious errors. If, for instance, a load test iH made on a 
layer of dense sand 2 ft thick that restfl on a stra.tum of loose sand, the 
test result will be the same as if the dense Rand extended to a very great 
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FIn. 178. SHfltion through stratified subgrade showing stress produced in stratum 
C by load q pOl' unit of area transmitted to surfaco of ground by (A) bearing block 

one ft squarej (B) full-sized footing. 

depth. However, the full-sized footing will settle much more than would 
be anticipated on the basis of the load teAt. The reason is illustrated by 
Figure 178. 

This figure represents a vertical section through a stratified subgrade. 
A is a bearing block covering an area 1 ft square, and B is a full-sized 
footing. The load on both A and B has the same intensity q. Beneath 
A and B are shown curves of equal vertical pressure in the subsoil. The 
pressures were computed by means of the chart, Figure 90. The load on 
A increases the average vertical pressure in stratum C beneath the 
loaded area by about 0.02q, whereas the footing B increases it by O.50q. 
If stratum C is very compressible, the settlement of B may be very large. 
If C is hard, the settlement of B may be very small. Yet, the result of the 
load test iB practically independent of the compressibility of CJ because 
the increase of the pressure in stratum C due to the load on the bearing 
plate is negligible. 

Because of the fact illustrated by Figure 178, it is necessary to make 
sure, by means of penetmtion tests, whether the variations in the density 
of the subsoil are purely erratic or whether the density of the subsoil 
within the significant depth for the proposed footings increases or de
creases conspicuously and consistently in a downward direction. If the 
variation is entirely erratic, it is sufficient to make at least six load 
tests in different locations at the level of the base of the proposed foot-
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ings. If the clem,ity varies consistently with depth, additional IQad testR 
mURt be made at one or two different levels "'ithin the significant depth. 
The allowable load should always be selected on the baRis of the most 
unfavorable test results. Under no circumstances should thc results of 
one or two load tests be relied on. 

The preceding description of the tcchnique for making load tests is 
ba.~ed on the assumption that the wat.er tl1ble is locl1ted at a considerable 
depth below the base of the footings. If it is located at or slightly above 
this level, the bearing plate should be established at the water table, on 
the bottom of a pit 5 ft Hquare. On the other hand, if the water table iR 
located at a considerable height above the level of the base of the foot
ings, it must be lowered by pumping from well points or open sumpH 
before the load tests are made. If well points ttre used, the pit need not be 
wider than 5 ft. The bearing plate should be located a,t the lowered 
water table. The allr)\\'able soil presHure can be computed by means of 
equation 54.2. 

Even if the water table is located 3 or 4 ft below the base level of the 
footings, the load testH should be, made at the water table. Otherwise the 
appttwnt cohesion imparted to the sand by the soil moisture may 
introduce an error on the unsafe side. 

If the \Yater level is lowered by pumping from open sumps, the test 
pit must be at least 10 ft wide. As soon as the excavl1,tion level :1rrives 
at the water table, a drainage ditch mUHt be dug all the way around 
the floor of the pit. During further excavation the ditch must be main
tained deep enough to prevent water from flowing up through the 
central part of the bottom. These requirements call for great care and 
close b1.1pel'vision. If they are not strietly satisfied, the reRuIts of tho 
load tests can be very misleading, because the seepage pressure of water 
rising toward the bottom of the excavation may greatly increase the 
settlement. 

In any event, the load-test method is very expensive and cumbersome 
because of the elaborate preparations and the great number of tests 
required. If the program iH not expertly planned and executed, thc 
results may be misleading. Therefore, use of the method should be con
sidered only on very imporbnt jobs where the cost of the tests is tt sm:1ll 
fraction of the total expenditUl'e. 

ALLOWABLE PRESSURE ON CLAY 

CUi:ltomary value:-; for the allowable soil pressure on clay :1re given in 
Table 21. This table, like Tn,ble 20 that applies to sands, is open to the 
criticism tlmt the terminology is vague, and the soil properties on which 
it is based are irrelevant. A satisfactory procedure for design can be 
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developed only by correlating thE' allowahle soil prcs;;;ures with welI
defined mechanical properticB of the clay. 

The allowable soil preSBurc all clay, as well a,<; that 011 sand, r-;hould 
~mtisfy the two requirement.s that the fuctor of :mfety against hrraldng 
into the ground should be adequate, and the r-;cttlement pro(lllced hy the 
load should he within tolerable limits. 

The faetor of safety against the breaking of a footing into clay depends 
on the shearing resistance of the clay. As long as it" water content iR not 
appreciably altered by consolidation, the clay behaves in the field as if 

TABLE 21 

CVSTOMARY ALLOWABLE BEARrNG VALUES FOR CLAY 

Abstract from Tahlc 19 

Soil 
3 Soft or weI. clay, at. least 15 ft thick 
4 Haft chw, saud, IOflll1, or silt 
5 Soft clay an(1 wet sand 

11 Soft clay held against displacement 
7 Firm cllty 

12 Clay in thick beds, moderately dry 
13 Dry solid clay 
19 HitI'd clay 
26 Dry hard clay 
27 Clay ill Lhick beds always dl'\' 

qa in tons sq/ft 
1-2 

1 
l-l! 

2 
2 

2--4 
2i-3 
3--4 
4 

4-6 

cP were equal to zero amI as if the cohesion c were approximately equal 
t.o one-half the unconfined compressive strength qu of fairly undisturbed 
Rumples (Ree Articles 15 and 17). Hence, according to equations 29.3 and 
29.11, the ultimate uel1ring capacity qa per unit of area of a continuowi 
footing is 

qa = 5.70c = 2.85qu 29.3 

and of a circular or square footing il:l 

qdT = ga. = 7.4c = 3.7q", 29.11 

The ultimate bearing capacity of a rectangular or oblong footing with 
width B and length L is roughly equal to 

q~o = 2.85q'l (1 + 0.3 z) (54.3) 

Table 22 contains information concerning the ultimate bearing 
capncity of clays based on their unconfined comprel:lsive strength q". The 
values of (ja and gds were computed by meallS of equations 29.3 and 29.11. 
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For soft days these values are only slightly greater than the customary 
allowable Hoil preHsures given in Table 21. Therefore, it is not surprising 
that complete failures of footings on soft clay are by no means infrequcnt. 
In one instance, a footing 8 by 9 ft was constructed on a clay with an 

TABLE 22 

PROPOSED AL[,OWABLE Bl!JARING VALUl!JS ~'9R CLAY 

N = number of blows per foot in standard penetration test 
q" = unconfinml eomprcssive st.rength in ton~ per square foot 
qa = ultimate bearing capacity, of cont,inllou~ footing in tons per square foot 

qdB = ultimate bearing c(tpacity of square footing in tons per square foot 
qa = proposed normal allowable bearing value in ions per square foot (0. "" 3) 

q,/ = proposed maximum tolerable hearing value in tons per square foot (G. = 2) 
G. = faeior of safety with respect to vase failure 

I 

q" q" 
Description 

N q" qd Ijd'f of Clay Square' Continuous SquILl'(] Continuous 
1.2q" O.OIJ" 1.8q" 1.3q" ----- --- --------

Lm;s Less LeHs Less I,()ss Less Ll'HS Less 
Vcry soft* thaI! than t.haI! than than than than thun 

2 0.25 0.71 0.02 0.30 0.22 0.45 0.32 
--------

2 0.25 0.71 0.02 0.30 0.22 0.45 0.32 
Soft* to to to to to to to to 

4 0.50 1.42 1.85 0.60 0,45 0.90 0.65 
--------

4 0.50 1.42 1.85 0.60 0.45 0.00 0.65 
Medium to to to to to to to to 

B 1.00 2.B5 3.70 1.20 0.00 LBO 1.80 -----------
8 1.00 2.B5 3.70 1.20 0.00 1.80 1.30 

Stiff to to to to to to to to 
15 2.00 5.70 7.40 2.·10 1.BO 3.60 2.60 ---------- --
15 2.00 5.70 7.40 2.40 LBO 3.60 2.60 

Very stiff to to to to to to to to 
30 4,00 11.40 14.80 4.BO 3.60 7.20 5.20 --------

Hard OVHr Over Ovor Over Ovm· Over Ovor Ovor 
30 4.00 11.'10 14.80 4.BO 3.60 7.20 5.20 

* If clay is normally loaded, settlement can be important even under smallest 
allowable soil pressures. 

average unconfined compressive strength of 700 Ib per sq ft. M .2 lience, 
according to equation 5'1.3, the ultimate bearing capacity of the footing 
was 2590 Ib per sq ft. At a load of 2500 lb per sq ft the footing actually 
''3ubsided 10 in. within a few days. 
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Under normal conditions thfl factor of safety of footings on day, like 
that of footings on sand, should not be smaller than 3. The correRponding 
pressures on the clay are given on the right-hand side of Table 22. If the 
loads for which a footing is designed are very unlikely to develop, the 
value of G. = 2 can be tolerated. For example, this value would be appro
priate if the design load for tho footing of an office building included 
the maximum live load combined with maximum' snow and wind load. 

To compute the bearing capacity of a clay it is necessary to determine 
the average unconfined compressive strength of thc clay below the pro
posed footings. This information can be obtained most readily by making 
test borings at the site of several footings and securing continuous 2-in. 
tube samples between the level of the base of the footings and a depth 
below the base equal to the width of the footing. The unconfined com
pressive strongth q" of the clay is then determined at 6-in. intervals in 
the vertical direction, either hy means of laboratory tests or, on msh 
jobs, by means of a portable compression device in the field. The average 
value of q" is computed for each of the borings, and the smallest of these 
average values is introduced into equation 54.3. The value of the 
uitim:1te be:1ring capacity is then calculated and divided by a factor of 
safety of 3. 

This procedure is valid providing the subsoil does not contain within 
the significant depth a"layer of clay softer than the clay defined by the 
value qu on which the estimate of the allowable soil pressure is based. 
Honce, it cnnnot be Llsed for computing the allowable soil pressure on a 
stiff clay cmst that rests on softer clay. 

If a foundation job is not important enough to justify experimental 
determination of the unconfined compressive strength of the clay, .the 
ultimate bearing capacity can be roughly estimated on the basis of the 
standard penetration test described in Article 44. However, the relation 
between the number of blows N on the sampling spoon and the uncon
fined compressive strength involves a wide scattering from the average 
values of N given in Table 22. Therefore, it is advisable to supplement 
the penetration tests by determining the unconfined compressive strength 
qu of the spoon samples. 

Some stiff clays consist of small angular fragments separated from each 
other by hair cracks. The presence of the cracks makes it impracticable 
to determine the unconfined compressive strength of the clay, because 
the test specimens are likely to disintegrate while they are being pre
pared. Furthermore, the hail' cracks invalidate equation 54.3, because 
they change the stress conditions for failure. The ultimate bearing 
capacity of such clays should be determined by the loacl-test method, 
described in the following paragraphs. 
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The allowable soil pressure qa on a cIn,y can be assumed equal to the 
value given in Table 22 under the heading G. = 3, provided the soil 
conditions justify the assumption that the Rettlement of the fOltndation 
will be tolerable. Whether this requirement, is satisfied depends pri

12 8ase or Foolll79' 51'1 h6'low 
Gro,,'nd Surra',e. Lw=40%i 
qu=(}'5 Tons/sq TI 

~ 
~ 61---H-J~~ 
~ 
:t.: 
~4~~~~~-~--~--~ 

marily on whether the clay is normally 
loaded or precompressed. 

If the footings rest on normally 
loaded clay, the magnitude of both the 
total and the differential settlement can 
be very large. This can be demonstrated 
by computing the ultimate settlement 
of continuoLls footings of different 
widths resting on soft normally loaded 
clay. The results of snch a computa
tion are Bhown in Figure 179. The soil 
pressure on the base of the footings 
was taken as 1000 Ib per sq ft. In ad
dition, it was assumed that the depth 
of foundation waS 5 ft, thnt within 

() () 5 10 15 Z(J this depth the effective unit weight of 
ltWdlh 8 or Footinq in Feet the soil "'as 100 1b per cu ft, that the 

Fm, 179. Approximate relntion 
between width R and ultimate set
tlement of footing on normally 

loaded clay. 

liquid limit of the clay was 40 per cent, 
and that the settlement of the footings 
'was caused solely by consolidation. The 
compression index of the clay was esti
mated by means of equation 13.11, and 

the settlement by met1ns of equation 13.8. The curve that repreRents 
the relation between the Rettlement and the width of the footing re
sembles the dash-dotted line in Figure ~M. The trend ·of the curve in
dicates that the settlement of footings on clay, in contrast to that of 
footings on sand, increases in almost direct proportion to the width of 
the footings. 

The diagram, Figure 179, shows that the settlement of continuous 
uniformly loaded footings of constant width on a uniform deposit of 
normally loaded clay can be very large and that the Hcttlement of foot
ings 'with different widths can be VCly different. Furthermore, the settle
ment of footings with the same width can also be very nonuniform, be
caUse the compressibility of natural clay strata may vary conHiderably 
in horizontal directions. As a matter of fact, in those parts of Huch citics 
HS Istanbul or Mexico City that are underlain by normally loaded days, 
the unequal settlement of the house fronts can be diRcerned with the 
naked eye. Fortunately, footing foundations on normally loaded clays 
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are rare exceptions. In most localities even soft clays are pre compressed 
to some extent, either by desiceation or temporary lowering of the water 
table. Medium and stiff clays beneath a Bhallow overburden arc always 
precompresfled. Since the allowable soil pressures rarely exceed the pre
compression pressure, the differential settlement of footing foundations 
on such clays designed on the basis of the conservative allowable soil 
pressures qa corrc!;ponding to Gs = 3 in Table 22 rarely exceeds that of 
adequately, designed footing foundations on sand. The maximum settle
ment, however, is likely to be greater. 

In the few regions where structures must be built above normally or 
almost normally loaded clays differential settlements of several inches or 
even half a foot are commonly considered unavoidable. Attempts to 
reduce the settlement by reducing the allowable soil pressures to values 
smaller than those in Table 22 are ineffective and wasteful. Hence, the 
designer must choose between two alternatives. Either he designs the 
footings on the basis of the values given in Table 22 at the risk of large 
unequal settlements, or eIRe he provides the Rtrueture with another type 
of foundation (raft, pile, or pier foundation), The characteristics of the 
alternative types of foundations are diRcussed in subseqnent articles. 

If it is doubtful whether or not the settlement of the propoRed footings 
with width B will be exceRsive, load tests should be made at the level of 
the base of the footingR, on bearing plates 2 ft Rquare at the bottom of 
test pits G ft square. If the conHistency of the clay varies considerably 
between this level aucl a depth B (square footings) or 2B (continuous 
footings), load teRts must be made at two or three different levels ,vithin 
this depth. The number of load tests or Rets of tests that are required 
depends primnrily on the degree of homogeneity of the clay stratum and 
the number of footings. After the application of each load increment, the 
load should be kept conRtant until further settlement becomes imper
ceptible. If the tests are made in this manner, the measured settlement 
includes at least tL considerable fraction of that part which is due to 
consolidation of the loaded soil. 

In accordance with the relation represented by the dash-clotted line 
in Figure 94, it can be aSRumed that the settlement S of a footing ,vith 
width Bl will very roughly be equal to the value, 

Bl S = So - (54.4) 
Eo 

where So is the settlement of the bearing plate under the design load per 
unit of area, and Eo is the width of the bearing plate. 

Some years ago a load test was made on stiff clay. The stiffness of the 
clay increased slightly with depth, and some layers contained a network 
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of slickensided hair cracks. The bearing plate was 2 ft square. Under the 
design load of 3200 lb per sq ft the settlement was 0.04 in. The proposed 
foundation covered an area of 126 by 126 ft. Aecording to equation 54.4, 
it should have settled: 

126 . 
S = 0.04 X 2 = 2.6 Ill. 

Immediately after construction, the settlement ranged between 1.0 and 
1.5 in. At present it ranges between 2.5 and 3.5 in., and it is still increas~ 
ing slightly. 

ALLOWABLE PRESSURE ON SOIL INTERMEDIATE BETWEEN SAND AND OLAY 

The most important soils intermediate in character between sand and 
clay are silt and loess. Prelimimtry information on the nature of a silt 
can be obtained by means of the standard penetru.tion test. If the num~ 
bel' of blows required to drive the sampler (see Article 44) is smaller than 
10 per ft, the silt is loose. If it is greater than 10, the silt is medium or 
dense. 

Loose silt is even less suitable for supporting footings than normally 
loaded soft clay. Thifl fact is demonstrated by the results of settlement 
observations on nine structures resting on silt deposits in Germany. 
Although the soil pressure ranged between the relatively low values of 
1.1 and 2.0 tons per sq ft, the settlement ranged between 8 and 40 in. 
A reduction of the soil pressure by 50 per cent would have greatly in
creased the cost of the foundations without reducing the settlements to 
tolerable amounts. 

Medium or dense silts can be divided into two categories: those with 
the charlJ.cteristics of a rock flour, and those that are plastic (Ree Article 
2). The alloymhle presl';nre on Hilts of the rock-flour type can be deter
mined by means of tho rules for very fine sand, and that on plastic silts 
by the methods used for clay. 

The second important soil intermediate in character between s[tnd and 
clay is loess (see Article 2). It covers large areas in the central part of 
ea(~h of the five continents. 

Because of the calcareous binder and the root holes typical of every 
true loess, the properties of loess are very different from those of other 
soils with similar grain-size characteristics. The bearing cl1pfLcity of a 
normally loaded silt is commonly very low, whereas that of loesR may be 
very high. If a stratum of true loess is located permanently above the 
water table, it may be capable of supporting footings at a soil pressure 
of 2 or 3 tons per sq ft without perceptible settlement. 
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Nevertheless, loess cannot always be trusted, because in some localities 
its bearing capacity changes considerably with the seasons. The changes 
are caused by variations in the strength of the cohe"ive hond due to 
changes in moisture content. Thus, for example, the foundation for a 
coal bin in central Russia was designed on the basis of the results of load 
tests made during the summer. The bin was also constructed in summer
time. Before com;truction was finished the autumn rains began, where
upon the bin started to settle unequally and the walls cracked. In central 
Germany a boilerhouse was built on a stratum of loess located partly 
below water table. Here also the designers were deceived by the apparent 
strength of the soil. The footings were designed on the basis of a soil 
pressure of 1.2 tons per sq ft, but under very much smaller loads the 
settlement had already become excessive. Some of the footings had to'be 
underpinned, whereas others were redesigned during construction for 
a soil pressure as Iowa" 0.35 tons por sq ft. 54•3 

Because of the extraordinary variety of tho physical properties of loess 
soils, no simple empirical rules comparable to those for sand or clay can 
be established for evaluating the allowable soil pressure. Hence, if a 
footing foundation is to be constmcted on loess in a region where there 
are no precedents, the designer must resort to the load-test method com
bined with an investigation of the effect of moisture on the bearing 
capacity of the soil. In some instances he will learn that a footing 
foundation iH impracticable in spite of the apparent solidity of the loess. 

FOOTINQ FOUWDATIONS LOCATED ON FIRM SOIL ABOVE SOF'l' LAYERS 

The values given for the settlements of footings designed in accord
ance with the rules discussed under the preceding subheadings are based 
on the assumption that the soil does not become softer with depth. If this 
condition is not satisfied, the values cease to be reliable. The reason for 
this fact is illustrated by Figure 180. 

Figure 180 shows the stress conditions beneath a footing that rests on a 
firm stratum A located above a soft stratum B. If the upper boundary 
of the soft stratum is located close to the base of the footing, the footing 
may break through the firm layer into the soft deposit. Failures of this 
type are not Uncommon. They can be avoided by giving the footing 
such dimensions that the pressure on the upper boundary of stratum B 
does not exceed the allowable bearing value for the soil in that stratum. 
The pressure at the boundary can be computed by the method described 
in Article 35. Less accurately, the total footing load can be assumed 
uniformly distributed over the base of a truncated pyramid whose sides 
slope from the edges of the footing to the upper surface of B at an angle 
of 60° with the horizontal. 
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If the upper boundary of the soft stratum B is located at a consider
able depth below the baf'le of the footings, failure by breaking into the 
ground cannot occm because stratum A acts like a thick raft that 
distributes the entire weight of the building almost uniformly over the 
surface of B. The :flexural rigidity of this natural raft prevents the sur
face of B from heaving beyond the loaded area. Nevertheless, the settle
ment may be very large. For example, the ,veight of thc building rep
resented in Figure 181 is transmitted by continuous footings onto a 

Stralvm A 

Siratvm 8 

2 ---------- --- ------
a-9"a rCI" $cvl?c7Qrg- <71 ,? 

FIG. 180. Diagram illustrating met.hod of calculation /'0 IlRccrt.ain whej,her allow
able soil pressure is exceeded for members of Rt.l'at.ifiecl clay Ruhsoil. Curve C rep
resents variation with depth of vertical pressure below single footing neglecting 
influence of adjacent footings. Curve Ct represents vert.ical pressure below same 

footing, considering influence of adjacent footingH. 

stratum of dense sand and gravel that rests, at a depth of 23 ft below 
the footings, on a layer of soft clay 50 ft thick. The footings were de
signed for a soil pressure of 2.5 tons per sq ft, a conflervative value for 
dense sand and gmvel. The greatest pressure on the surface of the clay 
due to the ,,,eight of the building was 1.1 tons per sq ft. During the con
strnction period, which lastedl year, the footings settled between 1 and 
4 in. During the foIlo"wing 40 years the maximum settlement increased 
to about 3 ft. Since the basement :floor, which rested on the st1ncl be
tween the footings, neither cracked nor moved with respect to the foot
ings, it is evident that the layer of sand and the footings settled to
gether. 

Ten years after constmction the deterioration of the building was such 
that the owners decided to strengthen the foundation. In spite of the 
symptoms previously mentioned, it was not fluspeeted that the seat of 
settlement was located below the sand. Hence, Lhe "strengthening" was 
accomplished by increasing the width of the footings so that the intensity 
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of the pressure exerted by the footings was reduced ahout 30 per cent. 
However, since the pressure on the clay remained unchanged, the ex
pensive alterations did not have the slighteHt effect on the trend of the 
time-settlement curves shown in Figure 181c. 

At a later date undisturbcd samples were taken from the clay at some 
distance from the building. On the basis of the results of consolidation 
tests the average rate of settlement for the building as a whole was 

FIG. 181. (a) Cross section through foundation of structure supported by dense 
sand undel'lnin by soft clay; (Ii) plan of structure; (c) observed time-settlement 
curves. Dash curve represents time-settlement relation computed from results of 

consolidation tests. 

computed. The theoretical trend of the settlement, represented by the 
dash curve in Fig'tlre I8le, is very similar to the real one except for the 
secondary time effect which cannot yet be computed, Article 14. On 
account of the secondary time effect, the real settlement approaches a 
constant mte ranging for different parts of the structure from 0.12 to 
0.32 in. per year, whereas the curve of computed settlement approaches 
a horizontal asymptote. 

The observations illustrated by Figure 181 show very clearly that the 
settlement due to consolidation of soft layers located at a considerable 
depth below the footings is in reality practically independent of the 
preSfomre on the base of the footings. This is due to the fact that the firm 
~tmtum supporting the footings acts like a natural raft that distributes 
the load from the footings over the softer strata. Procedures for comput
ing the settlements caused by the consolidation of the lower layers and 
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methods for reducing them are discussed in connection with raft founda
tions, Article 55. After the found~ttions are laid out in such a IDl1nner thl1t 
the settlement due to consolidation of the soft layers will be tolerable, 
the footings can be designed as if the soft strata did not exist. Hence, 
the presence of the soft strata may compel the designer to change the 
entire layout of the foundation, bnt it has no bearing on the allowable 
soil pressure for the footings. 

SUMMARY OF RULES FOR SELECTING ALLOWABLE SOIL PRESSURE 

(1) Except for narrow footing;; on loose saturated sand, the allowable 
bearing values for sand are governed only by settlement considerations, 
because it can be taken for granted that the factor of safety with respect 
to a base failure is adequate. The rules suggested for choosing these 
values satisfy the condition that the maximum settlement is unlikely to 
exceed 1 in. and the differential settlement! in. On routine jobs the 
allowable soil pressure on dry and moist sand can be determined by 
means of the chart, Figure 177, on the basis of the results of standard 
penetration tests. If the water table is located close to or above the base 
of the footings, the depth ratio Dj/B must also be cont>idered. If the 
depth ratio is very small, the values obtained from the chart must be 
reduced by 50 per cent; if it is close to unity, the values need be reduced 
only by one third. The most important sources of error in this procedure 
and the mean8 for avoiding them have been discussed. On largo jobs the 
load-test procedure may be uRed. However, it is expenHive and cumber
some, and, if it is not expertly planned and executed, the results may be 
very misleading. If the sand is very loose and saturated, it should be 
compacted. 

(2) The allowable bearing value for clay is usually determined by the 
condition that the factor of safety with respect to breaking into the 
ground should be at least 3. The relation between the average uncon
fined comprer;sive strength qn of a clay, the results of standard penetra
tion tests, and the allowable soil pressure qa are repreRentcd in Table 22. 
After the allowable soil pressure has been selected on the basis of this 
relation, it is necessary to find out whether the settlement will be toler
able. If the clay is normally loaded, the settlement is likely to be exces
sive, and a type of foundation other than a footing foundation may be 
indicated. On the other hand, if the clay is precompressed, the differential 
settlement is likely to be tolerable. In doubtful cases the load-test 
method should be used. The allowable soil pressure on stiff fissured clays 
can be determined only by tIllS method. 

(3) Loose saturated silt of any kind is unsuitable for supporting the 
weight of a foundation on footings. The allowable bearing value of 
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medium or dense silt of the rock-flour type can be determined by means 
of the rules proposed for sand. That of medium or stiff plastic Bilt can be 
determined by means of Table 22. No general rules can be established 
for ascertaining the allowable soil pressure for loess. 

(4) If the area occupied by the footings exceeds half the total area 
covered by the building, it is commonly more economical to provide the 
building with a raft foundation. 

DESIGN OF FOOTINGS 

Steps in design. The first step in designing a footing is to compute the 
total effective load that will be transferred to the subsoil at the base of 
the footing. The second step is to determine the allowable bearing value 
for the soil. The area of the footing is then obtained by dividing the total 
effective load by the allowable bearing value. Finally, the bending 
moments and shears in the footing are computed, and the structural 
design of the footing is carried out. 

Design loads. 'rhe total effective or excess load Qt transferred to the 
Bubgrade may be expressed by the eqnation, 

(54.5) 
in which 

Q = permanent or dead load on the base of the footing, including the 
"weight of the footing and the soil located above the footing. If the 
water table is higher than the base of the footing, the hydrostatic 
uplift, Article 12, on the submerged part of the body of soil and 
concrete should be deducted. 

W8 = effective weight of the soil (total weight of soil reduced by hydro~ 
static uplift) that was located above the base of the footing prior 
to excavation. However, in connection with basement footings 
such as c and d in Figure 171, the weight of the soil previously 
located above the basement floor should not be deducted, because 
the soil wa,s removed not only above the base but also above the 
area adjoining at least one side of the base. 

Qdn = Q - W8 = net dead load 
Qz = live load on footing, including that due to wind and snow 

In any discussion of live load, a distinction must be made between the 
normal live load and the maximum live load. The normal live load Qln is 
that part of the live load which acts on the foundation at least as often 
as once a year; the maximum live load QZmal< acts only during the si~ 
multaneous occurrence of several exceptional events. For instance, the 
normal live load in a tall office building includes only the weight of 
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the equipment and furniture, of the per,;ons who normally occupy the 
building; on woekcln,ys, amI of a normal snow load. The maximum live 
load is the sum of the weights of the furniture and equipment, of the 
maximum number of pemons who may crowd into the building on 
exceptional occasions, combined "lith the maximum snow and wind load. 
The total excess load on a footing at normal live load will be indicated 
by the symbol, 

(54.6) 

and at maximum live load by 

Qtmax = Qdn + Q/max (54.7) 

Because of the exceptional character of the maximum live load and 
the low probability that the foundation will ever be called on to sustain 
it, it is customary to deflign footings in such a manner that the Hoil 
pressure produced by the normal totalloacl Qtn is the same for all the 
footings. }lowElver, sound engineering nJ/;;o requires that even the 
maximum lOfLd Qtmax should not calise irl'epnrable damage to the 
structure. The proeeciure for complying with this requirement without 
excessive expenditure depends on t1he type of subsoil. 

If the footings re.~t on sanli, an increase of load produces an almost 
simultaneous increaHc of settlem(mt, but it can be assumed that the 
factor of safety with respect to a foundation failure remains adequate. In 
order to eliminate the possibility of serious damage (lne to the maximum 
live load, the designer should o:;timate the greatoHt difforential settle~ 
ment t..B in excess of the normal vnJuo of ! in. that, in his judgment, the 
structure call stand without serious injury. An u,chlitionftl differential 
settlement of t..S would correspond to a maximum Hettlemellt of 1.33 t..S 
plu~ the normal maximum value of 1 in. 

If all of the footings wero designed on the basis of a m[1ximum settle
ment of 1 in. at normal live load, the maximum live load woulu increase 
the maximum settlement to 

S = 1" X Qtmax 
IDl1X Qtn (54.S) 

If Smax is smaller than the tolerable maximum of (1.333 + I"), the 
maximum live load c[!'n be disregarded. On the other hand, if Smax iH 
ll1rger than (1.338 + 1"), the footings should be designed so that the 
soil pressure at normal live loau is 

, 1.3MS + 1" 
(ja = qa '" 

)Jmax 
(54.9) 
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The value of qa' is commonly different for different footing:;. The smallest 
value should be used for proportioning all the foot.ingR; it corresponds to 
the footing for which the ratio Qtmnx/Qln is greatest .. 

If the footings of a building reHt on clay, the allowable Hoil prCfisure is 
determined by the conditiontl that under the normal total load the factor 
of safety against failure Hhould be equal to 3, but under no circumstances 
flhould it be less than 2. If the factor of safety Gs at normal total load is 
equal to 3, the factor of safety Gs' at maximum total load is 

Gs' = 3 Qtn 
Qtmax 

(54.10) 

If G/ is equal to 2 or more, the maximum live load can be disregarded, 
and a11 the footings can be proportioned for normal livo load on tho 
basis of G. = 3. On the other hand, if Gs' is less than 2, the allowable soil 
preflsure must be so chosen that the factor of safety at normal live load 
is eqnal to G/G/. 

Reduction of settlement by adjusting footing size. In tho discwssion of 
allowable soil pressure, it was mentioned that the settlement of loaded 
areas with similar shape but different size increases at a given intensity 
of load with increaRing width of the area. If the footings of a structure 
differ greatly in size, the differential settlement due to thiH cause can be 
important. In Ruch instances it may be justifiable to adapt the pressure 
on the base of the footings to some extent to the size of the footings. If 
the subsoil consists of sand, the differentia,} settlement can be reduced by 
decrettsing the Rize of the smallest footings, because even after the reduc
tion the factor of safety a. of these footings with respect to breaking into 
the ground is likely to be adequate. The application of this procedure to 
footing foundations on clay would reduce the value of Gs for the smallest 
footings to less than 3, which is not admissible. Hence, the differential 
Rettlement of footing foundations on clay can be reduced only by in
('reaRing the size of the largest footings beyond that required by the 
allowable i:mil pressure. However, sOllnd judgment is required to make 
Huch adjustments with prospects for success, because periodic and 
exceptional changes in the loading conditions must uc considered. 

Layout oj footings and computation of moments. It is customary to lay 
out mwh footing so that the resultant load Qtn, equation 54.6, passes 
through the centroid of the area covered by the footing. The bending 
moments are then computed on the assumption that the soil pressure is 
distributed uniformly over the base. In reality, the contact pressure 
against footings on sand decreases from the center toward the rim, 
Fig;ure 9Gb, and the real bending moments are usually less than the 
computed ones. On the other hand, if the footings are very rigid, and 
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they rest on soft or medium clay, the contact pressure may increase 
toward the rim, Figure goa, and the real moments may exceed the 
computed oneR. However, the difference is amply covered by the margin 
of safety customarily provided in Rtructural design. 

The columns that support crane runways in industrial buildings are 
subject to large eccentric loads whenever the crane operates near by, but 
during the rest of the time they carry ordinary dead and live loads. It is 
customary to design the connections between the columns and the 
footings for the eccentric loads. As a consequence, the moments are 
transmitted to the base of the footings. If the footings reRt on clay, the 
allowable soil pressure qa should not be exceeded under the toe of any 
footing when all the loads, including that due to the crane, are acting. 
The centroid of the base of every footing should be made to coincide 
with the resultant of the net dead load, the normal live load, and a small 
fraction, such as 25 per cent, of the crane load; and all of the footings 
should be proportioned for the samo soil pressure under this resultant 
load. On the other hand, if the footings rest on sand, they should be laid 
out so that the soil pressure is uniform and equal to qa under the net 
dead load, the normal live load, and the maximum crane load that can 
be expected under ordinary operating conditions, Under no conceivable 
combination of loads should the pressure 1.5qa be exceeded. 

Precautions during construction. All footing foundations are inevi
tably designed on the assumption that the soil beneath the footings is in 
approximately the same state as that disclosed by whatever borings or 
load tests were made. If the soil contains soft pockets not encountered 
by the borings, or if the soil structure is disturbed during excavation, 
the settlement will be larger and more unequal than the designer 
anticipated. To avoid such a risk a simple penetration test should be 
made at the site of each footing after the excavation is completed, One of 
several practicable methods is merely to count the number of blows per 
foot required for driving a sounding rod into the ground by means of a 
drop weight. If exceptiomLlly soft spots me encountered within the seat 
of settlement of anyone footing, this footing should be redesigned. Such 
a procedure is more economical than subsequent repair. 

Disturbance of the structure of the subsoil during construction is 
especially likely to occur under two conditions commonly encountered 
in the field. If the subsoil consists chiefly of silt or fine sand, it can be 
radically disturbed by pumping from open sumps. The disturbance is 
likely to be associated with serious damage to adjoining property due to 
loss of ground, Hence, if footings on such soils require excavation below 
the water table, the site should be drained by pumping from well points 
and not from open i:,'umps, Article 47. Pumping from well points oc-
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casionally causes a noticeable settlement of the adjoining ground surface. 
However, if this does occur, it is certain that the dett'imental effects of 
pumping from open sumps would have been far greater. 

If the subsoil eonsists of clay, the top layet of the exposed clay is 
likely to become soft because of the absorption of moisture from puddleR 
and the kneading effect of walking on it. Therefore, footings on clay 
should be concreted and backfilled immediately after the excavation is 
completed. If this cannot be done, the last 4: to (3 in. of clay should not be 
removed until preparations fat placing the concrete ate complete. 
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ART. 55. RAFT FOUNDATIONS 

COMPARISON BETWEEN RAFT AND FOOTING FOUNDATIONS 

If the sum of the base areas of the footings required to support a 
structure exceeds about half the total building area, it is usually pref
arable to combine the footings into a single mat or raft. Such a raft is 
only a large footing, and, like a footing, it must satisfy the requirements 
that the factor of safety with respect to a base failure should be not less 
than 3 and that the settlement should not exceed an amOlUlt acceptable 
to the designer of the superstmcture. 

The factor of safety of raft foundations depends on the nature of the 
subsoil. If the soH consists of very loose sand in a saturated state, it 
should be compacted by artificial means before the raft is constructed 
(see Article 50). If the sand is medium or dense, the factor of safety of a 
raft is considerably greater than that of footings, and its adequacy can be 
taken for granted without any computation. 
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The factor of safety of raft founcluJions on clay is practically independ~ 
ent of the ilizc of''the loaded area. It is commonly very low, and several 
failures hrwe occurred. One of these is illustrated by Figure 182. The 
structure, a grain elevator ncar ·Winnipeg, Canada, was 77 by 190 ft in 
plan and 102 ft high. It rested on a stratnm of "firm" clay overlying rock. 
On the basis of the results of load testR it was estimated that the ulti
mate bearing capacity of the clay was between -l: and 5 tonR per sq ft, and 
the design was based 011 an allowable soil pressure of 2.,5 lons per flq ft. 
When the load on the raft approached this value, one side of the fltruc
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FIG. 182. Diagram illuRtrating 
failure of grain duvator lll'llr 

\Vinnipeg, CalJ(ulu, by breaking 
into cluy stratulll. 

ture settled 29 ft, whereaH the oppm.;ite 
side rose 5 ft. The movementR took place 
within le:-ls than 24 hr.55

.
1 To avoid the 

risk of such a failure, a raft fOllnclation 
on any soil should he designed flO that 
the excess load divided by the loaded 
area does not exceed the values given in 
Table 22. 

'1'he exceRS load on the base of a raft 
is computed in the Bame manner as that 
on the base of a spread footing, Article 
54. If the raft is located beneath a base
ment, Figure 184, it constitutes with 
the basement wall>! a large hollow foot

ing. Since the loaded Noil cnn rise, as imlieatecl by an iLrrow, only out
Hide the area occupied by the mft, the depth of the overblll'den is equal 
to Dj, measured from the grollnd surface, and not to Dis as for spread 
footings below basements, Fig;ure 1710 and d. Hence, the excess loacl Qt 
on the base of the raft is equal to the difference between the total effec
tive load Q + Q/ at the base of the raft, reduced by the total effective 
weight TVs of the Hoil replaced by the basement, or 

Qt = (Q + Ql) - TVs (55.1 ) 

If qa jR the allowahle pressure on the sllb~nil, an!l A the n]"(~a eovered by 
the raft, the foundation mllst NatiNfy the ('onditioll, 

Q,= 
~T < qa (55.2) 

The relation expreRsecl by equation 55.1 indicates that the excess load 
on the base of a raft can be reduced by increasing the depth of the hase
ment.This reduction inereases the factor of safety of tho foundation with 
respect to breaking into the grouncl and reduces the settlement. The 
existence of such [1, relation was recognized by n few engineers over a 
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century agoJ and they used it to advantage in estahlishing heavy stmc-
tures on soft ground without the use of piles. • 

Although the niles governing the fantor of safety of rafts and footings 
are quite similarJ the general character of the settlement of these two 
types of foundations is very different. The causes of the difference are 
illustrated in Figure 183. This figure represents a vertical section through 
each of two structuresJ one of which rests on footings and the other on a 
raft. The footings and the raft both exert on the subsoil the same load 
per unit of areaJ as indicated by the rectangular diagrams at the base of 

~ 

~ Prf1SS/lre 

FIG. 183. Distribution of preRsurc in soil beneath buildings supported by (a) widely 
spaced spread footings and (Ii) COll('rete mat. The lond per unit of area is the same 

bunettih thu foot,jugs and the mat. 

the foundations. In additionJ the figure Rhows the intensity and the 
distribution of the vertical pressure at different depths below the base 
level of each foundation. 

The footings shown in Figure I83a are so far apart that each one 
settles much as if the others did not exist. If the soil were homogeneousJ 
the footings would settle almost equally; in reality, they settle by 
different amounts because no natural soil stratum is homogeneous. Since 
the flcat of settlement is located within the uppermost soil'stratumJ the 
distribution of the settlement reflects the variations in the compre8sibil~ 
ity of the soil located within this stratum (see Figure 175). It is always 
erratic and cannot be predicted by any practicable means. This fact 
determined the nIles that were established for evaluating the allowable 
soil pressures for footing foundationsJ Article 54. 

The seat of settlement of the raft foundation, Figure 183/)J extends to II 
very much greater depth than that of the footing foundation. Within 
this depth weak spots are scattered at random, as shown in Figure 184J 
and their effe(:ts on the settlement of a loaded area partly cancel each 
other. Therefore, the area settles o,R if the loaded soil were more or less 
homogeneous. The settlement is not necessarily uniformJ but it follows a 
fairly definite instead of an erratic pattern. The pattern differs, howeverJ 
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depending on whether the soil located within the seat of settlement 
consists of Rand or clay. 

SETTLEMENT OF RAF'l' FOUNDATIONS 

Both theory and experience indicate that the settlement of a uniformly 
loaded area on sand is fairly uniform, provided the urea is located at a 
depth of more than about 8 ft below the adjacent ground surface. If the 
depth iB smaller, the outer parts of the loaded area are likely to settle 
somewhat more than the central part unless lateral yield of the sand is 
prevented within a depth of 8 or 10 ft from the ground surface. 

FIG. 184. Diagram representing erratic distribution of pockets of looRe sand through. 
ouL a stratum of dense sand located beneat.h base of a building. 

The differential settlement of the area covered by the mft reflects in a 
general way the variations in the compressibility of the subsoil. How
ever, because of the random distribution of compressible zones in the 
subsoil, Figure IS"}, combined with the Htiffening effect of the mft and 
building frame, it can safely be aRsllmed that the differential Rettlement 
of a raft foundation pel' inch of maximum Rettlement is not more than 
one half the corresponding value for buildings on footing::;. Hence, if a 
differential settlement of ! in. can be tolerated, the allowable soil 
pressure can be so chosen that the maximum settlement is 2 in. instead 
of 1 in. as specified for spread footings. The width B of rafts commonly 
lies between 40 and 120 ft. Within this range the value of B has very 
little influence on the maximum settlement (see Figure 176). Therefore, 
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the width can be disregarded in selecting the allowable Roil pressure. 
Finally, at least the major part of the Rand located within the scat of 
Bettlement is likely to he saturated, because the vertical clitltrmce be
tween the base of the raft and the water table is commonly small com
pared to the width of the raft. 

The preceding conditions determine the allowable soil pressure, 
provided the relative density of the sand is also taken into account. At 
present, the most expedient method for evaluating the relative density 

TABLE 23 

PIWl'OSED ALLOWABLE BEARING VALUES FOR RAFTS ON SAND 

N = number of blows per foot in standard penetration test 
qu = proposed allowable bearing value in tons per square foot 

Relative Density 
Loose Medium Dense Very Dense of Sand 

N Less than 10 10-30 30-50 Over 50 
q" Requires 0.7-2.5 2.5-4.5 Over 4.5 

compaction 

Values arc based on maximum settlement of 2 in. 
Depth of sand stratum is presumed to be greater than the width B of the raft, and 

water Lable to be close to or above base of raft. If depth to bedrock is much les8 than 
B/2, or if water iable is at depth greator than B/2, the allowable bearing values can 
be increased. 

The loads are presumed to be distributed fairly uniformly over the base of the 
building. If different parts of a large raft on sand carry very different loads per unit 
of area, it is advisablo to establish construction joints at the boundaries between 
these parts. 

is the standard penetration test, Article 44. One test should be made for 
every 2! ft of the depth of the drill hole from the level of the base of the 
raft to a depth B below this level. The N-value for the hole is equal to 
the average of all the N-values within this depth. At least 6 drill holes 
are required, and the allowable soil pressure should be chosen on the 
basis of the smallest N-value furnished by the tests. 

Allowable soil pressures corresponding to different N-values are given 
in Table 23. The values arc based on the assumption that the allowable 
soil preRsure on the base of a raft is twice the bearing value for saturated 
sand obtained by extrapolation from tho chart, Figure 177. This assump
tion is baRed on the conclusion that the tolerable maximum settlement 
of mfts is 2 in., in contrast to 1 in. for buildings on spread footings. A 
more accurate evaluation of the soil pressure would require several sets 
of load tests, performed at different levels within the seat of settlement. 
Such a procedure is commonly impracticable. 
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If the subsoil contains gravel or if it consists of very fine or silty sand, 
appropriate eheck tests or corrections are required (see Article 54) 
which may lead to lower values than those given in Table 23. On the 
other hand, if the sand rests at a depth less than Bj2 on Rotmd rock, or if 
the ,mter table is located permanently below this depth, somewhat 
higher pressures can be tolerated. 

All the preceding recommendations are based on the tacit assumption 
that the distribution of the 10adH over the raft is fairly uniform. If the 
structure supported by the raft comdsts of several partFl 'i\"ith very 
different heights, it may be advisable to provide construction joints at 
the boundaries between these parts. 

The maximum permissible value for the soil pressure beneath rafts on 
clay, like that beneath footings on clay, is given in Table 22, page 430, 
in the column headed qa. However, on acconnt of the large dimensions of 
the area covered by a raft and the rapid increase of settlement of clay 
with increasing size of the loaded area (Figure 179), it iR always neces~ 
sary to find out, at least by a crude estimate, whether the settlement will 
be tolerable. The computation can be based on the assumption that the 
loaded clay is laterally confined. The results of the computations show, 
in accordance with experience, that the base of a uniformly loaded area 
on clay assumes the shape of a shallow bowl, because the consolidation 
pressure decreases from the center toward the edges, Figure 183b. How~ 
ever, the slopes of the bowl are so gentle that the difference between the 
settlement of two adjacent columns never exceeds a small fraction of the 
difference between the maximum and minimum settlement. For rafts on 
Rand the differences can be almost equal. Therefore, the tolerable dif~ 
ferential settlement for rafts on cby is very much greatcr than that fol' 
rafts on sand. 

DESIGN OF RAFT FOUNDATIONS 

The average gros:') load per unit of area on the base of a raft is equal to 
the total effcctive weight of the building, Q + Ql, divided by the total 
area A of the base. Since the area occupied by the raft can only be equal 
to or slightly greater than the area occupied by the building, the designer 
has no opportunity to change the soil prCrlSUl'e by adjusting the size of 
the raft. Hence, to satisfy equation 55.2 he is compelled to increase Ws, 

equation 55.1. TIllS can be done only by providing the structure with 
one or more basements with adequate depth. The required depth can be 
computed by trial. 

After the depth of basement has been determined, the next step in the 
design is to compute the forces that act on tile raft. In this operation, the 
designer must depend to a large extent on the soundness of his jUdgment. 
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The factors and conditions that need to be considered are illustrated by 
Figure 185. 

Figure 185a shows a vertical section through a structure consisting of a 
helwy tower and two wings. The water table is located below the base of 
the raft. On this assumption the total soil reaction is equal to the full 
weight Q + Ql of the building including the weight of the raft, whereas 
the excess load Qt, equation 55.1, which determines the settlement is 
equal to the difference between the weight of the structure and the 
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FIG. 185. Diftgram illustrating three different methods for the design of raft 
foundftcions on very compl'OssibJe sublloil. (a) Rigid superstructure, capable of en
forcing uniform settlement; (b) flexible Ruperstructure, capable of sustaining large 
deflcctions without damLtgcj (0) flexible superstructure, uniform settlement produced 

by adapting dept.hs of basements to weight of structure located above them. 

weight Ws of the soil that has been excavated. If the excess load Qt is 
zero, and if, in addition, the structure is rigid, there will be practically 
no settlement even if the soil reaction is very large. As a rough approxi
mation the soil reaction on the base of a rigid structure may be con
sidered uniform, as indicated by the shaded rectangle in Figure 185a. 
Yet, the loads are concentrated on the central part of the base of the 
building. Therefore, the frame of the structure is acted on by very severe 
bending moments. The cost of the reinforcement required to carry these 
moments may be prohibitive. 

If the building is flexible, the soil reaction on every part of the raft is 
roughly equal to the load that acts on it, Figure 185b. The corresponding 
bending moments are relatively small. However, on account of the heavy 
concentration of loads on the middle part of the raft, this part carries an 
excess load whereas the excess load on the outer parts is negative. As a 
consequence, the tower will settle more than the wings, as shown in the 
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figure. A difference in settlement is inevitable even if the total excess load 
on the frubsoil is zero. If the building rests on Hand, the difference be
tween the settlements of the tower and the wings is likely to be too small 
to have an injuriom; effect on the superstructure, and the raft can be 
designed as if it were acted on by the forces shown in Figure 18.5b. On the 
other hand, if the raft restR on clay, the differential settlement due to 
the nonuniform pressure distribution mfty be very large. Construct.ion 
jointg between the tower and the wings may slightly improve the stress 
conditions in the members of the :superstructure, but they Cl.1nnot pre
vent the settlement of both wings from increasing toward the tower. 
Hence, it is necessary to make a settlement computation to determine 
\vhether the diffel'enti~11 settlement is likely to exceed what the structure 
can stand without injury. If it is, the designer must choose between two 
alternatives. Either he specifieR a pile or a pier foundation for the 
structure, or else he provides the tower and the wings with basements of 
different depth, Figure 1850. The depth of each basement must be deter
mined in such a manner that the settlement of the tower and the wings 
would theoreticaIIy be equal. If this condition is satisfied, the designer 
can be fairly certain that the differential settlement will be tolerable. 

In computing the thickness of the mft and the l.1monnt of reinforce
ment, it is commonly assnmed that the raft iR a conHnuous slab freely 
supported at every point and along every line at which load is transferred 
onto the slab from above. A distrihuted IOll,tl acts on the Klab from below. 
It is equal to the total soil reaction which, in turn, i8 equal to the full 
weight of the building without any deduction for hydrostatic uplift or 
ba.'lement excavation. Since the difference between the tbeoretical and 
the real distribution of the bending moments in the raft can be very 
large, it is commonly advisable to provide the raft with twice the 
theoretical amount of reinforcement. 

In the preceding discufitliotl, it has been tacitly w,sumed that a rigid 
raft does not settle until the load on the raft becomes equal to the weight 
of the excavated soil. In many instances, the error due to this aSRUmp
tion can safely be ignored. However, if the subsoil is soft, and the 
excavation i., deep) the settlement that occurs before the effective load 
on the raft becomes equal to the effective weight of the excavated soil 
may be large enongh to require consideration. The cause of this settle
ment is discussed under the following SUbheading. 

HEAVE DURING BASEMENT EXCAVATION 

The excavation for a basement or a subbaRement involvCfl the com
plete removal of the pressure originally exerted against the soil at the 
base level of' the mft. As a consequence, the bottom of the excavt),tioll 
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rises. During the subseqnent period of constl'1lction, the ,veight of the 
building becomes Q(lual to und generally exceeds the originn.l overburden 
!Jl'cstmrc; honce, the heave dhmppearl':l, and the building; settles. If the 
building has a greater weight than the excavated Roil, the settlement 
pasr;es through two stages. The first lasts until the load per unit of area 
at the base of the rn.ft becomes equal to the original overburden pres
sure, and the second begins when this pressure is exceeded. The charac
teristics of the settlement during the second stage have already been 
described. Those of the first stage may he very different. 

At the end of the first stage, when the building load becomes equal to 
the weight of excavated material, the settlement is equal to or slightly 
greater than thc preceding heave, which is commonly very small. If the 
building load is not further increased, the settlement stops shortly after 
construction is finished. It has been mentioned that this fact was 
utilized long ago, in the design of buildings on soft soils, but it is 
not generally realized that the progressive settlement of buildings on 
stiffer soils can also be eliminated by excavating enough soil to compen
sate for the weight of the building. As a matter of fact, some buildings 
with basements deep enough to satisfy this requirement have actually 
been provided with expensive pile support; it is obvious that the money 
spent for the piles was waHted. 

The amount of the heave and subsequent settlement depends on the 
nature of the subsoil and the dimensions of the excavation. It can seldom 
be predicted on the basis of soil tests and theory. If the excavation is 
made in sand above the water table, the heave is so small that it can 
usually be disregarded. A soft clay subsoil deforms at practically con
stant wl1ter content like an incompressible elastically isotropic material. 
Hence, the heave could be compnted by means of the theory of elasticity 
if the modulus of elasticity of the clay could be deLermined by means of 
soil tests. However, the results of such computations, based on the value 
of the initial tangent modulus (Hee Article 18) of undisturbed specimens 
indicate that the real heave is always much smaller than the computed 
value. Furthermore, the magnitude of the error cannot be predicted. 
The following histories of two excavations iIll.1strate the uncertainty 
associated Tvith estimates of the heave. In both instances, the stresses 
caused by the excavation were well below the failure load for the clay. 

The first excavation was made for a subbasement with an average 
depth of 35 ft. The building covered an area 200 by 340 ft .. The subsoil 

. consisted of a layer of soft glacial clay almost 100 ft thick, with a stiff 
crust. The clay was buried beneath a thick layer of artificial fill and soft 
organic silt, and it rested on a layer of gravel and hardpan. The bottom 
of the excavation was located within the stiff crust, close to its former 
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upper surface. The modulus of elaf->ticity of the clay, determined on the 
basis of unconfined compression tests on undisturbed samplos, had an 
average value of 100 tons per sq ft. BaRed on thiR value, it waR estimated 
that the maximum heave would be about 5 in. The aetual maximum 
heave was 3.5 in.55 .6 In this case, the forecast was relatively accurate. 

The second excavation is shown in Figure 186. It coverod an area of 
60 by llO ft. Tho bottom of the excavation was located 30 ft below the 
surface in a bed of sand that extended for an additional depth of 14 ft. 
Below the !'land was a bed of soft clay 120 ft thick. The average modulus 
of elasticity of the clay, according to the results of laboratory tests, was 

FIG. 186. Cross section through eXClwation in strata located above soft clay bcd 
120 It thick. 

60 tons pel' sq ft, and the computed heave, based on this value, was 14 in. 
In order to observe the real heave, an underground reference point was 
established in the sand, (3 ft above the surface of the clay. Since any 
heave in excess of 0.02 ft would have beon noticed, it may he concluded 
that the clay behaved during excavl1tion like an I1Imml~ rigid material 
with a modulus of elasticity of several thommnd tom; pOl' Rquaro foot. 
Some clays exhibit a similar rigidity during tunneling and other types of 
constnlCtion operationH. However, the rigid state HecmH to be only 
temporary. Because of this fact, conHtruction in conneci,ion with the 
excavation shown in Figure 186 was carried on as rapiclly as pOHRible, 
and the loads were applied before any movementH started. In order to 
prevent disturbance of the Rand by Heepage preRRureil, exc[tvation was 
not started until the water table wail lowered by pumping from well 
points, as indicated in the fignre. The weight of the finiRhecl structure 
was approximately equal to the woight of the soil removed, I1nd tlw 
ensuing ::;ettlemcnt was too small to be measured. 

If the clay beneath [1,n excavation contains a great number of continu
ous layers or seam::; of coarse silt or sand, the water content of the clay 
may increase to such an extent that the major part of the he!Lve iR 
caused by swelling. Predictions of the rate of swelling, baRed on the 
results of laboratory consolidation tests, are likely to he very inaccurate, 
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because the degree of continuity of the pervious strata cannot be 
learned by sampling in advance of construction. 

If the depth of the basement is increased by open excavation beyond a 
certain value, the bottom of the excavation becomes unstable and fails by 
heaving, regardless of the strength and nature of the laterall"upport for 
the sides, Article 32. However, the critical depth can he almost doubled 
by performing the excavation under compressed air. In excessively Raft 
ground, raft foundations have been successfully established by con~ 
structing the side walls and floor of the basement as a unit near the 
surface of the ground and lowering the entire unit to grade by washing 
or pumping through holes in the floor. 

FOOTING FOUNDATIONS ON NATURAL RAFTS 

If the footings of a building rest on a thick firm stratum underlain by 
considerably more compressible oneR, the firm stratum acts like a 
natural raft that di::;tributes the weight of the building over the soft 
layers. The footings are designed as if the soft strata did not exist, be
cause the settlement due to consolidation of the soft strata is practically 
independent of the pressure on the base of the footing. 

The load responsible for the settlement due to consolidation is equal 
to the total effective weight of the building reduced by the effective 
weight of the excavated soil. In the compntation of the magnitude and 
distribution of the consolidation pressure within the soft layers, the 
weight of the excavated soil is assumed to represent a negative load 
uniformly distributed over the bottom of the basement. The weight of 
the building is a positive load that acts on the bases of the footings. At 
any point in the soft layers the consolidation' pressure is equal to the 
difference between the pressures produced by these tl,\'O loads. The 
Rettlement due to consolidation is estimated on the assumption that the 
Roft soil is laterally confined. The importance of the settlement that may 
ensue is iLlustrated by Figure 181. 

If the computation shows that the Rettlement conditions arc unac~ 
ceptable, the design of the foundation mURt be changed. This can be 
done, for instance, by providing the different parts of the building with 
basements of different depths, Figure 185c, or by supporting the struc~ 
ture on piles or piers. 

FOOTINGS ON SAND IN BASEMENTS BELOW THE WATER TABLE 

A basement located below the water table must be provided with a 
watertight floor slab interconnecting the footings. If the load on the 
footings is applied after the slab is concreted, the footings together with 
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the slab constitute a raft whose base is acted on not only by the water 
pressure but also by a more or less uniformly (listributed soil reaction. 

In order to avoid the necesf:::it.y for making the floor slab strong enough 
to withRtand hath pressures, the slab between the footingH should not l)e 
concreted until the footings carry the full dead load. The load on the 
base of the footings will then he equal to the fnIl weight of the building 
reduced by the full hydrostatic uplift on the cellar floor, and the inter
connecting sbb will be acted on hy water pressure only. However, the 
footings must be designed on the assumption that the hydrostatic uplift 
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FIG. 187. Details of footing on sand in basement located below water table. 

is inactive, becanse the water table is not l1110wecl to rise above the cellar 
floor until the footings carry the full dead weight of the structure. The 
postponement of the construction of the floor Rlah requires the continua
tion of pumping until the superstructure is completed. The sequence of 
operations is shown in Figure 187. To prevent the floor slab from floating, 
it must be anchored either to the columns or, preferably, to the footings. 

SUMMARY OF RULES FOR THE DESIGN OF RAFT FOUNDATIONS 

(1) If a structure resting on a Rand stratum can stand n differential 
setUement of ! in. between adjacent columnR without injury, a maximum 
settlement of 2 in. can be tolerated. The corresponding allowable soil 
prCHflUl'eS are given in Table 23. 

(2) The allowa.ble floil pressure for mfts with a width B cannot be 
determined reliahly by means of load teRts unless several sets of teRts are 
made, at seveml depths within a distance B below the base of the raft. 
Such tests are economically justified only under exceptional conditions. 
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(3) If different parts of a large raft on sand carry very different loads 
per unit of area, it is advisable to estaLliHh constnwtion joints at the 
boundaries between thel'le parts. 

(4) A raft foundation on clay Hhould satisfy the comlitioll:'1 that the 
factor of Rafety with respect to a failure of the loaded clay should not be 
less thun 3 und tl1l1t the differential settlement should not be lurge enough 
to damage the fmperstructure. Both the factor of safety and the set.tle
ment depend not on the total weight of the Htrueture but on the dif
ference between the weight of the structure and that of the excavated 
soil. Therefore, the design requirementfl Cll,n usually be met by appro
priate selection of the depth of the basement. 

(5) The differential settlement of a uniformly loaded flexiblo raft on 
clay is chiefly due to dishing. It is roughly equal to one-half the maximum 
settlement. If the building itself is flexible, the differential settlement can 
be eliminated by providing the building with a very Htiff substnlCture. If 
different parts of a large mft on clay carry very different loads, the benel
ing moments in a stiff substructure are so great that the cost of the sub
Rtructuro is likely to be prohibitive. Another alternative is to vary the 
depths of the basements in accordance with the loads in Ruch a manner 
that tho difference between the building load and the weight of the 
excavated soil per unit of area has approximately the same value for 
every part of the raft. Whichever alternative is adopted, the design 
requires at least a rough settlement computation. 

(6) Layers of stiff clay or of dense sand located above layers of soft 
clay act like natural rafts. The footings of buildings resting on such 
layers are designed as if the soft layers did not exist. Since the settlemont 
due to the consolidation of the 80ft layers may be very large, a settle
ment computation is required. The means for reducing the settlement 
due to consolidation are the same as those described in connection with 
rafts on homogeneous beds of clay. 
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ART. 55. PILE FOUNDATIONS 

FUNCTION OF PILES 

A structure is founded on piles if the soil immediately below its base 
does not have adequate bearing capacity or if an estimate of costA 
indicates that a pile foundation may be cheaper than any other. 

Piles are made in many forms and of a variety of materials. A de
scription of the principal types and of the methods for installing them 
can be found in reference 56.1. In this discussion we shall consider only 
piles of the more common types that are driven into the ground by a 
mechanical device known as a pile driver. However, the general princi
ples are applicable, 'with minor modifications, to the design of foul1da~ 
tiOllS on other types of piles, installed in a different manner. Furthermore, 
we shall assume that the piles carry only static loads, because the effect 
of pulsating loads and of vibrations all pile foundations has not yet been 
adequately investigated. 

With respect to the manner in which they function, piles may be 
divided into three categories: 

1. Frict1'on piles in coarse~gmined very permeable soil. TheRe piles 
trallf:fer most of their load to the soil through skin friction. The proceRR 
of driving such piles close to each other in groupR greatly reduccR the 
porosity and compressibility of the soil within and around the groups. 
Therefore, piles of this category are sometimes called compaction piles. 

2. Friction piles in very fine-grained soils of low permealn:Zily. These 
piles also transfer their load to the Roil through Akin friction, hut they do 
not compact the soil appreciably. Foundations supported by piles of this 
type are commonly known as floating pile foundations. 

3. Point-bearing piles. These pilml transfer their load onto a firm 
stratum located at a considerable depth below the base of the structure. 

In nature, homogeneous soil strata are very rare. Therefore, no sharp 
boundaries can be established between the three principal categories of 
piles. The same pile may displace part of the mass of soil through whlch it 
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is driven without changing the relative density, whereas the remainder of 
the soil may undergo compaction. The point of a pile may be embedded 
in a firm sand stratum capable of supporting the pile by point bearing, 
but, nevertheless, a considerable part of the load is likely to be carried 
by skin friction. Because of the wide variety of soil conditions encoun
tered in practice, any attempt to establish niles for the design of pile 
foundations necessarily involves radical simplifications, and the niles 
themselves are useful only as guides to judgment. For the same reason, 
theoretical refinements in dealing with pile problems, such as .attempts 
to compute the failure load on pile groups by means of the theory of 
elasticity, are completely out of place and can safely be ignored. Even 
conclusions based on the results of smaU-scuJe model tests may be far 
from reliable. 

DESIGN OF PILE FOUNDATIONS 

Historical development. Before the 19th century almost all buildings 
were established on continuous footings. Piles were used as a means of 
support wherever the ground appeared incapable of sustaining the pres
sure exerted by the footings. Since timber was abundant and labor 
cheap, as many piles were driven as the ground would take. Settlement 
caused no concern, because the prevalent type of structures could 
stand a considerable amount of unequal settlement without injury. 

In the 19th century, when industrial development created a demand 
for heavy but inexpensive structures in locations underlain by soft 
ground, the cost of pile foundations became an item of consequence', and 
engineers were expected to specify no more piles than were necessary to 
provide adequate support for the buildings. This could not be done with
out at least some knowledge of the Ultimate load that an individual pile 
could carry. Efforts to obtain the necessary information at a minimum 
expenditure of money and labor led to theoretical speCUlations that 
l'esulted in an impressive assortment of pile formulas. However, the 
realization slowly grew that the pile formulas had inherent shortcom
ings, and it became more and more customary to determine the allow
able load per pile all all but the smallest jobs by making load tests on 
test piles. 

The number of piles required to support a given structure was deter
mined by the simple procedure of dividing the total load by the allow
able load per pile. Many foundations designed in this manner were 
satisfactory, but now and then excessive and unexpected settlements oc
curred. These incidents indicated that the settlement of an entire pile 
foundation waS not necessarily related to the settlement of a single test 
pile, even at the same load per pile.5G

•
2 They led to the obvious conclu-
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sion that a knowledge of the bearing capacity of a single pile constitutes 
only part of the information necessary for the design of a satisfactory 
pile foundation. To find out whether the settlement of a pile foundation 
will remain within tolerable limits, the designer m'llst consider the Rtresses 
produced in the soil by the entire load assigned to the foundation, and 
he must estimate the settlement produced by theRe stresses. This esti~ 
mate requireR a knowledge of the fundamental principles of soil me
chanics. If the resnltH of the inveRtigation show that the settlement may 
exceed an acceptable value, the design mUflt he changed. 

Steps in design of a pile foundation. The first requirement for the 
preliminary de:-;ign of a pile foundation iH a floil profile representing the 
results of exploratory bOl'ingR. The factors thut determine the depth to 
which the subsoil should be explored were discussed in Article 45. 
Usually, the soil profile provides all the information required to decide 
whether the foundation can be supported by friction piles entirely 
embedded in st1nd, hy point-bearing piles driven through soft strata 
into a firm one, or by a floating pile foundation. 

The next step in the preliminary clo:;ign is to select the length and type 
of pile. If point-boaring piles are appropriate, it may be possible to judge 
the required length with reasomLble accuracy on the baHis of the soil 
profile. The length of friction piles in sand, howevor, can be determined 
only by driving test piles, and that of friction piles in soft clay by making 
an estimate of the factor of i3afety of the pile groups againRt complete 
failure (see page 468). The selection of the type of pile is governed at 
least partly by practical considerations. 50. I, 56.3 

After the length and type of pile have been tentatively chosen, the 
ultimate bearing capacity of 11 single pile is either estimated or else deter
mined by means of load tests. This value is divided by an appropriate 
factor of safety to obtain the "safe design load" per pile. The total num
ber of piles required to support the structure is determined by dividing 
the total weight of the structure by the "safe design load" per pile. 

After the number of piles has been determined, the next step is to 
choose their spacing. It is generally agreed that the distance D between 
the centers of piles with a top diameter d should not be less than 2.5d. 
This mle is based on practical considerations. If the spacing is less than 
2.5d, the heave of the soil is likely to be excessive, and the driving of 
each new pile may displace or lift the adjacent ones. On the other hand, 
a spacing of more than 4d is uneconomical, because it increases the cost 
of the footings without materially benefiting the foundation. The most 
suitable value of D between these limits must be selected in accordance 
"~lith the soil conditions, as explained subsequently. 

When the spacing has been decided on, the piles are bid out in either a 
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square or a triangular pattern. By multiplying the number of piles by D2 
(:-;quare pattern) or hy D2v'3 (triangubr pattern), the total area. re
[luircd for the pile-snpported parts of the fOlln<lation i:;; ohtained. If thiR 
area is comiiderably smaller than half the total [wett covered by the 
structure, the structure is established on pile-supported footings; if it 
is considerably greater, the structure is founded on a pile-supported 
raft, and the spacing of the piles is increased so that the pile layout forms 
a continuous pattern. If the intensity of loading on different parts of the 
raft is very different, the spacing between piles is adl1pted to the intensity 
on each of the parts. Finally, if it is doubtful whether the structure should 
be established on footings or on a raft, the decision is made after a com
paTison of the costs of the two alternatives. 

If the foundation is supported by friction piles in soft c1n,y or plastic 
silt, an estimate must be made of the ultimate bearing capacity of the 
pile groups, and the load on the groups must not, be allowed to exceed 
one half, 01' preferably one third of the ultimate value. The consequences 
of ignoring this condition can be catastrophic. In several instances, 
structures together with the supporting piles and the soil located be~ 
tween the piles have sunk suddenly into the ground, although the load 
per pile did not exceed the "safe design load." The procedure for esti~ 
mating the bearing capacity of pile groups is described :;,'Ubsequently. 

If the load per pile is such that the bearing capacity of the pile groups 
is not exceeded, the foundation will not fail suddenly by sinking into the 
ground. However, adequate bearing capacity does not exclude the 
possibility of excessive settlement, because the settlement of an entire 
pile foundl1tion has no relation whatsoever to the settlement of a single 
pile under the load per pile assigned to the foundation. The settlement of 
the foundation may range between a fraction of an inch and several feet, 
depending on the soil conditions, the number of pileR, and the area 
covered by the stl'Ucture. Settlements of less than about 2 in. are com
monly not harmfnl, but settlements of 6 in. or more may have very 
undesirable effects on the superstructure. Hence, if a foundation rests on 
friction piles driven into soft clay, or if the points of point-bearing piles 
are located above soft strata, the need for a settlement computation is 
imperative. FailUTe to make such a computation has been responsible for 
many unsatisfactory pile foundations. 

The final step in the design of the fmmdation is the structural design 
of the pile-supported footings or raft. The computations of bending 
moment:,; and sheart; are commonly based on the assumption that each 
pile carries the same load. Theoretical considerations and the results of 
field tests 1;0.4 both lead to the conclusion that this assumption is usually 
far from correct. If the substrata are fairly horizontal, and the points of 
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the piles do not rest on bedrock, the load per pile in a group supporting a 
rigid footing increa..<;es from the cenier piles toward the edges. The error 
involved in the commonly accepted assumption, however, is well within 
the customary margin of safety for reinforced-concrete design. 

The details of the successive steps in the design of pile foundations are 
presented under the following subheadings. 

ULTIMATE LOADS AND "SAFE DESIGN LOADS" FOR SINGLE PILES 

Skin friction and point resistance. The term ultimate load or bearing 
capacity of a Ringle pile indicates the load at which the settlement of the 

pile exceeds any reasonable value, such as t ft. 
Whatever the load may be, it is carried partly 
by skin friction and partly by the resistance of 

0---- ----b 
Qp 

FIG. 188. (a) Loaded 
friction pile in soft clay; 
(b) distribution of pres
sure on horizontlll sec
tion through point of 

pile. 

the soil directly beneath the point, as indicated 
in Figure 188a. Therefore, the ultimate bearing 
capacity Qd can be resolved into two parts: Q, 
which is due to skin friction, and Qp which is 
due to point resistance. Hence, 

(56.1) 

In Figure 188b, ab represents a horizontal Sec
tion through the point of the pile, and the shaded 
areas indicate the pressure on this section. The 
total pressure is obviously equal to Qd. Various 
refined theoretical methods have been used to 
compute the distribution of this pressure, but the 
results of the computations cannot be relied on, 
because all the methods [Lre based on the assump
tions that the soil is perfectly homogeneous and 
clastic. Authoritative information on the pres~ 
sure distribution can be obtained only by tiirant 

measurements, and so far no such measurements have been made. How
ever, there is no doubt that the distribution depends not only on the 
dimensions of the pile, but also on the load, the nature of the soU, and 
the conditions of stratification. It is also likely to change appreciably 
with time. 

Skin f1'iction on single pile in sand. When a pile is driven into very 
dense sand, refusal against further penetration is met at a depth of a very 
few feet, whereai:! in very loose sand piles can be driven to great depth 
without encountering appreciable resistance. In every sand both the 
average skin friction per unit of area of contact and the point reo;isiallce 
increase with increasing depth. The total Rkin friction that resists further 
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penetration of a cylindrical or prismatic pile into a homogeneous stratum 
of sand is considerably greater than one-half the total ultimate bearing 
capacity Qd of the pile, but the resistance against pulling is eonf:iderably 
less than half of Qd. The difference between the two values of skin friction 
is due to the fact that a downward movement of thc pile increaRes the 
pressure against its sides, whereas an upward movement decreases it. 
Mter the pile is driven to refusal, 
the average skin friction resisting 
further penetration under static it: GOO 

load is of the order of 500 lb per sq ~ 
ft for loose sand (long piles), and ~ soo 

~ 
2000 Ib per sq ft for very dense ~ <lOO 

'l()t} 

sand (short piles). I:: 
.~ 300 
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served that the bearing capacity ~ zoo 
of piles in sand deereascs conspic- .~ 
uously during the first 2 or 3 days ~ It\? 

after driving. Although this phe
nomenon is rather exceptional, the 
possibility of its occurrence should FIG. 189. Diagram illustrating in

crease of ultimate hearing capacity of 
friction pile with time. 

never be ignored. It is probable, 
but not certain, that the high initial 
bearing capacity is due to a tempo-
rary state of stress that develops in the sand surrounding the point of 
the pile during driving. This state of stress is associated with a temporary 
excess point resistance. 

Skln friction of piles in soft clay. The point resistance of friction piles 
embedded in soft clay is negligible compared to the skin friction. The 
skin friction per unit of contact area is more or less independent of the 
depth of penetration and the method of installing the pile. It depends 
almost entirely on the properties of the clay. The resistance against 
pulling is commonly, but not always, nearly equal to the resistance 
against further penetration under load. All these relations are much 
simpler than the corresponding ones for friction piles in sand. However, 
by contrast, the relations between skin friction and time are much more 
complex and as yet are unpredictable. The skin friction usually increases 
during the first month after the pile is driven, but the amount of in
crease varies considerably with thc nature of thB soi1. 

The curve in Figure 189 represents the increase in bearing capacity of a 
friction pile with time. The pile was driven into soft brown clay with 
streaks of silt. The liquid limit of the clay was between 37 and 45 per 
cent, the plastic limit between 20 and 22 per cent, and the natural water 
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content slightly below the liquid limit. During the pile-driving opera
tions the soil turned almost liquid, and tho skin friction had a very small 
value. Although the piles penetrated 12 in. under a single blow, they 
rose 10 in. when the hammer was lifted, and a special device had to be 
used to prevent the piles from rising. Yet, within a month the skin 
friction increased to more than three time::; its initial value. 

On the other hand, the bearing capacity of piles driven into some silty 
clays decreases during the first few days aft;er driving. Such a decrease 
was observed after piles 80 ft long were driw)ll through 40 to 50 ft of soft 
silt into an underlying stratum of "compact blue clay" at BaJboa, 
Cana.l Zone. The decrease of the resistance against further penetration 
took place within one day. A similar phenomenon occurred during the 
construction of the Navy Yard at Charleston, S. C.,56.5 when timber 
piles wcre driven through 10 ft of silt into "stiff blue mud." 

When piles are driven into soft clay, the clay located in the path of the 
penetrating pile is displaced and becomes severely distorted. After the 
pile is driven, the disturbed clay surrounds it like a shell a few inches 
thick. However, beyond the outer boundaries of this shell the disturb~ 
ance of the soil :;;tl'ucture is very moderate. Experience indicates that the 
shell of badJy diKturbed cby rapidJy consolidates and becomes st.iffer 
than the undisturbed chy and that it is likely to adhere to the pile if the 
pile i:o; pulled. 

Driving piles into satnratod silt may temporarily liquofy the silt for a 
considerable distance. What little is known about the consequences of the 
liquefaction seems to indicate that the volume of the silt remains 
practically unchanged. Yet, within a few days or weeks t.he silt appel1rs to 
become as solid and stable as it was originally. Hence, it is rather un
likely that the effect of pile driving on either soft clays or silts is detri~ 
mental, and in the following discussions it is aRlmmed that the physical 
properties of the soils do not experience :>ignificant permanent altera
tion. 

In spite of the influence of disturbance and the diverse time effects that 
take place immediately after a pile is driven into soft clay or soft plastic 
silt, the ultimate value of the skin friction is commonly equal to about 
one-half the unconfined compressive strength of the clay. Table 24 gives 
the range of ultimate values of the skin friction likely to develop in the 
principal types of cohe"ive soils. It may be emphasized that this as well as 
more elaborate tables s~rves only as a guide for making preliminary 
estimates. H.cIiable information c/tunot bc obtained ~vithout performing 
loading and pulling tests on full-sized piles in the field. 

Action of point-lJeal'£ng piles. In cOlltra:st to friction piles, point
bearing piles are assumed to tmni:lfer the load through their points onto a 
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firm stratum. Nevertheless, a considerable part of the load is carried at 
least temporarily by skin friction. This has been demonstrated by load 
tests in both the laboratory and the field. 56 .a However, if the pile paRses 
through a very compres.sible soil such as soft silt or clay, the pressure 
transferred to this soil by skin friction gradually consolidates it, and, as a 
consequence, the pile tend..~ to settle. Tho flottlement is resiflted only by 
the soil in which the point is embedded, and, aR time goes on, the pres
sure on the point increases. This process continues until the major part of 
the load on the pile is carried hy the point. If the load aSfligned to the 
pile in the foundation exceeds the point resistance, the resulting settle-

TABLE 24 

ULTIMATE VALUES OF SKIN FRICTION ON 

PILES EMBEDDED IN COHESIVE SOILS 

Jb per sq ft of contact area 

Soft clay and silt 200-600 
Sandy silt 400-1000 
Stiff clay 800-2000 

ment can be very large. Yet, the danger is not revealed hy the results of a 
load teRt on a Ringle pile, even if the load test is applied for several weeks. 
Hence, it is more important to know the point resistance than the total 
bearing capacity of a point-bearing pile. 

Relations between driving resistance and depth. If the depth to which a 
pile has penetrated is plotted against the number of hammer blows per 
inch of penetration, a resistance diagram is obtained. Typical diagrams 
are shown in Fig'me 190. The shape of the penetration curve indicates 
almost unmistakably into which of the three main categories the pile 
belongs. Figure 19Da showR curves typical for piles driven into loose and 
into dense sand. In both types of sand the penetration resistance in
creases "rith depth. On the other hanel, the pile represented by Figure 
lOOd was driven through soft clay, and the penetration resistanc~ be
came practically constant. The Rharp break in the curve in Figure 190e 
indicates that the pile point pa.'lsecl from soft silt into a fairly dense sand. 
Such a break is typical for point-bearing piles. By correlating the resist
ance diagrams with the soil profile on a given job, the engineer can 
usually obtain a reliable conception of the material in which each pile is 
embedded. In particular, he Can determine whether the point of the pile 
has reached a suitahle bearing stratum. 

Usc of pile formulas for estimaling ultimate bearing capacity. When a 
point-bearing pile encounters a firm l:ltratum, the penetration resistance 
increases sharply, Figure 19De. In a general way, the greater this increase, 
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the greater is likely to be the point resiRtance of the pile. This observa
tion has led to various attempts to express the relationship between the 
bearing capacity of a pile and the penetration resistance under the last 
few blows of the hammer. The results are known as pile formulas. In the 
United States the most popular expression iR the Engineering News 
formula, according to "which the ultimate bearing capacity of a pile 
should be 

2TVHH 
Qdy = G S + c 

where Qdll (lb) = ultimate bearing capacity of pile 
W H (ib) = weight of hammer 

H (ft) = fall of hammer 
S (in.) = penetration under last blow 

(56.2) 

c (in.) = empirical constant, taken as 1.0 for drop hammers and 
0.1 for steam hammers 

According to Figure 190rl, the value of S that appears in the formulas 
is, for friction piles in clay, practically independent of depth. As a 
consequence, equation 5G.2 leads to the conclutiion thnt the ultimate 
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FIG. 190. RelaLion between blows per inch of penetmt,jon and total depth of 
penetration for wood pilcs driven into subsoils of various charactcristics. 

bearing capacity of Ruch piles is also independent of depth. However, 
experience has shown that the ultimate bearing capacity of friction piles 
increases approximately in direct proportion to the length of the piles. 
'l'his fact strictly excludes the application of the Engineering News 
formula or any oiher pile formula to friction piles in soft silt or clay. As a 
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mattor of fact, in several cities, including Shanghai and Now Orleans, 
whore the prevalence of thick deposits of soft Roil c:111:-4 for extensive use of 
friction piles, no experienced engineer would evnn consider using a 
pile formula. On small jobs the bearing capacity is estimated on the 
basis of empirical values for the average skin friction per unit of area, 
and the point reRistance is disregarded. On large jobs load tests are made. 

However, even for point-bearing piles and other piles for , ... hich the 
penetration resistance increaRos with depth, the agreement between the 
real ultimate bearing capacity and that computed on the basill of the 
Engineering News formula is hardly satisfactory. The reasons are ex
plained in Article 30. By correlating a considerable number of real 
values of Qd, selected at random, with the corresponding values Qdy 
computed by means of equation 56.2, it was found that the real values 
were, on the average, only 0.7 of the computed ones. Of greater signifi
cance, however, was the fact that individual values of the real bearing 
capacity ranged from 0.3 to 2.8 times the computed values. Therefore, 
if the bearing capacity of a pile is estimated by means of equation 56.2, 
the uncertainty in the estimate calls for a very liberal factor of safety. 
The Engineering News formula is used with a theoretical factor of 
safety of 6. Hence, the real factor of safety, according to the values 
given here, is likely to range between about 2 and 17. 

The practical implications of these facts are illustrated by the follow
ing example. A building is to be com;tructed on pile-supported footings, 
each of which must support a load of 160 tons. Test piles are driven, and 
the penetration under the final blows is measured. According to the 
EngiJieering News formula, the ultimate bearing capacity Qdl11 equation 
55.2, is 50 tons, and the safe load is 10 tons per pile. Hence, the designer 
will establish each footing on 16 piles. If the pile spacing is 3 ft, the foot
ing will be about 12 ft square. However, according to the preceding 
paragraph, i,f a load test were mude on the test pile, it might furnish any 
value for Qd between 0.3 X 60 = 18 tons and 2.8 X GO = 1G8 tons. If 
the real bearing capacity happens to be 20 tons, the design is sa.tisfac~ 
tory. But, if it ill actually 110 tons, each pile could be assigned a load of 
as much as 40 tons, and only four piles would be required to support the 
footing. Furthermore, the footing could be reduced to 6 ft square. 
Hence, the owner would not only save 12 piles per footing, but the foot
ings themselves would be much cheaper. Thus, the use of the Engineer
ing News formula may involve u considerable waste of time and capital. 

The Engineering News formula contains no terms that express the 
properties of the pile, although it is certain that some of these properties 
have a large infiuence on the effect of the hammer blow. Since other more 
elaborate formulas, such as Redtenbacher's 01' Hiley's, contain factorR 
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representing the weight, dimensions, modulus of elasticity, and coef
ficient of restitution of the pile, they convey the imprCflsion of greater 
reliability. Howevor, expericmce has shmvn that they are almmlt as in
accurate a:-; the Rimpler Engineering News formula. Hence, on large 
jobs good engineering practice calls for determining the ultimate bet"ring 
capacity by meanf-l of ImLd tCHts on full-sized piles. 

Load tests on piles. It has been pointed out that the bearing capacity 
of all piles except those driven to bedrock does not reach its ultimate 
value until a certain time has elapsed. Hence, the results of load tests are 
not conclusive unless the tests are made after the period of adjustment. 
For piles in permeable ground this period amountR to 2 or 3 daYB, and 
for piles partly or wholly Rurrounded by silt or clay to about a month. 

Pile load tests are commonly made by constructing a platform on top 
of the pile, loading it with sand or pig iron, und observing the settle
ment of the pile by means of a level. This procedure is cumberRome 
becauRe of the large weights to be handled and the time required. A more 
expedient procedure is known as a bootstrap test. In preparation for such a 
test three piles are driven in line at a spacing of 5 ft. '1'he upper ends of 
the outer piles arc cOllnected by a strong and Ht.iff yoke. The middle pile 
is the test pile, and it is loaded by jacking against the yoke. The pull on 
the anchor piles slightly reduces the settlement of the test pile, but this 
clisadvantage is more than offset by the ease with which the proooss of 
loading can be repeated once every few days. The C1ll've shown in 
Figure 189 was obtained by means of such a test. 

In order to deHign foundations on point-bearing piles driven through 
clay strata into sand, information is needed concerning the bearing 
capacity of that part of the pile located in the sand. For the sake of 
brevity thiR is referred to as the point l'cHistance, n.lthough it includes the 
skin friction at the Hllrface of contact between the pile and the sand. 
UnlesH it is absolutely certain that the "safe design load" is conHiderably 
less than the point reRistance, the latter should bc det,ermined hy lou.d 
tests in the field. For this purpose two test pilml may be driven at a 
distance of about 5 ft from eaeh other. One of them is drivcn to refusal 
within the bcaring stratum. The other is driven until its point is about 
3 ft above the surface of the bearing stratum. Since the point resistance 
of a pile embedded in sand approaches its ultimate value quite rapidly, 
the load tests can be made as soon as 3 days after driving the test piles. 
Tho cffect of time on the skin friction can be eliminated by loading both 
piles simultaneollsly and at equull'ut,es. The point resistance is equal to 
the difference between the ultimate bearing eapacit.y of the two piles. 

Evaluation oj "saJe design load." The term "safe design load" Qa 
indicates the load at which the factor of safety with respect to a down-
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ward plunging or sinking of a single pile has a value consistent with the 
customary safety requirements. 

If the "safe deflign load" for the pile is estimated by meallS of the 
Engineering News formula, 

o _ 2JVllIi _ 1 
"a - .') + c - U Qdy (30.4) 

the theoretical factor of Hufoty if.; n, The rea:4011 fol' lIsing :meh a large 
value has already been explained. An equally large ftL(~tor of Hafety is re
quired with any other pile formula. 

If the ultimate bearing cl1pacity 
is determined by means of a load 
test, the customary factors of 
safety range between 2.5 and 3. 
Even the smaller value is fully 
adequate. The principal uncertain
tieR in the load-test method lie in 
the aSRignment of a value for the 
ultimate bearing capacity ba"ed on 
an interpretation of the load
settlement curve. 

The geneml character of load~ 
settlement curves ranges between 
the two extremes shown in Figure 
191.jThe curve in Figure 191a is 
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FIG. 191. Typicttlload-settlement curve 
for (a) point-bearing pile; (b) friction 

pile. 

typical for friction piles embedded in coarse-grn,ined soils and for point
bearing piles that tranBfer their load onto Rand strata. Since the settle
ment curve gradually approaches an inclined tangent as the load on 
the pile increases, no definite value can be assigned to the ultimate 
bearing capacity. The safe design load on such piles should not exceed 
one-half the load required to produce a penetration of 2 in. 

The load-settlement curves for friction piles differ considerably from 
each oLher in character. An extreme possibility is represented in Figure 
191b. The test pile was driven 37 ft through soft silt and clay with layers 
of peat. The point did not reach a firm stratum. Under loads of less than 
22 tons the settlement of the pile was insignificant, but, when the load 
became equal to this value, the pile suddenly sank several feet and did 
not stop until the loading platform hit the ground. The pull-rise curve, 
also shown in the figure, is similar to the load-settlement curve. The safe 
deHign load for such piles can be conHidered equal to the ultimate bearing 
capacity Qd divided by a factor of safety of 2.5. 
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ULTIMATE BEARING CAPACITY OF PILE GROUPS 

Both theory and experience have shown that pile groups may fail as 
units by breaking into the ground before the load per pile becomes equal 
to the "safe design load." Such a failure is illustrated in Figure 192. 
Hence, the computation of the safe design load must be supplemented 
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Fro. 192. Diagram illustrat
ing failure due to breaking into 
ground of eIlt,ire pile duster, 
including the soil located be-

tween the piles. 

by a computation of the ultimate bearing 
capacity of the entire group. Let 

Df = depth of penetration of the piles 
r = radius of periphery of pile group 
s = average shearing resistance of 

soil, per unit of area, between 
surface and depth D/ 

Qdr = ultimate bearing capacity of the 
base of a cylindrical pier with 
radius r' and depth D f. This 
quantity may be estimated by 
means of equation 29.8. 

If the piles and the confined mass of soil 
sink al'l a unit like a pier, the ultimate bear
ing capacity Qc of the cluflter iF; approxi
mately determined by the equation, 

(5G.3) 

Computations based on this equation 
have shown that a base failure can hardly 

occur unless the pile group consists of a large number of friction 
piles embedded in silt or soft clay, as shown in Figure 192, or else 
of point-bearing piles that transfer their load onto a firm but thin 
stratum underlain by a thick deposit of silt or soft clay. A pile group cnn 
be con~idered safe against such a failure if the total design load (number 
of piles times the "safe design load" per pile) does not exceed Qc/3. If 
this concliHon is not satisfied, the design of the foundation must be 
changed. 

SE'J'TLEMENT OF FRIOTION PILE FOUNDATIONS IN SAND 

Dense sand is an excellent subsoil that does not need any reinforce
ment by piles. If piles have to be installed in dense sand for some purpose 
such aH to transfer the weight of a bridge pier to a level below that of the 
deepest SCOul', it is usually necessary to aid the penetration of the pile by 
jetting. Henco, in the following paragraphs, we oonsider only piles driven 
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into loose sand. Furthermore, we assume that the sand within which the 
piles are driven is not underlain by any material more eomprm:isible 
than the sand itself. 

If all other conditions are the same, the skin friet.iun against the piles 
increases with incmasing Telative density of the sand. While a pile is 
being driven, the density of i,he surrounding sand increases. Large-scale 
experiments have shown that the compaction caused by driving one pile 
influences the bearing capacity uf any other pile located 'within a distance 
equal at least to five times the diameter of the pile:'j(j·7 As a consequence, 
if only one pile in a group is loaded, its settlement under a given load 
will be less if the number of piles in the group is large than if it is small. 
Nevertheless, if all.the piles are loaded, tho settlement of the group under 
a given load per pile increases with the munber of piles. 

The ultimate bearing capacity of piles in sand increases roughly with 
the square of the depth of penetration, whereas the cost of the piles 
increases with dcpth at a much smaller rate. Therefore, it is economical 
to drive piles in sand to such a depth that further penetration becomes 
difficult and slow. The number of blo,,'s per inch at which driving must be 
discontinued, regardless of other considerations, is determined by the 
condition that the pile should not be injured by the process of driving.56.8 

The most suitable spacing D between the centers of piles with a top 
diameter d appears to be 3d. In clusters each pile should be driven until 
tho number of blows per inch becomes equal to that at which the driving 
of the test pile was discontinued. Driving should proceed outward from 
the center of the cluster; otherwise, the inner piles cannot be driven to as 
great a depth as the others. 

After the piles have been installed, each cluster constitutes the core of a 
column of compacted sand embedded in loose sand. If the load per pile 
of such a foundation does not exceed the Iisafe design load," the settle
ment will not be greater than that of a similar structure supported by 
footings on clense sand. However, if the sand stratum containing the piles 
is interspersed with pockets or layers of silt or clay, the settlement may 
he almost as large as that of a floating pile foundation, because the pres
sure transmitted through the skin of the piles onto these layers causes 
them to consolidate. 

SETTLEMENT OF POINT-BEARING PILE FOUNDATIONS 

Introduction. Point-bearing pile foundations may be divided into 
five principal categories, depending on the nature of the bearing stratum. 
The following possibilitios are considered under separate subheadings: 

1. The points rest on sound bedrock. 
2. The points have been driven into decomposed bedrock. 
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3. The points are embedded in dense sand underlain by equally 
incompressible strata. 

4. The points are embedded in stiff clay underlain by even more in
compressible strata. 

5. The points are embedded in a stratum of dense sand or stiff clay 
located above a stratum of soft clay. 

Points resting on sound bedrock. Under ideal conditions piles driven to 
sound bedrock act like piers, and the settlement does not exceed the 
elastic shortening of the piles. However, unless the points of wood piles 
are adequately protected, they are likely to be injured by broorning, 
whereupon the beneficial effect of the rigid point support is lost. If the 
points encounter a smooth but inclined rock surface, they may travel 
down the slope without giving any visible indication of their progressive 
deflection. When the weight of the building is added, the deflection may 
increase still further, and the foundation may fail. Under such conditions 
wood piles should not be used. Even reinforced-concrete piles may 
break. 

Points driven into decomposed bedrock. Decomposed rocks, particu
larly of metamorphic origin, may be as compressible as medium clay. 
Yet, they usually contain fragments of fairly intact rock that interfere 
with driving the piles through the compressible zone. Undcr these cir
cumstances reliable information on the probable settlement can be 
obtained only by securing undisturbed cores of the decomposed material 
and making a settlement forecast on the basis of the results of consolida
tion tests. If the settlement may conceivably exceed the tolerable value, 
some method must be used for punching through the zone of decomposed 
rock. 

Points driven through compressible strata into sand. In the preceding 
discussion of the ultimate bearing capacity of a single pile of tins type it 
was shown that the settlement of the pile depends primarily on the ratio 
between the point resistance and the pile load. The same general Rtnte~ 
ment can be IDnde with regftl'd to the settlemcnt of the entire foundation. 
If the load per pile is equnl to or less than the point resistance, the settle
ment is likely to be of no consequence. On the other hand, if it is gl'et1ter, 
the settlement may be large nnd detrimentaL However, in any event, 
the average settlement of the foundation will be many times greater tht1n 
the set.tlement of a single pile acted on by the "safe design load." These 
statements nro illustrated by the following example. 

An apartment house in Vienna, Austria, was constructed 011 continu
ous footings ~lO in. wide, supported by cast-in-place concrete piles driven 
through about 20 ft of loose fill into fp,irly dense gravel. Each pile carried 
a load of 24 tons. In Figure 193b, curve Co shows the result of a load test 
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on a, single pile, and C the load-settlement curve for the same pile during 
construction. When the load due to the weight of the building reached 
its ultimate value of 24 tons, the settlement of the pile wa.'i very much 
grouter than that of the same pile during the load test. Curves of equal 
settlement for the entire foundation 11 weeks after the building was 
completed are shown in Figure 193a. Their complete lack of Rymmetry 
suggests that the seat of settlement was in the upper part of the firm 
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FIG. lOS. (a) Settlement contours one year after construction of brick buildings 
supported by continuous footings on conical piles bearing on dense gravel stratum; 
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beneath structU1'(). 

Htratmn and that the settlement reflected primarily the local variations 
in compressibility of this stratum. If the walls had been perfectly flexible, 
the curves of equal settlement would extend without any break across 
the expansion joint at mid-length of the building. The discontinuities 
indicate thl1t the wl111s l1cted as semirigid beams that bridged the weakest 
spots in the supporting stratum. However, from a practical point of view 
the settlement was irrelevant, because the maximum differential settle
ment did not exceed ~ in. The success of the foundation was due to the 
fact that the load per pile was smaller than the point resistance. 

In the example referred to in the preceding paragraph the point 
resistance was large, because only a small amount of energy was con
sumed by the soft upper strata during driving. On the other hand, if 
some of the top strata are very firm, most of the driving energy is used in 
overcoming the side friction ill the upper strata, and the resistance 
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against further penetration becomes excessive while the point resistance 
is still very low. Reliable information on the point resistance of such piles 
can be obtained only by making load tests on two piles of different 
length, as described on page 4136. More expedient but less reliable is the 
method of estimating the point resistance on the basis of the pile-driving 
record. According to this procedure, a pile formula is used to compute the 
ultimate bearing capacity of the pile from the penetration under the last 
blow and from the penetration per blow just before the point entered 
the bearing stratum. The point resistance is equal to the difference be
tween the two values thus computed. However, the error associated 
with this procedure may be very large, because both of the com
puted values involve all of the uncertainties inherent in the use of a 
pile formula. 

If the investigations show that the point resistance is inadequate, it 
can be increased by spudding. This term indicates punching or drilling a 
hole dmvll to the surface of a Ratisfactory bearing stratum. After the hole 
is made, the pile is inserted and driven. Thus the energy available for 
driving the point into the bearing stratum is increased, and, as a conse
quence, the point resistance is also incrcaRed. 

If the load per pile does not excced two thirdR of the point resistance, 
the settlement of the foundation will be unimportant, regardless of the 
spacing of the pilcR. A spacing of 3d satisfies all practicn.l requirements. 
The center piles in a cluster should be driven first to ini;ure that their 
points will have adequate penetration into the bearing Rtratmn. 

In some localities the bedrock is covered by a composite stratum 
consisting of irregular pockets of sand or sand and gravel alternating 
with pockets of more compressible material Auch as clay, or rock frag
ments embedded in clay. This composite baRe is buried beneath soft 
sediments. The conventional exploratory borings do not necessarily 
reveal its composite character. However, while a test pile is being driven, 
the variations in the character of the subsoil come into prominence. 
For example, Figure 190b represents the depth-resistance curve [01' a pile 
driven through fill and peat into a sand stratum containing layers and 
pockets of clay. The curve conHists of inclined sections sllch as ab 
followed by vertical ones. These abrupt transitions may indicate the 
passage of the point of the pile from a firm soil into soft silt or elay; if the 
soil below the level of point b had been similar to that above it, the curve 
would have continued as indicated by the daRh line be. Since the depth
resistance curve has several steps, the point of the pile evidently passed 
through several firm Htrata alternating with soft oneR. However, quite 
similar abrupt transitions may be caused by the passage of the point of 
the pile from a dense layer of sand into a loose one. This pOHsihility is 
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illustrated by Figtll'e 120. In any event, the individual piles of a cluster 
driven into a Rub:oil with an ermtie soil profile are likely to meet refwl[tI 
at very different depths. For iust-anee, one of two adjacent piles driven 
at a distance of 2.5 ft from each other into the Hubsoil RhoW11 in Figure 120 
met refusala.t a. depth of GO ft, whereas the other penetrated to a depth of 
85 ft. If the Roil located between the points of piles with very different 
length consiRt.'l only of loose sand, the performance of the cluster under 
load may be perfectly sati:-:faetory. On the other hand, if it contain" 
pockets of soft clay or silt, the settlement of the pile-supported footing 
may he excessive. Hence, if adjacent foundation piles meet refusal at 
very different depths, a boring should be made near by to determine the 
cause of the difference. If the boring shows that the Roil contains pockets 
of highly cO).l1presRible material below the level of the shortest piles, it is 
necessary to enforce the penetration of all the piles to a level below the 
bottom of the ZOlle that contains the pocketH. If this cannot be done by 
jetting, Rpudding may be required. All those piles that met refusal above 
the level of the lowest spft pockets should be pulled, or diHregm-ded and 
replaced by piles with adequate length. 

On flood plains and along the seacoast the conRtruction of pile foumla
tions is often precedccl by placing a fill over the site of the proposed 
Rtructure. If the subsoil com:h;ts of loose sand or other highly permeable 
and relatively incompreRsible soils, the effect of the fill on the piles can be 
disregarded. On the other hand, if the subsoil containR In,yem of soft silt 
or cln.y, the preRence of the fill considerably increases the load on the piles 
and, aH a consequence, also caul:les an increase in settlement. This fact 
was fil'Rt recognized :in Holland, where many buildings located in tho 
coasti11 pli1ins reRt on point-bearing piles driven through about 60 
ft of very soft sirata to refusal in a. bed of sand. Wherever the 
Rite was covered by a thick layer of fill flhortly before the piles 
were driven, it wns found tha.t the buildings supported by the piles 
Hettled (lXCeHRivcly. Once this fact waR noticed, the cause of the settle
ment became obvious. 

Before Rlleh pileR are driven, the compressible stra,ta gradually con
Bolidate under the weight of the newly appliecl fill, and the fill settles. As 
Roon aR the pilot: nre in~ta,lled, the fiJI material located in the upper part of 
the pile clusterR 0[111 llO longer settle freely becaut:e itR downward move
ment is resisted ))y skin friction between the fill and the piles. An 
imperceptible downward movement of the fill with respect to the pileR is 
Rufficicnt to transfer onto the pileH the weight of all the fill located within 
the cluster. If A repreRents the area of a horizontal section included 
within the boundaries of a cluster, n the number of pileH, Ii the thickness 
of the fill, and 'Y itR unit weight, the load Q' which actR on each pile due 
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to the weight of the £11 within the cluster is 

, A 
Q = - ,,(H 

n 
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.(5uA) 

In the spaces between clusters, the weight of the fill causes progressive 
settlement. If the clusters consist of poi.nt-bearing piles, the piles do not 
participate in the dO'wnward movement, and, as a consequence, the soil 
that surrounds the clusters moves down wi.th reference to the clusters. It 
tends to drag each cluster clown. 

The drag increases as the consolidation of the clay surrounding the 
cluster proceeds. The minimum value depends on the distance through 
which the surface of the clay subsides. It is almost zero for very smnll 
E>ubsidences, and it increases with increasing subsidence. It cannot be
come greater than the product of the thickness II of the clay stratum, 
the circumference L of the cluster, and the average shearing resistance 
8 of the clay. If n is the number of piles in the clw-Jter, t.he maximum 
value of the drag is 

Q 
ff _ DlIs 

max - n 
(5(3.5) 

The real value Q" ranges between zoro and Qma,,". At the present st:1te 
of our knowledge it can he mTahmted only by judgment. 

The forces that produce the loads Q' and Q" are known [t.e;; nrgatil!(, 
skin j1·iction. With increasing spacing between piles both Q' and Q" 
increase. Hence, to reduce the effects of negative skin friction the 
spacing between pilei'; should be reduced to 2.5d, the minimum compati
ble with practical requirements. 

If Q is the load per pile exerted by a building on pilei'; driven through 
new fill unci soft clay into a sand .<;tratum, the lower cnels of the piles will 
ultimately receive it load 

Qt = Q + Q' + Qff (56. G) 

If this load is greater t.han the point re.<;i:-;tnnce of the pile, the seUlement 
of the foundation will be excessive, regnrdlcss of what ultimate bearing 
capacity a load test may indicate. Hence, if a foundation on point-bear
ing piles is to be est:1blished at the site of a recent. fill, both the point 
resistance nnd the value of Qt, equation 50.G, should be determined. 

Points driven throu(jh compressible strata into stiff clay. Under these 
conditions most of the load on the piles is ultimately carried by the 
points. This produce:,; a large concentration of stress in the cln,y neal' the 
point of each pile. The ref;ults of a load test on a single pile may be 
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perfectly reasfmring, because, first of all, the major part of the load dur
ing tho test is carried by skin friction, and, Hocfmd, tho consolidation of 
the day near the pile points develops very slowly. However, as time goes 
on, t.he sottlement, due to thiR eon8oliclation may become very large. 
To, obt.ain reliahle information concerning this posRibiIity, it iR advisable 
to drive a steel pipe with a conical loosely attached point through the 
soft strata into the stiff clay and to make a load test by inserting a column 
in the pipe to transfer the load directly t.o the point. The diameter of the 
pipe Rhould be roughly equal to that of the tip of the proposed piles. The 
point should preferably be made of a permeable material such 3.<; artifi
cial porouR stone. The load should be left on the point for at le3.'Jt a 
month. The settlement should be measured once a day during the first 
week and twice a week thereafter. The shape of the time-settlement curve 
obtained by plotting the settlement data permits at least a crude esti
mate of the ultimate settlement of the pile. 

The spacing of the piles should not be less than 3d, to reduce the 
disturbance of the clay constituting the bearing stratum as much as 
possible. A spacing of 3.5d is preferable, The difference bet-ween the 
ultimate settlement of the single test pile and of the entire foundation is 
likely to be unimportant. 

If the area to be occupied by the foundation has been covered by a 
recent fill, the foundation should be designed for a load Qt per pile, 
equation 5(\.6, on acconnt of the negative skin friction. 

Points embedded infirm stratum underlain by soft clay. If the bearing 
stratum, such 3.'3 a thick layer of dense sand, is located above 11 layer of 
soft clay, the settlement of the pile foundation is the sum of two inde
pendent items. The first part is equal to the settlement that would take 
place if the sand stratum were not underlain by compressible material. 
The factors that determine this part of the settlement are discussed 
under the preceding subheadings. The second part is due to the gradual 
consolidation of the compressible layer located beneath the stratum 
in which the points of the piles are embedded. Whereas the first part is 
negligible if the foundation is properly designed, the second may be very 
large and detrimental. This possibility has often been overlooked even 
in recent years. 

In one instance about 5000 wood piles 80 ft long were driven to firm 
bearing in dense sand through fill and through 50 to 65 ft of loose fine 
sand containing thin layers of silt and soft clay. The piles were arranged 
in clusters and capped by footings. The load per pile was about 16 tons, 
less than one qun.rter of the ultimate bearing capacity as determined by 
load tesLs, and no meaRtll'able settlement was anticipated., Yet, the 
foundation actually settled more than 2 ft. The seat of settlement was a 
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layer of clay 30 ft thick, located 25 ft below the points of the longest 
piles. The water content of the clay waH close to the liquid limit. 

The settlement of a pile foundation due to the consolidation of a soft 
layer below the bearing stratum Clln be computed by the procedureK 
given in Articles 13 and 36, on the assumption that the structure is 
perfectly flexible and that the 10adH act directly on the surface of the 
bearing stratum. The total load that produces the consolidation is equal 
to the difference between the total effective weight of the building and 
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FIG. 184. (a and b) Plan and r.ross Reciion of stl'llct,Ul'O Rupported by pileR dl'ivoll 
into dense sand layer above deep clay deposit; Cc) set,tlcment eonioul's for structul'C. 
Contours on left. side represent observod settlement in iUf'hes nt, cOlllpjet,jon of struc
ture; contours on right. side represent liIle~ uf equal rehtLive sett.lement based on 

computation and result.s of consolidation tests. 

the effective weight of the excavated soil (;;ee Article 55). The reliability 
of this procedure is illustrated hy Figure 194. Figures 19L1a and b rep
resent, respectively, a simplified plan and vertieu.l sect.ion through a 
steel frame building with cut-stone facing. The <ltrllcture rosts on about 
10,000 wood piles 2(:i ft long, driven so that their points came to bearing 
in the upper part of a layer of dense Rand. The load per pile is 15 tons. 
Since the average settlement of the test pile w[t.'o only t in. under 30 tons, 
the designers did not expect that the maximum settlement of tho entire 
foundation would exceed this value. The real maximum Rettlement, 
however, had already exceeded 1 ft within 2 yean; aHer construction. 
The contours of observed settlement, in inches, at the end of the COIl

struction period are shown on the left side of Figure 194c. The right side 
shows curves of equal computed settlement, plotted a;; a fraction of the 
maximum settlement. In spite of the simplifying assumptions made in 
the calculations, the computed differential settlement is in good agree-
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ment with the actual settlement. According to the result" of the settle
ment analysis, t.he ultimate maximum settlement will be about 18 in., 
but the real settlement will be considerably greater becauHc of the 
secondary time effect, Article 14. 

In order to get information about the magnitude of the settlement 
due to consolidation of compressible strata located beneath the pile 
points, the exploratory borings must be supplemented at least by several 
tube-sample borings from which continuous samples of all the highly 
compressible strata are secured. If an accurate settlement foreca.st is 
called for, an undisturbed sample boring must also be made. The pro
gram for testing the samples and the method of computation is identical 
with that prescribed for the settlement of raft foundations located above 
soft clay strata, Article 55. If the computation indicates that the settle
ment may exceed a tolerable value, other methods for constructing the 
foundation must be considered. 

Ii the computation indicates that the settlement ,vill be tolerable, the 
spacing between piles may be determined by means of the same rules 
that are used for foundations on point-bearing piles embedded in sand. 

Redriving of point-bearing piles. If a pile is driven through silt or 
clay, the neighboring piles may rise as much as several inches, and their 
points loso contact with the point-supporting soil. Subsequent applica
tion of a load on these piles Causes a settlement equal to the preceding 
rise. Hence, if the soil conditions are conducive to a rise, reference points 
should be established on the heads of the pile:; and observed by means of 
a level from time to time. If a 1'i:;e is observed, the pilet> must be redriven 
before the footings are constructed. 

SETTLEMENT OF FLOATING PILE FOUNDATIONS 

In some types of soft ground piles of any kind can be driven to great 
depth without appreciable resistance against further penetration. The 
depth-penetration diagrams for such piles resemble that shown in 
Figure 190d. These conditions call for a floating pile foundation, wherein 
the minimum length of the piles is determined not by !1 specified resist
ance agninst further penetration under the blows of a hammer, but by 
the requirement that the factor of safety of the pile groups with respect 
to a base failure should be equal to at least 2 or 3. The ultimate bearing 
capacity Qc of each group can be estimated by means of equation 56.3. 
The value of s in this equation can best be determined by loading to 
failure several test piles of different length. However, before the compu
tation can be made, the spacing between piles must be decided on. 

According to equation 56.3, the ultimate bearing capacity of a friction 
pile group increases with increasing spacing. Furthermore, at a given 
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load per pile the settlement of a cluster consisting of a given number of 
piles decreaRBs as the spacing increases. Hence, it would appear that a 
fairly h1rge spacing is advantageous. However, as yet, empirical data 
concerning the effect of ,~pMillg on the settlement are very scarce. In 
1915 two groups of friction piles embedded in soft silty clay were londed 
,vith 240 tons per group. 56.!) Each group contained 16 piles 77 ft long. 
In one the piles were spaced at 2! ft, and in the other at 3~ ft. After 40 
days both groups hud Rettled -!! in. but after 270 days the settlement of 
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FIG. 195. Diagram illustrating increase of vertical pressure in Roil beneath fricLion 
pile foundations having piles of equal lengths carrying equal loads. In (a) width 
of foundation is small compared to pile length; in (b) width of foundlltion is hlrge 

compared io pile length. 

the group wi.th the closer spacing was 11 in., and that of the other group 
only 8 in. InaRmuch as such an advantage must be paid for by eonstruct~ 
ing very much larger footings, it is doubtful that a spacing in excesS of 
3.5d is economica1. 

If the number of piles in a group is increased at a given spacing and at 
a given load per pile, both the intensity of the greatost Rtl'eSS in the soil 
and the depth of the highly stressed zone increasc. This can be Reen by 
comparing the right-hand sides of the diagrams in Figures 195a and b. 
As a consequence the settlement of 11 pile-supported foundation covering 
a large area is greater than that of a smaller foundation supported by 
equally loaded piles of the same length and driven at the same spaeing. 
Similarly, the settlement of a foundation covering 11 given area and 
supporting a given total load decreases with increasing length of the 
piles, in spite of the fact that fewer piles are needed to carry the 10iLcl. 
These conclusions are confirmed by experience in every city where the 
soil conditions call for floating pile foundations. 56 .10 
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On the left RideR of Figmes 195a and bare Rhown the intensity and the 
distribution of the stresses in the Roil computed on the aRsmnption that 
no piles arc present. The ultimate :-lettlement of Lhe pile foundations 
shown on the right side of the diagrams can be roughly estimated on the 
following simplifying assumption. Above the level of the lower third
point of the length of the piles'the water content of the clay remains 
unchanged, and below this level consolidation proceeds as if the building 
were supported on a flexible raft located at that leveL The presence of 
the piles is disregarded. According to this assumption, the benefit 
derived from the piles is equivalent to replacing the subsoil by a practi
cally incompressible material that extends from the ba..qe of the founda
tion to a depth equal to two thirds of the length of the piles. If this depth 
is several times greater than the width of the footings, and the footings 
are widely spaced, the settlement of the pile foundation will be small, no 
matter how bad the subsoil may be. On the other hand, if this depth is 
considerably smaller than the width of the loaded area, and the loaded 
area is large, the ultimate settlement may be excessive even under a 
moderate load. These conclusions have been consistently connrmed by 
experience. Both experience and theory have also shown that raft 
foundations supported by uniformly loaded and equally spaced friction 
piles, like simple raft foundations, always tend to as.'>ume the shape of a 
shallow bowl. 

If the structure contains a basement, the load that produces consolida
tion is equal to the difference between the effective weight of the building 
and the effective weight of the soil that was excavated to form the base
ment (see Article 55). 

EFFICIENCY EQUATIONS 

The preceding discussions have demonstrated that the settlement of a 
pile foundation has no relation whatsoever to the settlement of a single 
pile under a load equal to the load per pile in the foundation. The grow
ing realization of this fact has led to various attempts to express the 
influence of the number and spacing of the piles on the settlement of the 
foundation by so-called efficiency equations.56 ,4, 56,11, 56.12 However, 
the extraordinary variety of soils encountered in piling practice excludes 
the possibility of establishing a limited number of sufficiently accurate 
efficiency equations of general validity. The effect of the number and 
spacing of the piles on the ratio between the settlement of a single pile 
under a given load and that of a group under the same load per pile 
depends to a large extent on the sequence and properties of the soil 
strata. Furthermore, at a given length and spacing of the piles the ratio 
changes to a considerable extent with the load per pile. N evertheles.':l, in 
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none of the existing effidency theorics are these vital facts given adequate 
consideration. BeCa1.lRe of the great Humber and diversit.y of the factors 
involved, it seems very doubtful, to say the least, whether the efficiency 
equations represent a step in the right direction. 

At the present state of knowledge and for many years to come it seems 
preferable to consider every ease individually and to evaluate the prob
able settlement of a proposed pile foundfLtion on the basiA of the physical 
properties of the soils onto which the load is transmitted by the piles. 
Examples of the use of this procedure have been given under the preced
ing subheadings. If the probable settlement exceeds the tolerable 
maximum, the design must be modified. The maximum tolerable settle
ment of pile foundations is determined by the same factors as those that 
go,rern the permissible settlement of footing and raft foundations. 
Articles 54 and 55. 

If the distribution of the loadR over the area to he occupied by a 
structure is very uneven, the secondary stresses in the structure clue to 
unequal settlement can be appreciably relieveu by dividing the structure 
into blocks f'eparated from each other by continuous vertical joints. 

SELECTION OF TYPE OF PILE 

The designer of a pile foundation C!Ln choose among several different 
types of piles, anyone of whieh may provide adequfl,te support for the 
proposed foundation. The final choice i:; goyerned by economic considera
tions and by conditions imposed by the character of the job. 

Until the end of the last century untreated timber piles were used 
almost exclusively. This type of pile is rel::ttiyely cheap, hut it has two 
major disadvantages. First, a wood pile must be cut off below the lowe;;t 
water table; if the "vater table is !-lubseqnently lowered on account of a 
permanent change in ground-water conclitions, the uppermost parts of 
the pile di;;integrate within a relatively short time. Second, a wood pile 
may break if it, is driyen too hard, although the foreman may not detect 
anything unusual. 50.8 The ri:-;k of deterioration may be reduced by 
impregnation "ith wood preservative:::, but the risk of breakage can be 
reducecl only hy stopping the driving of the pile while its bearing capac
ity is still relatively low. Since concreto or steel piles can be driven harder 
than wooel piles without risk of damage, the safe design load for AtlCh 
piles is considerably greater than that for wood piles. Recognition of this 
fact in practice is exemplified by the values that represent the loads 
commonly as::ligned to piles of various types. These values are given in 
Table 25. 

Although the "safe design loads" £01' piles of different types are 
different, the spacing between piles of all types is practically the same. 
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Therefore, the footings required to transfer a given loud onto wood piles 
are considerably larger and more cxpenRive thn,n footings with equal 
bearing capacities supported by concrete or Nteel piles. Fmthermore, the 
hases of footings resting on concrete or fo:teel piles can be cstabliHhed at 
any convenient elevation, whereaR those of footings on wood piles must 
be located below the lowest position of the water t:1ble. TheHe advan
tages in many instances compensate for the fact that the cost of a concreto 
or steel pile i'l several times that of a, wood pile. 

Before the beginning of the 20th century all concrete piles were of the 
precast reinforced type. During the following decade cast-in-place piles 
became widely used, and the manufacture of concrete piles developed 

TABLE 25 

CUSTOMARY DESIGN LOADS FOR PILES 

T.Y1>e of Pile 
Wood 
Composite 
Cast-in-place concrete 
PrccaHt reinforced concret.e 
Steel H-section 

Allowable Load (tons) 
]5-25 
20-30 
30-40 
30-45 
30-45 

into a highly specialized industry. More recently Rtructural steel has also 
entered the field. The piles from which the designer may choose differ 
in their method of installation, their shape, the texture of their surface, 
and several other aspect::;. Almofit every type of pile has features that 
make it exceptionally suitable under certain soil conditions and less 
imitable or inapplicable under others. For example, if piles are expected 
to carry their load by ."kin friction, conical types are preferable to pris
matic ones, and bulb piles are not applicable at all. On the other hand, if 
the piles are expected to derive their support by point bearing, conical 
piles offer no advantage, and bulb piles may be the best choice, unless 
other types are more economical. In order to meet the wide variety of 
soil conditions encountered in practice, every large pile company offers 
it::; clientil several very different types of piles. 

The choice of the type of pile may also be influenced by special require
ments imposed on the designer by the character of the job.56

.
4 Precast 

reinforced-concrete piles require heavy pile drivers with leads high 
enough to handle the longest piles on the job. They also require a large 
vacant space to serve as a casting yard. If these requirements are not 
met, precast piles cannot be used. If vibrations due to pile driving cannot 
be tolerated for some reason, a pile must be adopted which can be jacked 
down or else installed in a drill hole. 
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These and similar factors must be consiuered by the designer in 
connection w:ith every pile job. Propel' choice of a pile type requires 
judgment, experience in pile driving, and thorough grounding in the 
principles discussed in this artieIe. 

SUMMAHY OF PRINCIPLES IN DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF PILE 

FouNDA'rIONs 

Design of a pile 'foundation requires first the selection of the type, 
lengt.h, and ::<pacing of the piles, and the "Clafe de:,;ign load" per pile. 

Selection of the type of pile is governed chiefly by economic and 
practical considerations. The choice among point-bearing piles of 
different t:.v'Pe.<; should be based on point resistance, not on total ultima.te 
bearing capacity. 

The length of point-bearing piles is determined by the location of the 
bearing stratum. Friction piles in any type of soil should be made as long 
as economically possible. By increasing the length of friction pileR, the 
number of piles required to carry a given load is reduced, the ultimate 
bearing cnpacity of the entire pile foundation i::; increased, and the 
settlement is decreat"ecl. 

The spacing D bet\yeen the center;;; of wood piles with a butt diameter 
cZ should conform roughly to the following rules: For point-bearing piles 
driven to rock, or driven through Haft clay stmta to sand a Rhort time 
after the ground surface has been covered by a fill, ]) = 2.5d. For point
bearing piles driven through less compresHible strata into demle sand 
and for friction piles in loose sand, D = 3d. For point~bearing piles 
driven to bearing in stiff clay, and for friction piles in soft clay, D = 3d 
to 3.5d. 

The "safe design load" can be determined either by means of a pile 
formula or a load test. The loacl~teBt method is more accurate. However, 
a pile foundation is not necessarily satisfactory even if the load pel' pile 
is less than the ":4afe design load." It may settle excessively, or if it is a 
floating pile foundation it may fail completely. To avoid these risks the 
group action of the piles must be considered. 

Attempts to evaluate the group action by efficiency equations are 
likely to be mi;;lending. All of the exist.ing equations claim a wide range 
of validity, whereas the variety of antnal soil conditions preclude;; t.he 
posRibility that any snch equation could have more than n, very limited 
range of applicability. Therefore, efficiency equations should not be 
used. General instructions for judging group action on the basis of soil 
profiles have been given in the text. 

Point-bearing pileH driven through highly compressihle strata into 
sand may settle excessively unless the load per pile is considerably 
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smaller than the point resistance. If a large part of t,he energy of the 
blow,,> of j,he hammer is cOlls1ll11od J >y tho skin friction in the uppprmost 
Rtrata, the point re:-;istlmee may be Hmaller thn,n the "~afc (lpl--ign lOful." 
In caRe of doubt, the point l'e"iRtancc Rhould he deterllline(I. If t.he in
dividual piles in clusteri:l of point-bearing piles meet refuHal at very 
different depths, a boring should be made nettr tho cluster to dctermine 
the cause of the variation. If the boring showR that the soil located be
tween the levels of the shortest and the longest pile!'; contains pockets 
or layers of soft cl:1y or silt, only those piles should be considered satis
factory that extend below the level of tho lowest pockets. The others 
should be disregarded n,nd replaced by snbstitute piles that should be 
driven to the necessary depth \vith the aid of jetting or spudding. 

Cluster.s of point-bearing piles driven through clay strata supporting 
newly deposited fill will be acted on not only by the weight of the 
structure but also by the ,,'eight of the new fill located between the piles 
in each cluster, and by the negative skin friction along the vertical 
boundaries of the clusters. 

If the points of the piles in large clusters are driven into a sand 
stratum located above soft clay layers, or if such clusters are entirely 
embedded in soft clay, appreciable progressive settlement is inevitable 
and should be estimated in advn,nee of construction. 

Large clusters of friction piles embedded in soft clay may not have 
adequate safety with reRpect to a base failure of the group as a 'whole. 
Hence, the factor of safety with respect to such a failure should always 
be estimated. 

If piles are driven into sand without the aid of a water jet, driving 
should proceed from the centers of the clusters toward the edges. 
Friction piles in soft silt or clay should be driven to the same depthJ 
regardless of the number of blows for the last foot. Piles of any other 
category should be driven until the number of blows for the last inch 
becomes eqnal to that of the test piles that furnished the information for 
evaluating the design load. If point~hefl,l'ing piles Ilre to be driven through 
firm strata und~rlain by or alternating with soft compressible ones 
jetting or spudding may be required. 
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ART. 57. PIER FOUNDATIONS 

FUNCTION OF PIERS 

Piers are prismatic or cylindrical columns that have essentially the 
same function as piles or pile clusters. If piers are com;tructed to support 
a bridge, their sale purpose may be to tram;fer the loads to a level below 
that of the deepest scour. In some semiarid regions piers are used to 
transfer the loact'S to a level below the zone of periodic desiccation of 
highly plastic clays, Article 21. However, in till other inHtunces, pierH 
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serve, like point-bearing pile.<:, to tram:fer the loadfi onto a firm stratum 
located beneath softcr onCR. 

The prinnipal difference between piers and piles lies in the method of 
installation and in the influence of this method on the load that can be 
assigneel to the foundation without risk of excessive Rettlement. In 
Artide 56 it is explained that the design load art a point-bearing pile 
should not exceed the point resistance, regardlcsfi of what the skin 
friction may be. Point-bearing piles are driven with a hammer. This 
method is very expedient, but driving must be d.iscontinued as soon as 
the number of blows per inch exceeds a certain value. At this stage the 
point resistance may be greater than the customary deHign load, but it 
can also be very much smaller, depending on the amount of driving 
energy consumed by the skin friction. Piers are commonly installed by 
some process of excavation that is slow compared to pile driving, but 
that can always be continued until the bottom of the excavation arrives 
at the level called for by the constmction drawings. Therefore, the rela~ 
tive merits of piers in comparison with piles depend primarily on the soil 
conditions. This fact is shown by the following examples. 

If a pile is driven through soft ground into a stratum of dense sand, 
the point of the pile clisplaces and compacts the sand. The point resist
ance of such a pile is likely to be many times greater than that of a 
cylindrical pier with equal diameter, because the process of installjng the 
pier does not compact the sand hut, instead, gives it an opportunity to 
expand. On the other hand, if the layer of dense saud is located beneath a 
sequence of thin layers of soft clay and thick layers of sand, most of the 
energy of pile driving is likely to be used up by skin friction, and driving 
must be cliscontinued while the point resistance is still very small. Under 
such conditions piers would probably be safer and more economical 
than point-bearing piles. 

If it is intended to transfer the wl"ight of a stl'1lcture onto sound bed~ 
rock overlain by a thick layer of decomposed rock which, in turn, is 
buried beneath soft sediments, piers may be preferable for the following 
reason. Some decomposed rocks are as compressible as medium or even 
soft clay. Yet they commonly contain large fragments of less decom
posed material. These fragments prevent the points of piles from being 
driven into sound rock, whereas they can easily be removed from the 
excavation for a pier. 

TYPES OF PIERS 

Since piles and piers serve the same purposes, no sharp distinction 
can he macIe between the two. Cast-in-place piles installed in drill holes 
could as well be called piers of small diameter, because, at least theo-
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retically, the drill holes can be made to any depth. Drilled-in caissons are 
made by driving a heavy steel pipe with a cutting Hhoe down to bedrock 
and as far into the rock as it will go. In this respect the caissons are piles. 
After refusal is met, the soil encased in the pipe is removed, a hole is 
drilled through the decomposeu top lu~·er into sound rock by means of a 
churn drill, and the hole anel the pipe are filled with concrete. These 
procedures are characteristic for pien:. 

The great variety of types intermediate between typical piles and 
typical piers involves a similar diversity ill the methods of installation. 
If the diameter of a pier is small enough to justify the use of well-drilling 
methods, the pier can be installed in almost any type of soil. On the 
other hand, the most Ruitable method for conRtructing piers of large 
diameter is chiefly determined by the soil conditions. If an attempt is 
made to build such a pier by a method that is not practicable under the 
given soil conditions, the contractor will be compelled to change the 
method during construction. An emergency change of procedure always 
involves a conRiderable loss of time aud money. Therefore, the engineer 
who chooses the method for constructing piers of large diameter Rhould 
be familiar with the prerequisites for SUCCOH::i. The mOHt common meth
ods of construction are discussed under the following subheading. 

METHODS FOR CONSTRUCTING LARGE-DIAMETER PIERS 

The methods for constructing piers of large diameter can be divided 
into two general classeR, the sinking of caissons, and the excavation of 
open shafts. Strictly speaking, a caisson is a shell within which the 
excavation is made. The shell descendR into the ground to the level of the 
base of the foundation and eventually becomes an integral part of the 
pier. The oldest type of caisson is the drop shaft or open caisson, Figures 
196a to c. The shell sinks under its own weight as the soil at the bottom 
of the caisson is excavated. If the bottom is located above the water 
table, or if the "water is removed by pumping from an open sump; the 
excavation can be made by hand, :Figure 196aj otherwise, the soil must 
be removed by dredging, Figures 19Gb n,nd c, and the bottom of the 
caisson sealed with lUlderwater concrete when grade is reached. Obstacles 
in the path of the cutting edge, such as buried logs or boulders, may delay 
the sinking of the caisson by severnl days or weeks. If they cannot be 
removed within a reasonable length of time, the work must be continued 
by the compressed-ail' method, Figure 19Gd. As the caisson descends, air 
pressure is main tained in the working chamber at the value of the hydro
static pressure in the pore water at the level of the cutting edge. For 
physiological reasons the use of air pressure is limited to a depth of about 
120 ft below the W[tter table. Beyond a depth of 40 ft the cost increases 
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rapidly. Tho compressed-air method must also he used as a suh:-;titute 
for pumping if the specifications call for cleaning the bottom of the pier 
excavation before placing the concrete. 

Two commonly wwl open-shaft methodR for ('stabliRhing piers are the 
Gow method, Figure 19Ge, and the Chicago method, Figure lOG/. Neither 
procedure can be uf.,ed unless the water can be removed by pumping or 
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Fro. 196. Diagrams illustrating methods for constructing piers. (a to c) Open
caisson method; Cd) compressed-air caisson; (e) open shaft with telescoping steel
shell lining (Gow met.hod); (f) open shaft lined with wood lagging and stoel rings 

(Chicago method). 

bailing. In the Gow method the sides of the excavation are supported 
by a series of steel cylinders, each of which is 2 in. smaller in diameter 
than the one above. The cylinders are driven with a light hammer while 
the soil is being excavated by hand. The lowest part of the shaft is 
usually belled out. Mter the excavation has'been completed, the shaft is 
filled with concrete, and the cylinders are recovered one by one. 

The Chicago method is used exclusively in clay. A cylindrical hole is 
dug by hand for a depth which varies from as little as 2 ft in soft clay to 
6 ft in stiff clay. The sides of the excavation are accurately trimmed and 
lined with vertical boards held against the clay by two or more steel 
rings. The hole is then deepened for several more feet and lined in the 
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same manner. When the bottom reacheR final elevation, the hole is filled 
with concrete. In homogeneolls clay, water causes no difficulty, but, if 
water-bearing strata of sand or I'lilt are encountered, special construction 
expedients may be required. 

STABILITY OF BOTTOM DURING OPEN EXCAVATION 

The stability of the bottom of a pier excavation is determined by the 
same factors that govern that of the bottom of open cuts, Articles 47 and 
48. In very dense sand it may be possible to pump water from the 
caisson or opcn shaft without destroying the stability of the material 
below the bottom, because the deformation produced by the seepage 
pressure does not canse an increaRe in the neutral Htress. In loose sand, 
however, the deformation caUfies an excess hydrostatic pressure that 
tends to liquefy the Rand. In one instance the Gow method, Figure 196e, 
was used successfully to establish the first memberH of a group of piers. 
The excavations were carried through a stratum of fine dense sand to 
rock located about 10 ft below the water table. However, beneath one 
part of the building site a mixture of sand and water rose into the Rhafts 
as soon as the excavation was carried to a depth of a few feet below the 
water table. All efforts to stop the flow faileJ, and the remaining piers 
had to be constructed by a method that did not require pumping. The 
most probable reason for this unexpected development is that the latter 
shafts happened to penet.rate a large pocket of loose sand. The occurrence 
of such pockets surrounded by dense sand with essentially the same 
grain-size characterhtics iH by no means uncommon. 

If pumping from sumps seems impracticable, the alternative methods 
are predrainage of the Hail by pumping from well points, excavation 
under compressed n,ir, or dredging. Woll points crmnot be used unless the 
base of the propo:>ed piom is 100ato(1less than about 20 ft helow the level 
at which the header pipe can be establiHhed, Article 47. If the soil con
sists of fine silt, even the vacuum method may fail to 8tabilize the soil 
(see Article 47), BecauHe of the expense and other limitations of the 
compressed-air method (seo page 486) the most common alternative for 
pumping is dredging. 

Dredging in sand usually removes a volume of sand greater than the 
volume of the caisson. If the sand is loose, the quantity excavated may be 
twice that displaced by the caisson. The excess eXClwation is associated 
\17th loss of ground and settlement of the near-by ground surface. How
ever, the loss can be almost entirely prevented by maintaining the water 
level within the caisson severn I feet above the waLer table, aH shown in 
Figure 19(ic. The excess head produces a flow of water from the caisson 
into the sand located Lelaw the bottom of the excavation, and the 
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corresponding seepage pressure counteracts the tendency of t.he Hand to 
rise. To maintain the flow, the excavating tools must be hoisted out of 
the caisson slowly. 

The soil investigatioml required to learn wl1f~ther a given method of 
unwatering is practicable on a given job are described in the disrussions 
of the methods for unwatering open cut~, Article 47. 

In choosing between the dredging and compresRed-air methods for 
sinking a caisson, several factors should he considered. If obstacles in the 
soil are encountered when the dredging method is being uf'ed, they may 
cause unpredictable delays. The compressed-air method avoids this ri.'lk, 
because the workmen have access to the obstacle. It ha..c; the added 
advantage that the base for the pier can be prepared carefully, and all 
loose material removed. On the other hand, the use of compressed air is 
inherently much more expensive. 

EVALUATION OF SKIN FRICTION 

While excavation is heing carried on within a caisson of the drop-shaft 
type, the soil adjoining the caisson is supported by the walls of the shaft. 
Sections are added to the shaft above the ground surface, and, as excava
tion proceeds, the caisson slides down. The downward movement is 
resisted by skin friction. In order to overcome the skin friction, light
weight drop shafts, such as those of steel, must be loaded with dead 
weights. On the othCl~ hand, heavy caissoml, such as those of reinforced 
concrete, may descend under their own weight. 

Adding weights to the top of a caisson is a cumbersome procedure that 
considerably increases the cost of constmction. Therefore, concrete 
caissons are commonly designed in such a manner that their weight 
exceeds the skin friction at every stage of construction. Hence, the 
design requires evaluation of the skin friction. Experience ha..'l demon
strated that theoretical methods for evaluating the skin friction on the 
basis of soil tests are ent.irely unreliable (see Article 30). The principal 
source of existing information regarding skin friction is the record of 
loads required to start caissons that had become stuck. These records 
suggest that for a given soil the skin friction per unit of contact area 
reaches a fairly constant value below a depth of about 25 ft. Table 26 
gives the values that have been obtained for caissons ranging in depth 
from 25 to 125 ft. For each material the range of values is fairly close to 
that for skin friction on piles in the same material. However, no perfect 
agreement should be expected, because in a given material f. depends on 
the shape of the lowest part of the caisson, on the method of excavation, 
and on the diameter of the caisson. Values from other jobs in the vicinity 
should not be relied on unless all of the circumstances attending the 
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caisson sinking are known. In clay the skin friction is likely to increase 
with time. 

The friction between the walls of concrete caissons and fine-grained 
soils such as :-ilt or clay can be coniliderl1bly reduced by providing the 
outside of thc caissons with a coating that has a smooth oily surface and 
that, in addition, is tough enough not to be mbbed off while the caisson 
descends. Such a coating was used on the mtiRsonH for the piers of the 

TABLE 26 

VALUES 01" SKIN FmCTION FOR CAISSONS 

Type of Soil 

Silt and soft clay 
Very stiff clay 
Louse sand 
Dense sand 
Dense gravel 

Skin Frietion /. 
(lh/sq ft) 

150-600 
1000-4000 
250-700 
700-1400 

1000-2000 

San Francisco-Oakland Bay bridge. The results of friction tests made 
prior to construction indicated that it reduced the friction between the 
concrete l1nd a fairly stiff clay by roughly 40 per cent. 

ALLOW ABLE SOIL PRESSURE FOR PIERS RESTING ON SAND 

Piers commonly serve to transfer the weight of a structure onto a firm 
stratum covered by soft anci compressible soil. If piles l1re driven into 
such a stratum, almost the entire load on the pile is ultimately carried 
by the point reRiRtance (Ree Article 56). For similar reasons practically 
the entire load on a pier is Ultimately carried only by its base. Hence, the 
allowahle load on piers surrounded by relatively compressible soil should 
not include any allowance for skin friction. 

The buried part of a bridge pier may be completely surrounded by sand 
that has a low compresRibility and is capable of carrying a considerable 
part of the load on the pier by skin friction. However, the base of such a 
pier is commonly located at a moderate depth below the maximum depth 
of scour, Article 53. During exceptionally high water, mORt of the sand 
surrounding the pier is temporarily removed. Hence, even in connection 
with bridge piers entirely surrounded by sand, it Rhould be assumed that 
the entire load on the pier is carried by the base. 

The factor of safety against failure of a pier on sand would commonly 
be adequate, eyen if the soil surrounding the pier were removed. Since 
the factor of safety actually increllSes rapidly with increasing depth of 
foundation, it can be taken for granted that the pier will not experience 
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it haRe failure. Therefore, the allowable bearing value iR determined 
exclusively hy settlement conRiderationfl. 

The settJement of a Joader! area on Rand rlep(>nd,<; to a large extent on 
the stresR conditions that exist in tho Hand hefore tIl(' lond is applied. The 
construction of a pier is always preceded by the excavation of a ;-;haft. 
This process is associated with a relaxation of all the HtresseR in the sand 
adjoining the walls and the bottom of the shaft. If the depth of the Rhaft 
exceeds four or five times the diameter, the state of stress in the sand 
ncar the bottom of the shaft is practically independent of the depth of 
the shaft. Therefore, it is to be expected that the influence of the depth of 
foundation on the settlement of the piers will be relatively small com
pared to its influence on the ultimate bearing capacity. This conclusion 
is corroborated by the following observations. 

Load tests were made at the same depth on two circular bearing plates 
each covering an area of 1 sq ft. One plate was located on the hottom of a 
large open shaft, and the other on the bottom of a drill hole with a 
diameter of 1.15 ft. At a load of 2 tons per sq ft, the settlement of the 
plate in the shaft was 0.90 in., and that in the drill hole WM 0.52 in. 

Similar experiments were made in the Rhaft to which Figure 124 refers. 
After the shaft was excavated to a depth of about 50 ft, a load test was 
made on a bearing plate 1 ft square. The settlement under a load of 2 
tons per sq ft was 0.25 in. A second bearing plate 3.3 by 3.3 ft was 
installed on the bottom of the shaft, and the narrow space between the 
edges of the plate and the sides of the shaft was filled "..jth concrete to 
prevent oven a local heave of the loaded sand. The settlement of the 
plate at a load of 2 tons per sq ft was 0.47 in.57

.1 According to equation 
54.1, the settlement of a plate of the same size on the surface of a similar 
sand deposit with no confinement or surcharge would be 0.59 in. 

These and various other observations indicate that the settlement of 
the base of a pier on sand at any depth is not less than about one-half 
the settlement of an equally loaded footing covering the same area on 
Rand of the same characteristics. Therefore, the allowable bearing values 
for piers on sand can be aSilumed to equal twice the value that would be 
admissible for footings resting on the same Rand in the same state, 
Article 54. If the excess unit pressure on the base of the piers does not 
exceed this value, the maximum settlement ,vill not exceed 1 in. Further
more, if the bases of all the piers have approximately the same width, 
the differential settlement between piers will not exceed ~ in. If the 
designer feels that he can tolerate larger settlements, he may increase 
the bearing values accordingly. 

A modification of this procedure may be required if the base of a 
bridge pier is located fairly close to the level to Wllich scour may remove 
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the sand. The scour temporarily reduceR the depth of foundation of the 
pier to much less than 4 or 5 times the width of the base. Hence, the 
preSRUre on the hase of ,mch pierR should not exceed that appropriate 
for footings of the same area resting on the Rame sand in a saturated 
condition. 

PIERS ON CLAY 

The allowable pressure on the base of a pier reRting on stiff clay is 
determined by the rules governing the allowable 10l1d for footings on 
clay (Table 22, page 430), regardless of the depth at which the base of 
the pier is located. The use of these rules is conservative, because the 
.shearing stresses is and t, Figure 77, increase the ultimate bearing 
capacity of tho pier to some extent. 

The totn,lload tlmt can safely be applied to the clay beneath the pier 
is equal to the sum of the allowable load on the base of the pier and the 
effective weight of the soil excavated during construction. Hence, the 
design load on large piers, at a given allo,yable load on the base, can be 
considerably increased by making the piers hollow. This fact has boen 
utilized many times in the design of bridge pierRo 

On clay the settlement of piers, like that of footingR, depends to a 
large extent on tho load history of the clay. Pier foundations on normally 
loaded clay are uneconomical, and their settlement is prohibitive. 
Therefore, pierR are estt1blished only on precompressed clay. Yet, if the 
area covered by a pier is large, the precompl'eHsed state of the underlying 
clay docs not necessarily preclude important settlement. This statement 
is illustrated by the following observation. Near the end of the last 
century bridge piers 'were establiRhed by the compressed-air method on a 
thick stratum of very stiff pre compressed clay beneath the Danube 
Hiver. The base of each pier was 75 ft long and 20 ft wide. The effective 
load on the baHes of the pierf:l ranged between 3.3 anti 4.8 tons per sq ft. 
For a very stiff clay tIllS load is well below the critic:11 value for a bn,::;e 
failure. Yet within half a century the difference between the settlement 
of the~piers became equal to 3 in. The value of the maximum settlement 
could not be ascertained, but there is no doubt that it was much greater 
than the differential settlement. Hence, if the base of a pier on stiff clays 
covers a large area, a settlement computation should be made. The 
uncertainties involved in the determination of the settlement of loaded 
areas on procompressecl clay n.re discllRsecl in Article 13. 

PIER FOUNDATION;'; ON NA'l'UHAL RAFTS 

Pier founuations on naturul rafts cliffeI' in no essential way from footing 
foundations on f:luch rafts. Tho piers u,re designed aH if the raft l'oRted on a 
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rigid base, but the design mURt be snpplcmcnt.cd by it setilement com
putation (see Article 55). 

SUMMARY OF RULES FOR ESTIMATING ALLOWABLE BEARING VALUE FOR 

BASES OF PIEns 

1. The allowable bearing value for the base of a pier on sand is equal 
to twice the allowable bearing value for footing::; covering the &'lme area 
on sand of the same characteristics (see Article 54). The settlement of 
piers designed on the basis of these values is unlikely to exceed 1 in. If 
larger settlements are acceptable, the bearing value." can be increased 
accordingly. If the piers are surrounded by sand that may be removed by 
scour during high water, the allowable bearing value should be taken 
equal to that for footings of the same size resting on sand of the same 
characteristics. 

2. If. the excavation for a pier is made by dredging, the 'Yater level 
within the dredging shaft should be maintained several feet above the 
outside water level. This procedure reduces the tendency of the sand to 
flow toward the bottoni of the excavation. Yet, even if the flow is 
prevented, the bottom of the excavation will be very uneven and partly 
covered with a layer of loose sand. Hence, if the sand is excavated by 
dredging, an allowance must he made for the unavoidable disturbance 
of the sand. No such allowance is required if the excavation is made 
nnder compressed air. 

3. Normally loaded clay is unsuitable for sustaining loaded piers. 
The allowable bearing values for piers on precompressed clay can be 
selected on the basis of Table 22. If the vridth of the area. covered by the 
base of each pier exceeds 10 ft, a settlement computation should be 
made. 

4. Pier foundations on natural rafts call for the same investigations 
as footing foundations on such rafts. 
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ART. 58. DAM FOUNDATIONS 

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Storage dams with 11 height of more than about 200 ft are commonly 
considered impracticahle, unless they can be built on rock foundations. 
Therefore, this article deals only with the foundations for dams of lesser 
height. 

In general, the foundation for a dam must satisfy part or all of the 
following requirements: The differential settlement must not be exces
sive; there mUfit be no danger of hilum by sliding and no danger of 
damage or failure by Aprcftding of the base; and the leakage out of the 
reservoir must be tolerable. The relative importance of these require
ments depends on several factorB. For instance, a plain 01' reinforced
concrete dam is so rigid that large differential settlements cauSe serious 
damage, unleRs water-tight joints are provided that permit relative 
movement between different parts of the structure. Hock-fill and earth 
dams, on the other hand, are insenRitive to deformations of their base 
unless they contain concrete cutoff walls or are connected to such fairly 
rigid auxiliary structures as concrete outlet conduits. The loss of water 
by percolation through the subsoil may be a matter of no consequence 
whatsoever in a flood-control structur~. Because of the complexity of the 
problems involved, the design of chm foundations is fur more difficult 
than the design of building foundations. Mature judgment and broad 
experience are essential. Henee, in this book only the fundamental 
principles and general procedures are presented. 

SETTLEMENT OF DAM FOUNDATIONS 

If a dam is of a rigid type or conbins rigid clements, a settlement fore .. 
cast is needed in advance of construction to determine whether joints 
are required between various parts of the structure} and, if so, how much 
movement Rhoulcl be anticipated. The methods for making the forccastfl 
are no different from those thftt have been described for estimating the 
settlement of buildings (see Article 3G), To supplement the available 
information concerning the future settlement the observational method 
can often be uRed to advuntage (see page xviii). The following 
history of a dam across the Sdr River in Russia willl'lerve as an example. 
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The dam includes a reinforced-concrete powerhouse section, Figure 
197, and a plain concrete overflow section, Figure 198. It rests on a 
deposit of stratified heavily pre compressed clay at least 300 ft thick. 
According to Article 13, forecasts of settlement due to consolidation of 
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FIG. lQ7. Section through powerhouse portion of dam rel;ting on thick deposit of 
stratified clay. Svir. III, USSR. 

precompressed clay are always very unreliable. Furthermore, the 
schedule of operations precluded the possibility of making elaborate soil 
investigations before construction. Therefore, it was decided to base the 
preliminary settlement computations on the results of tests of a few 

W';ler Levt5'1 £1. +57' 

FIG. 108. Section through dam resting on thick-deposit of clay. Stability against 
sliding increased by weighted concrete apron on upstream side. Svir III, USSR. 

representative sampJes obtained from a test shaft. The forecast showed 
that a joint was necessary between the powerhouse and the adjacent 
overflow section and thai; no rigid connection could be tolerated between 
the body of the dam and the adjoining aprons. 
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The preliminary settlement computations also indicated that filling 
the reservoir would cause the powerhouse to tilt upstream about 1°. 
Since the turbines had to he installed before the reservoir was filled, and 
the computed tilt was fiLr in exces" of the value considered admissible 
by the turbine designers, it was decided to inRtaJI the turbine shaftf> out 
of plumb in such a manner that they 'would become vertical when the 
reservoir was filled. In order to Recure a more accurate value for the tilt, 
the results of the preliminary Roil tests were used as a basis for computing 
the displa(lement of many points on and beneath the ground surface at 
different stages of construction. AR construction proceeded, the dis
placements were measured. It was found that the real displacements 
were consistently equal to 0.35 times the computed displacements. 
Therefore, the turbine shaftf> ,vere mounted with a downstream tilt of 
0.35°, and, when the reservoir was filled, the shafts were practically 
vertical:58

.
1 

SAFETY OF CONCRETE DAMS WITH RESPECT TO SLIDING 

The potential surface of sliding in the suhsoil of a concrete dam may 
be located in very permeable material such as clean Rand, in a soil of 
intermediate permeability Huch atl ~ilt, or else in clay which if; practically 
impermeable. In the following discussion, only the two extreme possibil
ities are considered. 

If the surface of sliding is locatee! in sand, the total sliding resistance 
S (pounds) per lineal foot of the dam is 

S = (P - U) tan cp 

in which 

P = total vertical pressl,lre on base of clam due to weight of dam 
and vertical component of water pre8sure on the inclined faces 
of the dam (lb pel' li.n ft) 

U = total neutral pressure on base of dam (lb per lin ft) 
cp = angle of friction between concrete and sand 

Since t.he yaIue of tan r/> is alway", at least 0.6, and since the neutral 
pressure U can mmally be reduced to a very small value by means of 
suitable drainage provisions, it is seldom difficult to eliminate the danger 
of sliding. 

On the other hand, if the substrata contain horizontal layers of soft 
clay, or if the clam rests on a thick clay stratum, it may be very difficult 
to establish adequate resistance agaillflt sliding. After the clay beneath 
a dam becomes consolidated, sliding is resisted both by cohesion and by 
friction. However, because of the low permeability of the clay, con~ 
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solidation proceeds vety slowly, and, furthermore, the rate of com;oIida
tion can seldom be reliably forecast. Therefore, it is commonly advisable 
to assume that the frictional resistance is Mill negligible at the end of 
the period of construction and to depend only on the cohe:-;ion. 

In order to make the dam shown in Figure 198 safe against sliding 
before the underlying clay consolidated, its base width was increased 
from 110 to 250 ft by a reinforced concrete apron on the upstream Bide. 
Since the apron was an integral part of the dam, sliding was resisted by 
cohesion over the full length of 250 ft. The factor of safety increased 
steadily because of consolidation of the clay under the weight of the 
dam itself as well as the weight of the water above the apron. To make 
the weight of the water effective the under side of the apron was drained. 

DAMAGE OR FAILURE DUE TO SPREADING 

Figure 199a is a vertical section through a rock-fill dam. The line ab 
is the trlLce of a vertical plane oriented parallel to the axis of the dam. 
This plane is acted on by the lateral earth pressure P A exerted hy the 
material in the central part of the filL The force P A tends to push the fill 
located between all and the toe C of the darn in an outward direction. 
This statement applies to every vertical plane parallel to the axis of the 
dam. Hence, the soil located beneath the dam is acted on by horizontal 
shearing stresses. The effect of these stresses depends on the shearing 
resiRtance of the soil at and immediately below the ba..<;e of the dam. 

If the dam rests on sand, the resistance against a shear failure at or 
below the base is always considerably greater than the shearing stresses 
due to the tendency of the fill to spread. Therefore, the forces P A, 

Figure 199a, produce merely a slight increa..'le of the width of the base 
of the dam. Yet, the increase can be great enough to damage relatively 
rigid parts of the dam construction. The history of the dam shown in 
Figure 199a serves as an example. The dam has a reinforced-concrete 
skin on the upstream face, connected to the uppermost widened part of 
the eutoff ·wall. Since the cutoff wall has a thickness of 13 ft, it is very 
rigid. As the rock fill was placed, the upstream toe moved outward about 
11 in., and the downstream toe about 1 in. Compared to the height of the 
darn these movements were very small. Nevertheless, they were large 
enough to fracture the upper 40 ft of the cutoff wall. Since the open 
cracks established free communication between the reservoir and the 
downstream side of the cutoff wall, it was necessary to grout the cracks 
before filling the reservoir. 

Figure 199b shows the distribution of the horizontal strain over the 
base of the dam. The data were obtained by measuring the clearance at 
the joints between individual sections of drainage conduits that were 
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tightly fitted before the rock fill waR placed. Since the upstream slope 
of the rock fill was much :-.teeper than the downstream Rlope, the shearing 
stresRes and the resulting strains beneath tho upstream slope were much 
greater than below the downstream Klope. The amount of stretching of 
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FIG. 199. (a) Section through roek-fill dum on sand, friable samli;tone, and shale; 
(b) diagmm showing distribution of horizontal stmin due to tendency of fill to spread. 

the base of a fill cannot be predicted reliably on the basis of soil tests. 
Therefore, the only source of information is the results of field observa
tions, such as those represented in Figure 199b. 

If the subsoil of a rock-fill or earth dam contains a stratum of soft 
clay at shallow depth, the shearing streRses caused by the tendency to 
spread may be great enough to cause failure of the fill by spreading 
along a plane of sliding located within the clay (see Figure 200). l'he 
mechanics of failures of this type and the meanR for preventing them are 
discussed in Article 52. All of the major failures of this type have oc-
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curred during the construction period. As time goes on, the shearing 
resistance of the clay increases, and, as a consequence the factor of 
safety against spreading also increases. ' 

LOSSES DUE TO SEEPAGE 

If a ?am serves to store water for power, water supply, or irrigation, 
safety m not the only requirement. The foundation must be designed in 
such a manner that the lOBs of water by seepage does not exceed a certain 
maximum specified in advance by the owners or the engineers in charge 
of the project. 

The loss of water may occur partly through the body of the dam and 
partly through the natural soil that constitutes the sides and bottom of 

VC>I"'G'SlltY' CIO'&, 'ii, 
Alter L. P. Cooling and H. Q. Golder 

FIG. 200. Diagram showing fai1ure during construction of dam, due to spreading in 
layer of clay between base of fill and underlying stratum of gravel. 

the reservoir. Since seepage through the dam can be reduced at moderate 
cost to a very small quantity, only the losses through the natural soil 
located beneath and beside the dam are likely to constitute a serious 
problem. 

If the dam is located on a permeable stratum that rests at a moderate 
depth on an impermeable layer, the seepage beneath the dam may be 
intercepted by a cutoff that extends from the base of the dam to the 
tight stratum. In the dam shown in Figure 200 the cutoff consists of a 
puddled clay core. If the impervious base is at 9, relatively great depth 
(see Figure 199a), the expense of a complete cutoff wall for the entire 
length of the dam may be prohibitive, and only the middle part of the 
cutoff is carried to the impermeable stratum. If the impervious stratum 
islocated at such a depth that it is impracticable to reach it, the cutoff 
is carried only as deep as is necessary to keep the losses within the 
specified limits (see Figure 201a). In any event, the cutoff must be car
ried for some distance into the slopes beyond the ends of the dam in order 
to reduce the loss by horizontal flow around the ends of the structure. 
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In order to check whether the de::;ign of a given dam satisfies the re
quirements stipulated hy the ownerH, the seepage losses mUf;t be esti
mated in advance of constrnction. The estimltte of seepage through 
natural ground can be made only on the basis of a permeability profile 
such as that 8hovl''11 in Figure 126. Tho essential features of the same 
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FIG. 201. (a) Permeability profile of dam locater! in l'eiai,ivl'!y perviouR glaeial 
deposit; (b) Cro8S seetion through dam and foundation; (r) fluw net for eHtimllt,ing 

seepage lo~se~ around eIllI of dam through horizontal pervious byers. 

profile are shown to an undistorted scale in Fignre 201a, and a section 
through the dam is shown in Figure 201b. Seepage through the dam is 
intercepted by a 12-in. reinforced-concrete core wall that rests at the 
base of the dam on the sheet-pile cutoff. The lower edge of the cutoff, 
represented by a dash line in Fig;ure 201a, is located at a considerable 
distance above bedrock because the permeability profile indicates that 
the permeability decreases in a general ,yay with depth. The highly 
permeable byer located immediately above the rock I:lurface has no 
effect on the :oeepage losses because it is practically sealed by the more 
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impermeable layers above it. This fact wus recognized early in the teRt
boring operations, because it was found that the laver contained artesian 
water under considerable pressure. . 

It can be seen from Figure 201a without any computation that the 
10SH of water by nearly horizontal flow around the cndH of the dam would 
be much greater than that due to flow beneath the cutoff wall, hecause 
of the rehl,tively high permeability of the soil in which the ends of the 
cutoff wall are embedded. Therefore, in estimating the seepage lOFseR, 
the flow under the wall was disregarded, and a flow net was constmcted 
that represented the horizontal flow Of the water around each of the two 
ends of the cutoff wall. In drawing the flow net, Figure 201c, it was 
assumed arbitrarily thnt the permeable layers did not extend into the 
mountain more than 30 times the horizontal distance D between the end 
of the cutoff wall and the edge of the reservoir, because the quantity of 
pcrcolutiou beyond this d.istance \\'oule1 be negligible. It waf; further 
assumed that all of the soil strata ,yere continuous. Therefore, the 
computation furnished an upper limiting value for the seepage losses. 
Since even the computed losses were within the speeified limits, the 
sheet-pill1 cutoff shown in Figure 201 was considered adequate. As a 
matter of fact, the real seepage losses were much smaller than those 
computed.58 .2 

A similar but more elaborate seepago computation was made for the 
dam shown in Figure 199a. The creHt of the structure had a length of 1500 
ft. Since the complete cutoff was practicable only beneath the highest 
part of the dam, seepage losses were expected under the rest of the 
structure becauRe of flow in both vertical and horizont[ll planeR. On the 
bu"js of the results of the permeability survey, the value:; of Ie in the 
horizontal and vertical directions were estimated. However, the magni
tude of the project and the severity of the specificatiolls made it impera
tive to check the estimated valueH in advance of construction. This was 
done by excavating a shaft to a depth of 170 ft below the valley floor and 
measuring the inflow. It amounted to 190 gal per min, in comparison 
with 285 computed on the basi:; of the vn1ucs of k obtained from the 
permeability survey. Data regarding the seepage from the finished 
structure are not yet availahle.51l

.
3 

If the estimated losses are excessive, there are two means for reducing 
them. The depth and width of the cutoff may be increased, or the 
permeability of the soil may be reduced by injection of cement, chemicaLs, 
or bentonite slurries. References describing the various injection pro
cedures are given in the Appendix. In general, medium to coarse clean 
sands can be injected successfully, but very fine or ~ilty sands cannot. 

The flow of waier out of the ground on the downstream side of the 
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cutoff repreRents a potential somce of failure by piping, The mechanics 
of these failures are discussed in the following article, 
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AnT. 59, SAFEGUAHDB AGAINST PIPING 

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF PIPING FAILURES 

Unless the foundation of a dt1m is provided with fi perfectly water
tight cutoff, water p~rcolates through the subsoil from the reservoir to 

the downstream side, where it 
may emerge in tho form of springs, 
Under certain conditions discussed 
in the following paragraphs, the 
percolating water may produce 
one of two phenomena, Either the 
seepage pressure may lift the en
tire body of soil located along the 

F 20') D' 'II t t' f '1 f downstream toe, or else the water IG. ~. Ingl'tllll] us fa mg fil ure 0 
dam foundation due to piping, that comes out of the ground at 

the downstream toe may start a 
process of erosion that culminates in the formation of a tunnel-shaped 
pa..ssago or pipe heneath the structure, A mixture of soil and water thon 
lushes through the passage, undermining the structure and flooding the 
channel below the dam, Failures of either type are known as failures due 
to piping, The first type has been referred to as failure by heave, and the 
second as failure by 81lbsurface erosion. 

The failure of a dam by piping ranks among the most serions accidents 
in civil engineering, It is likely to include not only failure of the structure 
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but also extensive damage to the subsoil for a considerable depth. 
Furthermore, it not infrequently happens without warning and caURPH 
loss of life and damage to property located in the lower reaches of thr 
valley. Therefore, the conditions that lead to failure by piping and the 
means for avoiding the danger deserve special attention. 

Figure 202 ilhlHtmtes n. typical failure caused by piping. The dam, of 
the slt1b and buttress type, rested on a reinforced~eoncrete ba.<.;e slab 
provided with an upHtream cutoff wall 9 ft deep and a downRtream cutoff 
7 ft deep. Failure occurred :-:1uddenly hy a rURh of \vater hene~1th the dam. 
A 52-ft gap was.left in the Rubsoil and was bridged over by the stmcture. 

CAUSES AND MEUHANICS OF PIPING 

Until the beginning of the 20th century the causes of piping remained 
unknown, in spite of the fact that piping failure.'l were not uncommon. 
Designers realized the value of sheet-pile cutoffs but no rules were 
available for determining the proper depth to which the piles should be 
driven or for estimating the factor of safety against failure of the com~ 
ploted fltructure. However, after the catastrophic failure in 1898 of 
Narora Dam on tho Ganges Ri.ver in India, attention 'was drawn to the 
problem, and the first scrious effort was made to analyze accumulated 
experience and to establish a set of rules for the design of dam founda~ 
tions on permeable strata. These rules were based on the assumption that 
the sole cause of piping was erosion along the surface of contact between 
the soil and the base of the dam. The path that a water particle followed 
along this surface was called the line oj creep. If the length L of the line 
of creep was such that the a.verage hydraulic gradient i = hlL was less 
than a certain critical value for the foundation material, the dam was 
believed to be safe. The quantity, 

L 
Co = - (59.1) 

her 

was called the creep ratio. The value her represented the greatest height 
to which the water level in the reservoir could rise with reference to tail
water levol without producing failure by piping. The available failure 
records indicated that tho ratio Ce increased with increasing fineness of 
soil from about 4 for gravel to about 18 for fine sand and silt. 

The first step in designing a dam on the basis of equation 59.1 was to 
estimate the creep ratio Co of the subsoil. This was done by means of a 
table containing the values of Cc for the principal types of soil. The 
required length L of the creep line wa.'! then obtained by multiplying the 
creep ratio Cc by the hydraulic head her created by the dam. The founda
tion was laid out in such a manner that the length of the creep line wa.s at 
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least equal to L. For example, the length of the line of creep for the dam 
shown in Figure 203 ii:l 

L = i1 + t2 + B + t3 + t4 = B + :Lt 

and this distance must be at least as great as Cchrr. 
During the next 30 years it was gradually recognized that vertical 

sections of the line of creep contribute more toward reducing the danger 
of piping than horizontal sections of equal length. The difference is due to 
the fact that the suhsoil of dams is commonly of sedimentary origin, and 
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FIG. 203. Diagram indicating dimen~i()IlH IlHe<1 for computation of length of line of 
creep. 

serlimentary deposits are always much leRs permeable in the vertical 
direction than in the horizontal directions (see Article 11). If Ie" and lev 
arc, respectively, the coefficients of permeability in the horizontal and 
vertical directiollR, the loss in head per unit of length of vertical sections 
of the line of creep is roughly equal to the ratio kIt/lev times that of 
horizontal sections. The· value of the rntio ranges between 2 or 3 and 
almost infinity, depending on the detail:-; of stmtificatioll and the im~ 
portance of the variations of the permeability in the vertical direction. 

To take account of the greater efficiency of vertical sections of the line 
of creep, the original procedure was mo(lified by the aSKumption that 
every horizontal section of the line of creep was only one third as effec
tive as a vertical section of the same length. On this assumption, the 
oquation, 

c'" = iB + Lt 
her 

(59.2) 

was obtained. The value C w i:-; known as the weighted creep ratio. Since 
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equation 59.2 corresponcls approximately to the ratio k,,/kll = 3, it is 
obvious that it doeH not take into account the wide range of valueH that 
this ratio can have in the field. 

Table 27 il-1 an abHtract of a list of safe V[Llues for Cm, hahed on a digest 
of about 280 clam foundations of which 1.50 harl failed. 59,l 

The line-of-creep approach to the prohlem is pnl'(~ly empirical. Like 
every other procedure based solely on statistical data, it leads to design 
"ith an unknown factor of safety. Experience and experiments have 
shown that the values of Cw, equation 59.2, am widely scattered from the 
8tatistical average for a given soil. The valnes of C w nontained in Table 27 
represent maximum rather than average values, and t.he values of her 

TABLE 27 

WEIGHTED CREEP VALUES C", (EQ. 59.2) 

V cry fine sand or silt 8.5 
Fine sand 7.0 
Medium sand fLO 
Coarse sand 5.0 
Fine gravel 4.0 
Medium gravel 3.5 
Coarse gravel including cobbles 3.0 
Boulders with some cobbles and gravel 2.5 

From E. W. LANE, Security from Underseepage-Masonry Dams on Earth 
Foundations, Trans. ASCE, Vol 100 (11)35), p 1257. 

obtained by meanR of equation 59.2 and Table 27 represent the smallest 
heads at which piping ever occurred. Therefore, the ,,,ide scattering of the 
values of Cm from the statistical average implies that as a mle the factor 
of safety of dams designed on the hasis of equation 59.2 and Table 27 is 
very high. The factor of safety of some of the darns must be excessive; 
that of others may be barely tolerable, and an unprecedented coincidence 
of several unfavorn,ble eircumstances may even lead to failure. Similar 
Hituations have been noted in the discussions of pile formula.", Articles 
30 and 56, and of footing design on the basi:> of tabulated values for the 
allowable soil pressure, Article 54. Such situations call for theoretical and 
experimental investigations to supplement the existing empirical 
knowledge. 

The theoretical evalul1tion of the factor of safety of clams with respect 
to piping is based exclusively on the theory of piping by heave, Article 
40. To verify thi" theory the tests illuiitrated by Figure 204 were per
formcd. 5!l.2 The weighted creep ratio for the finest sand used in the tests 
waH C w = 7. The measured critical heads he at which piping occurred, 
the heads he' computed by means of the theory of piping, and the heads 
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her computed by means of equation 59.2 nre given in Tahle 28. This 
table shows that tho agreement between the values of h" observed in the 
tests and those computed aecorciing to the theory of piping, Artieie 40, is 
very satiRfactory, wherea!'l the values h,:r are far too low. If the discharge 
area iR covered with a heavy filter, as in tests IJ and el, design on the basis 
of equation 59.2 would appear to be grossly wasteful. However, it would 
be dangerous to base the design of [1 dam foundation on the results of the 
theory of piping and the lahoratory tests without first considering the 
purely empirical !1Rpects of the process. 
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FIG. 204. Diagra.m showing results of laboratory experiments t.o determine critical 
head with respect to piping under diffenm(, conditionR. Curresponding vnlues of 

creep ratio Co indieaicd for eaeh cundiLion. 

Both the theory n.nd the testR lead to the concluRion thl1t the factor of 
safety against piping by heave is praetically independent of grain size. 
Furthermore, the conditions that determine the factor of safety with 
respect to failure by heave are independent of time. Hence, piping by 
heave should occur either during the first filling of tho reservoir 01' eIRo 
not at alL In striking contra.'lt to these characteristics of piping failures 
by heave, construction experience leaves no doubt that the grain size 
does have a considerable influence on the critical head. Furthermore, the 
majority of piping failures have occurred several months or even years 
after the HI-fated dams were put into operation. Hence, it appears that 
most if not all piping failures of actual dams ·were causnd by Huhsurface 
erosion and not by heave. The frequency of piping fuilmes due to sub .. 
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surface erosion ill ohviously due to the fact thaj, all natural e;oil strata 
are more or less nonhomogeneous. When water percolates through Emch 
strata, it follows the mORt permeable ZoneH, and it leaveR the ground in 
the form of springR. If the discharge of a spring is great enough, and tho 
Roil conditions favor underground croHion, the spring m3.Y gradually 
create a tunnel by cutting backward along a line of maximum hydraulic 
grarlient. As Boon as the intake end of this natuml tunnel arrives near 
the bottom of the reservoir, the \vater breaks into the tunnel, and the 
dam fails by piping. 

TABLE 28 

COMPARISON BETWgEN MEASURED AND COMPUTJ<lI> CRITICAL HEADS 

TEST ARRANGEMENT SHOWN IN FIGURE 204 
Sheet Piles Flat-Bottom Weir 

Test a, Test b, Test c, Test d, 
Test Arrangement No with No with 

Filter Filter Filtor Filter 
he observed ill test B.OD IUD 1.2D 4.SD 
h' c computed by 

theory, Article 40 2.9D 4.8D 1.0D 4.6D 
her computed by 

means of equation 
5().2 0.3D O.3D 0.14D 0.14D 

Value of ratio he/ha' 1.0 1.1 1.2 0.97 
Value of ratio he/her 10 17 8 32 

EroBion tunnels with unsupported roofs are conceivable only in soils 
with at least a trace of cohesion, Article 33. The greater the cohesion, the 
wider arc the spaces that can be bridged by the soil. In a general way, the 
cohesion of soils increases with decreasing grain size. Therefore, the danger 
of a piping failure due to subsurface eroRion increases with decrea"sing 
grain size, and the corresponding values of the creep ratio also increase. 

The head required to produce failure of a dam by piping due to sub
surface erosion can be very much smaller than the critical head for piping 
by heave. Therefore, the foundation for a dam cannot safely be designed 
on the basis of the theory of piping by heave, Article 40, unless the 
possibility of a failure due to subsurface erosion is eliminated by covering 
all the areas where springs may develop with inverted filters, Article 11. 
The design of Buch filters requires thorough familiarity with all the cir
cumRtances attending subsurface erosion in the field. 

SUBSUEFACE EROSION 

~rhe destruction of dams by piping iR usually so complete that the 
f:lequence of events can seldom be reconstructed. However, subsurface 
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erosion can alRo be induced by CarBlE'RS pumping from open sumps or by 
natural eventf< such as the tapping of bodies of ground water by the 
erosion of river bankK. TheRe processes commonly leave evidence that 
remains open to inspection. Therefore, they constitute the principal 
sourceR of our knowledge of the characteristics of subsurface erosion. The 
following paragraphs contain abstracts of the records of pertinent 
observations. 

Figure 205 represents a eroSR seetion through a gently inclined blanket 
of gravel that restR on a deep bed of very fine uniform loose sand. At A a 
pit was dug for the foundation of a new machine. Although the pit was 
surrounded by sheet piles that extended to a considerable depth below 

FIG. 205. Diagram illustrating underground erosion produced by pumping mixture 
of sand nnd water from sump A.. Sinkhole at B 300 ft distant from A. 

final gra,de, the pump difleharged a mixture of Rand and water. The 
quantity of sand removed \YUR far in excess of the volume of the pit. 
Before final grade waf; reaehecl, the huilding collapsed. At the same time 
a sink hole, 3 ft deep and 20 ft in diameter appeared at B, at a distance 
300 ft from the pit. Between A and B the ground surface was intact. 
Hence, the lo"'s of ground can be accounted for only by soil tranRporta
tion in a relatively narrow subterranean conduit. It is most likely that; 
the conduit ,ms located immediately below the gravel blanket, because 
the slightly remented gravel was capable of forming an unsupported 
roof. 

In the Rhineland pumping was kept up for 13 years in a sand pit. The 
bottom of the pit was located between 16 and 20 ft below the original 
water table. During this period three of the springs that discharged into 
the sump cut haclnmrd and eroded tunnels in the slightly cohesive sand. 
Each tunnel terminated in a sink hole on the ground snrface. The largest 
tunnel was 3 to 6 ft vdde and in its length of 170 ft had an average grade 
of only 6 per cent. The sink hole above the end of this tunnel was 8 ft 
deep and 35 ft in diameter. 
. In another instance an open cut waR excavated for the conRtruction of a 
se\yer. The excavation passed through fairly "tiff clay into fine sand that 
was drained by pumping from an open sump. ·While pumping proceeded, 
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11 narrow strip of the ground surface sub:.;ided about 1 ft. The formlltion 
of the trough started at the sump and gradually proceeded to a distance 
of about 600 ft. The width of the trough increaNcd from a few feet at the 
sump to more than 10 ft at the farther end. 

Example? of underground erosion due to natural caUfiefl are also not 
uncommon. On the east bank of the Mississippi River near Memphis a 
large-scale subsidence occurred after the high water of 1927. At this 
location the river bank rises in a bluff about 100 ft high. Without any 
warning a strip at the top of the bluff about 700 ft long and 100 it wide 
started to subside at the rate of 1 It per hr. The pavement that covered 

fer) (h) 
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~ , . 
FIG. 206. Diagrams illustrating largc-scale suhsidence due to underground erosion. 
(a) Incipient state; (/), (c), !md (d) subsidence after 2·1 hr, two months, and one 

year, l'cspectiwly. 

the ground surface remained horizontal and fairly iniant for a period of 
about 30 hr. During the following two months the RubHiclence increased 
to as much as 60 it, and the subsided Burface broke up, as shown in 
Figure 206. The trough-like depression was caused by the failure of the 
roof above the intake section of an underground sand flow. 59

.
3 

Although the piping phenomena described in the preceding paragraphs 
took place in very different soil formations, they all had one important 
feature in common. The subsidence of the roof always occurred at a 
great distance from the discharge end of the tunne1. This fact indicateH 
that the erosive capacity of a spring increases as the length of the tunnel 
increaReR. The reason is illustrated by the flow nets in Figure 207. The 
thin dash curves indicate equipotential lines, or contour lines of the 
water t!1ble, whereas the solid curves represent the flow lines. The dash
dotted lines indicate the boundary of the intake area. With increasing 
length of the tunnel, the number of diverted flow lines increases. Thus, 
the discharge from the spring becomes greatel', and the rate of erosion 
Increases. 

Progressive subsurface erosion starting at springs near the toe of a 
dam also proceeds as 15ho\\'11 in Figure 207, along lines leading toward the 
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reservoir. The frequent occurrence of springR at the downstream edge is 
knO\V11 to everyone who has harl experience with rlams. If a spring is 
powerful enough to i'ltnrt erosion in the first place, the erosion will al~ 
most certainly become more serious as time goes Oll, because the flow 
from a given spring increases with the length of the eroded tunnel, 
Figure 207. Finally, the dam will fail by piping. 

(bJ 

(a) 

FIG. 207. Flow nets illustrating incl'easf1 of illlalw :mltl of spring us lellgth of eroded 
channel increases. (a) Imipient. state; (Ii) after (lrosion hus proceeded to considerable 

distance from spring. 

MEANS FOR A VOIDING PIPING 

In discussing the meanR for avoiding piping we mllRt mltke a distinc
tion between small and large jobs. A similar distinction was made be
tween small and large retaining walls and between shallow and deep cuts. 

The design of short and low dams is it routine procedure, beC[LllSe the 
structures are not important enough to justify elahorate preliminary 
investigat.ions. DamR of this category are protected againflt piping by 
making the deHigns in accordance with the line-of-creep rule expressed 
by equation 59.2. 

A dam designed on the basis of equation 59.2 will be safe, unless poor 
design or construction combine with exceptionally unfavorable founda
tion conditions. In addition to complianee with equation 59.2, sound 
engineering merely requires the avoidance of an unnceessary concentra
tion of flow lines beneath unprotected areas on the clmvnRtl'eam side of 
the dam. Tho consequences of disregarding this fundamental require-
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ment are illustrated in Figure 208a, which reprc>;entR a Hcction through 
Hauser Lake Dam in Montana. The RuhROil conKiRte(l of (iG ft of gravel. 
The water was retained by a l'einforc:ed-conerete skin supported by a 
Rteel framework that rested on large footing::;. The presenc1e of thn foot
ings produced a local concentration of flow line:,;, as f'\hown in the figure. 
The dam failed in 1908, 011e year after the first filling. Since it did not 
fail immediately, the caUse wag undoubtedly spring eroRion. A second 
example is shown in Figure 208b, which represents a. section through a 
dam acroSS the Elwha River in Washington. The structure rested on 
gravel and coarse sand underlain by bedrock. While the rellCrvojr was 

(a) (b) 
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FIG. 208. Flow nots showing concentration of flow lines responsible for failure by 
piping of two uam~; (a) Hauser Lake Dam, Mont. (b) Elwha River Dam, Wash. 

being filled, large springs developed a.t the downstream toe. In order to 
reduce the flow, a row of sheet piles was driven to a depth between 30 and 
40 ft, at a distance of 8 ft from the toe. This obstruction caused a con
centration of flow lines, as shown in the figure, and subsurface erosion 
occurred. The dam failed before the sheet-pile wall was completed. 

Routine design on the basis of equation 59.2 is adequately safe pro
vided the most primitive precautions are taken to avoid local concentra.
tion of flow lines. However, when practiced ill connection with large 
dams it is certain to be uneconomica.l. In order to depart without risk 
from the routine method of design it is necessary, first of all, to make a 
thorough soil exploratioll, including the preparation of permeability 
profiles fluch as the one shown in Figure 201a. These profiles furnish the 
data required for establishing a working hypothesis regarding the trend 
of the flow of seepage out of the reservoir. All those areas where subsur
face erofl10n may conceivably start must be covered by graded inverted 
filters. The presence of the filters preventH even incipient erosion at all 
points of the protected area and increases the critical head from the 
value required to prevent eroRion to the much larger value required to 
produce failure by heave. Rules for the design of filters are given in 

Article 11. 
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Seepage computations mUi't always he ba:;:ecl on simplifying assump
tions regarding the permeability pattern of the subsoil, and the differ
ence between the predicted and the real flow of ~eepage can be very 
great, irrespective of the thoroughne:4s with which the subsoil has been 
explored.5 !lo2 Therefore, it is necec\:;ary to find out by met1ns of observa
tion wells whether and to ,,,hat extent the theoretical and the actual 
flow of seepage are in agreement. If the observations disclose a strong 
flow of seepage toward unprotected arcas, these areas must also be 
covered with filters, or el:4e the seepage must be diverted into filter wells 
or drainage tunnels. Experience haR Hhown that the hydraulic pressure 
conditionR in the subsoil of storage dams may change progressively for 
many years after construction.59 .-! Hence, supervision of these conditions 
must be continued until the effects of the fluctuations of the water level 
in the reservoir become reversible. 

EXAMPLES OF FILTER PROTECTION 

The rock-fill dam Rhown in Figure IDga reRts on it stratum of Rand and 
cemented sand ,vith an erratic permeability profile. Only the middle part 
of the cutoff wall extends down to the impermeable base, and the im
pounded water enters the subsoil of the dam by flowing beneath the 
Rhallower side portions of the wall. Therefore, springs could emerge at 
almost any point of the base. After com;truction the b[]'se of the dam 
would be inaccessible, and Rubsurface erosion could proceed without 
being noticed. To eliminate this danger the entire base of the dam except 
at the two ends ,vas co\'ered with an inverted filter that occupies an 
area of about 400,000 Rq ft. The water that enters the filter is collected 
in large-diameter open-joint drain pipes that discharge into an open 
drainage ditch following the toe of the rock fill. The soil conditions are 
such that clogging of the filter is almost unconceivable. Yet, even if it 
should occur, it would be without serious practicl11 consequence, be
cause the only function of the filter is to prevent Boil particles from being 
washed into the interstiees of the rock fill. Even a completely clogged 
filter would serve this purpose. Any spring that might develop at a later 
date beyond the boundaries of the protected area would be located out
side the I11'ea occupied by the roek till. It would be plainly viHible, und 
underground erosion by the water vein feeding the spring could easily 
be stopped by means of a filter plug while erosion WtlS still in an incipient 
state. 

Piping beneath masonry dams is most likely to start just below the 
downstream toe (see Fignre 208b). Therefore, this region should be 
proteeted by a filter. However, if the dam is of the overflow type, :mlid 
matter earried by floods may clog the filter. In such instances it may be 
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preferable to install the filter beneath the middle of the dam, aH shown in 
Figure 209. This dam, of the bear-trap type, rOfits on fine sand contain
ing :wme silt and streaks and layers of gravel. The seepage water drains 
from the filter into a drain pipe tha,t is embedded in the concrete and 
discharges into the tail water. According to Table 27, a dam on Huch soil 
should have a weighted creep ratio at leaRt equal to (i or 7. The ratio for 
the dam as designed and built is only 4.0. Yet, in spite of the low creep 

1 
$S' 

Fw. 209. Overflow dam of benr-trap type with gmded filter beneath body of dam. 
If piezometric observations indicate inpffectivenesR of filter due to obstruction of 

flow by silt or clay seams, bleeder wells F arc required. 

ratio, the dam satisfies all legitimate safety requirements, because the 
graded filter shown in the figure exclude,; the possibility of failure due to 
underground erosion. 

Figure 209 also demonstrates the necessity for a..'lcertaining the 
piezometric levels in the &ubsoil of the dam at least during the first 
filling of the reservoir. The design of the filter shovm in the figure and the 
estimate of the factor of safety of the dam with respect to piping were 
based on the assumption that the subsoil is more or less homogeneous. 
This assumption seemed justified on the basis of the results of the test 
borings. However, the sand that constitutes the subsoil might have 
contained a few undetected thin layers of silt or clay. Discontinuous 
layers of this kind are harmless, but, if one of them is continuous over 
the entire area between the upper and lower row of sheet piles, as indi
cated by the thin dash lines in Figure 209, its presence has two very 
detrimental consequences. It considerably reduces the effective length 
of the line of creep, and, in addition, it prevents the flow of seepage 
toward the filter. Therefore, it is necessary to provide the concrete floor 
located above the filter area with plugged holes and, during the first 
filling of the reservoir, to observe the water level in piezometric tubes 
such as Pi and P2. If the water level in these tubes remains close to the 
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tail water, it can be assumed that. the filter serves its purpose. On the 
other hand, if the water level rises perceptihly when the level in the 
reservoir goes up, the efficacy of the filter is doubtful, and it become,; 
necessary to tap the permeable ,;oil located bplow the lower edge of the 
sheet piles hy means of filter well.s F. It is very unlikely that such a 
necessity will arise. However, failures due to piping also occur without 
being anticipated, and Round engineering requires the elimination of 
eyen remote possibilities of failure. 
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CffAP'I'ER X 

SETTLEMENT DUE TO EXCEPTIONAL CAURES 

ART. 60. SETTLEMENT DUE TO CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 

EXTRANEOUS CAUSES OF SETTLEMENT 

In Chapter IX we have discussed the settlement of buildings and other 
structures under the influence of their own weight. Although this is the 
most common type of settlement, other types are important enough to 
deserve consideration. They include settlement due to increasing the 
load on the surrounding soil, to excavation in the vicinity, to lowering 
the ground water table, and to vibrations. In this article we Aha11 consider 
only the first two categories. 

SETTLEMENT DUE 'fO INCREASING LOAD ON SURROUNDING SOIL 

The application of a load to ono portion of the ground surface above 
any type of soil ClLUses the surface of the adjacent soil to tilt (see Figure 
210a). The distance within which the tilt is of any practical importance 
depends, however, on the soil profile as well as the dimensions of the 
loaded area. If the subsoil contains soft clay, the magnitude and dis
tribution of the settlement can be roughly estimated on the ba.'3is of the 
results of soil tests. If the sl1bsoil is sand, the settlement cannot be 
computed and estimates can be based only on the records of precedents. 

If rafts on sand arc designed in accordance ,yith the ruleK contained 
in municipal building codes, they are likely to settle as much as 2 in. 
Exceptionally, they may settle even more (see Article 55). Since the 
greatest part of this settlement occurs during construction, the structure 
itself will not be damaged unless it is very sensitive. However, the tilt of 
the adjoining ground surface, toward the loaded area may be great 
enough to damage neighboring stnwtures. In New York, for example, a 
20-story building was constructed on a lot between two 7-story buildings 
supported by spread footings on a deposit of fine sand. The new building 
rested on a raft at a depth of 20 ft below the ground liurface. The soil 
pressure was 2 tons per sq ft in excess of the weight of soil removed. Since 
the building itself settled only 1.8 in., and the settlement was fairty 
uniform, the building remained intact. Yet, the neighboring buildings 

515 
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were damaged by shear cracks and by distortion of door and window 
frames (see also reference 60.1). 

If the subsoil consists of soft clay, the effect of the weight of a new 
building on its neighbors ca.n be much greater, although not necessarily 
more detrimental. In Istanbul a tall building was erected on a site 
separated from tha.t of its equally tall neighbor by a narrow alley. The 

(aJ 

(b) 

FIG. 210. Diagrams illdict:lting settlement of ground surface udjucenl, to areas in 
which construction opemtions arc carried out. (a) Settlement due to weight of 
structure; (IJ) settlement due to luteral yield of clay beside narrow'deep cut; (c) settle~ 
ment due to lateral yield of clay beside wide deep cut above stiffer soil; Cd) settlement 
due to lateral yield of clay Leside and below wide deep cut in soft clay of great depth. 

new structure caused such a large tilt of the old one thnt the cornices of 
the two structures came into contact with each other. Yet, neither 
structure was damaged. 

SE'l'TLEMENT DUE TO EXCAVATION 

Forecast of settlement ellle to excavation. If all athol' conditions are the 
sume, settlement due to excavation depends to it large extent on the type 
of bracing used to support the ac!joining~'1oil and on the cure with which 
the bracing is installed. Therefore, the magnitucle of the settlement 
cannot be computed. A forecast can be bused only on reliable well~ 
documented cuse records. 

The mOAt common types of large excavations are open cuts, in which 
entire stmctures or basements can be buili., and individual shafts, in 
which single pien, arc constructed. Tunnels constitute a third type which, 
however, arc beyond the scope of this book. 
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Open cuts in sand. Even if the ground surface adjacent to an open 
cut in s~nd carries shallow heavily loaded footings, the settlement due to 
excavatmg the cut does not extend. beyond a distance equal to the depth 
of the cut. If the adjacent ground surface carries no load, the settlement 
does not extend beyond half this distance. If the cut is properly braced, 
the maximum settlement is not likely to exeeed ahout 0.5 per cent of the 
depth of the eut. However, even this amount may be enough to cause 
damage, as shown in Figure 211. The excavation reHponsible for the 

~---------85~'--------~+-
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FIG. 211. Cross section through open cut in gravel, showing method of bracing and 
damage to adjacent structure due to settlement. 

settlement was made in water~bearing gravel. The bracing was carefully 
placed, according to the method illustrated by Figure 147c, and the 
sheet piles were driven through the gravel into a stratum of stiff clay. 
This made pumping unnecessary. Nevertheless, the footings of the 
adjacent builcling settled 1 to 2 in., and cracks developed in the walls as 
indicated in the figure. Part of the settlement occurred while the sheet 
piles were being driven. 

Open cuts in soft clay. When an open cut is excavated in goft clay, the 
clay located at the sides of the cut acts like a surcharge. Under this sur
charge the clay near the bottom of the cut yields laterally toward the 
excavation, and the bottom of the cut rises. As a consequence of these 
movements, the ground surface located above the yielding clay settles. 
An additional lateral yield occurs above the bottom of the cut during the 
int.ermission between excavation amI installation of the struts. The 
magnitude of these lateral movements and of the corresponding settle
ment depends primarily on the width-depth ratio of the cut, on the 
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constmction procedure, and on the depth of the soft clay beneath the 
bottom of the cut. 

If the cut is very narrow, Figure 210b, or if the bottom of the cut is 
located close to the surface of [l, firm stmtum, Figure 21Oc, the lateral 
yield spreads only a short distance from the sides of the cut. Therefore, 
the settlement of the ground surface is restricted to relatively narrow 
belts located on each side of the cut. The width of these belts cloes not 
exceed the depth of the cut. Boyond this distance the settlement is in
consequential. By careful bracing the inward yield of the clay can be 
kept within 0.5 per cent of the depth of the cut, and the greatest surface 
settlement is of the same order of magnitude. Appreciably greater settle
ments are usually due to poor workmanship. 

The soil deformations that lead to the settlement of the surface ad
joining a wide cut in a relatively shallow stratum of soft clay, Figure 
2100, have actually been observed and measured.Go

•
2 The soft clay in 

which the cut was made was underlain by moderately stiff clay at a 
depth of about 14 ft below final grade. The sides of the cut were supported 
by sheet piles that were driven through the soft clay into the stiff 
stratum before excavation "vas started. The curves on the left side of 
Figure 212 represent successive positions of the shect~pile wall on the 
dates shown. On the right side of the figure are inscribed the dates at 
which the struts were placed. The dash lines indicate the corresponding 
positions of the bottom of the cut. The diagram shows that the lateral 
yield spread to the base of the soft clay layer at an early stage of the 
excavation. Since the sheet piles penetrated into the stilI clny, the in~ 
ward movement of the buried section decreased toward the lower ends of 
the piles. As a consequence the heave of the bottom was unimportant, 
and the small tUllllel shown in the figure rose only 1 in. The exceptionally 
great movement of the sheeting at a depth of 10 ft below the ground 
surface was caused by a delay in installing the top Atrut; othenvise it 
would not have occurred. At a distance from the edge of the cut equal to 
its final depth, the settlement amounted to 0.7 in., but settlement was 
noticeable up to distances of So ft. 

If the cut is wide, and the clay is soft to a great depth below the 
bottom, the lateral yield involves a wide and deep body of clay, Figure 
210d. The corresponding settlement may extend to a dif'ltance con
siderably greater than the depth of the cut. As soon as the depth of 
excavation exceeds about one-half the critical height of the clay, Article 
24, the settlement begins to increase rapidly and spreads to a great 
distance from the edge of the cut, regardless of the care with which the 
sides are braced. When the depth becomes equal to the critical height, 
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base failure becomes inevitable, and the bottom of the cnt riscH (Rec 
Article 31). 

The cut illustrated in Figure 213a was excavated in varved clay to a 
depth of 20 ft. It was located at a distance of 30 ft from a building. In 
spite of the very careful workmanship in placing the sboring, the wall::! 
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FIG. 212. Diagram showing results of measuremeni-q of lateral yield of sheet piling 
at side of open cut in soft clay underlain at shallow depth by stiff clay. Positions of 
deflected sheeting shown at left side of diagram. Dash lines indicate stage of excava-

tion on dates shown. Dates shown on struts indicate time of placement. 

of the building were cracked as indicated in the figure. The open cut 
shown in Figure 213b was excavated in very soft clay with layers of sand 
and silt. The soil profile is represented in Figure 134, page 307. Sheet-pile 
walls were driven all around the boundaries of the cut to a depth of 4 it 
below final grade. While the cut was being excavated, a crack appeared in 
a concrete floor 70 ft away. In this instance, the settlement could have 
been somewhat reduced, but not avoided, by increasing the depth of 
penetration of the sheet piles from 4 to about 15 ft. 
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Open shafts or caissons in soft clay. During the excavation of an open 
Rhaft or the sinking of an open caifoi~on in soft clay, the clay beneath the 
bottom also heaves. Furthermore, if the lower parts of the ,valls of the 
shaft are unsupported, as in Rhafts excavated by the Chicago method, 
Figure 196/, the lateral squeeze can he appreciable. Because of these 
movements the volume of excavated soil is greater than that of the shaft 

(b) 
II 
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FIG. 213. Cross sections through wide open cuts in soft, clay of great depth. Damage 
to adj(tcent structures due to settlement shown by cmd~:; in masonry. 

or caisson. The difference is known as lost around; loss of ground always 
involves settlement of the ground ::lllrface. 

The physical processes associated "'jth the lateral squeeze are rep
resented in Figure 2140. The figure Kho\\'s a vertical section through a 
shaft being excavated according to the Chicago method. Installation of 
each new set of lagging with hoight h is preceded by excavation to depth 
h below the lower edge of the lined section. :Figure 214a represents a 
horizontal section through the unlined part of the shaft. Prior to excava
tion, the cylindrical surface "lith diameter do is acted on by a radial 
pressure Po. Excavl1tion reduces this pressure to zero, whereupon the 
cylindrical shell of clay surrounding the shaft is acted on by an unbal~ 
anced external radial pressure. This prcHsure reduces the inner diameter 
of the shell, and the clay advances toward the shaft, aH indicated by 
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shaded areas along the walls of the excayation in Figure 214b. Because of 
the squeeze, every wedge-shaped elcmrnt abed, Figure 214a, is com
pressed circumferentially and stretched radially. For similar reaSons the 
bottom of the shaft heaveR, liS indicated in Figure 2141). The entire 
shaded area represents the g1'oun(l lost d1ll'ing the excavation of one 
section. The total yolume of lost ground is roughly equal to the entire 
area of the walls of the shaft times the width !.ld of the Hqueeze area 
adjoining the walls in Figure 2141>. This loss causes a settlement of the 
ground surface surrounding the top of the shaft. 

(0') (b) 
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FIG. 214. (a) Diagram illustmting enURe of JnRS of ground during excavutioJ} by 
Chieugo lllet.hod; (b) lust ground u~sociated with excavation. 

When a Hingle shaft is excavated, the effect of the loss of ground may 
not be noticeable at the ground surface. However, if many shafts are 
sunk close to each other, the subsidences accumulate and affect the entire 
vicinity. Such a subsidence occurred on the job illustrated by Figure 215. 
On a building lot 190 by 150 ft, 120 shafts with diameters ranging from 
5 to 8 ft were excavated through soft glacial clay to hardpan. Sinking of 
the shafts required 3 months and involved the removal of 17,000 eu yd of 
clay. Immediately after the excavation was started, the area surrounding 
the lot started to subside and finally settled to the position indicated in 
Figure 215b. The adjoining buildings had to be provided with temporary 
shoring and underpinning to maintain them at their original elevation. 
Figure 215c shows the progress of the excavation of the shafts with time, 
and also the corresponding settlements of two reference points PI and P 2 

located, respectively, at mid-length of one side and at the corner of the 
lot. The similarity between the curves shows very clearly that the settle-
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mont was due chiefly to the loss of ground associatod 'with the excavation 
of the shafts. 

SeveI'lLl means are available for wducing the settlement caused by 
exeavating shafts fur piertl in soft chy. The following procedures are 
listed in approximate order of increasing efficacy and cost. 

~55~/~~---------/501'--------~'1 
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FIG. 215. (a) CroJ;S ~vetion ,through foundat.ion of structure during excavation for 
piers by Chicago methodj (b) rehtiOll between settlement of ground surface and 
distance from edge of foundation Ul'Ei:lj (c) relation betwN'u quantity of soil excavated 

from shans, settlement. of ground ~urftlc(), and time. 

(a) Use of sheet piles or cylindrical shells that elhninate the vertical 
part of the working face. One such method is illustrated in Figure 196e. 

(b) Use of the heavy liquid method. According to this procedure, a 
hole is churned into the ground by means of a large rotating bit. The hole 
is not cased, but is kept filled with the slurry produced by the churning 
operations. Thus, the tendency for the side;:; and the bottom to squeeze 
i~ opposed by the weight of the fluid, which is heavier than water be
cause it conta.ills clay in :'iUspension. After the hole has been drilled, a 
light Bteel shell is inBerted to serve ai:i a lining, the slurry is pumped out, 
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and the bottom of the hole is cleaned off and inspected. COl1rretp, is then 
placed, and the shell withdrawn as the level of the eonerote ri~efl. 

(c) Usc of compressed air. Since the air pressure ('ompensates only 
for the water presrmre at the level of the working face, Home loss of 
ground is inevitable. However, the Rettlement il"i rc(luced to a l"imull 
fraction of that aHHociated ,vith the Chicago method, Figure 1 \)(\1. 

Cd) Use of heavy steel shells driven to final grade ntHI left in the 
ground. After a shell is driven, the soil is removed hy dredging or by 
means of an air or water jet, and the shell is cleaned with suitable tools, 
such as It mechanically operated brush, and i~ filled with concrete. This 
method has frequently been used with Ruccess for the com;truction of 
cylindrical piers in very soft soils. It may be less expensive than the 
compressed-air methoa. 

Practical value of selllement observations during e:ccavalion period. The 
preceding review of the variol1s caURes of the settlement of the area 
surrounding an excavation leaves no doubt that a certain amount of 
Rettlement is inevitable. For example, nothing CEm be clone to prevent the 
settlement due to the lateral yield of the Roil toward the zone of heave 
below the bottom of an open cut. Neither can the bulging of the sides of 
the cut be prevented during the process of excavating from the level of 
one set of stmts to that of the next set. However, in contrast to the yield 
that occurs below the bottom, the amount of inward yield of the sides 
depends to a large extent on the vertical spfLcing between stmts, on the 
speed of excavation, and on various details of the construction procedure. 
Hence the corresponding settlement can be considerably reduced by 
appropriate modifications of the construction procedure. 

On a given job reliable information on the relative importance of the 
lateral yield below and above the bottom of the excavation can be 
obtained only by measuring the settlement and keeping a record of aU 
the circumstances that might have influenced it. References 60.2, 60.3, 
and GO.4 contain the results of such investigations. On the basis of the 
results, the engineer is able to decide whether or not the settlement can 
be reduced imbstantially by practicable changes in the procedure. In 
addition to serving their purpose on the job, the settlement records are of 
great assistance in planning the construction procedure for other 
excavations to be maue in similar soil:-l, and in predicting the effects of 
the excavation on structures and public utilities located near the site. 
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ART. 61. SETTLEJ\1ENT DUE TO LOWERING THE WATER TABLE 

CAUSES OF SETTLEMENT 

Whenever a large open excavation is to be made helow the water table 
by any process other than dredging or the sinking of a caisson by the 
compressed-air method, the wuJ.er table must be temporarily lowered by 
pumping, Article 47. By lowering the water table the effective load on the 
subsoil is increased by an amount equal to the difference between the 
drained ·weight (solid and soil moisture combined) and the submerged 
weight of the entire mass of soil located between the original and the 
lowered water table. The increase of the effective overburden pressure 
causes additiomLI comprcsHioll. ThiA, in turn, produces a Rettlemcnt that 
at every point is roughly proportionn,l to the descent of the piezometric 
level at that point. For a given descent the settlement depends on the 
comprcssibility of the subsoil. 

EFFECT OF LOWERING 'l'HE WATER TABLE IN SAND STRATA 

Pumping from sand that cloes not contain any clay strata increases 
the effective pressure, but the corresponding settlement is usually small 
unless the sand is yery loose. Howe\'er, if the water table is mised and 
lowered periodically, the I'ettlement mny become imporLnnt, becmlHe 
every temporary increase of effective pressure increases the settlement 
by a certain mnount. This f[tct can be demonstrated by meanH of 
laboratory tests on laterally confined Hand. The magnitude of the incre
ment of settlement decreases with increasing number of cycles and 
approaches zero, but the final total settlement iH miLny timeR grel1ter than 
the settlement produced by the finlt cycle. The looser the sl1nd, the 
greater is the Hcttlement. 

During construction in l1n open excavation fluctuations of the lowered 
water table are usually inHignificallt. Therefore, if pumping el1uses large 
settlements in any but very loose RlLnd, the settlements l1re probably clue 
to causeR other than the increase of the effectiye weight of the drained 
portion of the sand. The most common cause is careless pumping from 
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an open Rump, Article L17. Several inf;tnnccf; of ~ettlement due to thi~ 
cause are described in Article 59. In all these instant'es one or morc sub
Rnrface conduits werc formed by backward erosion from springs tlmt 
discharged into a pit. The settlement protlu(~ecl by the ero~ioll led to the 
formation of shallow and narrow troughs loeated above the conduits. 
The width and depth of the troughs inereased with increasing distance 
from the springs, and the troughs terminated in Hink holeH. Settlement of 
this type can be avoided by pumping from well points or by providing 
the sump with a filter lining. 

~~;~;?:.>.: 
Tcrble :", ':'.' 

;Jf.~i~)t);}i>!' 7.:; 
(a) 

After E. A. Prentia end L. Whit. 

FIG. 215. (a) Louvre-type sheeting successfully used in part of open cut in water
hearing sand to pl'()vent IORs of ground; (b) continuous steel ~heeting used in other 
sections of the same cut. Adjaccnt foundations RettJed on aCliount of loss of ground 

by erosive action of rising water veins. 

Loss of ground. can 111so occur on one or both sides of an open cut lined 
by wat~rtight sheet piles. The loss is caused by the erosive action of 
water as it rises toward the hottom of the cut along the inner face of the 
sheet piles. It cn,n be avoided by providing the sides of the cut v;ith a 
permeable instead of an impermeable lining. The following observation 
demonstrates the efficacy of thiR procedure. A subway cut was made in 
Now York through fine sand and COarse silt close to buildings founded on 
pile-supported footings. The points of th~ piles did not rest on a hard 
stratum. In one section of the cut the bracing was of the type sho"vn in 
Figure 147b. The sheeting consisted of boards placed horizontally with 
spaces between them, as shown in Figure 21Ga. The spaces were packed 
with marsh hay to permit free flow of water into the cut without allowing 
sand to enter. In a second section the sheeting consisted of steel sheet 
piling driven along the sides of the cut. The sheeting compelled the water 
to enter the cut by percolating under the sheet piles, as indicated in 
Figure 21Gb. Therefore, conditions were favorable for the development of 
erosion by springs, and the footings of the adjacent buildings settled 
about (3 in. Excavation of the section with permeable sheeting, on the 
other hand, produced no noticeable settlement. 
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EFFECT OF PUMPING ON CLAY STRA!fA 

If the subsoil containH layers of soft clay, silt, or peat, lowering of the 
ground-water table may caUfiC large settlements. In Mexico City, for 
example, where the subsoil consi:-lts of soft bentonitic clays with hori
zontallayers of water-bearing sand, the withdrawal of water by pumping 
from sand layers has been accompanied by a general irregular subsidence 
of the whole area. In some placcH, the surface has settled more than 
5 ft.6!.1 Similarly, in the Santa Clara Valley in California, the operation 
of 2000 wells to provide water for irrigation initiated a process of pro
gressive settlement. Tho floor of this valley is underlain by a thick bed of 

marine clay that contains layers of water-bearing sand and gravel at a 
depth of 100 to 200 ft. In 1920 the withdrawal of water began to exceed 
the natural supply, and the piezometric levels began to descend. By 1933 
the corresponding settlement had reached locally as much as 4 ft. 61 .Z 

The physical Cl1USCS of this phenomenon are illustrated in Figure 217, 
which represents a section through a hed of saturated clay overlying a 
pervious sand layer. In Figure 217a the piezometric level is assumed to 
be at tho ground surface; in b it has been lowered through the distance 
l:J.J! hy pumping from the layer of Rand. Bofore pumping, the effective 
pres:mre on a section ab is 

Pab = "('III 

where -y' is the submerged unit weight of the clay (see Article 12). During 
and after pumping the effective pressure gradually increases and ap
proaches a final value. 

Pab = 'YMI + "1'Hz 

where 'Y is the unit weight, soil plus water, of the saturated clay. The 
change in effective pressure due to the lowering of the piezometric level 
is 
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Therefore, lowering the water table by a distanee MI ultimately in
creases the effective pressure on a horizuntalRection through the clay by 
an amount equal to the weight of a column of water M1 in height. This 
increase involves a progressive settlement of the surface of the clay due 
to consolidation. The rate and magnitude of the settlement can be com
puted on the basis of the theory of consolidation and the results of soil 
tests, Article 41. 

If the clay strata are soft and thick, and if the water table is lowered 
through a considerable diHtance, the settlement due to pumping is 
likely to be very great and to spread over a large area. A record of settle-

Aiter W. H. Brinkhor..t 

FIG. 218. Simplified m'Oss section through cxcavation for Vree8wijk Locks, Holland, 
showing position of wllter table lowered by filter wells during excavation (vertical 

Bcale greatly exaggerated). 

ment of this type was obtained during the construction of the Vreeswijk 
locks in Holland. At the site of the locks the subsoil consisted of 20 to 23 
ft of clay and peat underlain by a thick layer of water-bearing sand. The 
bottom of the pit was 21 ft below the ground surface and covered an 
area 170 ft wide by 900 ft long. 

Before construction the water level was 8 in. above the ground. During 
excavation it was lowered, by pumping from filter wells that extended 
into the sand, to the position indicated in Figure 218. As a result of the 
pumping, the total effective vertical pressure on any horizontal section 
such as ab was gradually increased by an amount equal to the height of 
the shaded area above ab times the unit weight of water. Since the total 
height of the Rhaded area was a maximum adjacent to the excavation, 
the settlement was greatest at the edge of the cut. Even at a distance of 
130 ft, the settlement amounted to 2 ft, and it was noticeable a.s far as 
2500 ft.61.3 
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ART. 62. SETTLEMENT CAUSED BY VIBRATIONS 

FACTORS DETERMINING MAGNITUDE OF SETTLEMENT 

Any structure founded on cohesionless soil is likely to settle excesRively 
if the soil is subject to vibrations from such sources as moving machinery, 
traffic, pile driving, blasting, or earthquakes. On the other hand, the 
Rettlement caused by vibration of a foundation on clay is usually so 
small that it is unlikely to cause serious damage under any circumstances. 
This com;picuous difference between the effect of. vibrations on sandl.1nd 
on clay has already been emphasized in the discussion of the methods for 
the compaction of fills, Article 50. On account of its Rensitivity to vibra
tionfl, sand can most effectively be compacted by vibrn,tory equipment, 
whereas clay can be compacted only by static forces. So far no important 
settlementI'! of clay foundations due to vibrations have been brought to 
public attention. Thercfore, only the effects of vibrations on sand wiII be 
considered. 

In ATt.icle 19 it is shO\vn that the settlement of the surface of sand due 
to a pulsating load is many times greater than that produced by static 
action of the peak value of the Ioo.d. At a given peak value the settlement 
depends on the frequency of the pulsations. The greateRt settlements 
occur within a range of about 500 to 2500 impulses per min. This if; re
ferred to as the optimum rangc. Since tho number of revolutions of steam 
turbines and turbogenerators lies ,vithin this range, the effect of the 
operation of these machines on settlement is particularly conspicuous. 

EXAMPLES OF SETTLEMENT DUE TO VIBRATIONS 

The following examples demonstmte the magnitude of tho set.tlement::; 
that may be caused by the vibration of machinery. In Germany a coal
handling plant, 170 uy G() ft in plan, contained coal crushers mounted on 
concrete blocks 10 ft squn,rc. The building rested on footings supported 
by a beel of fairly dense :-;and 60 to 130 ft deep. Although the n.llowable 
soil pressure of 1.4 tons per sq ft was very conservative, the unequal 
flettlement assumed snch proportions that the building was severely 
damaged ttnd had to be underpinned. In another locality tnrbogenerators 
were installed in a powerhouse founded on fairly dense sand and gravel. 
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The number of revolutions, 1500 per min, Wf1R within the optimum mnge. 
As a consequence, the maximum RettIement of the foundation:" exceeded 
1 ft within a year after the power plant started to operate. 

The frequency of traffic vibrationfl is not neceR:;arily within the 
optimum range. Nevertheless, experience ha.~ .~hown that continued 
exposure to such vibrations is likely to produce considerahle Rettlement. 
In Holland it has been observed that new buildings adjoining old main 
highways commonly tilt away from the highways. The cause of the tilt 
is the fact that traffic vibrations had compacted the sllhl'oil beneath and 
next to the highway, whereas the sand Rupporting the rear part of the 
buildings was stm in its original condition. In Berlin some of the founda
tions of the elevated railway settled as much a." 14 in. during 40 yeaTS of 

. operation. They rested on fairly dense sand and were de~igned on the 
basis of an allowable soil pressure of 3.5 tons per sq ft. In Munich where 
most buildingR rest on 20 ft of dense sand and gravel overlying rock, 
truck traffic of increasing intensity caused settlements of such magnitude 
that several streets had to be entirely closed to trucking. Within a 10-
year period, the damage to adjacent structures rose to about $1,500,000. 

Reliable information concerning the settlement caused by pile driving 
is rather scarce. In one instance about 100 piles were driven. into a 
deposit of sand and gravel so loose that piles a.'l long as 50 ft could be 
driven without jetting. Within the area occupied hy the piles the ground 
surface settled 6 in. The settlement decreased with increasing distance 
from the edge of the area to a value of t i.n. at a distance of 50 ft. 

No quantitative data are available regarding the settlement due to 
blasting, but it is probable that the effect is similar to that produced by a 
mild earthquake. The intensity of earthquakes is usually expressed by 
the ratio ng between the greatest acceleration a.'iRociated 'with the earth
quake and the acceleration {J of gravity. For fairly strong earthquakes 
no = 0.1. During a very mild earthquake in Vienna, ,vith an intensity 
n(j = 0.003, it was obxerved that a grain bin Vv-i.th a width of 50 ft and a 
height of 80 ft settled 1.7 in. more on one side than on the other. The 
absolut.e maximum settlement is lmknown. The bin was supported by 
short conica.l piles embedded in very fine fairly dense water-bearing sand. 
The IO:.Ld Wa.R 4 tons per sq ft over the total area. When the bin was filled 
for the fil'flt time, the settlement was practically uniform and amounted 
only to about 0.2 in. 

Occasionally, pile driving and blasting give rise to complaints or suits 
for cbmage, whereupon the engineer may be cllJlecl on to determine 
whether or not the complaints are justified. One method of investigation 
that eliminates the personal equation is illustrated by the follmving 
examples. 
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In the first instance the owner of a hout'le complained tlw,t vibrations 
due to pile driving wore c[1uRing damage to his st.ructure. To check the 
validity of hifl complaint, a fully loaded trllck of the heaviest type was 
driven paRt the houRe at maximum legal speed, while Reismographie 
observations were made in the house at points where the owner claimed 
the vibrations 1voro strongest. Dming pile-driving operations the seismic 
observations were repeated. The results indieated that the vibrationI' 
caused by pile driving were milder than those calU:led by the truck. Since 
the owner was not justified in objecting to vibrations smaller than those 
caused by trucks passing his house at the maximum legal speed, his 
claim to damages was diRallowecl. 

In the second instance an owner also protested against blasting in the 
vicinity of hiB house, ·whereupon a Bimilar truck experiment was made. 
After the experiment charges differing in size were fired, and the corre
sponding vibrations were observed in the house. Tho contractor was 
given permission to blast with charges not greator than those that 
caused vibrations equivalent to the ones produced by the truck. 

Only one sath;factory method is known for proto(lting a building 
against vibrations transmitted to it through the soil. It consists of sur
rounding the structure with a ditch at least 12 ft deep. The sides of the 
ditch should preferably be unsupport.ecl. If space is so limited that the 
ditch must be provided with vertical sides braced against etwh other, the 
bracing must be designed so that it does not transmit the vibrations from 
one side of the ditch to the other. Observations suggest that protective 
ditches are most effective if the frequency of vibra,tion is high. 

ART. 63. SETTLEMENT DUE TO DETERIORATION 
OF FOUNDATION CONCRETE 

CHARACTERISTICS OF SETTLJ<JMENT DUE TO DETERIORATION OF 

CONCRETE 

If a Rtructure on a concrete foundation begins to develop cnwks or to 
show other signs of differential movement some time after cOllHtruction, 
in spite of tho fact that the subsoil has not been affected by excavation 
in the vicinity or hy lowering the water table, the defeets Illay be due to 
one of three causes. These include an increase of the stressefl in the 
structure to the point of failure as n, result of increuRing differential 
settlement, a deterioration of the concrete in the foundation, or the 
development of defects in the superstructure. 

If settlement obi-iervations have been carried on since the end of the 
construction period, the shape of the settlement curve.~ seldom leaves any 
doubt regarding the etmso of the settlement. Curves repreRcnting the 
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relation between time and the settlement canscfl hy a fairly constant 
load are smooth, and their slope either decreases with time or becomes 
constant. Unmotivated departure from this trend demonstrates almost 
beyond a doubt that the settlemellt is caused by gradually developing 
defects of the fonndation. 

If no settlement observations have been made, it is advisahle to deter
mine without delay thr elevation of several points whose original pOl'ition 
is at least approxim:1tely known, to cstablish a rclinhlc bench mark, and 
to start settlement observatlonR. By ext.rapolation from the settlement 
curves obtained by moaW'l of theRe observations it is wmally possible to 
determine whether the movements st:11ied during constnlCtion or at a 
later date. It is not uncommon for concrete deterioration to cause a 
temporary riRe of the structure. This facilitates the diagnosis. If tho 
results leave any douht regarding the causes of the movements, cores of 
the foundation concrete should be Recured, examined,. and tested. 

The danger of concrete diRintegration is often ignored. When the 
movements due to disintegration start and cause the firet cracks, the 
cracks arc commonly ascribed to unequal settlement, and the real 
cause is not recognized until the deterioration has advanced so far 
that it C!1n no longer fail to attract attention. Therefore, the mani
festations of concrete disintegration and th(7 conditions leading to chemi
cal attack deserve careful consideration. 

CAUSES AND EFFECTS OF CONCRETE DISINTEGRATION 

Sulphates and carbon dioxide are the substances which most commonly 
attack concrete structures exposed to groundwater, lake or sea water. 

Sulphatcs are found in sea water, in saline lakes, and in the pore water 
of so-called "alkali" soils and ot rocks and sediments containfhg gypsum. 
Sulphides may also be harmful, because they may react with atmospheric 
oxygen to form sulphates or sulphuric acid. The most common sulphides 
are FeS2 (mal'c!1site or pyrite) occurring in marsh deposits and in many 
rocks, and hydrogen sulphide, H 2S. The latter is likely to be encoun
tered in sewage, in decaying organic matter, and in some regions of rela
tiveJy recent volcanic activity. 

The incidents described in the following paragraphs illustrate the 
effects of such deleterious substances. 

The piers for a bridge across the Neckar river in Germany were con
structed on precast reinforced concrete point-bearing piles driven 
through 33 ft of sand and gravel into shale. A few months after con
strnctian the piers settled badly. It was found that the piles had become 
Haft hecallHe of attack by water containing CO2 gas that seeped out of the 
tlhale. 
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The foundat.ions of [\, bridge across the Elbe river consisted of concrete 
piers 30 by 65 ft in plan. They extended 35 ft below mean low water to 
I4ha1e buried beneath sand and clay. The exc.[LYation \Vl1,s made under 
compresfled air. In spite of their massive character, the piers heaved and 
cracked so badly that the Huperstmcturc could not be erected. The water 
seeping from the shale was colorless and odorless. Therefore, during 
constmction it \vas considered nonaggressive. Yet, it contained a quan~ 
tityof 803 equivalent to 1.7 gm of H 2SO.i per liter, and the presence of 
this substance cawled the ('.oncrete to swell intensely. The deterioration 
was so great that the piers had to he completely reconstructed. 

In Seewen, Switzerland, a building was founded on concrete piers 
about 1 sq yd in crOSR section. Thirty years after construction the con
crete of some of the piers had disintegrated completely. The aggregate 
was embedded in a white slimy maRS that consisted chiefly of calcium 
carbonate. Disintegration was evidently caused by carbonic acid con
tained in the ground water. 

A sewer cana17000 ft in length was constructed in sand with layers of 
peat containing pyrite (FoSz). A few months after construction longi
tudinal cracks appearcd. The concreto along the cracks was so soft thai 
it could be cut with a knife. 

In many of the Romiarirl regions of the west.ern United States the soil 
is highly alkalinc and contains a sufficient quantity of sulphatcR to cause 
relatively rapid deterioration of ordinary concrete. The condition is so 
widespread and of such importance that many studies have been made by 
state and Federal agencies to determine the Causes of deterioration and 
the means for reducing the undesirable effects. 

METHODS ~F DETECTING DELETERIOUS W A'l'ER 

In order to detect the presence of substances that may cause the dis·· 
integration of concrete it is necessary to secure 1 gal samples of the water 
to ,vhich the concrete will be exposed and to have them analyzed. Water 
analyses should be made, even if there is no reason to suspect the 
presence of deleterious substances, because contamination may take 
place at some later date. If there is documentary proof that the water 
was safe at the time of construction, suit for damage can be filed against 
the party responsible for the contamination. To be adequate the record 
of the investigation should contain the following data: 

Minimum and mean annual temperature of the wat,er in situ. 
pH of water and temperature at which it was determined. 
Total dissolved solids. 
Methyl orange alkalinity. 
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Content of calcium (ea) and Rulphate (804 ). 

Content of chlorine (CI), for sea ,,'ater and hmckish water only. 

If there is any reason to suspect the presence of sulphateR or sulphides 
in the soil, representative Roil samples should also be analyzed. 

Samples of ground water should be taken at different depths from each 
of several borings, because it has been observed repeatedly that the 
aggreRsiveness of ground water may vary considerahly from place to 
place within a Rmall area. If samples are procured from relief pipe.'l, 
shafts, or open sumps, they shouhl be taken from near the bottom. 
Samples of water from lakes or other bodies of st1Lncling water should 
likewiRe be collected at the bottom. This precaution is necessary, be
cause the concentration of dissolved gases snch as carbon dioxide or 
hydrogon sulphide is likely to decrea::;e from the bottom toward the 
surface. The corresponding difference hetween the pH value of the water 
at or near the surface and that of the water at the bottom may be as 
high as one unit. 

Under normal conditions a routine chemical analysis, made by a com~ 
mercial laboratory, provides sufficient information to indicate whether 
or not the water is likely to be deleterious. However, if there is any 
evidence to suggest the presence of a notable concentration of dissolved 
gas, such as the evolution of bubbles from the water, an odor of H2S 
or an abnormally low pH as determined in the laboratory (less than 7 for 
fresh water, or less than 8 for sea or brackish water), the following 
precautions are called for. The samples should be taken under the super~ 
vision of a sanitary engineer or a chemist familiar with the technique of 
sampling gas-bearing water, and a pH determination ::;hould be made at 
the site immediately after collection of the sample, because the coneen· 
tration of acid-forming gaseous constituents is likely to decrea.<;e during 
transportation of samples to the laboratory. If the gases include H2S, it 
is advisable to supplement the routine water analysis by a determination 
of the H2S concentration. 

CONDITIONS LEADING TO CHEMICAL ALTERATION 

The maximum concentration of deleterious substances that can safely 
be disregarded depends not only on the quality of the, concrete, the 
composition of the cement and the degree of exposure, but also on the 
nature of the other substances dissolved in the water. 

In general, water or soil containing more than 0.1 per cent of sulphates 
is likely to attack concrete. 

Hydrogen sulphide is also likely to attack concrete, but the conditions 
under which it produces deterioration arc not yet clearly understood. 
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If hydrogen sulphide or any other sulphide has an opportunity to oxidize, 
a sulphate is formed. The effect of the sulphates has been mentioned 
before. 

The presence of carbon dioxide in fresh water may lead to serious 
deterioration of concrete exposed to it, if the concentration is sufficient 
to render the water acid, that is, if the pH-value of the water is less than 
7. However, not all fresh water characterized by [L pH-value of less than 
7 is aggressive. Sea water may probably be considered as potentially 
dangerous if its pH is less than about 7.3. Doubtful or border-line Cases 
may require the advice of an expert. 

MEANS OF DELAYING CHEMICAL ALTERATION OF CONCRETE 

In some districts the water is so intensely deleterious that concrete 
exposed to it is likely to disintegrate within a reltttively short time. In 
such districts the base of the concrete foundation should, if possible, be 
established well above the highest ground-water level. If this cannot be 
done, every precaution should be taken to render the concrete as im
pervious as possible. The mix should be rich, and the lowest water
cement ratio consistent \\-jth suitable workability should be used. 
Special care should be taken in selecting aggregate and in handling, 
placing, and curing the concrete. In mass concrete, where streRses due to 
volume changeB of thermal origin :1re likely to be large, cracking may be 
reduced or entirely eliminated by the ).Ise of low heat or of modified 
cement. It is also advantageous to place mass conerete at a time of the 
year when the minimum daily temperature is below the mean annual 
temperature. If this is not practicable, or if the body of concrete is very 
large, artifidal cooling may be advisable. 

For structures exposed to sulphates, the designer should specify a 
sulphate-resistant cement characterized by low tricalcium aluminate and 
1m", tetn:tealcium aluminoferrate in preference to Jaw heat or modified 
cement. Standard Portland cement should not be uRed in any structure 
exposed to sUlphates. 

For structures exposed to natural acidic water, such as water contain
ing carhonic or sulphuric acid, reliance must be plu,ced chiefly on low 
permeability of the concrete and freedom from cracks, because no type of 
Portland cement is acid-resistant. Since low permeability can only delay 
but not prevent deteriorat.ion, conerete exposed to water eontaining an 
appreciable quantity of free acid will ultimately be destroyed. Small 
concrete members may disintegrate within ~ne year and large bodies 
within about 30 years. " 
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ApPENDIX 

MISCELLANEOUS PROBLEMS OF DESIGN AND 
CONSTRUCTION 

SCOPE OF APPENDIX 

The following review provideR the reader with comments and selected 
references concerning topics that belong in Part C but have not been 
considered there because of lack of space. These topics inelude l'!Ubgrade 
studies for highways and airports, the design of sheet-pile bulkheads, the 
design of cofferdams, earth tunneling, the design of culverts, and 
methods of grouting soils with cement and ehemicalR. 

SUB GRADE STUDIES FOR HIGHWAYS AND AIRPORTS 

The rapid extem;ion of the AystemR of hard-surfaced roacL<, in the 
United States and abroad provided the incentive for thorough subgrade 
investigations prior to the design of the roadways and for improved 
methods of subgrade treatment. Thus originated a highly specialized 
branch of soil mechanics known as highway soils engineering. The heavy 
demands for military air transportation in World War II led to the 
development of an allied branch known as airport soils engineering. 

In contrast to the performance of the subsoils of foundations, that of 
the subgrades of highway and airport pavements is decisively influenced 
by climatic conditions. On accolmt of this fact, general conclusions 
based on the results of laboratory tests and maintenance experience in 
geographically limited districts can be very misleading. 

A review of current American highway practice in subgrade surveys, 
soil testing, soil classification, and subgracle and base-course treatment 
can be found in L. 1. Hewes, American Highway Practice, Wiley, 
New York, 1942, Vol. 1, Chapters III and V and Appendix IV. Similar 
infm'matioll pertaining to civilian airport design is given in Glidden, 
Law, and Cowles, Airports, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1946, Chapters 
IV and VII, and sample specifications in the Appendix. Procedures for 
military airports are described by Middlebrooks and Bertram in "Soil 
Tests for Design of Runway Pavements," Proc. Highway Research 

537 
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Board, VoL 22, 1942, pp. 144-173. The relative merits of rigid and 
flexible pavements for runwn,ys are still a matter of controversy. 

SHEET-PILE BULKHEADS 

Sheet-pile bulkheads serve the same purpose U,K retaining walls, but, 
since they consist of single rows of sheet piles, they require external 
support. The lower ends of the pilos I1ro buried in the ground, whereas 
the upper ends are anchored to anchor plates, anchor walls, or clusters 
of 9,nchor pileH. Until quite recently it was generally believed that the 
earth pressure against sheet-pile bulkheads ,vaS determined by the same 
laws that applied to retaining walls. Even today the customary methods 
of bulkhead design are baHed on this I1ssmnption. However, experience, 
experiments, and theoreticl11 investigationR indicate that the maximum 
bending moment in the sheet piles may be considerably smaller than that 
computed on the basis of the customary methods. On the other hand tne 
real anchor pull seems to exceed the computed value, and most bulkhead 
failures occur on account of a failure of the anchorage. 

The theoretical principles of bulkhead design are stated in K. Terzaghi, 
Theoretical Soz'l .ilIechanics, Wiley, New York, 1943, pp. 216-234, with 
references. See also .J. P. R. N. Stroyer, "Earth Pressure on Flexible 
Walls," paper 5024, J. Inst. C1'uz'l Engrs. (London), Vol. 1, 1935-36, pp. 
94, 139; discussions pp. 550-557. This paper deals with the results of 
model teRtii that demonstrate the importance of the influence of the 
outward deflection of the bulkhead on the maximum bending moment. 

STABILITY AND STIFFNESS OF COFFERDAMS 

Cofferdams are dams with a brief service period. They are built 
around the site of construction operations to be performed in the dry 
below the level of rivers or boclie8 of standing water. In the de~ign of a 
cofferdam consideration must be given to tho head of water that will act 
against the clam, the dimcllKions of the area to be drained, the subsoil 
conditions, the fluctuations of the outside water level, Hnd the possibility 
of erosion along the outer face of the cofferdam. An analysis of the condi~ 
tion8 that determine the stahility and stiffness of coffel'damH is contained 
in the paper "Stability and Stiffness of Cellular Cofferdams," by K 
Terzaghi, Trans. ASCE, paper 2253, Vol. 110, 1945, pp. 1083-1119; 
discussions pp. 1] 20 to 1202. A comprehensive review of practical 
experiences with different types of cofferdams can he found in the book, 
Cofferdams, by L. White and E. A. Prentis, Columbia University Press, 
New York, 1940, pp. 03-253. Some of the statements and views ex~ 
pressed in the theorcticl:L] part of the book, pp. 1-92, are controversial, 
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and the practical value of moclcl RtudicR apppars to be overemphasized. 
The results of mocl.el studies axe no more reliable than thof'e obtained bv 
the flow-net method, Artiele 39. v 

EARTH TUNNELING 

A distinction must be made between the e:1l'th pressure on temporary 
and on permanent tunnel supports. Tho temporary lining supports the 
roof and the wa,lls of the tunnel until the permanent lining nan be con
veniently constructed. ~Vhile [t tunnel or :-:;haft is being exeavated and the 
temporary lining is being installed, the shearing re.~istance of the sur
rounding soil is likely to be fully active. At thi" stage the pressure on the 
tunnel lining is governed primarily by the laws of arch action (see K. 
Terzaghl, Theoretical Soil Mechanics, pp. 66-76 and 194-215). After the 
permanent tunnel lining is constmcted, the pressure on the tunnel in
creases for Some time. In sandR above the water table the increase is only 
moderate, hut in stiff swelling clays it is very large. 

The earth-pressure phenomena encountered in earth tunnelR and the 
means for coping with the difficulties that ariRe from the tendency of the 
soil to invade the tunnel arc descrihed in Earth Tunneling with Steel 
Supports by R. V. Proctor and T. L. White, The Commercial Shearing 
and Stamping Co., Youngstown, Ohio, 1948, Section I: Principles of 
Earth Tunneling, by K. Tcrzaghi. 

The results of experimental investigations of arch action in sand above 
yielding roof supports are described in the paper "Stress Distribution in 
Dry and in Saturated Sand above a Yielding Trap-Door," by K. 
Terzaghl, Proc. Intern. Conf. Soil Meeh., Cambridge, Mass., 1936, 
Vol. I, pp. 307-311. Results of the measurements of pressures on the 
temporary and permanent lining of tunnels through soft silt and soft 
clay are recorded in the papers, "The Measurement of Soil Pressures 
on the Lining of the Midtown Hudson Tunnel," by G. M. Rapp and 
A. H. Baker, Proc. Intern. Con!. Soil Mech., Cambridge, Ma..9S., 1936, 
Vol. II, pp. 150-156; "Liner-Plate Tunnels on the Chicago, (Ill.) 
Subway," by K. Terzaghi, Trans. ASCE, Paper 2200, Vol. 108, 1943, 
pp. 970-1007; "Earth Pressure on Tunnels," by W. S. Housel, Trans. 
ASCE, Paper 2200, Vol. 108, 1943, pp. 1037-1058; and "Shield 'funnels 
of the Chicago Subway," by K. Terzaghi, J. Boston Soc. Civil Engrs., 
Vol. 29, 1942, pp. 163-210. 

Opinions are divided concerning the assumptions on which the design 
of the permanent linings of earth tunnels should be based. In this con
nection the two last· mentioned papers by Ie Terzaghi may be consulted. 
See also G. L. Groves, "Tunnel Linings with Special Reference to a New 
Form of Reinforced Cuncrete Lining," J. Inst. Civil Engrs. (London), 
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Paper 5304, March 1943, pp. 29-(i4j discussion", October 1943, pp. 
357-365. 

CULVERT DESIGN 

Culverts are tunnel-like water conduits constructed in open cutR and 
subsequently buried. If a culvert is located on a nOlll'igid base, it is acted 
upon not only by earth pre"sure but also by bending in a vertical plane 
through its 10ngitudinaJ axis, on account of the trough-shaped settle
ment of tho base of the fill. It is also subjected to axial tension because 
of the shearing stresses that increase the width of the base of the fill. The 
failure of culvertR by axial tension is not uncommon. 

The distribution of the earth pressure on the outside of culverts de
pends to a large extent on the stiffness of the culvert walls and the 
compressibility of the backfill on the sides of the culvert. In the existing 
methods of culvert design, this important fact has not yet be_¥n ade
quately considered. Most of the methods are based on the assumption 
that the culvert is rigid. A"l consequence, the real hen ding moments in 
the \valls of culverts with a rectangular cross section or in the shells of 
culverts with a circular cross section are likely to be very much smaller 
than the computed ones. When the references are consulted, this fact 
should be kept in mind. 

A review of present American practice in culvert design can be found 
in L. I. Hewes; American Highway Pmctice, Wiley, New York, 1942, 
Vol. II, Appendixes I and II. See also Handbook of Culvert and Drainage 
Practice, Armco International Corporation, Middletown, Ohio, 1938, 
pp. 11-118. The results of measurements of the earth pressure on a cut
and-cover conduit in service were published in "Achieving Strength and 
Tightness in Cut-and-Cover Conduit" by D. B. Gumensky, Eng. News
Record, Vol. 117,1936, pp. 633-635. Under different conditions of backfill 
and culvert rigidity entirely different results would have been obtained. 

GROUTING WITH CEMENT AND CHEMICALS 

Grouting serves either to reduce the quantity of water that percolates 
into an excavation 01' ebe to increase the bearing capacity of the soil. If 
the effective size of a sand or a sand-gravel mixture is greater than about 
1 mm, the soil can be transformed into concrete by injecting cement 
grout into its interstices under pressure. Fine and very fine sands have 
been solidified by the successive injection of two differont chemicals that 
react in the voids to form a hard and fairly impermeable binder. Reduc~ 
tion of the permeability of fine and very fine sands without appreciable 
increase in strength can be achieved by injecting a single solution that 
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. precipitates a gel one or several hours after injection. Neither method 
can be used with any prospect for success in fIne silt or cilLy, hecause the 
low permeability of these Roils prevents impregnation within a rca.,-;onahle 
length of time. 

A review of the principal methods of grouting and of the conditions 
for their successful application can be found in "Opening Di"cmssion 
M-6" by K. Terzaghi, Proc. Intern. Conf, Soil Meeh. Cambridge, Mass., 
1936, Vol. III, pp. 180-182. The same Proceedings contain the articles, 
"A New Method of Impermeabilizing and Imprmring the Physical 
Properties of Pervious Subsoils hy Injecting Bituminous EmulRions," by 
J. H. Pfeiffer, Vol. I, pp. 263-266; and "The Foundation of the Building 
La Baloise in Lugano, Switzerland, Involving Modern Methods in Deep 
Foundation Technique," by G. D. Rodio, Vol. III, pp. 215-226. Some 
practical applications of the two-chemical method for grouting .fine sand 
are described in "Use of Silicification for Construction in Running 
Ground, Process of H. Joosten" (in French), by K Poh1, Genie Civil 
(Paris), Vol. C, Jan. 2, 1932, pp. 14-17. 

Occasionally coarse-grained soils have been grouted with clay or 
bentonite suspensions, but the published data do not yet permit defining 
the conditions for succesHful application of this method. 
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wash, 260 

borrow pit, 376ff, 385ff 
1301'ssole, 359 
Boston, 456 
boulders, 5 
boundary conditions, earLh-prcAsure, 141, 

153 
hydmulic, 222, 23S, 244 

boundary film, 114 
BoussineRq's equations, 202, 203 
box-shear apparatus, 78t! 
bmces, 844 

trench, 344 
bracing in open cuts, 137, 192, 342ff 
breakwuler, 399 
brick, 125 
bridge abutmentR, 323, 326 
bridge pier, 4\)0 

failure, 409, 413 
British Dominions, 378 
Brownian movement, 14 
building code, 414, 410 
bulb piles, 481 
bulging, failure by, in compression test" 

107 
bulkheads, sheet-pile, 538 
bulking, 118, 125 
btllldozers, 382 
bull's liver, 0, 330 
Bureau of Public RondR, 383 
Bureau of Reclamation, 273, 514 
Burma, 408, 413 

CaisRon, 486 
compressed-air, 486 
drilled-in, 486 
in soft cby, 520 
open, 486, 487 
sinking, 486 
skin friction on, 480, 490 

calcite, 20, 28 
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calcium carbonate, sand cementeu by, 81 
calcium in ground water, 533 
calibration of subsurface soundingR, 205 
caliche, 8 
California, 401, 526 

Division of Highways, 398 
Camden, N. J., 338 
Ca-montmorillonite, 13 
Canada, 289,362,372,388,444 
Canal Zone, 462 
capillary, 130 
capillary forces, 249, 337 
capillary movement, 118 
capillary pressure, 126 
capillary rise, 133 

hcight, 115, 116 
rate, 116 

capillary saturation, 249 
capillary siphoning, 117 
capillary tube, 115 
carbonate contcnt, 38 
carbon dioxidc, effect on concrete, 533, 

534 
casing, 260, 268, 272 
cllst-in-plc1ce piles, 481, 485 
cathode, 129, 340 
cation, 11 
cement, Portland, 534 

sulphate-resistant, 534 
cement aggregate, 88 
cemented sand, shearing resistance, 82 
cement grout, 363, 383, 541 
centrifuge method (mechanical analysis), 

18 
centrifuge methods (drainage), 121 
Charleston, S. C., 462 
chemical grouting, 540 
Chicago, 303, 350ff 

method of excavation for piers, 487, 
520ff 

subway, 268, 310, 353, 524 
Union Station, 493 

Chicopee, Mass" 288 
Chile, 401 
Chingford Dam, 401 
chlorine in water, 533 
chopping bit, 260, 262 
cinders, rolled, 399 
circle, critical, 184 

mid-point, 185, 39S 

circle, of rupture, 98 
of stress, Mohr's, 97 
slope, 185,360 
toe, 185, 191, 360 

clas.~ificntion, of soils, 3, 37 
tests, 3, 38 

Claverack Creek, 368 
clay, 6, 22, 23, 38 

air-dry, 125 
allowable pressure on, 428 
bentonitic, 526 
caissons iu, 520 
compressibility, 58ff, 61ff, 72, 304ff 
compression, 74, 75 
consistency, 25, 30ff, 267, 268, 274, 

277,300 
consolidation, 74ff, 88, 120, 131, 132, 

399,404,432, 437,473,475ff, 479, 
497,527 

cuts in, 195, 349ff, 360, 303ff, 517 
extrasensitive, 31, 62, 63, 66, 67, 101, 

260, 304, 354, 361 
fissured, 25, 181, 257, 343, 363ff, 431 
flood plain, 257 
footings on, 428ff 
glacial, 29, 32, 258, 268, 290, 302, 303, 

306 
inorganic, index: properties, 34 
normally loaded, 61ff, 72, 88, 304, 432, 

438,492 
organic, 6, 29, 34, 38,47 
piers OD, 492 
precompressed, 67ff, 72, 87, 260, 306, 

378,433 
rafts aD, 444ff 
remolded, 31 

see also remolded clay 
residual, 105 
sensitivity, 31, 38, 61ff, 66, 67, 101, 

108, 260, 301, 304, 307, 354, 362 
shafts in, 520 
shearing resistance, 87ff, 103, 299ff, 

321, 361, 429 
slides in, 91, 181ff, 360ff, 398ff 
stiff, see fissured clay, precompressed 

clay 
stress-strain charn.cteristics, 106, 109, 

210 
swe~ing, 60, 65, 110, 12S, 363, 378,389 
varved, 8, 270, 289, 368ff 
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clay backfill, 314, 322 
clay fill, sheu,ring resistance, 89, 92, 382, 

389 
clay flow, 361 
clay mineraL'l, 13 
clay-puddle core, 378, 499 
clay-size particle, 23 
clay strata, compressibility, 61ff, 6711, 

304ff 
shearing resistance, 90, 103, 29!Jff, 3m, 

429 
clay structure, quickRand concept, 104 
clean gravel, permeability, 48 
clean snnd, permeability, 48 
Cleveland, Ohio, 290, 307 
closed system (frosL action), 132, 320 
cluster structure, 26, 47 
Cobsock Bay, 398 
coefficient, of active earth prcssure, 140 

of compressibility, 64 
of consolidation, 76, 238 

relation to liquid limit, 76 
of earth pressurD at rest, 140 
of internal friction, 81 
of passive earth pressure, 140 
of permeability, 20, 43, 45, 29711, 330, 

331 
increase due to boiling, 54 

of subgrade l'ecj,ction, 214 
uniformity, 21, 3D, 101, 330 
of viscosity, 46 
of volume compressibility, 64, 209 

cofferdam, 230, 538 
cohesion, 16, 185, 321 

apparcnt, 82, 118, 126, 127 
of clay fills, 89 
of loess, 359 

cohesive backfill, 3H 
cohesive soil, active earth pressure, 147 

pussive earth pressure, 149, 162 
slide in, 91, 18Hf, 360ff, 398ff 

colloidal fmet.ion, 21 
colloidal particles, 13 
colloidal properties, 13 
colloidal state, 13 
color, 7, 34, 38, 269, 301 

change in, due to drainage, 12 
of loess, 7 

Colorado, 410 
Colorado River, 409, 413 

combined footing, 407 
compacting effect of vibrations, 11111, 

374, 379, 424 
compaction, 372fI 

by explosions, 380 
by pile driving, 379, 380 
by rolling, 373, 388 
by tamping, 373 
by vibration, 111, 373, 379 
by watering, 374 
methods, 372ff 

compaction piles, 466 
compaction tests, 381 
composite filt.er, 61 
composite grains, 25 
('omposite shore deposits, 287, 303 
composite soil, method of dnscribing, 37 
composite surface of sliding, 191, 36611, 

403 
compressed-ail' method, 341, 453, 486ff, 

523,532 
compressibilit.y, 21, 34, 35, 40 

coefficiel1 t, 64 
influence, of grain ;;hape on, 57 

of liquid limit on, 72 
on strength of clay fills, 89 

of clay, 58ff, BIff, 72, 304ff 
of normally loaded day, 61ff, 72, 304£f 
of precomprcssecl CliLY, 60, 70, 72, 306 
of sand, 60 
of sand-mica rni'{tures, 58 

compression, of day, 74, 75 
time rate, 59 

see also consolidation, mio 
compression index, 65,305, 307,432 

relation to liquid limit, 66 
compression ratio, 306 
compression test, confined, 5B 

triaxial, 80, 93ff, 99, 108 
ullconfined, I06ff, 268 

compressive strength, confined, 98,99 
ullconfined, 30 

see also unconfmed comprcssive 
strengt.h 

concrete deteriorat.ion, 531ft 
concrete piles, 481 
conditions, artesian, 337 
confined compression test, 56 
confined comprcssive sLrcngl.h, 98,99 
G(Jnfining pressure, 98, 211 
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conical piles, 481 
Connecticut, 401 
consistency, 25 . 

of clay, 30ff, 267, 268, 274, 277, 300 
influence on shearing resistance, 89, 

92 
relative, 27, 33 

eonsolidated-quick-shear value, 251 
consolidlLted-quick test, 79, 80ff, 94ff 

on l'cmolded clay, 87ff 
on sand, 83ff 
on silt, 86 

consolidation, 74 
coefficient, 76, 238 

relation to liquid limit, 76 
degree, 75, 237 

influcmce on shoaring; resist,lmce, 7!l 
time required, 76 

drainage by, 120 
of ~lay, 74ff, 88, 120, 131, 132, 399, 

404, 432, 437, 473, 475ff, 479, 497, 
527 

progress, 233 
rate, 75, 237 
theory, 78, 233ff, 391 

consolidation lino, Hold, 62, 64, 65 
for extrasensitivc clay, 63 
for pre compressed clay, 70 

consolidation pressure, 233 
maximum, 70, 71 

consolidation stress, 233 
consolidation tests, 72, 73 

results, 70, 76 
constant-head permeameter, 45, 48 
construction of flow net, 224ff 
contact angle, 115 
contact face, 161, 162 
contact moisture, 118, 125 
contact pressure, due to soil moisture, 

118, 126 
on footing, 173, 202, 213, 441 
on base of retaining wall, 215, 325 

continental ice sheet, 289 
continuity condition for flow, 49, 221 
continuous footing, ;67, 407 
Corpus Christi Dam failure, 514 
Coulomb's equation, 97 
Coulomb's theol'Y, of active earth pres

sure, 153i'f, 184, 193 
of passive earth prossure, 162 

Coulomb value of earth pressure, 313, 
323, 347 

cracks, 181, 388 
hair, 25, 137, 181, 257, 363, 431, 434 
shrinkage, 128 
tension, 182, 343 

creep, line (hydraulics), 503, 504 
(shear) 89 

creep ratio (hydraulics), 503 
weighted, 504, 505 

critical circle (stability of slopes), 184 
critical head (hydraulics), 505, 507, 511 
critical height (stability of slopes), 185, 

189, 368, 518 
critical hydraulic gradient, 54 
criticalldad on footing, 167 
critical range of vibrations, 113 
critical void ratio, 85, 101, 425 
crusts, dry, 68 
Culmann line, 154 
Culmanll's procedure for computing 

earth pressure, 154 
culverts, 540 
curveS of equal settlement, 304, 471, 476 
cutoffs, 297, 497, 499, 500, 503, 512 
cuts, 342 

bracing in, 192, 342ff 
deep, 343,345 
hcave of bottom in, 196, 352, 518 
in clay, 195, 349ff, 360, 363ff, 517 
in sand, 193, 346ff, 358, 359,517 
shallow, 343 
wet, 365 

cyclic loading, effect on clay, 71 

dam, Algerian, 502 
Arkabutla, 246 
bear-trap, 513 
Bonneville, 338 
Chingford, 401 
Corpus Christi, 514 
earth,386 
Elwha River, 511 
Fifteen-Mile Falls, 329 
Fort Peck, 391 
foundations, 494ff 
Franklin Falls, 310, 381, 502 
Germantown, 391 
Granville, 310, 502 
Hauser Lake, 511 
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dam, hydraulic fill, 389ff 
Kingsley, 391 
Lafayette, 401, 406 
Marshall Creek, 401, 406 
Mud Mountain, 377, 381 
Narora, 503 
rock fill, 497, 489, 502, 512 
San Gabriel No. 1,394 
stability, 242ff, 386ff 
storage, 250, 386ff 
Svir 3, 310, 495 
Taylorsville, 391 

damage, frost, 119, 320, 408 
to buildings, Ill, 422, 446 

Danish Railways, sounding mothods, 277 
Danube River, 492 
Darcy's law, 44, 45, 54, 219, 228, 237 
dead load on footings, 439 
decompression curve, 60, 107 

equation, 65 
deep cuts, 348, 345, 517, 518 
deep-well drainage, 335 
defiocculating agent, 18 
deformation condition, 141ff, 149, 153, 

159, 166, 192ff, 345 
degree, of compaction, 112, 282 

of consolidation, 76, 237 
influence on shearing resistance, 79 
time required, 76 

of permeability, 331 
of saturation, 27, 127 
of sensitivity, 31, 108, 304, 362 

delta, 330 
delta deposits, 286, 287, 28\J 
Denison sampler, 273 
density, dry, 376, 384 

relative, 27, 33, 82, 109, 274, 278ff, 
294ft', 309, 359, 420, 427, 447, 469, 
488 

deposits, delta, 286, 287, 289, 
flood plain, 286 
fluvioglacial, 19 
glacial, 19, 275, 286ff, 290, 302ff, 330 
lacustrine, 330 
marine, 330 
river, 286, 330 
shore, 259, 286, 287, 303, 307 
wind laid, 286, 287, 330, 355, 359 

depth, of bridge pier foundation, 409 
of building foundation, 407 

depth, of exploratory borings, 292 
of foundation, 167, 407, 409 
of frost penetration, 323, 408 
significant, 418, 427, 428 

see al.~o seat, of settlement 
depth factor, 186 
depth ratio, 422, 425 
desiccu,tion, 123, 126, 127, 269, 301, 337, 

351,409 
drainage by, 120 
precompression by, 68, 72, 73 

design load, for footings, 439 
for piles, 460, 481 

design of pile foundation, 458ff 
deterioration, of concrete, 531, 532 

of roadbed, 383 
of soil, 354, 364, 365 

detritus, 366, 357 
detritus slide, 357 
diagram, Mohr's, 96 

Mohr's rupture, 98 
resistance (pile driving), 463 

diatomaceous earth, 8 
differential settlement, 201, 209, 408, 412, 

421ff, 432,438, 445, 454,471,476, 
491, 494, 515ff, 528, 530 

dike, 385 
Hartford, 401 

dilatancy, 38, 82, 84 
of remolded clay, 87 

direct-shear appamtus, 78, 70 
direct-shear test, 78 
discharge velocity, 42, 43, 220 
dispersion, 14 

inadequate, 18 
displacement method of fill construction, 

396 
distribution of settlement, see differential 

settlement 
disturbance, due to pile driving, 462, 528 

of structure of clay, 64 
ditch, drainage, 123, 512 
drag of percolating water, 54 
drainage, 50, 119, 329ff 

by air invasion, 120 
by consolidation, 120 
by desiccation, 120 
by electro-osmosis, 120, 129, 131, 340 
by frost action, 120 
by gmvity, 120, 122, 330ff 
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drainage, by pumping from sumps, see 
sumps 

by sand piles, 380 
deep well, 335 
linear, 238 
of backfill, 318ff, 328 
of slopes, 358, 363, 365, 370, 371 
rate, 123 
Siemens method, 333, 334, 346 
suction methods, 121 
vacuum method, 383, 337, 488 
well-point mothod, 120, 120, 333, 334, 

336, 428, 442, 452, 488 
drainage characteristics of Boils, 48 
drainage ditch, 123, 512 
drainage galleries, Ill), 123 
drainage layers, 322 
drain pipes, 512 
drains, 365 

cardboard, 398 
hard cOrG, 365 

drawdown, 85, 250, 251 
slow, 250 
sudden, 243, 246, 248 

drawdown st!,te, 243, 250 
dredging, 341, 352, 486, 488, 523 
drilled-in caisson, 486 
drill holes, see bOl'in~ 
drilling mud, 273 
drop hammer, 178 
dry density, 376, 384 
dry sand, shearing resistance, 81, 92 
dry strength, 33, 35, 38 
dry weight, 384, 388 
dune sand, 330 
dynamic resistance (pile driving), 177 
dynamic sounding method,~, 270ff 
dynamite, 380, 396, 528 

ellrth dams, 386ff 
stability, 242ff 

earth pressure, 137ff 
against bracing in open cut, 192ff, 

345ff . 

against retaining walls, 144ff, 153ff, 
312ff 

at refit, 140, 146, 323 
Coulomb's theory, 153ff, 162, 313, 347 
duo to line load, 155ff, 318 
passive, 160ff, 324 

earth pressure, point of application, 158ff, 
31llff 

Rankine's theory, 1<14ff, 193, 313, 349 
f.larth-pl'essure line, 164 
earthquakes, 528, 529 
Eau Brink cut, 372 
odgc action, 169 
effective grain size, 21, 44, 116, 121, 

333 
effective pressure, 61 
effective streBR, 52 
efficiency equations, 479, 484 
Egypt, 311 
elalltic equilibrium, state, 141 
elallticity, modulus, 106 
elastic solid, streSS and strain in, lOOIf 
elastic wave, 281 
Elbe river, 532 
electric conductivity of soil, 281 
electric dOllble layer, 129 
electric potential method (geophysieal 

exploration), 281 
electrode, 129, 281 
electrolyte, 11 
electro-osmosis, drainage by, 120, 129, 

131, 334, 340 
electro-osmotic phenomenon, 129 
elutriation, 17, 18 
Elwha River Dam, 511 
embankment, Wghway, 246, 537 
empirical1'l1les, 254, 327 
engine, vibrating, 113 
Engineering News formUla, 178, 464, 467 
England, 332, 401 
equilibrium, elastic state, 141 

plastic state, 137ff, 152, 168, 196, 213 
Rankine states, 138ff, 145, 168, 356 

equipotentiallino, 221 
equivalent-fluid method (retaining-wall 

design), 314 
equivalent unit weight (hydraulic-fill 

dams),391 
Erie, Lake, 306, 307 
erosion, 355, 360, 508, 538 

backward, see erosion, subsurface 
subsurface, 61, 230, 331, 341, 362, 394, 

602, 506, 507, 509, 511 
underground, see erosion, subsurface 

erosive capacity of spring, 509 
erratic deposit, 274, 303, 307 
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erratic soil structure, 257 
esker, 330 
evaporB,tion, 122, 124 

rate, 125, 126 
excavation, lowering water table by, 524 

of sbaft, 486, 491 
settlement due to, 516, 523 
stress rbange due to, 110, 207 

excess hydrostatic pressure, 42, 84, 222ff, 
230iI, 234f'f, 401 II 

excess load, on footing, 439 
on raft, 444 

cxploratory borings, 258ff, 285, 302, 329, 
343 

uepth, 292 
spacing, 291ff 

extrl1scnsitive cItty, 31, 67, 101, 260 
compressibility, 63 
field consolidation line for, 63 

factor, bearing capacity, 170ff, 425 
dcpth,185 
of safety, 310 

against base failuro of fill or dam, 
395, 398, 399, 403, 405, 494, 497 

against brenJdng of foundation into 
ground, 411, 420, 429ff, 443if, 
455, 458, 465, 468, 490 

against piping, 232, 505ff 
of bottom of cut ngainl-lt heave, 197, 

352 
of bracing in cuts, 348, 352 
of dam embankment, 242, 245ff, 

388, 390 
of retaining wall, 324 
of slope, 181, 184, 188ff, 361 

stability, 185 
time, 289 

failure, base, 90, 182, 191, 360, 395, 398, 
399, 403, 405, 494, 497 

by heave (bottom of cut), 196ff, 352, 
453,518 

by piping (heave), 230, 502 
see also erosion, subsurface 

by sinking, 894 
by spreading, 366, 394, 401, 402, 403, 

497 
by subsurface erosion, 230, 502 

see also erosion, subsurface 
druwdolVll, 24.3ff 

failure, of bridge piers, 409, 413 
of slope, 18111, 354[ 
progres~ive, 90, 91, 92, 346, 380 
slope, 182 

failure load in load test" 418 
fn.lling-head permen,meter, 45, '48 
fl1t cItty, 25 . 
fn.vorn.ble ground, 855 
field consolid!Ltion line, 62, 64 

equn.tion, 65 
for cxtraseusitive clay, 63 
for precompressed clay, 70 

field observutions, 310, 327, 356 
field records, 266 
Fifteen-Mile Fulls dam, 329 
fills clay, shearing resistanr:e, 89, 92, 382, 

389 
degree of compaction, 112, 282 
railroad, 381 
rock, 399, 497, 498, 502, 512 

filter, 50, 119, 246, 334, 337, 512, 513 
composite, 50, 51 
grn.ded, 51, 511 
inverted, 232, 362, 511 
loaded, 55, 232 
toe,3S9 

filter layer, 323 
filter lining, 525 
filter skin, '16, 298 
filter well, 120, 123, 297, 332, 336, 398, 

405,512 
firm base, 185 
fis~ures, see clay, fissured 
fln.ky constituents, 10 
floating pile fOllndations, 477 
flocculent structure, 14, 21 
flocks, 18 
flood-plain deposits, 257, 286 
flow, clay, 361 

continuity of, 49, 221 
flow channel, 222 
:(low line, 41, 220, 221 
flow net, 220, 225, 226, 228, 231, 244, 

24G 500, 501, 509, 510, 511 
construcLion, 221 

flow value, 98 
Flushing .!vIcndowR, L. 1., 311 
fluviogbcinl deposits, 19, 286 
Folkestone Warren, 372 
foating foundatioll, 407, 413ff 
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footings, circular, bearing capacity, 172 
combined, 407 
eontact pressure on, 212 
continuous, 167,407 

benring capacity, 160 
distribution of pressure on base, 173 
layout, 44.1 
londs on, 439 
on clay, 428ff 
on loess, 434 
on sand, 419ff 
on silt, 434 
pile-supported, 459 
shallow, 167 
spread, 167, 407 
square, bearing captwity, 172 

forced vibrations, 111 
forecast of settlelllcnt, see settlement 

computation 
Fort Peck Dam, 391 
Fort William, Ont., 493 
foundation, dam, 494ff, 502ff 

depth, 167, 407, 409 
footing, 407, 413ff 
for retaining WILli, 323ff 
pier, 484ff 
pile, 456fI 
raft, 443ff 
spread, 407 

fraction, colloidal, 21 
macroscopic, 20 
microscopic, 20 

fractions, grain-size, 22 
soil,9 

Fn1nkfurt, 363 
Franklin F1111s durn, 381, 502 
freezing, zone, 131 
freezing method for sl1rnpling sand, 272, 

296 
frequency, 111, 528 
friction, angle of internal, sec angle of 

internal friction 
at boundaries of cl:ty strata, 56 
betweon soil and w[1ter, 56 
int(JrUlil, see angJe of intHrnal friction 
negative sIan, 474 
skin,177 . 

on c!tissons, 489 
on piles, 460 

wall, 151,321 

friction pile, 177, 456 
friction-pile foundation, 468 
frost action, 119, 120, 131ff, 318,320,322, 

327, 365, 408 
frost penetration, depth, 323, 408 

galleries, drainage, 119, 123 
Ganges River, 503 
gas content of soil, 28 
general state of plastic equilibrium, 

141 
geological origin of soil, 7, 10, 19, 21 
geological processes, 67, 285 
geology, 70, 285, 286ff, 290, 292ff, 308, 

367,404 
geophysical methods, 281ff 
Germantowll dam, 391 
Germany, 323, 332, 363, 374, 383, 434, 

528, 531, 532 
glacial C111Y, 29, 32, 258, 268, 290, 302, 

303, 306 
glacinl deposits, 19, 29, 32, 286, 287, 303, 

330 
glacial outwash, 286 
glilcial till, 29, 388 

permeability, 48 
Gow method of excavation for piors, 

487 
gradient, critical hydraulic, 54 

hydraulic, 42, 220, 223, 230, 503 
pressure, 42 

gN,ding, see grain-size distribution 
grain elevator, failure, 455 
grain properties, 38 
grains, composite, 25 
grain size, effective, 21, 44, 116, 121, 

333 
grain-size characteristics, 21 

see also grain-size distribution 
practical significance, 19 

grain-size cw:ve, logarithmic, 18 
grain-size distribution, 19, 36, 37, 30, 

388, 391, 506 
grain-size fractions, 17, 22 
grain-size frequency curve, 20 
Grand Trunk Pacific bridge, Fort 

William, Ont., 493 
Granville Dam, 310, 502 
gravel, 6, 37, 38, 55, 508 

permeability, 48 
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gravitational method of geophysical 
exploration, 281 

gravity drainage, 120, 122, 330ff 
gravity slides, 369 
Great Britain, 378 
Great Lakes, 125, 289 
ground, favombJe, 355 

lost, 520 
troublesome, 356, 370 

grout, cement, 363, 383, 540 
gumbo, 6,38 

hair cracks, 25, 137 181, 257, 363, 431, 
434 

half-closed layer, 236 
hammer, drop, 178 

steam, 178 
hand-carved samples, 268 
hard-core drains, 365 
hardening, thixotropic, 391 
hardpan, 6, 37, 38 
Hartford dike, 401 
Hauser Lake dam, 511 
Hazen's method, 21 
head, critical, 505, 507, 511 

hydraulic, 41, 45, 220 
piezometric, 41, 52 
position, 41 

header pipe, 120, 338, 335 
heave, due to frost action, 119, 131ff, 318, 

320, 322, 327, 365, 408 
duc to seepage pressure, 230, 332, 336, 

33~ 340, 502, 506, 507 
due to swelling, 128, 452 
of baso of embankment, 3\)\), 401 
of bottom of cut, 11)6, 352, 360, 366, 

450,451 
heavy-liquid method, 522 
hQight, critical (suabiliLy of slopes), 185, 

189, 368, 518 
of capillary rise, 115, 116 

high-level state, 242 
highway embankments, 246, 537 
highways, 537 
Hiley pile formula, 465 
Holland, 359, 385, 473, 527, 529 
honeycombed structure, 14, 24, 103 
Houston Street subway, New York, 

296 
sounding method for, 280 

Hudson, N. Y., 368 
Hudson River valley, 369 
humid room, 125 
humidity, relative, 123, 126 
hydraulic boundary conditions, 222, ::l3B, 

244 
hydraulic-fiU dams, 389ft' 
hydraulic gradient, 42, 220, 223, 230, 

503 
hydraulic head, 41, 45, 220 
hydrogen SUlphide, effcct on concrete, 

531,533 
hygroscopic moisture, 125 
hysteresis loop, 60, 107 
hysteresis modulus, 107 

ice layers, 131, 320, 408 
ice sheet, continental, 289 
illite, 12, 21, 28 
immature residual soil, 19 
Imperial Valley, Calif., 125 
inadequate dispersion, 18 
incipient failure, 91 
index, compression, 65, 305, 307, 432 

statistical relation to liquid limil., 
66 

plasticity, 33, 34, 39, 384 
swelling, 65, 378 

index properties, 3, 37, 39, 40, 285, 294, 
302, 305, 362, 386 

India, 503 
influcnce area, 205 
initial consistency of clay fill, influence 

on cohesion, 89, 92 
initial tangent modulus, 107, 109, 211, 

419 
inorganic clay, 34 

see also chy 
influence of remolding on permeabiliLy, 

47 
inorganic silt, 5, 34, 38, 48 
inorganic silty soils, 34 
internal friction, see angle of internal 

friction 
internal scour, 45 
inverted filter, 232, 362, 511 
ion, 11, 129 • 
isochrone, 75, 234ff 
isotropy, transverse, 25, 227 
Istanbul, 432, 516 
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Italy, 400 

Japan, 401 
jetting, 272 
joints, see clay, fissured 
Joosten method, 333, 541 

Kansas, 401 
kaolinite, 12, 21, 28 
Kiel canal, 396, 397 
kieselguhr, B 
Kingsley Darn, 391 
Knickerbocker Portland Cement com~ 

pany, 368 
Kobe, Japan, 401 

lacustrine deposit, 330 
Lafayette Dam, 401, 406 
lagging, 344, 345, 520 
Lake Erie, 306, 307 
L!Lke Michigan, 413 
lake marl, 8, 38 
laminated soil, 256 

see also clay, varved 
Laplace's equation, 221 
large-diameter samples, 269ff 
Jaw, Darcy's, 44, 45, 54, 219, 228, 

237 
Poiseuille's, 44 
Stokes's, 17 

lityCl', 129 
adsorbed, 11, 16, 21, 131 

thickness, 12 
drainage, 322 
filter, 323 
half~losed, 235 
ice, 131, 320, 408 
open, 235 
summer, 289 
winter, 289 

layout of footings, 441 
lean clay, 25 
Levee, Pendleton, 406 
levees, 385, 386 
limit, liquid, 32 

see also liquid limit 
plastic, 33 

see also plastic limit 
shrinkage, 33 

,~ee also shrinkage limit 

limit, sticky; 33 
limits, Atterberg, 82 

see also Attcrbcrg limits 
line, of creep, 503 

of rupture, 98, 99 
of sliding, see surfaee of sliding 

linear drainage, 238 
line load, earth pressure due to, 155, 

315, 318 
lining, filter, 525 

permeable, 525 
liquefaction, during pile driving, 462 

spontaneous, 100ff, 339, 359, 394, 
424 

liquid limit, 82ff, 38, 61, 67, 87, 259, 290, 
293, 303, 304, 307, 351, 362, 378, 
384, 432, 461 

influence on compressibility, 72 
rate of evaporation at, 125 
relation, to coefficient of consolidation, 

76,77 
to compression index, 66 

live load on footings, 439 
load, critical, on footing, 167 

dead, on footings, 489 
design, on footings, 439 
excess, on footings, 489 

on rafts, 444 
failure, in load test, 418 
live, on footings, 439 
maximum live, on footings, 489 
negative, 453 
normal live, on footings, 489 
positive, 453 
safe design, on piles, 466 
settlement in proximity of, 515 

loaded filter, 55, 232 
load-settlement curve, for bearing test, 

415 
for test pile, 467 

load test, 415, 420, 431 
on piles, 466 
standard, 296, 426 

loess, 7, 38, 287, 330, 355, 359 
allowable soil pressure on, 434 
cohesion, 359 
footings on, 434 
modified, 7, 38 
slopes on, 359 

loess loam, 8, 330 
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logarithmic spiral, 1133, 194 
London, 378, 401 
Long Island, N. Y., 311 
Los Angeles, '184 
losses due to seepage, 499 
lost ground, 520 
Lynn, Mass., 296, 420 

machinery, vibrating, 111,424, 528 
macroscopic fractiun, 20 
Maine, 362, 398 
Manual of American Railway Engineer-

ing Association, 328 
U1::Lrcasite, effect on concrete, 531 
marine deposits, 330 
marl, 8, 38 

effect of remolding on permeability, 47 
lake, 8 

Marshall Creek dam, ·101, ,106 
master plots of grain-size curves, 23 
mat, 407, 443 

see also raft 
mature soil, 19 
ml1,ximum live load on footing, 439 
mechltnical analysis, 9, 20, 22, 38 
Memphis, 509 
meniscus, 115 
method, asphalt injection for smnpling 

sand,2H6 
tLver!1gt' stress (stability of slopeR), 31)5 
see also pitlRticity method, 91, \)3 
bll1Sting, for eKt,ltblishing base of em-

bankment, 3H6 
Chicago, of pier exettvation, 487, 520ff 
eornpressed air, 3-11, 453, 486ff, 523, 

532 
displacement, for constructing fills, 396 
elasticity (stability of slopes), 91, 93 
eleetric potential (geophysical ex-

ploration), 281 
electro-osmotic (drainage), 120, 129, 

131, 334, 340 
equivalent fluid (rebining-wall de-

sign), 314 
freezing, for sampling sand, 296 
geophysical (soil exploration), 281 
Gow, of pier excavation, 487 
gravitational (soil exploration), 281 
heavy liquid, for excavliting shafts, 

522 

method, Joosten, of chemical ~olidifica
tion, 333, 541 

load te:ot, of determining bearing 
caplLcity, 431 

obserVlltionaI, 308, 494 
plasticity (stability of slopeR), 91, 93 
Proctor, 376 
seismic (soil exploration), 281, 282 
Siemens, of dminage, 333, 334, 346 
vacuum, of drainage, 333, 337, 488 
well point, of draimlge, 120, 129, 333, 

384, 336, 428, 442, 452, 488 
methods, of compaction, 372ff 

of drainage, 8ee drairuige 
Mexico, 455 
Mexico Oity, 432, 526, 527 
mica, IS, 20, 26, 45 

influence on compressibility, 57 
micaceous inorganic soil, 33 
micaceous soil, pcrrne:lbility, 47 
mica-sane[ mixtureR, compressibility, 58 
microscopic fmction, 20 
mid-point circle, 185, 398 
Midtown Hudson Tuunel, 530 
Mississippi Rivlll', 330, 385, 500 

bridge at New Orleans, 311 
Missouri Rive!', 330 
MIT classificlttion, 22 
modified loess, 7, 38 
modulu!l, hysteresis, 107 

initial tangent, 107, 109, 211, 419 
of elasticity, 106 
sccant, 107 

Ivlohr's circle of stress, 97 
:Mohr's diagram, 96 
l\Iohl"s rupture diagmm, 98 
moisture, contact, 118, 125 

hygroHellpic, 125 
soil, 117, 12(i 

moisture content, opUmurn, 373, 37G 
moisture-content control, 373 
moisture-density curves, 376 
molecular a,ttrnction, 119 
Montana, 511 
montmorillonite, 12, 13, 15, 21, 28, 377 
Mud Mountain dalll, 377, 381 
mud rock flow, 358 
mud SPlltos, 358 
multiple-stage setup, 335 
Munich, 520 
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Muskegon, Mich., 296 
Muskinguffi, Ohio, 3!.l3, 502 

N a-ulOntmorillonite, 13 
Naror:;. Dam, 503 
natuml frcqwmcy, 111 
natural raft:;, 453, 492 
natuml void mtio, 37, 38, 271 
natural W:Lter content, 33, 37, 38, 67, 72, 

104, 258, 2S0, 290, 302, 303,30Sff 
Ncckar Hiver, 531 
neg[l,tive IOltd, 453 
negative skin fricl.ion, 474 
Netherlands Public Works DOptlrtmcnt, 

277 
neutral pressure, 52 

see also porc-water pressurc 
ncutral stress, 52, 55, 114, 1l0, 137, 2Hl 
New England, 133 
New Mcxico, J25 
New OdCftnS, 311, 465 
New York, 525 
nonyiclding rchtining walls, 323 
normal frequency curve, 18 
nOl'mullive load on footings, 439 
normally loaded clay, 61ft' 

compressibility, 60, 72, 304, 402 
footings on, 432, 438 
shearing resistance, 88 

normal stresR, 52, 06ff 
North America, geologic literature on, 

290 

observl1tionaJ method, 219, 308, 494 
obscrvations, sci~mographic, 530 

settlement, 523, 530 
observlttion wells, 284, 337, 512, 513 
odor, 38 
Ohio, 357 

sounding lncthod, 279 
open cRisson, 486, 487 
open cuts, sec cuts 
open layer, 236 
open system (frost aution), 132, 320 
optimuIll moi~ture c:ontent, 373, 376 
optimum rtmge (vibrations), 628 
Oregon, 338 
organic clay, 5, 2D, 34, 38 

effect of remolding on permeability, 
'17 

organic material, influence on cornpreR
sibility, 72 

organic silt, 6, 34, 38, 395 
permeability, 48 

organic soil, 6, 33, 34 
outwash pll1ins, 330 
overburden pressure, 211,524 

on normally londed clay, 61 
on prccompressed clay, 68 

Palll1ma Canal, 354 
particles, colloidnl, 13 
Passamaquoddy, Me., 308, 406 
passive earth pressure, 160ff, 324 

coefficient, 140 
Coulomb's theory, 162 
of cohesive soilR, 149, 162 

passive Rankine state, 140, 145 
passive Rankine zone, 168 
pellk value of shearing resistance, 80ff 

of natuml clay strata, DO 
of remolded clay, 88 

peat, 6, 37, 38, 277, 395, 527 
Pendleton levee, 406 
penetration diagram, see penetration 

]'ccord 
penetration record, 275, 277, 280, 292, 

295,303 
penctration Lest, 343, 442 

see also subsurface soundings 
standard, 266, 266, 204, 295, 300, 413, 

420, 423, 425, 427, 430 
penetrometer, 274, 276, 278, 296 
Pennsylvania, 357 
percentage of voids, 26 
permeability, 31, 40, 43, 116, 210, 218, 

283 
coefficient, 20, 43, 45, 297ff, 309, 330, 

331 
degree, 331 
determination, 45ft', 283ff, 297ff 
eITect, of remolding on, 47 

of temperature on, 46, 4.7 
on stress-strain chl1racteristics, lID 

increase due to boiling, 54 
of sand strata, 297, 309 
of stratified soil, 47, 49 
of various soils, 48, 330, 331 

permeability diagmIU, 298 
pcrmeability profile, 288, 500, 511 
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permeability test, 45ff 
permeable lining, 525 
permeameter, 45, 48 
phreatic surface, 114 
pH value, 532, 534 
physical geology, see geology 
piers, 484 

bearing capacity, 176 
bridge,4()0 
on clay, 492 
on sand, 490 
types, 485ff 

piezometric head, 41, 52, 75 
piezometric level, 41, 75, 221, 234, 235, 

366, 402, 404, 513, 524, 526 
piezometric tube, 75, 220, 234, 244, 513 
pile driving, 528, 52() 

compaction by, 379, 380 
disturbance due to, 462 
liquefaction due to, 462 
vibrations due to, 481 

pile formula, 178, 463ff, 505 
Engineering News, 178, 464.ff 
Hiley, 465 
Redtenbl1cher, 465 
Sanders', 178 

pile foundations, 156ff 
design, 457ff 
floating, 477ff 
friction, 468ff 
point bearing, 46!lff 
settlement, 477ff 

pile group, 450 
ultimate bearing ('apllcity, 468 

piles, 456ff 
batter, 325 
bearing capacity, 176ff, 460 
bulb,481 
cast in pIttce, 481, 485 
compaction, 456 
concrete, 481 
conical, 481 
design lands for, 481 
friction, 456 
lond tests on, 466, 471, 472, 474 
point bearing, 177,466,462 
precast concrete, 481 
re<1ri ving, 477 
point resistance, 177,460 
l;[lfe design load for, 460, 4GB 

piles, sand, 380 
sheet, 197, 220, 231, 332, 342, 318, 

352, 500,503,508,511,513, 517ff, 
525 

skin friction on, 460ff, 463 
spacing, 482 
st:thilization of slopes by, 358 
steel, 481 
tflst, 457, 466, 471, 474 
tyPes, 480ff 
typicalload-sottlement curves for, 467 
ultimate load on, 460 
wood, 481 

piping, by helwe, 230ft, a94, 502ff 
by subsurface erosion, 230, 394, 602, 

506, 507, 500, 511 
plastic equilibrium, 138ff, 152, 168, lUG, 

213 
general state, 141 
Rankine state, 138ff, 145, 168, 350 

plasticity, 15, 35, 36, 3D 
sce also liqui<1limit, plastie limit, pbs~ 

ticit.y index 
plasticity chart, a4, 362 
plasticity index, 33, 34, a9, 384 
plasticity method; 91, 93, 395 
plasticity needle, 377 
plastic limit, 33, 38, 259, 290, 302, 303, 

378,461 
plastic range, 33 
plastic silt, 5, 434 
pneumatic-tired rollers, 375 
point-bearing pilQ, 177,456, 462 
poinL-be:lring pi1() foundation, 469f£ 
point of appliCll,tion of earth pres~ure, 

158ff, 316ff 
point resistance of pile, 177, 460 
Poiseuille's hw, 44 
Poi~son's ratio, 106, ] 07 
pore-water pressure, 52, 146, 181, 219, 

222, 309, 312, 360ff, 403ff, 496 
porosity, 25 ' 

of clays, 26 
of natural snncis, 26 
volume, 32 

Port Alberni, B.O., 275 
Portland cement, 534 
position head, 41 
positive load, 453 
potcntiul drop, 222 
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practical Hignificance of grain-size char
acteristics, 19 

precast concrete piles, 481 
pre compressed clay, 67ff, 72, 87, 260, 

306,378 
compressibility, 69 
footings on, 453 
shen,ring resistance, 88 

precompression, by desiccation, 68, 72 
(lauses, 73 
of clays, 67ff, 260, 305, 378, 433 
influence on sheating resistance, 87, 88 

pressure, allowable soil, 8se allowable soil 
pressure 

capillary, 126 
confining, 98, 211 
cousolhlntion, 233 

maximum, 70, 71 
contact, due to soil moisture, 118, 126 

on base of retltining wall, 215, 325 
on footing, 173, 202, 213, 441 

earth, see carih pressure 
effective, 51 
excess hydrostatic, 42, 84, 222ff, 230lf, 

234ff, <101 ff 
in struts, 195, 345ff 
maximum consolidation, 70, 71 
neutral, 52 

see also porc-water pressure 
overburden, 61, 68, 72, 211, 524 
pore-water, see pore-water pressure 
precompl'ession, 72 

influence on shearing resistance, 87 
relative vapor, 124, 126 
seepage, see seepage pressure 

pressure beU, 203 
pressure gradient, 42 
primary structure, 256 
principal plane, 96 
principal stress, 96, 106, 139 
Proctor method, 375 
Proctor tests, 376, 383, 384 
profiles, water-content, 258, 259, 290, 

303,305 
progress of consolidation, 233 
progressive failure, 90, 91, 92, 346, 389 
progressive settlement, 396 ' 

see also consolidation 
properties, colloidal, 13 . 
Providence, R. L, 342 

pumping, 123 
from sumps, 331 

pumping test,~, 259, 283, 297, 298, 329 
purpose of stabilUy computations, 183 
pyrite, effect on concrete, 531 

quartz, 15, 20, 23, 28, 47 
Quebec, 361, 362 
quicksand, 6, 55, 100, 101, 104, 273, 411) 
quicksand concept of clay structure, 104 
quicksancl conditions, 100 
quick-shear test, 79, 80, 96 

on clay fills, 89 
on remolded clay, 88 

radial shear, zone, 168, 197 
radiolaria, 9 
raft, 407, 443ff 

natural, 453, 492 
pilc-supported, 459 
on clay, allowable soil pressure for, 448 
on sand, allowable soil pressure for, 447 

rarL foundation, settlement, 446 
railway fills, 381 
minstorms, 318, 322, 355, 358 
rttngc, critical for vibrations, 113 
Rankino pressure, active, 140, 145, 350 

passive, 140, 149 
Rankine's earth-pressure theory, 144ff, 

193, 349, 350 
Rankine state, active, 140, 145,350 

of plastic equilibrium, 138ff, 145,168, 
350 

passive, 140, 145 
Rankine value of earth pressure, 313, 350 
rate, of CApillary rise, 116 

of consolidation, 75, 237 
of drainage, 123 
of evaporation, 125, 126 
of settlement, 78,241, 437 

ratio, air~space, 121, 122 
area, 269 
compression, 305, 306 
creep, 50Sff 
depth, 422, 425 
Poisson's, 106, 107 
weighted creep, 504, 505 

recharge, 122 
recompreSSion curve, 60, 70, 107 
redriving of piles, 477 
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Redtenbacher pile formula, 465 
relative consisteney, 27, 33 
relative density, 27, 33, 82, 109, 274, 

278ft', 294ft', 309, 359, 420, 427, 
447, 469, 488 

relative humidity, 123, 126 
rd[Ltive vapor pressure, 124, 126 
remolded clay, 31 

compressibility, 57, 61£f 
confined compressive strength, 99 
consistency, 31ft' 
shearing resistance, 87, 88 

remolding, 31 
effect on permeability of clays, 47 

repose, angle, 81, 92 
residual cby, 105 
residual soil, 4, 19 
resistanre, dynamic, 177 

point, 177, 460 
resistance dill,gram for pile, 463, ,16-1 
resonn.nce, 112 
retaining wnlls, 137, 307, 312ff 

Coulomb's theory of earth pres~ure 

against, 153ff 
drainage for, 322 
foundations for, 323ff 
nonyielding, 323 
pressure against, 3121'£ 
Rankine's theory of earth Pl'OHSUl'O 

against, 144ft' 
Rhineland, 508 
ring-shear test, 80 
rise, capillary, 115, 116, 133 
river-channel deposits, 286 
river deposits, 330 
roadbed, deterioration, 383 
roek,4 
rock fill, 390 
rock-fill dam, 497, 498, 502, 512 
rock flour, 5, 210 
rolled cinder fill, 3\)9 
rolled clay fill, 389 
roHel's, pneumatic-tired, 375 

sheepsfoot, 375, 378, 388 
tamping, 375, 378, 388 

rolling, 373, 382 
root holes, 25, 45, 325, 408 
root of slide, 364, 358 
Rosengarten, 363, 372 
routine jobs, 285, 308 

routine test,s, 305, 308, 329 
row of well points, 334 
rows of wells, 332 
rupture, circle, 98 

diagmm, Mohr'S, 98 
line, 98,90 

rules, empiri(~al, 25+, 327 
Hemicmpil'ieal, 135, 211, 254, 412 

Russin, 494, 4.05 

safe design load on pile, 460, 466 
safety, fact.or of, see factor of safety 
St. Lawrence Hiver, 361 
St. Thuribc, Quebec, 362 
sampler, Denison, 273 
samples, hand-cal'vod, 271 

large-diameter, 2(iIlff 
undisturbed sHucl, 271 

sampling spoon, 63, 263, 264, 270 
sand, 5, 37, 38 

allowable bellring values for rafts on, 
447 

nllowable Hoil pressure for footings on, 
4UlfI 

cemented, shearing resistan('e, 82 
comp:wtion, 373, 371!, 379 
compressibility, GO 
cuts in, 103, 3-16ff, 358, 359, 517 
disintegration of strncLuro ulll'ing shellr, 

81 
dry, Hhearing resistance, 81ff, \)2 
dune, 330 
footings on, 4Wf£ 
mieuceous, permeability, 47 
open Guts in, 103, 346ft', 358, 359, fil7 
permeability, 47, 48, 297, 309 ' 
relative density, 27, 33, 82, 10\), 27'1, 

278ff, 294ff, 300, 350, 420, 427, 
447, 460, 488 

samples, 265, 271ff, 273 
saturated, shoaring l'l'siRtanl:e, 82ff, 92 
silty, 127, 128, 219 

shearing resistance, 86, 92 
slope on dry cohesionless, 181 
structul'e, 101 

Sanders' pile formula, 178 
sllnd pilos, 380 
sandy silt" 23 
San FmnciRco-Oukland Bny bridge, 400 
San Gabriel Dmn No.1, 3\)4 
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Santa Clara Valley, 526 
saturated sand, shearing l'esistnnce, 82ff, 

92 
satul'l1tion, capillary, 249 

degree, 27, 127 
Scandinavinn countries, 362 
scour, 51, 409,411, 413 

internal, 45 
scrapers, tractor-drawn, 382 
Reasonal volume changes, 323, 408 
sel1t of settlement, 423, 445, 447 

see also significant depth 
sceant modulus, 107 
secondary settlement, 7o, 241, 437, 477 
secondary structure, 257 
secondary time offect, 75, 77, 241, 437, 

477 
sedimentation, 103 
seepage, computittion, 2221'1' 
seepage forces, 181 
seepage losses, 297, 499ff 
seopage pressurc, 41, 64, 110, 138, 218, 

223, 242ff, 318, 322, 331, 34Il, 
358,502 

seepage problems, 43, 207 
seepage velocity, 43, 331 
Seewen, SwitzerIflnd, 532 
segregation of air, 46 
seismic wethod of soil exploration, 282 
seismographic observations, 530 
semiempiricalrules, 135, 211, 254, 412 
semilogarithmie grain-size curve, 18 
sensitivity, 31, 38, 63, 67, 101, 108, 260, 

301,304,307,354,362 
of fine sand, 102 
of nOl'Il1ltlly louded clttys, 61, G2, GO 

settlement, 201 
curves of equal, 304, 471, 476 
differential, 201, 209, 408, 412, 421ff, 

432, 438, 445, 454, 471, 476, 491, 

40"1, 515ff, 528, 530 
due to excavation, 516, 523 
due to load in proximity, 515 
due to lowering water table, 524 
due to vibrations, 111, 4.24, 528ff 
wethod of computation, 65fi', 208ft, 

304ff,471l 
of footing foundations, 421ff, 432, 436 
of pile foundlLtions, 468ff, 476, 479 
of mft foundations, 4461'1' 

Hettlemcnt, of vibrator, 112 
progressive, 396 

see also consolidation 
l'a te, 76ff, 233ff, 437, 476 
seat, 423, 445, 447 

see also significant depth 
Rccondary, 75, 241, 437, 477 

settlement computation, 65ff, 208ff, 304ff, 
436 

settlement curve, 167 
settlement forecast, 306 

see also settlement computation 
settlement observations, 523, 530 
setup, mUltiple-stage, 335 
shaft, 501, 521 

drop, 486 
excavation, 486, 491 
in soft clay, 520, 521 

shaking test, 0 
shallow cuts, 343 
shallow footing, 167, 4131'1' 
Shanghai, 465, 484 
shupe of soil particlcs, 9 
shearing resistance, of cemented sand, 

82 
of clay, 87ff, 103, 299ff, 321, 361, 

429 
of clay fills, 89, 92, 382, 389, 398 
of dry sand, 81, 92 
of natural cby strata, 90,- 103, 299if, 

361,429 
of remolded clay, 87, 88 
of saturated sand, 82ff, 92 
of silt and silty Band, 86, 1)2ff 
peak value, 80ff, 88, 90 
ultimate value, 80, 90 

shearing stress, 78ff, 89, 91, gaff, 142, 
145, 176, 188,252,497 

shear pattorn, 140, 169 
shear test, 78ff 

consolidated quick, 79, 103, 521 
function, 93 
quick,79 
ring, 80 
slow, 79, 83, 84, 86, 94, 251, 321 
triaxial, 80, 93ff, 363 

shccpsfoot roller, 375, 378, 388 
sheeting, 344, 352 
sheeirpile bulkhead, 538 
sheeirpile cutoff, 500, 503 
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sheet piles, 197, 220, 231, 332, 342, 348, 
500, 503, 508, 511, 513, 517, 518, 
519,525 

effect on heave of bottom of cut, Ul7, 
352, 518, 519 

shore deposits, 259, 286, 287, 303, 307 
shrinkage cracks, 128 
shrinkage limit, 33, 124, 127, 269 

rate of evaporation at, 126 
Siemens Bau Union, 333 
Siemens method of drainage, 333, 334, 

346 
sieve analysis, 17, 18 
significant depth, 418, 427, 628 

see also seat of settlement 
silt, 22 

allowable soil pre&'lure on, 434 
compaction, 374 
footings on, 434 
inorganic, 6, 34, 38, 48 
organic, 6, 34, 38, 48, 395 
permeability, 48 
plastic, 6 
sandy, 23 
shearing resistance, 86, 92 

silty sand, 86, 92, 127, 128, 219 
silty soils, inorganic, 34 

shearing resistance, 93 
single-grained structure, 24 
sink hole, 508 
sinking, fo.ilure by, 394 

of caissons, 486 
siphoning, capillary, 117 
skeleton structure, 24, 32, 362, 391 
skin friction, 177 

negative, 474 
on cai'lSons, 489, 41)O 
on piles, 460, 463 

slaking, 128, 129 
slickensides, 25, 257, 363, 434 
slides, 181ff, 354ff 

due to spreading, 366, 394, 401, 402, 
403,497 

gravity, 369 
in cluy, 91, 181ff, 360ff, 398ff 
in detritus, 357 
in fissured clay, 364 
in homogeneous cohesive soil, 181 

sliding, composite surfaces, 191, 366ff, 
403 

sliding, factor of safety against, .~ee factor 
of safety 

surface of, 90, 91, 171 
behind br:1cing of cuts, 194 
beneath slope, 181ff, 355ff 
in bnckfill, 137ff, 152, 153, 159, 

161ff 
in embankment or foundation, 245, 

252, 304, 496 
sliding wedge, 142, 143, 151££, 159 
slope, critical height, 185, 189, 368, 518 

facior of s~feiy, 181, 184, 188tI, 242ff 
on cl,ty, 90, 181ff, 360ff, 398ff 
on detritus, 356ff 
'On dry cohesionless sand, 181 
on loess, 359 
on saturated sand, 359 
stability, 137, 181ff, 242ff, 354ff, 381ff 

slope circle, 185, 360 
slope failure, 182 
Rlope line (earth-pressure theory), 154 
sloughing, 129, 331, 336, 3G5, 378, 388 
slow drawdown, 250 
slow-shear tests, 79, 84, 04,251,321 

on remolded clay, 87 
on sand, 83, 84 
on silt, 86 

Sodertalje Canal, 361 
softening of downstream toe, 389 
soil, 4 

composite, 37 
deterioration, 354, 364, 365 
geological origin, 7, 10, 19, 21 
immature, 19 
mnture,19 
micaceous, 33, 47 
organic, 5, 33, 34 
residual, 4, 10 
stratified, permeability, 47, 49 
transported, 4 
uniform, 10 

soil classification, 3, 37 
soil colloids, 14 
soil compaction, see compaction 
soil exploration, 256 

for cuts, 343, 351, 366, 370 
for embankment bases, 403, 405 
for foundations, 307ff, 431, 433, 442ff, 

447, 470, 472, 501, 532 
for retaining walls, 323 
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soil exploration, methods, 258ff 
program for, 2856' 
purpose and scope, 255ff 

soil fractions, 9 
soil moisture, 114, li7, 126 
soil particles, shape, 9 
Roil profile, 266 
soil Rtabilization, 17 
soldier beams, 344 
solidification of sand, 272 
solid state, 15 
sounding device, see penetrometer ' 
sounding methods, dynamic, 279 

static, 277ff 
soundings, subsurface, see subsurface 

soundings 
Southern Railway Company (England), 

. 372 
Soviet Turkestan, 360 
spacing, of exploratocy borings, 291ff 

of piles, 482 
Spezia, ItalY, 400 
spiral, logarithmic, 163, 194 
split spoon, 263 
spontaneous liquefaction, 1006', 339, 359, 

394,424 
spoon Sfunples, 262, 329 
sprcnd footing, 167, 407 
spread foundation, 407, 413ff 
spreading, failure by, 366, 394, 401, 402, 

403,497 
slides due to, 366, 394, 401, 402, 403, 

4\)7 
springs, 331, 508, 512, 525 

erosive capacity, 509 
spudding, 472 
st..'1,hilit.y, of earth dams, 242ff, 386ft' 

of slopes, see slope, stability 
of storage dams, 250, 386ff 

stability computations, 137, 181, 387 
8ee also factor of safety 
purpose, 183 

stability factor, 185 
stabilization of soils, 17 
standard load test, 296, 426 
standard penotration test, 265, 266, 294, 

295, 300, 413, 420, 423, 425, 427, 
430 

state, conoidal, 13 
drawdown, 243, 250 

state, high level, 242 
of elastic equilibrium, 141 
of plastic equilibrium, see plastic equi

librium 
State Highway Officials, American As-' 

sociation of, 383, 393 
static sounding methods, 277ff 
statistical relations, 21, 36, 305, 412 

between liquid limit, and coefficient of 
consolidation, 77 

and compression index, 66, 304 
statistics, 18 
steam hammer, 178 
steel piles, 481 
sticky limit, 33 
stiff clay, see clay, fissured; aka clay, 

precompressed 
Stokes's law, 17 
storage dam, 250, 386££ 
strain control, 80 
strainer, 334 
stratification, 256 
stratified soil, permeability, 47, 49 
stratum, 256 
strength, dry, 33, 35, 38 

unconfined compressive, see unconfined 
compressive strength 

stress, consolidation, 233 
effeotive, 52 
neutral, 52, 55, 114, 119, 137, 219 
normal, 52, 96ff 
principal, 96, 106, 139 . 
shearing, 78££, 89, 91, 900, 142, 145, 

176, 188, 252, 497 
total, 52 

stress control, 80 
stress-strain characteristics, of confined 

soil, 108, 109 
of elastic solid, 106 
of soil in place, 110, 203 
of unconfined clay, 106 

structural patterns in soil, 57 
structure, 24 

cluster, 25, 47 
erratic, 257 
flocoulent, 14, 24 
honeycombed, 14, 24, 103 
of clay, disturbance, 64 
of sand, 101 

disintegration during shea.r, Sl 
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structure, primary, 256 
quicksand concept, 104 
secollliary, 257 
sensitive, 354 

see also sensitivity 
single grained, 24 
skeleton, 24, 32, 362, 391 

struts, 192, 344, 523 
pressure in, 195 

subgrade reaction, 214 
coefficien t, 214 
on flexible foundations, 215 
on rigid foundations, 214 
theories, 214 

submerged unit weight, 52 
subsurface erosion, 51, 230, 331, 341, 

362, 394, 502, 506, 507, 509, 
511 

subsurface soundings, 259, 274ff, 291, 
295,302,343,349,423,442 

calibration, 295 
dynamic methods, 279 
static methods, 277ff 

subterranean eroRion, see subsurface 
erosion 

suction methods (dra,inage), 121 
sudden drawdown, 243, 246, 248 
sulphate-resisttLllt, cement, 534 
sulphates, effect on concrete, 531ff 

in ground water, 533 
sulphides, effect on concrete, 531, 533 
summer layers, 289 
sumping, method, 331 
sumps, 330, 331, 332, 349, 428, 442, 486, 

488, 508, 525 
surcharge on Imekfill of retaining wull, 

155ff, 315fr, 321 
surface, of sliding, see sliding, surface of 

phreatic, 114 
suriaeo nctivity, 11 
surfaco film, 114 
surface tertsion, 114, 115, 126 
suspension, 14 

of sand, 101 
Svir River, 494, 495, 502 
Sweden, 361 
Rwedish Department of Public Works, 

398 
Swedish Geotechnic[1l Commission, 284, 

361 

S~'edish State Railways, sounding 
method,277 

swelling, 128, 363, 378 
causes, ]5 
due to excavation, 110 

swelling capacity, 3S9 
swelling curve, 60 
swelling index, 65,378 
Switzerland, 532, 541 

sounding method, 279 
swivel head, 260 
system, closed (frost action), 132, 320 

open, 132, 320 

tamping, compaction by, 373 
tamping folIeI'll, 375, 378, 388 
Taylorsville dam, 391 
temperature, influence on permeahility, 

46,47 
ll'nsion cl'n.cks, 148, 182, 343 
test, clasHifiuatioll, 3, 38 

compucLioll, 381 
consolidation, 72, 73 
limit, 32ff 
penetration, 343, 442 

see also penetra tioll teRt, standard; 
subsurface soundings 

permeability, 45ff 
pumping, 259, 283 
shear, see Rhear test 
swelling, 378 
triaxial, 93, 9,1" gn, 108 
unconfinell eompreHsionj 93, 268, 301, 

305 
test boring,;, 5 

see also llxplofl1tory borings 
j,est piles, 457, 466, 471, 474 
test pits, 424 
test shafts, 5 
Texas, 125, 128, 133, 408, 4-13, 443, 455 
texture, 24, 38 
theory, Coulomb's, 153IT, 1G2, 184, 193 

function, 135, 310 
of consolidation, 78, 233ff, 391 
of piping by herwe, 232, 505ff 
of settlement, 65ff, 208ff, 304ff, 436 
of stability of slopeR, 181ff, 242ff, 371 
of sub grade reaction, 214 
Rankine'S, 144ff, 193,349,350 

thixotropic hnrdening, 103, 3H1 
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thixotropy, 16, 32, 89 
till, 7, 37, 38, 330, 388 

permeability, 48 
time-consolid:J.tion curve, 75 
time effect, secondary, 75, 77, 241, 437, 

477 
time factor, 239 
time rate of compression, 59, 78 
time-settlement curve, 241, 437 
toe, I::oftening, 389 
10e circle, 185, 191, 360 
toe filter, 389 
tongue of slide, 364, 361 
trac.tor-drawn scrapers, 382 
traffic vibrations, 321, 322, 52!) 
Transcona grain elevator, 455 
transmission constant, 43 
transported soil, 4 
transverse i~otropy, 26, 227 
1 rench braces, 344 
triaxial test, 80, 93, g,!, 99, 108 

function, 93 
troublesome ground, 356, 370 
tube, piezometric, 75, 220, 234, 244, 513 
tube sample boring, 259, 267, 300, 305, 

351 
tuff, 7 

fine grained, 38 
tunnels, 53!) 
Turkestan, Soviet, 360 
types of piers, 485ff 

ultimate beftring capacity of pile group, 
468 

ultimate load on pile, 460 
ultiml1w value of shearing resistance, 80, 

81 
of naiural clay strata, 90 
of remolded clay, 89 

unconfined compression tests, 93, 107, 
268, 301, 305 

unconfined compressive strength, 30, 269 
as index property, 31, 33, 38, 303, 304 
as measure of shearing resistance, 91, 

99, 185, 198, 300, 303, 304, 349, 
361, 398, 430, 431 

of desiccating soil, 127 
IDlderground erosion, see erosion, sub

surface 
underground utilities, 329 

undisturbed sample borings, 260, 305 
undisturbed sand samples, 271ff 
Uniformity coefficient, 21, 39 
uniform soil, 10 
United States, Army Engineers, 273 

Bmeau of Reclamation, 273, 514 
Geological Survey, 291 
Reclamation Service, 410 

unit weight, 28, 38, 281, 321, 349 
equivalent, 391 
submerged, 52 

Utah,358 
utilities, underground, 329 

vacuum method of drainage, 333, 337, 
488 

Valparaiso, Chile, 401 
variable-frequency vibrator, 111, 112, 

282, 374, 379 
varved clay, 8, 270, 289, 368ff 
velocity, discharge, 42, 43, 220 

seepage 43,331 
velocity potential, 221 
vibrating machinery, 111, 113,424, 528 
vibrations, lllff, 528ff 

compacting effect, 111ff, 374,379, 424 
compaction by, 111, 373, 379 
due to pile driving, 481 
effect on clays, 113 
forced, III 
settlement due to, Ill, 424, 528ff 
traffic, 321, 322, 529 

vibrator, 111, 112, 282, 374, 379 
settlement, 112 

vibrofiotation process, 379, 381 
Vienna, 470, 529 
viscosity, 43, 130 

coefficient, 47 
effect on permeability, 46 
relation to secondary consolidation, 76 

void ratio, 26 
critical, 86, 101, 425 
natmal, 37, 38, 271 

voids, percentage, 26 
volume, 26 

volcanic ash, 32 
volume changes, seasonal, 323; 408 
volume compressibility, coefficient, 64, 

209 
volume expansion of sand, 108 
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volume of voids, 25 
volume porosity, 42 
Vrceswijk locks, 527 

wale, 34;4, 
wall friction, 151, 321 
Wasatch Mountains, 358 
wash-boring process, 260 
Washington, 511 
wash pipe, 2f:i0 
wash-point penetrometer, 295 
water, adsorbed, 88 
water content, 27, 7-1, 70 

control, 375ff, 382, 380 
natural, 33, 37, 38, 67, 72, 104, 258, 

250, 290, 302, 303, 305ff 
profiles, 258, 259, 290, 303, 305 

wl1ter-holding capacity, 120, 122 
watering, compaction by, 374 
water level, 114 
Wawr Supply Papt~rs, USGS, 291 
water tttble, 114 
w[we, clastic, 281 
weathering, 10, 19 
wedge, sliding, 142, 143, 151ff, 159 
woep holes, 818 
weighted creep ratio, 504, 505 

well casing, 120 
well point, 120, 12\), 333, 334, 33H, 420, 

428, 442, 452, 488 
wells, 119 

bleeder, 331, 336 
ruter, 120, 123, 297, 332, 336, 3D8, 405, 

512 
rows, 332, 334 

Westfield, Mass., 502 
West Virginia, 357 
wet cuts, 365 
wet mechanical analysis, 17 
wind-laid deposits, 286, 287, 330, 355, 

359 
Winnipeg, 444 
winter layers, 289 
wood piles, 481 

X-my analysis, 9 

Yuma, Ariz., 409, 413 

Zeeland, 359 
zone, active Rankine, 168 

of freezing, 131 
of radial shear, 168, 19'1 
passive Rankine, 168 






